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THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. I.—Chinese Translations of the Milinda Panho.

By J. Takakusu.

I. The number of the Chinese translations in existence.

With a translation of the introduction contained

in one translation.

II. The date of the two translations.

With an examination of the existing catalogues

of the Chinese Buddhist Books.

III. The story of the discussions between the King
(Milinda) and Bhikshu Nagasena found in a

Buddhist sutra called “ Samvukta-ratna-pitaka.”

The above has been written to clear up the doubtful points

concerning the Chinese translation as mentioned by Prof.

Rhys Davids in his Introduction to the “ Milinda ” II,

pp. xi-xvii.

The Story of King Milinda and Nagasena the Sage.

The “ Questions of Milinda ” is, according to Professor

Rhys Davids, to whose labour the production of an authentic

translation of the work is due, of its kind (that is, as a book

J.R.A.S. 1S96. 1
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n

of apologetic controversy), the best in point of style that had

then been written in any country, and it is the masterpiece

of Indian prose. This interesting book, originally written

in Northern India, at or a little after the beginning of the

Christian era, 1 has been entirely lost in the land of its

origin, but it has been translated into Pali and Chinese,2 and

from Pali into Simhalese, and much commented in Burma

and Siam. For a study of the history of the “ Questions of

King Milinda
”

it is important to gather all the information

about the work itself, about King Milinda, or Bhikshu

Nagasena, and to inquire as to how early the memory of

the king goes back, or how long the same has survived

in India. We have been very fortunate to have that

interesting paper 3 of MM. Sylvain Levi and Ed. Speclit

on the Chinese translations of the Milinda. M. S. Levi

has further discovered that a reference to the Milinda was

not only in the commentary,4 but also in the text of the

Abhidharma-kosa-vyakhya of Vasubandhu.5 The actual

words of the reference have been published by M. Leon

Feer in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1891,

p. 476. Mr. Schiefner has found a statement in a Tibetan

work that a schism took place under a Thera Nagasena

137 years after the Buddha’s death.6 But it is not certain

whether he is our Nagasena.

Professor Serge d’Oldenbourg, of St. Petersburg, has

pointed out that the two Cambridge MSS. of Kshemendra’s

Bodhisattvavadana-kalpalata mention incidentally the name
Milinda (not “ Millinda,” as given by Rajendra Lai Mitra).

1 See Rhys Davids, Introduction to Milinda I, p. xi, “ Sacred Books of the
East,” vol. xxxv ; compare the same, pp. xxii, xxiii, “Milinda must have
reigned for a considerable time in the latter half of the second century b.c.,

probably from about HO to about 115, or even 110 B.c.”
2 The Chinese may represent a different original, as MM. S. Levi and E.

Specht think, or a portion of a text of Pah recension mixed with a comment
or notes made in Siam or somewhere else. These points will become clear when
the promised translation of the above two scholars bas been laid before us.

3 See the Proceedings of the Ninth Oriental Congress, 1892, vol. i, pp.
520-529.

1 That a reference is in the commentary has been pointed out by Burnouf in
his “Introduction,” etc., p. 570.

3 See Milinda, part i, p. xxvi, and part ii, p. xvii.
6 Note to his translation of Taranatha, p. 298.
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Some other important references by Buddhaghosa and

others, and the relation of our work to the Katha Yatthu,

Brahma-jala sutta, and other books, have been minutely

discussed by Professor Bhys Davids himself, and all are

found well put together in his two introductions to the

Milinda, parts i and ii.

Several points, however, remain still to be cleared up.

All those points relating to the Chinese translation of the

work will, I hope, be further discussed by MM. S. Levi

and Specht in their forthcoming translation of the Chinese

text, i.e.
“ Na-Sien-Bhikshu King.” 1

It is true that Bunyu Nanjio says in his catalogue, as

pointed out by Prof. Rhys Davids, that it was “translated

under the Eastern Tsin dynasty, a.d. 317—420”; while

MM. S. Levi and E. Specht tell us that one of the two

translations was inserted in the Korean collection made in

that country a.d. 1010, and the other was printed in the

Collection of Buddhist Books, published under the Sung,

a.d. 1239.2 The difference of these statements, though it

may seem very great, is not, after all, very difficult to be

accounted for. But before we try to speak about the date

of the translation we must decide how many translations

now exist in Chinese.

I. It is certain that we have two distinct translations of the

Milinda among Chinese Buddhist Books. But have we

a third ?

Professor Rhys Davids has pointed out that there seems

to be a third Chinese translation besides the two mentioned

in the paper above referred to, and further doubts whether

there must not be a fourth to explain all the different state-

ments of Nanjio and Specht.

Now as to the first two. The new Japanese edition

(published in Tokyo, 1883—Bodleian Jap. 65) of Chinese

Buddhist Books contains two translations of the Milinda,

1 Bunyu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of Buddhist Books,

No. 1358.
8 Milinda, part ii, p. xii (S.B.E. isxvi).
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one in two volumes, the other in three. These two are, in

all probability, the same as those mentioned in the paper

of MM. S. Levi and Specht. This edition was based on

the Korean edition of a.d. 1010, and collated from five

different editions published in China and Japan. The

Japanese editors have recognized that these two translations

were distinct works, and inserted the two together in their

new edition. Whether the two texts in the Japanese edition

are the same as those in Paris 1 or not, it is certain that

we have two different translations of the work in question.

Now, have we a third translation, besides these two con-

tained in the Japanese edition ?

Professor Serge d’Oldenbourg told Professor Rhys Davids

that the introduction contained in the Chinese translation

of the Milinda, which was further translated into Russian

by Mr. Ivanovsky, was a sort of Jataka story, in which the

Buddha appeared as a white elephant.2 The copy in the

India Office Collection (Chinese Miscellaneous, Case 67f
)

consists of three volumes, the first of which has an in-

troduction relating to the former births of Milinda and

Nagasena.

In this introduction we have something about an

Elephant-king representing Milinda’s former birth, but not

the Buddha’s. As it, is important to identify the India

Office copy with one of the texts in Paris, or with the

Russian translation just referred to, I have thought it best

to give the introduction in question in the following pages,

bv means of which, perhaps, Professor Serge d’Oldenbourg

or M. Ed. Specht will be able to see from a comparison

with their own books whether or no the India Office copy

is identical with one of theirs.3

In any case, it would be very interesting to decide to

which class the India Office copy belongs.

1 Verv likely they are the same : see below.

2 See Rhys Davids, Introduction, Milimla II, p. xi. He thinks that, as there

is nothing about this curious introduction in either of M. Specht’s papers, it

seems possible that there are really three Chinese books on the “ Milinda.”

3 The importance of this identification has been emphasized by Professor Rhys

Davids, Milinda II, p. xii, note.
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I here give a translation of the introduction contained

in the India Office text of the Milinda.

The Sutra on the Bhikshu Na-Sien. 1

(Ho. 1358 in Nanjio’s Catalogue—Chinese Miscellaneous,

Case 67* [26].)

“ The translator’s name is lost, and we register this work as

belonging to the Easter Tsin dynasty (a.d. 317-420).”

2

3 The Buddha (once) dwelt in Sravasti, in the grove of

Jeta, in the gardens of Anathapindada.4 At that time all

the Bhikshu Sangha, BhikshunTs, Upasakas, TJpasikas, all

the kings of heaven, great ministers, rich men and other

people, and also those who pursue the (heretic) doctrines

of 96 varieties, altogether to the number of more than

10,000, daily attended the Buddha to hear his religious

discourse (sutranta). It occurred to the Buddha: “The
assembly of men here is great from day to day, and my
body cannot be at ease.” The Buddha’s wish was to forsake

the assembly of men and retire into a quiet place, where

he could sit down, contemplate, and meditate on the path.

The Buddha then deserted the assembly of men, and retired

to a mountain in the thicket of Kiao-lo 5 trees. These trees

1 Three yols. in all

—

Yol. i consists of 23 leaves, the first word being
,
the last ^ ^

.

Vol.ii „ 21 „ „ „ J, „ # nij.

Yol. iii „ 15 „ „ „ ]£ |f.

The division of the collection is marked at the edge, m 3. x 't;-

Though the India Office text is an old Japanese edition (1681). yet it is

practically a reproduction of the Chinese edition of the Ming dynasty 1600).

2 ^ EH A 35 PS yPj-
This is the editor’s remark.

3 Mark that this book does not begin with“evam maya srutam. though

it pretends to be a sutra.

4 Anathapindika in Pali, another name of Sudatta.

5 Kolaka, “black pepper”? Or do the three characters stand for a name

something like Karafija, pongamia glabra.
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had a spirit; and the Buddha seated himself under one of

the trees and was meditating on the path of purity. Not far

from the forest there were elephants to the number of more

than 500. The elephant-king was wise and good, and able

to judge what is good or bad
;

their manners resembling

those of men. All the elephants used to surround the king

;

among them there were male and female, long-toothed,

middle-toothed, and small-toothed. 1 Whenever the elephant-

king, being thirsty, wished to go and drink water, all the

smaller elephants ran before the king and entered the water

and drank it. After that, they would sport with water,

running about, stirring up, or fishing in, the water, and

make it turbid and impure, and the result was that the king

could not drink any pure water. Whenever the king, being

hungry, wanted to go and eat grass, all the small elephants

used to run before him and eat all the beautiful grass, and

sport, running about, jumping, treading on the grass, and

the king himself could not eat fresh grass at all. The
elephant-king thereupon thought to himself :

“ My com-

panions are too many, and I regret that all the elephants

and their young ones would stir up water (before I drink),

thereby making it turbid, or eat grass before me, making

it impure (by treading on)
;

and I have always to drink

impure water and eat trodden-down grass. What if I

abandoned all the elephants and retired to a quiet place

where I can be happy?” Thereupon the king abandoned

the assembly, went to a mountain, and came to the thicket

of the Kiao-lo trees. (As it happened to be the place where

the Buddha was) he saw the Buddha there sitting under

a tree. Then, greatly rejoicing in his heart, he came before

the Buddha, bowed, knelt down, and worshipped the

Buddha ;
and retired to one side and remained there. The

Buddha then thought to himself : “ I have abandoned my
companions and have come here in the forest

; the elephant

has also forsaken his retinue and is come here in the same

place. Thus we have come here for exactly the same purpose.”

These may be “ advanced in age,” “middle-aged,” and “young.”
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The Buddha then gave a religious discourse (sutranta) for

the sake of the elephant-king, and said :
“ A Buddha is

the most honoured among men, and the elephant-king

is the most honoured among elephants.” Further :
“ Mv

intention is similar to that of (you) the elephant-king
;

I

shall be happy being together with the elephant in the

forest.”

When the elephant heard the religious discourse his mind
was enlightened, and he understood what the Buddha
meant, and, looking towards the Buddha, he wandered about

the Buddha’s walking-place (Cankrama). 1 Now he would

draw water with his nose and water the ground, then he

would pluck some grass with his nose and sweep the place,

or he would make the ground flat and good by treading

on it. The elephant-king served the Buddha in this way
every day from morning till evening. Some time after-

wards the Buddha took the quiet path of Nirvana

2

and

disappeared.

The elephant did not know where the Buddha was, and,

therefore, he wandered about to look for the Buddha, but

without success. Thereupon he wept, cried, and was full

of sorrow, without any enjoyment
;
he did not even eat

or drink.

At that time there was a Buddhist monastery on a

mountain in the country. It was called “ Ka-la-yiian,” 8

and had 500 Sramanas living in it, who all were Arhats.

They used to recite sutras on the six fast-days, every month.

(One day) at dawn the elephant-king was also on the

mountain, and came near the monastery. He noticed that

there was a recitation of sutras on the six fast-days, and

1 Cankrama here, of course, cannot be a “covered walk.” I-tsing, a Chinese

traveller in India (a.d. 671-695), mentions “ Cankrama ” of the Nalanda

monastery in his “ Record of Buddhist Practices in India and the Islands of

the Southern Sea,” a translation of which will soon be published by the

Clarendon Press in the Anecdota Oxoniensia series. For “ Cankrama,” see

also Mahavagga v, 1, 14, note 2 ;
“ Sacred Books of the East,” vol. xvii.

2
Sl| lit.

“ Actionless Nirvana Path.”

3 Kalavana ?
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came to the monastery every fast-day in order to hear

sutras recited.

All the Sramanas knew that the elephant was glad to hear

the rehearsal, and waited each time until he came among

them.

’While hearing the recitation of sutras he would not sleep,

or lie, or move, or tremble all the night. As the elephant

often heard the exposition of the sutras and served the

Buddha, he was born, as a man, afterwards when his long

life as elephant had come to an end. He was born in the

family of a Brahman ; he did not hear of the Buddha or

of a sutra, nor did he see any Sramanas. He left his

family, went in a deep forest, and lived there learning the

path of a Brahman. At about the same time there was

another hermit Brahman in the same forest
;
and the two

visited each other and made acquaintance.

One of the two thought to himself :
“ I am disgusted

with the human life, with the district magistrate
,

1 with the

conditions of sorrow, suffering, old age, sickness, and death
;

after death we are to fall into hell, or become a hungry

spirit (preta), or an animal, or live a poor and miserable

life when born as a man. Therefore, I will shave my hair

and beard, and become a Sramana, wearing a Kashaya

(yellow robe), and seek after the quiet path (Nirvana), which

is (the means of) saving the world.” The other Brahman
also thought . to himself :

“ I wish to be a sovereign,

possessed of might and power, and to let all the people

under heaven follow me and obey my command and

instruction.”

Some time after they both made these vows they died,

and were reborn again in the world as men. The one, who
had wished to become a sovereign in his former life, was

born as the crown-prince to a king (in a country) bordering

on the sea. His parents named him “ Hi-lan.” 2 The

1 This is very curious
; jgj

*g‘ may be for Jg “lodged in mid-air,”

as an adjective to the “human life.”

2 “ Lan” is never used for “lin” in transcribing a Sanskrit word, but used
almost exclusively tor “lan” or “ran.” This shows that the original had
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other, who had wished to pursue the quiet path of Nirvana,

which is (the means of) saving the world, was born in

Tien-chu (Sindhu as a name for India), in the district of

Kasmira. His parents named him “ Da-la ” (Dhara ?).

He was born wearing a Kashaya (yellow robe), in con-

sequence of his row made in his former life. In his house

there was an elephant which was born on the same day as

he. As elephant is called na (for naga) in Tien-chu

(Sindhu, India), the parents again named their son “ Na-

sien” (Naga-sena).

So far about the former births of Milinda and Nagasena.

Then the introduction goes on relating something about

Nagasena’s uncle “Lo-han” (Rohana). 1 • Nagasena goes

to his uncle and asks to be made a Sramana. He becomes

a Sramanera, and receives the ten precepts (slla). In his

20th year he goes to a temple called “ Ho-shan ” (probably

Yattaniya), and receives the great precepts (slla) from the

head of the 500 Arhats, the venerable O-pei (or A-pi).

The assembly points out that Nagasena alone among them

is not yet an Arhat, and, therefore, Nagasena intends to

leave the assembly. O-pei exhorts him. Another teacher

of Nagasena, Ka-vi by name, 80 years old, orders the latter

to go with water full in his mouth to the house of an

Upasaka, who asks him to preach a sermon. Nagasena

preaches the Law, having emptied his mouth against his

teacher’s order. As a result of his sermon, the Upasaka as

well as Nagasena himself obtain the fruition of Sotapanna 3

(Srotaapanna, the first of the four stages of the Path). His

teacher, Ka-vi, wants to expel him on the ground of his

Mi-lan or Ye-lan as its first part, not Mi-lin or Me-lin. St. Julien’s “Methode

pour Transcrire les Noma Sanserifs en Chinoise ” also does not give any

instance of “lan” being used for any Skt. syllable, but “lam,” “lan,” or

“ran” (including “la” or “ra”) : see p. 135.
1 For Rohana, see Rhys Davids, Milinda I, p. 13 seq.

* The four grades are—(1) Sotapanna, (2) Sakatagamin. (3) Anagamin,

(4) Arhat. See Childers, s.v. nibbanam, p. 268, and Mai Miiller’s “Diamond
Cutter,” IX (S.B.E. vol. xlix, part ii), p. 120, note 2.
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disobedience to his teacher
; the head of the assembly,

O-pei (or A-pi), protests against the proposal, hut in vain.

Nagasena, being sad, retires to a mountain and finally

becomes an Arhat. He then appears once again before the

500 Arhats, who have expelled him, and apologizes for his

former fault, hut does not stay there. He makes a preaching

excursion, and his fame spreads all over India. He comes

to Sa-ga (Sagala), of Tien-chu (Sindhu), and remains at the

temple of I-ti-ka.

Mi-lan (Milinda), on the other hand, studies with

diligence sutras and also heretic systems, and afterwards

succeeds to the throne, in a country bordering on the sea,

and asks publicly if there is anyone who can discuss the

doctrines of the sutras with him. The ministers tell him

that in the North there are Sramanas who are wise and

learned, and can* discuss with him. One of his courtiers,

Chan-mi-li-wang-chun, introduces a Sramana, Ya-ho-la

(Ayupala). 1 Milinda begins his question with the com-

parative merit of homeless life, and the life of a layman,

as to the final result, i.e. Nirvana. As the Sramana has

answered that both can produce one and the same result,

the king further questions why then he (Ayupala) has

become a Sramana, seeing that a Sramana is not different

from an TJpasaka so far as the final result is concerned.

Ya-ho-la (Ayupala) is silenced after one or two questions.2

Chan-mi-li again introduces Na-sien (Nagasena), whose

knowledge included the twelve divisions of the Sacred

Books and the ninety-six systems 3 of heretics.

When the two meet, the “ Questions of Milinda
” proper

begin at folio 9b of the India Office text, so that the

introduction occupies really nine leaves of the Chinese book.

This India Office copy has in all fifty-nine leaves, 22,651

1 See Milinda, part i, p. 30.
1 Hid., p. 31.
3 Heretic doctrines are said to be ninety-six or ninety-five. In the Brahma-jala

sutra sixty-two views are enumerated, as can be seen in Rhys Davids' Milinda II,

pp. xxiii-xxv. Of its two Chinese translations, the one made in a.d 222-280

(Nanjio’s Catal. 554) is called “Brahma-jala sutra on the 62 views”; but

the other, of a.d. 406 (Nanjio’s Catal. 1087), is called simply Brahma-jala
sutra. The latter belongs to the Mahayana and the former to the Hinayana.
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(besides tbe title and the editor’s remarks) Chinese

characters, and it is pretty clear that it is the same text

as that in the Sung collection in Paris, which has, according

to MM. S. Levi and Ed. Specht, 22,657 characters. 1 If

this be the case, we can only reasonably assume that there

are only two different texts among the five copies in France

and England, two in Paris, two in Oxford, and one in

London, as shown in the following table :

—

A. ^
1. The longer text in Paris, 22,657 characters, the

Sung edition of a.d. 1239, mentioned by MM.
Levi and Specht. This would be the same as

the following, if the above introduction and

other points agree.

2. The India Office copy (the old Japanese edition

of 1681), the introduction of which is translated

above, 22,651 characters, in three volumes.

This copy is the same as the following.

3. The longer text in the new Japanese edition of

Buddhist Books of 1883 in Bodleian Library,

v
Oxford, in three volumes.

B. 1. The shorter text in Paris, 13,752 characters,

the Korean edition of a.d. 1010, mentioned by

MM. Levi and Specht. As the new Japanese

edition is based on the same Korean edition of

a.d. 1010, this will in all probability be the

same as the following.

2. The shorter text in the new Japanese edition of

1883 in Bodleian Library, Oxford, in two

volumes.

Thus we have two different translations of the Milinda,

though the originals may have been one and the same text.

There only remains the Chinese original of the Russian

translation of Professor Ivanovsky, which has something

about a “ white elephant ” representing the Buddha’s former

1 See Bhys Davids’ Introduction, Milinda II, p. xii.
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birth, as told by Professor Serge d’Oldenbourg (Sergej

fedorovic Oldenburg).

It is to be hoped that Professor d’Oldenbourg himself will

clear up this point by comparing the text he has seen with

the above translation of the Introduction contained in the

India Office copy, and decide whether we have a third copy

or not.

II. The date of the existing Chinese translations of the

“ Questions of Milinda.”

Generally speaking, Chinese translators are very particular

about the date of their translations
;
at least they give their

own names, stating also to which dynasty they belong.

And a subsequent collector of the Sacred Books will register

exactly in which year and in what place the translations

have been made, so far as he can ascertain. But the

translation of the “ Milinda ” is unfortunately an exception.

No authors of the fourteen or fifteen Catalogues of Chinese

Buddhist Books, which have come down to us, know who

has been the translator of the “ Milinda.” When the first

catalogue, whether Chinese or Korean, which inserted the

translation, was made, the memory of the date of its

production must have already been vague, and the authors

of that catalogue must have stated that the translator’s

name had been lost. But as some catalogues seem to have

been lost, we cannot say with certainty which catalogue

inserted it for the first time. All the existing catalogues,

in which the “ Milinda ” is mentioned, do not know the

translator or the date of the translation, and all state that

the translator’s name has been lost, or omit the translator’s

name; and as the authors were not certain of the date,

they “ registered it as belonging to the Eastern Tsin dynasty

(a.d. 317-420).” The authors of the earliest catalogue,

in which the “ Milinda ” is inserted, may have had some

ground in believing that it belonged to the Eastern Tsin

dynasty. Mr.. Bunyu Nanjio simply gives the above date
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without any remarks. But in any case this date is very

questionable, for the first existing catalogue, made in

a.d. 520, does not mention any translation of the Milinda,

as may be seen from the following table, which has been

made from my cursory inspection of all those catalogues

in the new Japanese edition (1883) of the Buddhist Books. 1

CATALOGUES OF CHINESE BUDDHIST BOOKS.

The ‘ Questions of Milinda.’
Date of their

Name of Catalogues. Compilation.

1. The Record of the Translations of the Tripi-

taka 2
a.d. 520.

In this earliest catalogue in existence

we do not find any * Milinda ’ which is

said to have been translated in a.d. 317-

420. Had it then existed, it must have

escaped from the compiler’s notice.

2. The Khai-yuen Shih-chi&o-lu 3 a.d. 730.

In this it is said :
“ Na-sien-Bhikshu

Sutra, two vols. It is sometimes called

‘ Na-sien Sutra ’
; it is sometimes said

to be ‘three vols.’” 4 (See Bodleian,

Jap. 65 DD
, No. 1485, vol. xx, p. 53b

.)

3. TheChfeng-yuenHsin-tingShih-chiaomulu 5 a.d. 785-804.

It says : “ Na-sien Bhikshu Sutra,

two vols., or simply called ‘ Na-sien

Sutra ’
; sometimes said to be ‘ 3 vols.’

The translator’s name is lost, and we

register it as belonging to the Eastern

Tsin dynasty (a.d. 317-420).”

1 Bodleian library, Japanese, 65 DD .

2 Nanjio’s Catal., p. xxvii (1). All the contents of this Catalogue have been

given by Nanjio in his Catalogue, pp. xiii-xvii.

3 Nanjio’s Catal., p. xxvii (8).

* There seems to have been two translations, and the compiler of the catalogue

may have taken them to be one and the same translation (the difference not

being very great)

.

5 Not in Nanjio’s Catalogue. Bodl. 65 DD

vol. xiii, p. 47b
.
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4. The Chi-yuen-fa-pao-chien-thun-tsun-lu 1
. a.d. 1285-7.

The same as the last. See Bodl. Jap.

65 Dn
,
No. 1612, p. 77 b

.

5. The Ta-tsan-shan-chiao-fa-pao-piao-mu 2
. . a.d. 1306.

It says :
“ Na-sien Bhikshu Sutra,

two vols. ” (and an extract from the

text is given). See Bodl. Jap. 65 DD
,

No. 1611, p. 34b.

6. Two other catalogues,3 the date of which

is not at present certain, mention the

‘ Milinda,’ one as ‘ two vols,’ the other as

‘three vols.’ The two catalogues are not

found in the India Office collection.

7. In all the remaining catalogues I have not

seen the ‘ Milinda ’ mentioned.

The result of the above examination is only this, that we

possessed a translation of the ‘ Milinda ’ in a.d. 730, when

the catalogue (above 2) was made. The catalogue of a.d. 520

does not know of the hook, and the subsequent writers of the

catalogues of a.d. 594, 597, 602, 664, and 695,4 do not seem

to have had any translation of the ‘ Milinda.’

As I have left Oxford for some time I cannot make

a further examination of the Japanese edition of Buddhist

books. At present we can only state with certainty that

a translation of the ‘ Milinda,’ either the one in two vols.

or the other in three vols., must have been made before

a.d. 730.

So far about the catalogues. Now we must examine those

different editions of Buddhist books themselves.

The Chinese Buddhist Books (so-called ‘ Tripitaka,’ though

they contain a number of books outside the Tripitaka) existed

1 Nanjio’s Catal., p. xxvii (11).

2 Ibid. (12).

3 @ M. Jap. p. 91 a (Ta-tsan mu-lu), and ^
^ K) — . Jap, p. 104 a (Ta-pu-niiig-shih Ta-tsan inu-lui.

‘ All these are included in above 7 in my table.
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in MSS. for many centuries (a.d. 67-972), and were printed

for the first time in a.d. 972 under the later Sung dynasty

(a.d. 960—975). This first edition very likely contained

a ‘ Milinda,’ for an earlier catalogue mentions a translation of

the ‘Milinda’ (as we have seen above).

The second printed publication was made in Korea in

a.d. 1010, in which a translation of the ‘ Milinda ’ in a shorter

form (13,752 characters in two vols.) was inserted, as M.
Specht told us.

1

The third edition of the Sacred Books was

completed in a.d. 1239 in China under the Southern Sung

dynasty (a.d. 1127—1280). In this there is a translation of

the ‘ Milinda ’ in a longer form (22,657 characters, in three

vols.).8

An old Japanese edition (the tenth publication, in a.d. 1678-

1681), which is the India Office copy, has the ‘Milinda’ in

three vols. (22,651 characters, in three vols.). This edition

was copied from a Chinese edition of a.d. 1586-1606 (the

eighth publication), which had also been copied from a still

earlier Chinese edition of a.d. 1403-1424 (the sixth publica-

tion). All these must have had the same copy of the

‘ Milinda.’

The new Japanese edition (the thirteenth edition) of 1883,3

which can be read in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, has two

copies of the 4 Milinda,’ one in two vols., the other in three,

as we have seen before.

Thus we can see that not only the two editions which

MM. S. Levi and Ed. Specht mention, but also all the

existing editions of the Chinese Buddhist Books published in

China, Korea, or Japan, have a copy of the ‘ Milinda,’ either

short or long.

All I have given above may have come under the notice

of the two able scholars of Paris. But as I know that we

are often hampered by the inconvenience of not having all

1 See Milinda, part ii, p. rii.
2 See the same as above.
3 For the thirteenth edition of Buddhist Books, see Nanjio’s Catalogue, p. vxviii.
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the existing texts before us, and as I happened to see the two
Japanese editions existing in England, I thought it best to

notice chiefly the point which Prof. Rhys Davids desired to

be decided. Though I have often been tempted to go into

the matters contained in the discussions of Milinda and
Nagasena themselves, I have nevertheless refrained from

doing so, wishing not to encroach upon the work promised

by MM. S. Levi and Ed. Specht, whose fruitful research

will soon be laid before us.

In conclusion, may I notice that there is a sutra called

“ Samyukta-ratna-pitaka-sutra,” or “Tsa-pao-Tsang-King ”

(Nanjio’s Catalogue, No. 1329), which gives a tale (avadana)

about the King interlocutor and Bhikshu Nagasena. This

sutra contains 121 different stories of every description, and

is divided into eight volumes. Some of the avadanas are

like Jataka stories, while others are a curtailed form of the

traditions relating to Buddha and his disciples.

The Avadana CXI in vol. viii gives the story of

Milinda. The king is, however, called “Nanda” 1 there,

not Milinda; the Bhikshu, “Na-ka-ssu-na.” 2 We have seen

above that in the Chinese translation of the Milinda, the king

is Milan, and the Bhikshu, Na-sien. If the introduction in

Chinese had not mentioned that in India an elephant is called

na (for naga), we might have hesitated to identify na with

naga (and na-sien with nagasena). But this avadana which
I am now speaking of has an exact transcription, “ Na-ka-
ssu-na,” the identification of which no one can doubt. As to

the king’s name, it is very interesting to see its form repre-

sented in many ways. The original is Menander, and we
have “ Mi-lan,” “ Milinda,” and here in our case “ Nanda,”
which, I think, represents “ Menander ” in its disguised

form, or at any rate a part of the syllables “ Menander.” In
any case the variety of the representation of the name shows
that the original was not a native name. Dr. Trenckner 3

l m re-
2 m m n m-
3 Pali Miscellany, part i, p. 55.
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and Professor Rhys Davids 1 have discussed the transition

of Menander to Milinda, and the identification of the two

names is now “ as clear as that of Candagutta with Sandro-

kottos.”

“Xanda,” of our book, again confirms the identification

representing the original in quite a different way. This

sutra, having a comparatively early date, shows us that the

memory of the story of the King Xanda-Milinda and the

sage Xagasena still survived in the time of the author of the

Original Avadanas (which was translated into Chinese in

a.d. 472), and induced him to bring their famous discussion

in his tales.

I give in the following pages a translation of the Avadana

in question. The date of the Samyukta-ratna-pitaka sutra is,

as we have just seen, as early as a.i>. 472, and may be much
earlier than the Chinese translations of parts of the “ Mi-

linda
”

itself.

III.— The Samyulita-ratna-pitaka sutra.

Translated by Ki-kia-ye (Kinkara), an Indian sramana, and

Than-yao, a Chinese priest of the Northern Wei dynast3r

(a.d. 88fc>-534). The date of its translation, a.d. 472.

The number in Xanjio’s Catalogue, 1829.

Yol. viii. Avadana CXI.

The Discussion between King Handa and Xagasena.

The King Xanda of old was an intelligent and well-

informed man, and there was nothing in which he was not

skilled. He thought to himself that what he knew was (so

wide that) no one could surpass. Thereupon he asked his

ministers if there were a man of great wisdom, intelligence,

and eloquence, who could answer any question that might be

asked by him.

1 Milinda, part i, pp. sviii, xix.

j.r.a.s. 1896. 2
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At that time there was a minister 1 who was accommodating

and supporting an old Bhikahu 2 for some time. TheBhikshu

was not of wide learning, but his conduct was very pure.

He had then an interview with the king.

The King asked : Can one find out the truth (lit.
“ win the

way ”) while living at home, or is it necessary to become

a homeless one ?

The Old Bhikshu answered : Yes, both can obtain the

same path.

The King : If so, why have you left your home ?

The Old Bhikshu was silent, for he did not know how to

answer.3

Thereupon Nanda became more proud and conceited than

ever.

Then the ministers told the king that there was a Bhikshu

named Nagasena, who was endowed with an unequalled in-

telligence and wisdom, who was at that time living in a forest.

The king wished to try him. Accordingly he sent a messenger

to him and presented him a jug which was “ full” of ghee.

The king meant that his own wisdom was so “ full ” that no

one could add to it or excel him. Nagasena on receiving the

ghee understood what was meant by it. He then collected

500 needles from his disciples and put them into the ghee,

without causing it to overflow. He sent the jug (with both

ghee and needles in) back to the king, who also understood

what was meant by the action. Again the king sent a

messenger to invite Niigasena, who soon came to the king

according to his command. Nagasena was tall and fat, and

was above the average height, and consequently noticeable.

The king was proud and haughty (he would not receive

the Bhikshu at home), and falsely declared that he would see

him on the way, as he would be going a-hunting. But when

he saw from afar that Kagasena was gentle and tall, the king

took another way (and shunned him). So he did not speak

i Chan-mi-li-wang-chun by name, according to the Chinese text _of Milinda.
i Ayupila by name, according to the lali text, and Aa-ho-la (Ayupalaj in

e Chinese text. ... .

3 Compare Rhys Davids, Milinda, part i, p. 32 (S.B.E. vol. xxxv).
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with the Bhikshu, and wished to defeat him -

by silence. No
one (lit.

“ no householder ”) knew what was meant by him
(in so avoiding the meeting). Nagasena, however, said to

himself, pointing to his own breast with his finger :
“ I alone

know it.”

Now King Nanda was about to call Nagasena to his palace,

and prepared a small room, and made its door very small and

low so that Sena might, he hoped, bend his body and throw

himself prostrate before the throne .
1 But this Sena knew

the king’s wish of ensnaring him (and making him bow
before the throne)

;
and (to avoid this) Sena entered the

room backwards.

King Nanda next prepared food and drink for him. First

he gave him a roughly cooked food. Sena ate three or five

spoonfuls of each course, and said :
“ I had enough.” After-

wards the king gave him a fine and delicious food, and

Nagasena ate it. The king thereupon questioned him,

saying :
“ You said that you had enough

;
why is it that

you eat again as before ?
” “I had enough of the rough

food, but not of the fine food,” was the answer. Further,

he illustrated his meaning to the king in this wise: “Now
let all the men in the Court come to the hall, so that no

room is left there for anyone.” So all the men in the Court

were called together, the hall was filled by them, and there

was no more room left for anyone. The king came after-

wards and wanted to enter the hall. All those present were

afraid of the king and made room for him by pressing one

another (lit. “ by contracting their bodies ”) ; and then there

was room for many more.

Sena said to the king :
“ The rough food is like the sub-

jects, and the fine food like the king : who among the

subjects would not keep out of the way when they see the

king coming ?
”

The king then questioned : Which of the two, i.e. he who
had gone forth from his home (pravrajita) and he who
remains at home (upasaka), will reach the path ?

1 Perhaps Nagasena did not like to submit himself to the king.
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Sena answered : Both can obtain the object.

The King : If so, why have you left your home ?

Sena : Suppose we are going to a place 3,000 miles away

from here. Can a young and strong man, on horseback,

with provision and with all the necessary instruments and

weapons, reach the place very quickly ?

The King : Yes, he will.

Sena : What if an old man were to go there riding an old

horse without provision ?

The King : Even if he had provision, it would be difficult

to reach the place of destination
;
how much less without

provision.

Sena: Well, to reach the path by leaving one’s home is

like that young man’s journey (easy), while to seek the path

by remaining at home is like that old man’s travel (difficult).

The King : I now turn to the matter concerning our

bodies. Am “ I ” permanent, or am “ I ” impermanent ?

Answer me satisfactorily.

In reply Sena raised another question : If there were an

an-ba-la (amra, mango) tree in the Royal Palace, would the

fruit be sweet or sour ?

The King : There is no such tree in my garden : how can

you ask me if the fruit is sweet or sour ?

Sena: Even so is your own question. None of the five

skandhas (form, sensation, perception, discrimination, and

consciousness) is “ I ”
; there is no “ I ”: then how can you

ask me if “ I ” am (you are) permanent or impermanent P

The King : As to all the hells, we hear that the body of

the dead is torn asunder by swords and thrown away here

and there, and yet the soul lives. Is this possible or im-

possible ?

Sena : Let us take a woman as an example. She eats

cakes, meat, melon, vegetables, and also drink, but she

assimilates them all. When she becomes pregnant, the

embryo, while called “kalalam” (immediately after con-

ception), is as minute as dust. Why does it grow large

without being assimilated ?

The King : That is the power of Karma.
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Sena : So it is with the hells
;
the soul lives through the

influence of Karma.

The King : The sun shines above, and its body is one.

Why is it that the summer is so hot and the winter is so

cold ? And further, why is the summer day so long and the

winter day so short P

Sena : The Mount Sumeru has two ways, above and below.

In summer-time the sun passes through the higher way,

which is longer than, the lower, and therefore goes slow

(i.e. the day is long). Moreover, it shines against the “Gold

Mountain,” and therefore the summer day is so hot, besides

being long. In winter-time the sun passes through the

lower way, which is shorter, and therefore it goes down soon.

Besides, it shines against the water of the “ Great Ocean,”

and therefore the winter day is so cold, besides being short. 1

1 Compare Rhys Davids, part ii, v, 7, 24 (S.B.E. xxxvi, p. 112), where there

is no such answer as this given.

[The following note arrived from the author just as we

were going to press.—

R

h.D.]

Kramnickstr. 4 lv
,

Nov. 22, 1895.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,—Professor d’Oldenbourg,

of St. Petersburg, answered me as to the Russian translatiou

of the Chinese text of Milinda as follows :

“ Sir,—I am only a few days back to St. Petersburg, and have

asked my friend, Prof. Iwauowsky (the Russian translator), to compare

our Chinese Milinda with your translation *— it is the same text, etc.

—

Yours truly,

S. d’Oldenbourg.”

This shows again that we have no third text in existence.

—

Yours faithfully,

J. Takakusu.

* This is a translation of the Introductory part of Milinda.
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Art. II .—Outlines of Tibeto-Burman Linguistic Paleontology.

By Bernard Houghton, B.A., M.R.A.S.

It is proposed in the present essay to give a brief outline,

based on linguistic evidence only, of the state of civilization

attained by the Tibeto-Burman race previous to the

migration of the great Southern branch, and also to throw

some light on the probable time of that migration. Of

course, in all such inquiries anthropological evidence is

now, and rightly, held to be a much more trustworthy

guide than facts derived from the comparison of two or

more languages, but results obtained from philological

data alone are by no means to be altogether contemned.

In the present case the geological exploration of the two

countries is practically in its infancy, whilst even in

Burma physical measurements of the population have not

yet been systematically undertaken. It is clear, therefore,

that we shall have to wait a quite indefinite time before

any anthropological data are forthcoming. So far as is

known, however, both the physical type and the idio-

syncrasy of the two peoples are remarkably similar, and

thus there is little fear that in comparing their languages

we shall be trespassing against the canons of ethnology,

for language and race are here, I think, nearly coterminous.

All Tibetan or Burmese speaking people are not, of course,

ethnically Tibetans or Burmaus, but there can be no doubt

that the bulk of them are, and that formerly they

constituted but one race on the high plateau north of the

Himalaya. The anthropological evidence, so far as it goes,
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points that way, whilst the linguistic evidence is over-

whelming. I shall, therefore, take this conclusion for

granted, regarding the Burmese tradition of descent from

Indian Kshatriyas as either a myth pure and simple, like

the corresponding one of the Manipuris, or at most, as

being based on some small immigrations of warrior Hindus,

who, after perhaps conquering the local tribes, became

altogether absorbed in them.

As is well known, the pronunciation of Tibetan now

differs considerably from the written character, phonetic

decay having very much simplified, throughout a large

portion of the country, the former harsh utterances so

plentifully besprinkled with consonants. The researches

of Jaeschke, however, make it probable that the words

as spelt render accurately enough the sounds of the Tibetan

language at the period it was reduced to writing (a.d. 632),

though at the same time I am inclined to think that the

vowels had formerly, as now, more gradations of sound

than would appear from the alphabet.

The Burmese language, which was, I apprehend, first

written about the same time, had then already suffered

much from phonetic decay
;

indeed, in some cases the

sounds had become remarkably similar to those of modern

Tibetan. There is no reason to doubt that the written

words represent truly their pronunciation at that time,

except that final aeh aud cm were pronounced as at

a

and ah,

the vowel sound approximating closely to i, as not

infrequently happens before a palatal; and that the vowel

pronounced now as 6 when final and as ai otherwise, then

represented the modified vowel u. The arguments in

support of these suppositions are rather elaborate, and

would be out of place here. I must ask the reader,

therefore, to take them for granted, as also the following

table showing equivalent Tibetan and Burmese consonants.

It is, perhaps, needless to state that in comparing the

two languages the written character, as representing the

oldest known pronunciation, is alone followed.
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Tibetan-. Burmese. Notes.

k, k\ g (initial) k, k
,

Ji k ' sometimes dis-

appears.

g (final) k ig—ats sometimes.

h, n, n (initial) h, ii, n

h, n (final) h, it, n in— ati.

ch, cK,j, is, t's, dz, z (initial) ch, cti, j
i, t\ d (initial) t, t’, d

d (final) t

p, p , b (initial) p, p, b, b', w

b (final) P,
1

t

m (initial) in

m (final) m, n, h

s, s, s (initial) s

s (final) als, or disappears

y, r, l (initial) y, r, l

r (final) y ar—e sometimes.

l (final) y, «

h h

b (before r), db, < ,

'

nil

ky, kr, kl, 1c j, k'r, k’l, gy, )
hy

9
hi y Jc y, Jc i

j

gr, gl, dr, hr, sr ) hy
,
hr, hi

Prefixed consonants, as a rule, are not represented in

Burmese, but occasionally they survive as an aspiration

of the initial letter.
2 S following a consonant is un-

represented. Initial fc, besides being frequently softened

to h, in some cases has disappeared altogether. It will

be noticed that the final sonants g, d, and b had already

become surds, just as they now have in modern Tibetan,

whilst the palatals and sibilants had suffered considerable

diminution in number. There is undoubtedly a connection

1 Final p is now pronounced as t or k.
2 Especially when this is a nasal.
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between these two series both in Tibetan and Burmese,

that is, in both languages there are allied stems, one

commencing with a palatal and the other with a sibilant,

whilst a palatal in one language is sometimes represented

by a sibilant in the other. 1 I have hesitated, however, to

use herein as identical any such words, as the possibilities

of error are considerable. Occasionally a final consonant

has disappeared altogether in Burmese, in which case the

preceding vowel is generally lengthened, and the word

takes one or other of the tones.

Where the form of the word differs dialectically in

Tibetan, the Burmese almost invariably follow that in use

in Western Tibet, and, as in that district, the perfect root

of the verb is evidently the one utilized. These, together

with several minor peculiarities, show that the home of the

Burmese was in the western part of Tibet, supposing that

the present inhabitants of that district were at the time

of the departure southward in their present location, which

was probably the case. It may be also noticed that of the

sub-Himalayan dialects, those of the Gurung, Magar, and

Murmi, who live immediately south of Western Tibet,

present the closest resemblances to Burmese.

As regards the time of this migration, the Burmese and

Arakanese historians, of course, place it in an altogether

fanciful antiquity. However, after making every allowance

for exaggeration, and disregarding as such those lists of

supposititious kings who are supposed to have reigned in

untold ages b.c., and in the early centuries of our era,

it seem 8 hardly probable the period was subsequent to that

(a.D. 632) when the Tibetan language was reduced to

writing. A powerful argument against this is the fact that

dr, sr, and sr in Tibetan are equivalent to ky, hr, etc., in

Burmese. The existence of this equation shows that

d, s, and s in these combinations are softenings of original

gutturals, 2 and that the Burmans must have left the

1 In modern Burmese the old palatals have now become sibilants, whilst
ky, k'y are becoming palatals.

1 The tendency to sotted Jar, etc., to sr still continues, in W. Tibet at least.
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country at a time anterior to their phonetic corruption,

and therefore a fortiori to the reduction of Tibetan to

writing. For the whole life-history of Burmese shows

that it would have been impossible for gutturals in these

combinations to have been evolved from sibilants or

dentals. It is worthy of note, also, that since the

separation, apart from grammatical peculiarities, Burmese

has developed very considerably certain stems or has

made an extended use of them. Thus the stem tan:,

tan or tan (T. 7tan), with the original meaning of

‘a bar,’ appears in a very large number of compounds,

whilst in the Northern language it has shown little or no

power of growth. Again, the single Tibetan word nug,

‘to project,’ is represented in Burmese by nu, no, nok,

no, nd, nyoh, htca:, in all of which that signification is ap-

parent. It is evident that a considerable lapse of time

must be assumed for the development of growths such as

these. And the same remark applies to the grammatical

divergences, though here the subject becomes very intricate,

as the influence of the different foreign languages with

which Burmese has come into contact must be considered.

It is right, however, to place in evidence one or two

curious facts on the other side. The word for ‘ book ’ is the

same (T. dpe, B. pe) in the two languages, though in the

first it means originally a ‘ form,’ whilst in the second it

signifies also a certain kind of palm, the leaves of which

are used for writing on. (It is not clear whether the palm

was named from ‘ book ’ or vice-versa.) The analogy is

carried so far as the compounds, T. dpe-ch’a, B. pe-cha,'

meaning ‘book’ or ‘writings.’ The word ‘to write’

(T. bri, B. re:) is also the same, but as in each case it means

originally ‘ to draw,’ this proves nothing, whilst 1 paper
’

(T. W. suggu, B. chakku) seems to have been independently

introduced into the two countries.2

There is only one Burmese word which begins with a

1 It is, of coarse, open to doubt whether cha here is cha = ‘ writing,’ or

cha (T. ch'a) ‘ a thing.’
2 This is also probably the case with ‘ plaster’ (T.

’arka

,

B. ahga-te).
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lingual, te ‘to have abundantly,’ ‘be rich.’ Supposing

this to be an indigenous word, it certainly tallies most

curiously with the corresponding Central Tibetan word ti,

(old pronunciation, k'rigs).

The above two coincidences may, however, be subsequently

explained away, and by themselves they are certainly in-

sufficient to prove anything. It is not impossible, however,

from other facts, that there may have been two migrations

into Burma, the first and principal from Western and the

second from Central Tibet. The evidence as to the latter

being very slight its possibility will be disregarded in the

following essay, nor does it seem probable that, even

granting its existence, the conclusions obtained would be

modified to any extent.

Before discussing the Tibeto-Burman palaeontology proper,

I propose to show briefly how much light is thrown by
Tibetan on questions of Burmese etymology and grammar.

False etj/mologies .—In no respect, perhaps, is a comparison

of the Tibetan and Burmese languages more instructive

than in showing the exceeding danger which exists in

attempting any deductions, either as regards etymology or

sematology, in a tonic language like the latter, which has

suffered much from phonetic decay. Nothing seems easier

than to deduce connections between words which are spelt

identically or, at most, differ only in tone, more especially

when they have all the appearance of representing primitive

roots. If many such exist in Burmese, where phonetic

decay is comparatively moderate, how much more must
it be the case in extreme cases like Chinese, (even the
re-construction of the old sounds in this language barely

brings it to the same stage as modern Burmese,) and S°-aw-

Karen, in which latter every final consonant, even nasals,

has been elided. In effect we must always remember that

the modern smooth-sounding tonic languages were originally

harsh and discordant, and, therefore, that the rule to go
back to the earliest form of a word before making etymo-
logical deductions applies to them with especial force. It

is true that comparisons of names of the commoner objects.
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parts of the body, etc., are fairly safe, (e.g. Hodgson’s

lists), but as regards anything beyond these we are on ex-

tremely treacherous ground. To what an excess fallacious

comparisons, based on the modern sounds of words, can

be pushed, may be easily seen in Latter’s “ Burmese
Grammar,” whilst many will know of similar attempts

as regards the Chinese language.

Mr. Stevenson, in his new dictionary, has practically

followed Dr. Judson as regards the classification of the

different meanings and the sub-grouping of words, so that

remarks in this respect will apply equally to both works.

Under the heading acha is the following: “From cha,

to begin, a beginning a piece
;

ability,” the

evolution of the meanings from each other not being, on

the face of it, very clear. A reference to Tibetan shows

that in reality there are four distinct words grouped here

from (1) ch'as~‘ to begin,’ and rtsa=‘ root,’ ‘beginning’ 1
;

(2) ch’a= ‘ a piece’
;
and (3) rtsal=‘ ability.’

It might seem a safe deduction to derive acha ‘chips’

from acha ‘ food,’ as being ‘ what is consumed in any

operation ’ (the italics are mine). Unfortunately the

former meaning comes from za-s—‘ food,’ or za— ‘to eat’

(probably the former), whilst the latter is the ordinary

Tibetan word fsal. Nor does this word (cha— ‘ to eat’)

reappear, as alleged, in cha-yo—‘ the anus’ the first syllable

being the Tibetan lcha— ‘ excrement,’ which word may be

seen also in the Burmese cha-mrah.

To infer that /«»:=' to be all entire, as if in a ball,’

is a secondary meaning of hm:= ‘ round,’ might also seem

a legitimate exercise in sematology, were it not that these

really represent two quite different words, the first being

from the Tibetan yohs, (which has got nothing to do with

balls), and the second from zIum—‘ round.’ Further, lun:

in the sense ‘ to wrestle ’ (lun: tue:, napan: lun:) has obviously

nothing in common with the above meanings, and is probably

1 The slight difference in the meaning of these two words is reproduced

exactly in the Burmese, showing acha or cha in the first signification to be

a coalescence of two roots.
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derived from the Tibetan len (pf. Mom or lorn), in the

sense ‘ to seize,
’ £ grasp.’

Under the heading of se we have again three distinct

words, namely (1) ‘to die,’ (2) ‘to be settled,’ ‘immovable,’

‘slack,’ (as water at the time the tides turn), and (3) in

se-k'ya= ‘ be exact,’ ‘well finished,’ the three corresponding

Tibetan words being, respectively, si, si, and zib.

Perhaps, however, the word arii: furnishes the best

example of how totally different words have, through

phonetic decay, come to be spelt and pronounced the same

way, and consequently jumbled up together under the

same heading. The meanings given are as follows, the

corresponding Tibetan words being placed opposite :

—

(1) A bone rus(-pa)

(2) A stalk ?

(3) The handle of an instrument yu

(4) A ridge

(5) A range of hills }«

(6) The course of a brook yur

(7) A lineage rus

(8) Customs ?

Spelling.—Owing to the ease with which consonants of

the same class, or varga as the Sanskritists term it, inter-

change, a comparison with Tibetan affords but little help

in disputed spellings of Burmese words. In a few cases,

however, it can help us to a decision, though as regards

the most numerous class of cases, i.e. whether words should

be spelt with y or r,x it is unable to afford much assistance.

As an example may be mentioned a/ati or alay=‘ middle,’

both of these words occurring, (though the latter is by far

the most common), and their pronunciation being the same.

The corresponding Tibetan word is brih, which coincides

with the first and not the second method of spelling, and

shows that the latter was probably introduced after the

sound of the word had been corrupted from alan to ale.

1 When immediately preceded by i or k'.
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The late Spelling Committee in Rangoon have thought

fit to change nan-ba (
= ‘to have a settled dread of’) to

hyah-ba. The former of these spellings has, at least, good

authority in support of it, and as the Tibetan equivalent

is stuns—’ to fear,
5

‘dread,
5

it is presumably the more

correct. Similarly the Tibetan s»iin—‘ ripe
5

shows hman,

the old spelling of the Burmese word, to be correct, not

hme, the new one ordered by the Committee.

The word for ‘ body
5 and ‘ self

5

1

is always spelt hoy

in Burmese, though pronounced kc as if derived from the

Pali or Sanskrit kaya. Apart from the intrinsic im-

probability of Burmese having to borrow such words from

the Pali, there are several equivalents in Tibetan and

elsewhere of this root. In Tibetan we find both sku and sgo,

in Chinese, k'ii or k'u, (old sound k’o), in Kaehin, kum, and

in Sgaw-Karen, nd-k'v, all meaning ‘body.’ 2 On the face

of this it would seem highly improbable that the Burmese

equivalent, (which was originally pronounced ku), should

have been borrowed from the Pali, and that the sound

should have been so corrupted as to harmonize with the

Tibetan or Chinese.

In Mon there is tsa-ku, meaning indifferently ‘ body
5
or

' self,
5

(kayya is added for the sake of clearness in the first

signification), which is curiously like the Tibetan. There

are a sufficient number of such similarities in Mon to induce

one to the belief that the Mons were formerly in juxta-

position with some of the Tibeto-Burman tribes, perhaps

in Central Asia, as De Lacouperie’s investigations render

probable.

Ko is, it may be remarked en passant, by no means

the only word in Burmese which is misspelt owing to

a supposed Pali or Sanskrit origin. In this connection

1 It is difficult to know the reason why the two meanings are given separately

as if from two different words. Both in S. Chin and in Kachiu the words for
‘ body ’ and ‘ self ’ are the same, and I have no doubt many other instances

could be given from allied languages.
1 This word does not occur in B. H. Hodgson’s lists, the only information

we have concerning many of the Tibeto-Burman dialects.
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might it be suggested that the well-known Burmese ex-

clamation amay or amay-Ie:
1

is, after all, not an apostrophe

to one’s mother? At any rate, there is a Tibetan inter-

jection, e-ma, which is suspiciously like the Burmese, and

from the interpretations given in the dictionary certainly

coincides exactly in its use with the latter. There is,

indeed, no reason why the Burmese in particular should

signalize them by calling in season and out of season on

their maternal ancestor.

Grammar and Etymology .—It is not intended here to

enter at length on these subjects, which would, indeed,

be sufficient in themselves for a small treatise. As I have

remarked elsewhere
,

2 a really scientific grammar of the

Burmese language has yet to be written. Such a grammar

would presuppose a knowledge of Tibetan at least, because

the different grammatical forms are so different from those

in use amongst the Aryan languages, whence alone we
get our nomenclature, that a person who has not studied

the whole subject comparatively, is almost certain to fall

into mistakes arising from the totally different ideology

of the two systems. Even in the Dravidian languages,

despite the magnificent work of the late Dr. Caldwell,

there are not a few points of grammar, i.e. the correct

way of classifying certain forms, which remain at present

very open subjects. The unfortunate death of Professor

de Lacouperie has deprived the languages of the Far East

of the services of one whose logical insight and clear

apprehension of the more salient points, were in no way
hampered by a too slavish adherence to the grammatical

terminology and theories of purely European scientists.

A few words in which Tibetan gives some elucidation

of grammatical forms in Burmese are now given merely

by way of example, as anything further would be out of

place here.

Be usually means, (with the negative ma prefixed to the

1 Pronounced nme-lh. I.e : is the Tibetan le.

2 “Professor Sayce and the Burmese Language,” J.E.A.S. 1893, p. 149.
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verb,) ‘without,’ as ma swa he l— ‘ without going,’ though

Judson also gives a meaning ‘before.’ The usage in Tibetan

is similar, e.g. ma (ob-pai bar-du— ‘ as long as it has not

been obtained,’ but in this language bar is still used without

a negative, and, in fact, the evolution up to its present

meaning in Burmese can be clearly traced.

The similar Burmese word me, which has now dwindled

to a simple affix, meaning ‘ without,’ is seen to be the

Tibetan med, (a contraction of mi yod), which, though still

used with the meaning ‘not to be,’ has also come to be

applied in exactly the same way as the Burmese equivalent.

The verb yod, by-the-bye, is not otherwise represented in

the latter language.

The word lah-kon denotes when reduplicated ‘ both—and,’

i.e. * also—also,’ and when alone ‘ the aforesaid.’ A com-

parison with Tibetan shows that in the former case it

possesses simply the meaning of its first syllable lan

(T. yah), whilst in the latter the second syllable (T. goh
)

has similarly usurped the pre-eminence to the exclusion

of the first.

In the dictionary a-su—‘ who ? ’ is said to be merely a

contraction of a-b’ay-su. It seems more probable that it

has retained its old meaning (T. su), which in the modern
Burmese su has become altered to ‘ he.’

The verbal affix ch'an:=‘ merely,’ ‘just,’ is the Tibetan

tsam, meaning first ‘so much’ and then, inter alia, ‘only.’

C/io/c and ctiog mean now, both in Burmese and in

W. Tibetan, ‘ to be allowed,’ ‘ suitable,’ but the original

meaning is found to be ‘ to suffice.’

The Burmese affix nii:, which has no substantive meaning
now, but when reduplicated denotes ‘ probably,’ is evidently

the same as the Tibetan mno, ‘ to think,’ ‘ fancy.’

It is needless, however, to enter further here on these

exercises in sematology, and I must even refrain from that

tempting subject, the origin of the Burmese aspiration of

1 In reality it has almost become a merely euphonical affix, since the sense
is complete in the two words ma swe.

J.R.A.s. 1896. 3
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the initial consonant of certain intransitive verbs in order

to give them a transitive signification .
1 A few specimens

of etymology generally will suffice to conclude this part

of the subject.

The three Burmese words ah, an, and a:, meaning
‘strength,’ ‘force,’ all come from one stem, the Tibetan

dbah, which in the colloquial has now reached the same
stage of corruption as the first of these words at the

time that Burmese was reduced to writing. It is note-

worthy that dbah has also the same meaning of ‘regard,’

‘consideration’ as d: in the phrase a: na ‘to be deterred

by feelings of courtesy.’

The only common name for a quarter of the compass

in the two languages is ‘ west ’ (T. nub, B. nok), which,

it appears, meant originally to ‘ sink ’ or ‘ set,’ (of the sun).

In Burmese it also means ‘ behind,’ thus bearing significant

testimony to the general eastward movement of the race

for a considerable period of time. It is natural also that

they would particularly remember that direction from
which they came .

2

The origin of the Burmese mak ‘ to dream ’ is T. dmigs

‘to imagine’—a sufficiently obvious change of meaning.

A phrase for ‘early in the morning’ is mu sok, which
is generally taken to be when ‘ the sky is drinking.’ It is

possible, however, that sok is the Tibetan zogs, with the

former signification, though the change from s to s is

irregular.

There seems little doubt that gold was practically un-
known to the two races before they divided. The Burmese
word hrice is probably from the stem Urol (T.), meaning
‘to glitter.’

Shame is said by the students of anthropology to be

a simple development of the emotion of fear, and it

1 Tibetan shows that this uniform aspirate is really a coalescing or weakening
of several different consonants.

‘

2 The burial-grounds in Burma are placed on the west side of the villages

the original idea being doubtless to give the spirits of the departed a clear wav
to the home of their forefathers, without passing through the village and thus
disturbing the living.
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seems probable tbat the Burmese hrak has been evolved

from the stem (T.) skrag ‘ to be frightened.’

To * a wood ’ evidently meant originally ‘ a crowd,’ i.e.

of trees (T. du), though the two meanings have been

carefully transposed in the dictionary. As regards changed

meanings, it will suffice to notice T. las
, B. la, which

denotes in the first language ‘a body’ and in the second

‘ a man ’
; and le-na meaning ‘ downy goat’s wool ’ in

Tibetan, whilst the corresponding Burmese le is applied

to the downy wool of the silk cotton tree.

Perhaps the commonest words which differ entirely in

the two languages are those for ‘
tree,’ ‘ earth,’ ‘ water,’ 1

‘ sky,’ and * night ’
;
but it is nevertheless true that none

of the old Tibetan words for these have become entirely

lost. Thus, the Tibetan sin appears as sail in the names

of several trees, and sa ‘earth’ in the Burmese sa-rwat

‘ mortar,’ sa-laiv.
‘ a crystal,’ sa-le

‘ sand,’ and sa-lwe ‘ lead.’

The Burmese chicat
‘ moistened ’ is probably the same as

the Tibetan bchud, and certainly goes back to the same

ultimate root chu=‘ water’; whilst mt'san ‘night’ appears

in the first syllable of the Burmese chatv.-clid
‘ twilight,’

and dguii ‘sky’ in that of kon-kan.

Natural Products, etc.—The flora and fauna of their

former and present home differ so widely, that the com-

parative paucity of common names preserved in Burmese

need afford no matter for surprise. The appearance of so

many animals and plants, even when they belong to the

same genera, differ largely in a tropical and in a cold

climate, and thu3 emigrants from the latter to the former

would, in many cases, naturally adopt the local names

for them.

Of trees, by far the most familiar to them would be

the pine or fir, which also occurs on the higher slopes of

many of the mountains of Burma. This tree (T. fan,

B. fah-ru) is, in fact, almost the only one I have been

1
Cf. Forbes, “Languages of Further India.” The words for ‘liquid’

generally (T. rlan, B. aran) axe the same.
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able to identify in tbe two languages, though doubtless

a few more names could be obtained by a skilled botanist.

A plant far commoner in Burma than in Tibet is tbe

bamboo (T. spa, sba, B. tea:), its great utility serving,

doubtless, to preserve the name, whilst another Tibetan

word for ‘bamboo,’ smijig, occurs in the Burmese (hmyats)

for its sprout. ‘ Mushroom ’ (T. samo, B. kmu) is the only

other word I identify. .

Of birds there is the goose (T. nan, B. nan), but ndt

the duck, whilst as regards the ordinary domestic or junae
fowl, the Burmese seem to have used a word for it meanjfig

‘grouse’ or ‘water-hen,’ according to the word prefixed/(T.

shjegs, B. l;rah)} This, taken with the existence of radfcally

different words for ‘egg’ (T. sgon, B. w:), points to the

conclusion that the domestic fowl was not kept fry the

Burmans in Tibet, since the fowl shares with tlie dog
the distinction of being the most widely utilized^ of all

beings in the Far East.

The Burmese cha=‘ sparrow ’ is probably the same as the

Tibetan cha-c/iir=‘ lark,’ and is connected with cha-cho=z
* twittering,’ the bird thus being the ‘twitterer.’

The words both for ‘ plover ’ (T. fi-bo, B. ti-ti-ticat), and
‘crane’ (T. bran-brim, B. hro-bra), though onomatopoeic in
imitation of the cries of these birds, are probably the
same, whilst, although the words for ‘ owl ’ are different

the Tibetan ti-t'wj=‘ bad’ suggests an etymology for the
ti: tut— ‘the large horned owl,’ birds of this kind usually
having an evil reputation, (cf. B. /inak-ch’ii).

2

Amongst animals we find, of course, the dog (T. Uyi
B. b'ue), a word somewhat corrupted, the pig (T. png,
B. /cab), and cattle, i.e. the genus Bos (T. nor, B. mca).
The latter word has, as already remarked, now come to
mean usually ‘wealth’ in Tibetan, just like the Latin
pecan ia came to mean ‘ money.’

i In point of fact the water-hen is still called in Burmese re-krak as is
natural, its appearance in both countries being the same.

3 The Burmese, it may he noted, have, apparently, called the peacock (don)
after its tail feather

V
T. mdon;, leaving aside the regular word (rmd) for it.

V
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More doubtful is the word for ‘yak,’ the tails of which

animal are, or were, used in Burma as ornaments for certain

spears. The Tibetan is Jbroh, so that properly the Burmese
should be roh or yoh, instead of oh:, the actual word, which,

therefore, may either be slightly corrupted or else intro-

duced afresh into Burmese, through the Northern hill-

tribes. On the whole I think the former supposition more

probable, the yak being the characteristic animal of Tibet.

It is possible that the Burmese kran— ‘ rhinoceros ’ is the

same as the Tibetan glah, a word of doubtful signification,

meaning either an ox or an elephant; but this is by no

means certain, as is also the case with the word for ‘ hare
’

(T. yos, 1 B. yun). There is a local word for ‘otter’ in parts

of Burma, which is not met with in the dictionary, kram

or kran (the spelling is doubtful), and this is etymologically

the same as the Tibetan tram. It is curious that the

Burmese have completely lost the old word for ‘horse’ {rid),

though retaining that for ‘ saddle ’ and perhaps ‘ bit.’ Their

present word mrah: is probably a compound of the Chinese-

Shan wifi and some syllable rah. It is probable that, having

to buy all their ponies from the Shan country, they have

come by degrees to adopt a local word for them.

The ordinary word for insect in general (T. bu, B. pit:),

has been retained, as well as that for the common house-

fly (T. sbrah, B. yah), whilst the word for * butterfly,’ though

transposed, is still the same (T. p’ye-ma-leb, B. lip-pya).

(The derivation of this word is probably from pya,—‘ to fly,’

‘a flier,’ and leb= ‘&at.’)

Amongst reptiles the ‘ frog ’ (T. sbal, B. p’a:) is the only

word recognizable in the two languages, unless san:, which

occurs as a prefix in two Burmese names of lizards, be, as

seems probable, a corruption of T. rtsahs. It is difficult

to understand why the Burmese should have preserved the

word for ‘soap-stone’ (T. Uar-gon, B. kan-ku) in particular,

except that its peculiar softness may have rendered it

useful in times when proper graving tools were practically

1 A word of very rare occurrence.
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unknown. Silver (T. dhal, B. nice), so muck used for

ornaments, is the only mineral—excepting salt (T. rtma,

B. chid)—we find with a common name in both languages,

for the words for ‘ lead ’ (T. za-ne, B. sa-lwe 1

), though similar,

are not the same.

The question, however, as to what metals were known by

the Burmese on quitting Tibet is discussed in another part

of this article.

Religion.—The worship of demons or fairies, (whichever

we like to call them), is almost as intimate a part of the

religious life of the Burmans as of their Northern congeners,

though both profess the Buddhist faith. It has, indeed,

been argued,2 with some show of plausibility, that the

latter, owing to its want of a controlling guardian, affords

especial ground for the cult of the fairies, magic, etc.

;

but after seeing the marked manner in which this cult

survived amongst the Celts and Iberians after many
centuries of nominal Christianity, the vigour with which it

still subsists in both Burma and Tibet at the present day

need cause no surprise.

A careful and scientific study of fairy or demon worship

amongst the Burmans and people of Western Tibet,

(Waddell’s papers apply principally to the parts on the

Sikhira frontier), has, I believe, yet to be made. When
done, many close parallels of belief, custom, and ritual

will doubtless be discovered
;

it will suffice now to point

out a few coincidences from the vocabulary. In the first

place, there are the subaqueous beings who frequent wells

and springs (T. hlu, B. li ra). They may be styled water-

fairies, and are doubtless similar to the apocryphal

mermaids of Europe. Other beings said to be allied to

those are called in Tibetan sman, and in Burmese hmah.

It is curious that, although the ordinary fairy or demon
of Tibet (/ha) coincides so closely to the Burmese not, the

names should be so radically different. The former word

1 The probable (Tibetan) derivations are—»«= ‘ earth
’ = ‘soft,’ and sa =

‘earth ’+rul= ‘rotten’ {cf. B. k'e-ma-pup).
2 Campbell, “ Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom.”
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seems in fact to have disappeared from Burmese, though

possibly kra in kra-hnan, the name of a certain house-post,

(these are all called after fairies), may be a survival of it.

It would be interesting to ascertain in which, if any, of the

Himalayan languages the term nat occurs for these spirits.

Witchcraft was and is practised, of course, by both peoples

(cf. T. rol=‘ practise sorcery,’ and B. rwa= ‘ witchcraft,’ etc.).

The Burmese apa in apa-hmi ‘
to possess ’ is also probably the

same word as the Tibetan .ba—‘ sorcerer’ or ‘witch,’ whilst

in both countries people can, with equal ease, he bewitched

(T. prul, sprul, B. pru-cha:). It would appear from the

identity of the Burmese cKwam with the Tibetan mt'sun

that what was formerly food offered to the manes of the

dead has now, amongst the former people, come to mean

food offered to the (Buddhist) priests. Similar changes

of signification are, of course, common enough amongst

other peoples.

It is noteworthy that the stone cairns and rags,

(the latter more rarely), found in many of the more out-

lying parts of Burma, invariably at one end of a bad bit

of jungle path, occur similarly in Tibet at the tops of

passes, etc 1 In the latter country, Buddhism being more

impure and imperfect, it appears that there is no conceal-

ment as to their connection with spirit worship, but in

Burma the people are rather ashamed of this practice,

and usually prevaricate when asked concerning it.

War.—Although the words for ‘bow,’ 2 ‘arrow,’ ‘spear,’

‘ sword,’ and ‘ shield,’ the usual weapons of war in the

East, are different in Burmese and Tibetan, there is by

no means such a dearth of common military terms as to

suggest that fighting was completely unknown before the

emigration of the former people. At the same time it is

unlikely that they were constantly in the habit of using

these weapons, for were this the case, some, at least, of

the names would have survived; in fact, few words would

1 Dr. Waddell’s “ Demonolatry in Sikhim Lamaism.”
2 Burmese le ‘ bow ’ is probably corrupted from the Tibetan ru, but this is the

respectful and not the ordinary term.
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be more likely to do so amongst an essentially warrior

race. Taken then with the state of civilization reached

by the Burmese in their Northern home, this hiatus seems

to point to the conclusion that they were there, on the

whole, a fairly peaceful people, taking more interest in

the culture of the ground and in petty commerce than

in the fierce raid and counter-raid which fill up so large

a part of the existence of the wilder hill-tribes.

The very first move south seems to have supplied them

with the word for ‘ arrow ’
(
hmra ), which occurs in Murmi,

Gurung, Magur, etc.
(
mya), and ‘bow’ (Chepang lu-i 1

).

These tribes, if not then inhabiting the southern slopes

of the Himalaya as now, were probably on the northern

parts of that range of mountains, and a glance at the

map will show that it would be precisely with these hill-

men that a tribe emigrating south-east from W. Tibet

would first come in contact. The ordinary Burmese word

for ‘ sword ’ or ‘ chopper,’ (fa, pronounced da), seems to

be the Bengali dhao.

There is, in fact, every probability that the Burmese

would, like most other emigrating tribes in those parts,

have to make their way literally sword in hand, and that

in their progress south-east they would have the fullest

opportunity of investigating the make and effect of the

different weapons used at that epoch. Sparsely peopled

as the plains were then, it is probable that many a savage

fight and massacre took place ere the advance-guard of

the Mongoloid tribes, called Mramma, debouched on the

Kubo Yalley from the plateau of Manipur.

The Tibetan dmag=‘

w

ar’ or ‘army’ occurs in Burmese
only when conjoined with re and chats

(
chats-mak), and

thus forms one of those couplets known in Chinese as

‘ male and female words.’ Chats, the usual word in every-

day parlance, is perhaps the Tibetan rtsod, pf. brtsad,

meaning ‘to quarrel’ or ‘fight.’ An allied word is ran=

1 This word, as well as ‘spear,’ ‘ sword,’ ‘ shield,’ does not occur in most of
Hodgson’s lists.
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* enmity,’ ‘ quarrel,’ which has the signification of * war ’ in

Lushai (ral), but only, I believe, occurs in the word for
‘ sword ’

(
ral-gri—‘ war-knife ’) in Tibetan.

Although the Burmese have presumably abandoned their

old word for ‘ arrow,’ they have retained that for ‘ quiver
’

(ton, T. don), not improbably for the reason that their

quivers were of superior excellence to those possessed by

the more savage tribes which they encountered.

Again, the Tibetan rmog—‘ helmet’ is undoubtedly the

same as the Burmese moli,
1 which occurs in mok-tii and

mok-ru, described as two kinds of ‘ caps,’ and in k'a-mok,

which is a hat similar to that worn by the Chinese

peasantry, (hence sa«-AV«oA'=[iron] ‘helmet’).

Unless, however, it turns out that these ‘ caps ’ were

originally in the form of or served for helmets, it would

be unsafe to conclude that the emigrant Burmans wore

helmets, as the Tibetan rmog may be merely a specialized

meaning of a word for ‘ hat ’ or ‘ cap.’ Similarly the words

for ‘ mail ’ (B. Uyap, T. Urah) are the same, but each

word denotes originally a flat, thin thing or scale, and

hence they come to mean ‘scale-armour.’ It is, of course,

possible that this was possessed by the Burmans in Tibet,

but, on the other hand, it is equally probable that the

words have been applied independently on the introduction

of this particular kind of armour, (? from China). The
Tibetan rmd=' a wound ’ survives only in the Burmese

ama-ricat=‘ a scar,’ and the word t'ah— ‘to fight’ has lost

its original signification, and come to mean first a body of

fighting men, and thence a stockade (cf. Tib. C. /ah-rags=
* stockade ’), the mode of alteration being sufficiently

apparent.

It is possible that the Burmese chak—‘ target’ may come

from the Pali chakka— 1 a wheel,’ as supposed, but it may,

on the other hand, be allied to W. Tibetan tsag-ge, the

black mark or bull’s-eye in a target, i.e. always supposing

1 Connected with amok-- ‘ crest ’ and mok — ‘ elevated in the centre,’ probably
the original meaning of the word.
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the latter to be an indigenous word. At any rate, it is

curious that the Southern Chins still preserve their old

word boh (T. 0ben) for a target.

Agriculture.—From the retention of two separate words,

meaning ‘ plough ’ or ‘ to plough ’ in Burmese, it is evident

that when the latter left Tibet they were no mere nomads

or wild hill-men, but people who were acquainted with the

art of agriculture. Amongst not a few of the related hill-

tribes the plough is to this day either unknown or hut

a recently introduced instrument, implying as it does a

fairly settled mode of life, so that this point is especially

important in connection with the state of civilization

reached at the above-mentioned time.

The first word is T. t oil, B. fwan. The latter instrument

is generally a kind of a harrow, used instead of a plough,

hut it also means * to plough,’ being, in fact, the ordinary

verb with that signification. The second word is the

Tibetan rmon (B. hmun :), apparently used in the former

country with the general sense of ‘ ploughing,’ hut in

Burma merely ‘ to plough a field of young plants in order

to loosen the soil,’ etc.

Although the commonest words for * field ’ (T. kin, B. lay)

are different in the two languages, we find the Tibetan

kluiis, another word with that meaning in the Burmese
k'yoh:,1 a word which occurs only in conjunction with lay,

just the same as mak with the meaning of ‘ war’ only occurs

now when in union with chats.

As with animals so in the crops grown, the difference

of species has been the cause of losing most of the old

names. The Burmese for ‘ radish,’ however
(
mun-la), I

take to be. the same as the Tibetan la-pug (in composition

la). Mun may either denote that it was the species culti-

vated by the people to the south of the Himalayas, called

generally Mon in Tibetan, or that it was that cultivated

by the Mons, or Takings, who were undoubtedly in Burma

1 Spelling doubtful, as the word is not found in the dictionary. It usually

occurs in the phrase lay-k'yon lup-cha-san— ‘ I am a worker of the fields’

(i.e. an agriculturist).
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at the time of the arrival of the Burmese. Although the

former is the national appellation of these people, the

Burmans have, so far as is known, always called them

Talaings, so that the first of these two hypotheses seems

the more probable. Similarly the Burmese for ‘mustard’

(
mun-nah

)
is probably rnun and T. yinis or huh. It seems

probable, however, that the same word occurs in * turmeric
’

(B. nan-mean, sa-nwah), nun being admittedly often used

for yuh in Tibetan, and this crop was probably better known
to the undivided Tibeto-Burmans. I am inclined to think,

therefore, that both radishes and turmeric were cultivated,

and subsequently also mustard, before the departure of the

Burmans. It is also possible that man, in the Burmese

krak-swan— ‘ on ion,’ is a corruption from T. btson, in which

case this plant also must be added to the list.

The Burmese lu:, a certain kind of millet
,

1 would seem

to he identical with the Tibetan Jbru, meaning grain in

general
;
probably the only kind of grain grown in ancient

times in Tibet being an inferior kind of millet or something

similar.

That the Burmans in Tibet were accustomed to the

cultivation of grain and the preparing of it for food is

shown by the existence, in both languages, of common
words for ‘husks’ or ‘chaff’ (T. sbur, B. pice), for ‘ tossing

up’ or ‘sifting’ grain (T. pyar, B. pya), for ‘cleaning’

(T. pad, B. pwap), and for ‘ pounding ’ it (T. rduh, B. (on).

But it is probable that these operations were performed

on millet alone, and that rice was, at that time, not

cultivated in Tibet.

The common beast for cultivating was, of course, the

bullock (T. nor, B. nwa), but we may note that the Tibetan

word, although still retaining its primitive signification

in some contexts, has now come to mean ‘ wealth ’ or

‘money,’ affording thus a close parallel to the Latin

pecunia.

The House, Domestic Articles, etc.—The number of common

1 Lu:-nat-Tcok is “ the classic name for wheat.”
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words relating to the house (T. k'yim, B. im 1
)
and its

appurtenances is not small, and they show a state of things

very similar to what prevails in the less civilized parts of

Burma at the present day. Before adverting to them it

is worthy of notice that two other Tibetan words, 2 each

with the meaning of * house,’ 2 are still retained in Burmese,

though with specialized meanings. The first of these is

nan, which in Burmese (nan:) has come to mean merely

the house of the king, i.e. a palace, and the second, groh,

is similarly applied to a house inhabited by priests
(hjoh ),

i.e. a monastery. We may observe that nan, with the

meaning of ‘house,’ (it also denotes an interior, household,

etc.), is found especially in Central Tibet.

We find leyoh, however, again in a single obsolete word

in Burmese, su-b/on, meaning ‘ cook-house.’ The first

syllable is probably the Tibetan sol in sol-bah= ‘ cook-

room ’ or ‘ kitchen,’ and, from the close analogy between

these two words, it is not too much to infer that rooms

especially used for cooking were known to the Burmans
before quitting Tibet, an important fact in considering the

stage of civilization they had then reached. Although
the style of building in the two countries is very dissimilar,

owing to climatic and other considerations, yet we find

common words for ‘room’ (T. bah, B. ban:), for ‘floor’

(T. skyah, B. kram :), and for ‘door’ (T. *go, B. tan 3
-k'a),

whilst the Tibetan leham— 1 a rafter’ is probably the same

as the Burmese ch'ah—* a joist,’ used in the same way as

a rafter to support the floor of a house, which, as every-

one knows, is in the latter country raised above the ground

on posts.

It may be noted that there are common words (T. rtsog,

B. cli ok) for building houses, words ultimately connected with

that ‘ to erect,’ ‘ make fast ’ in the ground (T. yuy, B. chub).

1 This word has suffered considerably from phonetic decay. Its connection
with the Tibetan is easily traced through Manipuri, Lunbu, etc.

2 Further, the Tibetan rdzoii= ‘ castle ’ probably reappears in the Burman
tan-ch‘on: = ‘ a kind of tower,’ and ach'on — ‘ a building.’

2 Tan, tan, or tan: simply means anything long and straight, and is a common
prefix in Burmese [cf. T. ytan).
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Turning now to the utensils in the house (T. Jsog-chas,

B. a-cKok l-a-u:), the most obvious are those used for

storing or carrying food, for, of course, anything in the way
of chairs or tables is in these countries entirely of modern

introduction. We find that at least one kind of basket

was known (T. (Iron, B. k'yoh), this being a long cylindrical

one carried on the back. There would also appear to have

been in existence, as might be supposed amongst an

agricultural people, small granaries (T. rdzah, B. chan)

and even casks (T. zem, B. chan), but these latter were

merely rudimentary, being formed by hollowing out portions

of tree-trunks. The Burmese tan ‘a pannier’ would also

appear to be the same as the Tibetan Ita’n =‘ a bale of goods

for carriage by an animal.' In a country where carts were

unknown, it is obvious that pack bullocks or ponies would

be used by a people who had attained any moderate degree

of civilization.

The common Tibetan word for ‘pot,’ rdza, although

superseded by another root in Burmese, may still be seen

perhaps in the two words cha-loh * the cover of a pot,’

and ja-lun * a large basin.’ The ordinary Burmese word

is o:, and although this has evidently suffered much from

phonetic decay, it can, I think, be yet identified with the

Tibetan k'og, since U is sometimes elided (see supra), and

there is a very analogous case in the Tibetan Jcogs,

Burmese 6, meaning ‘ old.’ The existence of other earthen-

ware before the separation of the two races is evidenced

by a word for a ‘ large pitcher
'

(T. pin,2 B. p'yah), and

for ‘cup’ (T. skyogs, B. k'icak).

Other articles were ropes (T. rgyud and allied words,

B. kro:) and ladders (T. skras-ka, B. hle-kai), the latter

being, however, but notched logs, as are still commonly

to be met with in the less civilized parts of Burma.

Fishing is carried on to no great extent in the more

northern country, and hence it must not be expected that

1 I doubt whether ch'oi in this signification is from the root ch'ok ‘ to build.’
2 T. J>en is probably merely another form of this word.
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many of the names for nets in Burmese would be found

in Tibetan. As a matter of fact, only the commonest, the

kwan or casting net (T. rkon), can be identified, and in

Tibet it is used apparently not for fishing but for catching

birds.

The Burmese have adopted the Mon word for ‘ hearth ’

(pan), but those for ‘ charcoal
’

(T. sol, B. mv.-site), and

‘cooking’ (T. sregs, srog, B. k’yak), still survive, while

naturally with the change of habitat the word for ‘ fat
’

(T. tsib) has come to signify ‘oil’ (B. ch’i:). As above

pointed out, it is evident that the kitchen had already been

formed into a separate compartment.

It seems probable that the undivided race had already

emerged from the skin-clothing stage
;

teste the words for

‘ clothes in general ’ (T. ydih, B. a-t'an), 1 and those for

‘ a spindle’ (T. pah, B. waii-rd).2 At the same time, as almost

all Burmese words connected with the loom and weaving

are radically different from the Tibetan, it is probable that

this art was practised to a very limited extent only.

Possibly clothes were as yet chiefly imported, and were

obtained by barter. This is one of the grounds for sup-

posing the Burman migration to be anterior in time to

those, for example, of the Chins and Karens.

Paint, or rather colouring matter (T. rtsi, B. ch'ei), must

of course have been known from very early times. The
Burmese word means also ‘ medicine,’ but this is un-

doubtedly, in spite of the dictionaries, a secondary meaning

of the word.

It remains to mention three words which point to the

existence of a somewhat high stage of civilization before

the departure of the Burmans, namely ‘fan’ (T. yab,

B. yap), ‘tassel’ (T. jbocl, B. pica), and ‘cushion’ (T. 0bol,

B. pun)- It is, of course, not improbable that the tassels

1 The Tibetan iu-a ‘a hat’ is possibly the same as the Burmese sir..

2 The existence of a common word for ‘needle’ (T. k'ab, B. ap) proves nothin^,

since needles are employed by all races who consider expedient garments of anv
kind whatever. Similarly as regards ‘thread’ (T. dran-bu, B. k‘rann and ‘to

sew ’ (T. 0
drub, B. k‘yup).
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were merely the barbaric appendages to spears; that the

cushions consisted but of a few skins sewn together
;
whilst

the fans were almost certainly rude arrangements made

from particular kinds of leaves. Nevertheless, the existence

of such common words, together with the others already

cited, goes far to show the existence of a state of things

not very dissimilar to what prevails in the less civilized

parts of the respective countries at the present day.

Medicine, etc.—The fact that the ordinary Burmese for

‘medicine’ (che:) is merely a secondary meaning attached

to ‘pigment,’ and that all words relating to drugs, curing,

etc., are different in the two languages, points to but a

slight knowledge of medicine at the time of the migration

southwards—indeed, the only common word to be found

is that for ‘ plague ’ or ‘ pestilential disorders ’ (T. 7nan,

B. nan). This is, of course, precisely the word one would,

on d priori grounds, expect to survive.

There are, nevertheless, numerous common words for parts

of the body, of which I give a few of the more unusual

for sake of example only :
‘ waist ’ (T. rked, in composition

ska, B. k'a:), ‘ marrow ’ (T. rkah, B. k’rah-ctii:), ‘ mucus of

nose’ (T. snabs, B. hnap), ‘the nose’ (T. sna, sna-k'an, B. hna,

hna-k'dh), ‘womb’ (T. bu-snod, B. hnut), ‘knee’ (T. pas, B.

pu-chats), ‘breast’ (T. bran, B. ran), ‘the iris of the eye’

(T. mig-bras, B. myek-rats), ‘hair’ (T. khan, 1 B. ch'an), ‘wen’

(T. rmen, B. mrah), and ‘mole’ (T. sme, B. hme). The

ordinary Burmese words for ‘ to be hungry ’ or * thirsty
’

(ck’a, hat) are merely specialized from the Tibetan Jsal

‘ to want,’ and rhab ‘ to crave.’

Terms of Relationship.—I hope in a future paper to

discuss the evidence relating to the existence of a former

maternal family amongst the Burmese and allied tribes.

The paternal family is now well established amongst these,

whilst the Tibetans are still in that intermediate stage

between the two systems where the wife is shared amongst

brothers, though the elder has the predominance. (It is

1 This properly means ‘ matted hair,’ a significant distinction.
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stated, however, that that system has now begun to crumble

away and monogyny to take its place, at any rate amongst

the higher classes.) The common terms of relationship,

besides ‘ father ’ and ‘ mother,’ are a naan’s ‘ elder brother ’

(T. ajo, B. ats-kii
1
), a man’s ‘ younger brother ’ (T. nu,

B. nl), a woman’s ‘ elder sister ’ (T. ache, B. ats-ma), a

woman’s ‘ elder brother ’ (T. min, B. moil), and a ‘ son-in-

law ’ (T. mag, B. sa-mak). The omission of certain terms

must, in view of the ditferent family systems now prevailing

in the two countries, be regarded as of some significance.

In addition to these it appears that an old Burmese

term for ‘ elder brother ’ {anon) simply meant * first-born
’

(T. shoh-kyes), whilst the second syllable of lcah-pican:,

‘a friend’ or ‘spouse,’ is the Tibetan spun=‘ brothers ’ or

* cousins.’

Political Organization.—The long Shan domination to

which the Burtnans were subject after their arrival in their

present country, the possible existence of a Kshatriya

dynasty at one time, and the undoubted tendency to use

Sanskrit and Pali words for royal functions as being more
high-sounding and imposing than the vernacular, have all

tended to obliterate the political terms brought from Tibet.

And as regards some such words, although apparently

capable of explanation from the Tibetan, their etymology

is of too problematical a nature to be worth insertion here.

It has been already pointed out that the word nca, which
means ‘ village ’ still in Burmese, has in Tibetan (yul) come
to mean ‘ country ’ in general, but it does not necessarily

follow that at the time of separation the village was the

political unit, as amongst the Nagas and other wild tribes

at the present day. For yul still means village as well as

country, and nca in the expression nat-rica 2 means rather

country than village. The existence of a common word
for ‘kingdom’ (T. hah, B. nun 3-han) is, however, decisive

on this point, and, indeed, apart from the king (T. rgyal,

1 Probably a reduplicated word (cf. Chinese lo).
2 Fairy-land.
3 jileans 1

to conquer.’
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ytso, B. hrah, cho:), there would appear to have also been

subordinate governors or ministers (T. dpon, B. wan)}

Theft (T. rku, B. k'ii), at least, was a recognized crime,

and it is just possible, though not very probable, that the

Burmese t'oh ‘a prison’ is a shortening of the Tibetan

Odom-gah-gru-bzi, with the same meaning. Taxes seem to

have been levied (T. Jcal, B. k'we), thus showing a

considerable degree of political organization.

As regards slavery, the Burmese and Tibetan words are

quite different, and it seems probable that the word for

• slave ’ (k'ywari) in the former language originally meant
* foreigner ’ (T. grori). This would indicate that slaves

were prisoners taken in war, and that slavery as a domestic

institution was probably little, if at all, known.

Other quasi-political terms are ‘ to appoint ’ as an official

(T. cjgel, pf. bkal, B. k’an) and possibly * to punish ’ (T.2 god,

B. kicap ).
3 Although there is no common name for ‘court’

or ‘justice,’ the Tibetan throws some light on the Burmese

terms. Thus, k’un ‘ a petty magistrate ’ seems to be the

same word as the Tibetan mgon—' lord ’
;
and the chief court

of Burma formerly, the hlwat-ta ,

4 was originally merely

‘the assembly’ (T. Jcrod), similarly to run : , the ordinary

word for ‘ court,’ which also means ‘ to assemble.’ That

courts of some kind were known appears also from words

such as ‘ to engage in a suit ’ (T. 7tag, B. twe), ‘ to suspect

of a crime ’ (T. yus, B. yii), and ‘ to accuse falsely
’

(T. rdzab, B. chicap), though justice would, of course, be

of a very rough and ready kind.

With regard to the existence of private property, it is

observable that boundary lines (T. mt'sams, B. chan) were

evidently known.

The Arts.—It may be premised at once that the names

of the different handicrafts are in Burmese apparently of

1 The Burmese dun ‘ a petty chief ’ is probably connected with T. mt'on
* high in rank.’

2 Central.
3 Note also the Central Tibetan Jags ‘to make a present,’ and B. ch'ak ‘to

present to a superior.’
4 Id is the royal affix.

j.r.a.s. 1896. 4
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modern introduction, or, at any rate, have been invented

since the departure from Tibet. Until men have segregated

in large masses it is rare, at any rate amongst these races,

to find persons who give up their whole time to a particular

craft. One person may be clever at carpentry and another

at smith’s work, but they will still continue to carry on

the customary pursuit of agriculture, doing the various

jobs required of them in the intervals of such work. The

latter are not, in fact, sufficiently important to tempt them

to break altogether from tradition, and the result is that,

even when society has considerably advanced, we fail to

find anything like the specialization of labour which pre-

vails amongst ourselves.

Before alluding to any common names of tools there

is to be settled the very important question : Was the

undivided Tiheto-Burman race acquainted with iron ? The
chief argument for a negative answer to this question is

the fact that the words for this metal (T. Ichags, B. son)

are quite different in the two languages. This does not,

of course, absolutely preclude a knowledge of the metal

before leaving Tibet, though it throws the burden of proof

very much on the other side. It is not quite clear to me
from what language the word sail has been taken.

Pro contra, it may be first noticed that a name for

‘ thunderbolt ’ in Tibetan is Ichags or 7nam-lchags, i.e. ‘ iron
’

or ‘ sky-iron.’ 1 The Burmese similarly call it chak or mii-

kru-chak. Chak, in the dictionary, is put down as the Pali

word meaning ‘ a wheel,’ because it
1 whizzes round,’ a

rather obvious piece of folk-etymology. It seems more
probable to identify chak here with the Tibetan Ichags.

Again, the Tibetans call the bit of a horse—riding was un-

doubtedly known at the time of the separation

—

srab-lchags,

the corresponding Burmese term being jak, so that here

again we seem to see the old term for ‘ iron ’ cropping up.

It may be postulated that if the Burmans on leaving

Tibet were only in the Bronze age—there is, I think, a

1 The Tibetans are not alone in giving it this designation. See Tylor
“ Early History ot Mankind.” 0 1 ’
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common term for bronze—words denoting cutting, etc.,

will in general differ in the two languages, since the use

to which bronze tools can be put is relatively small. This,

however, is not the case, the number of common words

being as many as can be reasonably expected with a people

mainly agricultural and yet in the Iron age. For example,

it would appear there were punches (T. yzoii, B. dm) and

chisels, the Burmese ctiok being the same word as the

Tibetan 7imp ‘ to scoop out,’ whilst there are common
words for * chiselling ’ (T. Jt>ru, B. rive), ‘ cutting off small

pieces’ (T. 7tub, B. twap), ‘cutting off’ (T. yjrum, B. k'yu'n),

‘ mowing ’ and ‘ shaving ’ (T. Qbreg, B. rit), and for ‘ chips
’

(T. fsal, B. cha). 1 The ordinary Tibetan word for ‘ sword
’

or ‘knife’ (gri) has been supplanted by another {fa) in

Burmese, but it survives in the word for ‘ scissors,’ kat-kye:

(
= ‘ lever-knife’), and hit: ‘to cut’ is undoubtedly from

the same root.

The existence of common words for ‘ hammer ’ (T. f 0,

B. tu) and ‘bellows’ (T. spud, B. jo'u), does not perhaps

prove much, but I think that the number of such for

‘ cutting,’ etc., taken with the other evidences of a fairly

high state of civilization attained by the Burmans before

leaving Tibet, is sufficient to justify a belief that they

were at that time acquainted with iron. This, of course,

furnishes an anterior limit to the time of the migration.

As regards other metals, besides silver (T. diiul, B. nice),

it seems probable that some kind of bronze was known,

that is, if the Tibetan 0k’ar be the same as the Burmese //<?,

a word of doubtful signification, meaning now either lead

or tin, according to the word affixed to it.

The art of dyeing was also unquestionably known
(T. jfsod, pf. bfsos and allied words, B. ch u:).

Culture.—The point up to which a semi-civilized people

can count is always some index of the state of culture

obtained by them. In the case of the Tibeto-Burman race

the amount is oue thousand (T. stoii, B. toil )—an unusually

1 Possibly also T. dmyal 1 to cut up ’ and B. rnywu ‘to gash obliquely" are
the same.

24617
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high number. Most of the lower numerals are closely

alike in the two languages, hut ‘ one,’ ‘ four,’ and ‘ seven
’ 1

are different, and ‘ten’ and ‘a hundred’ are much corrupted

in Burmese. A word for ‘counting’ (T. bgrah and allied

words, B. kti/aii) has also been retained.

As regards measures (T. 7tos, B. tun), ‘ a span (T. nit 0,

B. f tea) is the only one that can be certainly identified.

It is not likely that regular shops, such as we know, existed

before the separation of the two races, but there is evidence

that some kind of traffic, probably petty peddling, was not

altogether unknown. Tan in tan-b' ii: ‘ value ’ is evidently

the Tibetan fail or /ah. There are two words for

‘borrowing’ or ‘hiring’ (T. slnji, brha, B. lc ye, hiia), and

the ideas of ‘ repaying ? (T. tsat, B. eh’ap) and ‘redeeming’

(T. bins, etc., B. rice:) were certainly known. Again, the

Burmese ch’uii ‘a shop’ is evidently connected with the

Tibetan Jsoh ‘ to sell,’

2

and von ‘ to sell ’ with riii ‘ price,’

whilst ‘ scales for weighing ’ (T. srah, B. Vyin) were known,

thus showing that matters had probably got beyond mere

‘ barter ’ (T. .seb b, B. fap). In addition we have a regular

word for ‘ business ’ (T. brel, B. are:), and probably also

‘to carry on business’ or ‘to trade' (T. fxoii, B. ch'oh).

It would seem, therefore, that there was a regular class

of traders. Although, as has been already pointed out,

the words for ‘ horse ' in the two languages are quite

different, yet these animals were certainly kuown and used

for riding. This is evident from the words for ‘ saddle
’

(T. srja, B. ka), for ‘to mount’ (T. chib, B. chi:), and

probably also for ‘ bit ’ (T. srab-lchags, B. jak).

A few ideas as evidenced by common words may here

be noticed, which would be either altogether unknown

or, at any rate, but slightly noticed amongst half-savage

people such as the hill-folk of Burma. The existence of

common words for them is, I think, proof that they were

1 The Burmese here is the same as the Gyarung, and is possibly a relic of

counting on the bauds.

2 T'snii
* to trade *

is a closely allied root. C

f

. t
l
.sun-sa ‘ a market.*

3 If the Burmese chan and Tibetan ts'ad * a standard ’ are the same, some
considerable advance in the arts must be assumed.
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widely understood and often thought of amongst the

undivided Tibeto-Burman race. Such are a * memorial ’

(T. tems-yig,

1

B. tim-hmat), showing that it was customary

to remember specially the more heroic or notable ancestors,

and ‘to draw,’ ‘picture,’ etc. (T. bri, B. re). As regards

the latter word, it is curious that in each language it has

also the meaning ‘to write’; but from the historical data

available this meaning would seem to have been inde-

pendently evolved. The very close parallel is noteworthy,

and shows the caution necessary in endeavouring to ascertain

the limits of a former system of civilization from philological

evidence only.

Other words are ‘ pride ’ (T. ychom, B. chon-man), a

‘ belief ’ or ‘ sentiment ’ (T. bio, B. ayu), a ‘ fault ’ or ‘ crime
’

(T. dpyas, B. aprats),'1 and ‘ to feel remorse ’ (T. ynon, B.

noh-ta). They seem to have paid attention to a man’s

character (T. grays, B. krak-sare), whilst there are several

words for ‘ respect,’ ‘ trust,’ or ‘ reverence ’ (T. rim-gro,

gus, bkur, B. rii-kyu, ka-yd, ku), such as would be paid to

the elders or to good men, as well as one for ‘ affection
’

or ‘ tender regard ’ (T. ychags, B. cha). Mere affectation

(T. k’ehs, B. in) was distinguished from a proper regard

for one’s appearance (T. mdaiis, B. tail), and by proper

examination (T. (sir, B. chi-chats), they were accustomed

to ascertain what was done secretly (T. gya-gyu, B. hlyu),

or what was merely feigned (T. sgruii, B. kyuan). The only

common words denoting colour are ‘ black ’ (T. nag, B. nak)

and ‘parti-coloured’ (T. k'ra, B. kya:). Would these be

the words most in use for denoting the colours of the

Tibetan cattle?

Miscellaneous.—There is no reason to suppose that dancing

and music were less popular formerly than now amongst

the Burmese. There are, in fact, common words for

‘singing,’ or rather ‘chanting’ (T. glu, itbyahs, B. kyu:

,

rail), and for ‘dancing’ (T. gar, B. ka). I have not,

1 Yiy = ‘ writing,’ hrnat — ‘ murk.’
2

Cf. also T. afsan = l error,’ and B. aeh la ‘ faulty.’
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however, been able to clearly identify any musical

instrument .
1

The names of the Burmese months are altogether different

from the Tibetan, as might, indeed, be expected from the

relatively late date at which calendars were introduced, nor

are the seasons similarly called. iT«= ‘ year,’ used only

in certain dates, is probably, however, the Tibetan dgun.

The Burmese have naturally retained the old words for

1 cold ’ (T. graii, B. hymn), for ‘ hoar-frost ’ (T. zil-dkar,

B. cKl-k’e), and ‘to warm oneself at the fire’ (T. sro,

pf. nros, B. hlim), but none to express heat, which sensation

is not experienced to any vivid degree in the bleak uplands

north of the Himalayas.

Conclusion .—It is inevitable that many of the results

obtained, and opinions arrived at, in a first essay such as

this, in a comparatively little known subject, will require

hereafter to be considerably modified, if not altogether

rejected. The actual truth in most antiquarian matters

is only to be arrived at after a long series of discussions,

and the reiterated scrutiny of all the evidence available.

I venture to hope, however, that the following main

conclusions, at least, will not be shaken.

The Burmans, when quitting their home in Western
Tibet, were already considerably advanced in civilization

—

were, in fact, on very much the same plane as that of

peasants now-a-days who inhabit the more sequestered

parts. Whatever improvement they may have made
mentally since is probably largely due to the introduction

of Indian and particularly Buddhist ideas, which have to

a considerable extent obliterated their original fairy or

demon worship. At the time of the immigration, the

Burmans were acquainted with some kind of regular

government under a king, and had entered into the
agricultural stage of society. They were acquainted with

iron and other metals, though this was probably obtained

1 The Burmese pn-pn ‘ tootin<rly ’ is, however, obviously allied to the Tibetan
hud, pf. p'u * to blow a trumpet.’
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by trade which was carried on to no inconsiderable extent.

Before starting on their migrations they were not a very

warlike race, but, on the other hand, had attained a degree

of culture much in advance of the fiercer hill-tribes of

cognate race who dwelt in their vicinity. Their language,

after leaving the Northern uplands, suffered considerably

from decay before being reduced to writing.

It is possible, though not proved, that a smaller migration

from Central took place after the main one from Western

Tibet, which latter, taking all circumstances into con-

sideration, would seem to have taken place during the

present Christian era. The numerous kings who are stated

to have reigned in Burma b.c. may be dismissed as entirely

apocryphal, or, at least, they did not reign over a people

who can be linguistically identified with the present

Burmese race.



\
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Art. III .—Chao Ju-kua, a new source of Mediceral Geography.

By F. Hirth, Ph.D.

There is probably do study more fascinating to tbe student

of historical geography during the period preceding Marco

Polo than that of the Oriental maritime trade, which made

Arabic enterprise the ruling element in the commercial

world for centuries before the rise of the Portuguese.

The ocean-trade of almost every port in those waters,

which may be said to reach from the coast of Morocco in

|the west to that of Japan and Corea in the east, was in

;
the hands of Arab merchants. We need not be astonished,

therefore, to find that Arabic authors are the principal

source of what we know, not only about the navigation of

that period, but also about the ethnography of the nations

with whom their countrymen had come into contact.

I do not propose here to review the well-known reports,

dating from three different centuries, in which Arabic

authors have handed down, I may almost say, our entire

knowledge of the Oriental sea-trade of those days. The

Abbaside period, tbe epoch following Mahmud’s conquest

of India, and the Mongol era, have each contributed their

share. The accounts of Soleiman and other Arab seafarers, \

edited by Renaudot and Reinaud, belong to the ninth

century. Arab geographers have since monopolised the

field down to the time of Marco Polo.

Thankful though we may be for these efforts of Arab

industry, we are bound to admit that, while receiving from

them powerful encouragement in extending our knowledge

of this branch of historical geography, we have to lament

many a gap where information is most urgently wanted.

Our curiosity being once roused, we should like to complete
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the picture by a few bold but realistic dashes from a con-

temporaneous brush. Such a desire will probably never

be satisfied. The value of the work done by such writers

as Reinaud’s Arab travellers, Macoudi and Ibn Batuta,

has been doubled and trebled by the acumen of their

interpreters
;
and further efforts may succeed in eliciting

additional information from these texts in parts where

they still remain a mystery to us. In the meantime

new matter, information collected at the period concerned,

is of the greatest importance wherever it may be found.

Such new matter I am now able to contribute from a

source scarcely thought of by the friends of Arabic

^geography—a Chinese author who wrote at the beginning

of the thirteenth century. I have before me a critical

digest regarding the author and his work, and an English

translation of the latter which, with the most essential

points of interpretation, has occupied me for the last ten

years. I have gone through the translation several times,

in order to be as sure of the exact sense of all the details

as a fair knowledge of the Chinese language in an en-

thusiastic European will admit
; I have then examined

every sentence in company with a student of Chinese,

thoroughly capable of tracing an oversight if any should

have crept in—Mr. E. H. Fraser, lately H.B.M. Consul at

Chungking—to whose critical interest I am indebted for

many a valuable improvement in my translation.

,
The Chinese author of whom I speak may almost be

called an Arab authority, inasmuch as we have reason to

believe that he collected his information from the Arab
traders with whom he came into contact.

Chao Ju-kua, whose work, the Chu-fan-chih, i.e. “Record
of Foreign Countries,” I have attempted to translate and,
to a limited extent, to interpret, is an author quite un-
deservedly unknown, both among his countrymen, the
Chinese, and among foreigners. Neither Schott nor Wylie
seem to have known his name. Bretschneider, in his
Botanicon Sinicum, mentions the work as quoted in the
abbreviated edition of the “ Catalogue of the Imperial
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Library of Peking ”
; but he, too, has apparently never

seen the book, since, had this been the case, with the

well-known speculative talent which has helped him to

select valuable sources of information out of endless lists

of Chinese works, he could not have failed to discover its

importance in the history of Oriental trade. I am bound

to assume that Leon de Rosny, with all his diligence in

searching for Chinese texts throwing light on this subject,

has handled the book for a short time only. For, while

communicating a few highly useful extracts, in the Journal

Asiatique of 1861, regarding Japan and the Loo-Choo

Islands, he does not avail himself of the information con-

tained in the Chu-fan-chih in his later work on the Oriental

nations known to the ancient Chinese (Les peuples orientaux

connus des anciens C/nnois), a revised third edition of

which appeared in 1892. Pauthier, in 1857, published a

translation of Ju-kua’s chapter on Ta-ts‘in in his well-

known treatise De l’authenticity de V inscription nestorienne

de Si-ngan-fu

;

and I conclude from certain notes furnished

by St. Julien to Renan, published in Renan’s Histoire

generate des langites semitiques, that the former had read,

though misunderstood, the same chapter. A French version

of this short part of Chao Ju-kua’s text appears also in

Hue’s Le christianisme en Chine, though I am not able to

say at present by whom it was prepared. My own version

of the same chapter appears in China and the Roman Orient,

published in 1885. Some notes, with a short extract,

introducing the Chinese author, have appeared in vol. i

of my Chinesische Studien (Leipzig, 1890), and I have

recently, in a supplementary fascicule of the T‘oung-pao

(Leiden, 1894), published a German version of Ju-kua’s ,

chapters on the Arab possessions as a first instalment
f

regarding “ Die Lander des Islam nach chinesischen \

Quellen,” and an extract on the Kingdom of Malabar,

pp. 149 seqq. in vol. vi of the same periodical. I am not

aware that, apart from the few instances just mentioned,

the work of Chao Ju-kua has been referred to by Western

writers.
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In China, too, the book is very little known, and copies

of it are exceedingly rare; in fact, the only two copies I

have seen formed part of an expensive collection of reprints.

The numerous biographical works of the Chinese, with

all their comprehensiveness, are perfectly silent on its

author, whose name is neither mentioned among the

biographies of the Sung-shih
, the national history of the

period, nor apparently in the minor records of those, and

later times, which would have been collected in such works

as the Wan-hsing-t‘ung-p‘u, the biographical Thesaurus of

the Ming dynasty and the first collective biographical

record published after the probable lifetime of our author.

The Chu-fan-chih
,
though decidedly the most important

^/source on the Oriental sea-trade of the Sung period, is but

seldom quoted in later works. It has had the misfortune of

being copied, though incompletely, by T‘o-t‘o, the author of

the official history of the period, the Sumj-ahih. The result

is that later authors, when referring to the foreign nations,

quote the latter in preference to the older work. Ma
Tuan-lin, whose cyclopaedia appeared about a century after

Chao Ju-kua, borrows from him without a word of ac-

knowledgment. Unfortunately this is the rule, or at least

a very common occurrence, in Chinese literature. The
existence of the Chinese national histories, such as the
two Han-shu, the T'ang-shu, etc., has to atone for the loss

of many a special work on ancient or medieval geography.
It may be some sort of consolation in view of the entire

disappearance of the great Chinese explorer Chang K'ien’s
work (if it were at all written by himself), the Chang

-

chHen-eh'u-kuan-chih, that we may point to the account of
his expeditions in the Sftih-ki by Ssu-ma Ch'ien

;
possibly

the loss of another very important work, the E-n-gu-t‘u-cfn,

an account of Central Asia early during the seventh century,
by Pei Ch‘ii, may be made up for by certain unacknowledged
portions of the Sui-shu, the official history of the period,

as Yon Richthofen assumes (“ China,” vol. i, p. 530). But
a comparison of the text furnished by Chao Ju-kua, wit}*

the extracts made from it with and without acknowledgment
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by later authors, clearly shows how much we would have

lost as regards matter-of-fact information, had the Chu-

fan-chih shared the fate of Chang K‘ien\s and Pei Clrii’s

works, which we know were still kept in the Imperial

Library in a.d. 618.

And a narrow escape the Chu-fan-chih has had from

being lost to the memory of man. It must have been a

rare book at any time. It is well known that the Chinese

do not print editions, as we do, of 100, 500, or 1000 copies

at a time, when a hook is published
;

but the wooden

blocks being preserved in the publisher’s library, merely

as many copies are struck off as are required to satisfy

immediate demand. If perchance the printing-blocks get

lost or destroyed, the entire edition rests on the number

of copies which happen to have been taken. To reprint

such a work as the Chu-fan-chih would have required

stronger demand on the part of the public than probably

ever made itself felt during the Sung period. Geographical

studies, though extensively applied to every part of China

proper, were treated with a certain amount of indifference

where foreign countries were concerned. Whatever en-

thusiasm we may admire in a few single individuals of

the Chao Ju-kua kind, the public taste was not given

that way. Chang K‘ien and Pan Ch'ao, the early explorers,

had become national heroes, it is true
;
Fa Hsien and

Hsiian Chuang, the Buddhist travellers, had in their time

occupied public attention to a high degree. But Confucian

learning was the order of the day at the end of the

twelfth century, when Chu Hi wrote his great com-

mentaries : the antiquities of China, the history of its

art; the philosophy of the classical and the Taoist schools,

with their mystical degenerations
;

Buddhist cosmology,

the poetry of the past and present ;—all were studied with

an ardour worthy of a period which may be called the

age of renaissance in China, while the knowledge of foreign

countries was merely an obscure branch taken up by a

few amateurs. Confucian philosophers actually threw dis-

credit on what was then known of foreign geography.
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and I can. at least quote one of the well-known essayists

of the period, Ch‘eng Ta-ch‘ang, who died in 1195,

and who in his antiquarian work, the K‘ao-ku-pien, tries

to make out that foreign geography is absolutely untrust-

worthy. The arguments he uses in support of his assertion,

however, show that the untrustworthiness lies entirely with

himself, who, to judge from his remarks, must have been

altogether destitute of geographical sense.

The Chu-fan-chih is mentioned in the descriptive catalogue

of the library belonging to the celebrated bibliophile Ch'en

Chen-sun, who furnished the greater part of the biblio-

graphical portion of Ma Tuan-lin’s cyclopaedia, published

in 1319. Ch‘en Chen-sun was appointed Prefect of

Kia-hing-fu in Chekiang in 1234-1237
;

this is the only

date I can discover regarding his lifetime. Probably

the Chu-fan-chih had then existed for a number of years,

though all the evidence therefore rests with what we learn

from the text itself, which cannot have been concluded

before the year 1205, owing to an Arab embassy being

mentioned in it as having come to China during the years

1205-1208, nor after the year 1258, because Baghdad is

described in it as being governed by rulers who called them-

selves the lineal descendants from the prophet Muhammad.
The book is quoted in the Chen-la-feng-t‘u-chi—the de-

scription of an embassy to Cambodja terminated in 1297,

written by Chou Ta-kuan, a member of that mission,

of which there is a French translation by Remusat in

the first volume of his Nouteaux Melanges Asiatiques.

It appears that, during the Mongol period, Chao Ju-kua’s

work fell into entire oblivion, and it must have been very
rare indeed in a.d. 1407, when it was received into that

gigantic collection of manuscripts published under the name
of Yung-lo-ta-tien. Thereby the work has actually been
saved to us, for I doubt whether we shall ever succeed m
finding a copy printed previous to that date. There, too,

the work remained buried for centuries, inaccessible to the
public and exposed to the danger of being annihilated by
fire, until in 1783 it was unearthed again with other
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literary treasures by a great lover of bis native literature,

Li T‘iao-yiian, whose biography will be found in the

provincial gazetteer, the Ssd-ch‘uan-t‘ung-ckih. Born in

Lo-chiang-hsien, in Szechuen, he followed his father—who,

like most high officials, was ordered about from one province

of China to another—and, after a good education, showed

considerable literary taste. Having taken his degree as

Chin-shih in 1763, he tried to combine a student’s life

with his official career, which brought him to the neigh-

bourhood of Peking. Here, as a member of the Academy
(Han-lin), he had, of course, access to the Academy library,

where, according to Mayers, in his instructive paper on the

“Bibliography of the Chinese Imperial Collections of Litera-

ture,” in the sixth volume of the China Review, the Yung-

lo-ta-tien is said to have been preserved down to our days.

The existence of so many highly important works being

buried in the chambers of the Academy was a trouble

to a public-spirited man of Li T‘iao-yiian’s order. He,

therefore, copied what seemed to him the works best worthy

of being introduced to the general public, and printed them

afterwards with his own works and some other matter iu

the collection known as Han-hai, first published in 1783,

of which two further editions are known in Szechuen.

From this, the first printed copy as far as I am aware,

another edition has been received into the collection of

reprints published by Chang Hai-p‘eng in Chao-wen, near

Soochow, in 200 pen, under the name of Hsiao-tsin-t‘ao-

y'uan, which appeared in 1805, previous to the second

edition of the Han-hai, published in 1809. I have com-

pared the two texts and found none but trivial variants,

such as would in no case affect the translation, for which

reason I shall not notice them.

These are the only editions I have fallen in with after

many years’ ransacking of the Chinese book stores at

Shanghai and Yang-chow, the latter place being an im-

portant market for literary curiosities as well as antiquities,

whence even the curio dealers at Shanghai draw much of

their ancient porcelain. A copy of the Chu-fan-chih must
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be, or have been, among the Chinese books of the Biblio-

theque nationale in Paris, since Pauthier quotes from it in

bis work on the Hestorian inscription. I am not aware

that the British Museum has a copy, at least it was not

enumerated in Dr. Douglas’ Catalogue of 1877.

All we know about the author’s life is a very scanty

notice of his book in the bibliophile Ch'en Chen-sun’s

descriptive Catalogue, written some time during the early

part, or the middle, of the thirteenth century. It says,

by way of explanation, after the title Chu-fan-chih :
“ the

'Inspector of Foreign Trade in Fukien, Chao Ju-kua, records

[in this book] the several foreign countries and the

merchandize which come from them.”

This is very little indeed
;
and yet it speaks volumes

towards the elucidation of our subject, if we try to read

between the lines. The Inspector of Foreign Trade, in

Chinese T‘i-chii-shih-po, i.e. “Shih-po by special appoint-

ment,” or simply Shih-po, or Shih-po-shih, was during the

Sung dynasty an official whose functions corresponded to

the combined position of the present Superintendent and
Commissioner of Customs. Indeed, in the Li-tai-chih-kmn-

piao, a tabular list of the names of all the public offices

of the present Empire and their equivalents during the

various former dynasties, compiled in 1780, though not

published in book form until 1844, the Shih-po-shih of

the Sung dynasty is identified with the modern Kuan-
shui-chien-tu, i.e. the Superintendent of Customs.

'i/ In the Sung-shih we are repeatedly told that this officer

had to superintend the collection of taxes on the trade

carried on by the sea-going vessels laden with foreign

goods, especially those being brought from afar by the

inhabitants of distant countries.

The history of this office may for this reason be said

to represent the history of foreign sea-trade in China.

Foreign trade had for a long time been covered by the

name, inseparable from the early foreign enterprise of

Chinese Courts, of “ tribute.” The word “ tribute,” in

Chinese Rung, was nothing but a substitute for what
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might as well have been called “exchange of produce” or

“trade,” the trade with foreign nations being a monopoly

of the Court. The latter would refuse to trade unless it

was done under its own conditions, viz. the appearance of

the offering of gifts as a sign of submission and admiration

on the part of a distant monarch. In each case the full

equivalent was paid for these offerings in the shape of

counter-gifts presented to the so-called ambassadors by the

Chinese Court. If these counter-gifts had not made it

worth their while to submit to all the trouble and even

humiliation imposed on the tribute-bearers, we should not

see such a long list of distant nations recorded as regular

tribute-countries, such as India, Persia, and Arabia, who

had nothing to gain or to lose by the friendship of China.

I am inclined to believe that, with exceptions of course,

/these tribute-bearers were in reality nothing better than

V private merchants who purchased the counter-gifts of the

Court under the pretext of bringing tribute in the name

of some distant monarch. The description and quantity

of goods returned to such tribute-bearers as a reward

for the submissive feelings expressed by them on behalf

of their monarchs have in many cases been placed on

record by the court historians, and if measured by our

present estimation of their value, point to a trade as

lucrative as any carried on under modern treaty regula-

tions. Such relations had existed between China and the

neighbouring countries from the oldest times
;

they had

assumed larger dimensions under the Han, when certain

nations were compelled by force of arms to send in tribute,

while others, like Parthians and Syrians, volunteered it

as a matter of speculation. Y’The regularity with which

these transactions took place led, of course, to the creation

of court officers connected with their management. We
read in the Sui-shu that an office called Ssu-fang-kuan

was established under the Emperor Yang-ti during the

period 605-617 at the Chinese capital, for the special

purpose of receiving the ambassadors of tbp countries in

the four directions of the compass (ssii-fang), viz. those

J.B.A.8. 1896. 5
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in the east, principally Japan
;

in the south, represented

by the southern barbarians on the continent and the

Archipelago (nan-man) ; in the west, represented by the

Central Asiatic tribes (hsi-jung)
;
and in the north, repre-

sented by the pei-ti (Tartars, Hsiung-nu, Tunguses, etc.).

For each of these four classes of traffic a special officer

was appointed, whose duty it was to superintend the “ex-

change of produce”
(
hu-shih

, lit. “mutual marketing”),

besides the duties connected with the reception of the

^/mission. This shows clearly enough that, even in those

early days, the embassies received at Court were not purely

political or complimentary, but have to be looked upon

as representing the official form in which trade was then

conducted. The superintending officers were then stationed

at the capital ; but later on, when trade by sea assumed

[

larger dimensions, the necessity arose to appoint Special

Commissioners, precursors as it were of the modern

\ Superintendents and Commissioners of Customs, at the

places where foreign merchandise was imported in exchange

for native produce.

Of all the ports open to trade during the several periods

of Chinese history, Canton, or some locality near Canton,

is probably the oldest. We have seen that ocean-trade

between China and the countries of Western Asia bad

its terminus in some port of Tonkin or Annam on

the southern frontier of China, and I have ventured to

identify this port, wherever it may have been situated,

with the eastern terminus of Roman navigation, Kattigara,

adding some arguments in support of a suggestion made
by Baron von Richthofen. This port was apparently

the terminus of Western trade as late as a.d. 226, when
Ts‘in Lun, a native of Ta-ts‘in (Syria) landed there; but

Canton, or some place in its neighbourhood, must have

|

been opened to foreign trade in the same century, since

i we read in a work of a.d. 300, the Nan-fancj-U'ao-mu-

chunng, that foreigners from Western countries introduced

the cultivation of the jasmine-plant into Nan-hai, i.e. the

Canton district. I am inclined to believe that this port.
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the cradle of foreign trade in recent days, has ever since

the third century been one of the main channels of ocean

commerce.

Positive evidence is on record in the eighth century.

I read in the T‘ang-kuo-shih-pu, by Li Chao, a work of

the beginning of the ninth century, purporting to record

historical facts concerning the period 713-825, that “the

sea-going ships of Canton were foreign vessels
(
Nan

-

hai-po icai-hto ch‘uan yeh ) ;
that they made annual trips to

Annam, Kuang-chou [probably a place in the Gulf of

Tonkin], and Ceylon.” “These ships were of the greatest

size, so that, for going on board, ladders several cluing in

length had to be used. The skippers would collect cargoes

of valuable goods, and when the ship was about to leave,

the local inspector submitted a report to the provincial chief,

which was styled ‘ beating the alarm drum.’ The ship

was in charge of a foreign captain (yu fan-ch‘ang icei elm),

whose name had to be registered by the Shih-po-shih, and

the latter collected the taxes on the goods as well as the

ship’s freight. The exportation of precious and rare articles

was forbidden, and if a foreign trader [apparently a Chinese

merchant trading to foreign countries] became guilty of

smuggling them, he was put into prison. During the

voyage white pigeons had to be kept on board to serve

as messengers, as they would return to their home, though

several thousand It away from it, in case the vessel should

be lost.” The author goes on to say that “ the skippers

maintain that even rats have souls; for, if the rats on

board should flock together and leave the ship, shipwreck

is bound to occur within ten days.” It is evident from

this account, the authenticity and antiquity of which is

not subject to the slightest doubt, that foreign ships were

in the eighth century chartered by the Chinese Government,

and that the modern China Merchants Company had its

prototype over a thousand years ago. The mention of white

pigeons being kept on board these ships may contain a

hint as to their nationality, since I have strong reason to

believe that the use of carrier pigeons was introduced into
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^ China by Persian traders. Carrier pigeons are mentioned

as a familiar Persian institution by Macoudi, and, during

the Mongol rule in Persia, important news was entrusted

to the flying messenger, as I conclude from two occurrences

mentioned in Hammer - Purgstall’s “ History of the

Ilkhans.” Their earliest mention in China is connected

with the biography of the well-known statesman Chang

Chiu-ling, the faithful minister of the Emperor Hsiian-

tsung, who, as a boy, tied letters to the feet of pigeons

returning home. Chang Chiu-ling was born in 673

;

the anecdote referred to, which is told in the K‘ai-yiian-

i-shih (or “ Historical Gleanings of the K'ai-yiian Period,”

i.e. 713 to 742), therefore, belongs to the end of the

seventh century. Carrier pigeons cannot then have been

in general use in China, or else the anecdote would not

have been worth telling. But we are assured in another

old work, the Yu-yang-tm-tsu, of the eighth century, that

“pigeons are sent home from on board the Persian ships

at distances of several thousand li as messengers of peace.”

I am not able to say how the superstition about rats

leaving a ship has originated, but to judge from the record

quoted, it must have been current among Persian skippers

over a thousand years ago.

The history of the office of Shih-po has been compiled

by Ma Tuan-lin in his sixty-second chapter
; fuller details,

however, will be found in the Sung-shih. The interest we
may take in such an abstruse subject as the history of a

Chinese Government office in its early phases is fully

justified, if we consider its close connection with the de-

velopment of foreign trade in China. Ma Tuan-lin refers

us to the biography, contained in the history of the T‘ang

dynasty, of the statesman Liu Tse, who, during the K‘ai-

yiian period (713 to 742), held among other offices that

of Shih-po-shih at Cauton, then called Ling-nan. This

• appears to be the oldest mention of the office held bv Chao

I Ju-kua five hundred years later. For centuries Canton must

have been the only channel through which foreign trade

was permitted ; for it is not before the year 999 that
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we read of the appointment of Inspectors of Trade at

Hang-chou and Ming-chou. 1 The latter name is identical

with Ningpo. Ma Tuan-lin adds : “ at the request and ^
for the convenience of foreign officials ” (t‘ing fan-kuan

ts‘ung-pien), which may involve that foreign, probably Arab

or Persian, or Indian, communities then existed at those

ports, and that they were under the jurisdiction of judges

of their own nationality. According to a passage in the

Sung-shih (ch. 186), the trade superintended by the Shih-po

during the early part of the Sung dynasty was carried on ,

with the following countries : Ta-shih (Arabia)
;

Ku-lo i

(probably Kalah, on the Malayan Peninsula)
;
Java

;
Cochin :

China
;

Borneo
;

Ma-yi (probably the Philippines)
;
and

J

San-fo-ch‘i (Palembang, Sumatra).

An important change took place in the Hsi-ning period

(A.n. 1068 to 1078), when the ocean-traders of Ch'iian- v
chou-fu were obliged to put into Canton (probably one of

its revenue stations on the sea-coast) on their return

journeys for payment of duty, before they were permitted

to sail farther east, failing which their cargoes became liable

to confiscation. If they made their escape home by sailing

in a wide circle around the station, the penalty was enforced

all the same, even though more than six months might have

elapsed siifce the offence was committed. The Prefect of

Ch‘iian-chou, therefore, submitted to the Throne the de-

sirability of a Shih-po being appointed at that port
;
but

these representations remained unheeded till the accession

of the Emperor Che-tsung, who, in the second year of hist

reign (a.d. 1087), ordered the desired office to be established
j

at Ch‘iian-chou.

Various changes are on record regarding this post which,

suiting the exigencies of trade, was either represented by

1 This is in my opinion the principal reason why the port of Khanfu,

mentioned bv the earliest Muhammadan travellers, or authors (Soleiman, Abu
Zeid, and llaijoudi), cannot be identified with Hang-chou. The report of

Soleiman, who first speaks of Khanfu, was written in 851, and in those days

Canton was apparently the only port open to foreign trade. Marco Polo s'

Ganfu is a different port altogether, viz. Kan-fu, or Kan-pu, near Hang-
j

chou, and should not be confounded with Khanfu.
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a special officer, or administered in connection with some

other office, or abolished altogether temporarily and re-

established when required. In 1144 the levy of a duty

jof forty per cent, on all “ fragrant drugs ” was introduced

;

jin 1147 this duty was reduced to ten per cent, on the

iso-called “fine fragrant drugs,” which comprised cloves,

eaglewood, nutmegs, and camphor. In 1166 the inspec-

torate in Chekiang was transferred to the local officials at

the ports. “Squeezes” and other malpractices led to the

temporary abolition of these posts here and there during

the Sung dynasty, but we find them again under the

Mongols.

Ma Tuan-lin’s sketch of the history of the inspectorate

is somewhat condensed ; we find much fuller information

in the Sung-shih, hut I must admit that it is not always

smooth sailing trying to find one’s way in these ancient

records. It appears from this fuller account that, originally,

the entire foreign trade had to pass through the official

treasuries, and that the importation at least of all incenses

and other goods of intrinsic value was a State monopoly.

Later on this monopoly was confined to pearls, tortoise-

shell, rhinoceros horns, ivory, steel, turtle-skin, corals,

cornelian stones, and frankincense. Towards the end of

the tenth century (984 to 988) the Chinese Court fitted

out a commercial expedition with a view to encourage

trade with “ the foreign nations in the south of the sea.”

Eight officers of the Imperial Palace were placed in charge

of that mission, and provided with credentials and funds

for the purchase of goods. $These funds consisted of gold

bullion and piece goods. The result of this revival of

foreign trading relations was that the people were

allowed to share in this traffic, hut merchants engaging

in ocean-trade had to apply to the inspectors in Chekiang

and the Shih-po-ssu for an official license, on pain of

the confiscation of their goods. Moreover, a scale of fines

held out certain penalties for clandestinely trading with

a foreigner even to a very limited extent, exchange of

produce to the extent of merely a hundred cash being
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threatened with punishment. Whoever bought fifteen

strings’ worth of goods without a license had his face

branded, and was banished to an island of the sea. We
read that in 994 these laws were modified by a liberal

change in the scale of penalties, and it appears that the

1 Court soon came to the conclusion that the monopoly system

I

could not be upheld with its original strictness. Since the

T'ien-sheng period (1023 to 1032), the Sung-shih says,

large stocks of ivory, pearls, jadestone, incenses, medicines,

and precious stones had been hoarded up in the Imperial

Treasury
;
and since the Court was not in need of all this,

the surplus was sold to the people in exchange for gold,

piece goods, straw, and paddy, for the benefit of the pro-

vincial district administration, which was a real help to

them. If, in explaining the early tribute missions as mere

pretexts for trade under Court monopoly, we must admit

that, nominally, produce may have been purchased to cover

the consumption of the Court, this sale of surplus stocks

to the people certainly stamps Court purchases as trading

transactions pure and simple.

At this stage of its account the Sung-shih inserts what

may be considered an early specimen of commercial statistics.

It makes the accumulation of goods in the Treasury

responsible for a stagnation in the importation of foreign

merchandise observed in 994, and, in order to show how

'/the recent measure had caused the trade to recover, quotes

the following comparative figures :

—

“ In a.d. 1049 to 1054 the annual importation of ivory,

rhinoceros horns, pearls, jadestone, incenses, and medicines

exceeded 530,000 [strings, I presume, worth about a dollar

each nowadays]
;
this amount had increased by a hundred

thousand during the period 1064 to 1068.”

In 1072 private merchants were allowed a share in

the profit out of the foreign trade, and it appears from the

Sung-shih that the appointment of a Shih-po at Ch'iian- v

chou was then applied for, which Ma Tuan-lin tells us

was not made before the year 1087.

The further history of the Shih-po office as described in
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the Yuan-shift, the history of the Mongol dynasty in China,

is particularly interesting, as it affords us an opportunity

to check by it various statements made by Marco Polo as

to the Great Khan’s revenue. I propose to return to this

subject on some future occasion, and now merely mention

that about the time of Marco Polo’s departure from Zaitun,

the Shih-po-ssu was stationed at Ch'iian-chou, and not at

^Chang-chou or any other place of the neighbourhood,

{“which is in my opinion a very strong argument in favour

iof the identity of Ch‘iian-chou with Zaitun. We read in

the Yuan-shih that in 1293 a Shih-po-ssu was stationed

/}
at each of the following seven ports, viz. : Ch'iian-chou,

Shanghai, Kan-pu (near Hangchow), Wenchow, Canton,

Hang-chou, and Ch'mg-yiian (i.e. Ningpo).

The port of Ch‘iian-chou, in the east of Amoy, has

always been considered as identical with that of Zaitun,
f described by Arab travellers, Marco Polo and others, as

the chief trading-place in those waters ; recently, however,

Chang-chou, in the west of Amoy, has been mentioned

as a place possessing greater claims to having been a

resort of foreign trade. This may be true as far as the

Ming period is concerned. I cannot, however, agree to

this view in connection with Sung and Mongol trade,

whatever praise I may feel disposed to bestow on the pains-

taking researches of Mr. George Phillips, the originator

and defender of the Chang-chou theory. It seems natural

that the place where the chief officer for collecting the

customs revenue from foreign trade is stationed is identical

with the place where, according' to foreign accounts, that

trade was principally carried on, and Abulfeda (Yule,

Cathay, cxciii) distinctly says : “ It is also stated that

Shanjtj, known in our time as Zaitun, is one of the ports

of China, and with them the ports are also the places of
customs.” Moreover, Chao Ju-kua looks upon Ch‘iian-chou

as the starting-point for the distant journey to foreign

countries, such as Arabia, and that this was so at the time
of Marco Polo’s arrival in China may be seen from an
extract from the Meng-liang-lu, a description of the city

/
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of Hang-chou, issued in 1274, which I published in

the December number of the T‘oung-pao of 1894, and

whose author distinctly says that while Tai-chou, Wen-
chou, etc., are ports resorted to for local trade, “ those

who wish to make the journey across the distant ocean

start at Ch‘uan-chou and sail through the straits of Tai-

hsii.” If Chang-chou had been identical with Zaitun it

would have been enumerated among the seven ports “ open
y to foreign trade in 1293,” if we may thus interpret the

establishment at them of Foreign Trade Inspectors.

A number of other facts, too, which I shall deal with

more fully on some other occasion, point to the port of

^ Ch‘iian-chou as a resort of foreign traders long before

Marco Polo. Chao Ju-kua informs us on good authority

that a foreign merchant, by name of Shih-na-wei (Senai ?),

^ a native of Ta-shih, i.e. Arabia, took up his residence in

the south of Ch'iian. “Taking pleasure in charitable acts,

he made a burial-place in the south-east outside the city

for the interment of the remains of foreign traders.”

Chao Ju-kua quotes one Lin Chih-ch‘i, a predecessor of

his in the office of Shih-po, as having placed this fact on

record. The biography of Lin Chih-ch‘i happens to be

preserved in the Sung-shih, and shows that he died

in 1176. The burial-place referred to by him must,

therefore, have existed before that year, and we are

|j' probably quite justified in assuming that a colony of Arab

1 1 traders existed at Ch‘iian-chou as early as the middle of
1

the twelfth century. I am strengthened in this assumption

by what the local chronicles, quoted in the T‘u-shu-chi-

ch‘eng (section 6, chapter 1500), place on record in con-

nection with a temple or mosque called Ch'ing-ching-ssu,

which was built at Ch‘iian-chou by certain Muhammadans

(
hui-jen

)

during the Shao-hsing period, i.e. between the

years 1131 and 1163. Among the antiquities of the place

we find quoted in the same cyclopaedia (ibid., ch. 1045)

from the Ch'uan-chou-fu-chih that on the Ling-shan, lit.

the Hill of Souls, in the south-east of the city, there

v were preserved the Muhammadan tombs or “ Tombs of
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the Medina-men,” as they were styled. These I shall be

able to show were the tombs of the Muhammadan apostles,

supposed to be the first who brought this faith to Ch'iian-

chou. According to an account given in the Min-shu,

which, from the way in which foreign names are transcribed

in it, I conclude to have been written down from verbal

communications during the Ming or Mongol period, “ the

Muhammadans
(
hui-hui-chia

)

say there was in Medina a

saint Ma-han-pa-te (Muhammad), born in the first year

of K‘ai-huang of the Sui dynasty, i.e. a.d. 581.” This

is exactly ten years later than the birth date calculated

by Sprenger, viz. the 20th April, a.d. 571. “The saint

having become conspicuous as an admirable man, the king

of the country invited him to the royal seat. In the

20th year [of K‘ai-huang, i.e. a.d. 600, perhaps ‘ for

twenty years ’] he was inspired to make known the classical

books, teaching how to love what is good and hate what

is bad, and spread the religion he had received from Heaven.

The sun did not scorch him, the heaviest rain did not wet

his clothes, he walked into a fire without dying, and kept

under water without drowning. He had as disciples four

wise men who came to our Court during the period Wu-te
(618 to 627) of the T'ang dynasty, and in the sequel

became teachers of their religion in China. One of them
taught Canton, the second taught Yang-chou, the third

and fourth taught Ch‘iian-chou, and upon their death

were buried on this hill. The two men to whom these

tombs belong were thus men of the Y‘ang period. Since

these two bodies were buried there, a glory appears on
this hill at night which is considered a great wonder by
the people, who call it ‘ the Holy Tomb,’ or * the Tomb of

the Western Saints.’
”

I do not think for a moment that much more historical

value need be attached to this account than to any religious

legend of the kind; but the story seems to show that,

among the natives, Ch‘uan-chou was considered the cradle

of Muhammadanism in this neighbourhood.

In his description of Yan-p‘i (Yambi, Yamburi ?), a
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country which I have identified with the kingdom of

Malabar, Chao Ju-kua refers to two foreigners, father and
1 son, who came from Malabar, and who lived at his time “ in

the south of the city of Ch'iian.” 'The southern suburbs

of that city probably contained the foreign settlement,

which, moreover, is most likely to have occupied a site

facing the harbour, or as near as possible to the anchorage,

which is actually in the south of the city. 'Here, indeed,

stood a Buddhist temple, the Pao-lin-yiian of Ju-kua’s

time, which had been built by an Indian devotee, by name

of Lo-hu-na (Rahula ?), at the end of the tenth century.

It appears from Chao Ju-kua’s description of T‘ien-chu

(part of India) that foreign merchants even then frequented

the port
;

for when the devotee had come, “ they vied with

each other in presenting him with gold, silks, jewels, and

precious stones,” which the disinterested monk invested in

the building of a temple. ' However, the term standing

here for “ foreign merchants ”
(fan-shang

)

may possibly

mean “ Chinese merchants trading to foreign countries.”

Such, however, is not the case with the “ foreign

traders” who, according to the Ch‘uan-ehou-fu-chih, in 1211,

petitioned the Court, through the local prefect, for per-

mission to put into thorough repair, from funds raised by

a subscription list among themselves, the city wall of

Ch‘iian-chou. 'Hbn Batuta says that in Zaitun “ the Mu-
hammadans have a city by themselves,” and it is probably

for the safety of the Muhammadan settlement that these

subscriptions were raised. The year 1211 is probably just

about the time when Chao Ju-kua collected his notes.

^'yThe relations between natives and the foreign residents

must have been particularly good then, and the foreign

community must have seen palmy days indeed if they

could afford to build city walls for the Chinese. Such

times would naturally be favourable to friendly inter-

course between an official in the Shih-po’s position and

the prominent Arabian and Indian merchants ;
for the

Shih-pojvas not only, as we have seen, the chief authority

for all matters connected with foreign shipping, but even
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performed functions resembling those of a foreign consul.

Certainly shipwrecked strangers, whose nationality could

not be ascertained, were sent to him to he dealt with. I

am able to quote an instance in the case of a lengthy

account of a shipwreck, which occurred in 1150 near Foo-

chow, when a Chinese adventurer, who had spent many

/years somewhere in the Archipelago, was thrown on shore

with some dark natives, including his, probably Malay,

wife, and who were sent on by the local authorities to the

Shih-po in Ch'uan-chou, who was to provide them with

a passage to their native country.

I could easily multiply the number of arguments which

speak in favour of the identity of Ch‘iian-chou with the

Zaitun of Western authors. But I shall take it for granted

that the prominence given by the Chinese authorities quoted

to the connection of the Shih-po of Ch‘iian-chou with the

foreign ocean-trade, and the fact of our author’s introducing

his accounts of various countries by the words, “ships

-start at Ch'uan . . .
,” etc., is quite enough to indicate

! Chao Ju-kua’s connection with that city. I have dwelt

'at some length on this point, because it seems to throw

more light on the probable origin of his work than

any amount of detail regarding his personal history would

have done. Of the latter I have only succeeded in tracing

the following facts.

Chao Ju-kua was a member of the imperial family of

the Sung dynasty, whose name was Chao
;
and Chao is the

family name of all the members, whatever their titles may

have been as emperors or princes. But while all the lineal

descendants of the founder of the dynasty, the Emperor

T'ai-tsu, had this common family name, the personal name,

or ming, varied, of course, but was given to each new-born

member according to fixed regulations, under which the

ming is to consist of two characters, the first being common

to all belonging to the same generation, while the second

was peculiar to the individual bearing it. Thus the name

i
Chao Ju-kua, as belonging to this family name system, may

be interpreted to mean Kua of the Ju generation of the Chao

family.
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The Chinese have at all ages been very careful about

their pedigrees. The family name
(
hsing

)

is a sacred

institution ; every respectable family has its ancestral hall

;

many well-to-do houses preserve the history of their

pedigree in printed books, and look with a certain pride

upon these records. The former Mixed Court Magistrate

Huang in Shanghai once presented me with two volumes

devoted entirely to the history of his ancestors. During

the Mongol period numerous Chinese families abandoned

their old names in exchange for Mongol names, but soon

after his accession to the throne the Emperor Hung-wu,

the founder of the Ming dynasty, issued an edict by which

Mongol names were forbidden to all except Mongols by

blood. On the other hand, the family name of the ruling

emperor was bestowed as a special honour to the re-

presentatives of powerful hordes having tendered their

submission. Thus the chief of a Mo-ho tribe occupying

the Djurdshen country, bounding the sea north of Corea,

who had allowed his country to be incorporated into the

empire under the name of Hei-shui-fu, was rewarded by

his son being named Li Hsien-eh'eng in 722, Li being

the family name of the T'ang emperors. As far as I can

judge, however, such extensions of the Imperial House
“ by adoption,” as it were, do not affect the pedigree,

inasmuch as the genealogical tables compiled by the official

historians after the close of a dynasty appear to contain

none but the names of natural descendants. If I am not

mistaken in this assumption, i.e. if the boon of bearing the

emperor’s family name has not been extended to the

children of daughters and other relatives, the genealogical

tables of the Imperial House of Chao, which occupy a

series of, say, 400 years, and which are printed in twenty-

seven chapters (Nos. 215 to 241) of the Sung-shih, constitute

one of the most extensive family records ever published.

The Emperor T‘ai-tsu had four sons, two of whom left no

progeny. The remaining two, Te-chao and Te-fang, stand

at the apex of a large pyramid of descendants. The first

part of the name of each male child born in the “ House
”
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or fang, of which Te-chao was the head, denoted the

generation. The sequence of these generation names was

as follows: Te, Wei, Tsung, Shih, Ling, Tzu, Po, Shih,

Hsi, Yii, Heng, and Yu. It is this branch of the Chao

family which produced the greatest painter of the Mongol

period, Chao Meng-fu, also known as Tzu-ang, who lived

from 1254 to 1322, and who, from his personal name,

Meng-fu, may be seen to have belonged to the M£ng, or

eleventh, generation after T‘ai-tsu. Since the founder of

the dynasty left the empire to his brother, who reigned

under the name of T‘ai-tsung, the latter became actually

the ancestor of the greater part of the Sung emperors and

their descendants. He had nine sons, each of whom stands

at the head of a fang or “ House,” but the first part of the

ming in each of these nine genealogical divisions is uniform

for the several generations. These generation names follow

each other thus: Yuan, Yiin, Tsung, Chung, Shih, Pu, Shan,

Ju, Chung, Pi, Liang, and Yu. Chao Ju-kua, whose name ap-

pears in the Genealogical Records, is therefore, a descendant

of T‘ai-tsung in the eighth generation. The name occurs

twice in the Sung-shih, viz. once on p. 53 of chapter ccxxxi,

and again on p. 23 of chapter ccxxxiii. I do not know
whether there is any special reason for the “Catalogue of

the Imperial Library” in two places (lxxi, p. 10, and cxxxv,

p. 42) identifying the author of the Chu-fan-chih with the

first mentioned, or if the bibliographer of the “ Catalogue ”

was at all aware of the twofold occurrence of the name
in the Sung-shih tables. The first name, however, has this

point in its favour, that its bearer had a son who dis-

tinguished himself as an author. Taking it for granted

that the “Catalogue,” for reasons unknown to us, is right

in its identification, Chao Ju-kua was a lineal descendant

of the Prince of Shang, a younger brother of the Emperor
Chen-tsung (a.D. 908 to 1023). He was the youngest of

four brothers ;
his father, Shau-tai, was the son of Pu-jou,

on whom posthumous rank as Kuang-lu-ta-fu had been
bestowed. He, again, Ju-kua's grandfather, was the son

of a Prince of Ghung-hu, a grandson of Prince Shang
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above mentioned. The Cbao Ju-kua thus traced in T'o-t'o’s

genealogical table had two sons, the younger of whom,

Chung-hsiin, became the author of a small cyclopaedia, the

Chi-li (Wylie, Notes
, etc., p. 148). Both Ju-kua’s sons

had children, but his descendants do not reach beyond this,

the Pi generation. Apart from our author and his son,

I cannot trace any literary or political excellence among
his nearer relatives, but several Chaos have become famous

as statesmen and politicians, their biographies being pre-

served in the Sung-shih, and the Imperial Catalogue contains

the names of a respectable number of authors, being members

of the family, who have created works bearing witness to

industry rather than to genius. The Chu-fan-chih is certainly^

the most interesting to us.

The methodical arrangement prevailing in these Genea-

logical Records, as in those of many other Chinese families

down to the present day, in connection with the vast

material furnished by T‘o-t‘o in his Sung-shih, gives us

an opportunity to compare notes as to the extent of a

generation in China. The late Chancellor of the University

of Tubingen, Dr. Riimelin, in his interesting study “ On
the definition of the word and the duration of a generation

”

(Reden und Aufsatze, Tubingen, 1875, pp. 285 seqq.), fixes

the average duration of a generation for Germany at

36J years, for England at 35i, for France at 34J; but

he adds that lower figures must be assumed for nations,

rich in children, where early marriages are customary, and

he quotes China as an instance. We have seen that the

Ju generation was the eighth after T‘ai-tsung, who ascended

the throne in 976, being born in 939. If we give the

generation in China an average duration of, say, 31 years,

which would probably quite answer the learned statistician’s

theories, the eighth generation should have been born about

1 187. I have traced the biographies of some of Ju-kua’s

cousins, and find that two of them took a degree in 1184,

and another died as late as 1261. From a statistical point

of view, therefore, the probabilities are that our author ,

flourished during the early part of the thirteenth century,
|
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say between 1210 and 1240. This would certainly not con-

tradict the generation theory, which is further illustrated

by the painter Chao Meng-fu, born in the year 1254, in

the eleventh generation after T‘ai-tsu (born in 917). In

this instance the average duration of a generation amounts

to 30f years. 1

1 It may be of interest to statisticians of human life to compare with this

average the duration of life of a number of Chinese national celebrities, both

political and literary. The biographies of China’s great men are mostly con-

tained in the twenty-four Dynastic Histories, but it is not in every case that

the exact year of birth and death of a man is given
;
the former especially

is usually omitted, perhaps rightly so. The year of his death is certainly more

important in a man’s career than that of his birth
;
for one man may be fifty years

old before he does the chief work of his life, while another may do it at the age

of twenty-five and then die. Chinese biographers, therefore, often merely tell

us that “he died in such and such a year at the age of so much,” or even let us

infer the death year from some other fact, as if we were to say of Gustavus

Adolphus, “he died in the battle of Liitzen, thirty-eight years old,” leaving

it to the reader to calculate therefrom the years of his birth and death. It

was not till the beginning of the present century' that the desirability of being

informed on the duration of life as described in the various sources of Chinese

biographical literature resulted in practical labour. Ch'ien Ta-hsin, a native

of Chia-ting-fu, took the trouble to calculate from the biographical records the

duration of hundreds of lives from the Han dynasty down to his own time,

the last death recorded in his list being one in a.d. 1796. His work was
published in 1812 under the title I-ni?n~lu

,
and was followed by a supplement

in 1814, written by a native of Chekiang, the two works being embodied

in the collection of reprints called 1 ueh-ya-t'ang-tsung-shu, Though these

dates will scarcely help us to determine the length of a generation in China,

the results possess some interest to the life statistician, who may wish to compare

the following averages with our Western experiences. An abstract from the

Chinese work referred to shows that out of 748 individuals whose lifetime

could be ascertained by means of their biographies, there died

—

At the age of 24-29 5 At the age of 70-79 . . . 195
30-39 . . 18 80-89 . . . 111
40-49 . . 67 90-97 . . . 13
50—-39 . . 138 105 (doubtful) 1
60-69 . . 200

The following special abstract, scanty though the material may be, will give

us a clue as to the duration of iite in China during ancient, as compared with
modern times. It certainly does not confirm what Strabo reports of his Seres,

if this name can at all be applied to the Chinese, viz. that they were a race
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The Chao family, whose pedigree has been carried down
to the end of the Sung dynasty, continued to flourish,

though deprived of official influence, under the Mongols.

"We read in the Ymn-shih (xv, p. 25), under the year 1289,

that its descendants then lived scattered about in the

provinces south of the river, and that they were held in

high esteem among the people. By this time there must

have existed quite a little nation of Chaos. I have not

counted the names appearing in the great Genealogical

Table of the Sung-shih, which makes up six volumes out

of a hundred of the Palace edition of 1739 ; but at a

rough estimate I should say that the number of male

individuals registered there as having descended from the

first Sung emperor, who bore his name Chao, and were

born during the Sung period, i.e. within less than four

centuries, amounts to some thirty or forty thousand.

of extraordinary longevity, said to exceed two hundred years (<•/. Yule,

Cathay
,
xxxix, note 2).

There died

—

(a) Out of 93 individuals born (4) Out of 336 individuals bom
between the first century B.c. and since the accession of the Ming

the accession of the T’ang dynasty dynasty (a.d. 1368) up to the

(a.d. 618)— middle of the eighteenth century—

At the age of 20-29 . . 1 At the age of 20-29 ... i

30-39 . . 5 30-39 . . . 10

40-49 . . 22 40-49 . . . 14

50-59 . . . 11 50-59 ... 64

60-69 . . . 23 60-69 . . . 91

70-79 . . . 17 70-79 . . . 92

80-89 . . . 12 80-89 . . . 56

90 . . 1 90-97 . . . 8

105 (doubtful) 1

It must not be forgotten, when judging about these abstracts, that the lives to

which they refer belong to men who made a mark among their countrymen, and

that youthful deaths are, therefore, naturally excluded. On the other hand,

many of the heroes of Chinese biography were generals who died in battle,

or statesmen who lost their lives by punishment or crime.

J.e.a.s. 1896. 6
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Such as it is, Chao Ju-kua’s work must be regarded

as a most valuable source of information as regards the

ethnography of the nations engaged in the sea-trade

carried on by the Arabs in Oriental waters, tflis notes may
be called second-hand information, inasmuch as he places

on record the accounts made to him by Arabs, Persians,

Indians, or other traders; but, taking this into considera-

tion, we must admit that the percentage of clear and

simple matter of fact we find in his work, as compared

to the improbable and incredible admixtures which we

.are accustomed to encounter with all the Oriental authors

| of his time, gives him a prominent place among the

mediaeval authors on the ethnography of their time.
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Art. IY .—Notes on Akbar’s Siibahs, with reference to the

Atn-i Alihan. By John Beames, B.C.S. (ret.).

No. I.

BENGAL.

For upwards of twenty years the late Professor Blochmann’s

translation of Abul Fazl’s monumental work, the Ain-i

Akbari, has remained a splendid fragment, and students

have longed in vain for its completion. It is, therefore,

cause for congratulation that this has at length been effected.

Colonel Jarrett’s scholarly translation of the remainder of

the work, which has recently appeared, is fully equal in

accuracy, while it is superior in grace of language, to that

of his predecessor. Only those who have laboured over the

intricacies of Abul Fazl’s detestable style, at one time turgid

and overloaded with meaningless phrases, at another so

curt and jejune as to be obscure, can fully appreciate the

skill and learning which Colonel Jarrett has brought to

bear on the supremely difficult task of rendering his author

intelligible to European readers.

The translation, moreover, is illustrated by notes, which,

if not so copious as Blochmann’s, are sufficient—and more

than sufficient—for all practical purposes. It is not given

to everyone to possess such stores of learning as the late

Professor Blochmann, who was as familiar with the Court

and times of Akbar as we are with those of Victoria, and

who, in fact, sometimes rather overdid his note-making, giving

us treatises instead of notes. Colonel Jarrett’s sense of

proportion has led him to restrain his notes within reason-

able limits, though he is rather unequal in this respect,

some subjects being far more generously illustrated than
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others. Of course there is good reason for this, some

subjects being more abstruse and requiring more light

thrown upon them than others. The only subject on which

the translator can be charged with giving insufficient

assistance is the geography
;

and this is peculiarly un-

fortunate, because perhaps the most practically useful and

interesting portion of the work is the geographical account

of the twelve Subahs at p. 129 of vol. ii, and here the

editor leaves us almost entirely without notices. The

elucidation of this important section calls, it is true, for

minute local knowledge, such as few men possess. No
amount of scholarship is here of any use, for the text

cannot be relied upon. The Persian character is notoriously

the worst in the world for expressing words foreign to the

Persian or Arabic languages. The omission of vowels and

the fact that nearly half the letters are distinguished from

each other merely by dots, which are always carelessly

applied and often omitted altogether, introduces an amount

of confusion which baffles the most acute student. It is

ouly by knowing beforehand what word is meant that one

can he sure of transliterating the original correctly, and

this knowledge can only be obtained by careful local

enquiry. Colonel Jarrett’s authorities seem to be Tieffen-

thaler, Gladwin, and the Gazetteer of India. But neither

of the two former were sufficiently well acquainted with

the interior of the country to be trustworthy guides for the

spelling of places unknown to fame, and the numerous

compilers of the last-named excellent publication were

not in any way concerned with the Ain or its geography.

No one, as far as I know, has worked out the details of

all the twelve Subahs, though several writers have published

partial identifications, and have attempted more or less

successfully to reconstruct some of them. The following

may be mentioned as the principal, and, indeed, to the

best of my belief, the only hitherto published sources of

information.

1. Mr. “ Serishtadar ” Grant’s “ Analysis of the Finances

of Bengal,” being Appendix iv to the Fifth Report of the
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Select Committee of Parliament on the Affairs of the East

India Company. Mr. Grant was the official appointed

to take over the revenue and financial accounts of the three

Provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa when the Dewani
was conferred on the Company, and had, therefore,

exceptional opportunities of studying the details of the

Moghul administration. His “ Analysis,” masterly in all

respects but style, was written in 1786. It examines in

minute detail, and sets forth in ponderous sentences half

a page long, all the systems of revenue administration from

the days of Raja Todar Mai down to his own time. It has

long been known as a mine of the most accurate and

valuable information on this very intricate subject, hut

it is, of course, useful for our present purpose only as

regards the Subahs of Bengal (including Orissa) and Behar.

2. Sir H. M. Elliot’s “ Races of the North-western

Provinces,” vol. ii, p. 82 (my edition), gives a map and

elaborate reconstruction of the Subahs and parts of Subahs

which in his day (some fifty years ago) were included

within the limits of the North-western Provinces. Sir

H. Elliot’s official position, his personal knowledge of the

people and places concerned, and the copious assistance

he was able to command from experienced officials of all

classes, both European and native, render his statements

in the highest degree reliable. Colonel Jarrett hardly

seems to accord to them the confidence they deserve, as he

appears to have adopted the spellings only when supported

by MSS., though they are, in fact, far more likely to be

correct than those of MSS., copied again and again, with

a fresh crop of errors on every occasion.

3. The late Professor Blochmann’s learned articles entitled

“Contributions to the Geography and History of Bengal

(Muhammadan Period),” in the Journal of the Bengal

Asiatic Society. Article I is in vol. xlii, p. 209 (1873),

and contains, among other things, a description of the

extent and position of all the Sarkars included in the

Subah of Bengal. Article II is in vol. xliii (1874), p. 280,

and Article III in vol. xliv (1875), p. 275.
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4. Two articles by myself in tbe same Journal entitled

“ On tbe Geography of India in the reign of Akbar.”

Article I, containing a reconstruction of the Subah of Oudh

(Avadh), is in vol. liii (1884), p. 215. Article II, containing

the Subah of Behar, is in vol. liv (1885), p. 162. Each

article is accompanied by a map.

5. There have also appeared in the same Journal during

the last twenty years articles, too numerous to specify

seriatim, identifying individual places. These, being mostly

written by officers stationed on the spot, are worthy of the

highest credit. Specially valuable are those by Messrs.

Westmacott and Beveridge and Dr. Wise, of Dacca.

It is to be regretted that it did not enter into Colonel

Jarrett’s plan to consult the above-mentioned authorities,

with the exception of Elliot, and it may, therefore, now
be useful to note the corrections and alterations which

should be made in the names of places as they stand in his

translation by the light of these researches. I propose

also to make use of a considerable mass of materials

referring to Subah Bengal collected by me in the course

of my service in India, but not yet published 1

; as well

as two MSS. which I have obtained from the India Office

Library, and which I shall quote as I.O. 6 and I.O. 1114.

All the MSS. of the Ain, however, repeat the same mistakes

so slavishly that very little assistance can be obtained from
them. It will be convenient to begin with the lists for

Bengal (see vol. i, p. 394 of Blochmann’s Persian text and
vol. ii, p. 129 of the translation).

1 The following abbreviations are used:—J. Colonel Jarrett’s translation.
S.M. [i.&. burvev Maps) the official maps of the several districts of Bengal
made by the officers of the Revenue Survey. A. of I. the Atlas of India.
G. Grant s Analisis. E Sir H. Elliot’s articles. Bl. Professor Blochmann’s
articles. Bea. niv articles. Bea. MS. unpublished material in my possession.
The numeral.-, indicate for J. and G. the page of their works

; for E. the page
of vol. ii : tor Bl. and Bea. the vol. and page of the J.A.S.B.
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Subah Bangalah {Bengal).

Tliis, which is the largest of all the Subahs, is also

the most difficult to reconstruct. For this there are

several reasons.

In the first place, at the time of Todar Mai’s settle-

ment the ancient kingdom of Bengal was not yet fully

conquered. His lists must have been compiled from

materials supplied by the local revenue authorities, which,

though for a short time Governor of the Province, he had

not sufficient means of controlling or verifying. They
are, therefore, not worthy of the same confidence as those

of the Siibahs actually under the Imperial Government.

It will be seen further on that there is good reason to

suspect serious mistakes in many instances
:

places men-

tioned twice over—parganahs placed in the wrong

Sarkars—mis-spellings of the most extraordinary nature

—

omissions, incorrect insertions, and careless misplacements

of the dots which mark the Persian letters—whole

tracts of country included in the Subah, with their

revenue duly noted, which had never been conquered

by the Kings of Bengal, and paid no tribute to them.

Secondly, Todar Mai’s settlement, such as it was, did

not remain in force for many years. It is dated 1582,

but was probably not completed till 1589. Fifty years

later Sultan Sbuja’, son of Shah Jahan, revised it, adding

several newly-conquered territories. His settlement was

completed in 1658 on the accession of Aurangzeb, and

lasted for about sixty years. Then came a radical change.

Nawab Ja’far Khan in 1722 introduced a new division

of the whole province into thirteen chaklas or circles,

abolishing the old Sarkars, and mixing up the various

parganahs, dismembering and readjusting them, and in-

creasing their number from 684 to 1,660. Thus a number

of new names were introduced into the map, with a con-

siderable reduction of the old ones.

This was the beginning of a series of changes, which

lasted for another fifty years, till the country came under
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British rule. Successive Nawabs tampered with the

revenues, as well as with the boundaries of all the political

divisions, in order to defraud the Imperial Government

and fill their own pockets. They imposed numerous

abwabs, or illegal cesses and exactions, and they created

the immense Zamindaris or estates, which are so striking

a feature in the Bengal of to-day. I am not, however,

writing a history of the revenue administration of Bengal,

and I therefore confine myself to this cursory notice, and

refer those who wish to realize the extent of the confusion

thus introduced into the geography of Bengal to Grant’s

“ Analysis,” where he will find it worked out in almost

bewildering detail.

It may be asked if Todar Mai’s lists are open to the

suspicion of inaccuracy at starting, and if his settlement

remained in force so short a time, what is the use

of laboriously striving to trace and locate in its proper

place on the map each petty division of so transitory

an arrangement ? The answer is, that the materials which

Todar Mai used must from the necessities of the case have

been the ancient records of the Kingdom of Bengal. The

Bengal officials who handed them to him would of course

have been quite capable of altering the amounts of

revenue due from each parganah if such a course had

seemed advantageous to themselves, but they are not likely

to have falsified to any great extent the names of those

divisions. Very great carelessness and stupid blundering

there have undoubtedly been in transcribing the lists, but

there does not seem to have been deliberate falsification.

The very uncouthness of many of the Hindu names—old

Prakrit corruptions, most of them—is an argument for

their genuineness, even when not still extant, and the

Persian or Arabic names can, in most cases, be traced to

kings or governors known to history. We have, there-

fore, in these lists the last surviving fragments of the

mediaeval geography of the province before peculating

revenue officers and extortionate Kawabs tampered with it

and manipulated it for their own base purposes. As we
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become more and more acquainted with the early history

of India, which in the present day is being gradually

and painfully pieced together from inscriptions, copper-

plate grants, and other recondite sources, by earnest

students, we shall more and more appreciate the ad-

vantage of possessing in Todar Mai’s lists information

of a genuinely ancient and reliable character.

In the face, however, of all the confusion that was

rampant in the revenue administration of the province

during what I may call the “ Nawabi period,” a.d. 1722-

1793, it is a matter of the very greatest difficulty to place

on the map in their proper position all the mahals or

parganahs of the Ain. The boundaries of all the nineteen

Sarkars can, indeed, be more or less accurately ascertained,

and I have indicated on the map that accompanies these

notes what I believe to be their real position. The

Sarkars on the western side of Bengal—Purniah, Audambar,

Sharifabad, Sulaimanabad, Satgaon, and Madaran—have

suffered less than others; but when we come to Central

Bengal the difficulty of identification becomes greater, and

in three of the largest Sarkars—Hahrnudabad, Ghoraghat,

and Sonargaon—a great majority of the mahals have not

been identified. Perhaps officers stationed in those parts

of Bengal may by means of local enquiries be able to

trace them. The maps give very little assistance. The
following note, printed on many of the Revenue Survey

District Maps, speaks for itself :
—“ In consequence of the

great intermixture of pergunnahs in this district the areas

of the separate or local fiscal divisions could not be re-

corded, nor their exact limits shown on this scale

(1 inch=4 miles). For such information the lithographed

maps published on the scale of one British mile to the

inch must be consulted.” If one consults these latter,

the detached villages of the parganahs are found to be

jumbled together in such confusion that it would be im-

possible to show them on any map of reasonable dimensions.

Besides which the mahals of the Ain have in a great

number of cases been taken up and amalgamated into
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the large Zamindaris created in the ISawabi period
;

the

old names have given place to new ones. Every successive

Nawab, and many of their officials, as well as the greater

landholders, took a pleasure in “ calling the lands after

his own name.”

Blochmann’s articles mentioned above are a mine of

information, and, in addition to the articles by other

writers, there is a mass of casual notes buried in the

Proceedings of the Bengal Asiatic Society to which I have

occasionally referred. My own notes have also been in-

corporated, together with such readings of the MSS. as

throw light on the subject.

The arrangement of the Sarkars in the Ain is neither

alphabetical nor geographical. It will be more convenient

to follow a geographical order, taking first the better

preserved Western Sarkars from north to south, then those

of Central, and lastly those of Eastern Bengal, in the same

order, thus

:

1. Purniah.

2. Audambar.

3. Sharifabad.

4. Sulaimanabad.

5. Satgaon.

6. Madaran.

7. Taj pur.

8. Lakhnauti.

9. Barbakabad.

10. Mahmudabad.

11. Khalifatabad.

12. Panjra.

13. Ghoraghat.

14. Bazuha.

15. Fathabad.

16. Bak'la.

17. Silhat.

18. Sonargaou.

19. Chatgaon.

Sark An Purniah.

This Sarkar comprised only the central portion of the

present district of the same name (not “ the greater and
chiefly westerly,” as stated by Bl. xlii, 215). Parganah
Dharmpur—a long strip on the west and south—belonged

to Subah Bihar
;
another long strip on the south was divided

between Sarkars Audambar, Lakhnauti, and Tajpur; all the

lands east of the Mahananda river (often, but erroneously,

called Mahanadi) were in Tajpur
;
and the northern part

of the district was as yet unconquered. It is therefore

impossible to define precisely the northern limit. The
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limits of Muhammadan power towards the submontane

country of northern Bengal in the reign of Akbar, and

for long afterwards, were very uncertain and variable.

For a long time the fort of Jalalgarh, only some ten miles

north-east of the town of Purniah on the old bed of the

Kosi river, was the frontier, and beyond weije wild tribes

—

Kichak, Mech, Kochh, and the like. See Bl. xli, 49 for an

account of the expansion of Moghul power towards the

north and east of Bengal.

Of the nine mabals in this Sarkar, one is rather a tax

than an item of land revenue. It represents duties levied

on the capture of wild elephants, which were common in

the sub-Himalayan forests of the Morang. J. omits to

translate the word llyt in this entry, and Bl. seems not

to understand it, for he gives several impossible variants.

It is a mistake for arna, Hindi -4l<tu I ‘a wild buffalo.’

The MS. 1.0. 6 has correctly Ud. The word is also used

for wild elephants, rhinoceroses, and other large game.

It is the Sanskrit from * forest.’ These

duties existed till quite lately, for in 1862-6 a large

estate was held revenue-free in the parganah of Sultanpur

by Mir Muhammad Kasim and his brother Haji Muhammad
Taki on the tenure of maintaining an establishment for

the capture of wild elephants. There was a lawsuit about

this tenure, but, as I left the district before it was decided,

I cannot say how it ended. I believe, however, that the

tenure has been resumed.

The remaining eight mahals are, with one exception, still

in existence under their old names, and are shown in S.M.

and Atlas of India. Jairampur no longer exists
;

it has,

in all probability, been absorbed into Haveli. 1 It had

1 In a note on p. 168 J. comments on an explanation of this term given by
me in a note on p. 83, vol. ii, of Elliot in these words :

“ Mr. Beames in

a note . . . distinguishes between Haveli and Baldah, the former alluding to

the district close to the capital and the latter to that at a distance. It would
have been more satisfactory if he had determined the limits of the distance.”

The “limits” of a parganah, if by this is meant its extent, are as hard to

define as those of an English county. Rutland contains 148 square miles,

Yorkshire over 6000. So the Haveli parganah of Purniah is some fifty miles
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disappeared before 1722, and in the subsequent Nawabi
changes the name does not occur, nor could the revenue

officials of the district trace it for me in 1885. Dolmalpur

lies about twenty miles north-east of Purniah town, and

has been incorporated into Sripur. Sripur-Dolmalpur was
the name of the whole district during most of the Nawabi
period. Asonja, or Asunja, is now pronounced Asjah Asrd,

and Kadwan is known as Kadbah <0a£.

Sarkar Audambar, alias Tanda.

Stretches from the southern boundary of the preceding

Sarkar, southwards across the Ganges, all along the right

bank of that river down to the city of Murshidabad on
the one hand, and through nearly the whole of the Birbhum
district on the other. How far it may have penetrated

into the hilly country on the west it is impossible to de-

termine, but probably some, at least, of the parganahs, now
no longer traceable, represent territory claimed and assessed

(on paper) in these hills, though not actually conquered
(Bl. xlii, 222; Bea. liv, 164-9).

TJdner, J., p. 129. This reading is apparently based on
Tieffenthaler, who, however, probably wrote down
the word from the dictation of an up-country
munshi, who knew as little about Bengal as he did
himself. Bl. also, by a printer’s mistake, has
at p. 394 of the Persian text, but in the list of
errata at p. 3 he gives the correct spelling

.

The mistake is easily caused by putting two dots

long by twenty broad, while that of Khalifatabad is less than two square miles
The fact seems to be that the parganah in which the capital of each Sarkar lav"
no matter how large it might be, was called the Haveli parganah (the ‘home
county ’ we might say ; G. calls it the ‘ household county ’), because its revenues
were devoted to the maintenance of the household (haieli) and establishments
of the governor. V, hen the revenue of only a portion of the parganah was
so applied, that portion was called haveli, and the other portion, whose revenues
were paid into the public treasure, was called ‘ baldah,’ or country This at
any rate, appears to he the original meaning of the terms, though of com-se
during the changes and confusion of the Nawabi period the reafmeanin- was
otten lost sight ot. °
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under the last letter but one, instead of one, thus

changing - into -. Bl. throughout his articles

writes Audambar
;

so also does Gladwin ; and G.

writes everywhere “ Oudember ” or “ Audimber.”

I have always heard the word pronounced Audambar,

or Adambar, by the native revenue officials and

landed proprietors in the Birbhum district. It is

said to be derived from Sanskrit •sfl | y from

, a species of fig-tree (Ficus glomerata), which

may or may not be the case. MS. I.O. 6 and I.O.

1114 have and without dots respec-

tively, which, though wrong, shows that the writers

heard the sound audh or avadh in the first syllable,

and erroneously connected it with the Subah of

Audh, or Avadh (Oudh).

Ak mahal. Should be Ag mahal, the old name of Rajmahal,

a famous ancient city, once the capital of Bengal,

and still a flourishing place (Bl. xlii, 217). The

parganah of Rajmahal was in the Nawabi period

absorbed into the immense estate of Kankjol : vide

infra. Under the name Akbarnagar it was the

capital of one of Ja’far Khan’s chaklas (G. 254).

In all the MSS. i ^ is everywhere written for t_T.

I.O. 6 sometimes writes \S for

Achala. ) I have not been able to find these two.

Darsanpara. J I.O. 6 has 5L=>-1

.

Ashraf Nihal. G. calls it Ashraf Chag, p. 374, and Chog,

p. 384. The correct name is given by Beveridge

(J.A.S.B. Proc., June 1892) as Ashraf Bbdg. It

is not in S.M. or Atlas of India.

Ibrahimpur. Now Jowas Ibrahimpur in Birbhum. The

name occurs over again in Sarkar Sharifabad.

Ajial ghati. G. “ Ujial kahly,” 374, i.e. Ujiyal khali.

Not in the maps. The word ujiyal, which occurs

so often in names of parganahs, means, I believe,

1 high land,’ and should be written with initial

u, not a.
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Angachhi. G. 374, Amgachhi, and so in all MSS. It is

not in S.M. or other maps.

Barbgangal. Should be Burh— . It is now known as

Budhigangal, and is a small parganah in the south

of Purniah.

Bhatal. Should be Buital or Bahtal in Birbhum.

Bahadurpur. In S.M. a little south of Rajmahal.

Bahrari. G. 378, Baherai. Situation not known to me.

I.O. 6 •

Phulwari, Bahadurshahi, Tajpur, Ta’alluk Barbhakar.

These four are not traceable.

Tanda ha haveli. Has been washed away by the Ganges.

The extant parganah of Ambar may possibly

represent the word Audambar, but this is doubtful

(Beveridge, J.A.S.B. Proc., Jan. 1893).

Tanauli. This name has several variants in the Persian

text. I suppose the correct reading to be

Chitauli. The parganah of that name (Chetowleah

in S.M. and A. of I.) is close to Bajmahal.

Junaghati. Should be Chunakhali, the parganah in which

the city of Murshidabad is situated. Hot in S.M.

or A. of I.

Chandpur. A large parganah in the north of Murshidabad.

NasibL There are many variants, and a word beginning

with n is not in its proper alphabetical order here.

Bl. text reads Jifati, and other readings are

lkJhAJ
.
Bakiti and Pafasi. I think the name

meant is Jamuni, a small parganah at the

bend of the Ganges north of Rajmahal.

written without dots is very like especially

if, as often happens in S/iikastah writing, the tail

of the icaio were accidentally carried on to the next

letter. I.O. 6 has and I.O. 1114 H

Chungnadiya. Still extant. Bev. loc. cit. I do not know
its position.

Hajipur. Absorbed in parganah Gankar. The village is

near Suti in North Murshidabad.
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Husainabad, about eleven miles east of English Bazar.

Bl. xliii, 293.

Khanpur, Sulaimanshahi, Sulaimanabad. Not found, and
' the last two probably entered by mistake. They

really belong to Sarkars Sharifabad and Sulai-

manabad.

Dhawa. Still extant in North Birbhum. In S.M. and

A. of I.

Deviyapur. Should be Diwanapur. Not in S.M. Beveridge,

loc. cit.

Daudshahi. Not in S.M., but mentioned in G. and

Beveridge.

Dugachhi. Absorbed into Gankar; the village is a little

south of Kankjol.

Rampur. G. 380. Perhaps Rampur Hat, but the name

is almost too common for identification.

Rubaspur. This name is written with many variants.

I.O. 6 and I.O. 1114 have both JjmJ.j. It is

probably the Rasulpur of G. 375, but I do not know
where it is situated.

Sarup Singk.
i In S.M. and A. of I. in North Birbhum.

bultanpur Ujiyal. )

Salimpur. In G. 375, but not otherwise traceable.

Sambala. This name is written with many variants, and

I can trace no parganah corresponding to any of

them.

Shershahi. On the left bank of the Ganges, south of

Maldah. S.M.

Shamskhani. In North-east Murshidabad. S.M.

Sherpur. There are hundreds of places so named. This

one is probably the village in the north of Gankar.

There does not seem to be any parganah of this

name still extant.

Firozpur. In G. 375 ;
not otherwise traceable.

Runwar Partab. Still extant ; a large parganah in North

Birbhum. Beveridge suggests, with much proba-

bility, that the name refers to Pratap Singh, nephew

of the celebrated Raja M&n Singh.
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Kanakjok. Should be Kankjol. The old town of this

name lies near the East Indian Railway, about twenty

miles south of Rajmahal. The parganah has been

immensely extended in the Nawabi period, swallowing

up not only Rajmahal hut many other parganahs.

It now stretches from the south of Purniah, down

both sides of the Ganges, into the Rajshahye

district, with many scattered portions in other

districts. In Ja’far Khan’s settlement it gave name
to one of the largest estates in Bengal. G. 322,

441, et passim.

Kathgarh, Kashipur, Kachla, Kafurdia. Not traceable.

Not in S.M.

Gankarah. Now Gankar. A very large parganah in

North Murshidabad, which has apparently absorbed

many smaller ones.

Mudesar. Should be Molesar. In Central Birbhum.

Bl. xlii, 223. The original name is Sansk. Mayur-

eshvara. There is a temple of that name still in the

village of Molesar or Moresar, on the banks of the

river Mor (Sansk. Mayura).

Mangalpur. So in Bl. text, but I suspect the real name
was Mandalpur, now pronounced Maralpur, and by
the East Indian Railway officials metamorphosed

into Mollarpur, in which guise it figures as the name
of a railway station in Central Birbhum.

Nasibpur. This parganah has been absorbed by Chandpur.

The village lies about twenty miles north of

Murshidabad.

SarkA r SharifAb ad.

This Sarkar extends from a point close to the northern

end of the Birbhum district to the southern boundary

of that of Bardwan, embracing portions of the districts of

Murshidabad, Birbhum, and Bardwan. With one or two
exceptions all the mahals in this Sarkar are still extant

or identifiable.
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Bardwan. The well-known parganah and town, head-

quarters of a Commissioner’s Division, a district,

and one of the largest Zamindari estates in Bengal.

Bharor. Should be Bahrol. It is partly in Murshidabad

and partly in Birbhum.

Barbaksail. Should be Barbaksingh. G. 408. Still extant,

in south of Birbhum.

Bharkonda. Should be Bharkundah, in Birbhum (Bl. xlii,

223). Apparently very much shrunk from its

former extent.

Akbarshahi. Adjacent to the last named.

Bagha. On the Damodar river, south-west of Bardwan town.

Bhatsela. G. writes Bhut Salah, 379, 380, 384. The name

is Bhatsald (Bea. MS. 1
). It has been subjected to

mudakhil wa mukharij, and is now scattered in several

places, principally in Murshidabad district.

Janki. No place of this name is known; it is probable *

that Jankibati, about fifteen miles south-east of

Bardwan, is meant. It is now included in the

parganah of Chutipur, in Sarkar Sulaimanabad

(Bea. MS.).

Khot Makand. Should be Jot Mukund. This is also a

scattered parganah, chiefly south of the Damodar
river (Bea. MS.).

Dhaniyan. Now Dhaiyan, or Dhainyan. In Hindi characters

or MTS^n. North-east of Bardwan.

Sulaimanshahi. Now called Salimsahi. In Bardwan and

Birbhum.

Soniyd. Should be Sotiya. No parganah of that name now
exists, having apparently been dismembered during

the Nawabi changes, but the village is still in

existence near Khandghosh (Bea. MS.).

Suburban district of Sherpur Atai. The Haveli parganah

of Sherpur is about twenty miles west of Murshidabad

town, but in the Birbhum district (Bl. xlii, 218).

1 The information thus marked consists of the report of an enquiry made at
my request by the Sarishtadar and Record Keeper ot the Bardwan Coliectorate
in 1885.

J.k.a.s, 1896. 7
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Uzmatpur. Should be ’Azmatshahi. A very large parganah

occupying the centre of the Bardwan district.

Fath Singh. A large parganah in the south of Birbhum.

Husayn Ajiyal. Should be Ejiyal, in Birbhum. Shown
in S.M. and A. of I. under the local corruption

Zainujal or Zynoojal.

Kargaon. Should be Khargaon. It is in East Birbhum,

immediately south of Haveli Sherpur.

Kiratpur. Should be Karatpur. The village is near

Ganguria, south-east of Bardwan. The parganah

has been absorbed (Bea. MS.).

Khand. Now called Khand Ghosh. It lies south of the

Damodar river, opposite Bardwan. S.M.

Khanga. I.O. 6 reads Khatanga, which is correct. G. 408.

There are two places of this name. One is now
included in Manoharshahi. The village is near

Keogaon, or, as the present Sanskritizing generation

of Bengalis persist in calling it, Ketugrama, in the

north-east corner of Bardwan (Bea. MS.). The
other is on the western frontier of Birbhum.

Kodla. Now included in parganah Jahangirabad, East

Bardwan (Bea. MS.).

Mahland. A large parganah on the west side of the

Bhagirathi, opposite the towns of Murshidabad and
Berhampur. S M.

Manoharshahi. A large parganah on the northern bank
of the Ajay river, partly in Bardwan, partly in

Birbhum. S.M.

Muzaffarshahi. This large parganah has been much dis-

membered. The 150 mauzahs which it contains are

scattered all over the central and eastern parts

of the Bardwan district (Bea. MS.).

Nasak. Should be Nisank or Nishank. It is scattered over

the south of the Bardwan district (Bea. MS.).

Natran, or Nabran, or Hatran. Not traceable. Both the

I.O. MSS. have .
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Sarkar Soxaimanabad.

This is a somewhat scattered and ill-arranged Sarkar.

The bulk of it lies in the southern part of the Bardwan

and the northern part of the Hughli districts. But a large

portion lies to the east of the Hughli river in the Nadia

district, and it is much mixed up with the Sarkars of

Satgaon (which it cuts in two) and Madaran. Nearly

all of the mahals which it contains are still traceable, and

the others can be located conjeeturally. The name, as far

as it has been preserved, has been generally shortened to

Salimabad, either, as Bl. suggests, because it was too long,

or in honour of Prince Salim, afterwards the Emperor

Jahangir.

Indarain. Should be Indrain. It is in the north-east

corner of Bardwan.

Isma’ilpur. Now included in the modern parganah of

Jahangirabad (Bea. MS.).

Anliya. Should be Ambiya; l~Jl, as in I.O. 1114, not UJI

.

It is now Sanskritized into Ambika, and is situated

near Kalna in South-east Bardwan. It is also locally

pronounced Ambowa.
Basandhari. Should be Basundhari. It is now included in

parganah Balia in Central Hughli. G. 478, where

it is called “ Bellia Bassenderi.”

I/la. The village of this name is now known as Biruagar.

The parganah is now called Mamjoani. It is in the

Nadia district. S.M. and A. of I.

Bhosat. Should be Bhursut, a large parganah in Central

Hughli. S.M. and A. of I.

Pandwah. Should be Panduah, in Hughli, a well-known

town, with ancient tower and other ruins, also a

large railway station. S.M. and A. of I.

Pachnor. Now written Panchnur, a parganah in West

Nadiya.

Balibhanga. Should be Balidhangd. There are at least five

places of this name in the Nadiya district alone, and
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I know not how many in other parts of Bengal.

Which of all of them is meant here, is not certain.

Both the I.O. MSS. have .

Chhotipur. A parganah in South Bardwan.

Chumha. Should be Chaumuha, west of Panduah in Hughli.

Jaipur. A small parganah in Central Nadiya.

Husavnpur. Probably a portion of the parganah now known

as Husaynpur-Kalarua, the remainder of which be-

longed to Sarkar Satgaon. It is in the Nadia district.

Dharsa. In Hughli. The well-known town of Serampoor is

in it.

Raesat. Probably Raina, now in Haveli Sulaimanabad.

Suburban district of Sulaimanabad. Now called Haveli

Salimabad, the name having been shortened as

stated above. The town of Salimabad is on the

left bank of the Damodar, about twenty miles

below Bardwan
; at the point where the Kana nadi

takes off.

Satsika. Now spelt Satsoika. A parganah in East Bardwan.

Sahspur. There are several places named Sahaspur
;
I do

not know which is here meant. There is no

parganah of that name, as far as I know.

Sanghauli. Should be Singholi, now spelt Singur. It is

a small parganah in Central Hughli.

Sultanpur. In Central Nadiya.

Amarpur. In Central Nadiya.

Alampur. In Central Nadiya.

Kabazpur. Should be Kubazpur. In Eastern Bardwan.
The seventy villages comprised in this parganah are

scattered all along the right bank of the Hughli
river above and below the town of Purbosthali

(Bea. MS.).

Gobinda (Kosada). The name is Kosda. It is a parganah
in Central Nadiya.

Muhammadpur. Now absorbed into parganah Arsa of

Sarkar Satgaon. Under the name of Muhammad
Aminpur it was a large zamindari in the Nawabi
period (G. 457).
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Molghar. Should be Mulghar, a parganah in Central

Nadiya.

Nagin. No place of this name is known to my local

informants, but they are probably right in suggesting

that the place meant is the large village of Nigun,

or Nigun Sarai, twenty- two miles north-west of

Bardwan town. There is no parganah of the name

;

it has, apparently, been absorbed into parganah

Dhaiyan of Sarkar Sharifabad. (Bea. MS.)

Naira. No place of this name is known. In spite of its

being against the alphabetical order, I am convinced

that the place meant is Baira, a parganah in North

Hughli adjacent to the Haveli parganah of this

Sarkar. Baira, though a very ancient place, is not

mentioned in the Ain, unless this is it, and the

parganah remains otherwise unaccounted for. In-

stances of places put out of their proper order are

not infrequent in these lists. We shall come to

several others further on.

Nasang. Should be Nisank. It has been already mentioned

under Sharifabad : see above. Perhaps part of the

parganah was in one Sarkar and part in the other.

Instances of this kind are not uncommon. But as

there are only seven mauzas in the parganah this

is improbable, and I incline to think that this is

another instance of repetition, a common fault in

these lists.

Nabia. Probably Nalahi is meant, a small parganah some

fifteen miles east of Bardwan. The Mymaree railway

station is in it. If the name was originally Nalaha,

lyB
,

it might easily be corrupted into UJ or CJ.

I.O. 6 has the former reading, while I.O. 1114 has

U or ko
, Naba or Bana—the dots are so placed that

it may be read either way. The dots are very loosely

placed throughout this MS., and frequently omitted

altogether.
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Sarkar Satgaon.

The parganahs ia this Sarkar have retained their ancient

names and positions, with very few exceptions, unchanged

to the present day. The Sarkar, which is cut up into two

portions by mahals belonging to Sarkar Sulaimanabad, lay

principally on the east of the Hughli river in the modern

districts of the Twenty-four Parganahs and Nadia. The
town of Satgaon itself, however, was on the west side of

the river, and there are several parganahs on that side also.

The once celebrated town and port of Satgaon has now
almost disappeared. Only a few insignificant ruins mark
its position. For a description of it see Bl. xxxix, 280.

As so many of the old parganahs are still extant and shown

on the S.M. and Atlas of India, it will be sufficient to refer

the reader to those maps.

The following will he found in the district of the

Twenty-four Parganahs on the east or left bank of the

Hughli, above, below, and eastward of the city of Calcutta.

I give J.’s spelling, with the correct form where necessary

in brackets.

Anwarpur, Bodhan (Budhan), Balinda (Balanda), Baliya,

Phalka (Bhaluka), Baridhati, Suburban district (Haveli

Shahr, nowadays generally corrupted into Hali-
shahr: Bl. xlii, 216, note f), Dhaliyapur (Dhuliapur),

Calcutta, Kharar (Khan), Magora (Magura), Medni
mal, Mundgachha (Mundagachhi or IVluragachhi),

Mahihatti (on the maps Myehatty), Helki (Hilki).

The following are in the district of Nadiya, adjacent to the
Twenty-four Parganahs on the north :

Ukra, Bagwan, Bangabari (Patkabari), Husaynpur, Kalarua,
Matiyari, Nadiya, Satanpur (Santipur). The two
last are large, well-known towns

;
the parganahs have

now been absorbed into XJkra, of which they constitute
tarafs or subdivisions.
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The following are in the district of Hughli, on the right or

western bank of the river, opposite to the Twenty-four Par-

ganahs :

—

Arsa, Panwan (in the maps Pownan) Salimpur, Purah

(Boroh), Balia (a part of this parganah is in Hughli

and two other parts in the Twenty-four Parganahs),

Huzaifarpur, Hathikandha.

For the remaining parganahs some explanations are

necessary :

—

Arsa and Tawali Satgaon. Arsa is the parganah in which

are situated the towns of Hughli and Chinsurah.

The town of Satgaon was at Tribeni Ghat, about six

miles north of Hughli. means ‘ extremities,’

‘ remainders.’ It will be observed that the greater

part of the Haveli parganah of this Sarkar is on the

opposite side of the river. Apparently those small

portions of it which lay on the western side are here

indicated by the term taicali, in the sense of ‘re-

maining portion ’ or ‘ the rest of
—

’.

Banwa, Kotwali, and Farasatghar. These three items do not

appear to be territorial divisions, but represent taxes

levied on various quarters of the town of Satg&on.

The term “ Kotwali ” or Police Station either meant

fines levied in criminal cases, or more probably rents

of the quarter of the town where the Kotwali was
situated. Farasatghar I should be disposed to read

Farasighar, and interpret it as the town now called

Chandernagore,- occupied by European traders. Farasi

(i.e. Francais) was the old name in Bengali for the

French, while Firingi denoted the Portuguese.

Banwa is probably a mistake for Bandar, the port of

Satgaon. jA:

j

would easily be miscopied in

Persian current hand.

Akbarpur has been absorbed into the large parganah of Shah
Ujiyil in Nadia.
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Barmhattar should be Brahmuttar, more correctly Brah-

mottara, rent-free lands assigned to Brahmins,

scattered in small patches over the country.

Manikhatti is probably Paighati in the Twenty-four Par-

ganahs, for >oL«. In both I.O. MSS.

the reading is < without dots.

Belgaon. Now dismembered and scattered in Bagwan and

Plassi parganahs in Nadia.

Tortariya. No place of this name can be found
;
my local

informants suggest with some probability that the

place meant is Taragunia, now dismembered, in the

northern portion of parganahs Ilajpur and Shah

Ujiyal of Nadia district (Bea. MS.).

Hajipur and Barbakpur or Barikpur. Not found
; both

names are extremely common.

Banihat is a large parganah in the south of the Bardwan
district.

Sadghati has been absorbed into parganah Mahatpur of

Nadia (Bea. MS.).

Sakota. Should be Sigund. G. 432. I.O, 6 has distinctly

Ij and I.O. 1114 Its position is not

indicated.

Sriraj pur. Should be Sarafrazpur in Twenty-four Parganahs.

Sair dues from Bandarban and Mandavi. For Bandarban
I would read bandarian—rents levied from the

bandaris or persons frequenting the port (bandar);

and mandavi, I think, indicates the temporary booths
erected during the dry season on the sandy bed
of the river for trading purposes, and removed

when the river rises in the rains. It is from

‘a market.’

Sakhat. Probably to be read sag hat 'vegetable market,’

or as it would be in Bengali, sdka hat. I.O. 6 has

the (J probably repeated by mistake from
the next word.

Ivatsal. Properly Kathsal, or warehouse for storing timber.
In my notes I find it stated that it was on the
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Jabuna river, in parganab Mahihatti in Twenty-four

Parganahs. • It was, therefore, probably a station

for taking toll on timber brought from the Sundarban

forests.

Fathpur. Not traceable.

Kandalia. Properly Kundalia. Part of this mahal is in

Sarkar Mahmudabad. It is in Nadiya district.

Haiyagarh. Should be Hathiagarh, as pointed out by Bl.

in a note to the Persian text. It lies in two parts,

south of Calcutta, on the edge of the Sundarbans.

Sarkar Madaran.

A very long straggling strip of territory running from

Birbhum in the north to the junction of the Hughli and

Bupnarayan rivers in the south. As G. quaintly but truly

expresses it,
“ forming a broken frontier on the west of the

two last-mentioned circars (Sharifabad and Salimabad), and

enclosing them in a semicircle from Beerbhoom to

Mundleghat serving them as a barrier against

the incursions of the neighbouring unsubdued Kajahs,

sheltered in the jungles of Pachet and Bishenpoor or the

low marshy lands of Hidgellee” (p. 242).

All but three of the mahals are still identifiable, and
shown on the ordinary maps.

Anhatti. May perhaps be Hatia in the Bankura district

south of the Damodar, but this is not certain,

though rendered probable by the fact that it is

written as two words in both I.O. MSS.
These words mean ‘ corn market.’

Balgarhi. Now pronounced Baligarhia
;
in Central Hughli.

Birbhum. A parganah in the district of the same name,
once much more extensive than now.

Bhawalbhum. My informants agree with me in holding

that this is a mistake for Gwalbhum. The parganah
of that name, now Sanskritized into Gopbhum=
‘cowherd land,’ is in Western Bardwan (Bea. MS.).
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No trace can be found of there 'having ever been

a parganah named Bhawalbhum in this neighbour-

hood. G. 478 also calls it ‘ Gowalbhum.’ (} bas

been mistaken for B by omission of the markaz,

a common error in all MSS.

Chatwa. Should be Chitua, in Midnapur, near Ghattal.

Champanagari. In Bardwan, a short distance west from

Bardwan town.

Suburban district of Madaran. Haveli Madaran, or, as the

country people round about call it, Mandaran, lies

near Goghat, five miles west of the Darkesar river.

It was a large fortified place, and the ruins of the

fortifications still exist. The place is now known

as Bhitargarh Mandaran, or “ Inner Fort,” and the

local pandits derive the name from Sanskrit

‘ bad ’ and ‘ forest.’ That the whole of that

country-side was anciently and down to comparatively

modern times a very evil forest—the wide-stretching

legendary forest country of the Jharkhand, where the

Kali Yuga first began, and where mlechhas and
wild beasts abounded—is undoubted. So the pandits

may be right. See Bl. xlii, 223, and his identifi-

cation of Madaran with Bhitargarh in Proc. A.S.B.,

April 1870. The parganah is no longer called

Haveli, but Jahanabad. Bl. gives some of the

legends of this strange, haunted, interesting neigh-
bourhood, but a complete collection of them would
fill a book.

Sainbbum. Now Senbhum. It lies on both sides of the
Ajai river, partly in Bardwan and partly in Birbhum.
The southern portion is now called Senpahari.

Samar Sanhas. Should be Samarshahi. It is in the south
of Bardwan, across the Damodar, opposite Bardwan
town.

Shergarb, commonly called Sakharbhum. Should be Sikhar-

bhum, t.e. peak-land,’ a name the
appropriateness of which must strike anyone who
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has seen the numerous peaked hill-tops of Pachet

from Raniganj or Asansol. It is an immense
parganah, occupying the whole western angle of

Bardwan between the Damodar and Ajai rivers

—

a land of coal-mines.

Shahpur. A detached parganah lying in the middle of

the Midnapur district.

Ret. Should be Kait, or, as it is now pronounced, Kaiti.

It is now absorbed in Samarshahi.

Mandalghat. A very large parganah forming the extreme

south angle of the Hughli district, and occupying

all the tongue of land between the Hughli and
Rupnarayan rivers, together with some lands on the

western or Midnapur side of the latter river.

Nagor. The extensive ruins of the fortifications at this

place on the western frontier of Birbhum show that

it was once a place of great importance. It is the

Lakhnor, i.e. Nagar Lakhnor, of the Muhammadan
historians. Bl. xlii, 211, 212.

Minabak. Probably Mainapur in East Bankura.
Hisuli. The variant Misduli suggests that this may be

Maisadal in Midnapur, which lies only a little way
from the western boundary of Mandalghat.

Sarkar Tajpur.

This is a large but compact territory, stretching eastwards
from the Mahananda river nearly to the Purnobhaba. It

includes all eastern Purniah and the western half of

Dinajpur. The boundary to the north ran up into the

sub-Himalayan forests, and is not susceptible of accurate

definition. Probably several of the northern mahals, such
as Surjapur, Debhatta, and Salbari, were only partly under
Muhammadan sway at the date of the Ain. Of the twenty-
nine mahals one is the Zakat or Poor-tax, leaving twenty-
eight territorial areas.

Bankat. There is no trace of any mahal of this name, and

as the revenue of this one mahal is more than half
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that of the whole Sarkar, so large an area can hardly

have disappeared without leaving any trace. The

name, however, apparently gives a clue. Bankat

means ‘forest clearing/ and evidently points to the

great forests of the Tarai which covered so much

of the northern part of this Sarkar. In the present

day this area is comprised in a very large parganah

called Salbari, or ‘Sal-wood tract,’ and G. 405

states that Salbari was in Taj pur. As no such

name occurs in the Ain, nor in G., it is reasonable

to suppose that Bankat and Salbari are identical.

Badokhar. Should be Badoghar. 1 This must, I think, be

meant for the extensive parganah now known as

Bador or Badaur. The present name is probably

shortened from Badohar, a transitional form of

Badoghar. It lies along the eastern side of the

Mahananda in Purniah. In its wide circuit are

contained numerous detached portions of other par-

ganahs.

Bandol. G. 410. It is absorbed in Haveli Tajpur.

Bobara. Probably Bhupara in the north-west corner of

Bador.

Bhonhara. Absorbed partly in Hatinda, partly in Dhanjar
(Sarkar Lakhnauti), and partly in Bador. Scraps of

Hatinda also lie within Bador, and bits of Bador in

Hatinda, while lands of both are found in Kadba
and Asjah (Sarkar Purniah) ! It is spelt Bhooihara,

in the parganah map of Dhanjar.

Badgaon. There are hundreds of villages of this name in

Bengal. There is not, as far as I know, any parganah
of that name now extant. It is not in G.’s lists.

Basigaon. Absorbed in Hatinda (Bea. MS.).

Pangaon. Should be IJangaon. A dismembered parganah
scattered over various parts of the Sarkar.

Bahadurpur. In Hatinda.

1 Report of enquiries made at my request by the Record Keeper of the
Purniah Collectorate. I was also myself Collector of Purniah for four years
and have, therefore, personal knowledge of this neighbourhood.

1 ’
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Bahanagar. Should be Bhangar, now in Akbarpur parganah

in Maldah (Bea. MS.).

Badalka. Probably Badal in parganah Baishazari in Maldah.

Taldwar. In spite of its place in the alphabetical order, there

is little doubt that Maldwar is meant. This is a large

and well-known parganah on the west border of

Dinajpur. Ho place named Taldwar is traceable.

Chhapartal. How known as Jhapartoil and so spelt in S.M.

and A. of I. It is in Central Dinajpur. I.O. 6 has

Suburban district and town of Tajpur. There is not, as far

as I know, any town of this name now, though it is

shown on the old maps. It is not in S.M. or A. of I.

The parganah is still extant on the west border of

Dinajpur, adjacent to Maldwar on the south.

Dilawarpur. In the south-west corner of Dinajpur.

Dabhat. Should be Dehatta or Debhatta, a parganah in the

north-west of Dinajpur. Bl. gives the variant Dehat

in a note on the Persian text.

Sesahra. Probably Susihra, now included in Haveli Tajpur.

Sujapur. Should be Surjapur, the large parganah about

sixty miles long which occupies the north-east comer
of the modem district of Purniah. Probably the

greater part of it was unconquered in the reign of

Akbar.

Shahpur. A small parganah about ten miles north of the

town of Purniah, separated from the rest of the

Sarkar.

Kuwarpur. How called Kumaripur (which is the same

thing), in the south of Purniah, forming a small

projecting strip between Sarkars Purniah and

Audambar.

Kasargaon, Gopalnagar, Hilnagar, Hilun, Yusuf. I have

not been able to identify these. I.O. 6 has for Hilun

with vowel points, reading Hiblaun or Hiblon.

Both MSS. have Yiisufpur.

Goghra. Absorbed in Hatinda.

Mahon. Should be Mahasun. It is mixed up with Haveli

Tajpur.
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Sarkar Lakhkatjtj.

Also known as Jannatabad, but tbis title, said to bave

been conferred by the Emperor Humayun, is only used in

official documents, and does not seem to bave come into

common use among the people.

This Sarkar is divided into six subdivisions entitled

Jawars. The word jawar means originally ‘ neighbour-

hood,’ and J. has therefore translated it ‘ neighbouring

villages of.’ But this translation is misleading, for the

mahals in each Jawar are, as a matter of fact, by no means

‘neighbouring,’ being often widely scattered, and the term

used obscures the fact that we bave here official divisions of

territory, each with its Haveli. It is somewhat surprising

that so many mahals should be included in so small an

area
;
but, in the first place, many of the entries refer not

to territorial areas, but to taxes on markets, customs,

transport duties, and the like; and in the second place an

unusually large number of mahals belonging to tbis Sarkar

are scattered amongst the lands of adjacent Sarkars.

Identification is peculiarly difficult owing to the creation

of the large estate of Iluknpur, which has absorbed many
of the smaller estates, and to the devastations caused by
the Ganges, which has washed away large tracts of land.

The old names have in many cases perished with the places

to which they belonged, and new towns and villages with

new names have arisen in their stead. One searches the

S.M. and A. of I., and even the parganah maps on the

large scale of 1 inch= l mile, in vain for these ancient

names. It is only from old inhabitants who have preserved

the traditions of the sites of these lost towns and estates

that one can sometimes obtain a trace or a clue.

“Jannatabad, commonly known as Gaur. It has been

a brick fort.”—J. Ddrad means ‘ it has,’ not ‘ it has been.’

The fort is still there, though in ruins. I translate Jawar

by ‘circle.’
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Circl e of Agra.

Ajor. Now usually written Ajhor. An extant parganah in

North-east Maldah. The name is correctly given in

S.M., hut incorrectly as Aihour in A. of I.

Bazkhokhra. Not traceable. I.O. 1114 has Balambar,

also unknown.

Baler. Probably Bikar in North-east Maldah : for jAi .

A common type of error in Persian MSS. caused by

omitting the sloping stroke or markaz of the kdf.

Haveli Akra. Probably Agra on the Purnabhaba river, now
absorbed in the Shikarpur parganah of Barbakabad.

Dhanpur. Probably Dhanjar, a large parganah in South

Dinajpur, which is much intermixed with other

mahals of this Sarkar.

Deviya. Probably Deoriya, in parganah Kasimpur, in South

Dinajpur.

Serhwar. The text should probably be read Sirhur. Par-

ganah Sirhur, spelt in S.M. and A. of I. Surhur,

is in South Dinajpur, adjacent to Dhanjar.

Madn&wati. A scattered parganah in South Dinajpur;

most of it is in Dhanjar. Spelt in S.M. Mudnabattee.

Nahat. Now Naet. In parganah Dhanjar.

The other mahals of this circle I have been unable to

trace.

Circle of Darshirak.

Seven out of the sixteen mahals are cesses and imposts

on markets
;
e.g .

—

Acharikhanah is pickle-market.

Kathachhapa means ‘ wood-stamp.’ Probably a place

by the river-side where timber floated down the

Mahananda from the forests of Nepal was taxed

and stamped.

Modi Mahal. The market of grain and sweetmeat sellers.

Mewa Mahal. Market for dried fruit, such as is annually

brought from Kabul : nuts, walnuts, pistachio nuts,

dried apricots, etc.
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Of the territorial areas I can identify only

Raekamati, which should he Rangamati, now in parganah

Shikarpur.

Gangapat and neighbourhood of Hindui. I.O. 6 reads

Gangabat; G. 374, 380, etc., has Ganganat. The

place is not traceable. For Hindui both the I.O.

MSS. have mandavi or ‘ market,’ which

is more intelligible.

G. spells Dar Sarak—Dershirak—a spelling which I have

adopted
;

the area of this circle was probably nearly all

within or close to the city of Gaur, and must have

suffered great changes from the action of the river.

Circle op Debikot.

Debikot is in both the I.O. MSS. the distinct reading

of the word which J. reads as Dihikot, and seems to be

the correct name. No place bearing the latter name can be

traced, while on the other hand we have in the north of this

Sarkar the celebrated ancient city and frontier fortress

of Debikot or Debkot, now known as Damdamah, on the

Purnabhaba river, in the south-west of Dinajpur. The
identity of the ruins and remains known as Damdamah
with Debikot has been fully established by Dr. Buchanan
and Mr. Westmacott. The only identifiable names in this

circle lie in the same neighbourhood.

Pakor. The correct reading is evidently that of both the

I.O. MSS., viz. Nakor, which is in parganah
Rajnagar, on the boundary between Dinajpur and
Maldah, sixteen miles south-west of Damdama. In
the S.M. and A. of I. it is spelt Nokore.

Dahlgaon. Should be Dakhingaon. Four miles north-

west of Damdama. S.M. and A. of I.

Maligaon. Now absorbed in Dhanjar.

Modipur. Probably Mahdipur. Two miles south of the

last-named place.
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Circle of Ramabti.

The only place I have been able to identify in this

circle is

Mahinagar. A small parganab in the north of the Maldah

district.

Saiigdwar may perhaps he the ancient city of Panduah,

which is sometimes mentioned as Bardwar.

Circle op Sarsaiiad.

The name of this circle suggests a curious bit of diplo-

macy. The full name is Shershahabad, so called from the

famous Afghan Sher Khan, who drove the Emperor

Humayun from the throne of Delhi and ruled in his stead.

On the restoration of the Moghul dynasty Sher Shah, as he

was called during his reign, was of course regarded as an

usurper, and his regal title was not acknowledged
;
he is

always mentioned as Sher Khan. When Todar Mai, a

courtier and trusted councillor of Humayun’s son, came

to draw up the financial account of the empire, such a

name as Shershahabad would present a difficulty. As the

name of a large fiscal division of the country it could not

be ignored, while it would be disrespect, if not treason, to

speak of Sher Shah. He would get over the difficulty by
using the popular corruption of the name Sarsabad, which
conveyed no meaning, and was therefore unobjectionable.

This is merely a conjecture, but, I think, a probable one.

All the mahals of this circle are still extant and shown
on the maps.

Akbarpur. A large parganah in the north-west of Maldah
lying along the Ganges.

Pardiyar. Now absorbed in Shershahabad in the extreme

south of Maldah.

Khizrpur. Shown on the maps as Khidurpoor on the

Kalindri River in Akbarpur, north of the large town

of Hayatpur.

J.R.a.s. 1896. 8
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Sarsabad. Now restored to its proper form, and shown

in S.M. and A. of I. as Shershahabad. It is an

extensive parganah covering all the south-west of

Maldah, and including the ruins of the ancient

capital, Gaur, as well as the modern capital, Angre-

zabad, or English Bazar.

ICotwalL In Akbarpur, close to Hayatpur.

Garhand. A parganah in the north-west of Maldah. Spelt

Gorhund in S.M. and A. of I.

Garhi. The small parganah south of the Ganges, now in

the Sonthal Parganahs district, in which was the

celebrated frontier fortress of Teliagarhi, the key

of Bengal. It lies a long way from the rest of the

Sarkar, but its importance perhaps led to its being

attached to the headquarters Sarkar.

Makrain. A parganah in N.W. Maldah, adjacent to

Akbarpur.

Manikpur and Hatanda. These two constitute the large

parganah of Hatinda in the north of Maldah.

Circle of Maldah.

The eleven mahals of this circle are given without any

revenue, and are mostly unrecognizable from the materials

at my disposal. This part of the list is probably corrupt,

but the means of correcting it are not available. The

following are still recognizable :

—

Haveli Maldah is the town of Old Maldah at the junction of

the Kalindri and Mahananda rivers.

Sarbadahlpur is probably Sarbadhikpur in Shikarpur, six

miles north-east of Old Maldah.

Shahmandawi is on the Mahananda, two miles south of Old

Maldah.

Fattihpur is four miles north of the same place.

The general distribution of the circles is shown by the

identified places :

—

Debikot occupied the north-eastern part of the Sarkar.
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Agra to the south and west of Debikot.

Ramauti the north centre.

Darshirak the city of Graur and its neighbourhood.

Sarsabad the west and south.

Maldah the environs of the town of that name.

Sarkar Barbakabad.

Called after Barbak Sbah, king of Bengal a.d. 1460-1474

(Bl. xliv, 289). It comprises the greater part of the modem
district of Rajshahi (officially spelt Rajeshahye !), and parts

of Maldah, Dinaj pur, and Murshidabad. Most of the mahals

are still extant and shown on the S.M. and A. of I. A list

of them is given by Bl. xliv, 290, which J. has apparently

not seen. The two large estates of Lashkarpur and Bhaturia

have absorbed many of the smaller ones, as usual.

Ararol. In H. Rajshahi. S.M. and A. of I.

City of above-mentioned (Barbakabad). There is no evidence

that there ever was any city of this name, 1 and the

amount of revenue shows that we are dealing: here

not with a town, but a large tract of country. As
mentioned before, balclah in Indian revenue phrase-

ology more usually designates a district than a town.
This balclah probably indicates the unassigned portion

of the Haveli, which will be discussed later on.

Basdol.

Baltapur.

Polarhar.

Barbaria.

I These two mahals are now combined
;
the latter

J name is properly Paltapur. In N.E. Maldah.

|
I have not found these.

Bastol. ) How united; the former word is Pastul. In S.

Chaura. j Dina
j
pur.

Bangaon. Absorbed in Chandlai. W. Rajshahi. S.M.
Chhandiya Bazu. So Bl. loc. cit., but the correct name is

Chhedia : G\ 451. How absorbed in Bhaturia.
Jahasand and Joka. Correct names Jiasindh and Chaugaon.

The latter is given as a variant in the Persian text.

1 See, however, Bl. xliv, 291 and my remarks on the Haveli below.
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Jiasindh is in North-west Rajshahi, Chaugaon in

Bhaturia. S.M. and A. of I.
;

Gi. 459 under the

head of Zaminddri parganaha-e mutafarrakdt.

Jandlai. Correct name Chandlai; partly in Rajshahi, partly

in Maldah.

Janasii. Correctly given as Chinasu by Bl. he. cit., and

by G. 376, 381 as Chinasun. Absorbed in Bhaturia.

Suburban district of Sikh Shahar. This being the Haveli,

we must look for the capital of the Sarkar in it.

The word here rendered Sikh occurs again in

Ghoraghat, in both places with numerous variants,

as Sabtakh, etc. In both the I.O. MSS., though

the dots are rather wildly placed, there is a distinct

dot above the line making a reading Sankh, and

in Sarkar Ghoraghat the entry looks very like

Santakh. The place meant is, I have no doubt,

the celebrated old city and fortress of Santosh, so

often mentioned by the Muhammadan historians.

It is written in Sanskrit wzU, and ^ in Hindi

and all the western Indian languages is invariably

rendered by kh. To Todar Mai and his up-country

clerks the natural transliteration would be

which would easily be corrupted into Santukh

-
1 The parganah still exists in South Dinajpur,

adjacent to the other mahals of this Sarkar, and
the laldah above mentioned must have formed part

of it. The site of the city is still traceable by
extensive ruins at the village of Mabinagar on the
Atrai (Maeenuggur in S.M. and A. of I. See
Westmacott in J.A.S.B. xliv, 190; Bl. ibid. 290).
The place is still known locally as Mahi Santosh.
On a line between the one frontier post of Ghoraghat
and the other of Debikot, it would be a suitable

place for the capital of one of the northern Sarkars,
and at one time must have been almost a frontier

1 It is noticeable throughout the Ain that Abul Fazl always transliterates the
Sanskrit *[ by kh, as in mekh birkhab etc.
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post itself. This identification, if correct, explains

how the inscription given by Bl. xliv, 291 came

to be found at Mahi Santosh, and the inscription

itself confirms my view.

Dharman. Probably the Dhaurim of G. 383. It has been

dismembered.

Daudpur, Sankardal alias Nizampur, Sherpur, Bahrampur,

and Kazihatti. I have not identified these.

Shikarpur. In East Maldah
;
has absorbed several mahals

from Sarkar Lakhnauti.

Tahirpur. Absorbed in Lashkarpur.

Kardaha and Kharal (now Kharael). Combined together

in South Dinajpur.

Guzrhat. Along the Ganges in Maldah and Rajshahi.

Wrongly spelt Gururhat in S.M. and A. of I.

Khas. Correctly Guhas. Now spelt Goas. South of the

Ganges in Murshidabad.

Ganj Jakdal. Jagdal in North-east Maldah.

Gobindpur and Lashkarpur. These two parganahs occupy

all the centre of Rajshahi district.

Kaligai and Kaligae Kothia. There is only one parganah

called Kaligai
;

it is in Central Rajshahi.

Kodanagar. Should be Godanagar. Probably Godagari

on the Ganges in Guzrhat.

Maljipur. Should be Malanchi (Bl. xliv, 292) in Bhaturia.

Masdha. Should be Masidha in South Dinajpur adjoining

Santosh.

Mansamala. G. 467 writes Malsemanny. It seems to have

been absorbed in Jahangirpur.

Mahmudpur. Now called Muhammadpur. It lies north of

Rampur Boaliya. Bl. loc. cit., S.M., and A. of I.

Wazirpur. In South-east Maldah.

The parganah of Jahangirpur, intermingled with Masidha,

is not mentioned in the Ain. Its name shows it to be a

later creation, but I cannot find to which mabal of the Ain

the area covered by this name belonged. G. 467 ascribes it

to this Sarkar.
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Sarkar Mahmudabad.

This very extensive Sarkar includes one parganah of the

Murshidabad district, all the northern part of Nadia and

Jessore, and a portion of Pabna and Faridpur. The head-

quarters may still be traced at the ruined fort of Mahmu-

dabad on the Madhumati river on the eastern frontier of

Jessore (see Westland’s Jessore, p. 25). The number of

mahals is very large—eighty-four
;

but a great majority

of them appears to have been absorbed in the larger par-

ganahs, especially Naldi. As these smaller, and for the

most part now extinct, parganaks are not shown on the

S.M. or A. of I., it is impossible for me to assign them

their proper position. In this, and several other Sarkars in

this part of Bengal, all I am able to do, even after consulting

local revenue officials, is to indicate the positions of
.
such of

the mahals of the Kin as I am able to identify. The

identification of the rest I must leave to more favourably

situated enquirers.

Indarkalli. Probably Andarkotha, now absorbed in par-

ganah Rajpur in North-west Nadia (Bea. MS.). 1

Bazu Rast 1 i.e. “Right and left wing.” By the name

Bazu Chap j these ought properly to belong to Sarkar

Bazuha, by which, indeed, they are almost surrounded.

They are in the Pabna district north of the Podda
or Ganges. The town of Pabna is in Bazu Chap:

S.M. and A. of I. I.O. 6 has and

I.O. 1114 for the first, and for the second

and •—-"Sf-jyV respectively. This instance

shows how blindly the copyists erred, not taking the

trouble to understand what they wrote, even when
the words are pure Persian.

Betbariya. Bitbariya in Rajpur on the Kumar river.

1 Report of enquiries made at my request by the Record Keeper of the Nadia
Collector’s Office. It i» surprising 1 liow tew places this local official can identity.

This shows how completely the parganah as a local unit has fallen out of use
in Central Bengal.
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Bandwal. Probably Baonwal; not jAj'j . In

Rajpur near the last-named.

Patikamara. Patikabari in parganah Ghaznabipur in

North-east Nadia.

Barmahpur. Now written Brahimpur. In North Nadia

on the Podda, a large extant parganah. S.M. and

A. of I.

Patkamari. This is probably Patkabari. Though the greater

portion of this parganah is in northern Satgaon, the

scrap given here (only Rs. 88 revenue) was apparently

in this Sarkar. As we go on we shall find several

other instances of mahals partly in one Sarkar and

partly in another.

Belkasi. It has been suggested that the correct reading

is Palasi, and this is not improbable. G., indeed

(pp. 375, 431, 432), places Palasi (or Plassey, to use

the historically famous name) in Satgaon, hut in

this, as in the last-mentioned mahal, a portion may
have been in this Sarkar. In both I.O. MSS. the

dots are so loosely placed that no reading can

be made out.

Tarakina. Bl. text reads Tarakania. The place meant

is probably Taragunia, which has already been

mentioned under Satgaon, another case of a mahal

in two Sarkars. I.O. 6 reads Tarakania or

Tarakina— the word may be read either way;
so also in I.O. 1114.

Jediya. Probably Jhaodiya, in parganah Ghaznavipur, in

Nadiya (Bea. MS.).

Haveli. Haveli Mahmudabad, now corrupted to Muhamma-
dabad (see on this point Bl. xlii, 216 et seqq.),

is on the Madhumati in North-east Jessore. Near
it is the village of Bhusna, the name of which was

often used for the whole Sarkar, being the residence

of the powerful Zamindars, who owned the greater

part of the country round about.

Dak&si. Probably Dugachhi, now absorbed in R&jpur

(Bea. MS.).
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Dahlat Jalalpur. The variant Dahkat suggests that we

have here Dhaka Jalalpur, the old name of Faridpur.

If so, one would have expected to find it in Sarkar

Fathabad, which joins this Sarkar on the east.

Sator. Now written Shatoir and mixed up with the

Haveli parganah of Fathabad in Faridpur. S.M.

and A. of I.

Shah TJjiyal. A very large parganah in North-east Nadia

and West Jessore. S.M.

Sherpurhari. Probably Shahrbari, now absorbed in Rajpur.

Ghaznipur. Now known as Ghaznavipur, which was

probably always the real name. It is an extant

parganah in North-east Nadia.

Kandaliya. Should be Kundalia, a part of which is also

in Satgaon.

Kolbariya. Should be Kulberia, in South Murshidabad.

Mihman Shahi. The parganah of this name is far away
north of the Ganges, and belongs to Sarkar Bazuha.

"Unless this is an instance of an erroneous double

entry some portion of that extensive parganah may
have lain south of the Ganges, or from some other

reason may have belonged to this Sark&r.

Mahmudshahi. A very extensive parganah in Nadia and
Jessore.

Naldai. Now known as Naldi, in Jessore. It covers an
immense area, and as it was one of the large

Zamindaris created in the Nawabi period (G. 259,

320) it has probably swallowed up a large number
of smaller mahals, whose names have in consequence
been consigned to oblivion.

Nasrat Shahi. Another very large parganah, now in N.
Faridpur.

Halda. Still extant in E. Nadiya.

The remaining mahals of this Sarkar I am unable to

identify.
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Sarkar Khalifatabad.

Not a very large Sarkar
;

bounded on tbe north by
Mah rnudabad, on the east by Fathabad, on the west by

Satgaon, and on the south by the Sundarban. Identification

is here also rendered difficult by tbe Nawabi creation of the

extensive Zamindari of Jessore, divided into two estates,

Yusufpur and Saidpdr, both of which were made up of

numerous tracts of land, which, on being thus absorbed,

appear to a great extent to have lost their ancient names

(Gr. 447). Tbe Sarkar comprises the modern district of

Khulna, with portions of Bakirganj, Nadia, and Twenty-

four Parganahs. The following are still identifiable :

—

Bhalka. Should be Bhaluka, a portion of the still extant

parganah, the rest of which is in Twenty-four

Parganahs.

B&gh Mara. Written as one word, Baghmara; in the

Nadia district, on the Kobadak river.

Tala. A town on the Kobadak, in Khulna, with parganah

now included in Ramchandrapur. S.M.

Jesar, alias Rasulpur. A very large parganah, but it is

doubtful whether it corresponds to the mahal of the

Ain, and the modern town of Jessore was not founded

till a century later. (Bl. xlii, 217; Westland’s
“ Jessore,” p. 23.)

Charaula. Now Charulia, in S. Khulna.

Suburban district of Khalifatabad. The Haveli town was

near the town of Bagerhat, on the Bbairab river.

It is now in ruins (Bl. xlii, 227).

Khalispur and Sahas. Both intermingled. In Khulna.

Sahas is spelt Shahosh in S.M.

Daniya. Probably Datiya, in Twenty-four Parganahs. Spelt

Datteah in S.M. and A. of I.

Imadpur. Should be Itimadpur . It is now in

Aurangpur in the Bakarganj district. See Bev. Bak.

155.
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Rangdia. In S. Khulna. Wrongly spelt Sangdia in S.M.

and A. of I (Bl. xlii, 227). It lies just above Morell-

gaui-

Sulaimanabad. In E. Jessore and W. Backerganj, on both

sides of the Madbumati river. In S.M. spelt Selim-

abad.

Mundagachha. A portion of this parganab is in Satgaon.

How much of it belonged to Khalifatabad and where

that portion was situated is not known.

Sarkar Panjra.

We now again return to the northern end of the province,

where we find the small Sarkar of Panjra occupying the

eastern half of the modern district of Dinajpur.

The proper name of this Sarkar is Panjra—not Pinjarah,

as J. gives it. It is true that G. writes it Pinjra, hut his

spelling is no guide
;

the first Europeans in India had

a curious habit of changing the short a into i, as in Chitta-

gong for Chatgaon, Chinsurah for Chanchura, and the like.

Mr. Westmacott’s suggestion in J.A.S.B. xliv, 8 that the

word represents the old Hindu local name Paundra is, at any

rate, highly probable, if not actually proved. Nearly all the

mahals of this Sarkar can be identified. It comprises the

western half of Dinajpur, with some outlying mahals further

south. How far it extended to the north into the wild, half-

conquered, submontane tracts cannot be ascertained with any
certainty.

Anbel. The variants give Ambil and Ampol. I.O. 6 has
Ambil very distinct. I.O. 1114 is indistinct. G. 405
calls it Appol. No parganah of any of these names
seems traceable, though Appol existed down to

British rule, and is probably still extant in some part
of the immense area of Dinajpur and Rangpur, such
as Salbari.

AuMri. Misprint for Anbari, i.e. Ambari. The ruined
fort of Amrabari, now in parganah Saruppur in S.E.
Dinajpur, probably represents it.
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Augocbah. Misprint for Angoclia (G. 405). Situation not

known to me.

Barangpur. Should be Barbakpur, a parganah in Rajshahye

divided between Sarkars Panjra, Barbakabad, and

Ghoraghat.

/ All still extant in Central Dinajpur. Shown
Bijanagar. V in S.M. and A. of I. under the names of

Bayazidpur. I Bejoynuggur, Bajitpoor, and Behinuggur

Babarnagar. / respectively. The town of Dinajpur is in

V the first-named.

Barigber. Not identified. G. 405 has Cheparypoor. Both

I.O. MSS. have the word inverted, Gherbari, which

is more like a Bengali place-name than Barigher.

Badughar. Probably part of Bador in Tajpur.

Takasi. Should be Tegachhi, just as Dukasi stands for

Dugachhi in Sarkar Mahmudabad. In many parts of

Bengal chh is pronounced s. It is a detached par-

ganah in the Rajshahye district. G. 376 writes

Teggachee, at 381 Teygachee, and at 383 Teygachy.

Halon. This cannot be right, as there is no in Hindi

words. G. 405 has Chipalun, and there is Chalun in

parganah Sashbir, which I suspect is the place meant.

Suburban district. Haveli Panjra is a large parganah still

extant on the north-east frontier of Dinajpur. Panjra

was for a long time used for the whole province of

Dinajpur. G. 320 and 402.

Dekha. More probably Dikha or Dhika, which is the

reading of both I.O. MSS. G. 376 writes it Dhiba.

It is not now traceable.

Deora. A large parganah south of the Haveli. S.M. and

A. of I.

Sadharbari. Not found. I.O. 1114 has which,

if read Sibdiari, is a very likely name for an island

in a river.

Saukata. Probably Saguna, a parganah in North-west

Bogra, which G. places in this Sarkar, p. 467.

S.M. and A. of I. I.O. 6 has Sugata ;
I.O. 1114

, which may be Saguna.
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Sultanpur. South-east of Dinajpur. A portion is also in

Sarkar Ghoraghat.

Sasber. South of Dinajpur.

Sulaimanabad. Not found.

Khatta. A large detached parganah surrounded by mahals

of Sarkar Bazuha, in south of Bogra.

Kedabari. Should be Gilabari, a parganah in South-east

Dinajpur.

Sarkar Ghoraghat.

At first sight this appears a very large Sarkar, having

no less than eighty-four mahals. But on closer inspection

it will be seen that twenty-three of these are very small,

having a revenue of less than 300 rupees each, which

would, roughly speaking, represent an area of 100 acres.

Then there are four ta’alluks, which would be merged in

parganahs. So that, these deductions made, there are only

fifty-seven mahals to account for, and many even of these

are very small. The country lying to the north-east of the

Karatoya river, and comprised in the modern district of

Bangpur, was not fully conquered till the reign of Aurangzeb

(Bl. xlii, 235). At the time of the compilation of the lists in

the Ain, it was for the most part independent, and when
conquered was settled under different names from those in

our lists. The area really under Musulman rule must have

been comparatively small, and a large number of the entries

in the lists must be nominal merely. G., indeed, p. 454,

speaks of the Zamindari of “ Edrackpoor,” which comprised

the greater part of this Sarkar, as “ this little territorial

trust.” It contained sixty parganahs, nearly the same

number as those of this Sarkar after the deductions above

made. It lies in the Rangpur, Dinajpur, Pabna, and
Maimansingh districts.

I have identified, either certainly or conjecturally, the

following, which, from their situation, suffice to fix the

boundaries of the Sarkar, and from their extent very

nearly fill up the whole of the area included within those

boundaries.
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Anwarban. I would read Anwrian or Aonrian, and identify

it with. Aonra in North Bogra.

Algaon. G. 454, “Alygaon.” Aligaon is in North-west

Bogra.

Bazu Zafar Shahi (two mahals). A large parganah still

extant on both sides of the Brahmaputra, which in

Akbar’s reign was much smaller at this point than

it is now. The two mahals probably mean the two

portions one on each side of the river.

Bazu Faulad Shahi. In North Bogra. The Persian word

for ‘ steel ’ is generally pronounced Jiildd in India

(as it is also in Persia) and piilad. In Bengal the

latter would be the more natural pronunciation, as

there is no / in Bengali. The name got corrupted

very early. G. writes it Folad-dessy, p. 454, and

in S.M. and A. of I. it appears as Pulladassee.

Pagdwar. There is a ta’alluk Bagdwar in parganah Boda
in North Rangpur, but this seems to be too far

north, unless it were an outlying tract, an enclave

in Panjra. There are many such tracts, as we have

seen already.

Barbakpur. Part of the parganah in North Itajshahi,

other parts of which belong to Panjra and
Barbakabad.

Town of Nasratabad. Baldah here, again, must mean a

district; the revenue is too large for a town.

Bl. xliii, 293 says Nffsrat (not nusrat) -abad is a

synonym for Gboraghat itself. In the Royal Asiatic

Society’s beautiful MS. of the Ain, this Sarkar is

entered as Sarkar Nusratabad. This Baldah will,

therefore, be the country adjacent to that town.

Barsala. Should probably be Barbiila, a parganah adjacent

to Ghoraghat, on the opposite or north-east side

of the Karatoya.

Bari Sabakbala. G. 454 writes this “ Bery Shanurkfallah,”

perhaps in modern spelling Sankphala. The position

is not indicated. Both I.O. MSS. read

Samak.
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Bari Ghoragbat. The town of this name is still existing

on the Karatoya in South-east Dinajpur.

Bayazitpur. The parganah of this name has already been

noticed under Panjra. A portion of it appears

under this Sarkar also.

Pataldeh. North of Zafar Shahi, on both sides of the

Brahmaputra. In S.M. and A. of I. it is spelt

Pateeladoha.

Balka. In South Rangpur. Spelt in S.M. Palika ;
in

A. of I. wrongly Paieka.

Bajpatciri. G. 454 writes Taji-puttary, hut does not say

where it is. The dots are vague in both I.O.

MSS.

Hamila. Cannot be right, there being no in Hindi

words, and the Arabic is not to be thought

of. I suspect this is Chapila, a parganah in East

Bogra south of Zafarshahi. All the MSS. have

Ilamila, blindly copying one another.

Khasbari. Probably the parganah now known as Khas
Ta’alluk, near the town of Ghoragbat.

Sultanpur. In South-east Dinajpur.

Sikhshahr. A portion of Santosh, as explained under

Sarkar Barbakabad, supra.

Sirhata. Sarhatta in South-east Dinajpur.

Siriya Kandi. In East Bogra, on the Bangali river,

between Zafarshahi and Chapila.

Fathpur. Fathjangpur in Bogra.

Kanclibari. Probably Kundi in North-west Rangpur.

Kanak Sakhar. I suspect this is a copyist’s error for

Kangor, though the I.O. MSS. read

This was a well-known place in ancient times, and

from its situation must have been either in Panjra

or Ghoragbat, most probably the latter. Yet the

name does not appear in the Ain lists at all, unless

this be it. is not very unlike . The
second stroke of the tnarkaz of the gaf was probably

taken for another kdf.
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Magatpur. Should be Mukutpur. A parganah in South

Rangpur. In A. of I. Hukuteepoor. The three

words beginning with w are rather puzzling; as

there is no to in Bengali they must be Persian

or Arabic. The second of the three Wachhi is

probably the Aunchi of G. 454, which seems to be

Uchai in parganah Kangor in North Bogra. In

A. of I. Kasbah Oochai.

Sarkar Bazuha.

The name of this Sarkar is wrongly written by J.

Bazoha. It is surprising that he did not recognize the

well-known Persian plural of Bazu, ‘ an arm or wing,’

which is added as a termination to almost all the mahals

of this very extensive Sarkar. It comprises nearly all the

very large district of Maimansingh, parts of Dacca, Pabna,

Bogra, and Rajshahi. The immense area of this Sarkar

is to a great extent accounted for by the fact that much
of it—as, for instance, the great Bhowal jungle—was un-

inhabited. A majority of the mahals are still known
under the names they bear in the Ain, and are shown
in the S.M. and A. of I. maps.

Alapshahi (Alapsingh in the maps), Bakharia Bazu (should

be Pukharia), Husain Shahi, Das Khadia (should be

Daskahaonia), Manmani Singh (should be Maiman
Singh), Husain Singh, Nusrat Ujial—are all in the

Maimansingh district.

Badmar (should be Barbazu), Sonabazu, Katarmal, Khata-
bazu—are in the Pabna district.

Bhoriya Bazu (should be Bhaturia) is in Rajshahi district.1

Bahwal Bazu (should be Bhawal—the great ‘ Bhowal
jungle ’), Dhaka Bazu, Chandpartab Bazu—are in

the Dacca district.

1 This identification is due to Mr. Beveridge, J.A.S.B. lxi, 120. There
can he little doubt as to its correctness. Bhaturiya was too important a place
to have been omitted from the Ain, and there is no name but this which can
indicate it. There is no place called Bhoriya Bazu, and Bhaturiya is just in
the right place at the western extremity of the Sarkhr.
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Partab Bazu, Sona Bazu, Silbaras, Yusufshahi (in the

maps Esupshahee), and Mihmanshahi—are in the

Bogra district.

The other names are probably the older names of several

modern parganahs which do not appear in the list of

the Ain.

Daskahaonia is the old name of Sherpur (Bl. xliii, 283).

Shushang, the parganah which occupies the north-east of

Maimansingh, does not appear to have been con-

quered till the reign of Aurangzeb (Gr. 444).

Sarkar Fathabad.

Is adjacent to Bazuha on the south, and includes parts

of the Dacca, Faridpur, and Bakirganj districts. It is

fairly identifiable, though the extent of many of the mahals

appears to have altered considerably, owing chiefly to the

action of the great rivers by which it is everywhere

intersected. The Record Keeper 1 writes : “ Sarkar Fathabad

included a larger area before, and at present the portion

of land bounded by the rivers Kumar, Padma (Ganges),

and A rial Khan is called Fathabad. Several places have

lost their former names in full or partly, and are known

by new names.” For the southern portion of this Sarkar

and for Sarkar Bakla we have the valuable aid of Mr.

Beveridge’s work on Backergange 2 (Bakarganj).

Bholiya Bel. Bel should everywhere be read Bil. It is

the Bengali for ‘a swamp.’ A great part of the

Faridpur and Bakarganj districts consists of vast

morasses, or bits. The Bholia Bil is in the north

of Faridpur.

1 Report of enquiry made at my request by tlie Record Keeper of the Far'idpfir

Collector’s Office, 1885. Referred to as Bea. MS. 1

2 “ The District ot Bakarganj : its History and Statistics,” by H. Beveridge,
B.C.S., Magistrate and Collector of Bakarganj. Loudon: Triibner 18761
Referred to as Bt v. Bak.

’
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Bhagalpur was in the north-west of Faridpur; it has now
been washed away by the Granges (Bea. MS.).

Belor. Should be Bailor. It is in Faridpur, but its precise

position is not stated by my informant.

Badhadiya. Barhadia, alias Bhatdi, is now included in the

Shatoir parganah of Sarkar Mahmudabad.

Telhati. A parganah in S.W. Faridabad.

Suburban district, etc. There is no town of Fathabad. The
Haveli parganah lies round the civil station of

Faridpur.

Hazratpur. On the north side of the Ganges, in the Dacca

district.

Basulpur. Also on the north of the same river, adjoining

Bikrampur.

Sundip. A large island far away from the rest of this

Sarkar, being the easternmost island in the Gangetic

Delta. The name is Sanskrit ‘ empty island.'

It was uninhabited till the reign of Shah Jahan,

when it was peopled by Afghans, whose descendants

still live there.

Sarharkal. Should be Sundarkul, or bank of the Sunda,

a river which formerly existed in "W". Bakarganj,

near Nalchiti
; it has now dried up (Bea. MS. and

Bev. Bak. 24, 43).

Sadhwa. Should be Sidhua. I suspect, however, that we
have here two words run into one, Sidhi and Bidu,

two islands separated from each other by a very

shallow channel, and lying close to the northern end

of Sundip.

Sawail, alias Jalalpur. A large parganah in Central

Faridpur. The whole district was formerly known
as Dacca Jelalpoor.

Shahbazpur. A portion of the large island of that

name, the greater part of which belongs to Sarkar

Sonargaon.

Khatakpur. Wow known as Kharakpur, a small parganah

absorbed in Haveli.

i . h.a.s. 1896. 9
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Kasodiya. A village in Thana Bhanga, in Faridpur. My
informant does not state what parganah it has been

included in (Bea. MS.).

Hazarhatti. Now called Hazrahatti, in Thana Bhanga ;
the

parganah is not mentioned.

Yusufpur. A large parganah in the Jessore district, de-

tached from the rest of this Sarkar.

I have not succeeded in identifying the remaining

parganahs. Nawabi changes have been particularly active

in this part of Bengal. (See Bev. Bak., pp. 51-158, for a

history of all the parganahs at present existing.)

Sauk Ar Bakla.

J. erroneously writes Bogla. The references to this Sarkar

by Blochmann in the three articles in J.A.S.B. so often

referred to, are so numerous that I cannot give them all.

The place is constantly mentioned by the Muhammadan

historians and by early European travellers. It had a curious

and interesting history, which it would lead me beyond the

limits of my subject to go into.

The Sarkar had only four mahals. It lay along the eastern

side of the present Bakarganj district—the mainland, that is

to say.

Ismailpur, alias Bakla. Is identified by Bev. Bak. 50, 70,

et passim, with the ancient estate of Chandradvip, the

name of which still survives, and in this view Bl. and

my informant also agree. The identification seems to

me unassailable. If there ever were a town called

Bakla, which seems doubtful, it was probably at

Kachua, on the Titulia river, near Bauphal.

Srirampur. A small parganah, very little of which now
remains, most of it having been washed away by the

Meghna river (Bev. Bak. 147).

Shahzadahpur. A small parganah near Nalchiti (Bev. Bak.

153).
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Aadilpur, jtJillz . Now corrupted into Idilpur (on the maps
‘ Edilpur ’), a large parganah occupying the north-

east corner of Bakarganj and adjacent portions of

Farldpur (Bev. Bak. 125).

SarkAn Silhat.

This frontier Sarkar lay very far to the north-east, beyond

the furthest limits even of the great Sarkar of Bazuha. In

Akbar’s time it was probably not under Muhammadan sway,

and probably at no time prior to that had there been more

than temporary occupation of outposts. In the Nawabi

period its dense forest supplied timber for the royal navy or

Natcara, and its revenues were devoted (minus peculations) to

the support of that arm. The eight mahals of the Ain were

increased to 146, and a crowd of petty landholders arose,

whose existence forms a peculiar feature in the revenue

administration of the district. G. 444.

After such violent changes it is hardly to be expected that

much of the original division into mahals should still be

identifiable. The following is all I can identify:

—

Partabgarh, also called Panchkhand. Is probably the country

round Panchgaon fort in Sushang, in Mymensingh.
Banian Chang. A large parganah still extant in the south-

west of Silhat.

Jesa. The reading Jaintiya suggested by both Bl. and J. is

probably the correct one. The town of Jaintiya is in

the north-east corner of Silhat, just at the foot of the

Jaintiya hills.

Suburban district. Lies round the town and civil station

of Silhat.

Sarkhandal. Said by BL, xlii, 236, to be a misprint for

Satarkhandal, but he does not say where it is, and

I cannot find it on the maps.
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Ladu, tar. Latu, which latter is correct. It is a very large

tract of country occupying all the south-east part

of the Silhat district. Bl., loc. cit., confuses it with

Laur, which is a different place in the north-west

of the district.

Harnagar. I cannot find this place.

Sarkar Sonargaok.

By the situation of the identifiable mahals, this Sarkar is

shown to be a long straggling stretch of territory extending

from the north of the Dacca district to the Phani (Fenny)

river and the large islands at the mouth of the Ganges.

How far it extended to the east is not known. Most of the

present district of Tipperah was under independent Rajas

(Bl. xlii, 236). To the west it approached within a few

miles of the town of Dacca, which had not yet risen to its

subsequent importance. The Survey maps of the districts

comprised in this Sarkar do not, unfortunately, indicate the

parganahs, and I am, therefore, unable to identify much of

it. This and Ghoraghat remain the most obscure of all the

Sarkars to me. There is an interesting article by Dr. J.

"Wise on Sonargaon in J.A.S.B. xliii, 82.

Uttar Shahpur. Should be Shahbazpur. A well-known
island in the Bakarganj district. Uttar (or northern)

Shahbazpur is smaller than Dakhin (or southern)

Shahbazpur, from which it is separated by the Ilsha

river.

Uttar and Dakhin Usmanpur. In Tipperah.

Bikrampur. A large and well-known parganah occupying
the eastern end of the island formed by the Ganges
(here called Podda and Kirtinasa) and Dhaleswari.

It is a place famous in history, and now celebrated

for the learning of its pandits.

Bhalwa jowar (two words, not one as J. writes it). Bhalua
circle. In Noakhalli distiict, which was formerly
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known as the Bhalua district. In S.M. and A. of I.

wrongly spelt Bullooah, omitting the h. See also

Bl. xli, 49.

Baldakhal and Bardia, both in West Tipperah.

Tora. Probably Thorla on the Gumti, in Central Tipperah.

Jogidiya. In the east of the Noakhalli district, near the

little Phani (Fenny) river. Bl. xlii, 232. Once a

celebrated frontier post, now a large and an important

estate.

Environs of port. The port of Sonargaon, the town itself

being situated a little way back from the river. See

Wise, loc. cit., and his map.

Chand Yahar. This entry only wants three dots below the

— to make it quite intelligible. It reads Chandia

Char, as it is distinctly written in both I.O. MSS.

A char, as most people familiar with India know, is

a sandy island in a river. There are several hundreds,

not to say thousands, of them in the Brahmaputra

and Ganges. This particular one seems no longer

to exist, which is not surprising, for chars are per-

petually being swept away and new ones formed in

the vast estuary known as the Meghna.

Chandpur. On the east bank of the Meghn&, in South-west

Tipperah.

Suburban district. The Haveli of Sonargaon lies about

twelve miles east of Dacca. See Dr. Wise’s article

above quoted.

Khizrpiir. About one mile north of Narayanganj, at the

mouth of the Lakhya
;

nine miles or so east of

Dacca. There is a description of the fort and ruins

by Dr. Wise in J.A.S.B. xliii, 211.

Dandrd. In Tipperah.

Dakhin Shahbazpur. The large island on the western side

of the estuary of the Ganges. It belongs to the

Bakarganj district.

Raipur. On the Megna, at the extreme western point

of the Noakhally district.
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Salisari. This name occurs also in Sarkars Jannatabad and

Khalifatabad. I do not think it is the name of

a territory. It seems to me to be a term, under

some copyist’s corruption, indicative of yearly assess-

ments or assignments of revenue, such as were made

to officials or employes. Salidnah, or salinah, is what

one would expect, but the variants are so numerous

that it is difficult to guess what is the actual word

meant.

Sakhwa. In West Tipperah, near Tubkibogra.

Shamshpur. Probably Shamspur, in Northern Tipperah.

Mu’azzimpur. Between the Brahmaputra and Lakhia

rivers, fifteen miles north-west of the village of

Sonargaon. Bl. xlii, 23b
; Wise, xliii, 85.

Mahar. In South Tipperah, a short distance from the

Dakatia river. On S.M. shown as Mehar Nij.

Manoharpur. Now known as Manohardihi, about ten miles

north of Sonargaon, on the western side of the

Meghna.

Naraenpur. This must be the flourishing port of Naray-

anganj, nine miles east of Dacca, on the Lakhya.

Nawakot. Probably Nawakhali (rulgo Noakholly), the

present capital of the district of that name. It was
a fortified place in Akbar’s reign, though very far

from being so now. Bl. xlii, 232. I.O. 6, however,

reads Nalwakot, and I.O. 1114

Malwakot, both of which seem wrong.

Hatghati. Probably the large island of Hatiya, east of

Dakhin Shahbazpur, which, unless meant by this

entry, is not mentioned in the Ain.

Sarkar Chatgaox.

This Sarkar was not conquered till the reign of Aurangzeb
(Bl. xli, 49), about the year a.d. 1665 (G. 494). The
present names of the parganahs, dating from the conquest
only, do not in any way correspond with those given in the
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Ain, and to those, like myself, familiar with the district

do not recall any of the local names now current. Grant

is therefore probably correct in his opinion that it was
“ very imperfectly conquered under Akbar from the state

of Arakan or Mogg (sic), to which it was adjoining and

tributary, therefore probably rated only by estimation, not

from any certain knowledge of the country ”
(p. 242).

It is impossible, therefore, to identify any of the mahals.

I have roughly indicated on the map the northern and

western boundaries. As much of the country, even close

down to the sea, is still covered by dense forests, and as we
know that a large portion of the cultivated area was only

brought under cultivation at the beginning of British rule,

Todar Mai’s names and figures must be regarded as almost

entirely imaginary, and the eastern and southern boundaries

cannot be indicated. A large proportion of the inhabitants

are still Maghs, of the same race as the people of Arakan,

but they are slowly receding before enterprising Bengali

cultivators.

In order to bring these notes within reasonable limits,

I have purposely omitted all but the most summary refer-

ences to the numerous interesting legendary, mythical,

antiquarian, and historical associations that cluster round

many of these ancient names. “What shall be said for

the obscurer roll of names which the above list preserves?”

asks Colonel Jarrett in a note on p. 129. A large pro-

portion of these names are far from being obscure to those

who know the province of Bengal. If I bad allowed

myself to put down only a selection of the interesting

facts connected with these places my notes might easily have

been expanded into a bulky volume.

Note .—I have inserted accents wherever I think them necessary. My practice

is to spell the words on the usual Jonesian (or Hunterian) system, but where the

name of a place is very well known—as e.g. Bengal, Calcutta, Murshidabad,
Bardwan, etc.—I do not put any dots or accents, but follow the popular method
of spelling. So also in the very common terminations -abaU, -pur, -gaon,

-ghat, -nagar, I have not always inserted accents.
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THE MAP.

The Map has been compiled by taking careful tracings from the

District S.M., and occasionally also from the 1 inch=l mile parganah

maps of all identifiable parganahs of the Ain. These were then joined

together into one large map for the whole province, and reduced to

the scale of 1 ineh=16 miles. It was impossible to insert the names

of all the parganahs on a map of this size without overcrowding it,

but most of the large parganahs have been given. The blank spaces

here and there represent tracts from which the ancient names appear

to have died out altogether. The names and boundaries of modem
British districts, with the rivers and some of the principal towns, have

been inserted to facilitate identification.
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Akt. V.—Arabic Inscriptions in Egypt. By Henry

C. Kay, M.R.A.S.

II.

A public mosque and the tomb of the founder represent

at the present day what was once a khanka, or, as it may
be described, a conventual establishment for the use of

Sufis, erected at Cairo in the early years of the fourteenth

century, by Sultan Baybars, second of the name. An
earlier foundation of the same character, the first seen in

Egypt, owed its existence to Saladin, who adapted to his

purpose a house or mansion built in the days of the

Fatimites, and known as the house of Sa‘Id as-Su‘ada, a

designation which the existing mosque bears to the present

day. Both foundations have for a long period ceased to

serve the purposes for which they were erected, and, as

has likewise happened to the numerous madaris or colleges

founded by the Egyptian Sultans and nobles, their original

destination is w 11-nigh forgotten. They are now simply

classed among the public mosques of Cairo, a change from
their original purpose largely due to their impoverishment,

and not unlike that which has befallen many old abbey

churches in England.

The Khanka of Baybars, as well as a madrasah adjoining

it on the south, founded some years later by the Amir Kara
Sungur (the Black Falcon) surnamed al-Chugandar (Bearer

of the Sultan’s Polo Clubs), stood on part of the extensive

site of the old Bar al-Wizarah, of which Baybars’s Khanka
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and Ribat alone occupied an area of upwards of an acre

and a third. 1

The erection of the Khanka was commenced in a.h. 706

(a.d. 1306—7), and it was completed after the Amir’s

accession to the throne in a.h. 708. The Sufite brother-

hood installed by the Sultan numbered no less than 400,

for all of whom ample accommodation was provided.

Adjoining the Khanka, and with access from the interior,

a Ribat, or Refuge, was built with quarters for 100

persons, members of the civil and military classes whom
the vicissitudes of fortune had reduced to a state of want.

Besides free lodging, the occupants of the Khanka and

Ribat received ample supplies of food and raiment. The

foundation was richly endowed with the rents of property

situated at Cairo, at old Misr, in Upper and Lower Egypt,

and even at Damascus and Hamah. Lectures on the

religious traditions were delivered under the dome, which

surmounts, as customary, the tomb of the founder, and the

Kur'an was there perpetually chanted throughout both day

and night. The mosque was devoted to the exclusive use

of the occupants of the Khanka and Ribat, the outer

public being rigidly excluded.

The mosque and tomb form one building, which faces

the thoroughfare leading to the city gate, the Bab an-Aasr.

1 The Bar al-Wizarah was the official residence of the Wazirs, who during
the later years of the Fatimite dynasty were the real and irresponsible rulers

of the empire. It stood close to the north side of the Great Palace in which
the Khalitahs lived completely secluded from the world, treated, it is true,

with every outward mark of veneration, but none the less in a state of virtual

though splendid captivity. The description handed down to us by William
of Tyre of the interview with the young Klialltah al-‘Adid, which the blunt-
mannered Latin envoys of King Amalric compelled the shocked Wazir Shawar
to agree to, is not only an exceedingly curious account of the incident and of
its surroundings, but one also in complete accord with the information we
derive from the native historians on the conditions under which the Fatimite
dynasty was then hastening to its fall.

The Bar al-t\ izarah consisted of numerous buildings, and it included a large
garden. It was built by Malik al-Afdal Sh.Thinshah (a.h. 487-515), son
of Badr al-Jamali.

The house of Sa‘id as-_Su‘ada was shortly before the advent of Saladin
occupied by the Wazir al-‘Adil Ruzzayk (a.h. 556-558), who built an under-
ground passage communicating with the Bar al-Wizarah immediately opposite.
Remains of the passage, of more or less importance, are, it may he, still

in existence.
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A frieze adorned with, a long decorative inscription is carried

along the entire front of the building. It commences

with a passage from the Kur'an (S. xxiv, v. 36—38) which

frequently occupies a conspicuous position in places of

worship

—

Iu temples which God hath commanded to be raised, and His

name therein to be extolled, men will therein praise Him in the

early morning and at eve, whom neither trading nor selling will

divert from the celebration of His name, from the practice of

prayer, and from bestowing alms, (men) who dread the day when
hearts and eyes shall be overwhelmed with terror, that God may
requite them with a reward (measured by) their best works and

add thereto out of His bountifulness. And (verily) God bestoweth

His gilts without reckoning.

The inscription continues as follows :

—

AijAl LsLij iAotAl UijlsJl SAi

>

)
Sjks- i xSjq AAj <GA»^-1 J j

All

^»jAl • • jAlA A-**)!

AJ1 w ic.Lg <A_2
j*j

jJLll ^£»-l̂ 11 <A1 ^JiAl j All

*— *—*A\ <ull kiM.

j

L» t—jLwjl A
j AL«xl

^
ajI^-I

b All
t j AAj-?1 » j AL*1

The erection of this auspicious Khanka, to be a perpetual

foundation for the use of the brotherhood of Sufis, (and provided

for) out of the great abundance of the gifts of God, the Most High,

and of His ample favours, was ordered, hoping thereby to obtain

His pardon and forgiveness, by the servant of God and needer of

His help Rukn ad-d!n Baybars al-Mansury,

the servant of God and dependent upon Him, who hopeth for His

mercy on the day when he shall come before Him. May God
enhance his reward and cause his pious works to abound, and

facilitate unto him the attainment of the things productive of the
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divine benefits which his hopes have spread forth before Him,

through His goodness and beneficence and bountifulness. And
may God bless our Lord (Muhammad, etc.).

The concluding words are concealed by the walls of a

neighbouring building.

A few words at the precise point where the regal titles

of the Sultan ought to be found have been roughly but

thoroughly obliterated, a thing common enough under the

Pharaohs of old, but of exceeding rarity under Muham-
madan rule.

Bayhars was originally a mamluk slave of Sultan al-

Mansur Kala'iin, by whom he was raised step by step

until he was numbered among the high dignitaries of the

State, and who bestowed upon him the honorary office of

Jashnikir
(
Chdshnigir

,
the King’s Taster), to which was

attached a military command of 100 men.

When the youthful Sultan Muhammad, son of Kala'un,

abdicated in a.h. 708, and for the second time sought refuge

in the fortress of Karak (the Montreal of the Crusaders),

Bayhars, who then held the rank of Atabek or Commander-
in-Ohief, was elected to succeed him, and he ascended the

throne with the honorific titles of al-Muzaffar, llukn ad-din,

the Triumphant, the Pillar of the Faith.

Before his elevation to the throne, Bayhars was ex-

ceedingly popular among all classes. In the building of

his Khanka he won general approval by his scrupulous

abstention from all acts of oppression, carefully providing

for the payment of his artificers and labourers and for the

acquisition of materials by honest purchase. But a complete
change in public feeling took place soon after his accession,

and to his great misfortune, there occurred immediately
afterwards an insufficient rise of the Nile. Prices of pro-

visions rose, and great distress soon prevailed. Disorderly

crowds assembled in the streets, and lines of doggerel were
sung, in which the Sultan and his wazlr, Sayf ad-din Salar,

were denounced under insulting nicknames. “ Give us back
the Cripple,” was the burden of the song, “and the Nile
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flood will come down in torrents.” 1 The Sultan’s anger

was raised to the highest pitch, and by his orders some 300

persons were seized and punished with utmost cruelty.

An-Nasir recovered the throne before the end of the year.

Baybars was captured, under circumstances, it must be said,

far from creditable to the young king, and after a reign

which had lasted not quite twelve months, the bow-string

put an end to his life. The body was not allowed to be

buried in the tomb which Baybars had prepared for him-

self in his Khanka, to which, however, his remains were

eventually carried. The Khanka itself was closed, and the

words of the inscription attributing to Baybars the honorific

titles and designation of Sultan were obliterated. The

rents of the foundation were confiscated and it continued

to be disused until a.h. 726, when it was re-opened and

its endowments restored. It was also probably at that time

that the body of the founder was allowed to be laid in its

destined resting-place.

Malik an-Nasir retained possession of the throne until

his death in a.h. 741. During the greater part of his

1 Al-A‘raj was the nickname of Malik an-Nasir, derived from his lameness.

Ibn Batutah mentions another instance in which it was publicly applied to the

Sultan, on that occasion in a hostile spirit (“ Defremery,” i, p. 86). The lines

referred to in the text have been preserved by Ibn Iyas, and are as follows :

—

^
y
^

* Ul

The unflattering epithet Rukayn may he rendered wretched little mouse, and
is a play upon the Sultan’s title, Rukn ad-din. The nickname Dukayn or

Scant-beard is derisively applied to the Wazir Salar, who was a Tartar and, like

most of his race, almost beardless. j-SU is for
, and Dukayn is written as

vulgarly pronounced in Egypt, with Dal.
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reign he had to deal with the arduous duty, bequeathed to

him by his predecessors, of defending his dominions against

the aggressive designs of his powerful neighbours, the

descendants of Hulagu. The task of the Egyptian Sultans

had, it is true, been gradually lightened by the jealousies

and dissensions between the Ilkhanian princes and their

kinsmen, the Kipchak Khans of the Golden Horde, and

Malik an-Nasir neglected no means of cultivating the good

will and friendship of the great northern Rulers and of

their nobles. Envoys frequently passed to and fro between

the two Courts, charged with complimentary messages
; and

in the mutual exchange of presents, the wealth and profuse

liberality of the Egyptian Sultans were always conspicuous.

In a.h. 716 a mission was despatched from Cairo to Uzbeg
Khan, but entrusted on this occasion with a somewhat

delicate duty, that of soliciting on behalf of Malik an-Nasir

the hand of a Tartar princess, of the illustrious house of

Jingiz Khan.

Sir Henry Howorth has included in his valuable work

on the history of the Mongols an account of the singular

negociations that ensued, as recorded by the contemporary

Egyptian writer Nuwavri, who, it is almost needless to say,

treats the subject with becoming gravity. The story, which

is reproduced in Makrlzi’s Khitat, may also be read in

D’Obsson and in Yon Hammer—how the Tartar nobles pro-

fessed to be utterly startled, and declared that such a thing

could not be
;
how, “ having received their presents,” they

somewhat relented, but still raised interminable difficulties,

culminating in a demand for the payment by the Sultan

of an enormous sum as dowry
;
how, finally, but only at

the end of four years’ time, everything was satisfactorily

settled.

The Princess, a great-grand-daughter of Baraka, son of

Jushi, son of Jingiz Khan, started on her journey from

the bauks of the Volga, attended by a brilliant retinue of

Tartar nobles. They were detained, so Makrizi tells us, for

five months by contrary winds at Mina lbn Mishta (?),

where they abode as the guests of the Byzantine emperor.
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who is said to have expended 60,000 dinars on the enter-

tainment of the Princess and her followers. 1 They finally

arrived at Cairo in the month of RabT‘ Awwal, a.h. 720.

Here the Princess met with a splendid reception, and

the wedding was celebrated on a scale of corresponding

magnificence.

Of the Princess’s subsequent life little or nothing is

known. She appears to have had no children. She survived

her husband for twenty-four years, during which time no

less than ten of his sons and grandsons succeeded one another

on the throne.

The tomb built by the Princess for herself near • Bab
al-Barklyah (which now hears the name of Bab al-

Gharayib), though little known, still exists

;

2 but it

retains little or nothing in its appearance to attract the

attention of a pa3ser-by. The Princess’s remains lie under

a lofty dome, from which every trace of decoration has

disappeared. The entrance appears to have been from a

small mosque, of which absolutely nothing remains, and

the open space is occupied by a few modern tombs. The

grave under the dome is surmounted by the usual stone-

built cenotaph. Running along three of its sides, beginning

on the western, is inscribed in ornamental Cufic characters,

a verse from the Kur'an (S. iii, v. 16)

—

God beareth witness that there is no God but He, and (so also)

the angels and the possessors of knowledge. (And that) He ruleth

with righteousness. There is no God but He, the Mighty, the

All-wise.

1 I have failed in my attempts to identify the port of Ibn Mishta. Professor
De Goeje has. with his habitual kindness, looked up for me the MS. of Nuwayri
preserved in the library of the Unhersity of Leiden ; but it makes no mention
of the place, nor does it give any information on the Princess’s route. Ibn
Mishta must have been a contemporary, since Makrizi tells us that he bore his

part in showing hospitality to the Princess, and the words used by Makrizi
indicate, as Professor De Goeje points out, that the port must have been very

distant relatively, from the Bosphorus. It may, indeed, be understood to have
been the place of embarcation.

2 It stands close to the tomb of Khuanda Tughay, the favourite wife of

au-Nasir, and mother of his favourite son, Anuk, who died eight months before

the Sultan. The tomb of Tughay is in even a worse condition than its neigh-
bour : only fragments of its mosque are visible. The cenotaph has disappeared
from below the dome, and with it every trace of a mortuary inscription. The
Princess Tughay died in a.h. 749.
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The word has been omitted. On the south end is

the following inscription in the Naskhi character :

—

All Iaa«Aj y>- (sic) iiij ail!

(sic) ip-11
' & J

"J Lisjt—J • .,—’I...- , (iluJ

of which the following is, I think, as near a translation

as the sentence will admit :

—

On the date of the death of the Lady Tulbiyah may God sur-

round her with His mercy. She died on Friday, twenty-seventh

Rabi‘ Akhir of the year 765.

An outer doorway, leading from the road into the open

space already mentioned, and from which entrance is obtained

into the tomb, is still in existence, though now walled up

and in a dilapidated condition. It has been roughly rebuilt,

and two stones, as is shown by the inscriptions, have been

misplaced. The inscriptions in question are engraved in

the usual manner on a broad band which crosses the jambs

on either side. On the right is the passage from the Kur'an

(S. xxiv, V. 36) which I have already had occasion to

mention (supra, p. 139). It begins with the words All

(which) God hath commanded, and ends with and at eve. On
the left are the following words :

—

0) ,1^-1 to^,A*11 <oyd! (sic) Iajs AAjI

4j J
*

• • *tll1

This auspicious tomb was erected by the noble lady the Princess

(Kbuanda) Tulbiyah. Slay God surround her

the year 765.

It is not difficult to imagine the position in which the

Princess was placed during the latter period of her life. She

had outlived the friends of her early years. Her husband’s

descendants were but distantly connected with her, and

when she died their chief, or indeed only concern would
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be in the division of her property. The arrangements

for her funeral would be very much left to the care of her

eunuchs and slaves, and so no doubt it would come about

that no proper person was employed to draw up, or at

least to revise, the inscriptions on her tomb.

There is considerable uncertainty as to the Princess’s

precise name. The form in which it appears upon her

tomb is probably not more correct than the numerous

other versions. Nuwayri, according to the information

Professor De Goeje has been good enough to give me, offers

us, among other alternatives, (probably for J)

and Makrizi gives us the choice of ohJjb or

A-Jj or A-jMs or o'LilW, and elsewhere, speaking of the

house she inhabited (vol. i, pp. 376 and 439), . He
there calls her wife of an-Nasir Hasan, son of Muhammad,

clearly an error.

The Mahkamah or Kadi’s Court at Cairo stands almost

exactly in the centre of the space once occupied by the

Great Palace of the Fatimites. It is generally described

as a remnant of the old buildings, or again, by other

writers, as part of a palace built and inhabited by Saladin.

Both these statements are erroneous, as indeed may be

shown by the architecture of the existing building, as well

as by its inscriptions.

On the deposition of the Fatimites the numerous members

of the Imperial family were removed from the Palace and

kept closely confined in a house or mansion near the smaller

or Western Palace. The Great Palace was made over to

the use of Saladin’s Amirs, and he himself established

his residence in the Dar al-Wizarah. The latter continued

to be occupied after him by his successors until his nephew,

al-Kamil Muhammad, removed to the citadel, which then

became also the place of confinement of the Fatimite

J.R.A.8. 1896 . 10
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In a.h. 660 (a.d. 1261—2) Sultan Baybars I compelled

its tben existing members to execute, in binding and legal

form, a transfer of the family property, including the

buildings which composed the Great Palace, to the Bayt

al-Mal (the Public Treasury), by whom the property was

put up for sale and gradually but soon disposed of. The

buyers demolished the old buildings, which had by this

time fallen into a state of general disrepair, and the

arrangements of which, we may easily conceive, could not

be well suited to private occupation. New buildings,

consisting chiefly of ordinary dwelling-houses, took the

place of the old ones, and, we are expressly told (Khitat,

i, 385), were of an entirely different description. In

Makrizi’s time (end of the fourteenth and beginning of

the fifteenth centuries) only a few odd fragments of the

old buildings were still in existence, and nothing is to be

seen of them at the present day.

The existing court of the Mahkamah stands on one side

of a square, or of what was perhaps once an extensive

courtyard, and it consists chiefly of a large and lofty

Mak'ad, that is to say, a spacious apartment, of which the

open front, which faces the north, is a stately arcade of

columns and pointed arches. On a level with the ground

is a door, wheuce a staircase gives access to the Mak'ad.

Across the two jambs of the door runs a broad band,

on which is carved an inscription in interlaced characters.

The stone is somewhat worn and otherwise defaced, but the

essential parts of the inscription, and indeed the greater

portion, can be deciphered without much difficulty :

(sic)
{

*.^£11yU11 (Jl

(or ^s^\) «i (,-iPJl cJpl

We have here, therefore, the name of the builder, Mdmay,
described as chief among the military Commanders of a

Thousand in the Egyptian dominion, and the date, a.h. 901,
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or a.d. 1495—6. The remainder of the inscription consists of

high-sounding titles, of which it is unnecessary to say more

than that the words al-Ashrafy and as-Sayfy indicate that

Mamay was originally a mamluk of Sultan al-Ashraf Sayf

ad-din Kait-Bay.

On the cornice in the interior of the Mak'ad is an

inscription to all intents the same as the preceding, hut

it expressly tells us that the hall was built by command

of the Amir Mamay

—

tAji I-A-j U

L* t <—

On the front of the building, above the arcade, is

sculptured a circular shield, bearing the renk or armorial

badge of the Amir, borrowed, according to a not un-

common practice, from his old master, Kait-Bay, 1 namely,

on a Fess, a cup between two cornucopise (?). Above,

a rectangular lozenge
;

below, a cup.

The house, as built or designed by Mamay, must have

covered a large extent of ground. Some forty yards west

of the Mahkamah, bordering on the new street recently

opened out from the main thoroughfare, is a ruined Ka‘ah,

or saloon, which for many years was occupied, and is

perhaps still occupied, by a corn-mill and as stabling for

the cattle that work it. The liwans are separated from

the central portion of the saloon byr lofty pointed arches of

solid masonry. On the base of the arches the following

inscription is carved :

—

JUJ1 o . . .HI yJL*!!

tj*i aIJIjJ M
Shortly after copying these inscriptions, chance unex-

pectedly led me to the tomb of the Amir in the Karafah—
a square building of moderate size surmounted by a cupola.

1
Cf. S. Lane-Poole, “ The Arts of the Saracens,” p. 230.
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The inscriptions, following the Ayat al-Kursy, are similar

to the preceding, and the same renk is represented.

The name Mamay is met with in the History of the

Mongols
;
but I am informed by my friend His Excellency

Yacoub Artin Pasha, that it is also in use in Circassia.

Ibn Iyas calls the Amir Mamay son of Kfatdad, and I am
indebted to Artin Pasha for the further information that

this last word is an Arab corruption of lu\3A- Khutat, the

name of a subdivision of the Circassian tribe of

Kabartay.

Mamay was originally a mamluk of Kait-Bay. In

a.h. 899 he was sent as envoy to the Sultan of the

Ottoman Turks, an office he is stated to have fulfilled once

or twice before.

Kait-Bay died towards the latter end of a.h. 901

(a.h. 1496), and was succeeded by his son an-Nasir.

Within six months an insurrection broke out, headed by

the powerful Amir Kansilh, surnamed Khamm-mi'ah, with

a numerous following of nobles, among whom was the Amir
Mamay. The rebels met at the outset with complete success,

and Kansuh was proclaimed Sultan. But in a few days

fortune turned against him, and he had to fly for his life.

Soon afterwards he was defeated and killed near Gaza.

Mamay was taken prisoner, and there and then beheaded.

His head\ and the heads of thirty-three other Amirs were

brought tb Cairo, where they arrived on the fourth of

Bajab, a.h. 902. They were borne through the streets of

the city on lances and carried to the Zuwaylah Gate and
Bab an-Kasr, upon which they remained exposed to public

view. We are not told whether the body of Mamay was
ever brought to Cairo and buried in the tomb he had
prepared for himself.
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Art. VI.—The Sicord of Moses. An ancient book of Magic,

published for the first time, from an unique Manuscript

(Cod. Heb., Gaster 178), with Introduction and Translation.

By M. Gaster, Ph.D.

I. Introduction.

Magic has exercised the deepest influence upon mankind

from remote antiquity unto our own days. It either formed

part of the religion of the country, as it was the case in

ancient Egypt and Babylon and as it is now in some forms

of Buddhism (Tibet), or lived an independent life side

by side with the recognized religion. In some instances

it was tolerated, or rendered less obnoxious, by a peculiar

subdivision into white or beneficial and black or evil magic,

or was downright persecuted. Wherever we go, however,

and especially if we turn to the popular beliefs that rule

the so-called civilized nations, we shall always and every-

where find a complete system of magical formulas and

incantations. The belief in the witch and wizard, and

their powerful filters and charms, holds still stronger sway

upon human imagination than appears at first sight.

It is remarkable that we do not possess a good work,

or exhaustive study, on the history and development of

Magic. It is true that we find allusions to it, and some-

times special chapters devoted to the charms and in-

cantations and other superstitious customs prevailing

among various nations in books dealing with such

nations. But a comprehensive study of Magic is still

a pious (or impious) wish. One cannot gainsay that such

an undertaking would present extreme difficulties. The

material is far too vast, and is scattered over numberless

nations and numerous literatures. Besides, much of ancient
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times has disappeared; in fact, there is a profound gap

between antiquity and modern times which is not by any

means bridged over by the literature of the Middle Ages.

In these times magical art and practice were ruthlessly

persecuted by the Church, and the Councils teem with

denunciations against the work of the Evil One. Moreover,

it was connected in a certain degree with the teachings

and practices of the various heretical sects, and the pursuit

was anything but harmless. Thus it comes about that an

exhaustive study of the origin and development of Magic
is still a wish for the future, and the full influence which

it has exercised upon mankind cannot he investigated in

such a manner as to have a scientific value until at least

a portion of the ancient literature will again have come
to light.

The syncretistic character of the Gnostic teachings shows
itself also in the adoption of Magic, and in the spiritual

interpretation with which they invested the forms and
formulas of Magic. The adherents of the various teachings

of the Gnostics, and especially those that lived in Egypt
and Palestine, adopted all the ideas that were floating about

and transferred them into their system of superior Gnosis.

If anything of the teachings of the Gnostics has
survived, it is the thaumaturgical portion of it. This has

always been popular with the masses, as it afforded them
those means which they wanted to defend themselves

a0amst the attacks of unseen evil spirits, and to the more
speculative minds it afforded a clue to the mystery of the
universe. It gave them the means to subdue and to put
to their service the unknown forces of nature. This lies

at the root of the general acceptance of magic formulas
and enchantments, and gives to this practice the popularity
which it still retains.

Being the most formidable sects that assumed an
anti-Christian character, although some are anterior to
Christianity, the Gnostics were the first to be attacked by
the Fathers of the Church. Most of the ancient writings of
the Fathers are filled with polemics against heretics, of
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'which these are the foremost. The result of this campaign,

which lasted for centuries, has been the absolute destruction

of all the writings of the Gnostics. Sparse and incoherent

fragments only have come down to us, and we are now
compelled to study their systems and superstitions, if we
may call them so, from the writings of their antagonists,

Irenseus and Hippolytus, Tertullian and Epiphanius. A
single exception is the work known as “ Pistis Sophia,”

the date of whose composition is variously assigned to the

second or fourth century. It certainly seems to belong

to a later stage in the development of the Gnosis, as it

contains some of the later ideas. It has come down to us

in a very bad state of preservation.

Within the last few years the soil of Egypt has rendered

some more fragments of this kind of literature, and magic

Papyri have now enriched our hitherto very scanty stock

of genuine ancient literature. These belong to the second

and third century, and, being exclusively of Egyptian

origin, throw an unexpected light upon the form which

Magic assumed under the influence of the new order of

ideas. It is a fact that nothing is so stable and constant

than this kind of mystical literature. The very nature

of a mystic formula prevents it from ever being radically

changed. As there is no other reason for its efficacy than

the form in which it is pretended to have been fixed or

revealed to the Select by the Divinity itself, any change

of that form would immediately destroy its efficacy. Dread
preserved the form intact, at least as long as the practitiouer

stood under the influence of those divinities whose power
he invoked for protection, or as long as he believed in the

power of those demons whose malignant influence he tried

to avert by means of that form of enchantment. This

explains the uniformity of a number of such charms in

whatever language we find them and almost to whatever

time they may belong; as long as they are the outcome

of one aud the same set of religious ideas, which is the

determining factor. But with the change of religion

the charms also undergo changes, not in the form but
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in the names of the divinities invoked, and these bring

other changes with them. To take a modern example, the

charm against the Evil Eye will contain the name of Christ

or of a Saint in a Christian charm, the name of Muhammed
in the Muhammedan, and that of an angel or a mysterious

name of God in the Jewish formula, though all the rest

would be identical. The same process happened also in

ancient times, and the Papyri mentioned above assist us

in tracing the change which the new order of ideas had

introduced in the magical formulas of the Christian era.

If we trace the first impulse of these changes to the

Gnostics, we must at once associate it with the sects of

Essenes and Theraupeuts that swarmed in Egypt and

Palestine, and with the most important sect of Gnostics

which produced the greatest impression, i.e. that re-

presented by Valentin. His is the one against whom
most of the polemics of the Fathers of the Church were
directed. He is the author of the most profound aud
luxuriant, as well as the most influential and the best

known, of the Gnostic systems. He was probably of

Egyptian-Jewish descent; and he derived his material

from his own fertile imagination, from Oriental and Greek
speculations, and from Christian ideas .

1 In his system
entered also the mystical combinations of letters and signs

known under the name of cabbalistic formulas, and he
moreover favoured the permutations and combinations of

letters to express divine names and attributes. To him
we owe the theory of iEons and the Svzygies, or divine
creative pairs, of which the two first form together the
sacred “ Tetraktys.” I believe this to he the Gnostic
counterpart of the sacred “ Tetragrammaton,” and not, as
has hitherto been assumed by others, the Tetraktys of the
Pythagoreans. For one can see in his system, and more so

in the mystical part of it, the direct influence of the Jewish
mystical speculations of the time. Valentin lived, moreover,
in Palestine, and nothing would suit him better than to

1 P. Seliaff, “ Anti-Xicene Christianity,” ii, Edinburgh, p. 472 ff.
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manipulate that mystical, Ineffable Name of God, round

which a whole system had been evolved in the service of

the Temple. Angelology and mysterious names of God
and His angels are, moreover, intimately connected with the

above-mentioned sects.

The mysterious Ineffable Name of the divinity which

is invoked seems to be the centre of most of the ancient

and even modern Magic. By knowing that Name, which

is assumed to he the name by means of which the world

was created, the man or exorciser in Egypt pretended to

constrain the god to obey his wishes and to give effect

to his invocation if called by his true name
;

whilst in

Chaldea the mysterious Name was considered a real and

divine being, who had a personal existence, and therefore

exclusive power over the other gods of a less elevated rank,

over nature, and the world of spirits. In Egyptian magic,

even if the exorcisers did not understand the language from

which the Name was borrowed, they considered it necessary

to retain it in its primitive form, as another word would

not have the same virtue. The author of the treatise on

the Egyptian mysteries attributed to Jamblichus maintains

that the barbarous names taken from the dialects of Egypt
and Assyria have a mysterious and ineffable virtue on

account of the great antiquity of these languages. The
use of such unintelligible words can be traced in Egypt
to a very great antiquity .

1

It is necessary to point out these things in order to

understand the character of the new formulas which take

now the place of the old. To the old and in time utterly

unintelligible names, new names were either added or

substituted, and the common source of many of these

names is Jewish mystical speculation. The Ineffable Name
of God and the fear of pronouncing it can be traced

to a comparatively remote antiquity. We find in those

ancient writings that have retained the traditions of the

centuries before the common era, the idea of a form of the

1 Lenormant, “ Chaldean Magic,” p. 104 S.
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Ineffable Name composed of 22, 42, or 72 parts, or words,

or letters, of which that consisting of 72 was the most sacred.

It is still doubtful* what those 22, 42, and 72 were—
either different words expressing the various attributes

of God, or letters in a mystical combination
;
but what-

ever these may have been they took the place of tbe

Ineffable mystical name and were credited with the

selfsame astounding powers. By means of these every

miracle could be done and everything could be achieved.

All the powers of nature, all the spirits and demons could

be subdued, and in fact there was no barrier to human
aspiration. The heavens were moreover peopled at a very

early age with numberless angels arranged in a hier-

archical order and each endowed with a special Name, the

knowledge of which was no less desirable for working

miracles. I need only allude to Dionysius Areopagita

to have mentioned a complete treatise of such a divine

economy recognized by the Church, but we can go much
higher up and find these divisions and subdivisions of the

celestial hosts recorded in books that belong to the second

era before Christ. In the Book of Enoch (ch. vi) we have

a long list of such names of angels, and in a book, the date

of which has been differently put, the names of angels are

still more numerous, to which there are added also various

names of God. The book in question pretends to be

a vision of the High Priest Ismael, and is a description

of the heavenly Halls. Modern scholars who knew nothing
of the Gnostic and other heretic literature put it as late as

the ninth century, simply and solely because they could

not find early traces of it in the old literature, and because

it seemed to appear first in those times. A comparison
of it with the Ascensio Iesaiae, and still more with a
chapter in the “Pistis Sophia,” easily convinces us, however,
of the fact that absolutely similar treatises were known as

early as the first centuries after Christ, if they were not,

in fact, later remakings of still more ancient texts. The
Greek Papj ri already alluded to have also this peculiarity

in common with these texts, that they abound in similar
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lists of names of angels and demons borrowed from

Egyptian, Christian, and Jewish sources. Among these

we find also numerous forms of the Name of God consisting

also of a number of letters, 7, 27, and others, 1 and also

most curious combinations of letters.

The Jewish idea of a mystical Name of God rests thus

upon the interpretation of the Tetragrammaton, or the word

JHVH, that stands for God in the Hebrew text, which from

very ancient times the priests first and then the whole people

refrained from pronouncing in the way it was written.

A substitute was found for it, so as to avoid a possible

profanation of the sacred Name. But it is an object of

millenary speculation what that substitute really was. As
already remarked, it is represented by a changing number

of elements, letters or words. The original miraculous,

powerful Name, however, was the Tetragrammaton known
as the “ Shem ha-meforash.” This word has presented

great difficulties to the following generations. It can

be translated either as meaning explicit, the “ explicit
”

Name of God, whilst the others are merely substitutes,

or separate
,

the name which is used exclusively for

the designation of the Divinity. These two are the

best known and most widely accepted interpretations

of the “Shem ha-meforash.” In the light, however, of

our study it will appear that another translation will

henceforth be found to be the only true one, at any rate

for ancient times. Later on the true meaning of this ex-

pression was lost, and one or the other of the first-mentioned

philological translations was adopted. So we find in the

Testament of Solomon, e.g.,
“ the angel called Aphoph, which

is interpreted as Rafael.” [This expression proves that

it is based upon a Hebrew original, and that the word
“ perush ” was taken to mean “ interpretation.”] Con-

sidering that this name was believed to be the only true

Name of God, the all-powerful name which was never

pronounced, “ Shem ha-meforash ” can only mean the

Ineffable, as we find it also in the “ Pistis Sophia,” and all

1 A. Dieterich, “ Abraxas,” p. 18a (Papyrus Leyden).
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throughout the ancient tradition. It is an euphemism

;

instead of saying: it is the “ Ineffable ” unutterable name,

they used the word which meant : it is the “ explicit ” name,

just as they said for a “ blind
” man—he is

“
full of light ” ;

other examples can be easily adduced. In this way an

ancient mystery and a stumbling-block for the translator

of such texts disappears.

As the Tetragrammaton, or “ Shem ha-meforash,” was the

Ineffable Name, and could by no means ever be uttered,

others were substituted and were used by the priest when
blessing the people. These also were endowed with a

special sanctity, and were revealed only to the initiated.

These substitutes were considered to be no less effective

for miracles, and the knowledge of these mysterious Names
was no less desirable than that of the true Tetragrammaton,
for they were believed to represent the exact pronunciation

of the forbidden word, and thus to contain part, if not

the whole, of the power with which the Tetragrammaton
itself was invested. Rab, a scholar who had studied in

Palestine towards the end of the second century, savs of

these substituted names, and more especially of that

of forty-two elements (Tr. Kiddushin, fol. 71a) :
“ That this

Name is to be revealed only to a man who stands in the
middle of his life, who is pious and modest, who never
gives way to anger and to drink, who is not obstinate.

"Whoever knows that ^Name and preserves it in purity is

beloved in heaven and beloved upon earth; is well con-
sidered by man and inherits both worlds.” 1 What these
forty-two may have been has thus far been the object of
speculation. When comparing the ancient tradition with
the new texts in the Papyri, and in the mystical texts
of Hebrew literature, there can no longer be any doubt that
the Name of forty-two, or more or less, elements could not
have been originally anything else but words consisting of
that number of letters, which were substituted in the public
pronunciation for the Ineffable Name consisting of one word
and only four letters—the Tetragrammaton ! In time these

Cf. Bacher, Agada d. Babylonisehen Araoraee^, ,,
pp. 17, is.
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substitutes were also forgotten, or not divulged, and thus

arose a series of new substitutes and variations for the

divine Name. There was also the fear of profaning the

name of God when writing it down in the way it occurred

in the Bible, and therefore they resorted to manifold devices

on the one hand to avoid a possible profanation, and on the

other to obtain sacred or mysterious substitutes for the

Ineffable Name.

Another element that came within the purview of this

activity of coining new names was the new and greatly

developed angelology that flourished at that time in

Palestine and Egypt. The angels had to be provided with

appropriate and powerful names, and the authors resorted to

the same devices, of which I mention the most prominent,

and which are the cause of many of the barbarous forms

and names that abound in tbe magical rites and formulas

and in the so-called practical Cabbalah. The biblical

names of Michael, Gabriel, and others with the termination

-e/=God, served as a model for some of the new angels, such

as in the Book of Enoch and in other similar writings. The
first part was, as a rule, taken from the characteristic

attribute connected with the activity of that new angel: so

Raphael— the healing angel, in the Book of Tobit; Raziel

=the angel of the mysteries
; and in the same manner a

host of similar names. Then came into requisition the

system of permutation of tbe letters of the divine name:
one standing first was placed at the end, and so on. Much
more extensively were the change in the order or the

substitution of other letters resorted to. In the Alphabet

of R. Akiba no less than five different systems of this

kind of substitutions are enumerated; either the last letter

of the alphabet stands for the first (A-t

;

b-s, lYK,

etc.), or one letter stands for the one immediately preceding

such, as h for a
;
or the eighth and fifteenth stand for tbe

first, and so on (A-h-s
;

b-t’-a, VtDi D!"!i$), or first and

twelfth are interchangeable (A-l ;
b-m, 0^ S

#

N). One
can easily see how differently the same name could be

written and employed in the same amulet, and all these
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various forms representing only one and the same name.

The Tetragrammaton appears, therefore, either as

or 1T1D, or p“lp3, or etc. The number of such

permutations and substitutions is not limited, however,

to these four systems enumerated
;

they are innumerable,

and it is almost impossible to find the key for all met with

in these mystical writings, and especially on the amulets.

Other means employed for the purpose of devising new

variations and protections for the sacred name, belonging

to the very oldest times, were the combination of two

words into one, of which one is a sacred name and the

other an attribute, but the letters of these two words are

intermingled in such a manner that it is not always easy

to decipher them. An example, which has hitherto not

been understood, we have already in the Talmud. The

High Priest Ismael is said to have seen Iah

Aktriel in the Temple. This word, which stands for

the mysterious name of God, is nothing else than the

combination of the two words *1)13 Ktr— Crown and Ariel,

from Isaiah xxix, 1. In the text, which I publish here,

we have the name 'TPHpfc? Shlhzi—^-^ Scalded and pjj-|

J£zk =mighty, powerful, frames were further formed by

leaving out one or two letters from the Tetragrammaton

or from other sacred names of the Bible, the primary

reason always being to avoid the possibility of profanation,

as the profane utterance of the divine name brought heavy

penalty upon the culprit. In this manner is the obscure

exclamation in the Temple to be understood, ini Ani vhu,

instead of the usual “ 0 Lord ”
(help us) : in each of these

two words one letter has been left out—the d in the first,

A<fni, and the second h in the second word. On other

occasions strange letters were inserted between those

of the divine name, and thus we get the puzzling form

(Tr. Synhedrin, 56«= vii, 5) which is mentioned when the

blasphemer who had blasphemed God was brought before

the judges. The judges ask the witnesses to repeat the
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blasphemy uttered by the accused, and they say, instead of

mentioning the Divine Name, the words 'Dl'
1 UNPlDi' H3*,

which may have obtained this form in our printed texts

through popular etymology, meaning “Jose beat Jose!”

But originally we have here clearly the Tetragrammaton

mn\ and a strange letter inserted after each letter of that

word, viz 3, ', D, and K-

This process continues still unto our very days, hut

from the thirteenth or fourteenth century onwards a

change has taken place in the system of the formation of

these mysterious words, considered to be so efficacious

in amulets. The initials of the words of a biblical verse

are combined into a new word without any meaning, or

the letters of a verse are so arranged as to form uniform

words of three letters without meaning, 4he commencement

of each of these words being the letters of the Hebrew

words arranged consecutively. The most celebrated example

is the use to which Exodus xiv, 19-21 has been put for

many a century. But these are a mark of more recent

origin, and not a trace is to be found throughout the whole

ancient mystical literature, and also not in our text.

If we should apply these principles to the Greek Papyri,

there is no doubt that a key might be found for the

innumerable curious names which crowd these fragments

of a literature that at one time must have been very rich.

Traces of it we find also in the “ Pistis Sophia,” where

special stress is laid upon that Ineffable Name, communicated

only to the initiated. The knowledge which a man acquires

through the “ Nomen Ineffabile
”

is described at some

length (pp. 131-153). In another place we read that Jesus

spoke the Great Name over the disciples whilst preaching

to them, and blew afterwards into their eyes, by which they

were made to see a great light (p. 233). The mysterious

names of God and of the Powers are enumerated on pp. 223

and 234-5, whilst the following passage explains the power

of that Name :
—“ There is no greater mystery than this.

It leads your soul to the light of lights, to the places

of truth and goodness, to the region of the most holy, to
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the place where there is neither man nor woman nor any
definite shape, but a constant and inexpressible light.

Nothing higher exists than these mysteries after which

ye seek. These are the mysteries of the seven voices, and
their forty-nine Powers, and their numbers, and no name
is superior to that Name in which all the other names
are contained, and all the Lights, and all the Powers. If

anyone knows that Name when he goes out of the material

body, neither smoke nor darkness, neither Archon, angel,

or archangel, would be able to hurt the soul which knows
that Name. And if it be spoken by anyone going out

from the world and said to the fire, it will be extinguished
;

and to the darkness, and it will disappear
; and if it be said

to the demons and to the satellites of the external darkness,

to its Archons, and to its lords and powers, they will all

perish, and their flame will burn them so that they exclaim :

‘ Thou art holy, Thou art holy, the Holy of all the Holy.’

And if that Name is said to the judges of the wicked, and
to their lords and all their powers, and to Barbelo and the

invisible God, and to the three Gods of triple power, as

soon as that Name is uttered in those regions they will fall

one upon the other, so that being destroyed they perish

and exclaim :
‘ Light of all the Lights, who art in the

infinite lights, have mercy upon us and purify us.’” 1 This is

almost identical with the saying of Rab, with the difference

that in the Pistis Sophia the Egyptian influence is not
yet wholly obliterated. These examples suffice to show the
character of the central point m the new Magic adopted
by the Gnostics, \ iz , the mysterious Divine Name and
its substitutes derived from the mystical speculations of

Palestine, and also the general tendency of syncretism and
absorption of various forms and invocations in that form
of Magic which henceforth will have the deepest influence
upon the imagination and belief of the nations of the West.
From that period, then, up to the twelfth or thirteenth

century there is a gap which neither Psellus nor the
Testament of Solomon fill sufficiently. All those ancient

1 “ Pistis Sophia,” ed. Schwartze, p. 236.
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magical books, being declared the work of tbe evil spirit,

were successfully hunted up and destroyed. The link which

binds the literature of the second half of the Middle Ages

with the past is missing, and we find ourselves often face

to face with the problem whether a book that appears after

that period is of recent origin, or is an ancient book more

or less modified ? Such a book is, for instance, tbe so-

called Sefer Raziel, or the 'book delivered to Adam by the

angel Raziel shortly after he had left Paradise. It is of

a composite character, but there is no criterion for the age

of the component parts. The result of this uncertainty is

that it has been ascribed to R. Eleazar, of Worms, who

lived about the middle of the thirteenth century. One

cannot, however, say which portion is due to his own

ingenuity and which may be due to ancient texts utilized

by him. I am speaking more particularly of this book

as it seems to be the primary source for many a magical

or, as it is called now, a cabbalistical book of the Middle

Ages. Trithemius, the author of “ Faust’s Hoellenzwang,”

Agrippa, and many more, are deeply indebted to this book

for many of their invocations and conjurations, although they

must have had besides similar books at their disposal, pro-

bably also the Clavicula Solomonis, the Great Grimoyre, etc.

I must still mention one more fragmentary relic of that

literature, viz. the inscribed cups and bowls from ancient

Babylon with Aramaic inscriptions. These belong partly

to the Lecanomantia, and are another example of the con-

stancy of these formulas
;
for centuries these remain almost

unchanged, and even in their latest form have retained

a good number of elements from the ancient prototype.

It so happened, then, that some inquisitive men living

in Kairouan, in the north of Africa, should address

a letter to the then head of the great school in Babylon,

Haya Gaon (d. 1037), asking him for information on various

topics connected with magic rites and the miraculous powers

ascribed to the Ineffable Name. I give here the gist of

some of their questions, which date therefore from the

second half of the tenth or the commencement of the

J.k.a.s. 1896. li
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eleventh, century. They ask first, what it is about that

Ineffable Name and other similar mysterious Names of

angels through the means of which people can make

themselves invisible, or tie the hand of robbers, as they had

heard from pious men from Palestine and Byzantium that

if written upon leaves of reeds (Papyri
!)

or of olive trees

and thrown in the face of robbers would produce that effect

;

and if written on a potsherd and thrown into the sea, calms

it
;
or placed upon a corpse, quickens it to life

;
and, further,

that it shortens the way so that man can travel immense

distances in no time. They have also books with these

terrible, awe-inspiring Names, and with the seats of those

celestial powers of which they are terrified
; as they know

that the use of these mysterious Names, without due and

careful preparation, brings with it calamity and premature

death. To these and other questions the Gaon gives a

sensible and philosophic reply, warning them, in the first

instance, not to place too much credence on the statements

of people who pretend to have seen, but to try and see

with their own eyes. Then he goes on to tell them that

such books with mystical names are also to be found in

his college, and that one of his predecessors was known to

have been addicted to these studies, and to the writing of

amulets and the knowledge of incantations, but, he adds,

“ only a fool believes everything.” As for the books with

formulas, he goes on to say :
“ We have a number of them,

such as the book called ‘Sefer ha-Yashar,’ and the book

called ‘ The Sword of 2Ioses,’ which commences with the

words, ‘Four angels are appointed to the Sword,’ and there

are in it exalted and miraculous things
;

there is, further,

the book called ‘ The Great Mystery,’ besides the minor
treatises, which are innumerable. And many have laboured

in vain to find out the truth of these things.” In the

course of his reply Hava touches also upon the Ineffable

Name and the name of seventy-two (elements), which,

according to him, was the result of the combination of

three biblical verses (if. above, p. 159, where reference is

made to Exodus xiv, 19—21), but he neither knows which
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they are nor how they were uttered; as to the other of

forty-two, he says that it consisted of forty-two letters,

the pronunciation of which was, however, doubtful, resting

merely upon tradition. This name commenced, according

to him, with the letters Abgits, and finished with

fi'XlpS? Skusit. He mentions further the books—

“

The

Great and the Small Heavenly Halls ” and “ The Lord of

the Law,” full of such terrifying names and seals which

have had that dreaded effect upon the uncalled, and from

the use of which those before them had shrunk, lest they

be punished for incautious use .
1

These abstracts suffice to show that the mystical literature

had not come to an end with the third or fourth centurv,

but had continued to grow and to exercise its influence

throughout the whole intervening period. The reasons

why so little is mentioned in the contemporary literature

is, that each period has its own predilections, subjects

which absorb almost exclusively the general interest, and

are therefore prominently represented by the literature of the

time, whilst other things, though in existence, are relegated

to an obscure place. The best example we have is the

modern folklore literature, that has assumed such large

proportions, no one pretending that the subject did not exist

throughout the centuries, although neglected by scholars.

It must also not be forgotten that we have only fragments

of the literature that flourished in Palestine and among
the Jews in the Byzantine empire, to which countries this

mystical literature belongs. Christian literature leaves us

also in the dark for this period, for the reasons stated above

;

only Syriac might assist us somehow to fill up that gap,

but as far as I am aware very little is to be expected from

that quarter, as in the whole magnificent collection of the

British Museum I have not found a single MS. of charms

or magical recipes, except one single, rather modem, Mandaic
text. Two very small, and also rather modern, Syriac MSS.
of charms are in the possession of the Rev. H. Gollancz.

Of those books now mentioned by Haya Gaon in his

1 Taam Zekenim, f. 54b ft.
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reply—all of which, by the way, seem to have been irre-

trievably lost—I have had the good fortune to discover

one, viz. that called “ The Sicord of Moses,” of which he

gives us the first words. From the answer of Haya it is

evident that he considered this book to be old and to be

the most important, for he is not satisfied with merely

giving the title as he does with the other books, hut he

makes an exception for this to indicate the commencement

and to add that it contained “ exalted and wonderful

things.” A glance at the contents of the newly-discovered

text will justify the judgment of Haya, for it is a complete

encyclopaedia of mystical names, of eschatological teachings,

and of magical recipes.

Before stating the contents I must first give a short

description of this MS., now Cod. Hebr., Gaster, 178.

This text has come to me with a mass of other leaves

full of magical formulas, all in a very had state of

preservation and apparently hopelessly mixed up. Happily

there were custodes at the ends of the leaves, and by

their means I was enabled, after a long toil and careful

handling of leaves falling to pieces on account of old age

and decayed through dampness, to recover a good portion

of the original MS. and the whole of this text, which

occupies twelve small quarto leaves. The number of lines

varies. The writing belongs to the thirteenth or fourteenth

century, and is in Syrian Rabbinical characters. It is

evidently a copy from a more ancient text, and the copyist

has not been very careful in the transcript he made. Many
a letter is written wrongly, having been mistaken for

auother similar, such as 1 (
D

)
for 1 (

R

)

and D (M) for

D (<S)- In many a place there are evident lacunae, and the

copyist has often not understood the text. The language

is a mixture of Hebrew and Aramaic, Hebrew prevailing

in the first part, which I call the Introductory or historical,

as it gives the explanation of the heavenly origin of this

text, and deals with all the preliminary incidents connected

with the mode of using the text in a proper and efficacious

manner. In the last, which I cull the theurgical or magical
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part, Aramaic prevails. All the diseases are mentioned 'in

the language of the mlgus, and so also all the plants and

herbs, and the other directions are also in the same language.

To no language, if I may say so, belongs the middle part,

which is the real text of the “ Sword.” This consists of

a number of divine and mysterious Names, a good number
of which are the outcome of all those modes of manipu-

lations with the letters briefly indicated above. It would

be a hopeless task to try and decipher these names, and to

transliterate them into the original forms of which they

are the transformations and mystical equivalents. In this

section we can recognize besides the unchangeable character

of some of the magic formulas. What I said before of

the Egyptians, who would not change any sacred Name,

however barbarous it may sound, for fear of destroying its

efficacy, holds good also for another number of Names found

here in a bewildering variety. Almost every religion must

have contributed to the list that makes up the “ Sword.”

Eclecticism would be a mild word for this process of

general absorption, that has made the “ Sword ” thus far

the most complete text of magical mysterious Names which

has come down to us. A small encyclopaedia of a similar

character is the Greek Papyrus of the British Museum,

No. cxxi, and the Leyden Papyrus (J. 395), with which

our text shows great similarity, but these Papyri mark
as it were the first stages of this process of growth by the

assimilation of various elements and combination into one

single complete vade-mecum for the magician or conjurer.

In the “ Sword ” we have the full development of that

process, which must have run its course at a very early

period.

Nothing is more fallacious than to try etymologies of

proper names. The omission or addition of one letter by
a careless copyist suffices to lead us completely astray.

It is, therefore, difficult to advance any interpretation of

even a few of the names found in this text that have a

familiar appearance. If we were sure of the reading, we

might recognize among those in No. 6, Isis (Apraxia,
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Veronica), Osiris, Abraxas, and others ; but, as already

remarked, such an identification might easily lead us

astray, and the coincidences might only be the result of

mere chance. No doubt can, however, be entertained as

to the complex character of this text, and to the astounding

form of many of the names which it contains. It is a

systematically arranged collection
;

in the apparent dis-

order there is order
;
and the names are placed according

to certain leading features which they have in common.

Thus we have a long string of names that are composed

with the word Sabaoth (Nos. 24-37) ;
others that are the

components of the divine -el (Nos. 102—34). More startling

still is a list of supposed names of heavenly powers that are

represented as sons of other powers. These are undoubtedly

derived from many sources, the author welding smaller

texts and lists into one comprehensive list. The third

part contains the directions for the application of these

various Names. These are also arranged according to a

certain system. The diseases follow, at any rate in the

first portion, the order of the members in the human body,

commencing with the head and its parts, then descending

to the lower members; after which follow recipes for

ailments of a different nature, to be followed by the direc-

tions for performing miracles and other remarkable feats.

Each of these lob items (numbered bv me) corresponds
with a certain portion of Part II, the words or the
mystical Names of those portions in Part II being the
mysterious words that alone were the proper to have the
expected magical result. In order to facilitate research,

I have subdivided Part II into such corresponding portions
to which I give the same number. There is thus an
absolute parallelism between the two parts—one the text
and the other its magical application. We see that
the book has been very methodically arranged by one who
intended to prepare as complete a magical book as possible,

lly this parallelism, and by the partial repetition of the
mysterious words in Part III, we have the means to satisfy
ourselves as to the accuracy of the copyist, who does not
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come out very satisfactorily from this test. It may be

that the original from which he copied was already

partly corrupt, and the fear which such books inspired pre-

vented him from attempting to correct what are obvious

mistakes in the spelling of those Names. It not seldom

happens that the same Name is written in two or three

different forms in one and the same recipe. I have also

not attempted any correction, as we have no means to

decide which of these varies lectiones is the true and which

the corrupt. Another reason why the copyist may be

exonerated from at least some of these inconsistencies, is

the fact that he gives in many places what are intended

to be different readings. He starts his copy with the

marginal note, unfortunately half gone, the paper being

destroyed in that place, that “ there are differences of

opinion as to the readings of the text and of the Names,”

or, as I would interpret this mutilated glosse, “ the marginal

readings are varim lectiones” For, in fact, there are a good

number of marginal glosses throughout Parts I and II.

There also are some in Part III, but these are of a totally

different character. They are purely philological, and furnish

one powerful proof more both for the antiquity of the text

with which we are dealing and for the country where the

MS. has been copied. Most, if not all, these glosses are,

namely, Arabic translations of the Aramaic words of the

original. By the mistakes that have crept into these

Arabic glosses, it is evident that they have not been added

by the copyist, who surely would have known how to write

his own translation, but who would make mistakes when
copying another MS., especially if it were in any way badly

written or had suffered in consequence of age. The trans-

lation further proves that the original was written at a time

when Aramaic was the language of the people, and that at

a certain time when the copy was made from which this

MS. is a transcript the language of the original had begun

to be forgotten and required a translation, which, by the

way, is not always exact. The Aramaic of this text is, in

fact, not easy to understand
;
there occur in it many words
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of plants and diseases which I have not found in any

dictionary in existence, and many of the grammatical forms

present peculiar dialectical variations, which point to Palestine

as the original home of our text, and deserve a special study.

Here again we have to lament the fact that we deal with an

unique manuscript and have no means to test the accuracy

of the text. But even as it is, this text will prove an

extremely valuable contribution to Semitic philology, and

would enrich even Low’s book on Aramaic names of plants,

where I have in vain searched for the names and words

occurring in our text. I have therefore added a translation,

which, however, in some places, does not pretend to be more

than an attempt to grapple with a very recalcitrant text.

The title of the hook seems to he derived from the last

words spoken by Moses before his death. He concludes

his blessing of the Children of Israel with these words

(Deuter. xxxiii, 29) :
“ Who is like unto thee, a people

saved by the Lord, the shield of thy help, and that is the

Sword of thy excellency,” or “ thy excellent Sword.” The
figurative “ Sword ” spoken of here must have been taken
at a later time to signify more than a figure of speech.

Under the influence of the mystical interpretation of
Scripture flournliing at a very early period, it was taken to

denote a peculiar form of the divine Name, excellent and
all-powerful, "which served as a shield and protection.

It therefore could be made to serve this purpose in
magical incantations, which did not appeal to the assistance

of demons but to the heavenly hosts obeying the command
of the Master of that “Sword.” There i*s no wonder, then,
that it came to be connected with the name of Moses, the
very man who spoke of it, and whose last words were of
that “ Sword.” In the Greek Papyri, Moses is mentioned as
one who keeps divine mysteries (Brit. Mus., Pap. xlvi, of
the fourth century, lines 100 If, ed. Kenyon, in Catalogue
1893, p. 68, and note to it); and again, in another
Papyrus, cxxi, of the third century (ibid. p. 104, I. 619
and note), a reference to one of the magical hooks ascribed
to Moses, called “The Crown of Moses.” But what is
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more important still, the Leyden Papyrus calls itself the

eighth Book of Moses. It resembles very much our text,

which has thus preserved the old name by which many of

these magical books went. Dieterich, who published the

Leyden Papyrus (Abraxas, Leipzig, 1891), looks to Orphic

origins for that magical composition and lays too great

stress on the Cosmogony in it. In the light of our text

it will become evident that these go all back to one common
source, viz. to the mystical speculations of those sects,

which he himself enumerates (pp. 186 ff.) ;
and the “Logos

ebraikos ” quoted by him from the Paris Papyrus (ibid

pp. 138—141) shows more clearly still the same sources for

all these compositions. The overwhelming importance

assigned in these texts to the “holy Name” consisting of

a number of letters, and the book calling itself “The Work
of Moses on the Holy Name,” justify us in seeing in it

an exact parallel to the Hebrew text, recovered now by

me. There is much internal similarity between the Hebrew
“Sword” and the Greek Papyri. The order of subjects

is similar
; all commence with an eschatological part, which

in the Greek is more in the nature of a Cosmogony, in

the Hebrew that of the description of the heavenly hier-

archy. In both follows the “ Name,” and after that a list

of magical recipes which refer back to that Name. The
constant refrain of the Leyden Papyrus after each recipe is :

“Say the Name!” Here the Name is still simple; in the

Hebrew text it is represented by the rich variety which I

have pointed out, but an intimate connection between these

various texts cannot be doubted.

There exists besides another small treatise (B), also unique,

that goes under the same name as “ The Sword of Moses ”

(Cod. Oxford, 1531, 6). It is a short fragment of

a different recension, and has only a remote resemblance

with the first text (A). It consists of a list of mystic

Names, different in their form from the other text,

and has only sixteen recipes, which do not correspond

with portions only of the first part, but, as in the

Leyden Papyrus, the whole of this was to be repeated
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after each recipe. Immediately upon this short text

follows an invocation of the heavenly Chiefs, attributed

to Ismael, the High Priest, the reputed author of

the “ Heavenly Halls.” This addition corresponds to

a certain extent with the first part of the “ Sword ” (A).

In none, but very few exceptions, of B is there any trace

of Aramaic, and a totally different spirit pervades the whole

text. It is in the first place doubtful whether we have

here the whole of it or merely a fragment. In two places

we find the letters (NG) and *7} (ND), which taken as

numerals mean 53 and 54. If they stand for such, then

we have here only the last two or three portions of a long

text, of which the preceding 52 are missing. Again, on

the other hand, as it is regularly recommended to repeat

the whole of the “Name” after each recipe, an operation

that would be well-nigh impossible for the inordinate length

of that text, those NG and ND may not stand as numbers

of paragraphs. This text presents besides many more

peculiar traits that make it rather remarkable. AYe find

here thus far the only trace in Hebrew literature of the

“Twins” or “ Didymoi ” which appear in the Gnostic

hymns of the apocryphal Acts of the Apostle Thomas, 1 and

are brought into connection with the s}'stem of Bardesanes.

The heavenly Powers mentioned in the “ Sword ” (A) under

the form of sons of other Powers, point also to the same
system of Bardesanes, of whom Ephraem Syrus said :

“ He
invented male and female beings, gods and their children.” 2

He may have taken these ideas from older sources. How-
ever it may be, this coincidence is none the less remarkable.

AYe find further angels with double names, the one of

which I translated “ Ivunya,” i.e. the proper name, and
the other the explicit, i.e. Ineffable unutterable name,
corresponding entirely with that of the Testament of
Solomon, where we find “the angel called Apharoph inter-

preted Raphael (rw Ka\ovfiev01 A (bapwf), o Ipfnji'lveTui

'PacparjX.—Orient, 1844, col, 747).

1 Ed Bonnet pp. 36-38. Cf. Lipsius, “ Apokrvphe Aposteigeschiehten,”
i, pp 313 and 318 It.

r 0 ’

» Lipsius, l.c., p. 310.
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In the Gnostic prayer from the Acts of the Apostle

Thomas, the Sophia is spoken of as the one “ who knows

the mysteries of the Chosen,” or, according to the Syriac

version, “revealer of the mysteries of the Chosen among
the Prophets.” With this the passage in the Hebrew
text (B) may be compared, where the same idea is

enunciated
;

and one feels almost tempted to see in the

inexplicable word p’p (“ Kinn ”) the Greek “ Koinon,” the

companion or partaker of the mystery
;
although it seems

rather strange to find the very word in the Hebrew text.

But there are many words that have a peculiar appearance in

this text, and they look like transliterations of Greek words

in Hebrew characters, such as “ Chartis Hieratikon,” etc.

I have added, therefore, this second text also, making thus

the publication of the “Sword” as complete as possible.

As a second Appendix I have added two conjurations

found in the MS. of the “ Sword ” (A), both in Aramaic,

and extremely interesting also for their similarity with the

inscriptions inside the bowls brought from Assyria and

Babylon. A detailed study of some of these magic bowls

and their inscriptions has been published by M. Schwab .
1

I have reproduced all these texts as closely and accurately

as possible, without attempting any corrections or emenda-
tions, except in the case of obvious mistakes, which are

pointed out by me as corrections. The glosses are given as

notes, and the few corrections of obvious mistakes. I have

refrained from referring to inscriptions on Gnostic gems and
amulets, where we find “Ephesia grammata” similar to those

of Bart II of the “ Sword ” (A) and to some of Appendix I,

and to the magical formulas in the terra-cotta bowls, which
present a striking similarity with some portions of “ The
Sword.” One cannot exhaust a subject of this kind, and the

utmost one can attempt to do is to place as ample a material

as possible at the disposal of those who make the study of

Magic and theurgy and of the so-called practical Cabbalah
the object of special enquiry. I have limited myself to

1 Proc. Bibl. Archaeology, 1890, pp. 292-342.
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draw attention to the relation that exists between these,

the Greek Papyri, and the Hebrew texts which I publish

here for the first time, and to point out the important fact

that we have now at least one fixed date from which to start

in the enquiry of a subject in which dates and times have

thus far been very doubtful. It is, moreover, a contribution

to Semitic philology, and by the addition of a facsimile of

the first page a contribution to Semitic palaeography.

The origin of the “Sword” is none the less somewhat

difficult to fix. Prom the letter of Haya Gaon it is evident

that it must have been at least a few centuries older than

his time (tenth century). But it must be much older still.

As the Leyden Papyrus belongs at the latest to the third

century, and those of the British Museum to the third or

fourth century, we are justified in assigning to the first

four centuries of the Christian era the origin of our Hebrew
text, which throws so vivid a light upon those remnants of

Greek Magic buried hitherto in the soil of Egypt. Herein

lies also one side of the importance of our text, that

it shows how the connection between antiquity and the

later ages was maintained. The Greek texts had become
inaccessible and practically lost to the world, whilst the

Hebrew text, written in a language which was considered

sacred, the knowledge of which was never allowed to be
extinguished, preserved the ancient magical texts, with
their curious mystical names and formulas, and carried

them across the centuries, keeping up the old tradition,

and affording us now a glimpse into a peculiar state of the
popular mind of those remarkable times. The careful study
of those Greek fragments side by side with the Hebrew will

assist very materially in the understanding also of those

often very obscure texts, and lift the study from the narrow
groove in which it has hitherto been kept by the classical

scholars who. have devoted their attention recently to
them. It will also help us in laying bare the fountains
from which flowed the whole of the magical arts of the
Middle Ages.
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II. Translation.

I. The Sword of Moses.

In the name of the mighty and holy God !

Four angels are appointed to the “Sword” given by the

Lord, the Master of mysteries, and they are appointed to

the Law, and they see with penetration the mysteries from

above and below ;
and these are their names—SKD HUZI,

MRGIOIAL, VHDRZIOLO, TOTRISI. And over these

are five others, holy and mighty, who meditate on the

mysteries of God in the world for seven hours every day,

and they are appointed to thousands of thousands, and to

myriads of thousands of Chariots, ready to do the will of

their Creator, X
,

1 the Lord of Lords and the honoured

God; these are their names—X. And the Master of each

Chariot upon which they are appointed wonders and .says

:

“ Is there any number of his armies ? ” And the least

of these Chariots is lord and master over those (above)

four. And over these are three chiefs of the hosts of

the Lord, who make every day tremble and shake His

eight halls, and they have the power over every creature.

Under them stand a double number of Chariots, and the

least of them is lord and master over all the above Chiefs

(rulers); and these are their names—X. And the name of

the Lord and king is X, who sits, and all the heavenly

hosts kneel, and prostrate themselves before Him daily

before leaving X, who is the Lord over all.

And when thou conjure him he will attach himself to

thee, and cause the other five Chiefs and their Chariots,

and the lords that stand under them, to attach themselves

to thee just as they were ordered to attach themselves to

Moses, son of Amrain, and to attach to him all the lords

that stand under them
;
and they will not tarry in their

obeisance, and will not withhold from giving authority to

t
1 X stands for the mvsterious names, which have not been transliterated.

X for the name of the person who conjures.
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the man who utters the conjuration over this “Sword,” its

mysteries and hidden powers, its glory and might, and

they will not refuse to do it, as it is the command of God

X saying: “Ye shall not refuse to obey a mortal who

conjures you, nor should you be different to him from

what you were to Moses, son of Amram, when you were

commanded to do so, for he is conjuring you with My
Ineffable names, and you render honour to My name and

not to him. If you should refuse I will burn you, for

you have not honoured Me.”

Each of these angels had communicated to him (Moses)

a propitious thing for the proper time. These things

(words) are all words of the living God and King of the

Universe, and they said to him :

—

“ If thou wishest to use this ‘ Sword ’ and to transmit

it to the following generations, (then know) that the man
who decides to use it must first free himself three days

previously from accidental pollution and from everything

unclean, eat and drink once every evening, and must eat

the bread from a pure man or wash his hands first in

salt (?), and drink only water; and no one is to know
that he intends using this ‘Sword,’ as therein are the

mysteries of the Universe, and they are practised only

in secret, and are not communicated but to the chaste

and pure. On the first day when you retire from (the

world) bathe once and no more, and pray three times
daily, and after each prayer recite the following Blessing :—

“‘Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the Universe,
who openest the gates of the East and clearest the windows
of the firmament of the Orient, and givest light to the
whole world and its inhabitants, with the multitude of His
mercies, with His mysteries and secrets, and teachest Thy
people Israel Thy secrets and mysteries, and hast revealed
unto them the “Sword” used by the world

;
and Thou sayest

unto them :
“ If anyone is desirous of using this ‘ Sword,’

by which every wish is fulfilled and every “secret revealed,
and every miracle, marvel, and prodigy are performed, then
speak to Me in the following manner, read before Me this
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and that, and conjure in such and such a wise, and I will

instantly be prevailed upon and be well disposed towards

you, and I will give you authority over this Sword, by

which to fulfil all that you desire, and the Chiefs will be

prevailed upon by you, and mv holy ones will be well dis-

posed towards you and they will fulfil instantly your wishes,

and will deliver to you my secrets and reveal to you my
mysteries, and my words they will teach you and my wonders

they will manifest to you, and they will listen and serve you

as a pupil his master, and your eyes will be illuminated

and your heart will see and behold all that is hidden, and

your size will be increased.” Unto Thee I call, X, Lord of

the Universe. Thou art He who is called X, King of the

Universe. Thou art called X, merciful king. Thou art

called X, gracious king. Thou art called X, living king.

Thou art called X, humble king. Thou art called X,

righteous king. Thou art called X, lofty king. Thou

art called X, perfect king. Thou art called X, upright

king. Thou art called X, glorious king. Thou art called

X, youthful king. Thou art called X, pleasant king.

Thou art called X, and thou listenest to my prayer,

for Thou hearkenest unto prayer ; and attach unto me
Thy servants the lords of the “ Sword,” for Thou art

their king, and fulfil my desire, for everything is in Thy
hands, as it is written :

“ Thou openest thine hand and

satisfiest every living being with favour.”

“‘I conjure you, Azliel called X
;
I conjurb you, Arel called

X, Ta’aniel called X, Tafel called X, and the most glorious

of these Yofiel Mittron called X, the glory from above.

With the permission of my king (I conjure) Yadiel

called X, Ra’asiel called X, Haniel called X, Haniel called

X, Asrael called X, Yisriel called X, A’shael called X,

Amuhael called X, and Asrael called X, that you attach

yourselves to me and surrender the “ Sword ” to me, so that

I may use it according to my desire, and that I find shelter

under the shadow of our Lord in heaven in the glorious

Name, the mighty and awe-inspiring X, the twentv-four

letters from the Crown
;
that you deliver unto me with this
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“ Sword ” the secrets from above and below, the mysteries

from above and below, and my wish be fulfilled and my
words hearkened unto, and my prayer (supplication) received

through the conjuration with the Ineffable name of Grod

which is glorified in the world, through which all the

heavenly hosts are tied and bound
;
and this is the Ineffable

Name—X, blessed be he! (I conjure you) that you shall

not refuse me nor hurt me, nor frighten and alarm me, in

the tremendous Name of your king, the terror of whom
rests upon you, and who is called X. Fulfil for me every-

thing that I have been conjuring you for, and serve me,

for I have conjured you not with the name of one who is

great among you but with that of the Lord over all, whose

name ties and binds and keeps and fastens all the heavenly

hosts. And if you should refuse me, I will hand you over

to the Lord God and to his Ineffable name, whose wrath

and anger and fire are kindled, who honours his creatures

with one letter of his name, and is called X
;
so that if you

refuse he will destroy you, and you will not be found when
searched after. And you preserve me from shortness of spirit

and weakness of body in the name of X, the guardian of

Israel. Blessed art Thou, who understandest the secrets

and revealest the mysteries, and art king of the Universe.’
”

A voice was heard in the heavens, the voice of the Lord of

heavens, saying :
“ I want a light (swift) messenger (to go)

to man, and if he fulfils my message my sons will become

proud of the ‘Sword’ which I hand over to them, which

is the head of all the mysteries of which also my seers

have spoken, that thus will my word be, as it is said

:

‘Is not my word like as fire? saith the Lord’” (Jer. xxiii,

29). Thus spoke X, the lord of heaven and earth
;
and

I, Assi Asisih and Apragsih, the light (swift) messenger,

who am pleased with my messages and delighted with my
sending, ascended before Him, and the Lord over all

commanded me :
“ Go and make this known to men who are

pious and good and pure and righteous and faithful, whose
heart is not divided and in whose mouth is no duplicity,

who do not lie with their tongues and do not deceive with
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their lips, who do not grasp with their hands and are not

lustful with their eyes, who do not run after evil, keep

aloof from every uncleanness, depart from every defilement,

keep themselves holy from contamination, and do not

approach woman.” When the Lord over all commanded
me thus, I, X, the swift messenger, went down to earth,

and I said on my way :
“ Where is the man who possesses

all these that I should go to him and place this with him ?
”

And I asked myself, and thought in my heart that there

is no man who would do all this that I wished; and I found

none, and it was heavy unto me. And the Lord over all

conjured me by His mighty right arm, and by the lustre

of His glory and His glorious crown, with an oath of His

mighty right arm, and He conjured me, and the Lord over

all strengthened me and I did not fall. I thus stood up,

I, X, to put NX in the possession of the desired covenant,

in the name of X.”

“This is the great and glorious Name which has been

given as a tradition to man—X, holy, glorious, glorious,

Selah. Recite it after thy prayers.—And these are the

names of the angels that minister to the son of man

—

Mittron, Sgrdtsih, Mqttro, Sngotiqtel, etc., etc., etc. (28

names).” “ In a similar manner shall you serve me NN

;

and receive mv prayer and my orisons, and bring them
to God X, blessed be He! for I adjure you in His name,
and I extol you (to ascend), like unto the bird that

flies from its nest, and remember my meritorious deeds

before Him and (make Him) forgive now my sins on
account of my words of supplication, and you may not

refuse me in the name of X, blessed be He ! Sabaoth,

Sabaoth, Selah. His servants sanctify Him and praise Him
with sweet melody, and say :

“ Holy, holy, holy is the Lord
of holy name

;
the whole earth is full of His glory ”

;
and

do not refuse me, in the name of X, who lives for ever,

and in the name of Hitimon, etc., X, and in the name X
of the great One from whom nothing is hidden, who sees

and is not seen, and in the name of Him who is the chief

over the heavens and is called X. And the King of the

J.k.a.s. 1896. 12
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Universe utters (this name) also in a different manner,

thus X. You swift messenger, do not tarry and do not

frighten me, but come and do all my wants in the name

of X, the great One, who sees and is not seen, AHYH,

whose Ineffable Name is revealed to the heavenly hosts;

and I conjure you by this Ineffable Name, such as it was

revealed to Moses by the mouth of the Lord over all, X,

the Lord Sabaoth is His name. Blessed art thou, O God,

lord of mighty acts, who knowest all the mysteries.”

And which are the letters which X communicated to

Moses ? He said to him :
“ If thou wishest to get wise

and to use the ‘ Sword,’ call me, and conjure me, and

strengthen me, and fortify me, and say : ‘X, with the great,

holy, wonderful, pure, precious, glorious, and awe-inspiring

secret Name X, with these letters I conjure thee to surrender

to me and make me wise and attach to me the angels

which minister to the “ Sword,” in the name of the Revealer

of mysteries. Amen.’ ”

Write with ink on leather and carry about with you

during those three days ot purification, and invoke before

and after prayer the following Names communicated to

Moses by Mrgiiel, X, by Trotrosi, X, etc. (the 13 Chiefs

mentioned at the beginning, and a long string of other

mysterious names which are said to have been com-

municated to Moses). “ And they have not hidden from him

any of these sacred Ineffable names or letters, and have not

given him instead the Substitutes of any of these sacred

letters, for thus were they ordered by the Lord of all

mysteries to communicate to him this ‘Sword,’ with these

Names which constitute the mysteries of this ‘Sword’; and

they said to him :
‘ Command the generations which will

come after thee to say the following blessing prior to their

prayer, lest they be swept away by the fire ’
:

‘ Blessed art

Thou, X, who wast with Moses; be also with me, Thou,

whose name is X. Send me X, who is the cover of the

Cherubim, to help me. Blessed art Thou, Lord of the

Sword.’
”

Whoever is desirous of using this ‘Sword’ must recite his
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usual prayers, and at the passage “Thou hearkenest to prayer”

say: “ I conjure you four princes, X, servants of Hadirion,

X, that you receive my invocation before I pray, and my
supplication before I entreat, and fulfil all my wishes through

this ‘ Sword,’ as you have done to Moses, in the glorious and

wonderful name of the Lord of wonders, which is interpreted

thus—X.” He must then call the five superior Chiefs and

say :
“ I conjure you, X, that you accept my conjuration as

soon as I conjure you, and you attach to me those four

princes and all the hosts of Chariots over which you preside,

to fulfil all my wishes through this ‘ Sword ’ by this beloved

name X.” He must then call the three angels that are

superior to these, and say :
“ I conjure you, X, the beloved

of X, who is Hadiririon, that you attach yourselves to me
and attach to me X, who are standing under your rule, to

fulfil all my wishes through this ‘Sword’ by this unique

name X.” And then he must lay hold of the highest Chief

over all and say: “I conjure thee, X, strong and powerful

Chief over all the heavenly hosts, that thou attachest thyself

to me, thou and not thy messenger, and attach to me all the

Chiefs that are with thee, to fulfil my wishes through this
‘ Sword,’ by the name X, which has no substitute, for thou

art beloved and he is beloved, and I am from the seed of

Abraham called the beloved. Blessed art thou, King of the

mysteries, Lord of the secrets, who hearkenest unto prayer.”

And he is not to touch this “ Sword ” ere he has done
all these things

;
afterwards he will be able to do whatever

he likes, everything being written here following in its

proper order.

II. This is the “ Sirord.”

[It consists of a series of mysterious names of God or

angels, to which the recipes in Part III refer. The first

list commences with Tobat, Tsbr, etc. (1—5). These numbers
are added by me to make the formulas run parallel with

their magical applications in Part III, as already explained

in the Introduction. I refer to them as they break up this
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part in convenient smaller portions, and are easily discernible.

After these follow the words] :
“ With these your Names,

and with the powers you possess, to which there is nowhere

anything like (I conjure you) to show me and to search

for me, and to bring me X to do all my bidding in the name

of X,” and, again, a list of names, that have no special

characteristic in common. Nos. 20-24 are all names com-

mencing with JJ
;
some of these finish with JH. 24—36

all these names have the word Sabaoth attached to them.

To 41-47 HVH is added. From Nos. 51-93 all the names

are composite ;
they appear as names of sons, the name

of the father being added to each of these, close upon 160

names, e.g.

:

Ssgnis, son of Srngia
; Ssgn, son of ’Arggis

;

Aturni, son of Batumi
; Ahsuti, son of Kkthus

;
Agupi,

son of Abkmi, etc. Every name from 102 on to the end

of this part finishes with -el, after which follow varying

syllables and words: some are only JH or JV (Nos. 102-

105), or a word commencing with ’A- and finishing with

-JH (Nos. 106—111). Nos. 112—121 are followed by
AIIVH, whilst 122-127=JHVHH, and Nos. 128-134=
HVJH. They conclude with the following words: “Ye
sacred angels, princes of the hosts of X, who stand upon
the thrones prepared for them before Him to watch over

and to minister to the ‘Sword,’ to fulfil by it all the
wants by the name of the Master over all

;
you Chiefs of

all the angels in the world, X, in the name of X the seal

of heaven and earth, ministers of X the most high God;
through you I see X in the world; you are lording over
me in all the place of the Master over all : I pray of you
to do everything that I am asking of you, as you have the
power to do everything in heaven and upon earth in the
name of X, as it is written in the Law, ‘I am the Lord,
this is My name !

’ ”

III.

1. If at full moon (?) a man wishes to unite a woman
with a man that they should be as one to one another,
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to destroy winds (spirits), demons, and satans, and to stop

a ship, and to free a man from prison, and for every other

thing, write on a red bowl from Tobar, etc. (No. 1).

—

2. To break mountains and hills, to pass dryshod through

the water, to enter the fire, to appoint and to depose kings,

to blind the eyes, to stop the mouth, and to speak to the

dead, and to kill the living, to bring down and to send

up and to conjure angels to hearken unto thee, and to see

all the mysteries of the world, write Nos. 1 and 2 upon the

saucer of a cup and put in it the root of genip-tree
(
genipa).

—3. Against a spirit that moves in the body write on a

plate No. 3.—4. Against a spirit that burns write No. 4.

—5. Against a spirit in the whole body write No. 5.-6.

Against a demon
(
shicldn) write No. 6.—7. Against shingles

write No. 7.— 8. Against quinsy (erysipelas ?) say the words

of No. 8 over oil of roses and put it over his face.

—

9. For pains in the ear whisper in the painful ear No. 9.

—

10. For aches in the eye say the words No. 10 over water

three days running in the morning, and wash the eye with

it.—11. For cataract say the words of No. 11 over oil of

sesame, and anoint the eye with it during seven mornings.

—12. For grit in the eye say over Kohl No. 12, and fill

the eye with it for three mornings.— 13. For blood that runs

from the head whisper No. 13 over the head early in the

morning for three days, when you wash your hands before

getting out of bed.— 14. For paralysis say seven times over

a vessel full of water and seven times over sesame-oil the

words No. 14, “ that it should move away and leave NN,
Amen, Amen, Selah”; and throw the pail of water over his

head and anoint him with the oil, and do this for three

days
; then write an amulet with the words from, “ I

conjure you ” till “Amen, Selah,” and hang it round his neck.

—15. For pains in one half of the head (neuralgia?) and
for bad singing in the ear, write No. 15 and hang it round

the neck.— 16. For the bad deafening (of the ear) write

No. 16 and hang it round the neck.—17. For paius in the

ear say into the left ear the words No. 17 backwards.

—

18. For deafness say over hemp water, whilst mixing it
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with oil of “ Idi
”

(sesame ?), the words of No. 18, and put

it into his ear as soon as it has become a little dissolved (or

warm).—19. For scabs, ulcers, itches, mange, shingles, etc.,

that befall mankind, say over olive oil No. 19 and anoint

with the left hand.—20. For jaundice say the words No. 20

over water in which radish has been soaked, and let him

drink it.—21. For pains in the nose and for the spirit in

the nose say No. 21 over oil of “ Idi ” (sesame ?) and put it

into his nostrils.—22. For pains in the stomach ( lit.

heart) and in the bowels say No. 22 over water, and

drink it.—23. For hot fever say No. 23 over water in

which rose-laurels are soaked, and he is to bathe in it.

—

24. For tumors, etc., say No. 24 once over them and

once over olive oil, and anoint them for three days, but

do not let any water come near them—25. For an evil

occurrence (?) say No. 25 over seven white cups of water,

filled from the river, and throw them over the head.

—

26- For ulcer (diphtheria?) spit out before him, and say over

his mouth, and over a cup of strong drink, No. 26, aud make
him drink, and watch what is coming out of his mouth.

—

27. For a man bitten by a snake or by another (!) poisonous

insect, he must say over the place of the bite or over the painful

spot No. 27 and drink it; the same he is to do whenever hurt

by any creeping thing.—28. For a woman who has seen

blood before the time say No. 28 over an ostrich egg, then

burn it, and she be smoked with it.—29. For pains in the

mouth say No. 29 over risen flour, and put it upon his

mouth.—30. For quinsy (croup) and for pains in the

shoulder, say No. 30 over wine and drink.—31. For a

painful nerve write No. 31 on a scroll and speak these

words over olive oil, and rub some of it on the scroll and
smear it over the painful spot and hang the amulet round
his neck.—32. For stone say over a cup of wine No. 32,

and drink it.—33. For hemorrhoids take tow and put salt

on it and mix it with oil, saying over it No. 33, and sit on
it.—34. For a man who suffers from swelling and from
venereal disease (.’'), he is to say No. 34 over water in which
radishes aie soaked, and drink.—35. For sprains, either
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you take a plate and write upon it No. 35 and put it upon

the place, and all around it will be healed
;
or you take a ball

of wool and dip it in oil of (sesame?), and say those words

upon it and put it upon the sprain.—36. When injured or

hurt by iron, and for every blow that it should not fester,

say No. 36 over white naphtha and rub it over the place of

the blow.—37. For (cramps?) and for pains of heart say over

spinach and oil No. 37, and drink it.—38. For the gall and

the bowels take the water in which raisins have been soaked,

saying over it No. 38, and drink it.—39. For the spoiled

liver take (a drink) a sixth measure of water-lentils and

say No. 39, and swallow it slowly (?).—40. For the milt

say No. 40 over wine-lees and drink it, and repeat it for

three days.—41. For the spirit who rests on the womb, say

No. 41 on camphor oil and put it on it with a ball of wool.

—

42. For a woman who has a miscarriage, say No. 42 on a cup

of wine, or strong drink, or water, and let her drink it for

seven days
;
and even if she should see blood and she repeats

it over a cup of wine, the child will live.—43. For a man
who is bald, say No. 43 over nut-oil and anoint with it.

—

44. To conjure a spirit write on a laurel-leaf: “I conjure

thee, prince whose name is Abraksas, in the name of (No. 44)

that thou comest to me and revealest to me all that I ask

of thee, and thou shalt not tarry.” And the one bound by

thee will come down and reveal himself to thee.—45. To
remove a rich man from his riches, say No. 45 upon the

dust of an ant-hill and throw it into his face.—46. To heal

leprosy, take the patient to the side of the river and say to

him: “I conjure thee, leprosy, in the name of (No. 46)

to disappear and to vanish, and to pass away from NN.
Amen, Amen, Selah ”

;
and he is to go down aud dip seven

times in the river, and when he comes out write an amulet

with the words “1 conjure—Selah,” and hang it round his

neck.—47. For diarrhoea write No. 47 on a red copper plate

and hang it round his neck.—48. If thou wishest that the rain

should not fall upon thy garden, write out No. 48.—49. If

thou wishest to see the sun (!) take . . . from a male tree

and stand in front of the sun and say . . . which art called
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on the . . called . . . and the ears of harley (?) the words

of No. 49

;

1 and he will appear unto thee in the form of

a man dressed in white and he will answer thee upon

everything tjiat thou askest him, and he will even bring

a woman after thee.—50. Whosoever wishes to enter a

furnace is to write No. 50 on a silver plate and hang

it upon his haunch.—51. If thou seest a king or a ruler

and thou wishest that he follow thee, take a basin of water

and put into it the root of genip-tree, and the root of

purslane, and the root of (Artilochia ), and say No. 51, and

place it on fiery coals in a white earthen vessel and throw

upon them leaves of olive-tree, and whatever thou decreest

he will bring unto thee, even a woman thou canst command.
—52. If you wish to overawe them, take water from the

fountain and say upon it No. 52 and throw it into their faces.

— 53. For loosening (any charm) say over water No. 53 and
throw it over him and write it as an amulet and hang it

round his neck, and also for freeing a man from prison.

—

54. To catch fish, take a white potsherd, and putting into it

leaves of olive-tree say over them No. 54 at the side of the

river.—55. If thou wishest a woman to follow thee, take

thy blood and write her name upon a newly-laid egg and
say towards her No. 55.—56. If a man is to follow thee,

take a new potsherd and dip it in black mvrrh (gall)

and pronounce over his name the words of No. 56, and
walk on without looking backwards.—57. For a tree that

does not produce fruits, write the words No. 57 upon
a new potsherd and bury it under the root of the fruitless

tree, and water all the trees and these also which do not
produce the fruit.—58. For illness (dog) in the fruit write
on a new potsherd No. 58 and bury it in the cistern
(watering-place), and say these words also over water, ashes,

and salt, and water the earth with it.—59. For a suckling
babe write on an onyx slab No. 59 and whisper it into its

ears three times, spitting out after the whispering
;

then
repeat them over a cupful of water 70 times and give it

the child to drink.—60. For one bitten by a rabid dog,
1 There is something probably missing here.
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write No. 60 on the halter of an ass and let the ass go

;

then repeat these words over sesame oil and let him anoint

himself with it and put on new clothes and hang that

halter (?) round him.—61. For fever and small fever, write

on the skin of the brains of a ram or a goat No. 61, and
hang it round his neck.—62. If anyone lose his way he

is to say No. 62 over the four corners of his belt (?).—63.

If thou wishest to ask anything of thy neighbour, say

No. 63 over oil of sesame or of ... or of . . . —64. If

thou wishest that a woman is to follow thee write thy

name and her name with thy blood upon her door, and
the same upon thy door, and repeat the words of No. 64.

—

65. If thou wishest to know whether thy journey will be

lucky, take a field lettuce with open leaves, and standing

before the sun say the words of No. 65 and watch the

lettuce : if the leaves close and shut, then do not go
;
but

if they remain in their natural state, proceed, and thou wilt

prosper.—66. If thou wishest to deliver a man from
prison (?) say No. 66 once to him, and once to the sun,

and once to the prison (?) house.—67. To conquer (collect ?),

take dust from thy house and say over it seven times

in the road of the town the words of No. 67, and then take

dust from the road and do likewise and throw it into thy
house.—68. If you wish to kill a man, take mud from the

two sides of the river and form it into the shape of a figure,

and write upon it the name of the person, and take seven

branches from seven strong palm-trees and make a bow from
reed (?) with the string of horse-sinew, and place the image
in a hollow, and stretch the bow and shoot with it, and at

each branch (shot) say the words of No. 68 ;
and may NN be

destroyed . . .—69. To send plagues, take (parings ?) from
seven men and put them into a new potsherd, and go out to

the cemetery and say there No. 69, and bury it in a place

that is not trodden by horses, and afterwards take the

dust from this potsherd and blow it into his face or upon
the lintel of his house.—70. To send dreams to your

neighbours, write No. 70 upon a plate of silver and place

it in the mouth (?) of a cock and kill it when it has gone
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down its mouth, and take it out from the mouth and put

it between its legs and bury it at the end of a wall, and

put thy foot upon that spot and say thus: “In the name

of X, a swift messenger is to go and torment NN in his

dreams until he will fulfil my wish.”—71. If a snake

follows thee say No. 71, and it will dry up.—72. To stop

a boat in the sea, say No. 72 over a potsherd or on

a rounded flintstone and throw it against it into the sea.

73. To loosen it (from the charm), say No. 73 over dust

or a clod of earth and throw it into the water, and as this

dissolves the boat gets free to go.—74. If thou wishest to

prevent an oven or furnace or pot from becoming destroyed

(unclean?), say No. 74 over dust and throw it over them.

—

75. If thou w’ishest them to be hot, spit in front of them

and say No. 75, and they will boil.—76. If thou wishest

to pass dryshod through the sea, say upon the four corners

of the head-dress (turban) No. 76, and take one corner

in thy hand and the other is (?) to precede thee.—77. If

thou wishest to curse anyone, say in the * Eighteen bene-

dictions ’ No. 77, in the name of X.—78. To speak with

the dead, whisper No. 71 into his left ear and throw into

their holes (?).—79. To kill a lion, bear, an adder, or

any other hurtful animal, take the dust from under the

right foot, say over it No. 79, and throw it into their

faces.—80. To catch them, take the dust from under your

left foot, saying No. 80, and throw it into their faces.

—

81. To open a door, take the root of lotos reed and place

it under the tongue and say No. 81 against the door.

—

82. To kill an ox or another beast, say into its ear

No. 82.—83. To inflame his heart, say No. 83 over a piece

of raw meat, and give it to him to eat.—84. To make

a fool of one, say No. 84 over an egg and place it in his

hands.—85. To destroy the house of thy neighbour, say

No. 85 over a new potsherd and throw it into his house.

—86. To expose (?) your neighbour, say No. 86 over oil

of . . . and smear it at the bottom of his jug(?).—87. To

make your neighbour disliked, take blood from phlebotomy,

say upon it No. 87, and throw it upon his lintel.—88. To
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make a woman have a miscarriage, say No. 88 over a cup

of water and throw it over her lintel.—89. To make
a man ill, say No. 89 over olive oil and let him anoint

himself with it.—90. To know whether a sick person will

die or live, say before him No. 90 : if he turns his face

towards you he will live; if away, he will die.—91. To
catch a lion by the ear, say No. 91 and make seven knots

in the fringes of thy girdle and repeat these words with

each knot, and you will catch him.—92. To make thy

renown go throughout the world, write No. 92 as an

amulet and bury it in thy house.—93. To shorten the way,

say No. 93 over a single lotos reed.—94. To cure

hemorrhoids, take kernels of dates . . . and burn them
in fire and say No. 94, and mix it with oil of olives and

place it as an amulet over it, and it will be good.—95. For

every spirit write upon a bowl No. 95 and hang it round

the neck.—96. For subtle poison, as cumin-seed and

calamint, write No. 96 upon an egg and put it into wine,

and repeat over it the same words and then drink it.—

•

97. For the thunder that comes from heaven, take a ring

(round piece) of iron and lead, and hang it on the spot

you wish (to protect), and say over it No. 97.—98. To go
before king or lord, say No. 98 over a piece of lion’s skin

dipped in black hemp (?) and pure wine, and take it with
thee.— 99. For blight, if it happen, take a sinew and soak

it in turnip-juice in the night from Wednesday to Thursday,

and say No. 99 over it
; on the morrow sprinkle that water

over the field.—100. If the fruit gets worm-eaten, take

a worm from the mud and put it into a tube and say

No. 100 over it
;
then close the tube and bury it in that

place.— 1 01. To free a man from prison (? shame), say over

the grounds of Kappa (?) and unripe dates No. 101, and give

it to him to eat.—102. For a field that does not produce

fruits, take eight cups from eight houses and fill them
with water from eight rivers, and put salt into them from

eight houses, and say over them No. 102 eight times, and

pour out two cups at each corner, and break them on eight

paths.—103. If one does not know what a man is ailing
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from, soak mullein (verbascum) in water, and say over it

No. 103, and let him drink it when he is thirsty.—104. To

make war, take the dust from under the left foot, say over

it No. 104, and throw it into the (enemies’) face, and there

will appear knights with weapons in their hands who will

fight for thee.—105. To throw thy fear upon mankind, write

No. 105 upon a leaden plate and bury it on the west side of

the Synagogue.—106. To have always light in the darkness,

write No. 106 upon a chart (paper) and carry it always with

thee.— 107. To catch (blind) the eye, write No. 107 upon
a scroll and expose it in a wicker-basket to the stars, but

you must not speak when writing.—108. To send a sword
which should fight for thee, say No. 108 over a new knife

wholly of iron, and throw it into their face.—109. If thou

wishest that they kill one another, say No. 109 over a new
knife wholly of iron and bury it with your heel into the

earth, and keep the heel upon it in the earth, and they will

kill one another, until you take it out from the earth.

110. To make them pause, take the dust from under the
right foot, and, saying the same words again backwards,
throw it into their face, and they will stop.—111. If an
enemy has got hold of thee and wishes to kill thee, bend
the little finger of the left hand and say No. Ill, and
he will run away from thee like one who runs away
from his murderer.—112. To catch the eye (blind), say
No. 112 over the skin of a lion and carry it with thee,
and no one will be able to see tliee.—113. If thou fullest

into a (?) and wishest to come out, say No. 113, and thou
wilt come out in peace.— 114. If thou fullest into a deep
pit, say in thy fall No. 114, and nothing will hurt thee.

115. When thou fallest into a deep river say No. 115 and
thou wilt come out in peace—116. If any burden or weight
falls upon thee, say No. 116, and thou wilt be saved!—
117. If the king’s servants lay hold on thee, bend
the little finger of the left hand and say No. 117
before king or judge, and he will kill these people who
have laid hands on thee.—118. If a host has sur-
rounded thee, turn thy face towards the west and say
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No. 118 before king or judge, and they will be like unto

stones and will not move.—119. If tbou wisbest to release

them, turn thy face towards the east and repeat these

words backwards.—120. If thou walkest in vales or on the

mountains and hast no water to drink, lift thine eyes to

Heaven and say No. 120, and a fountain of water will be

opened unto thee.—121. If thou hungerest, lift thine eyes

to Heaven and spread out thine arms and say No. 121, and

a spirit will stand before thee and bring thee bread and
meat.—122. If thou wishest to call the angel (prince) of

man, say over thy mantle (?) No. 122, and the angel bound
by thee will come to thee and will tell thee whatever

thou wishest (to know).—123. If thou wishest to let him
go (depart), say before him the same words backward, and
he will depart.— 124. If thou wishest that any heavenly

prince is to come to thee and teach thee, say No. 124 and
conjure him in the third hour of the night from: “in the

name of the Lord over the holy ones (No. 136) to the end of

the ‘ Sword,’ ” and “ Send him to me that he reveal unto me
and teach me all that is in his power,” and he will then dis-

appear (!).—125. To walk upon the water without wetting the

feet, take a leaden plate and write upon it No. 125 and place

it in thy girdle, and then you can walk.—126. To become
wise, remember for three months running, from the new
moon of Nissan onwards, the words of No. 126, and add
in the ‘ Eighteen benedictions ’

:
“ May the gates of wisdom

be opened to me so that I should meditate in them.”

—

127. To remember immediately all thou learnest, write

on a new-laid egg No. 127, then wash it off with
strong wine early in the morning and drink it, and do
not eat anything for three hours. — 128. To make another
forget what he has learned, write No. 128 in his name on
laurel-leaves and bury them under his lintel.—129. To
send an evil spirit against thy neighbour, take a green

grasshopper and say over it No. 129, and bury it in an
earth-hill and jump over it.—130. To send a plague, take

the bone of a dead man and dust from under him in a pot

and tie it up in a woven rag with saliva, and say upon it
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No. 130 in his name, and bury it in the cemetery.—131.

To tie and to fasten thiefs and robbers, say No. 131, and

whilst saying it put your little finger in tbe ear.—132. To

release them, say No. 132, and take thy finger out of the

ear . 133. To guard thy house from thieves, say No. 133

over a cup of water and pour it out round thy roof. Thus

also to guard a house.— 134. To guard a house from hosts

(robbers), take earth from an ant-hill and strew it round the

roof, repeating the words of No. 134.—135. To guard thyself

from Mazikim, say :
“ In the name of ‘ Nos. 1-5 ’ may I, NN,

pass in peace and not in hurt.” The same must be done

to excommunicate them when you meet them.—136. For

every other thing that has not been mentioned say, No. 136

to the end of the “Sword.”

And upon every amulet that you write from this

“ Sword ” write first :
“ In the name of the Lord of all the

holy ones, may this * Sword ’ be effectual to do my
services, and may the lord of it approach to serve me,

and mav all these powers be delivered over to me so

that I be able to use them, as they were delivered to

Moses, the son of Amrara, perfect from his God and no

harm befalling him!” If he will not act accordingly the

angels of wrath, ire, fury, and rage will come near him to

minister to him, and they will lord over him, and strangle

him, and plague him all over. And these are the names

of their leaders : the leader of the angels of wrath is

Mzpopiasaiel ;
the name of the leader of the angels of ire

is Zkzoromtiel ; the name of the leader of the angels of

fury is KWppghiel ;
the name of the leader of the angels

of rage is N’mosnikttiel. And the angels that stand under

them are numberless, and these all will have power over

him, and will make his body like unto a dunghill.

May the Lord preserve you from every evil. Amen !

End of the “ Sword,” with the assistance of God feared

in the council of the holy ones. End, end.
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APPENDIX I.

In the name of the Lord. The Sword of Moses.

I. [A long list of mystical names
;
then follows :] and the

angel over the animals, whose name is Ittalainma
; and

the angel over the wild beasts, Mtniel
;

and the angel

over the wild fowls and over the creeping things, Trgiaob;

and the angel over the deep waters and over the mountains,

Rarnpel ; and the angel over the trees, Maktiel
;
and the

angel over the sweet-smelling herbs, Arias
;
and the angel

over the garden fruits (vegetables), Sofiel
;
and the angel

over the rivers, Trsiel
;
and the angel over the winds, Mbriel

;

and over man, X.—•. . . hours are proper for man to pray

and to ask for mercy upon man, be it for good or evil
;
and

it is said that every hour is proper for man to pray, but

during the three first hours in the morning man is to pray

and to mention the hundred sacred names and the mighty

ones, whose sum amounts to three hundred and four. Amen.
Selah !

X give me healing ....
Which is the great light? All the .... X, I conjure

you, mother of the (whether ?) male and mother of the (or ?)

female, you, the “Twins,” I conjure you, the hard (strong)

spirits, in the name of God, the mighty hero, the living one

[Michael], in the name of God [Gabriel], . . Raphael
(save) me from the Lions, the powerful ones (Archons?),

and the Twins. I conjure you, strong spirits, in the name
of God, the mighty hero, IH, IHVH, IHYH, I, N, son

of N . .

II. Verily, this is the (“Sword of Moses”) with which
he accomplished his miracles and mighty deeds, and
destroyed all kind of witchcraft; it had been revealed to

Moses in the bush, when the great and glorious Name was
delivered to him. Take care of it and it will take care

of thee. If thou approachest fire, it will not burn thee,

and it will preserve thee from every evil in the world.

—

L If thou wishest to try it take a thick (green) branch and
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utter this “Sword” over it five times at sunrise, and it will

dry up.—2. To catch fish, take sand from the sea and the

root of the date (tree) (or the kernel of the date), and

repeat this “Sword ” over them, and the fish will come to the

spot where thou throwest the sand.—3. To walk on the

waters of the sea take the wooden helve of an axe, bore

a hole through it, pass a red thread through it, and tie

it on to thy heel, then repeat the words of the “ Sword,”

and then you may go in and out in peace.—4. To run

quickly (?), write the “Sword” on “ Chartis hieratikon,”

then put water into a new earthenware pot, and let them

drink it and wash their faces, and they will be victorious !

—

5. To break it (F), write the “Sword” on a plate of copper

(kyprinon

)

and put it in . . and they will be broken.

—

6. To subdue a woman, write with the blood of thy hand

thy (?) name upon thy gate, and write thy name upon

a scroll of leather of a hart with the blood of thy finger,

and say this “ Sword,” and she will come to thee.

—

7. To make thyself praised in the community, take in thy

left hand porret-seed and utter over it the “Sword,” and

throw it between them, 1 and descend (?) until the sun

sets, and he will carry thee wherever thou wishest, and fast

for three days, and burn incense and the smoke of white

flower, and repeat the “ Sword ”
in the morning and the

evening, and he will come instantly and speak to thee and
do thy bidding. 8. To get information through a dream,

take balm and write upon “Chartis hieratikon,” and repeat

the “Sword” in front of a light, and put out the light with

a stick of olive-wood, and lie down.—9. If thou wishest

to go to a great man, take rose-oil and repeat the “Sword”
over the oil and anoint thy hands and face with it, and he
will hearken unto thee.— iO. To make strife in the com-
munity, take the left hand lull of mustard, speak the
“ Sword over it, and throw it amongst them, and they
will kill one another. 11. To separate a man from his

wife, take ass s meat in thy hand and say over it the
“Sword,” and no harm will befall thee (?).—12. To destroy

1 There is something probably missing here.
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thy enemy, take a leaden plate and some of his hair and

clothes, and say the “ Sword ” over them, and bury them in

a deserted house, and he will fall down.— 13. To walk in the

street and not to be recognized by anyone, take wormwood,
perfumes, and soot, and smoke thyself with it, and take

the heart of a fox, and say the “Sword,” and go out in

the street.—14. If you are on the sea and the storm rages,

stand up against the waves and say the “ Sword ” to them,

and they will go down
;
then write on a plate, or potsherd,

or a piece of wood, and hang it in front of the ship, and
it will not founder.—15. To break an enemy, write the

“ Sword ” upon a potsherd that has not yet been burned,

and plaster it over, and throw it into his house.—16. To
obtain anything thou likest, take into thy right hand
wormwood, and say over it the “ Sword ” facing the

sun, and everything will he fulfilled, and purify thyself

for seven days, and thou wilt prosper in everything. Do
kind deeds to thy friends, take heed not to take an oath,

and walk modestly, and thus thou wilt prosper.

Write X upon the palm of thy left hand, take then a

new lamp and fill it with olive-oil aud naphtha, and put
on new clean clothes, and sleep in a clean house, and the

angel will come at once and wake thee, and reveal unto

thee everything that thou wishest.

III. R. Akiba asked R. Eliezer the great: “How can one
make the Angel of the Presence descend upon earth to reveal

to man the mysteries from above and beneath, and the

speculations of the foundations of heavenly and earthly

things, and the treasures of wisdom, cunning, and help ?
”

He said thereupon to me : “ My son ! I once made him
come down, and he nearly destroyed the whole world, for

he is a mighty prince and greater than any in the heavenly

cohort, and he ministers continually before the King of the

Universe, with purity and separation, and with fear and
dread of the glory of his Master, because the Shekinah
is always with him.” And he said to him :

“ My master,

by the glory which thou hast bestowed upon me, I conjure

thee to instruct me how to attach him to me.” (And he

J.r.a.s. 1896. 13
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replied) :
“ In that hour when I wish to attach him to me

and to employ him, I sit and fast on that very day ;
but

prior to it one must keep oneself free for seven days from

any nocturnal impurity, and must bathe in the fountain

of water, and not speak at all during those seven days,

and at the end of this purification, on the day of the fast,

he must sit in the water up to his throat, and before he

utters the conjuration he must first say: ‘I conjure you,

angels of dread, fear, and shaking, who are appointed to hurt

those who are not pure and clean and desire the services

of my heavenly servants—I conjure you in the name of X,

who is mighty over all, and rules over all, and every-

thing is in His hands, that you do not hurt me, nor terrify

me, nor frighten me; verily, in the name of the powerful,

the head of ’ After this he may commence his con-

juration, for now he has fortified himself and has sealed

himself with the name of God of 42 letters, before which

all who hear it tremble and are frightened, and the

heavenly hosts are terror-struck. He must then again

conjure, and say :
‘ X, chief, who of all the destroying angels

is the most hurtful and burning, with this Name and in this

way I call thee AYZHIA, angel of the Presence, youthful

minister before the King of the Universe, who art a prince

and chief of the heavenly hosts
;
I conjure thee and decree

upon thee that thou attachest thyself to me to fulfil my
wish and to accept the decree of my conjuration and to

accomplish my desires and fulfil my wishes, and do not

frighten me, nor terrify me, nor overawe me, and do not

make my frame shake and my feet vacillate, nor cause

my speech to be perverted; but may I be fortified and

strengthened, and may the conjuration be effective and

the (sacred) Name uttered properly by my throat, and may
no vacillation take hold of me and no tremblino- of the feetO
by thy ministering angels confuse me and overawe me, and
weaken my hands, and may I not be overcome by the

fire and flame of the storm and whirlwind which precedes

thee, 0 wonderful and exalted one, whose Ineffable name
is X, of whose wrath the earth trembles, and nothing can
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withstand his anger, twice blessed. Again I conjure thee

by thy 14 (!) names by which thou didst reveal thyself to

thy prophets and seers, to place in their mouths sweet words

of prophecy and to utter pleasant words
;
and these are

the Ineffable names and their surnames (Kunya) : Spirit

Piskonnit, kunya, X
;

Atimon, kunya, X ;
Piskon (?),

Hugron, kunya, X
;
Sanigron, kunya, X ;

Msi, kunya, X

;

Mokon, kunya, X ;
Astm, kunya, X

;
Skt-m, kunya, X

;

Ihoaiel, kunya, X ;
Iofiel, kunya, X ;

Ssnialiah, kunya,

X
;

Kngieliah, kunya, X ;
Zabdiel, kunya, X. I conjure

thee with these fourteen names, by which all the secrets and

mysteries and signs are sealed and accomplished, and which

are the foundations of heaven and earth. Four of these are

engraved upon the heads of the Hayoth (Holy Creatures),

namely—X, the lord of powers
;
X, master of miracles

;

X, master of purity
;
and X, master of the yoke. And four

are engraved upon the four sides of the Throne, namely

—

X, three times holy
;
X, Adir, Adiri, Adiron, etc., the king

of kings. And four are engraved upon the four crowns of

the Ofanim (wheels) that stand against the Holy Creatures,

as it is said :
“ When those went, these went

;
and when

those stood, these stood” (Ezek. i, 21); and these they are

—X, who is the mightiest over all
;
X, who rules over all

the inhabitants of the heights (?), and in whose hands every-

thing is. And two are engraved upon the crown of the

most exalted and high King, and these they are—X, before

whom every knee bends and every mouth utters praises

;

X, besides him there is no God and helper. With these

names I conjure thee, and firmly decree upon thee to

descend quickly to me, X, son of X, thou and not thy

messenger. And when thou comest down do not turn my
mind, but reveal unto me all the secret mysteries from

above and beneath, and the hidden secrets from above

and beneath, and all the secrets of wisdom and the cunning

of helpfulness, just as a man speaks to his neighbour. For

I have conjured thee with these Xames, that are great and

mighty and wonderful and awe-inspiring, and proved and

arranged in proper order, through which the glorious
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throne has been established and the beautiful seat of the

Most High, which has been wonderfully wrought, long

before thou and the heavenly hosts had been created,

“ While as yet He had not made the earth nor the fields,

and the inhabitants of the earth and the creatures therein
”

(Prov. viii, 26).

“ * I call thee further by (the power) of the five

selected Names, to which only one is superior, and this is

their form—X. I conjure thee by these five Names,

which correspond to the five names of God, whose letters

are written on burning fire, and they circle round the

throne of glory, one ascending and the other descending,

so that the angels of the Presence should not behold them,

and this is their equivalent and form and glory—X.

I conjure thee by these, as thou knowest their praise and

greatness, which no mouth can utter, and no ear can bear,

no, not even one of them. Thou hast been commanded
and ordered by the Most High :

“ as soon as thou

hearest anyone conjuring thee with these names, to do

honour to My Name, and to descend quickly and fulfil

the wish of the man who makes thee hear them

;

but if thou tarriest I will push thee into the fiery

river Rigayon and place another in thv stead.” Do it,

therefore, for His Name, and come quickly to me, N, son

of N, not in a terror, and not in fear, not with fiery

coals, not witli hailstone, and not with the sleet and
treasures of snow, and not with the howling of the storm,

and not with the provinces of the whirlwind that usually

accompany thee, and do my bidding and fulfil my desire,

for everything is in thy hand
; by the permission of thy

God, the master over all and thy lord, and with His Names
I conjure thee to attach thyself quickly to me

;
come and

fulfil mv wish, and do not tarry.

“ ‘ I further call thee with the greatest of thy Names, the
pleasant and beloved one, which is the same as that of thy
Master, save one letter, with which He created and formed
everything, and which He placed as a seal upon all the

work of His hand
; and this is its equivalent—X, and the
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other in the language of purity (permutations of the letters

Yod, He) is read so—X. I conjure thee with the right

hand of sanctity and with His beloved Name, in whose

honour everything has been created, and all are terror-

struck by His mighty arm, and all the sons of the internal

heavenly cohort (servants) tremble and shake of His fear,

which is X, and its equivalent by means of JHYH is X.

Blessed be the name of His glorious kingdom for ever and

ever. And all praise and extol thy Name, for they love thee.

I conjure thee, and decree upon thee firmly, not to disobey

my words, and not to alter my decree and my decision

with which I conjured thee, and decreed upon thee, and

established in peace. In the Name X, blessed be the name

of His glorious kingdom for ever and ever, depart in peace,

and do not frighten me in the hour of thy departure ; in

the name X, Lord, most high and holy, in the name of

the Lord of Hosts, the God of Israel’s battalions
;

in the

name of the holy living Creatures, and in the name of the

Wheels of the Chariot, and in the name of the river of fire,

Ih, Zii, Ziin, and all His ministers, and in the name of IH,

Ziin, Sabaoth, Z, El Z, Shaddai Z, X revealed Himself on

Mount Sinai in the glory of His majesty.
“ 1 With these Names, terrible and mighty, which darken

the sun, and obscure the moon, and turn the sea, and break

the rocks, and extinguish the light, I conjure you, spirits,

and . . and Shiddim, and Satanim, that you depart and

disappear from N, son of N.’
”

APPENDIX II.

I. Against an enemy .—I call thee, evil spirit, cruel spirit,

merciless spirit. I call thee, bad spirit, who sittest in the

cemetery and takes away healing from man. Go and place

a knot in NN’s head, in his eyes, in his mouth, in his

tongue, in his throat, in his windpipe
;
put poisonous water

in his belly. If you do not go and put water in his belly,

I will send against you the evil angels Puziel, Guziel,
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Psdiel, Prziel. I call thee and those six knots that you go

quickly to NN and put poisonous water in his belly and

kill NN" whom I mean (or, because I wish it). Amen,

Amen. Selah.

II. Against an enemy .—Write upon a new-laid egg on

a Nazarene cemetery :

“ I conjure you, luminaries of heaven

and earth, as the heavens are separated from the earth, so

separate and divide NJS" from his wife NN, and separate

them from one another, as life is separated from death,

and sea from dry land, and water from fire, and mountain

from vale, and night from day, and light from darkness,

and the sun from the moon; thus separate NN from NN
his wife, and separate them from one another in the name

of the twelve hours of the day and the three watches (?)

of the night, and the seven days of the week, and the

thirty days of the month, and the seven years of Shemittah,

and the fifty years of Jubilee, on every day, in the name
of the evil angel Tmsmael, and in the name of the angel

Iabiel, and in the name of the angel Drsmiel, and in the

name of the angel Zahbuk, and in the name of the angel

Ataf, and in the name of the angel Zhsmael, and in the

name of the angel Zsniel, who preside over pains, sharp

pains, inflammation, and dropsy, and separate WN from his

wife NN, make them depart from one another, and that

they should not comfort one another, swiftly and quickly.”
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16, 21 [22?] erni^s 10, 27 D1833D "313,38
i 5, 1 3313138

10, 9 "3^8 '3 Wm <3"8 9, 2 X 3'3’3,38 8, 8 '3138

8, 14 D1D"8 14, 13 D'3'338 10, 5 "3Bn" '3 S0'3138

6, 34 'b "D "8 7, 34 18 18
!

9, 19 pl3B

7,
1 n'inip "B "8 19, 17. 19 !?81,3'3318 9, 19 J',3,38

7 ,
1 H'D313B"8 10, 7 D13331D '3 38^1118 9, 19 pn8

7 ,
1 ,3'313'8

|
8, 6. 15, 24. 26 0113118 1

4, 33 '31,38

* The Numbers refer to page and line.
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APPENDIX B.

Kbi Kit?i hkidk tki»i ira ktb> -jb Kanp mk * juois6

khd3k Kopai Kiap ma Kam tra kt» Kanp KaK -]b «niaoma
maiBai myjrai memo s’ysh map mn b'rn kh mm* 'aai

Kb dki moiaa wa k'b mb 'Wi mapai maapipai rmb’ai
btrns paKba Kntra 'by Kaiitpa mDiaa k'b mb pami pbrn 5

by Kbapa pbim m& pas 2
'“iiapi •pamipK btrns skhdb ’aKtiai

wpa K3KT a'a’sb ,Tn' ib’Bpi maiaa (!)ki'd ma mb pierm b'3'b

v D’K’K

Kajntra 'iKisi “Dp 's Kar na mra by aina * .iKaatb

Ip’TBK p KpK p K'Bt* IBnflriKI KB3 KpKI K'Bt? iW ]D'bj? io

ibb in p “in prim wibki nmnaK bd'bi b'3'b p wibki
Kina p k’oi Kntri'

1 p Km nensriKi iaai mna p "n itsnsnKi

Kino p twaan K3i»n p Kiinai Krm p s'b'bi Knaba p kiibi

vn in p in pnm itsnBKi nmnaK bdb p bd’b wnsK p
pnbm Knn» w Kjraan K'b'b (!)biK nbm kbb'i ]'yv “1vy 'rnn 15

d"®3 Kan kbv* ba Kbav pat? pawn ponat? jnan Knm w
K3Kba bK’BDTI Dt?31 K3Kba ?’K3K’1 Dt?31 K2BD K3Kba bKBDBDI

't?31 b”B bKBSni Dt?3l b"B i]KnK1 CEDI K3Kba -]l3nKt DBOI

ttmaKi KBt’Tini Kami Knva’B by) k3d 'by paai K3Kba bK^acr

m pi Kamaab pba' Kbi pi p pi pprnn nmnaK b'3'b p B’a’B 20

an vjn» inai pa ina p

.'into 3 1. 'lIBpi 2 .KB 1
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nrinpa "it is! in' m rii riri in m m riiriiri in' miiariri

niaa Vwi nsa tsbi yir nnx» -pnyaan ana in' rim ii

b& Vns naa S'apnV b'sin iVar nVi naaV ns Vsv vbv iV'N

npia» yaan BNa p’Vy 'sa nnmnm nmiaxs jmVy ana tin

5 bni "jy'aaa pm nayi *ni mat "jaaV mas nay t^'«n maaa

pnen nnn -win 'sn mayai nsm aN p'S'is "pnn nn asyn

Hmaa «Vi f]j?n *6 * 'Vs p 'Vs mn ’Vn rn mat inaV nay

bw nnsiNi *)yt Va 'Vnsi ma Va BM2N2 nVi aN (O'snaa nVi

py a’sVmn nsia Va mViasa nVi mya nis'ssa nVi * sVa

10 *n imriiN niana " Vs -p's 's 'jbi a"pi 'nVNai nayn mapai

pptna -pnyaan ivuaaai "psinNi Vsn pn« "pnVNi vtVn n'n in

Vns aas "jNiip mn sw • ssyn nVi Mim naym -nm mam 'V

loan imna nn« niNa 'sV "pi Baa a'sni nami -pmna Vsa

]spin 'pry wts “jsi • rr naya Vs is anni Vsn na'i is' isi

i 5 m ass aan Min SB'S ''p'ia ’’sea sa ririxpa aaN pn'.m

Nipi "ts'«s 'n si's nmaptaVa laimsi amn inp N'ass'aNB

rr rrn rn ”rii m m.T mn' mrr rrn .t mn’ in in mn i' mrr

loaai anp ps'2 -pVy mn y'aaa nr mn’ n’ mn 'n i’ mn
miss ynta aimsa Vane* imas mssV [f. 66a

]
Vsna nansi

20 33"Bi« snsanp paaaN maMsn N'Vas ms Vs iaymi nns’ ina’Nai

'bj« dsdn "n ass "tins insss pp” prnnN p'Mnan p’aay '3

m m in mn' m m nn 'mi n'n' nn mn' paVa lan'si "in

mnn m mnn m m n’n' vn in’ m 'in mm mn mi mn m
's -paV n«s'i nnK' Vsm " nyi aViyV imsVa mss at? *fns

25 man m ssym mayn NVa -pVy 'na"pi 'mm 'nysam “jnam (!)-p

• Siva'S "j’Vy ’na”pi musi ’nysam ’na”pi wu Vsa nsan nVi.

,t in m in in m ni’ n«n n«s nn ni m an in’ m ’« m im aas

’sa inTBB nyas nnsK kVi aiVaV nVy "
'rV’a'S'a "is • nm

mm aas aan • anpi p’Vy pax n’n n’ mn’ mm ns aas

30 nassan ’VsVs aasi ampn nrn aas "ran nisnya '.nV« m«ss
v'i v-i

.
pit n’ aasi ’saaa Vsi ]”t ”t m tot ins aasi

m« ’« ’.n« nas m« • mnS ia« nm« ’t 'na * 'i Vn

'

t niNsa

TnN m m «tn vp ’N’ m im N’m m iaN ’,m n» ’N im iaN ’N

Nnnaa pVnsonisVa mna ’I’a ms nVssn n’n an Nin m iaa pari

35 psym ns's pypsi nb' pssm «m'B pmi Naaa 'sam mtyi 'V’m
"

'Vs ns 'Vs p (!)pVri ppmn psaai pTai pmi pnn Nsysas nts

1 . Pinv's
1
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'lio ’tfa anise • w bbihi i’ixh ’iao parse tmiBa * hih

h'h ’JSB hoard nra ppia anise hSii hr hhipx

’Wa bapb anise • hih hih ’sbbbx ’iso bbbx anise

ih’b b’iih ins ’iso bx'x ih’ anise • hi.i t bb miip

bx’ssaa anise • rrhi h’ P hSi pi Snap nso • bx’ar 'tied 5

nahxx nso » <T bx’ssp 'iisa * rr ,t ,t hhsepa nso » rr

'ni hih’ hi’ hh’sxxsx nso • bxoat mse hih'i h' ih’’tb

pa mainn nrnixi nonai am baa* mttry nynxa yaafe

wi by ppipn jna njnnxi * ana paxi aw 'man * (!) a*^j?ai

a'irr ia ihi mmasn pax h’b ’is px ihi 'ha jjiri jn ib’Xi nmn 10

hshp » roams bya * hh ’hi m xaxri • mxbss bya * ha’dp

yaax by . ppipn pa nyanxi * biyn bya • hois iai h’ix

'amp mamp 'amp niri in ini Tis ’hi jn ib’xi * xaa ninn
mbx bx .mix b’n aaaa pans oox nox h’ hapji ii sss

ppipn 01 noben ’aba -jba rosss [f. 65 a
]
npny p nx ambxn 15

oneyai iab’ anaba maxa nmn nss aoaiyn a’ssixn ona "1 by

bb ax iisbx ba by a’b» [p”]”n h’’S b’ba p lb’xi ' nay
vm baa bene hih px Si bb Irish • ba by nox h’ nii

on p’by iba b» nna by ppipn jna a’san * no bans? (Ipnssno

ba pnan raabt? non ’n rnp xx be px hht p ib’xi xtrsi 20

V* myban h’tb ’it? ini hi bptx nab mr ns bai 71a

nnans? 7’by ox a”pai nnsi Tyawa ox ana • yanai ambx
*psn sb -jmnoi -]mb» «bi nn« -bs p ’bs ’i« ’bx« nm
naai nbya ’jibs ’inai naai nbya nn npna ba ’b nbani mjn
O’bmn niatya o nonb ibbb Kina* an«a n’ann naapi rtra mi 25

“naan Naa paa pa» ^npa^n pmai a’iinai B’Kbsii ann«i
nmxia «b» iy n«a «bsi Kbsna neryxt .man ’ba p’bp ae?iai

nm . maim pa« [aw] n&y «b» iy ana «ax ba ^nxa Kbi

r*w 'pniatraa’ anna ma» 'ha pup ax aw nat? ninai pax
hj? h’ bx h’hn h’ix piib itsmo nn • anxa pm pa nbpab -jb 30

mx piias mbs n\n» &my irumma rp bK mn in in bb’ix

J?’a»a * n’ bx .T nw nm ’ibbdb 7mm n’ bx nnxi rr paa
»xa mama pbt? mmx^ xmae' m aua ma» 'na ~’bp ax
mm nnxi nbip nnxi mas xaaa nbyab niasiy a'xa 'nipbia

habhx pimm pipai pirns 731 • aasn na» pa 1x0’ xb» na 35

h’ nihiiib Six ah’ h’ h’ hih inp btenp h’ h’ hih bbai

1. nabia 1
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Bwpj oto piabi nsa ayai m par aye la mis nnai erm

*?3 nb nbaai -p n-ayai “jsba sa mai mna maa jetti

.t?paa nns» n»

nty n« ppatwa naa bman nty'bs "Vns mpy ~i bsar .in

5 nbya hid' npnai naai nbya m nnsb mbab psb mb EMsn

dj?s '13 'b 'ns nwi nnnyi naan nimbym naa mD' npnni

s'^as baa - sin tin nt? '3 ibia abiyn nntab trpai mnmn nns

m»HD m'pi3 bar taba 'is
1

? nnt?ai naty I'am nbya bt?

V's aipa *?33 iny ni'atyty 'sb (!)imp mass nsmi na'si nine

io 'istr nytya • 'inmnty 'mna nyiat? nns by ia p'pta 'inn n

nma sirw nns ni’ mayns 'is at?i' ia trentynb 'asy p'pta

nas3 i yais sn'i np p q'b' t lasy ns tsnp' am imsb nmpt

n' ri'iyn ni'3 mnna 'a' mbanbi nn'D n'oa sn' sbi n'an

nn's nt? D3’by 'is y'stya ysty'ty amp nasn nsis ny D'a3 aam

is yam mnai nnpa mss? 'as yusb nmna ansty • nym nsmi

ri' ririp snpat? ntn smani naaan bed p'by 'nntyaa tyanamb

rii ri' riaisb ri' in ruin pp'ib ri' iri ririri [f. 64*] pji aib rrri

sbi 'ip'tn sbt? n'3 bam baa banal ban by n'ns riiri' apis ri'

nns' nnsi " pm nbn nniaa nasa rnmnsn sbi manym
20 lyatr'S? 'at? nwis a"a bar atra lasy nnn 'a ptnna 'a yaam

via ins ams y'atri mtmi Dina sas ba it?yn'i nns'i tbnam

ntn oara nban 'asba baa anibi yais sina> ns? m psb it 'ri

isba 'isb m»ai nya n'asn ntr svtns snip 'is “|b ntn paths

'is ntm i'by 'is y'atra ana sax by am at? sins nbiy bar

25 mb’sari 'nmti nyiatr bapm msnb [man] ppt'nb 'b fpatnar I’by

sbi 'lbnbnn sbi 'imynn sbi 'I'bnan sbi sban 'ntypai ntyy

pnsnsi ptnnsi vise? man miyn sbi 'biDnp nya' sbi 'naip y'tn

bn 'irnan sbi my mmsn sbi mnaa nnD' aarm naan' nyiatym

nsioa nanbi t?sa iyintrs sbi 'T msnb 'ismbi 'ibnab “pnnarB

3o ri'ri iri ii 'ri r wts iat? aatyn sbsa “py nabnan nnyDi

tyynn isspa ri'ri iri ’<n basty Sn 'ri ii' bbb ri' iiri i“iriy

n"'a *jb snip 'is ait? " 2 imana pna tayt ban b'a' sbi psn
ms'ai nan p'nanb D'tim n's'aab anb nbn nns» I'niDEi

mn D"ii'ai Dili's *]ai nyn nas D'yanbi amsa [f. 64b
]

as bass 'ii'a • ]ia'cs enisn • ri'ri iri 'ii bop 'li’ai » nraipo's

ria i'ri birisb 'ii'a pnam »nisa (OppD'a cmsa • riiri 'ri iri’3

1. nnnai 2
.pas'i 'ms! dsd'i 'c: j?ais

1
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nmai mma a rmp rrm? rwa bv mn nr Kin n»K .n

brran nt?.n ib nnoai natan rr&ab mbaa K’«m n'sern *bn nbmi

t?an ab snn’Kb * *im« nmer Kim noKn miK 2morn nKisom

np pmb msn dki 2 • mn nbipn nns bin Tb’so Kim nimn Kbi

dki 2
• eon va&n nbpon mps n i'bp annn n»Ki map pp s

noKi bKn» mn men np'pi nm p ^in np mn nnKb renn

n'n 7bnb mvsn qkp . bum ybvw nipon pa pi p’bp nmn

7nppn miK ni»pi at? am in mm miK mpi Kbnso pp np

pnnb mn dki+ • mbea ksi nanm 7bi i’bp nmn 'dki 'nm

tnnn ennn p’ pi • pip’n kik ’k D’tsnnn nmn 'nn ns’ 1°

bv am ’nn miK nnerb mm dks • pnsiai nmas isnnn mem

7npe> bv tt mo 'ro (?)bKnnb 6 pnnnmm pnepn ]iooi jiansp do

nKn K’m nmn iioki 7000 7pnsK mn ns nb’aon mm 3 per

moKi [f. 63 a
]
bam nn |W3 jnr np bnpn job nm dki?

disi pisnn iniK bian • t?oem Kme> np nm nninn 4 pirai nnnn is

Km nn nnpm npnn nnnn maKi pb nnm nanb p^pi * ’a nn'1

paDbn’BK pv np nibn nb'KB'b dki 8 pisnn nerpn ”pj? nnnn

nan nK nnm nan ms 1

? nnnn nnrm pp'O'n'K nmp bv 'nm

]otr np bina nnK bsK Knb pisn dki® . pnnn nn bv aneo

dki 10
• ib pnem -pn pan by 6jntroem by nnn hoki nnn 2°

nnnn moKi * mbKaem pn Kbo bnm np bnpn nn jmb msn

ne»n np newa b>’k emsnb nmsn dki 11 • mb nr lanmi pmn

pro mnpn Kb 8nKm p^atr bp nnnn moKi qran non bv

nnnn 'nm nanoi inpena npi map bv no np >sae> b’a.nb dki 12

TT’D*
1 Kbi piea “jbnb msn dki -3 pnnn nnnnn nnn pi 2s

moKi bpi» nb npi *]nsp pjn msi nnaeoi pma’anK np • nnK

moKi n’ban nna mop "pbp npn npi mn nm DKr+ ksi nnnn

rash n’n’ 'bm ppn ik mnn ik Don 'nm * meraia nm nnn

nnn bp nnnn 'nn 7Kae> nntrb n'sn dki*5 pnon Kbi na'snn

ms?pb nm dki 16
* m'nn 7bm.n1 nnnn mm niKb Dana Kbe> 3°

nnn bn ntypn vvvn nma nnn moKi (!)Dio'ta'nK ^na'n 72 nnn bn

nvy mn'nnbi nnn bnn nbsm npne> [f. 6^
b
]

nna’ Tosp wi
n»K bnn rrbsn pm 7e>sab pasm npmer bno Tosp mom niiso

'a ms'pa n'Bia ns'K * pniK " poop ppptr " prn " ntppn

na Knm bxvv 7m’ ^n bp 'nn • poK pm ’nn ’n nna 'amao 3s

1. D'tnp s
1. prrti 4 1. not? 3 1. mes?' 2 1

L njni 8
.ii'= 7 1- 1™ !

Btyn
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teas b'nbdn * n"a ternt nano na'te ^mnn nna's mans
-pasa dnon noion nnnD ndno o’n os 'anso nteo *]ndn

nStnO *)1D BN OND mpn iteDND O'N Nl' DN'O'OD HIT pm30n

tes’nns ns ate rynno pro dnb napn n'Naaa nnNp soaos

5 mnsB nsa maso prions te'm tetes mas a'O'as nsa nno

p twp nn nano ny?

b

n'Boan pona obdn ps mte isms

nos jno o'N nna tean ins pos 'teso o'jr ms 'bn mate

teo’O tea SB NON SWOB *)N'D'nn ]N pWl n'NODN 'Bin!? telO’te

nos!? ns'ate psaas mso Nona oobdn no 'as 'dbnb n'obn

10 ONON te3'3 f}NO IBBON OnaODN N03 NONO OriBN
1

? te'BBN OWON
mns'n note teas ma tenosn 'ansa no'Bas te'te mis

! 03 “jsnoN "jn' omasa pnaas nna tenos oman moons

rs^ te ]N03S1 1D2ND NIBS teO'N ,*P0 N31'N 01B NDO Bite

oinD'N pa'as b'B'ni Nona nismo nisnao'N tempi psoDon

. is pnn toon tenana ms1 nnas tes 's “pnooN terra 'Nona

'aoa.te> tens teno yinr nte son's pas' snnn bn' [f. 62 a
]

te B'ten snai saa'N^ sms not? n so'jn te sostei rims

te B'ten nai soo saiy te B'ten obi • te'ana soonan snrn

te B'ten nai spnno sainr by B'ten obi oisnon nbm'o

20 te B'ten noi " te'rosB sa^'N te B'ten obi teaasn a'Oia

nai " te'BB nap na'a te N'ano te B'ten ,ob dn'on 2 n’03bdo

neon tei tenoB snnn by B'ten no " tenon s'ona by b

'

tenw 'inn 'te' nytr m?a non sip' s'ate noon mn son mp
mntea1

? t?as!? o'n nyv te .te bn? trn pab ob po bon by

as smnp Nonas? nso nans? 'te novo sorap sops? 'a ppt? ste
pap ip ipj

t cite ]on nyoosi nsa nte praiooi sa'pn
pDliai p'pNBDBN NDO NON

te’’0
'’'

1

'
1 MOB NBn D1003D3'N NO

IB • NBB3'N NOIC'S S?'N Nte'B NB N"01D0 'tes '0031 1'BOBN

tena ns nm n's • nsian '^> on
j)p pp N3B 'O'N spna nb in

30 iV's naa sn mpyo '^>'on ]'obi nna 'ate 10 mos i^n te

'npoE'n • mini nmsn ites mppa ites ponpB 'bnb'

n»pn nmnn nans 'nj?0B>n naiNnn nopa bni no? bn ao'te

l^snoa] '"’ bb>b [teo'B] 'n 'n “?'nn n?aa [f. 62b
]

'"' n»o
'nyoBM naisnn jb? nnosn jb nmsn p 4 ^te tean te'N

35 no 'te mn' mm m Vnn nna ntro mtrpn nmnn boon
" )'3'p 'te

1. 'I'V'sn 4 so in Ms. 3
1. «'3BD3 4 ?ni 1
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tajr s'? TO3ijni..rr
l

?p xn’jxa a*?tf naap p nsra
1

? laonnxa naa

pa'x naajn naiam xnam xwta nx^a to KB'anB'K
1

? aapn h

p^xt vjrb ppa rrwiaa ‘aan ‘jam .Tata m ppatrai to pate
vxtaia '3K*jb by xaaaa xan db> prraro n kto nrrat?

‘jx'naiaispx Kin xnan 'axha ty Siam kid nan ia» ’jx'Knx'aistn s

nan tat* ^Kvwssjnop Kirin 'ax^a by xaaaa kid can " tot?

pnman mnm XTOxbabi " tap ‘jx'nnp'aniajtt rray by xiaan Kan

paan (» •.•pinan 'Vna rrsiai ,to pate pr6iai xi"an prfj n^
*.*]ok y-1 Van

nn •.•nan nnsnap maa paya btt narpa sain a'*?!? i°

an

»-s—s-o rs? a.

APPENDIX A.

.toot «mn « neo *[t 6i a
]

[imna] -paa paK nK tx nm ^x'a'an nK *jxap' * xxnpa .1

mKB aiax a1

? nxs pnaxa maxa ^nx mtxa pne ma'nn
maoK • ]in*a ‘avia nrna oba an xaa Kano ^xaaax * tk
xaan * niK3 aaa 'xaa • ranVx b^ki * fcma toxin xaa'n

'b'naia nix > *pt Tinm maos * *pa'DK x"ato ton * toxa i S

filial tows maa tox naxn 'kdbb pnaa'K a'axa "xsa nanan

to'an tonan msoN to to mxa nnaKa to'na^i "pma
xana? * nxmai ttd3 “pma

1

? pnx to'aat maa nn ya * to'xa

xaxp'p * nnto mans 'kb nrcr pntx "n nn 'axa xnx
«n toa xa'xi ntoaxi pan* awa nrn ]xaa “pnxa [j^aw] 2o

W'a ate nnx pma'i’ nx 'iiaD'x^ aia max pn« mx 'xnat

nx nx • 'a nna "jto'x ^'ax *jtotx “jk'dk ixton^> xi’K nmn
na'DK 2 xaa pto xan mnarna xia xnan nx nnx ik'dk

pK' xaipnxn'x mxn na xp x^> x' mxa toa maxV ant 'arm
mxa rrxn • nxaai nnax nan nn xsax ‘amxn Snxa naxn 25

xaaa nax xis^x bb *?a xa'ix 'ax 'aaa mx xasxs 2 max
'naan nmax' lixeap ^x'a'aV ‘jx'aan ^xsaan ^x nxa ";aDX

ix naa px iaxa nnx to rnia’xa naix *pxana [f. 6 i
b
]

iana

xaanx bx'^ xb 'axV nnaax n'anx 'a laaxa ^>na tow 'a

1 Cod. Oxford. 1531, 6. So in Ms.
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[f. n b
]

122 vsw wy -f? Mnnsno? ^Mvcnpio ayi ?irioDap

^’MYIptB I'D ’DM1 "JT DIIS? M’DDb *)lpf nS33 DM

n’ya DMi 122 •.• aaoi on 1

? “jb avra “pap n'Mp mi ^Msaroap- ayi

ay? bMvaaap ]d "jTTffl by 'dm ini'?
2 MDiMa n«’aa M’apab

s
•.•'[b D'M n’yaa mdi ini'? vim Mini i~idm nmM? 5M’.asDpan

v b’tM Mini 1?3’M3 mDMT MD n’bapb 'DM .TTI’ aaSDb n’jn DMI “3

nmpasivjM nM opmm no in’ fpb’ kwi aD ba n'ya dmi 124

Maan n’ban ayi M«np omd DDa M'b’bo pyD aa nw yaDM?

bama n’ya dm 128 v(!)Din mm no ba Di'sb’i 'V nbi’i ''b aaD

10 bM’.nstrpan mby amai Maa’Ma mod aa yaon Mb ibm Moa
am 'inm n’ya dm 126 vnbtM m 'dmi irons nmMi ^MODnayD

p nyan pins pv na’ an pn’DMa mn ma prh’ a aaaM

vpna vnMi naan oyD ’b pnnsn’ bM’nasnajy ay? ^MViDnayD

po mdi’ na nso by ama anbM ?|b’n yoDna ba n’ya qni 127

1 5
bjhdi odmi Mass p M"n Miana pinob pMinDinp ^M’namssy

1’bo ba iaan p naam n’ya dm 128 vpyD a ay aiyon Mb

bMimaiM ayi bMinDivp ]'D D'isiaa MsaaM by noD by ama
aa imib by mbo Mao nwb n'ya dm 12? vnmsipDMa aiapi

bMTOTOBp ayi ^Min'aaiM p [f. i 2 a
]

n'by 'dmi Mpa' 3«sop

20 Mn’D p Mnaj aa mhd miaDb^o v sn’MasM? +Maaa .to aiapi

nby 'dmi 8Mpiaa 7 MDMaapa*Mn’baa aim Maaa nminn p Masyi

'•’aap noa aapi ,tdd by bMinDrum ayi ^Minunjap p
aMinDDDDM ayi y'MinDnijaD Da paabi pan paaDn’i paaMn’ 181
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CORRESPONDENCE.

1. The Aritthaka Stone.

Cher Monsieur Ehys Davids,—Yoici les termes du

Commentaire du Samyutta-nikaya relatifs a Mara-samyutta,

1,85 2
,
3 :—

Maha ti mahanto

Aritthako ti kalako

ManT ti pasane (sic)

evam assa sisam hoti ti evam tassa kalavanna-kutaga-

ra-pamana-maha-pasana-sadisam sisam hoti ||.

1

La tete de l’elephant ressemble done a une “ roche noire

ayant les dimensions d’une haute maison.” Cette explica-

tion ne confirme nullement 1’hypothese de M. Windisch :

elle s’approche de la votre, mais elle en differe en ce qu’elle

affirme la couleur noire, tandisque vous avez cherche la

couleur blanche. Vous jugerez, sans doute comme moi,

que le “noir” est preferable, puis qu’il s’agit de faire peur, '

et que le “ blanc
”
en general, en particulier chez l’elephant,

est un signe de benediction, un signe rassurant.

L’interpretation du Commentaire me parait claire, simple,

naturelle, et juste. Ce qui n’est ni juste, ni naturel, ni

simple, ni clair, e’est l’emploi des mots du texte aritthako

rnani, qui autorisait parfaitement M. Windisch a chercber

—un peu loin, peut-etre—son ingenieuse et savante inter-

pretation. Qui se serait imagine que aritthako mani designe

1 Bibliotheque nationale, Fonds Pali, No. 622, f. tarn
,

11. 2-4.
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tout simplement une “roehe noire”? Le sens de arittho=
Ttalako, ‘‘grain de riz noir, tache,” etait inconnu; mani est

tres connu pour designer un joyau, une pierre preeieuse,

et non une pierre sans valeur. On oppose meme mani a

pdsana
;

il est, done, etonnant de les voir donnes comme

synonymes. Parmi les sens de arittho,, celui de “ lieureux,

de bon augure ” peut se transformer en son oppose,

“malheureux, de mauvais augure”; e’est ce dernier sens

qu’il doit avoir ici; de la sans doute l’equivalent kdlako

donne par le Commentaire.

Maintenant, on peut se demander si l’explication du

Commentaire, toute satisfaisante qu’elle est, est la vraie, si

arittho mani n’a pas un sens obscur et secret, auquel le

commentateur, pour se tirer d’affaire, aura substitue une

interpretation de son cru. Mais e’est la une question qui

touche a la confiance que merite le Commentaire en general;

je n’ai pas a la traiter. Yous m’avez simplement demande
“l’opinion de Buddhaghosa je suis heureux d’avoir pu
vous la donner.—Croyez, cher Monsieur, a mes meilleurs

sentiments.

L. Feer.

2. The Several Paei and Sinhalese Authors known
as Dhammakitti.

December 2nd.

®IR > the course of preparing Catalogues of Sinhalese
books and MxS. in the British Museum, I have come across
the name of Dhammakitti Thera as the author of several
ancient works in the Pali and Sinhalese languages. Judging
from their contents and the style in which they are written”
it becomes obvious, even to a beginner as I am, that they
cannot have been written at one period, and still less
by one and the same person. Further research into the
literature and the historical records of Ceylon has con-
firmed this view. It appears that there have been no
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less than five Buddhist friars bearing this name who
distinguished themselves as authors, and held at different

times high positions in the Buddhist Order.

The earliest of them was Dhammakitti Thera, a pupil

of Sariputta of Polonnaruwa. The latter is well known
to Pali scholars as the venerable author of (1) Sarattha-

dlpanl, (2) Saratthamanjiisa (a tlkfi on ManorathapuranI),

(3) Vinayasahgaha, 1
(1) Abkidhammattha-Sangaha-Sanna, 2

and (5) Panjikalankara, 1 a commentary on Batnamati’s

Panjika, which is itself a commentary on the Candravya-

karana, the valuable Sanskrit grammar of Candragomin.

No copy of the Panjikalankara has as yet been met with

in Ceylon.3 It must, however, have been extant in the

fifteenth century, for we find references to it in Totagamuve

Sri Rahula’s grammatical work “ Moggallayanapanjika-

pradlpaya.4 We have thus another work on Candra’s

grammar, which must be added to those mentioned by

Dr. Bruno Liebich in his learned essay on the subject. 5

Sariputta lived at Polonnaruwa in the reign of King
Parakrama-bahu the Great (1164-97 a.b.). He had

several disciples—Sangharakkhita, Sumaiigala, Yagisvara,

Dhammakitti, and others—who were themselves celebrated

authors. Sangharakkhita wrote (1) Khuddasikkha Abhinava

Tlka, (2) Subodhalankara, (3) Vuttodaya, (4j Susaddasiddhi,

and (5) Sambandha Ciuta, 6 and took a prominent part in

the convocation of monks held under the auspices of King
Magka or Kiilinga Yijaya-bahu (1215-36) for the sup-

pression of schisms in the Buddhist Church. 7

This Dhammakitti, whom we may call “ the first,” was
the composer of the well-known Pali poem, Dathavamsa, on

the Tooth-relic of Buddha. He wrote it at the request of

1 Colophon to Dathavamsa (edited and tr. by Sir Mutukumara Svami), p. 81

.

See also P.T.S. Journal, 1884. p. 1 •> 1 , verse 1.
2 Introd. to Anuruddha-s’ataka (ed. 1S79, p. 2). by Pandit Batuvantudive.
3 L. de Zoysa’s Catalogue ot Pali, Sinh., and Skt. MSS., p. 24.
4 Subhuti’s Namamala, p. xxxv.
5 Die Xaebriehten dor k. Gesellscbatt der AVissenscbaften zu Gottingen

—

Pliilo. Hist. Klasse, 1895: Das Candravyakarana.
6 Introd. to Yimalajoti’s edition of '\ruttod<aya.
7 Nikaya-sangraha, p. 23.
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the minister Parakrama, who restored Lilavati, the widow

of Parakrama-bahu the Great, to the throne 1 in 1211.

The second Dhaminakitti lived in the reign of King
Pandita Parakrama-bahu of Dainbadeniya (1240-75). He
came to the island from “ Tamba-rata,” or, according to

Mayurapada’s Pujavaliya, from “ Tamalingamuva,” at the

invitation of the king. The following is the account in

the Mahavamsa, clothed, as is to be expected, in religious

language :

—

“ And it came to pass that of the many and pious priests

who dwelt always in the country of Tamba, there was a

certain great elder known as Dhaminakitti, who had become

famous by his great zeal and piety. And when the king

heard that a lotus had once sprung up in the path of this

elder as he went on his way begging, he was greatly

astonished, and sent religious gifts and offerings of per-

fumes and sandal ointments, and such substances that

were touched against the Tooth-relic, and other royal gifts

also, to the Tamba country, and caused the great elder to

be brought to the island of Lanka. And when the king
saw him he was glad and rejoiced greatly, as if he had
seen an Arahat, and made great offerings unto him, and
ministered carefully, with the four requirements of a
monastic life, unto him who was a vessel worthy of offerings

and honour.” 2

And this Buddhist saint may have been the same
Dhammakitti who, under the patronage of the king, com-
piled that portiou of the Mahavamsa which treats of the
history from the period of Mahasena, a.d. 275-301, to his
his own times.

A third Dhammakitti seems to have flourished during
the reign of Bhuvaneka-bahu I (1277-88). He belonged
to the fiaternity of Buddhist monks whose chief seat wras
at Putabhattasela (Palabatgala), but he resided in a
monastery near Gahgasrlpura (Gampola).3

‘ Dathavamsa, Pali Text Society's edition, vy. 4-10

,

” , I£ml,J ' M«havamsi, p. 281. tv. 11-16.
fcauunammalankara, Brit, ilus. Or. 2277, fol. \rib.
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His pupil was Dhammakitti the fourth. He lived at

Gadaladeni Yihara during the reigns of Parakrama-bahu V
and Yikrama-bahu III (1351-72), and was the learned

author of Paramlmahusataka, an important Pali poem on

the ten Paramitas of Buddha. He was the Sangharaja

(hierarch) of his time, and held a great convocation of

Buddhist monks in 1369 under the auspices of the

minister Nissankha Alagakkonara, 1 and effected reforms

in the Buddhist Church.

The fifth known Dhammakitti and the last of the

series, succeeded his master in the office of Sangharaja.

He was also called Devarakkhita or Jayabahu Maka-thera,

and lived in the reigns of Bhuvaneka-bahu Y and Ylra-

bahu III (1372-1410). 2 He was the celebrated author

of about six important works, viz. : Saddhammalankara,

Jinabodhavali, Samkhepa, Nikaya-sangraha, Baliivatara,3 and
probably Gadaladeni-sanna and Saddhammasangaha. In

conjuction with his colleague Galaturumula Maitri Maha-
stkavira, he, further, held a synod of Buddhist monks, and
by suppressing unorthodox doctrines is said to have rendered

great service in the purification of the religion.—Yours
faithfully,

Don M. de Z. "Wickremasinghe.

3. Mahuan’s Account of Bengal.

8, Christ Church Avenue, Brondesbury,

29th November, 1895.

Dear Sir,—It will be remembered that in my paper
relating to Mahuan’s account of Bengal, which appeared
in the July number of this Journal, the names of the

kings of that country sending embassies to China in 1409
and 1415 could not be determined with anything like

certainty owing to the discrepancy of dates.

1 Nikaya-sangraha, p. 28.
2 Ibid.
3 Saddhammalankara, Brit. Mus. Or. 2*277, fol. lri b.
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I stated that the king sending an embassy to China in

1409 was called in the Chinese annals Gai-ya-szu-ting,

which name seemed to fairly represent King Ghiyas-ad-din,

but who did not appear to have been reigning in Bengal

at that time.

Mr. Beveridge, with whom I had a conversation and

some correspondence on the subject, informs me that

Ghiyas-ad-din teas living in 814 (1412), and there are

coins of his up to 812 (1410).

In addition to this information kindly given me, Mr.

Beveridge sent me an extract from his paper on the “ Rajah

Kans,” which he wrote for the Journal of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, in vol. Ixi, part i, Ko. 2, 1892, in which he fully

enters into the subject concerning the time that Ghiyas-

ad-din lived and reigned.

If we accept the dates given in his paper as correct, the

Gai-va-szu-ting of the Chinese annals may with almost

certainty be accepted as Ghiyas-ad-din, who was king of

Bengal at the time the embassy was sent.

Being thus tolerably certain as to the name of the king
sending the embassy in 1409, I again turned my attention

to the embassy of 1415, to see whether the initial character

given in the name of the king sending it could be read

in any other way. I stated that the Chinese annals called

him Kien-fuh-ting, tg $ y, but I am inclined to think
that the name should be read Sai-fuh-ting, jg # ; the
initial character Kien,

(|g, being easily printed in error for

sai, m-
The king of Bengal thus sending the embassy in 1415

would be, in Chinese, Sai-fuh-ting and not Kien-fuh-ting,
the name given in my paper. Again quoting Mr. Beveridge,
we aie informed that a Sui-fud-din, the son of Ghiyas-
ad-din, succeeded his father as king of Bengal in 1412.
He reigned three years and four months, and consequently
would be reigning in 1415, when the embassy started for
China. In duly weighing the above facts, I think we are
warranted in supposing that the Sai-fuh-ting of the Chinese
annals is King Sai-fud-din of Bengal.
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There is now the question, what city was the capital of

Bengal from whence these embassies came ? Mahuan gives

no name to the capital, but simply its approximate distance

from Sonargaon. Sonargaon in the Ming annals is also

the starting-point for the capital, but the directions and

distances given are misleading.

In a Chinese encyclopaedia, the Yuen-chien-lei-han,

iml IS M lS. there is to be found a short account of

Bengal, in which is given the name of the capital, and

from which I quote the following :

—

“ Sona-urh-kiang, Sonargaon, is a walled city, where

much trade is carried on
;
beyond which [no direction given]

there is the city of Pan-tu-wa, in which the king of the

country [Bengal] resides, H £r M “Bit ® W Jl

€ 3t- It is a walled city and is very large. The king’s

palace is very extensive, and the pillars supporting it are

of brass, on which are engraved figures of flowers and

animals. In the throne-room there is a raised dais, inlaid

with every kind of precious stone, on which the king sits

erossed-leg with his sword lying across his knees. The king
and all his officers are Muhammadans.”
The characters can also be read Pan-du-wa, and in the

Amoy dialect P‘eng-du-wa.

Mr. Beveridge, to whom I submitted the above extract,

informs me that he thinks Panduah answers to the whole
of the description of the Chinese Pan-tu-wa except the

distance.

Mr. Beames, with whom I have been also in corre-

spondence, states that Panduah was the capital of Bengal
at the time the embassies went to China, but, owing to

the direction and distance from Sonargaon given by the

Chinese writers, hesitates somewhat in accepting Pan-tu-wa
as representing Panduah.

On due consideration of the subject, I think it would
be as well to dismiss the Chinese accounts of the direction

and distance of the capital of Bengal from Sonargaon, as

faulty and contradictory, and this being done, I think we
should be warranted in assuming that the Chinese Pan-tu-wa
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fairly represents the Bengal Panduah, which, according to

Hunter’s “ Imperial Gazetteer,” vol. xi, page 39, was at

the time the capital of that part of India of which we have

been treating, viz. 1409-1415.

My best thanks are due to Dr. Codrington and Messrs.

Beames and Beveridge, for the help they have afforded

me in my attempts to identify the names of the kings of

Bengal sending embassies to China, and also for kindly

aiding me to identify the ancient Bengal capital Panduah

with Pan-tu-wa of the Chinese annalists.—Yours truly.

Geo. Phillips.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(October, November, December, 1895.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

November 12th, 1895.—Dr. Thornton in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Lady Brooke, RunI of Sarawak,

Mr. Gazafar Ali Khan,

Mr. Justice Khuda Baksh Khan Bahadur,

Sir. Khuda Baksh,

Dr. E. Hardy,

Captain Gerini,

Mr. C. Fernando,

Professor Mukerji of Jaipur,

Professor M. T. Quinn,

Mr. T. Callan Hodson,

Mr. Rajesvar Mitra, and

Dr. E. B. Landis

had heen elected members of the Society.

The Secretary read a paper by Professor Hirth on Chao

Ju-kua, a Chinese geographer of the thirteenth century.

In the discussion which ensued Professor Douglas, Mr.

Delmar Morgan, Sir William Wilson Hunter, Mr. Beveridge,

Mr. Thomson Lyon, and Dr. Gaster took part.

The paper appears in the present Number.

Mr. Herbert Baynes exhibited a clay tablet with a

Buddhist inscription upon it, from Burma.
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December 10th, 1895.—Dr. Thornton in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mons. E. Blochet,

Mr. Tahl Ram, and

Mr. Abdullah ibn Yusuf Ali

had been elected members of the Society.

The Rev. Dr. Gaster read a paper on the newly discovered

MS. of the “ Sword of Moses,” a mediaeval work on Magic.

In the discussion Dr. Gollanez, Professor Bendall, and

Mr. Mead took part.

The paper is published in the present Number.

II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Zeitsciibift der Deutsche* Morc.exlandischex Gesellschait.

Band xlix, Heft 3.

Bacher (W.). Die Anfange der hebraischen Grammatik
(Fortsetzung uiul Schluss).

Grierson (G. A.). On the Phonology of the Modern
Indo-Aryan Vernaculars.

Burkhard (K. F.). Mahmud’s Gann’s Jiisuf Zulaikha,

romanti'ches Gcdicht in Kashmiri Sprache.

Oldenberg (II.). Noth einmal der vedische Kalender
und das Alter des Veda.

[Mills (L. II. b On the ambiguity of certain characters

in the Zend Alphabet.

2. ,Tui us \i, A'U i mt/E. N.S. Tome vi, No. 1.

Rapport Annuel.

Tome vi, No. 2.

Sauvaire (IIA Description de Damns (suite).

Mdly (F. dej. L’Alchimie chez les Chinois et l’alchimie
grecque.

Levy (S.) and Chavanues (E.). L’itim'raire d’0«-K‘ono-
(751-790;.
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III. Obituary Notices.

Dr. II. N. van cler Tuuk.

The Nederlandsche Spectator contains an obituary notice,

bv Professor Kern, of Dr. H. N. van der Tuuk, in. whose

death we mourn the loss of the greatest Malayan scholar

of this century. Born in the Dutch East Indies, and

educated in Holland, he brought out, as the fruit of eight

years’ residence amongst the Bataks of Sumatra, a Batak

dictionary and reader (the latter in four volumes), and

a grammar of the Toba dialect. Subsequently he spent

some time in London in cataloguing the Malay manuscripts

of the East India House and the Boyal Asiatic Society

;

and before his second return to India he brought out two

Malay text-books, and several important treatises on the

Lampong language and literature. Some twenty years ago

he took up his residence at Buleleng, in the island of Bali,

for the purpose of elaborating a Kawi-Balinese-Dutch

dictionary. He had only just commenced to carry this

important work through the Press when death overtook

him. He was also the author of a revised edition of Yon
de Wall’s Malay dictionary in three volumes, and con-

tributed many valuable articles to the Journal of the

Boyal Asiatic Society, and to the Transactions of the

Boyal Society of Batavia and of the Asiatic Society of

the Hague.

Dr. Trailokya Nath Mitra.

Dr. Trailokya Nath Mitra was born at Kounagur on the

2nd of May, 1844. His father, Babu Joy Gopal Mitra,

was a clerk in a merchant’s office. His was a large family,

and it was not without difficulty that he managed to

make both ends meet. Young Trailokya Nath grew into

a vigorous, diligent, and self-reliant boy. He was first

sent to Serampur to receive his rudimentary education.

Subsequently he went to Utterparah, and was admitted

into the local school on the 11th May, 1855. In April,

j.r.a.s. 1896. 14
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1859, when he was practically in the Second Class, he passed

the Entrance Examination of the Calcutta University. In

1860 he went up for and successfully passed the Senior

Scholarship Examination, heading the list of the successful

candidates. In the next year, 1861, he passed the First

Examination in Arts, and stood second in order of merit.

In 1863 he passed the Examination for the Degree of

Bachelor of Arts, and secured the first place. In 1864

he obtained the Degree of Master of Arts, and again headed

the list of the successful candidates. In 1865 he passed the

Examination for the Degree of Bachelor of Law in the

First Division, standing second in order of merit. In 1867

he received Honours in Law, and in 1877 the University of

Calcutta conferred on him the Degree of Doctor in Law,

the highest honour it can bestow.

A career so brilliant could not pass without recognition.

In 1864, just after he had obtained the M.A. Degree, Dr.

Trailokya Nath was appointed Lecturer in Mathematics

at the Presidency College. This he held till 1865, when

he was appointed Law Lecturer and officiating Professor of

Philosophy in the Hughli College. The Chair of Philo-

sophy fell vacant when Mr. (now Sir Alfred) Croft went on

leave, and it was no mean compliment paid to the varied

learning and brilliant intellect of the young man that he

was chosen to fill it. He held both these offices for

about a year, when he resigned his appointment as Professor

of Philosophy and joined the Bar, retaining his appoint-

ment as Law Lecturer. It is said that Mr. Atkinson, who
was then Director of Public Instruction, offered him an

appointment in the higher grades of the Bengal Educational

Service, but Dr. Irailokva Nath chose to follow the pro-

fession of Law. And no one can doubt that his subsequent

career amply justified his choice.

It was in l86i that Dr. Trailokya Nath joined the

Hughli Bar
;

within a year he became a prominent
member, and, step by step, he rose to the very top of the

ladder. He practised at Hughli for about eight years

with great distinction and uniform success. 4Ue are
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informed that it was Mr. Justice Markby who advised

I)r. Trailokya Nath to try his chance in the High Court

of Calcutta. Justice Markby was then at Hughli on a

tour of inspection, when the forensic talents and eloquence

of young Trailokya Nath made so favourable an impression

upon him that he encouraged him to go and practise

in the High Court. So Dr. Trailokya Nath secured a Law
Lecturership in the Presidency College, and joined the

High Court in 1875. His achievements in this field need

not be dilated upon, but this much may be said, that his

position was very high indeed, and that he was well within

reach of the highest prizes which the profession can offer.

Dr. Trailokya Nath was made a Fellow of the Calcutta

University in 1879, along with his friends Dr. Guru Das

Banerjee and Dr. Rash Bihari Ghosh. He was appointed

Tagore Law Lecturer in 1879, and his work on the Law
relating to the Hindu Widows is a standard work on the

subject. He was Chairman of the Serampur Municipality

for about ten years, and greatly distinguished himself in

the Municipal Board, especially in his controversy with

Dr. Lidderdale about the sanitation of Serampur, in

connection with which he wrote a minute which won for

him the admiration of all classes, and elicited the encomium

even of the Times newspaper. He was elected a member
of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland

in November, 1893. Lately, on the resignation of Dr.

Rash Bihari Ghosh, the Faculty of Law of the University

of Calcutta elected him as their President, and he was also

elected a member of the Syndicate. He was a candidate

for election to the Legislative Council of Bengal, and had

a very good chance of being returned
;

but on the 18th

of April, 1895, Dr. Trailokya Nath Mitra died of fever

at Bhowanlpur. The universal expressions of regret which

followed the announcement of his death indicate the high

esteem in which he was held by all who knew him.

Jogendka Nath Sex, M.A., B.L.

(Vakil of the Calcutta High Court).
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IY. Notes axd News.

The Buclclhist Jdtakas.—Professor Fausboll is far advanced

with vol. vi of his edition, dOO pages having heen struck

off. Meanwhile the Cambridge Translation is also pro-

gressing, the second volume being already in type.

Arabic Grammar.—We hear that Professor De Groeje

(Hon. M.R.A.S.) is well advanced with his new edition

of Wright’s Arabic Grammar, and the first volume will

probably appear early this year.

Inscriptions in Swat.—A box full of squeezes of inscrip-

tions discovered in Swat during the recent expedition has

been forwarded to Hofrath Dr. Biihler in Vienna. They

are all in characters unknown in the rest of India, but the

technical execution of the engraving is the same as that of

certain Sanskrit inscriptions from the same district which

belong to the fifth and sixth centuries a.d.

Palestine Exploration Fund. — At the request of the

Honorary Secretary, the Library has been supplied with

a copy of the Report by the accomplished Secretary,

Sir V . Besant, of “Thirty Years Work of this Society”

since its establishment. The amount of work done, or in

course of being done, is wonderful. The Society has been
fortunate in securing the services of a succession of most
distinguished co-operators, Sir Charles Wilson, Colonel

Conder, Professor Petrie, Mr. Bliss, and others : the subject

is really an Asiatic one, and deserves allusion in our

pages. The discovery of the so-called Hittite Inscriptions,

and the Revelations of the Library of Cuneiform Tablets

at Tel el-Amarna in Egypt, have aroused an interest in the

subject, and it is important that the work of excavation

in and around Jerusalem should be vigorously prosecuted.

Pin chase of the Morns MSS.—The Society has not
hitherto been able to purchase any MSS., not even single
ones. This quarter we are glad to be able to announce
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the purchase of a valuable collection of Pali, Sinhalese, and

Burmese MSS. from the executors of the late Rev. Dr.

Richard Morris, the well-known Pali scholar. It is a

matter of great importance, in the interests of historical

enquiry, that MSS. should be in the hands of such bodies

as our Society, which is always ready, under proper pre-

cautions, to lend its MS. treasures to any scholar seriously

engaged in original work. The following is a detailed list

of the MSS. acquired by this purchase :

—

I. Pali,

1. Mula pafiiiasa of the Majjhima. 280 leaves. Sinhalese

letters.

2. Papanca Sudani. 410 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

3. Samyutta Nikilya. Books i to iii. 106 leaves. Sinhalese

letters.

4. Samyutta Nikaya. Books iv and v. 204 leaves.

Sinhalese letters.

5. Sarattha Pakusinl. 413 leaves. Burmese letters.

6. Auguttara Nikilya. 323 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

7. Anguttara Nikaya. 330 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

8. Anguttara Nikilya. 7th, 8th, and part of 9th Books.

186 consecutive and 8 other leaves. Burmese letters.

9. Manoratha Puranl. 385 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

10. Manoratha Puranl. 343 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

11. Apadana. 170 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

12. Cariya Pitaka. 12 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

13. Cariya Pitaka Yannana. By Dhammapala. 157 leaves.

Sinhalese letters.

14. Madhuratthappakasinl. Commentary on the Bodhi Yapsa.

224 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

15. Yissuddha-Jana Yilasinl. Commentary on the Apadana.

272 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

16. Dhatu Katha. 50 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

17. Puggala Pauuatti. 32 leaves. Sinhalese letters.

18. Patthana. 450 leaves. Burmese letters.

19. Katha Yatthu. 152 leaves. Sinhalese letters.
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II. Sinhalese.

20. ITmmagga Jatakaya. Sinhalese translation. 142 leaves.

21. Raja Walliya. History of Ceylon in Sinhalese.

76 leaves-

22. Dhamma-cakka-ppavattana-Sutta. Pali and Sinhalese.

40 leaves.

23. Dhamma-cakka-ppavattana-Sutta. Pali and Sinhalese.

47 leaves.

24. Hlnati Kumbure’s Sri Saddhanmitdasaya. Translation

of the Pali Milinda. 263 leaves.

25. Madhurattha-Vilasinl. Commentary in Sinhalese on the

Bodhi Yansa. 105 leaves.

III. Burmese.

26. Khudda Sikkhil Nissayu. In Burmese. 277 leaves.

27. Parajika Nissaya. In Burmese. 300 leaves.

28. Mahosadha Jataka. Burmese translation. 165 leaves.

29. Nissaya. Incomplete. In Burmese. 149 leaves.

IV. Transcripts from MSS. 6000 leaves.

30. Buddhavamsa (i-vii, and xxii to the end).

31. Puggala Pannatti.

32. Samyutta, Nidana Yagga.

33. The following Suttas from the beginning of the

Majjhima Nikaya:

Dhamma-dayada Sutta.

Bhaya-bherava Sutta.

Anangana Sutta.

Yatthiiparna Sutta.

C'etokhila Sutta.

Aniipanasata Sutta.

34. Buddha Vamsa.

35. Anguttara Nipatas, i-iv.

36. Commentary on the Anguttara (copy of leaves ku-ke,
go-ghe, and lla-fii).

37. Commentary on the Majjhima (copy of leaves ka-kr).
38. Suttanta Bhajaniva.
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Notes on Indian Literature.

In the course of cataloguing the Sanskrit MSS. of the

British Museum, I have come across several points of literary

interest. It may, I think, serve several useful purposes if

I briefly note two of the chief of them here.

1. The Sanskrit Poem Siiryasataka.

At p. 555 of last year’s (1891) issue of this Journal Prof.

Rhys Davids called attention to this poem, under the

impression that a MS. of the work, with a Sinhalese com-

mentary, in his possession was unique in Europe. But

there is a copy of both text and commentary in the

British Museum (Or. 4147).

It may he seen from my Catalogue of Sanskrit Books

in the British Museum that a printed edition of both

text and commentary or paraphrase appeared at Colombo

in 1883. Had Prof. Rhys Davids had an opportunity

of reading the Sinhalese preface to that edition by the

late D[on] A. de Silva [Batuvantudave], he would have

discovered no disposition on the part of that eminent

Sinhalese scholar to claim Mayura as a countryman; and,

indeed, the references 1 given by Aufrecht s.v. Mayura
in his Catalogus (including quotations from him by authors

who lived long before the thirteenth century) entirely pre-

clude the proposed identification with the Sinhalese poet

Mayurapada. 2

A few words as to the Sinhalese commentator. Prof. Rh.

Davids appears to take ‘Wilgam-mula’ as a name 3
;
Pandit

Batuvantudave, however, in his preface describes the

commentary as composed “ by a certain chief elder of the

1 Those who may look up the subject should not fail to read Mr. FitzEdward
Hall’s delightful footnote on p. S of his Introduction to the Vasavadatta (ed.

liibl. Ind., 1S59).
2 [It should have been mentioned that in the letter the possibility of two

May liras was clearly referred to —Rh. D.]
3 [Not at all. Just as Galaturu-nmla is used at the end of this note as a

name, so Wilgam-mula, which is an epithet of a distinguished member of the

Wilgam-mula fraternity, may be rightly used as a designation without supposing
it to be a family name.—

R

h". D ]
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Vilgam-mula sect”
(
Vilgam-mula nikayehi 1 mnhatera kmekitn

visin) about Saka 1200, i.e. at the end of the thirteenth

century a.d. The commentary, nevertheless, states that

the laic name, at all events, of its author was Parakrama-

bahu, and that he was (as Prof. Rhys Davids points out)

the pupil of Galaturu-mula Mahasvami.

I find at p. 30 of the printed edition of the Nikaya-

sahgraha

2

that a Galaturu-mula (probably the same person)

was a contemporary of the author of that work, Devarakshita

Dharmaklrti, and was living in a.d. 1396.

2. Note on Al-Beruni's Indica.

In the Indica of Al-Berunl (cap. Ixxiv., sub fin. — p. 286

Sachau’s text, or ii., 174 of his translation) occurs a citation

from a Sanskrit work called Vishnu-dharma. In the course

of a very elaborate review of Dr. Sachau’s translation (Ind.

Antiq., Nov. 1890 = vol. xix., p. 403), Dr. Biihler com-
pares the reading of a Sanskrit MS. of the Vishnu-dharma
preserved at Beilin with the Arabic as rendered by Dr.

Sachau. This reading is vara, rendered by Dr. Biihler
‘ myrobalans,’ with the addition of a note stating that

“this may possibly be the same as Beriinl’s galangale.”

There can, however, be no doubt that the correct reading is

that which is preserved in a Nepalese copy (saec. xv.) of the
Vishnu-dharma (British Museum, Or. 2207), namely, vaca.

This agrees with the Arabic text — * icajj, and I may add
that two independent authorities^ agree in interpreting

1

,.
S°i?.<*imes called confraternity.’ See M. Dharmaratna’s preface

to his edition ot the Abludhainmattha-saiigaha. p. 1 ,„l where the Uttara-
mula and \ ilgam-mula are given as the leading saiiugamas in the twelfth
century a.d. °

2 Edited at Colombo
, 1890, by my friend Don M. de Zilva tVickremasinghe

(Yikramasimha who-e kind assistance in the present note I have to aeknow-
ledge.

_

It would be a most useful work if some of our triends in Ceylon U.g.
the Asiatic .-nuiti there would undertake a translation, or at least an abstractm English, with an index showing names and chronology.

These are Udayachandra Dutta's “Hindu Materia Medica ” cited by
Bohtlmgk, and the Arabic writer Ibn al-Baitar, who may be consulted in
“Notices et extents ’

<T,ihl. Xationale. Paris, tom. xxvh. p. 403), a reference
given to me by my colleague, Mr. A. G. Ellis.
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these words by the herb called Acorns calamus by Linnaeus.

This appears to grow both in Europe and Asia, and to be

sometimes known here as the ‘ sweet-flag.’ Al-Beruni no

doubt belongs to the very first rank of Oriental writers,

and it seemed worth while to save his credit, even in a small

detail. I reserve some minor particulars as to the second

IMS. cited.

Cecil Bendall.

Asiatic Philology.

I. Mr. Lewis Rice, Director of Archaeological Researches

in Mysore, has published a volume of Epigraphia Carnataca,

or inscriptions in the kingdom of Mysore. The date of

the eighth century a.d. is postulated as that of the earliest,

and there is a continuous series down to the present time.

The inscriptions are exhibited both in the original written

character of the Karnata or Canarese, and in the Roman,
with an English translation. There are other architectural

plates : this volume is only the forerunner of many to

follow : historical results of importance may be anticipated.

We hope to have a full review in a subsequent number.
II. Maspero’s Chaldiea. In his important volume on the

“Dawn of Civilization” Prof. Maspero treats at great length

upon Egypt, his peculiar Province, but his three chapters

on Chaldcea are of extreme importance : allusion to them was
omitted in the late Review of this book in our Journal, which
treated exclusively on Egypt, but the Summary of the history

of Chaldma should not be lost sight of.

III. The Dutch Bible Society have published a translation

of the Gospel of Luke in the language spoken in the Island

ot Rotti, in the Malay Archipelago : it belongs to the

Malayan Family of Languages, and is an addition to our

knowledge contributed by a Missionary.

IV. Mr. E. B. Michell, legal adviser to the Siamese

Government, has printed and published at Bangkok, in

1892, a Siamese-English Dictionary.
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African Philology.

A Hvanja-English Vocabulary has been published by the

S.P.C.K. for the Mission at Likoma, on Lake Nvasa : it is

the Vernacular of the inhabitants of the Island.

Seven years ago Mr. Holman Bentley, of the Baptist

Mission on the Kongo, published a Dictionary and Grammar

of first-rate excellence of the great language spoken in that

Begion, and known by the name of the Great River. It

was an admirable book, and marked an epoch in our know-

ledge of TV
r
est African languages South of the Equator.

A special interest was attached to it, as the wife of the

Missionary, a most competent scholar, had largely con-

tributed to the work. Other books have followed, and

translations of the Bible, and a bi-monthly Magazine in

the Vernacular, have been started : it has taken about ten

years to make an intellectual stride in West Africa,

which it took one thousand years in Europe. The necessity

of an appendix both to the Dictionary and the Grammar
of this exceedingly luxuriant language was soon felt. Hew
ideas had to be represented by newly developed words

without foreign loan words
; knotty points of grammatical

construction Lad to be solved : the tongues of men, women,
and children had been let loose in the School, the Mission

Hall, and the A illage
;
and it is the art of a true linguist

to catch words alive, as they issue from the lips of un-

conscious barbarians. Mr. Bentley has now published in

London an appendix of 4,000 words in addition to the

previous 10,000 : the Roman alphabet is adapted to suit

new sounds. A young native, named Hiemvo, materially

contributed to the work of compilation and translation, and
exhibited great aptitude and intelligence. The great Bantu
race are born orators, and have in them the stuff, which
Education will develop into Culture and Civilization.

Herr A. Seidel has published at Vienna, Pest, and Leipzig

(Hartleben’s A erlag) practical Grammars of three South

African languages.
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(1) The Nama, a Hottentot language of Namaqualand,

§outh Africa.

(2) Herero, a Bantu language, South-west Africa.

(3) Ndonga, a Bantu language, South-west Africa.

They are in the German language, accompanied by reading

Selections and Vocabularies.

The same accomplished and indefatigable scholar has

issued two additional parts of his useful Zeitschrift fur

Africanische und Oceauische Sprachen at Berlin in the

German language.

Part III contains

:

(1) A Vocabulary of the Tikuu (a new language) and

the Pokoino, both Bantu, in E. Equatorial Africa.

By F. Wurtz (German).

(2) A Grammatical Note of the Chagga language,

Bantu, in E. Equatorial Africa. By A. Seidel

(German).

(3) A Beast Story of the Bondei tribe, Bantu, in E.

Equatorial Africa. By A. Seidel (German).

(1) Tales in the language of Ki-limani, in Portuguese

East Africa. By Pere Torrend, S.J. (French).

(5) The place of the Temne language, in the Bantu

Family. By Dr. G. A. Xrause (German). This

language is spoken by a tribe on the West Coast

of Africa, North of the Equator, within the Negro

Region, and up to this time considered to belong

to the Negro Language Group. In my “Modern

Languages of Africa,” 1883, I grouped it as Negro

on the best information then available : it is

supplied with considerable literature by a most

competent scholar, Schlenker. Dr. Krause has

been led, by a searching inquiry into certain

features of this language, to start the theory that

it belongs to the Bantu languages, South of the

Equator : the question is a most interesting one,

and must be left to time to decide.
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(6) Preliminary observations to a comparative Vocabu-

lary of the Bantu Family of Languages. By Carl

Meinhof (German).

Part IV contains

:

(1) Continuation of the Vocabulary of Tikuu and

Pokomo in Part III (German).

(2) On the mode of forming adverbs in Mbundu or

Bunda, a Bantu language on the West Coast of

Africa, South of the Equator. By Heli Chatelain

(German).

(3) Remarks on the Bali, a Bantu language, in the

Kamerun Region, West Africa, North of the

Equator. By E. Zintgraft (German).

(4) Songs in the Pokomo, a Bantu language, E.

Equatorial Africa. By F. Wurtz (German).

(5) An obituary notice of Biittner, an unwearied con-

tributor to the study of African languages. By
Carl Meinhof (German).

(6) The Fada language on the River Geba, in Portu-

guese West Africa, a Bantu language. By Dr.

G. A. Krause (German).

Oceanic Philology.

Zeitschrift fiir Africanisehe uud Oceanische Sprachen,

Part iii, No. 6.

Texts of the languages of the Bismarck Archipelago,

Oceania, with translations by Sidney Ray (English). This

is a most important contribution to our knowledge, in an

entirely new field, by an industrious and promising scholar.

Translation of the Biisle into New- Languages of Asia,

Africa, and Oceania in 1894.

A . Asia.

I. In the Dehra Dun, North-west Provinces of British

India, the language of Gurwali or Tiri is spoken by a rural

population, and a Gospel has been translated into it and
published by the British and Foreign Bible Society.
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II. In the same locality there is a language, called

Jaunsari, which has also been honoured by becoming the

vehicle of communicating the Gospel to an Indian tribe.

In both these cases there has been a distinct addition to

our linguistic knowledge. Whether these two languages

will retain their position in collision with the lordly Hindi

remains to be seen.

B. Africa.

A tribe exists on both banks of the great River Kongo

in Equatorial Africa, not far from the confluence of the

River Kasai : their name is Bangi
;
they have a distinct

language, and a Gospel has been translated into it.

C. Oceania.

I. The Dobu are a tribe in British New Guinea, and

their language has been studied, and the translation of

a Gospel made.

II. The same may be said of the Panaieti, also in New
Guinea.

These facts may seem small and unimportant, but they

indicate that annually fresh languages are being dis-

covered : the translations are, at any rate, genuine, and

furnish material for skilled Grammarians to find out new
phenomena of linguistic variety in word-store and structure.

R. N. C.

V. Notices of Books.

Les Memoires Histouiques be Semats'ien, traduits et

aiinotes par E. Chavannes. Paris : Leroux.

We cannot but admire the energy and ability with which

this stupendous work has been accomplished, and it is

wonderful that we have not long ago had some sinologist

eager to translate the book of one who has been called the

Herodotus of China, and whose Records really form the
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main source of our knowledge of the early history of that

country. These Records, dating from primeval and mythical

times, are the model on which subsequent dynastic histories

have been compiled. M. Chavannes prefaces his labour

with a long introduction in five chapters. In the first of

these we have short biographies of the two Ssumas, father

and son, and an attempt is made to determine the respective

shares taken by each in the writing of the Records, the

translator basing his judgment on the supposed difference

of their religious opinions. He says that Ssuma Ch'ien was

undoubtedly a Confucianist, as he gives the sage a place

of honour in a part of his work reserved for the biographies

of great men, and refers to the enthusiastic manner in

which the historian recounts a visit he paid to the temple

of Confucius
;

while he remarks that any traces of Taoism

found in the Records must be assigned to the influence of

Ssuma Tan alone. He admits, however, that in this opinion

he is opposed to the views of San Piao, father of the author

of the History of the Former Han Dynasty, who, living

about 120 years after Ssuma Ch'ien, reproaches him for

‘specially revering Huangti and Laotzu and speaking

lightly of the five canonical books.’ The phrase here re-

ferred to is doubtless Huang-lao, literally ‘ Yellow ancient/

which occurs so often in the Historical Records. If, as

I believe, this expression simply refers not to Taoism but
Buddhism, it cannot of course be admitted, as M, Chavannes
says in the second chapter of his introduction, that there

is no passage in the Historical Records which alludes to the
latter religion. The author is speaking of the capture by
the Chinese general Ho Chu-ping, in the year 121 b.c\, of

a golden man from a tribe of Hsiung-nu near the present
Liangchow, in the Kansu province. The Chinese com-
mentators on this passage think that this must have been
a Buddhist image, but M. Chavannes ridicules the idea of
Buddhism having penetrated into China so early as the
end of the second century b.c., and believes that the image
must have been that of one of the ancestors of the King
of Hsiuchu. I\ow on referring to the biography of Ho
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Cliii-ping, as recounted in the History of the Former Hans,

we find the image referred to as the ‘ Hsiuchu’s Heaven-

worshipping golden man,’ and it is more than likely it was

carried into the battle as a sort of talisman. Some nine

years ago I pointed out in the pages of the China Review

tliat Buddhism seems to have found its way into China

as early as 221 b.c., when the ‘First Emperor’ cast bronze

images after seeing similar figures at Lintao in South-west

Kansu. The late Dr. Lacouperie refers; to a story in the

T‘ai-ping-yii-lan (“ Origin of Chinese Civilization,” p. 2086)

to the effect that this emperor conversed with some persons,

professing Hindu views on the beginnings and transforma-

tions of the universe, who had come to Lintao by river

from North-west Szuch'uan, where recluses had for years

been established in caves, and thinks that there is a con-

nection between the two stories. In b.c. 219 Buddhist

priests were certainly seen by the same emperor at Puhai,

near Laichoufu
;
and considering how actively the Buddhists

spread their tenets in all directions, it cannot be a matter of

surprise that the faith was fairly well known in China 100

years later. The sources of the Records, the method of com-

pilation, and the interpolations and criticisms are gone into

fully in later chapters of the Introduction. When half

through the volume we reach the text of the translation,

which it must be admitted is very carefully worked out.

On p. 133 M. Chavannes observes in a note that the pond
of Tuyeh, although referred to in the time of the Hsia

dynasty, could not have been known to the Chinese until

the year 115 b.c., so he forthwith marks the passage as

an interpolation by some one in the reign of the Emperor
Wu, then living. There are plenty of other anachronisms,

and we may conclude that the only solution of the difficulties

is this—that the whole history was forged after the year

115 b.c. M. Chavannes notices that the historian does not

mention the famous eclipse of the sun said to have occurred

in 776 b.c., which is thought by some to be the first

authentic date in Chinese history.

Herbert J. Allen.
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Priority of the Vedanta Sutra over the Bhagavad

Gita. By Prof. T. II. Amalnerkar. Bombay, 1895.

The author takes one by one the reasons adduced by

the late Sir. Justice Telang for considering the Gita

the older of these two works, and maintains that not

only are they not convincing, but, in fact, are only

reconcileable with the contrary hypothesis. A question of

this kind cannot be properly discussed on the basis of one

or two isolated passages without due regard being paid

to the general tone of the whole of the works in question,

and the Professor very properly points out that the principal

questions raised in the Brahma Sutra have ceased to interest

the author of the Gita, who is concerned, on the contrary,

with quite other matters belonging to.

a

later stratum of

thought. The whole argument is well thought out, and

time will probably show that the author of this interesting

brochure is in the right.

A Practical Hindustani Grammar. Iu Two Volumes.

Compiled by Lieut.-Col. A. 0. Green. Clarendon

Press : Oxford, 1895.

By the courtesy of the manager of the Clarendon Press

a copy of this new grammar, prepared on a new system,

has been forwarded to the Library of the Royal Asiatic

Society, and it is with great pleasure that notice is now
taken of it in our periodical Reports. The language is

well known to all Anglo-Indians, as it is the lingua franca

of the whole of India, and the special vernacular of the

Horthern Provinces : it is a beautiful and highly refined

form of speech, having incorporated with the Hindi, which

is its linguistic base, vast loans of words, sentences, and

inflections from the Persian and Arabic : its other name
is “ Urdu,” or the Camp-language of the Mahometan
invaders of India from the Regions West of the Indus.

Col. Green was interpreter to the Bengal Sappers and

Miners at Rurki, and, as far back as the year 1875, formed

a desire to write a grammar of this language, which was
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his ordinary official vernacular, based upon the lines of such

works as Otto’s German, French, and Latin Grammars.

For the convenience of the learner the book is divided into

two parts. Part I contains a concise Grammar, the rules

being illustrated by copious exercises, to which are appended

a well-known vernacular Romance to be used as a Reader,

and a selection of lithographed Manuscripts on various

subjects. These are printed in the well-known Semitic

Arabic written character, with additional symbols to re-

present the peculiar sounds of an Aryan language. In

an appendix the author adds a few remarks on the Nagari

or Indian square written character, which is also used to

record the literature of this language.

Part II contains a key to the exercises and stories in

Part I : these translations are not only printed in the

Arabic character in the regular form adopted by the Press,

but lithographed in a written series of gradually increasing

difficulty to accustom the beginner to the handwriting of

native letter-writers. A free translation into English is

also given of the Romance above alluded to in Part I,

and the other Hindi selections, and the handwriting is

both transliterated and translated.

The type and style of this work reflect the greatest

credit upon the Clarendon Press : it is a pleasure to

a proficient in the Hindustani to read it. It is impossible

to predict whether this elaborate handbook of the Language

will supersede its predecessors : experience alone can decide

this point : under any circumstances this is a most praise-

worthy and creditable performance of one who knows the

language, which he treats scientifically and thoroughly.

r. isr. c.

The Budh Gaya Temple Case.

Messrs. Newman and Co., of the Caxton Press, Calcutta,

have published a complete report of this now celebrated

case in a substantial volume of close upon 300 printed

j.b.a.s. 1896. 15
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pages of foolscap size. The report includes the pro-

ceedings and judgments in all the courts, with all the

correspondence and legal documents referred to in the

course of the action. As will be in the memory of our

readers, the case was not a civil one to claim the possession

of this ancient Buddhist building for the Buddhists, but

a criminal one against the Hindu Mahant who has taken

possession of the building for the purpose of violently

interrupting Buddhist worship. The action was brought

under a clause of the Indian Act directed against the

forcible interruption of any established religious service,

and in the result it was held that the particular occasion

in question did not come under the terms of the Act.

Die Abessinier in Arabien tjni> Afrika auf Grund
NEUENTDECKTER InSCHRIFTEN, YOU Dr. EdUARD
Glaser. 8vo. pp. 210. Franz : Miinchen, 1895.

This book forms a very welcome supplement to Dr.

Glaser’s previous researches on the early history of Arabia.

It is full of startling discoveries and ingenious theories,

throwing light on ancient cultures hitherto shrouded in

mist. Dr. Glaser s aim is to demonstrate that the original

home of the ^Ethiopians, or Habasat, is not Africa, but
Asia, and especially that part of Arabia which is now called

Mahra. Apart from the material gathered from classical

authors, as Herodotus, Eratosthenes, the Author of the
I eriplus, and others, the demonstration is mainly built

on the incense - producing character of this territory.

Ihe derivation of the name of the ^Ethiopians from a
Sabsean pluial, ati/ub 1 (pronounced atyob ?), is uncommonly

i This form is not to be confounded with the JEthiopic plur. fract. aqtiil,

which, according to Dillmaun (Gramm, d. .£th. Spr., p. 241), is a development

from Arab. J Al, hut in Sabiean it seems to correspond with Arab. JUit
rP- x^vb 537. Perhaps the iEthiopic aqtiil

is also nothing- but a differentiation from aqtal.
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convincing. As to Habasat, Glaser very properly thinks of

Arab. ‘ to gather.’ Now the existence of a kingdom

of the Habasat, Glaser argues, cannot be disputed, as it

is mentioned in several Sabaean inscriptions, in particular

in the “Treaty Inscription” (Glaser, 1076), which cannot

have been composed later than 100-50 b.c., but probably

earlier. Axum mentioned in the “ Periplus ” was then

too insignificant to figure as an independent power in that

treaty, and therefore the country of the Habasat is not

to be sought for in Africa, but in South Arabia, east of

Hadhramoth. To make this evidence all the more striking,

Glaser identifies Habasat not only with the Hbsti of the

old Egyptians (for Pwent) but also with Abasa of Pausanias

and Uranius—who likewise place it next to Hadhramoth

—

and the Abissa of Ptolemy. This Arabic kingdom of

Habasat must have ceased to exist at the time of the

author of the “Periplus” (i.e. in the second half of the

first century of the present era), and was probably absorbed

by Hadhramoth. Now in the Greek text of the bilingual

Axum inscription of King Aizanas ^Ethiopia is mentioned

as one of his dominions, which in the parallel ./Ethiopian

text (written in Sabaean characters) is rendered by Habasat.

It is greatly to Dr. Glaser’s credit that in one of his

previous writings (“ Skizzen der Geschichte Arabiens,”

p. 36) he already suggested that identity before the

iEthiopic text—of which the first squeeze was brought

to Europe only a short time ago—was known. From all

these items Dr. Glaser concludes that the Habasat, beginning

with those designated in the above-mentioned Hbsti, was

the general name employed for the incense-producing

countries as early as the second pre-Christian roillenium.

About this period large immigrations took place from

Arabia into Abessinia. The possible objection that it may
have been the reverse, Glaser justly meets with the counter

evidence that there is no proof in favour of it, whilst

everything advocates the movement towards Africa. The

question is, of course, in close connection with that other

and more complicated one respecting the wanderings of
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the Semitic tribes. The great plausibility of Glaser’s

arguments has undoubtedly brought the solution of this

question somewhat nearer. His book, although anything

but bulky, is full of other interesting details, among which

are explanations of inscriptions from which he draws his

conclusions, and of the Greek names of places mentioned

in the Adulis inscription. In these matters, however, the

final word still remains to be spoken. That Glaser also

took the opportunity of touching upon the famous Minaean

question is not surprising, and his remarks certainly tend

to strengthen his theory. The diction is attractive, though

sometimes rather polemical. An excellent index is ap-

pended.

H. niKSCHFELD.

The Ruling Races of Prehistoric Times in India,

South-western Asia, and Southern Europe. By
J. F. Hewitt, late Commissioner at Chota Nagpore.

Vol. I, 1894. Yol. II, 1895. Westminster: Archibald

Constable and Company.

The first of these two remarkable volumes is composed

of a preface and six essays, and the second volume is

made up of a preface and three essays. Each volume
is furnished with an excellent and very useful index.

Ihe object of the essays in the first volume is, in the

author s words, “ to help those who, like mvself, are

trying to trace the paths worn by the ruling races of

the world through the tangled jungles of past times, and
thus to learn the real history of the childhood of humanity
during the ages when national life began its troubled
journey towards its ultimate and, as yet, unseen goal.

They call especial attention to the chronological data
supplied by social laws and customs, mythic history and
ritual

;
and prove that these, when studied, provide guiding

marks from which we can deduce, even in ages which
have been hitheito called prehistoric, the order in which
leading epochs ot civilization succeeded one another.”
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The first is somewhat of an introductory character, and

tells how the author was led to begin the inquiries which

have resulted in these volumes. In it we find a good

deal about St. George showing his development from a

rain-god, and also about the Cross.

Essay ii treats of “ The primitive village, its origin,

growth into the province, the city, and the State, and

its methods of record.”

The third essay is devoted to
“ The early history of

India, South-western Asia, Egypt, and Southern Europe,

as taught by that of the worship of the Hindu Soma, the

Zend Haoma, the Assyrian Istar, and the Egyptian Isis.”

This is a long and learned, though rather confused, dis-

quisition. In it the author claims to “ have traced the

history of the worship of the goddess Istar and of the god

Soma, and have shown that both derived their origin from

the worship of the two earth-mothers, the mother-grove

of the Indian village communities and the mother-

mountain of the Northern races, and of the thunder- and

storm- god as a father-god, the husband of the laud.” He
also shows that “ the history of the evolution of religion,

culminating in Soma worship, discloses its absorption into

a form of ascetic doctrine, in which the desire for per-

sonal holiness characterizing Semitic belief in the fatherhood

of the God of Righteousness predominated.”

The fourth essay treats of “ Astronomical myths, showing,

on the evidence of early Akkadian astronomy, how the

Hittites, Kushites, and Kushite-Semites measured the year.”

Essay v is entitled “ The history of the rule of the

Kushite-Semite races as told in the early forms of the

Soma festival and the worship of the Sun-god Ra.”

The sixth essay, 'which is a very interesting and

ingenious one, is headed, “ The first coming of the fire-

worshipping Heracleidm to Greece, their conquest of the

Dorians and Semites, and their victorious return as

worshippers of the Sun-god.”

In the second volume we have Essay vii, which treats

of “ The astronomy of the Veda, and its historical lessons.”
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The author shows how the “Indian conception of history

as the records of events in the cycle year of destiny
”

is

repeated in Buddhist history and theology.

Essays viii and is deal respectively with history as

told in the mythology of the Northern races and with

the “ History of the worship of Ja or Yah, the all-wise

Fish-sun-god, as told in the mythology of the American

Indians,” etc.

From this short summary of the contents of this treatise

it may be seen that the author has taken a wide and com-

prehensive view of the origins or foundations of historical

civilization. In the mythologies handed down from primitive

tribes he sees history, and he has endeavoured to ascertain

and show what were the facts embodied in the mythologies.

The two volumes contain a vast amount of curious learning

and ingenious conjecture. But facts, deductions, and con-

jectures seem to be all inextricably confused at times, and
occasionally whole paragraphs are bewildering from this

mixing up of things which should have been kept apart.

The author seems to go too far, with regard to the present
state of knowledge, in the identifications which he makes
in the matter of objects of worship in widely separated
lands, and in the derivation of religious and cosmic theories.
The treatise is the work of a great reader, a man with
wide sympathies and active imagination, and manv of the
analogies pointed out by him are suggestive and curious.
But the method of argument takes so much for granted
that it is very difficult for the specialist in any one of
the many fields he touches to follow it, and of course the
hook is not meant for anyone not a specialist.

T. W.

The Mogul Emperors of Hindustan, 1398-1707 By
Edward S. Holden, LL.I). 8vo. London, 1895.

Dr. Holden has succeeded in writing a very pleasant
book having used his materials with great skill and effect.
The hrst paragraph of the introductory note was, it must
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be confessed, a little disconcerting : for, what could we

look for from a man who, having accidentally acquired

a few miniatures of Mogul emperors, casts about for books

to tell him something of their history, and lays the result

before the public within the twelvemonth (pp. v and xiii) ?

After that, to find the book so good was an agreeable

surprise. It would, at the same time, be affectation to

pretend, in this Journal, that Dr. Holden’s pages contain

any information not known before to every student of the

period. Still, his production is an excellent effort at what

the French call vulgarisation
;
and it is the more remarkable

for the fact, rare in my experience of such works, that

there is hardly a statement to which a specialist could take

serious exception.

Whether a Shahjahan-namah (p. ix) could include portraits

“ by contemporary artists ” of Babar, Humayiin, and Akbar,

is a little doubtful, unless interpreted as meaning “copies”

of such work. I fully agree with Dr. Holden (p. xil that

we may have confidence in the authenticity of Indian

portraits. They were not purely fictitious, like those of

the early kings of Scotland at Holyrood. They are true

to life, so far as the artist’s skill could carry him, and the

originals have been most faithfully copied ever since. I

rest this opinion upon the researches in India of Mr.

A. Constable, who put himself in direct communication

with still-living painters, to whom these originals have

been transmitted from generation to generation. Mr. A.

Constable is one of the three or four Europeans who have

any intimate acquaintance with this branch of Indian art.

It is one which, from its great interest, would well reward

anyone who went into it thoroughly.

On p. 98 Dr. Holden asserts by implication that the

cruel removal of all heirs to the crown, so common
throughout the Mogul period, sprang from the Hindu,

and not from the TurkI blood of the reigning house.

Here, I think, he might reverse the position. If he will

read again Babar’s Memoirs or the book of Babar’s cousin,

Mirza Haidar, the Tarikh-i-Rashidi, I think he will confess
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that to Central Asia, with its confused, never-ending

struggles for lordship over its petty states, and not to

India, were due the frequently repeated and finally

disastrous contests among competitors for the throne.

Hindus have long been, and are to this day, strong, even

bigoted, upholders of hereditary right ; and in the

succession to their states, large and small, they observe

the rule of primogeniture, tempered by the grant of

appanages or fiefs to the younger sons.

Being for the nonce a critic, “I am nothing if not

critical,” and would therefore suggest (p. 104) that Sind

is not “the province just south of Kabul.” South of Kabul

we may call it, roughly speaking, but just south it is not,

there being the intervening province of Qandahar. Again,

“the successive raids, sieges, captures, flights”—did they

cease four centuries ago, when the Moguls were per-

manently established in India (p. Ill) ? Did they not

rather continue as before, until the subversal of the dynasty

early in this century ? William Erskine’s work, quoted on

p. 125, is not a Life, but “A History of India under the

two first Sovereigns of the House of Tairaur—Baber and
Humayun ”

: see therein the passage quoted, ii, 530. Of
‘Alaragir a much more characteristic portrait than that

opposite p. 309 might have been given : I refer to one
in British Museum, Add. MSS., No. 18,802 (Rieu, 783),
which shows that emperor as a decrepit, bowed old man,
just as Gemelli Careri saw him, clad all in white.

Dr. Holden remarks (p. 165) that the Turk! language was
known at the Indian Court as late as Jahangir (1605—27)

;

but I think the period of such use might be extended
safely to It 19, and possibly for forty years later. The
harems were guarded by Qalmiiq women, supplies of them
being one of the most valued parts of the presents sent
down from time to time by the various rulers of the Central
Asian Khanates. These women were, no doubt, the source
from which the knowledge of the language was maintained.
There is direct evidence that in 1719, on an important
occasion, one of the nobles, a native of Samarqand,
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communicated with the emperor, Muhammad Shah, in

Turk!, a language not understood by the Hindustani

nobles.

I would remind Dr. Holden that the Mogul Empire did

not end with 1707
;
there were at least nine emperors after

that date, of whom authentic portraits could easily he

produced. Of one, Shah ‘Alam IT, there is a personal

description and character by an easily accessible European

writer, Alexander Dow—

“

History of Hindostan,” ii, 497,

edition of 1803—who gives also (at the end of vol. iii)

portraits of five of these later sovereigns. We may now
hope that Dr. Holden, having once nibbled at the subject,

will be tempted to devote further time and research to it,

and provide us hereafter with a much-needed monograph

on the history of figure-painting in Persia and India, its

origin, the names, dates, and abodes of the chief artists,

and a critical list of their productions, so far as known
to us. As Dr. Holden points out (p. 68), pictures are

prohibited by Muhammad, and to trace out the origin of

this discrepancy between precept and practice would be one

of the not least piquant parts of a fascinating subject.

Before concluding I must say a word or two in praise of

Sir W. W. Hunter’s chapter, “ The Ruin of Aurangzeb.”
I admired it when I read it long ago in some magazine

;

it is full of felicitous phrases, and I have never forgotten

the true though epigrammatic contrast (p. 319) between
“ the ruddy men in boots

” from Central Asia and their

degenerate descendants, the “pale men in petticoats.” It

is probable that I hold different views from those of Sir

William Hunter as to the amount of underground, or

preparatory, work required before writing anything satis-

factory in the way of Indian (Mahomedan) history; but

setting that on one side, no more admirable use of the

readily available materials could be wished than we find

m this short essay, where, as so seldom happens, the known
facts are stated with complete accuracy, even if it be

only in outline.

As Dr. Holden has found in America a liberal publisher.
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who has brought out his book in such tasteful and becoming

form, we trust that he will be encouraged to go into the

subject more deeply, and treat in greater detail the question

of Indian portraiture.

William Irvine.

The Dina-T M a7.nu-7 Khrat, or the Religious Decisions

of the Spirit of Wisdom. The Pahlavi text, edited by

Darab Dastur Peshotan Sanjana, B.A. Bombay,

1895.

This first complete edition of the Pahlavi Mlnu-khirad,

as it is called in Persian, has been prepared chiefly for the

use of Pahlavi students at the Bombay University, where

Avesta and Pahlavi have recently been added to the list

of classical languages prescribed for the B.A. and M.A.
examinations.

When the complete transliterated Pazand-Sanskrit text

was published, with an English translation and glossary,

in 1871, from the best existing copies of the versions

prepared by Aeryosang about the end of the twelfth

century, there was no copy of the original Pahlavi text

accessible. The few Pahlavi MSS. 0f the Minu-khirad
then existing in India were evidently only reproductions

from Aeryosung s Pazand version. But \Vestergaard, in

1843, had brought a manuscript of miscellaneous texts from
Persia, one of which was an incomplete copy of the Pahlavi
Mlnu-khirad written in 1569

;
and a facsimile of this text

was published by Andreas in 1882. This Pahlavi version
had been copied from an original which had already lost

its first folio, and ten other folios of the copv had also dis-

appeared. Its colophon states that it was derived, through
two intermediate copies, from a manuscript in India. As
this Pahlavi text, though agreeing very closely with
Aeryosang s Pazand, supplies several small corrections of
his manifest errors, and one or two short passages which he
omits, there can be little doubt that it is derived from the
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same original as his Pazand version. The contents of the

ten missing folios have been recovered from a Bombay copy

of another Iranian MS. which belongs to Ervad Tehmuras,

while the text of the first lost folio has been transcribed

from the Pazand version.

The Minu-khirad professes to be a selection from the

wisdom of the Mazda-worshipping religion, prepared by
a wise enquirer who had wandered from place to place in

search of wisdom and truth. In response to his prayers,

the Spirit of Wisdom presented itself and offered to be his

guide and preceptor. The sage then propounds a series of

62 questions, or groups of questions, on religious and

mythological subjects, which the Spirit of Wisdom duly

answers. But, as the series terminates abruptly and without

any peroration, it is doubtful if the work be complete.

As to the age of this treatise, we have seen that both the

Iranian and Indian copies can, as yet, be traced back only

to some Indian MS. of the twelfth century. But the work
itself is decidedly Iranian in character, though the internal

evidences of age are slight and admit of much difference

of opinion. The allusion, in i, 18, to an evil religion which
does harm to that of the Yazads, and the praise of wine,

when drunk in moderation, in xvi, 25-29, 36-48, might
be considered as referring to Muhammadan practices and
prohibitions

;
but the descriptions of good and bad govern-

ment, in xv, 16—39, do not specially allude to any foreign

domination. Perhaps the period a.d. 550-625 is that most
clearly indicated by the contents of the treatise, but the

indications are scanty and readily misunderstood. The
conflicts of the Arumans and Turanians with the Iranians,

alluded to in xxi, 23-26, have been much too frequent

to afford a safe clue to any definite period for their

occurrence.

The Pahlavi text has been carefully edited, and the book

is dedicated to the memory of the editor’s learned great-

grandfather, Dasturan-Dastur Edalji Darabji Sanjana, Parsi

High Priest of Bombay from 1830 to 1847, whose portrait

and pedigree are given, as well as a metrical account of his
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life in Gujarati, which is an abridged second edition of the

Cherage Danesh, or Lamp of Learning, originally published

in 1854.

E. W. West.

Fragments d’une Histoire des Etudes Ohinoises au

XYIIP Sxecle. Par Henri Cordier, Professeur a

l’Ecole des Langues Orientales vivantes. Paris, 1895.

This pamphlet is reprinted from the “ Oentenaire de

l’Ecole des langues orientales vivantes.” The Fragments

are a supplement to M. Cordier’s “ Notes pour servir a

l’histoire des etudes chinoises en Europe, jusqu’h, l’epoque

de Fourmont l’aine,” published in the Nouveaux Melanges

Orientaux in 1886. Together with these Notes, moreover,

the Fragments are part of the “Histoire des etudes chinoises

en Europe,” on which the author has been engaged for

several years.

Among the writers on Chinese matters in the eighteenth

century were Fourmont and the missionaries Premare and
Gaubil. The mention of the missionaries leads M. Cordier

to take a short survey of the early history of the French
missionaries at Peking. One of these, P. Noel (born

1651, died L29), translated into Latin the Four Books, the
Small Learning, and the canonical treatise on Filial Piety.

P. Noel was also the author of works on the mathematical
and physical theories of the Chinese, and of an important
treatise on the Chinese knowledge of God, the ceremonies
observed to the dead, and the ethics of the Chinese.

Of the amateur sinologists of Europe in the first half of

the eighteenth century we have Masson and Vandermonde,
the former an eccentric theologian who affiliated Chinese
to Hebrew. Then we come to Fourmont, the one positively
mean and wicked man among past sinologists. M. Cordier
tells the story of Fourmont’s meanness towards Premare,
the missionary well known by his Notitia Lingum Sinicm.
We have notices also of the works of Daniel Webb and
John Webb in England. The latter, in 1689, published
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his Essay in which he endeavours to show that Chinese is

the primitive language of man. The former, in 1787,

published a short treatise in which he gives reasons for

thinking that the Greek language was borrowed from the

Chinese.

In China P. Parennin laboured at two dictionaries of the

language which still slumber in MS. M. Cordier gives

also bibliographical notices of the Chinese dictionaries of

P. d’lncarville and P. de la Charme, and of the works

of P. de Yentavon.

The great De Guignes, father and son, and the dis-

tinguished missionaries Gaubil, Amiot, and Cibot, are

reserved for a future opportunity, and the pamphlet closes

with a short notice of Deshauterayes. This last, who died

in 1795, wrote against De Guignes’ theory of the Egyptian

origin of the Chinese, and he also translated the “Spring

and Autumn ”
of Confucius.

The present pamphlet, like the other bibliographical

works of M. Cordier, gives dates and authorities in a

careful, precise manner. The information contained in it

may be of an antiquarian rather than a practical value,

but it will always be interesting to the student of the

Jesuit missionaries in China and to the workers on the

Chinese language and literature. The career of the villain

ot the Fragments is exceedingly instructive, and shows how
a bad man may have good teachers and good disciples.

T. W.

Die Chinesische Sprache zu Hanking. Yon Dr. Fr.
Kuhnert, Privatdocent an der k.-k. Universitiit in

Wien. Wien, 1894.

This pamphlet of thirty-eight pages with two tables

is a contribution by Dr. Fr. Kuhnert to the Proceedings

ot the Imperial Academy of Sciences of Yienna. The
author has lived iu China at Peking and Nanking, and
he has been told by the Chinese Secretary of the Belgian

Legation at Peking that he speaks Chinese like a Chinaman.
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The Secretary has probably made a similar statement to

every foreigner who has tried to speak Chinese to him !

Dr. Kiihnert in this pamphlet uses a transcription of his

own for the Chinese sounds, and it is one which cannot be

recommended. It is not good in itself, and the use of it

would make the comparison of sounds impossible.

The author gives a number of terms and phrases to

illustrate Chinese as spoken at Nanking. But many of

these seem to he the ordinary Mandarin used by those

who talk that language in any part of China. At p. 37

we find an expression which we are told means, “ Whence

come you, sir, and whither go you ? ” This is shortened

down, the author says, to Hsien-sheng-chu-lai-a £
D |SpJ), which he says means, “Sir, whither whence?”

But as I have heard this question asked, it was used in the

sense of, “ Sir, from going whither are you come ? ”—that

is, Where have you been to, sir? But should not the word

na-li be inserted ?

Dr. Kiihnert has some remarks on the tones of the

words and the rhythm of the sentences in Chinese. These

remarks, however, are of little use to the student of the

language, for, as the learned author would admit, the

proper and practical use of tones and rhythm can be learned

only by hearing the natives and imitating them.

The two Tables give a syllabary of the sounds of

Nanking Chinese expressed in the author’s peculiar manner.

There is a third Table at p. 18, which gives all the syllables

in the author’s transcription with the characters and Mr.

Mateer’s transcription.

T. W.

Die Phii.osophiedes Kong-Dsy (Confcciius) auf Grund des

Urtextes. Ein Beitrag zur Revision der bisherigen

Auffassungen. A on Dr. Fr. Kuhxert, Privatdocent

an der Bniversitat in Wien. Wien, 1895.

This pamphlet—like the one noticed above, by the same
author—is an extract from the Proceedings of the Imperial
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Academy of Sciences of Vienna. The author thinks that

a revision of our translations of the Confucian classics i3

justified and required. These venerable old books should

be interpreted according to reason and the authorized use

and construction of Chinese words and phrases. In his

present contribution to the work of revision Dr. Kiihnert

confines himself to the Ta Hsio or Great Learning.

The transcription of Chinese characters which the author

uses is his own, and it cannot be recommended. Thus, we
have “ Kong-dsy ” for K‘ung-tzu, although the Nanking
pronunciation of the character for the first syllable is given

by Dr. Kiihnert as Keng and by Mr. Mateer as K‘ong. The
title of the Chinese work he gives as “ da-hjo ” or “ dai-hjo,”

which he translates by Philosophy. This translation is not

sanctioned by the words of any Chinese commentator, and

it is at variance with the received meaning of the words.

Nor can the author’s distinction between da-hjo, great or

high learning, and dai-hjo, highest learning, find any
authority.

The Great Learning has a threefold scope according to

the text. Of its three objects the first is said to be ming-

ming te w m m>, that is, to bring into clear evidence the

clear moral constitution
;

or, according to another interpre-

tation, to restore this constitution to its original clear

brightness. But Dr. Kiihnert takes the second ming here
to be used as in such terms as ming-t‘ien, to-morrow

;
ming-

men, next year
;
that is, as meaning future, not present,

coming. Then he makes ming-te denote merely a capacity

or capability for virtue. But this is neither Confucian nor
in accordance with the general use of the terms. The word
te denotes the perfect moral constitution with which man
is endowed at his birth, and also the innate or inherent

qualities or virtues of animate and inanimate objects

generally. It has also several secondary meanings, such

as are given in the dictionaries.

Dr. Kiihnert proceeds to give his interpretation of the

text, with criticisms on Dr. Legge’s translation and com-

mentary. At p. 18 we find another instance of incorrect
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rendering1

. The Chinese sentence begins Fan-yen-te-cho

(/L s' M)> an<i this rendered, “ Alle sagen te ist ”

;

but the meaning is, wherever the word te is used. Then, on

the same page we have a very interesting passage from

that clearest of writers, Chu Hsi (“Tschu-hi”), mistranslated

in a hopeless manner. At p. 26 we have some remarks

about the terms ta-jen (A A) and hsiao-tzu
(>J, ~f), which

show an imperfect acquaintance with the Chinese lano-uao-e

and are misleading. The author gives to ta-jen and hsiao-tzu

the meanings of men of superior and men of inferior mental

endowments respectively. But this is undoubtedly wrong.

A sentence is quoted from the beginning of Chu Hsi’s

Preface, and Dr. Kiihnert translates it
—“Das Werk

‘Philosophic’ ist die Philosophic der Alten, wodurch sie

die Gesetze der Mensehen lehrten.” But the words mean:
“The book Great Learning is the great learning of the

ancients, the means by which men were educated ” (A
i I i i * I S 1 1 A -> & ffi). The
context shows that men is the emphatic word here, and if

Dr. Kiihnert had read the next page he wmuld have seen

that Chu Hsi understood and taught that the Great Learning
was for adults of all sorts and conditions.

At p. o2 there is a wrong translation which makes
nonsense, but is apparently due to a misprint in the
original text. Dr. Kiihnert prints *

3^ JJ) and interprets

the clause as meauing that the spirit does not move about
forgotten, but the correct text is ^ j|J| , to move recklessly

or at random.

It cannot be maintained that Dr. Kiihnert’s study on
the Great Learning is an improvement on existing interpre-
tations. I he Chinese text and the Commentaries, both the
earlier and the later, would repay a thoughtful reading.
But the book itself must be taken, as the ISung scholars
taught, as a part of the Confucian curriculum of education.
It cannot be lead and understood by itself, and when
Dr. Kiihnert has made some progress in the study of
Contucian literature he may, perhaps, be able to give a
satisfactory interpretation of the Great Learning.

T. W.
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Materiatjx pour servir a l’histoire de la beesse

Bubbhique Tara. Par Godefroy be Blonay, Bibl.
/

de l’ecole des Hautes Etudes. Paris, 1895.

Notwithstanding the modesty of its title and its subject,

which is apparently a very special one, the volume which

M. de Blonay has just published is a worthy addition to

the series of memoirs devoted to the study of India in the

library of the Ecole des Hautes Eludes. It is the first

among all the volumes of that collection which treats of

Buddhist history and religion, and to many persons it will

come as a revelation. The only Buddhism known to the

reading public is the Pali Buddhism, so excellently described

by Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, the religion of the “ sons

of Qakva,” with its impassive founder, its treatises upon

monastic discipline, its collection of doctrines, its monks,

given to meditation in place of prayer, who gave equal

thought to self-training and to charity, and contemned that

more or less mystical magic which takes such hold of the

passionate, fiery temperament of the Hindu. The Buddhist

civilizations are so numerous, the seeds sown upon fertile

soil by the greatest of ancient spiritualists have produced

such a luxuriant vegetation, that Buddhism, everywhere

differing from itself, presents a unique spectacle in the

variety of its forms amid the unity of its essential con-

ceptions and of its sacred terminology.

These ramifications are little known and barely under-

stood. The worshippers of the mysterious signs of Barhut,

the worshippers of the statues of Gandhara, the readers

of the Lalita, the contemplatives of the Prajna, the

Tantrikas of the different sects, the ascetics, who called

themselves Bhikshus, those who aspired to the name of

Bodhisattvas, the faithful devotees of Amitabha, and all

those who aspired to the Buddhist heavens are members
of the vast spiritual family, of which Buddha is the

eponymous ancestor, whatever be the varied aspects in

which he is regarded.

Round Buddha, in the pantheon of new churches,

J.B.A.s, 1896. 16
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crowd a multitude of other divinities, and their splendour

threatened to eclipse that of the Master. Popular imagi-

nation continued its work, hand in hand with, the enlightened

piety of learned devotees. In place of the self-controlled

sage, the type of perfect humanity, there was substituted

a protecting goddess, kind as a mother. The living

Bodhisattva took the place of the extinct Buddha. And
as the idea of the divinity changed, the rules of life and

the conditions for gaining salvation became modified.

The faithful is now he who loves, and who prays to, any

Buddhist divinity whatever, the ishtadevata of his family,

his country, or his monastery .

1 It is neither by Bkikshuta,

nor by Juana, that salvation may be gained
;
but by Bhakti,

the fervent devotion, the slavery (dasatva), both material

and moral, of man with regard to the deity. But it is

not in every environment that religion preserves this

character of intelligent piety, which gives to certain

Buddhist pages so striking a resemblance to numerous
passages of the literature of the Bhiigavatas. In India

the old superstitions reappear along with the newer
religions; sacrifice and prayer are both magic and sacra-

mental operations : the doctrines which teach Bhakti are

in direct opposition to those called Tantric, in which the

female divinities play so important a part.

From among all the divine personalities belonging to

Nepalese and Tibetan Buddhism, M. de Blonav has signalled

out one of the most characteristic—Tara, a Brahmanic
goddess, of naturalistic origin (for her name signifies

a star), she who became the mystical spouse of the
meditative Buddhas, the mother of the Bodhisattvas,

the Saviour, par excellence (//a tarayall). With a zeal

worthy of a devoted follower of the kind goddess, he
describes the Buddhist, Indian, and Tibetan Tara; he
recounts or suggests the popularity of his heroine and the
evolution of the worship paid to her. In so doing he
gathers together valuable information upon the internal

1 Compare the parallel evolution of orthodox Brahmanism: the Karmakanda,
the Lpamshads, the V edantasutras, the Bhaktisutras.
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history of Buddhism, and notably upon the character of

its monasteries during the seventh and eighth centuries.

For compiling a history of Tara, we have at our disposal

documents of various kinds. I. Inscriptions and monu-

ments, which supply a solid basis for chronological research.

Three inscriptions, of which the second betrays a certain

amount of literary influence
;
the first, belonging to Java,

dated approximately 779 a.d., establishes the popularity

of Tara amongst the Mahayiinist communities who achieved

the conquest of the Archipelago; the two others, dated

1095 and 1219 a.d., give proof of the survival in India of

the Buddhist religion aud ideas, which has been hitherto

contested. Hiouen-Tsang bears witness to the existence of

statues of Tara in Magadha and in the kingdom of

Vaicali; the name transcribed by the Chinese traveller

(Tarabodhisattva) is worthy of attention—Tao-Suen (650

a.d.) indicates a stupa of Tara in the kingdom of Tsau-

K uta, in the midst of Central Asia. Resemblances to

Tara will very probably be found among the sculptures

of Gandhara. II. Taranatha, the Tibetan historian of

Buddhism, who was so devoted to the goddess that he

adopted her name, relates the oftentimes marvellous

biography of the Masters of Buddhism. Nearly all of

them, according to him, were inspired by Tara. M. de

Blonay has' gathered together the scattered matter relating

to the goddess, and has thus compiled an interesting mono-

graph, notwithstanding the limited extent of his essay and

the small space reserved to historical discussion. Thus,

according to Taranatha’s account, Qantideva must have been

a mystical Thaumaturgus, a pupil of Tara and of Moiiju^xL

According to the Russian orientalist, Taranatha wrote the

life of Aearyas in a tendenzios style, and the actual example

proves this to be the case, for nothing in the Bodhi-

caryavatara, a work of Qiintideva, leads us to believe that

the author was a Tantrika, a worker of miracles, an adorer

of Tara or of her sister divinities. I do not doubt that

M. de Blonay rejects these ideas of a rather exaggerated

criticism.
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Without wishing to discuss so wide a problem in

these pages, may I be allowed to remark how very little

we know of the relation between the various sects

and doctrines ? When Taranatha relates the history of

Asvabhava, the author of the hymns to Tara, the fact

appears to be incredible, for Asvabhava was a Madhyamika

and his name itself points out the uncompromising character

of his school. But do we not find the pantheistic poet of

the Gita profess his faith in Krishna ? The Buddhists of

the South and the Santrantikas give as good a reason for the

justification of the worship which they paid to the defunct

Buddha—“ As the pole erected b\r snake-charmers still con-

tinues to cure venomous bites even after the death of the

charmer.” 1 The school which professes to deny the

existence of the sva bhdva, admits that we may pray to

and adore divinities. The idea of the void is made to

agree with that of adoration and with that of charity.

The practice of Tantrie ceremonies is not repugnant to

believers in the most abstract spiritual theories.

I think some credit must be given, provisionally at least,

to tradition. The cult of the Bodhisattvas and of the Taras

is certainly a very ancieut one. The schools of the Yoga
possessed a long history of their own before Asunga. If

the details of the biographies of Taranatha appear to be in

many cases doubtful, as were also many of the legends of

the Middle Ages, we believe that the typo of the great

Master of Buddhism in the seventh and eighth centuries

is faithfully described by the Tibetan author in the four-

teenth. The latter had ancient documents at his disposal,

the greater number of which are lost for ever, unless they

be hidden in some Tibetan library. M. de Blonay has had
the good fortune to discover a Sanskrit text which serves

as a specimen of the sources from which Taranatha drew
his information. This is the commentary on the Srag-
dharastotra, full of details about Sarvajuaruitra, author of

a hymn to Tara. The comparison between this commentary

1 JB.C.A. is, 37.
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and the history of Buddhism shows the antiquity of the

traditions from which Taranatha gathered and compiled

his information.

III. Literary documents. From the vast mass of Sanskrit

literature consecrated to the memory of Tara, M. de Blonay

has chosen three texts, typical of the two principal styles

of its sacred literature.

The first of these is a hymn to the “’Wearer of the

Crown.” The author, Sarvajiiamitra, may he placed, with

certainty, at the end of the seventh or at the beginning

of the eighth century. He was “a distinguished writer,

who moves easily amidst the difficulties of a complicated

metre, and who employed a learned style in the service

of an ardent faith and an exalted devotion.” His work

“surpasses in literary merit the Buddhist hymns which

have been published so far.”

Side by side with the commonplaces of classical poetry,

this little poem is full of delicate and sometimes touching

sentiments. It would be placed in the front rank of any

anthology of Indian prayers.

The two other documents which M. de Blonay presents

us with offer a complete contrast to the Kavya of Sarvajiia-

mitra. “The praise of the hundred and eight names of

Tara ” and the eulogy in twenty-one verses are a string

of Tantric fragments, “a litany of colourless epithets”

easily transferred “ from one divinity to another,” in which
“language, metre, and reason are abused” with equal

indifference. We have no longer to do with the personal

composition of an artist, but with extracts from a ritual of

which the essential object is to cast a spell upon a divinity

by the material possession of a mudra. The India Office

Library possesses a number of books consecrated to the

Tantric Tara, in which these ceremonies are described.

M. de Blonay has reserved the analysis of these works for

a future volume. He has contented himself with indicating

the culminating point in Buddhism of female divinity.

Tara is but an instrument of cult, the docile slave of him
who is familiar with the mantras. Her personality, so pre-
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cisely defined in the Sragdharastotra, becomes completely

effaced, or is revived under different aspects according to

the fancy of theorists of the Yoga. She, with her four

sisters, represents the elements, and plays a part in the

operation called the Vagrakiiyasadhana.

To conclude, this book, which touches upon so many
problems at present insoluble, is a skilfully compiled and

broadly conceived chapter in the history of later Indian

Buddhism. Tara, by her Brahmanic origin, her literary

and religious developments, and the popularity of her

worship, is worthy of our attention. She has found in

M. de Blonay a learned and scrupulous historian.

L. G. Y. Poussin.

Ghent, December, 1895.

VI. Additions to the Librarv.
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*
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8vo. London, 1895.
Mahomed Yusoof Khan. Mahomedan Law relating to
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Svo. Calcutta, 1895.

Presented by the Palestine Exploration Fund.

Thirty Years’ Work in the Holy Land. 1865-1895.

Svo. London, 1895.

Presented by the Delegates of the University Press.

Green (Lieut.-Col. A. 0.). Hindustani Grammar.
Parts 1 and 2. 8vo. Oxford, 1895.
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Die Chinesische Sprache zu Nanking.

pamphlet. 8vo. Wien, 1894.

Modi (J. J.). Charms or Amulets for some Diseases of

the Eye, and a few ancient beliefs about the Eclipse.

pamphlet. 8vo. Bombay, 1894.

Bas-relief of Beharam Gour at Naksh-i-

Rustam and the Horse in Ancient Iran.

8vo. Bombay, 1895.

Cordier (H.). Fragments d’une Histoire des Etudes

Chinoises au xviiie siecle. 8vo. Paris, 1895.

Casartelli (L. C.). Note sur la terminaison ambigue

en Pehlevi. pamphlet. 8vo. Leide, 1895.
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Tomaschek (W.). Sasun und das Quellengebiet des

Tigris. pamphlet. 8vo. Wien, 1895.

Presented by the British Museum Trustees.

Budge (E. A. TY). Book of the Dead.

4to. London, 1895.

Presented by the Publishers.

Glaser (E.). Abessinier in Arabien und Afrika.
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Art. VII .—The Early Tears of Shah Isma'il, Founder of the

Safari Dynasty. By E. Denison Boss, Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

The most exhaustive, if not the best known, source for

.the history of Shah Isma‘11 the Safavl, is undoubtedly the

Habib-us-Siyar of Khwandamir. Though this large and

important work has been lithographed, both in Tihran

and in Bombay, it is hut too little known in Europe, where

it has generally been regarded as a mere epitome of the

Rauzat-us-Safa
;

whereas, besides being an original source

for much valuable biographical and geographical matter,

it contains detailed accounts of many little-known dynasties.

Khwandamlr’s work is thus in many respects more interesting

than the ponderous universal history of his grandfather. 1

How, there is a work, of which the British Museum possesses

one copy,2 and the Cambridge University Library a second,®

1 Dr. Kieu (see “Catalogue of the Persian MSS. in the British Museum,”
vol. i, p. 87) was the first to point out that Mirkhwand was the grandfather

of Khwandamir, and not his father, as hitherto generally supposed.
1 B.M. Oriental, 3248 (see Dr. Kieu’s Supplement).
3 Cambridge University Library, Add. 200 (see Mr. Browne’s Catalogue,

p. 147).

J.B.A.S. 1896. 17
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•which is devoted entirely to the biography of Shah Isma'il.

Neither MS. hears a title nor gives any author’s name, and

in no part of the work have I been able to find a clue to

the author’s identity. MS. L J bears the title

,
which is taken from the Epilogue, and

in the very last line after
/
JL*

]
<5jJ we read

j ,
which, according to Dr. Itieu,

is most probably meant for the transcriber and not the

author. The work ends with a short account of the

accession of Isma'Il’s son Tahmasp, and with prayers for

the prosperity and long life of the young prince. This

would lead one to fix the completion of the history soon

after the accession of Tahmasp Mirza in a.h. 930. On

the other hand, on fol. 217a of MS. L, we are told,

in a momentary digression from the main narrative, that

Mohammad Zaman Mirza was drowned in the Ganges in

the year 947, on the occasion of Humayun’s retreat from

Bengal.2 It does not seem evident that our history was

completed after this date; and therefore this incident was

probably added by some copyist. There is in the British

Museum a MS. 3 containing the lives of Shahs Isma‘Il and

Tahmasp. It is the work of Mahmud, son of Khwandamir,

and was commenced in a.h. 955 (fol. 5b). Now I have

attempted to show below that Mahmud made use of our

history’, which was therefore in existence in a.h. 955.

Mahmud mentions that he had used many histories in the

compilation of his work, but of them all he only mentions

by name that of his father. In the opening pages of

Mahmud’s history there is much close correspondence with

the beginning of the work we are discussing.

MS. A,4 fol. \b, and B, fol. 8 b, have a verbal agreement

of several lines, and then follows a passage of about one

1 For brevity we will speak throughout of the London MS. as L. and of the
Cambridge MS. as C.

* See Elliot, v. 203.
3 Oriental, 2939. I believe there is no other eopy of this work to be found

in the libraries of Europe.
* A = History of Isma‘il. B = Mahmud’s History.
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folio in each, where the two MSS. only differ in this, that

B is more ornate in style and contains two additional

sentences in Arabic. Hereupon in B follows a life of

Safi-ud-Din Ishak, while A, no longer corresponding,

gives some facts concerning Firuz Shah, of whom B says

nothing. In A, fol. 8b, and B, fol. 106, we have a

description, similar in diction, of Safi-ud-Din’s dream.

B, fol. 19a to fol. 23 b, contains a biography of Shaikh

Sadr-ud-Din, to whom A devotes only half a page (fol. 116).

I have given these details [and I give no more, for I think

them sufficient testimony] in order to show how little

probability there is of our history (A) being also the work

of Mahmud, son of Khwandamir, as was suggested by

Dr. Rieu after a very cursory inspection of the two MSS.

A comparison of our history (A) with the Hablb-us-Siyar

will show that there is a very close correspondence in them
;

nearly always in arrangement and not unfrequently in

actual wording, which is especially remarkable in the

opening sentences of chapters. The headings of chapters,

though generally agreeing in matter, never correspond

verbally. The verses which abound throughout our history

are usually the same as those occurring in the corre-

sponding passage in the Hablb-us-Siyar, but in many
cases the quotations are not so long. This all points very

clearly to a case of plagiarism.

On the other hand, there are many biographical and

geographical details in our history which are not to be

found in the work of Khwandamir, and which, therefore,

go to prove that our author did not, at any rate, use

the Hablb-us-Siyar as his only model or authority.

Khwandamir completed his history in 930 — one month

before Shah Isma'il’s death
;
up till this time, at any rate,

he seems to have lived in Khorasan, and we have no

mention of his having visited other parts of Northern

Persia. He, therefore, did not probably obtain his

information about Shah Isma'il on the spot, but got his

facts either from some of Shah Isma'il’s courtiers who

came to Khorasan, or from some contemporary history
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unknown, to us. He quotes no authorities in his account

of the Safavis except in the case of the history of Shaikh

Safl-ud-Din.; these details he naturally and avowedly

derives from the large biography of that saint called

Safwat-us-Safa. 1 [Khwandamlr notices incidentally that

Maulana Abu Bakr TihranI, a contemporary of Hasan Beg,

wrote a history of that prince, but he, Khwandamir, being

unable to obtain a copy, gives no account of his reign.]

Thus weighing these considerations we may suppose that

our history was written by a man closely connected with

the Safavis, and who, though taking the Hablb-us-Siyar

as a general model, had personal acquaintance with the

country of which he wrote, first-hand information and

perhaps other histories to rely on for his details. With

regard to the date of composition we would place it either

at the beginning of Tahmasp’s reign 2 or about the middle

(a.h. 950) according to the genuineness of the note on

Mohammad Mirza Zaman, mentioned above.

The portion of our history, which offers the most original

matter, is that which deals with the early youth of Shah
Isma'il. Much of this is no doubt legendary and fictitious,

but it is probably based mainly on historical fact and

is at any rate interesting as showing us the stories current

at the time regarding this brave and no less bigoted king.

I had originally intended to publish a consecutive extract

of the text [ff. 206-60« of the British Museum MS.] 3

with a translation, references to the Hablb-us-Siyar and
general notes. But on consideration I have decided to give

the text and translation only of those passages that offer

details quite foreign to the Hablb-us-Siyar, and which may
serve as addenda to Khwandamir’s important account—of

1 See British Museum, Add. 11,745.
2 This is certainly the more probable conjecture. The life of Shah Isma‘11,

though most eventful, was a comparatively short one, and our author might
have been a grown man at the time of IsmaTl’a birth (a.h. 892) and still have
lived to write his history after the king’s death (a.h. 930).

3 In my notes L refers to the British Museum copy of our history and C
to the Cambridge MS. In the text I have used the following si«-us

: ( )
=

peculiar to C
; [ ] =peculiar to L.

°
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which I would remark, in passing, a new critical edition

would well repay the labour any one might bestow on it.

After mentioning that Isma‘11 Bahadur Khan 1 was

the fruit of the union of Sultan Haidar with Hallma

Begum, known as ‘Alam Shah Begum, daughter of Amir
Hasan Beg, the Turkoman, our author recounts a tradition

concerning the origin of the name Kizil bash. This is not

given in the Hablb-us-Siyar, which merely tells us that

Haidar fashioned a cap with twelve points out of crimson

cloth, which was adopted by all his followers.

[MS. L, fol. 205.]
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1 In our text his full title is usually Khdkdn Sahib Kirdn Sulaimdn-shdn
Isma'il Bahadur Khan. It is curious tnat our author should have appropriated
for Isma‘il the title of Sahib Kxran, which is in Persian Histories almost the

exclusive “ property,” as it were, of the great Timur. It is interesting to remark
how Purehas says that Uzun Hasan moved with the fame of Haidar gave
him in marriage his daughter Martha, begot of a Christain lady Despina,
daughter of Calo Johannes, Emperor of Trebizond “both of them by that

alliance strengthening themselves against the Turke,” and this Martha was the
mother of Isma‘Il, (i whom she trayned up in the principles of Christain

Religion ” See Purehas “ Pilgrim,” 4th ed., pp. 382, 383.
2 C^].
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Translation :

—

One night the Prince of the throne of Guidance and
Sanctity, that is to say the Commander of the Faithful
( Ah), upon whom be the prayers of God, appeared in
a vision to Sultan Haidar, and said to him: “Oh mv son
the time is now at hand when my child from among your
descendants shall arise and sweep Infidelity from off the
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face of the Earth. It now behoves you to fashion a cap

for the Sufis and your disciples, and you must make it of

scarlet cloth.” So saying His Sanctity cut out with a pair

of scissors which he had in his hand a pattern of a cap

with twelve points [tarafc]. On awaking Sultan Haidar

remembered the form, and having cut out a cap to that

pattern, ordained that all the Sufis should make for them-

selves caps like it and wear them. They gave it the name

of Taj-i-Haidari or Haidar’s Cap
;
and as in the Turkish

language Kizil means scarlet, this holy body became known

as the Kizilbash or “ Red-heads.” When Hasan Padishah

heard of these doings he sent a messenger to Sultan Haidar

saying :
“ Oh my son, send me one of the caps which thou

hast made that I may see it.” Thereupon Sultan Haidar

sent him a cap, and when Hasan Padishah saw it he was

pleased with it, and taking it up kissed it and placed it on

his own head, after which he bade each of his children

do likewise. But his son Ya'kub did not place it on his

head, and in spite of all his father’s entreaties refused

to do so. In this manner did he bind round his soul the

girdle of hostility towards Sultan Haidar.

When Hasan Padishah bade farewell to his regal throne

he was succeeded by his son Sultan Khalil, who was in turn

succeeded by Sultan Ya'kub. On account of the hatred

he had formerly cherished in his heart for Sultan Haidar

he warned his subjects saying: “Woe unto that man who
places on his head the cap of Sultan Haidan.” He thus

became an enemy to the children of Shaikh Safi
;
and he

moreover issued a decree that the disciples of Shaikh Safi

should no longer wear their caps. In thus changing his

former righteous actions for evil and impious deeds, and

in opposing this holy race, Sultan Ya'kub brought about

the ruin of the dynasty of the White Sheep, as, God
willing, will be clearly shown in the following chapters.

The tradition is of course a gross fabrication, and, as

Prof. Noldeke suggested to me, was an attempt to attribute

an honourable origin to the somewhat disrespectful name

of Kizilbash.
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After this digression in our history there is a close

correspondence of narrative in the two works, containing

an account of Sultan Haidar’s invasion of Shirwan, his

death, and the subsequent imprisonment of his sons in

Istakhr by Sultan Ya'kub. The story of the release of the

Princes and of the engagement in which Rustem Mlrza

defeated the Shirwanls is given much more fully in our

history. Space does not admit of my giving the text

of this extract, I therefore confine myself to giving a

translation of the same, placing within square brackets

those details which are also found in the Habib-us-Siyar,

and mentioning in a note any details given in this latter

work not to be met with in our own.

Balsunkar Mlrza having been deserted by his own men
in an encounter with Rustem Mlrza, fled to his uncle,

Shirwanshah, while Rustem Mlrza, making a triumphant

entry into Tabriz, set himself upon its throne. Here

follows a chapter entitled : Liberation of the Princes from
the Castle of Istakhr-i-Fars, ancl the end of the Turkoman
Sultans.

1

[When Sultan Farrukh Shirwanshah was informed of the

misfortunes of Balsunkar Mlrza, who was both his sister’s

son and his son-in-law, he resolved to help him to re-

establish his power. Rustem Mlrza, for his part, being

alarmed at the support offered to Balsunkar Mlrza by
the Shirwanls and Shirwanshah, held council with the

Bayandarl - chiefs and nobles as to how he might best

resist him. All were of opinion that he should set about

the release of Sultan ‘All and the Princes] and become
a disciple of their holy race : for under the blessed auspices

of that saintly person the repulsion of the allies would
become an easy matter. “Moreover” (they added) “the
adherents and disciples of the Safavl Sufis are numerous
in all parts of the world, and when they hear of the release

(of the Princes) they will soon assemble in great numbers.

> L, fol. 255.

* Bayandarl is a name often applied to the dynasty of TTzun Hasan—the
white sheep after the name of a person to whom they trace back their descent.
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Sultan ‘All, being a brave youth, must be sent to fight

Balsunkar Mlrza, whom, with the support of his own
Sufis and the Turkomans, he will overcome. Having thus

got rid of this rival, it will he an easy matter to dispose

of Sultan ‘All. [Rustem Padishah agreeing with this

plan, sent an envoy to fetch the children of Sultan Haidar

from the castle of Istakhr-i-Fars.]

Sultan ‘All Padishah entered Tabriz with all pomp and

dignity, and was received with affectionate embraces by
Rustem Mlrza, who paid him great respect and said :

“ Oh !

my life, what they have done to you is now past, and by

God’s help I will make amends for it. You are as a brother

to me, and at my death 1 you shall become king of Iran.”

He then ordered to be given to Sultan ‘All Mlrza kingly

appurtenances, such as a crown with a crest (jika), an

embroidered girdle, a sword and a belt-dagger, together

with Arab steeds with golden saddles and other articles

of luxury. He then said to him :
“ I have conferred

on you the title of king (padishah), you shall no longer

be called ‘ Mlrza..’ ” [How, when the Sufis and followers

of that family, who had crept into the nooks of obscurity

and disappointment, heard of these doings, they turned

their faces towards the blessed threshold of their sovereign

lord
; and the band of devotees daily increased in numbers

and in strength.]

In the meantime news reached Amlrzada Rustem’s ears

of the arrival in Azarbaljan of Balsunkar Mlrza with the

troops of Shirwan. He therefore entreated Sultan ‘All

Padishah to undertake, with his own Sufis and in con-

junction with Abiya 2 Sultan and the Turkoman army,
to repulse Balsunkar Mlrza and the men of Shirwan, in

order that his (Rustem’s) mind might be set at ease with

regard to them. [Sultan ‘All Padishah acceding to this

request set out along with Abiya Sultan, full of confidence,

1 L, fol. 26a.
2 The reading of this name is doubtful. The Bombay edition of the Habib-

us-Siyar writes 4*6 ; the London MS. of same 4-if
;
while in both MSS. of our

history it is written 4j|

.
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to oppose Baisunkar Mlrza and the army of Shirwan.

They advanced as far as the ford of the river Kur, where

they pitched their tents ;
while on the opposite hank of the

river Kur Baisunkar Mlrza lay encamped with a large

army. Both armies protected their flanks from any attack

by means of palisades] and victory did not seem to promise

for either side
;

1 so that the two forces grew weary of their

protracted inaction, and without any encounter or conflict

having taken place [Baisunkar Mlrza returned to Shirwan

and Sultan ‘All Padishah and Abiya Sultan to Tabriz.

While this was passing Kusa HajI Bayandarl, governor

of Isfahan, having declared open revolt against Amlrzada

Rustem, read the Khutba in the name of Baisunkar Mlrza,]

and set about collecting an army and making ready for an

expedition .
2 It was for this reason that Baisunkar Mlrza

a second time led a large army into Azarbaljan. [Amlrzada

Rustem seeing himself become on two sides a target

to hostile arrows, again called upon Sultan ‘All Padishah to

avert from him these two overwhelming dangers.] Where-
upon Sultan ‘All Padishah, in compliance with the Amlr-
zada’s request, again set out with Abiya Sultan, a body
of his own followers, and the Turkoman army to meet the

insurgents. [He told off Kara Pirl Kajar 3 with a large

body of Sufis to engage Kusa HajI Bayandarl] while he
himself set out to oppose Baisunkar Mlrza, whom he
encountered in the vicinity of Ahar Shakin .

4 The opposing

forces then began to make ready for battle : (Sultan ‘All)

placed the right of his army under the command of Husain
Beg Skamlu Lala and Rustem Beg Karamaulil, and over

the left he appointed Dede Beg Talish—known as Abdal

1 The Habib-us-Siyar differs in this place, saying: “ There was an occasional
interchange of arrows, and every day small conflicts took place, but on none
of those days did victory declare itself for either side, and one could not
distinguish which were the victors and which the conquered ”

2 L, fol. 264.
H

3 L and C read Kajar, but the Habtb-us-Sivar says Tawaii, whose name
also appears at the end of this chapter.

* Thus in L: G reads Ahar Mashkin. It is noticeable that the Hablb-us-
Siyar gives no details concerning this battle, of which our author is able to
give us so exact an account. On the margin of the Bombay edition we find
the date given as 897.
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‘All Beg—and Khadirn Beg Khalifa, while the skirmishing

party, composed of the rest of the Turkomans, was led

by Abiva Sultan. The Prince himself took up his stand

with a body of devotees under the shadow of the victorious

standard.

On the other side, Baisunkar Mirza gave his right

wing to Shaikh Shah, son of Sultan Farrukh Shirwanshah,

and his left to Malik Salim, one of the renowned maliks

of Shirwan, while he took up his own position in the

centre of his army facing the Prince’s standard. These

tactics being completed, valorous youths entered the field

and began to encourage and incite the soldiers to battle.

When the troops had thus been worked up into a state

of fervour, the skirmishers from both sides advanced and

fell upon each other. So numerous were the flying arrows

and so thick the clouds of dust that the air became dark

as the heart of a Sunni.
1 Abiya Sultan next charged down

upon the Shirwarns and put them to flight
;
seeing which

Baisunkar Mirza sent Malik Selim to their aid and brought

the Shirwani right and left wings into the field. (In the

encounter that ensued) Abiya Sultan received a spear-

wound, and so severe was the onslaught of the enemy that

he was unable to withstand them, and turned in flight.

The Prince perceiving the helpless condition of Abiya
Sultan and the disorder among the Turkomans, gave a signal

to the Sufi right and left wings to advance to their aid.

In obedience to this order Husain Beg Lala and Abdal ‘All

Beg Dede charged forward, quick as lightning, from either

side, and in one brave onslaught threw confusion among
the Shirwani troops. Baisunkar Mirza, alarmed by the

daring attacks of the ghazls, now sent into the fray his

foot-archers and mounted-lancers, who had been posted in

his centre. (The former discharged a volley of arrows upon
the ghazis, and so dense was the shower of deadly points

that those brave men were panic-stricken. Maddened at

this repulse the Prince himself now entered the fray, and

1 L, fol. 27a.
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with thrusts from his terrible spear swept his enemies from

the field.) Baisunkar Mlrza, dislodged by a spear from his

saddle, fell dead to the ground, and one of the Sufis with

a sharp dagger severed his arrogant head from the body,

and threw it in the path of the Prince’s steed.

Thus by the blessing of the courage of that holy Prince

were the Shirwanis overcome
; and in that battle Baisunkar

Mlrza was slain.

[Meanwhile Kara Pin Tawaji, having encountered Kusa

Haji near Par Guzin, under the blessed auspices of “His

Sanctity” had overcome his enemy and slain Kusa Haji.] 1

Both these pieces of good news reached Tabriz on the same

night, and Amirzada Rustem was delighted and overjoyed

at the victories.

Death of Sultan ‘All Padishah .
2

The victorious Sultan ‘All Padishah now returned to

Tabriz. Rustem Padishah sent out a party to receive him,

and himself, having ridden three forasangs out of the town

to meet him with all honour, rode into Tabriz at his side.

[Soon after this he with great state set the Prince and his

brothers on the road to Ardabil, in which blessed town the

Prince mounted the throne of his ancestors, and became

a religious guide to the Sufis and devotees.
3 His entry

was a most propitious event for that city, which now became

a rival to the garden of Iram. The pious began to assemble

in Ardabil that they might benefit by attending upon that

Upholder of the Faith, and the number of the Sufis there

collected together soon became very great. When Rustem
Mlrza learned that high and low were thus flocking round
Sultan ‘All Padishah, jealousy enflamed his heart, and he

was filled with anxiety lest the Prince might turn against

1 L, fol. 27b.

2 In this place the Habib-us-Siyar has a chapter entitled “ Death of Sultan
‘All Padishah, and the honour done to Lahijan by the blessing of His Sanctity’s

journey thither, and resolves into one chapter what our author extends to three.
* = well-wishers, supporters (of the Safaris).
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him
; so he sent an envoy to bring back the Prince and his

brothers to Tabriz.]

Though he still treated him with outward regard, he

commissioned spies to see that the Prince had no

communication with the Sufis. Nevertheless, his faithful

disciples contrived secretly to send him gifts of ready

money and various stores, thus putting to the test the coin

of their devotion .
1 When Rustem Mirza heard of this

he was filled with anxiety in regard to the sons of Sultan

Haidar. [That winter 2 he quartered in Khui.] Just as

Rustem Hlrza was leaving this place to move into summer

quarters, some malicious men reported to him calumniating

stories (of the Prince), and advised him to make an end

of that Prince. He, therefore, arranged with his generals

that on the morrow they should hold a big meeting and

then and there [put to death the princes, together with all

the nobles (buzurgan), Sufis, and disciples of Shaikh Safi

(in Ardabil), and likewise those in Tabriz]. But a certain

Turkoman, who loved the children of Shaikh Safi, betook

himself to the dwelling of Sultan ‘All Padishah and

informed the princes of Rustem Padishah’s design. On
hearing this alarming news, Sultan ‘AH Padishah in that

same night warned his nobles thereof, saying : “ To-morrow
they intend to kill me and you

;
what is to be done ?

”

Husain Beg Lala, Dede Beg Talish, Kara Pirl Beg Kajar,

and Ilyas Beg said :
“ May we be thy sacrifice ! Arisp

and let us go to Ardabil, for there and in that neighbour-

hood you have many disciples. If Rustem Padishah should

wish to pursue us, we will give him fight. If, however,

he neglects to follow us, we shall remain unharmed.” 3 The
Prince replied “ Yery well.”

That same night they rode away in the direction of

Ardabil. At dawn next day they brought Rustem Padi-

shah news that Sultan ‘All Padishah had fled, and was

1 L, fol. 28a.
3 The Habib-us-Siyar gives the date 898.
5 I have thus rendered a short sentence which I found difficult to translate

—

i3y>~ JVac*,J-S W Js\
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on his way to Ardabil. (Rustem) was much perturbed,

and ordered his adoptive-son, 1 Husain Beg ‘Alikhani, and

Abiya Sultan, the Turkoman, to mount their horses and

overtake the fugitives as quickly as possible. For, he said,

should Sultan ‘Alt once enter Ardabil (which God forbid !)

2

the deaths of 10,000 Turkomans would be of no avail.

Thereupon Abiya Sultan set out, at the head of 5000

Turkomans, in hot pursuit.

When the Princes reached a village in the vicinity of

Ardabil called Shammasi, Sultan ‘All Padishah compre-

hended by the power of his sanctity that he would shortly

taste the wine of martyrdom. He therefore called for his

brother Isma‘11 Mirza, and said to him :
“ Oh ! my brother,

it is pre-ordained that I shall this day be killed. The
disciples will take my body and place it in the mausoleum

of my ancestors, by my father’s side. I desire you to

avenge me and your father and your ancestors upon the

children of Hasan Padishah. For the die of heaven’s

choice has been cast in your name, and before long you will

come out of Gilau like a burning sun, and with your sword
sweep infidelity from the face of the earth.” So saying

he took Sultan Haidar’s cap from his own head, and placed

it on his brother’s, and then bound his own girdle round
his brother s girdle. After this he spoke into his ear those

maxims which he had received as an inheritance from his

noble ancestors. He next chose out seven men, among them
Hasain Beg Lala, Karapiri Beg, Abdal Beg, and Dede Beg
Talish, and ordered them to proceed to Ardabil with Isma‘il

Mirza and Ibrahim Mirza.

Meanwhile the approach of Abiya Sultan and Husain Beg
‘Alikhani with the enemies’ troops was reported.^ Abiya
Sultan leaving a body of men in ambush, himself advanced
into the battle-field. Sultan ‘All Padishah, having finished

his commendations to his brother, hastened out to meet
the enemy, and as soon as he perceived that rabble he bore

1 tJw ' lZ>~ j-f ,

3 L, fol. 284.

3
lit. “notified.”
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down upon them with his Sufis, and in one daring

charge completely broke their ranks. In that battle “ His

Sanctity
”

1

complained that the men of the day had for-

gotten the mode of fighting of Rustem and Isfandyar.8

When Abiya Sultan saw the valorous onset of the Prince

and the discomfiture of his own men, being overcome by
fear of the fiery lance of that undaunted rider and the

cleaving swords of the brave Sufis, he turned and fled with

Husain Beg ‘Alikhani, hotly pursued by the Prince. Mean-

while the ghazis 3 entered the Turkoman camp and began

to pillage.4 On this account the Prince was not accom-

panied by more than 300 men
;
yet he persisted in giving

chase to that rabble, and dew many of them with sword

and spear, till they reached a river which crossed their

road; into this the Prince fell with his horse, and failing

to extricate himself was drowned. Disheartened at this

fatality the Sufis dispersed in flight, while those who were

engaged in pillaging 5 were put to death.

After the battle ‘Alam Shah Begum ordered the body

of that cypress from the garden of the Imamate to be con-

veyed to Ardabll, to be there interred beside the tomb
of his noble ancestor (may God have mercy on him and his

fathers !). This event occurred in the year 900. 6

At this place begins an account of the adventures of
11 the Princes

”
in Gllan and the subsequent experiences

of Isma‘11 in Lahijan. As the Hablb-us-Siyar affords us

1 Isma'il is also frequently spoken of throughout the work as “an hazrat
”

(or His Sanctity), but as this title seems strange to European ears thus applied,
I have preferred generally to render this (and any other epithet applied to him)
by his name only.

* L, fol. 29a. The foregoing sentence is a little obscure. It is at any rate
unimportant.

3 It is hard to render this expression in English. It means more than
warriors and less than “fighters for the faith.” A ghazat originally meant
merely a freebooting-raid. It next became applied to the “holy war” for the
propagation of the faith, and after that to any war carried on by believers, for
whatsoever object.

4 The expression used is * • 1
' might mean booty, but

I can find no trace of i_ being employed in this sense.
5 See preceding note.
6 The Hablb-us-Siyar gives the date as 898.
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scarcely any details on these subjects I have chosen to give

the full text and translation of the following chapters of

our history which deal with these adventures. The few

facts that do occur also in the Hablb-us-Siyar I have again

placed within square brackets.

(From the minuteness of our author’s details, both in

regard to Isma'lPs adventures and in regard to accounts

of small engagements, one might feel justified in supposing

that he was in the same districts at the time, and even

took part in some of the scenes of which he speaks.)

L, fol. 29a.

j\ JJi JV’-'

ajjj j
aJaJ tUd-f tXi d&jX'i jl,5 8

ajj C-Cj JIjjI j * IZaj V

y

jykx*

J

LmSb* L. 3
/v^a (j<^)

<^kjy ^yj y Ju^wjb ^U-*

j' J* jljUiyj j ^l_is_L-j ^£>J
jyj ^
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1 [Mi ?

2
(*3b-T).

3 MS. L, ii1,* (!)

3
b wU^i).

5
(,).

J.H.A.S. 1896. 18
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1 M-
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3 (ytfM>U).
4

(jJl cj_,).
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&)jii } £ij=~ 3 jrc1 ^ i_r*

t •••«* ’ .A
^ J<JOjJ 1^—$1 c,)^

jjl
^

jl a*j lij^LcstM

^Jlxj <LlJl *\Aj1 Jlmj ^LiJ^S

Translation :

—

Further Adventures of the Princes, and their

Journey into GIlan.

Before the death of the Prince in the (above-mentioned)

battle, Husain Beg Lala and Dede Beg, together with the

remainder of the Sufis and Abdal ‘All Beg Lala, had set out

in the escort of the princely brothers, that is to say Isma'il

Mirza and Sultan Ibrahim Mirza, towards the holy town

of Ardabil. On reaching this town news overtook them

of the death of the Prince. ‘Alam Shah Begum was

overwhelmed with grief at hearing of her son’s death,

and her mind was filled with anxiety lest Isma‘Il and

Ibrahim might fall into the tyrant’s hands. She therefore

sent them both to the mausoleum of their noble ancestor,

that they might, in that holy spot, under God’s care, remain

in hiding. As soon as they had departed she performed

the funeral rites of her dear son.

On the next day Abiya Sultan and the merciless

Turkomans entered the town in search of the Princes.

They used the inhabitants with violence, and busied them-

selves with plunder and rapine, and in searching for the

Princes. Isma'il, becoming fearful of these hostile men,

came out of the mausoleum and hid himself in the house

of Kazi Ahmad Kakuli, which was hard by. Kazi Ahmad,
being devoted to the family [of Shaikh Safi], was delighted

at the arrival of Isma'il, did him all honour, and kept
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him three days in hiding in his house. When he, however,

heard of the careful search which the Turkomans were

making, and of Abiya Sultan’s efforts to discover Isma‘11,

he was fearful lest some of the envious or malicious Sufis

might report to Abiya Sultan that the Prince was in his

house
; he therefore took Isma‘11 to the house of a woman

named Khanjan, and entrusted him to her keeping. There

Isma‘11 remained one month, hidden like the spring of the

water of life, from all eyes, except those of Pasha Khatun,

one of Sultan Junaid’s daughters, and aunt to Isma‘11 1

by her marriage with Mohammad! Beg Turkoman. No
one else knew of the Prince’s whereabouts. When a month
had elapsed Pasha Khatun, fearing the tyrants, deemed

it advisable to take Isma‘11 away from the house of Khanjan

and place him in the keeping of another woman named
TTba-i-Jarraha,2 of the tribe of Ziilkadr. After consulting

with TJba, this latter conveyed Isma‘11 to her house in the

quarter of the Greeks, and hid him there. Meanwhile
the Turkomans, in obeyance to the orders of Abiya Sultan,

became each day more scrutinous in their spying and
searching, passing from quarter to quarter, and from house

to house. Rustem Mlrza insisted more strongly than ever

upon the discovery of the Princes, ordering that, having
seized the “ Perfect Guide ” by whatsoever means they
could, they should put him to death with the sword, together
with all his race, both male and female. That tyrant,

moreover, in the vileness of his natural clay, desired that

Alam Shah Begum, mother of Isma‘Il, should be tortured,

and that having taken the Prince from her, he might carry
out his secret intention (namely, of killing the Prince).
But she knew absolutely nothing about him, and so deep

1 He is here called the “Perfect Guide": a very usual epithet for a spiritual

head, or adviser, among the Sufis.
' <5 "

' ‘»Vr=the feminine form of jarrah ‘a surgeon’ (which latter word is

derived from the former through the intermediate form chirurgien). We
might call this woman tTba the Lady-Surgeon (better in French and German,
chirurgienne and Wundartztin)

. But, as the English expression is awkward,
I have preferred to keep the original Arabic word in my translation.
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was she sunk in the ocean of grief at separation from her

dear son that all that pain and torture had no effect upon

her. Abija Sultan, therefore, abandoned this evil plan,

and ordered that good-for-nothing band of Turkomans

impudently to enter the houses of all the “ congregation

of Ardabll,” if haply they might capture Isma‘11 in the

house of one of his supporters. When Uba-i-Jarraha heard

of this design of Abiya Sultan, fearing the violence of the

Turkomans, she brought Isma‘11 into the Great Mosque

of Ardabll, where she watched over him in the vault

which is the burial place of Allah Yirmish Aka. While

he was there, she took advantage of a suitable occasion

to.give ‘Alam Shah Begum news of her son. The Begum,

overjoyed at hearing of her son’s safety, laid her thanks

before the throne of God, and prayed for his safe keeping.

After a few days Uba, becoming unquiet for the Prince’s

safety in that place, resolved to take him elsewhere. At
this juncture a Sufi ghazi, who had fled wounded from the

battle between Sultan ‘All and Abiya Sultan, and had hidden

himself in the Great Mosque of Ardabll, while his wounds
were healing, came to Uba-i-Jarraha, who told him about

Isma‘Il, and showed him to him. The Sufi, having kissed

the ground at the Prince’s feet, told him of the Sufis who
were in hiding in the mountain of Baghrau, in the vicinity

of Ardabll, and who were longing for the opportunity of

serving Isma‘11. He then, at the advice of Uba-i-Jarraha,

left the mosque, and went and gave news of Isma‘11 to

Rustem Beg Karamanlu, who had also fled from the same
battle-field and was hiding in that mountain, together with
eighty other Sufis, who had escaped from that encounter,

and were collected together in that mountain. At midnight
Rustem Beg betook himself to the Great Mosque of

Ardabll, and having found Isma‘11, carried him off to the

mountain of Baghran, where he placed him in the village

of Kargan, in the house of Farrukh Zad KurkanI, the

Preacher, who did him fitting service.

Mansur Beg KipchakhI, Husain Beg Lala Kirk SayyidI

‘All, Julban Beg, Khadim Beg Khalifa, Dede Beg, Kuk
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‘All Beg, and the rest of the Sufis now held council

as to where Isma'il had best stay and how he was best

to be watched over. They all decided for taking Isma‘il to

Basht, after remaining a few days where they were for

making the necessary arrangements. Now, friendly relations

such as the continual exchange of messages and of gifts,

had long existed between Mohammadi Beg, husband of

Pasha Khatun, Isma'il’s aunt, his brother Ahmadi Beg, and

Amira Ishak of Basht. Being of accord with the above

plan, Bustem Beg, Ahmadi Beg, and Mohammadi Beg, with

an escort of eighty Sufis, conveyed the “Perfect Guide”

into the district of Tul-u-Nav to the house of Amira

Muzaffar, governor of Tul-u-Nav. This man receiyed

Isma'il with all hospitality, and omitted nothing in the

matter of devoted attention and service.

When news reached Abiya Sultan, in Ardabil, that Isma'il

was in the house of Amira Muzaffar, he despatched

a messenger to Amira Muzaffar saying : “ Sultan Haidar’s

son has sought shelter in your house, the conditions of

obedience and subservience demand that you send him and

his companions with presents and gifts to Bustem Padishah,

so that you may profit by the indulgence and kindness of

your king. But if you act contrary to this and disobey

you will be subject to the wrath and severity of your king.”

He also sent a message of like purport to Jakir Beg Parnak,

governor of Khalkhal and Tub Amira Muzaffar, in his

devotion to that holy race, would not agree to Isma'il

remaining any longer in Tul-u-Nav, nor was his mind quite

at rest with regard to Jakir Beg. He therefore persuaded

Isma'il to go to Kaskar, and at his bidding the Sufis,

together with Amira Anush, a servant of Amir Siyavush,

escorted Isma'il towards that place. Mohammadi Beg and
Ahmadi Beg wrote letters of recommendation for Isma'il

to Amira Ishak of Basht, and sent them to Basht, while

they themselves returned to Ardabil. On learning the

approach of Isma'il, Amira Siyavush, governor of Kaskar,

came out to receive him in honour, and made him alight

in his own house, where he entertained him for three days.
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and on the fourth set out with him on his way to Rasht.

He escorted him as far as the outskirts of Rasht, but when
Isma'ii entered the town he bade Isma'ii farewell and

returned (to Kaskar). The “Perfect Guide” and the

Sufis alighted at a mosque in Rasht called the “ White
Mosque,” and its architecture and style pleased Isma'ii so

well that he would not go on to the house of Amira Ishak

or anywhere else. Even the entreaties of Amira Ishak

himself were of no avail. Close to that mosque a goldsmith

named Amira Najm had his shop. Being so near at hand

he spent much of his time in attendance on Isma'ii, and

thereby daily increased his “ grade.” However, reports

are at variance 1 with regard to the length of Isma'Il’s stay

in Rasht. Some state it to have been seven days, others

twenty, and others again say a month.

Kargiya 2 Mlrza ‘All, governor of Lahljan, formed an

exception to the other rulers in GUan in his devotion to

the cause (of the descendants of Shaikh Sufi), and when
he heard that Isma'ii, being compelled by circumstances

to quit Ardabll, had gone to Rasht, he, knowing that Amira
Ishak was not in a position to protect Isma'ii and his Sufi

companions, invited Isma'ii to come to Lahljan. On receipt

of this friendly invitation from the devoted Kargiya Mlrza
‘All, Isma'ii decided to go and stay in Lahljan. He there-

fore set out without delay. Kargiya Mlrza ‘All, elated at

the joyful news of Isma'Il’s arrival, rendered him every
possible service, and having prepared everything to meet
their wants, set apart for him and his companions a dwelling

opposite the College of Kai Afridun. A short while after

this, Sultan Abiya, having received news of Isma'Il’s

departure for Lahljan, set out for Tabriz, and seized on
the person of the woman named Uba-i-Jarraha, and taking
her (back with him) extorted from her the whole story

in detail of Isma'Il’s journey, his stay in Ardabll, the

a
“ wortty of note as an instance of our author’s care for accuracy.

Kargiya, or Giya = emperor. It is said to be a Gilani word. We may
here note that Mlrza ‘All is always given this title in our history, while the
luibib-us- Siyar never applies it to him.
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departure of the princes for Gllan, and the help afforded

by each of the “ supporters.” This he reported to Rustem

Mirza, who bursting into a fit of rage had that poor pious

woman strangled in the market-place of Tabriz. He also

poured out his wrath upon Mohammad! Beg, and had the

other accomplices arrested, but finally, at the request of

Kara Dede, pardoned them on the payment of a fine

of thirty thousand tanga.

Isma'Il’s Stay in LahIjan.

[Isma'il, having reached Lahijan, took up his residence

there, while Kargiya Mirza ‘All did all in his power to

testify to his devotion and willing service.] He appointed

Maulana Shams-ud-Din Lahlji, one of the learned men of

that country, to instruct Isma'll in the reading and recita-

tion of the Kuran. IsmaTl took delight in the Maulana’s

instruction, and with him studied the Kuran and learnt

to read Persian and Arabic books. During this period

disciples and single-minded Sufis flocked in from all sides,

especially from the districts of Rum, Karaja Dagh, and
Ahar, bringing gifts and offerings for the “Perfect
Guide

;
but immediately returned, as it was not wise

for them to remain there. Amir Najm, the goldsmith, who
had waited on Isma'il in Rasht, together with Giya Sultan
Husain and Giya Amir Hashim, brothers of Kargiya Mirza
‘All, had frequent intercourse with Isma‘11, and, from the
converse and society of these men, Isma‘Il’s mind became
fully developed.

[After a while, 1 Sultan Ibrahim Mirza and Sulaiman
Mirza formed a desire to return to Ardabll, and so having
doffed the twelve-pointed cap of Haidar, which is the
distinctive mark of the Sufis of this branch, and having
donned the ParnSki head-dress

(,takiya), as worn by the
“ White-Sheep Turkomans, they set out for the old
residence of their great ancestor.] After the departure
of Sultan Ibrahim Mirza, Isma‘Il fell ill, and was obliged

The Habib-us-Sivar says: “after some months.”
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to keep to his bed for a whole year. Maulana Hi'mat

Ullah tried many remedies in vain, till at length, the

Absolute Physician sent down miraculous healing, and

lsma‘11 began to recover. Having regained his appetite,

he begged his aunt, Pasha Khatlm, to send him some

dainties
[nan-riza\ . She thereupon sent him offerings with

dainties from Ardabll, and made enquiries after his health.

When her messengers reached Rasht, lsma‘11 heard of their

approach and sent out Kok ‘All to receive them. The

messengers, accompanied by Mir Najm, the goldsmith, Mir

Hasan, son of Mir Musa, Amir Jahangir, the tcakils of

Amlra Ishak RashtI, were conducted into the presence of

lsma‘11 by Kok ‘All. Having kissed the Prince’s feet, and

having delivered over the presents and letters from his

mother, brothers, foster-brothers, and aunt, they expressed

their gratitude to heaven for that they found lsma‘11

restored to health. The Prince then entertained them

hospitably. He likewise set apart some of the presents

to be given to Kargiya Mlrza ‘All and his brothers. After

three days the messengers were allowed to take their leave,

and they set out for Ardabll laden with suitable gifts, such

as stuffs and merchandise, fattened birds, fish, rice, oranges,

and other products of Gllan. When they reached a village

of Ardabll called Kuraim, Pasha Khatun and MohammadI
Beg, who had heard of their arrival, came thither from
Ardabll, and having taken over from them the gifts they

bore, set out for the capital, Tabriz, hoping that they might
by this means obtain the restitution of their effects which
had been confiscated 1 from them by Rustem Mlrza. They
again sought the mediation of Kara Dede, who, by means
of presents, obtained an audience with Rustem Mlrza, who,

accepting these presents, delivered over their effects, and
wrote an order that from thenceforward no one should

molest them. Having presented MohammadI Beg with a

robe of honour, he allowed them to return.

1 The expression used is CSiyc . I have been unable to find the word
sung in any dictionary. From the context it would appear to mean “con-
fiscation,” or something ftirin to it.
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Rustem Mirza sends an Envoy to Kargiya MTrza in

LahIjan to Demand the Person of Isma‘il.

It was mentioned above that, after the Ismail’s departure

for Gilan, Abiya Sultan, the Turkoman, and Husain Beg

‘All KhanI went to Tabriz. They there reported to Rustem

Mirza the events that have been herein related. Thereupon

Rustem Mirza sent to ask Kargiya Mirza ‘All to deliver

up the Princes. On receiving this message Kargiya Mirza

‘All sent Ismail to a village near LahIjan called Lashta,

where he remained in hiding, and sent Rustem Mlrza’s

envoy back to Tabriz with flattering apologies. He then

brought Ismail back to his own house, where the Prince

spent his time in reading the Kuran, and in learning to

read and write. On his return, the Turkoman laid before

Rustem Mirza the cunning excuses of Kargiya Mirza ‘All.

Rustem Mirza convened repeated assemblies to discuss

the best means of capturing Ismail, until they finally

decided that a party of Turkomans should be sent out as

spies disguised as Safavl Sufis, and report any news they

might hear of the Prince’s whereabouts, and thereby

facilitate the capture of Ismail. Rustem Mirza and Husain

Beg ‘All KhanI therefore selected a few spies and sent them

into the surrounding districts. These spies entered Iran,

and brought their spying into LahIjan; of every GllanI 1

they met with they asked news of Ismail, and pretended

to be disciples of the children of Shaikh Safi, till at length

one day a GllanI said to one of them :
“ If you speak true

and really belong to the Safavl Sufis, go and present

yourself before Kargiya Mirza ‘All, King of LahIjan,

and tell him of your devotion to the Prince. Haply he
will allow you to be honoured with a sight of the Prince.

This ingenuous simpleton having thus, in his stupidity,

given him a clue, the Turkoman stayed no longer in

Gilan, but went straight to Ardabll and told ‘All KhanI

Gileki is the word used in the test ; a curious nisSa-formation from Gilan.
It is probably dialectic. Gildni is the more usual form.
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Sultan what he had heard ;
this latter immediately sent

on the spy to Rustem Padishah with an escort. When
Rustem Padishah learnt that Isma‘11 was staying in

Lahijan he consulted his chiefs, saying :
“ What must I

do to capture my enemies, and assure myself that Isma‘11

will not make a revolt ? ” Everyone had a suggestion to

make, and Abiya Sultan said :
“ Oh ! Prince, the thought

has suggested itself to me that since the King of Lahijan

is your friend and ally, he would, at the mere hearing of

your wishes, send to you the Princes and those Sufis

who are in his company, or else, being directed by him

where to find the Prince, you can send someone to fetch

him. But if he make boast of his diseipleship and keep

them both in hiding, I should suggest another plan, namely,

that you write him a letter, saying :
‘ Being misled and

deceived by certain malicious men I put an end to that

brave youth, who was a general in my army. At this

present I know of no one whom I could confidently raise

to power, and with whose help I shall fear opposition from

no one. Since matters have turned out thus with Sultan

‘All, I wish you to send me his two brothers, whom I regard

as my own children in rank, that I may educate them as

were I their father and be their guardian and protector.

Moreover, compensation shall be made them for the blood

of their father and brother. Now I have heard that you
have shown honour to these two princes, and treated them
with the utmost kindness and indulgence. You have done
well in this, for they come of an honourable race, and
whatsoever you have done for their attendants shall here-

after meet with its due reward. We, too, are desirous of

performing the duties of hospitality to them.’
”

Rustem Padishah sends a Letter to Kargiya MIrza
‘AlI in Gilan requesting him to give up the
Princes.

Now when Rustem Padishah’s letter reached Gilan,

Kargiya Mlrza ‘All, although he showed outward satis-
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faction, was in reality much alarmed, and said to the

Kurchi,

1 who had brought the letter: “I know nothing

of the princes; they may be in Gilan, and I will make

enquiries. While you remain here a few days to recover

from the fatigues of the journey, I will set on foot a

diligent search ;
have no anxieties.” He then entrusted

the messenger to the care of one of his attendants, who
should hospitably entertain him, while he himself hastened

to Isma'il, and, having called together the Sufis and
“ supporters,” read them the letter. Husain Beg Lala,

Khadim Beg Khalifa, and Dede Beg, said :
“ Oh ! master,

what do you think (in this matter) ? ” He replied :
“ I

was well-pleased that Bustem Mirza should have written

me such a letter as this.” They rejoined: “Alas! that

thou shouldst be so credulous; Bustem Mirza wrote this

letter out of pure guile
; God forbid that you should con-

form with it. Write in answer: ‘I was not aware that

those two stars had arisen in the constellation of my
kingdom. I swear by the honoured head of the king

that I have not with me the sons of Sultan Haidar, and
I am also able to affirm that they are not even in Gilan

;

for had they come to Gilan it is impossible that they should

not have announced their arrival to me. Let the king
rest assured that I will not allow the enemies of that prince

to come near me. Above all, keep this secret hidden, and
do not make this matter public, or you will regret it

afterwards. Kargiya Mirza, approving the suggestion of

the Sufis, wrote the answer in this style, and sent the
Kurchi back again with it.

TVhen the answer reached Bustem Padishah he said

:

“ Kargiya Mirza ‘All certainly speaks truth, and has no
news of the princes: what (the others) said was all lies.”

But a second time his agents 2 brought Bustem Padishah
news that the sons of Sultan Haidar were in Gilan, and

j
Th

.
e Tere the descendants of the two thousand prisoners who were

released by Imr at the request of Safi-ud-Din, and among whom some
lands round Ardabil were afterwards distributed. Hence were they such
faithtul supporters ot the Safari dynasty. Cf. Chardin-Langles, x, 188.2

hfc. “ retractor? persona ”—mu‘anuldn.
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that Kargiya Mirza ‘All was certainly aware of the fact.

He therefore wrote another letter containing many threats

:

“Why have you played me false, and given shelter to my
enemies ? If you will send the princes there will be friend-

ship between you and me, but if you refuse, I will send

a countless army to come and utterly destroy Gilan and

Lahijan, and make a general massacre of their inhabitants.

Yerily, verily, as soon as you have received this letter you

must put the princes to death
;

or, if you do not wish to

be a party to taking their blood, you must send them to

me, for I shall be watching for them.” 1 Kargiya Mirza

‘All was very much alarmed at the receipt of this letter,

and debated with his people what had best be done, since

Rustem Padishah had sworn to make a general massacre

in Gxlan if he did not send the princes. They said :
“ The

safest plan is that we give the princes over to them to carry

away—they know they are related to one another.” 2 But
Kargiya Mlrza ‘All replied :

“ The more I consider the

matter the more convinced I feel that Rustem Mlrza would

speedily put them to death; and how can I help and
encourage him in shedding the blood of these noble

youths?” Thus pondering over the matter he retired to

his haram, wondering all the while how he could possibly

deliver the princes over to the envoys of Rustem. In his

sleep he dreamed that the Commander of the Faithful ‘All

appeared to him and said :
“ Oh ! Kargiya Mlrza ‘All, why

dost thou hesitate ? Take care that thou dost not make so

small a sacrifice for my son, that on the morrow of the

Resurrection thou stand ashamed before me !
” At this

vision his whole frame shook, and the shaking awoke him
from his sleep. He then arose and went to Isma‘11, in

order to kiss his hands and feet, if haply ‘All might
overlook his shortcomings. How he had given Ishma‘il

a dwelling at the back of his haram, and at the side of it

he had set apart a place for the Sufis, while he had ap-

pointed some maidens to wait on Isma‘il. When he came

1
lit. “ the eye of expectancy is on the road.’
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round to the back he saw that the prince was talking with

some person, and, leaning forward, he heard the prince say:

“ May I be thy ransom ? Oh ! prince. One of the maidens

said to me that a letter was supposed to have come from

Rustem Padishah, in which he made very urgent demands

for. me. And Kargiya Mirza ‘All will to-morrow deliver

me into the hands of Rustem Padishah’s envoys.” Having

said this, he paused, and then continued :
“ May I be thy

ransom! The hour of my ‘coming ’ 1
is at hand.” When

Kargiya Mirza heard these words he cried out and said

:

“Oh! son, open the door”; whereupon the prince, who
was asleep, awoke, and called out, “ Who art thou ? ” He
replied: “I am such and such a prince.” (Istna'il) then

said: “How strange a thing this is. Didst thou feel a

headache in the middle of the night? Where hast thou

been ? Art thou come to seize me, and deliver me over

to the servants of Rustem Padishah ? ” The other replied :

“May I be thy ransom? May the day never come on

which I should do such a thing! But tell me with whom
you were just now speaking, for though I looked carefully

I could perceive no one in this house.” The prince replied

:

“I was conversing with ‘All.” He then related what he
had heard. Kargiya Mirza ‘All said: “May I be thy

ransom! His Holiness has just been with me, and, in

the world of visions, recommended you to me. I am now
come to kiss your feet, that you may forgive me.” The
prince then forgave him, and on the morrow Kargiya Mirza
‘All returned to his own palace. On that same day, seated

(in his audience-room), he sent for the envoy of Rustem
Padishah, and said to him :

“ Go now, present my saluta-

tions to Rustem Padishah, and say to him: ‘Falsehoods
have reached your ears; for what wrong have I experienced

1

ej/- The word khuruj
,
which means literally “a coming out,” is used

throughout the beginning of this work to express the first appearance of Isma'il
to play his part in history. I can think of no better rendering into English
than the word “coming,” applied in like manner to King Arthur of the Round
Table. The word “advent” might also suit were it not for the almost
exclusively religious signification this word has acquired.
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from the dynasty of Hasan Padishah that I should give

a shelter to their enemies and protect them? If in the

course of one hundred years it should transpire that I had

any news of the sons of Saltan Haidar, then am I guilty,

and have committed a sin.’ ” Thereupon, having given

the envoy a sum of money, he sent him away. This latter,

on his return, laid before Rustem Padishah what he had

heard, namely, that Kargiya Mirza had taken an oath that

he knew nothing of the sons of Sultan Haidar, and on

account of the good treatment he had received in Lahijan

he deterred Rustem Padishah from his design. But yet

another of Kargiya Mirza ‘All’s subjects came and

personally represented to Rustem Padishah that the sons

of Sultan Haidar were with Kargiya Mirza ‘All, who knew

all about them. At this Rustem Padishah’s anger was

inflamed, and he despatched 300 Turkoman kurchis, saying:

“ Go, and take IsmaTl Mirza and Ibrahim Mirza from

Kargiya Mirza ‘All, and bring them back here. If he

ill-advisedly refuse to give them up, remain there, and

inform me of the fact.” Kasim Beg Turkoman, one of

the “ Black Sheep,” was sent in command of this party.

On his reaching Lahijan, he entered the palace of Kargiya

Mirza, and handed him Rustem Padishah’s letter, which

ran as follows :
“ Why do you thus provoke me ? Hand

over Sultan Haidar’s sons to Kasim Khan. For if you
refuse I will come myself and make a general massacre

in Gilan.” The perusal of this letter filled Kargiya Mirza
with anxiety, and he said :

“ Perhaps they are in Gilan

;

I will make a search.” He then invited Kasim Beg to

alight, but he was the while very anxious, and, withdrawing,

went and reported the matter to the prince.

Now when Husain Beg Lala, Khalif ul-Khulafa, and

Abdal Beg Dede heard that Rustem Padishah had sent

to seize the Princes, they said :
“ The matter rests in the

hands of God.” That night ‘All again appeared to Kargiya
Mirza ‘All in his sleep, and said to him :

“ After a few
days interval you must summon Kasim Beg to your palace,

and say to him that you have sent men round from house
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to house, and from door to door, but the sons of Sultan

Haidar are not in this kingdom, and then say :
‘ If you

do not believe me, I will take an oath that they are not in

the land of Gilan.’ Now before taking your oath you

must attach a rope to a tree, and to the rope you must

fasten a basket, which must thus hang from the tree. In

this basket you must place the Prince, and then in the

presence of the envoys of Rustem Padishah, swear with

your band on the Kuran that Isma‘11 is not in the land

of Gilan. In this way your oath will not be false.” A
few days later, in accordance with the directions of the

Commander of the Faithful, Kargiya Mirza ‘All entered

his palace and summoned Kasim Beg. He then having

exactly carried out the instructions of the Prophet ‘All,

sent the envoys back to Rustem Mirza. This latter now

understood by the sending of messengers and Turkoman

chiefs to Lahijan, Kargiya Mlrza ‘All was in no way to be

deterred from his unselfish devotion, or made to confess the

presence of the Princes and Sufis in his state
;
he, therefore,

determined to send a powerful army into that land, which

might with force and violence seize the Princes.

It was while he was engaged in such evil meditations

that God filled the cousins 1 with a desire to exterminate

one another, and so degenerate had the Turkoman Sultans

become that they fell upon one another, verifying the

words :
“ By God, tyrants have to do with tyrants ”

;
and

were unable to occupy themselves with anything beyond

their own mutual contentions. For this reason the Sufis

and disciples were able to enjoy free intercourse with

Isma‘11, some returning immediately after their interview

with him, others remaining in Gilan. Thus, with the

approval of Kargiya Mirza ‘Ali, they firmly established

Isina'il, in the manner of his great fathers and ancestors,

upon the throne of Religious Guidance. In spite of his

tender years, for he was at that time but seven years of age,

he was a model of intelligence, perspicacity, and sound

1 Namely, Rustem Beg and Ahmad Beg.
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judgment, and his devoted followers, out of the abundance

of their faith, called him “ The Perfect Guide ” and

“Padishah.” In that beautiful town 1 he grew up and

developed. Sometimes he would participate in the pleasures

of the chase, or visit the pleasant spots of that country

;

and he always showed signs of possessing a conqueror’s

genius. Thus pleasantly did he pass his time, until the

hour arrived for him to come out of that country and

appear (before the world). After we have spoken of the

downfall of the Turkomans and the extinction of the White
Sheep, we will, God permitting, give an account of the

“ Coming ” of IsmaTl.

Here follows the promised account of the “ Downfall

of the Turkomans,” of which, corresponding as it does

to a large extent with the same episode in the Hablb-us-

Siyar, I give a translation only
;
at the same time showing

throughout to what extent the two histories tally with one
another.

Bustem Padishah is Killed and Ahmad Beg Mounts
the Throne of Iran. 2

It has been already mentioned that after the death of

Sultan Ya'kub, son of Hasan Padishah, the Turkoman
chiefs split up into two factions, the one supporting

Baisunkar Mirza and the other Maslh Mirza, who was
in Sultanlul 3 in Karabagh. The party of Baisunkar Mirza
gaining the upper hand put Maslh Mirza to death.

[Ahmad Beg, son of Ughurlu Mohammad, son of Hasan
Padishah, escaping from that battle 4 fled to Bum, where

1 =ArdablL
3 L, fol. 38a.
3

sic. in both MSS.
4 Hablb-ua-Siyar says :

“ from Karabagh.”

J.e.a.s. 1896. 20
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Sultan Ilderim Bayazld, the Emperor, gave him one of his

daughters in marriage ;] and he remained in Constantinople.

In this year Hasan ‘All TarkhanI,1 being enraged at the

evil deeds of Rustem Mlrza, went to Rum and begged the

Emperor to give him over Ahmad Beg, declaring that there

was no one in Iran who would not welcome him as king.

“ If you will send an army with him, he will, in all

probability, bring under his sway the kingdom that is his

by right of inheritance.” In answer to the appeal of

Hasan ‘All TarkhanI the Emperor sent Ahmad Beg into

Dlar Bakr and [Azarbaljan with a regiment of Ruinls.] 2

As soon as the rumour of their advance was spread about

in the country of Azarbaljan, the Turkoman chiefs, turning

traitors, went over to the side of Ahmad Beg. Husain Beg
‘All KhanI, having put to death in Sultaniyya, ‘Abdulkarim

Beg Lala, one of Rustem Mlrza’s chiefs, read the khutba

in the name of Ahmad Beg. Rustem Mlrza hearing of

these things was dumbfounded, and set out from Tabriz

with his chiefs and a large army to repel Ahmad Beg.

[The two forces met 3 and fought a pitched battle on the

banks of the river Aras. In the heat of the fight Abiya
Sultan Turkoman, with a riotous band of deserters, broke

the line of the army and went over to the side of Ahmad
Beg. Rustem Mlrza 4 was thus caught in the claws of fate,

and being taken prisoner was hamstrung at the order of

Ahmad Beg, who thus rid of his rival, entered Tabriz and
established himself upon the throne.5

J [He showed special

favour to Husain Beg ‘All KhanI, and distinguished him with
increase of dignity and rank. Husain Beg, on account of

1 Probably a variation of TarkhanI. The Habib-us-Sivar savs that it was
merely “the desire to reconquer the country, which was his by right of
inheritance, that prompted his leaving Rum;' and ignores this anecdote.

2 The Habib-us-Siyar adds: “and Turkomans.”
3 The Habib-us- Siyar adds: “without either bein# aware of the other’s

movements.
* L, fol. 384.
5 The Hablb-us-Siyar gives the date of 902, and mentions that Rustem

reigned six years. Kwandamir here begins a fresh chapter entitled “The
Accession of Ahmad Padishah to the throne of Azarbaljan, and his death at
the hands of Abiya Sultan.”

J
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the enmity he had long cherished for Muzaffar Beg Parnak,

having drawn him into a quarrel, killed him with his sword.

When Kasim Beg Parnak, Muzaffar’s brother, heard of

this in Shiraz, where he was governor, he only waited his

opportunity to avenge his brother’s blood. At length

Ahmad Beg appointed Abiya Sultan governor of Klrman,

from which place Abiya Sultan sent a message to Kasim
Beg inciting him to revenge his brother’s blood; and

a compact was confirmed between the two Amirs that they

should together raise the flag of revolt from that quarter].

For this reason Abiya Sultan set out for the tomb of the

mother of Sulaiman
,

1 where he was met by Kasim Beg.

Here they put to death all the servants of Ahmad Beg,

who were with Kasim Beg, and read the khutba in Abiya

Sultan’s name. They then decided to send for Sultan

Murad, son of Sultan Ya'kub, son of Hasan Padishah, who
was with his uncle Sultan Farrukh Yasar, in Shlrwan,

and set him up as king
;

while the two Amirs should

be his prime ministers (wakll). They therefore sent an
‘ahd-nama to Sultan Murad, in Shlrwan.

2 After this they
began to violate the property of the inhabitants of that

country and to extort large sums of money from the men.
Then those two ill-starred ones together led a large force

against Isfahan. And when Ahmad Beg, in Tabriz, heard
of these doings he set out by forced marches with
a powerful army to Isfahan to oppose them, and overtook
them in Alang Kaniz and Khwaja Hasan MuzI.

3 A party
of the Turkomans, deserting Abiya Sultan, went over to the
side of Ahmad Beg, and Abiya Sultan, perceiving this, lost

confidence and fled. Ahmad Beg’s men seeing the help-
lessness of the enemy left Ahmad Beg and gave them
chase, plundering as they went the baggage of Abiya

\
-^ashad-i-madari-Sulaiman ; this is no doubt a corruption of masjid-i-

maaa)'i-S/tlaiman
, a name which the Persians still give to the tomh of Cyrus

in the plain of Pasargadie. Cf. Browne, “A Year among the Persians,” and
Ouseiey, ii, 44 et seq.

2 L, fol. 39a.
There seems to be some confusion here in the narrative. The Habib-us-

oiyar mentions only one encounter, namely in Kaniz Alang-i-Isfahan.
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Sultan and Kasim Beg. Abiya Sultan, recognizing his

opportunity, charged down on Ahmad Beg 1 and threw him

from the saddle of glory on to the ground of humiliation,

and cutting off his head stuck it on the end of his spear

and sounded the horn of triumph. When the soldiers of

Ahmad Beg saw what had happened they turned in flight

[while Abiya Sultan, crowned with victory, turned towards

the town of Kutn, where he read the khutba and had coins

struck in the name of Sultan Murad .
2 He then sent

a swift messenger to Shlrwan to fetch Sultan Murad, while

he himself mounted the throne of Kum, and was waited

on 'by the chiefs as a Sultan
;
and he busied himself daily

with the settlement of important business pending the

arrival of Sultan Murad.

J

Abiya Sultan is Killed and is Succeeded by Mohammad!
Padishah, who is in turn Killed and Succeeded

by Sultan Murad in ‘Irak, and by AmIr Alwand
in AzarbaIjan. 3

Ahmad Beg, on account of his small stature and short

legs and arms, had received from the Emperor Bayazld the

nick-name of Kaducha 4 Ahmad. [When he was killed

the sons of Yusuf Beg son of Hasan Padishah, Mohammad!
Beg, and Alwand Beg, who had accompanied him in that

battle, now made off in opposite directions. Mohammad!
Beg went to Yazd, where the Governor, Murad Beg
Bayandari, taking advantage of his arrival set him, together

with Ashraf Beg, upon the throne. Alwand Beg went to

Diar Bakr] to Dal Kasim, Turkoman, who was [uncle

1 The Hatnb-us-Siyar says Ahmad had reigned six months.
2 The Habib-us-Siyar adds :

* who, since the death of his brother Baisunkar,

had been living under the protection of Shirwanshah.”
2 L, fol. 39b.

* This opening sentence is not in the Habib-us-Siyar. Kaducha, if the

reading be correct, may mean “a little gourd”
(
Kadu)." MS. C reads kiiehtk,

or “small,” which is, perhaps, the more correct reading.
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to Rustem Mirza and governor of Diar Bakr]. Dal Rasim

Beg set him likewise upon the throne. The two parties

busied themselves with collecting troops and preparing for

an expedition. Murad Beg Bayandari and Ashraf Beg,

having amassed an army, set out under the command of

Mohammad! Padishah towards Shiraz, whose Governor,

Kasim Beg Parnak, came out with an army to offer him
fight. After [the first] encounter Kasim Beg turned in

flight, and with great difficulty managed to throw himself

into Sain Kal'a. Meanwhile [Mohammad! Padishah]

having become master of the province of Fars, appointed

Mansur Beg Afshar governor of Shiraz, [and set out

himself against ‘Irak, which, having conquered, he pitched

his camp in Rai.] 1

[But Abiya Sultan, Turkoman, who had fixed his winter-

quarters in the town of Kum at the beginning of the

spring, set out for Tabriz], On the road he learned that

Sultan Murad, son of Sultan Ya'kub, Bon of Hasan

Padishah, having come out of Shirwan was in the vicinity

of Karaja-Dligh, where he had been joined by a number
of the Turkoman chiefs, who were inciting him to war
with (Abiya Sultan),2 and that Sultan Murad was bent

on killing (Abiya Sultan). This latter, on hearing this

news, pushed forward to meet him, and an engagement

took place in which he defeated Sultan Murad and made
him prisoner, confining him in the castle of Rubandar.

Sultan Murad’s mother, the daughter of Sultan Khalil

Shirwanshah, he made his own wife. He then sent

a messenger to Dai Kasini demanding (him to send)

Alwand Mirza, son of Yusuf Beg, whom he set upon the

throne of Tabriz. Then he and Dai Kasim with a large

force under the leadership of Alwand Mirza [marched

against Rai with the intention of seizing Mohammad!
Padishah. This latter, fearing the united forces of the

Turkomans, fled to Amir Husain Giyai Chalawi in Firuz

1 Is Tihran here meant, or did the old town of Rai still exist f
2 L, foL 40a.
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Kuh .

1 Abiya Sultan sent bis own brother, Guzel Ahmad,

with a number of Turkoman chiefs and an army to winter

in Varamin 2
]

while Kasim Beg Parnak, who after the

return of Mohammad! Padishah from Sain Kal‘a had joined

Abiya Sultan, was sent with a squadron of cavalry to Shiraz.

[He himself took up his winter-quarters] with Alwand

Mlrza [in the town of Kum], [In the meanwhile,

Mohammad! Padishah, in conjunction with Amir Husain

Glayl Chalawl,

3 made an unexpected midnight attack on

Guzel Ahmad in Varamin. He plundered all his baggage,

and Guzel Ahmad fled “ naked ” to his brother in Kum.
Abiya Sultan, on hearing the sad news of the dispersion of

the army, no longer thought fit to remain in the town

of Kum. He therefore in the depth of winter set out

with Alwand Mlrza for Tabriz ].
4

In the following passage of my translation I have chosen

to give in a parallel column a translation of the corre-

sponding passage in the Hablb-us-Siyar. The account

which Khwaudamlr gives of the downfall of the Black and
the White Sheep dynasties is not a very full or consecutive

one,

5 but our author tells us even less about them. Seeing

that he obviously had independent sources of information

for these events, it would appear that he, for preference,

did not dwell upon the downfall of the Turkomans.

1 The Habib-us-Siyar says: “to Husain Giya JalabI in the castle of Asta.”
2 The Hubib-us-Siuir reads : Yaramin-i-Bai.
3 The Habib-us-Sivar adds: “ and Ashraf Beg.”
* The Habib-us-Sivar adds : “and did not stop till he reached RibSt-i-Dang.”
5 A straightforward account of the Ak-kuyunlus and the Kara-kuyunius is

to be found in the Yaskh-i-Jahan-Axa of Ghaffari. Cf. Bieu’s Catalogue,
pp. 111-115.
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History of Shah Isma‘il.

Mohammad! Padishah, who
was now sole master of ‘Irak,

hastened after them by forced

marches, and came upon them

in Aziz Kandl. 1

A fierce contest ensued, in

which victory finally decided

for Mohammad! Padishah
;

and Alwand Mirza was thus

defeated. Abiya Sultan being

slain, the world was freed

from his evil doings.

Mohammad! Padishah, hav-

ing subdued the whole of

Iran, set himself upon the

throne of Tabriz. Alwand
Mirza escaped with a small

body of men to Diar Bakr,

where he was received by
the Governor, Dal Kasim,
and set upon the throne of

Diar Bakr.

The Habib-us-Siyar.

Mohammad! having met

with all success in the

province of Rai, many of

the Amirs of ‘Irak offered

him submission and acknow-

ledged his sovereignty. He
set out

with a large army against

Abiya Sultan. This latter,

accompanied by Sultan

Murad, went to meet him,

and the opposing armies met

in Aziz Kaniti (?). Without

waiting to rest from their

march, they immediately

engaged. Mohammad! was

assisted by special divine

favour, while Sultan Abiya

was thrown upon the ground

ofdestruction. SultanMurad,

accompaniedbyGuzelAhmad

,

fled towards Shiraz, while

Mohammad! made a trium-

phant entry into Tabriz,

where he mounted the throne.

Beginning of Alwand’s

Reign, and End of Mo-
hammadI MIkza.

When Amirzada Alwand

came to Diar Bakr, after the

battle of Kaniz Alang, Kasim

Beg conferred on him the title

of king. But Kasim Beg

1 L, fol. 4QA
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History of Shah Isma'il.

Meanwhile Alwand Mlrza

marched on Tabriz with a

well-equipped army
;

and

Mohammad! Padishah, hear-

ing of his brother’s advance

and of the alliance of the

forces, fled from Tabriz to

Sultaniyya

;

while Alwand Mlrza entered

Tabriz and mounted its

throne, appointing Latlf Beg
Turkoman, his icakll.

The Hahib-us-Siyar.

exercised absolute direction

in state affairs, so that not

merely did the rest of the

nobles have no voice in the

government, but even the

king was powerless. So arro-

gant and assuming was he

that Alwand Mlrza became

disgusted with him, and one

night, together with many
of the nobles, who shared his

feelings, he got away from

Kasim Beg and went to Azar-

baljan. When MohammadI
heard of his brother’s advance

at the head of a brave army,

thinking he could not op-

pose him, he hastened to

Sultunivya.

Alwand Mlrza entering

Azarbaijan without (even the

hindrance of) the exchange

of messages, raised the banner

of sovereignty, appointing

Khwaja Sabik-ud-Dln his

vizier and Lutf Beg his teakil.

While he was considering how to deal with his brother,

news reached him that Sultan Murad, son of Sultan Ya‘kub,
had escaped from the castle of Rubandar.
For Guzel Ahmad, when his brother, Abiya Sultan, was

killed, fled from the battle-field, and, together with Farrukh
Shah Beg Bayandar, went to the castle of Rubandar, where
they brought Sultiin Murad out of prison

; and thence all

three proceeded to Shiraz. Now Kasim Beg Parnak, who
before that battle in which Abiya Sultan was killed, had
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started out with a squadron of horse for Shiraz, and in an

encounter in Shulistan 1 in Fars, was defeated and taken

prisoner by the governor of that district. But as they passed

near Istakhr, he contrived to escape, and shut himself up
in that fortress. "When he heard of the approach of Sultan

Murad and Guzel Ahmad, he came out of the fortress and

joined them, giving them many goods and effects which

he had taken from the inhabitants of Shiraz .
2 They all

now proceeded together to Shiraz, and Mansur Beg Afshar,

deeming resistance useless, fled .

3

Sultan Murad, having entered Shiraz, busied himself with

preparations for a military expedition. Having established

perfect order in Shiraz, he appointed Kasim Beg Parnak

to the governorship, and then set out with a powerful force

for Isfahan. When Mohammad! Padishah, in Sultaniyya,

heard of this, lie marched out with the chiefs of the ‘Irak

frontier towards Isfahan, where he heard that Sultiin Murad
was advancing from Fars. He thereupon hastened out to

meet him, and in the summer-quarters [called] Khwaja
Hasan Mazi, the approximation of the two hosts con-

cluded in a hand to hand engagement. After the ranks

had been drawn up in parallel lines, Piri Beg Afshar

charged down with a regiment of brave men upon Kasim
Beg Parnak, and carried all before him, while Kasim Beg
fled, thus throwing confusion into the midst of Sultan

Murad’s army. Sultan Murad’s banner fell to the ground,

but such was the valour of his heroes that they raised it

and again flocked round it, and this army which bad (just)

been scattered in disorder, now reassembled under the

shadow of that standard. They now perceived that Mo-
hammadi Padishah was standing without his army, alone

at the foot of (his) standard
; whereupon Sultan Murad,

sallying from his ambuscade, charged down upon him, and

.

1 The reading is doubtful. It mav be a corruption of Shulghistan, -which
IS near Abada.

* (*armsirut-i- Shiraz, that is, those portions of the district of Shiraz which
be in the hot climate

(
garmsir). The Arabic plural in at beiug, as is so

trequently the case, attached to the Persian word.
3 L, fol. 41a.
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his chiefs, being unable to resist this onset, fled, while

Mohammadi Padishah, Plrl Beg Afshar, and Ashraf Beg

were killed. 1 The chiefs, in the utmost confusion, fled in

various directions. Pir ‘All Beg and Pir Mohammad Beg

fled to Sawa and Kum. Pir Mohammad Beg stayed in

Kum. Kanak Beg in Kashan and Pir ‘Ali Beg in Sawa

raised the flag of revolt.

Sultan Murad, having won this victory, entered Isfahan,

but hearing of the insurrection of the Turkoman chiefs

set out to that district at the head of 50,000 horse and foot

men. After much military parleying those men gave

themselves up without striking a blow.2 Sultan Murad

now inarched against Sultaniyya. 3 [Amir Alwand Mirza,

being informed of Sultan Murad’s movements, set out from

Tabriz to oppose him with the chiefs of Azarbaijan and

a large army. But while the two armies lay encamped]

near about Abhar 4 [there came a certain pious darwish

named Baba Khair Ullah] who dwelt in Abhar 5 [and

spoke to the two kings]. He had received intimation from

the hidden world that there would shortly come out of

Gilan a person who would increase the dignity and honour

of the Keligion of Mohammad, establish the Faith in the

Twelve Imams, and restore law and order in the land of

Iran. [On this account he entreated the two kings

to come to terms, and a peace was concluded under the

stipulation that the river Kizil tjziin should form the

boundary between their respective kingdoms. Azarbaijan,]

Mughan 6 [Arran, and Dlar Bakr were to belong to Amir

* There is some inconsistency in the narrative here, for the Habib-us-Siyar
clearly states that after this victory Sultan Murad took Mohammadi with him
as a prisoner to Sultaniyya. Khwandamir also gives in the following passage
some further details with regard to Pir ‘Ali Beg and Bairam Beg.

* The Habib-us-Siyar differs considerably in this place. Its authors tells

us that several small encounters took place, but as none of them proved decisive

for either side, a peace was at length made with the following conditions : That
Abdal Beg Pir ‘Ali should quit Sawa and enter the service of Sultan Murad,
who, having abandoned the siege, should appoint Pir ‘Ali Beg as Governor of

Sawa. On the same day that Abdal Beg entered Murad’s service he migrated
from Sawa to Azarbaijan.

a L, 41 b.

4 The Habib-us-Siyar says Sain Kala instead of Abhar.
6 Detail omitted by Khwandamir.
6 Khwandamir omits Mughan from the list.
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Alwand, while Sultan Murad was to govern the states of

‘Irak, Fars, and Kirrnan. After the ratification of this

treaty, Amir Alwand returned to Tabriz and Sultan Murad
to Kazwln.] Many of the Afshar and Turkoman chiefs,

who had revolted, now came to Sultan Murad and begged

his forgiveness. Some he punished 1 and others he

re-appointed governors or amirs.2

The chapters now succeeding, apart from telling us

much about Isma‘11 that we cannot learn from the Hablb-

us-Siyar, have a special interest of their own, for Dede
Mohammad’s story, whatever may be its historical value,

is of sufficient curiosity to merit reproduction. I therefore

subjoin the full text and translation of this my last extract :

—

[MS. L, fol. 41*.]

^ 4-°^ j\ ^b x

^
ut ^ im

9
;)lib \

W?

bl
5 ^Lsrvjb^

u*)
JJjLj d/b jbs j 4->b^l ci/Lllei. j

1 ba yasa rasdnidan, means to try (and condemn) a person by the code called
ydsa, which is said to have been instituted by Chingis Khan. See Indian
Antiquary, July, 1882, and Tarikh-i-Sashidi

, p. 22, note.
2 The Hablb-us-Siyar here adds: At this juncture Sultan Murad was

informed that Kasim Beg Parnak, Governor of Shirwan, was planning a revolt.

(Murad) therefore set out from Kazwln with a strong force and marched into
bars. And when Kasim Parnak heard of his approach, feeling he was not
strong enough to resist, he came out to meet Murad in Kasr-i-Zard, and,
begging his forgiveness, expressed his repentance. All his chiefs were seized
by Sultan Murad, who then hastened to Karzun, where he spent the winter.
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3 Both MSS. read »jjj, but lb is obviously the correct reading.
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1 I have added the hamza here.

2 MS. C. e—!^->.
3 MS. L. has a large hole at the top of this folio.
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& csj *
,TjjJ&j yU-

** LS-/ J *±*-jk*k ^ijj

AA-wA A-4. *r* £A£A AA_i-l Ajl A^i. ,
,i lq i

^

J,to ^-i j*L<! <—-4_y ^j\±*a A^lsAj '[aIa]

‘V?
- b ^yf u*i uu-JLi"

j a-j-£

‘-^‘ir
8 lT^J iAJjj <U*LI Jci.yc j-yjyA <Li AJA^.T

Cp'-l''/ c>W ^ *A*A
2

[_j] AjjyTjy

(A) ^ £jbj u^jy- j' u>>- [433] jjj *Ays^

C^r* ilr
1 byis? AiAjjT [\j] ^jjMj

}
aja*T

l^- 'J J-
1 / yJ^-jr* } yf- cAy» i_5)j LSy*

ck****^ ^ e>*Aj!j t_jlii ^ty- ^1 ob-uu! *aIa j*Lj A-i J^>.1a

»a^v**J
/
-£L»- j\ j*\

1

yJ’ _yi. A [44a] JUi

'jlAt^ ‘-H; uAi j' A uAi A (jj^jijj^jt, J\

liT^j ji jb
^ U-jl \

j; \ <j_Jy <Lii^

U^'A lA-j' L» uu«u

AjJy Jjtji y^ oly ^iyyjb
v.

i& b y' uui£_, uijyj CA^Ay
iAUb Ay yUjJL. j!oy UT ury^Ui _. A.1

4
AJs!y

Ac^b CA^^A, Ay Jyi >t cy Jy£y tl^ly lA~*JA

uy Jy AiAA iAyl \

J} \ tS ^cyj y.A ul \

J}
\

_,
(Ai)jjly

1

W).
2 (A
3 (e*U$).

* ^.
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jJjtib \j */ 8j\±\ \jij£- aJa^ ]/^39r

iJjL* 1 a^- jj\ t^^uj\ aLj li
y
A^

1

\j 2

i~
jJ
-xj ^^3^ AjA \j aJ—

>

li aXs** £A$A

3 *~3» ^ J^J***^
^ ^ Jdh

i, ^AJA A^* A-S*
^ ^wuyj 1 Aj

j ^
Afo ^aaJjj^A ^ »»vfl ^

^Ij i)J» <T/* 3>A$A A*J (|%^Lguli A-A_c) L—-‘*^ 1^

cj^w j
aLuu^ a^-A b jjLSJI ^\

Cl^-cLssT
!

^l-^A ^£~>A Lj (a^)Iatv-

L.7 ^/|JCV ^jA A^ A*Ai ^ \ j\
^

4_<y^>- ^

u^.J/^ L>
Jyi- CUa>-

<Jj>1
A-J^t

^jA l — j-^2j>- A^ iV^acT
1

at l>- A^

^ (AT ^aiJj^jA ^ LA~* A>tJb

A^ lCj^ ^Jb AXimJ »^3 XA Aj
1^ 3^3** ^^JA JJ^J

AjA ^A^#|yJ ^*aL^j 2f I AjA3 Xj^z-y X£ji\j**i ^ \ ^ " -
1

^^ =*

£A 2fA L_^o A4AXJ ^ Auj Lmj^ AliljL) ^A^>- ,^5Lc}! AAj^^A a1aI$ A^*

^CjI/*^ *«AaC^1 A*«^^ 3 3̂)
4^*kS^i

^j^-9 A-J^K*auJ
j J

^

^li;^-, {JT^

Ju> AJb1^r>»

L^*T«».*•! I iil-Ai Lg ^A^l ^j^jm^J

yu c^ijsb ^AkA» AJ^j JO'

1

t/>r).

J.b.a.s. 1896. 21
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4iA^?”

sJjaj i_iiy ,J^ t_>T^ JcZ^ [445] JijLo-L, uli

C^cL: _jAJ <—-^3 ‘^‘iy
J*«p

LA-A/t»~« j*jAJ Ja-~^»

(if^ b cA*y® AA"1

j-4’^’ d^assT
1 j] u^jl A Jui

J^/V"1 <J ^ j^Slz** Ad Idi^wid
1
(^jlyla«sO

isJjajj jj?£ <“?-, ^rV
J
j

^ ‘*-~'j~
^'=g'

J
' j Judy

jS*\ ^jd ^dL**« A‘-“. t ." . ^ | / .*, . * l
|

l**cT*
*

tr^is^T AA lyt AjJ dyi> gJ'j

^_5-?
^

"*
' .' y ^Sj^Mj^Jii LumJ ^ dl~1

jk/V^1
t«d'

^dSjd^ »Afcli^j| ^Lj^e AiA<! fLi

[J^su tuTjJJ- ^As*-! LZ~^J>>J cU)h~>

jUJU J^> J *yu c^^-’lj! ca'U)L J
cA^ cA^ u>W»y* V *A~y lA^ u-A* *AT JJkAy.

*!A <£ dJj-i A-aiU <fcfy^, jJaSj! &

V (A 'j/r* uL0 Jyd^l ^yddd C^A (*A

JjJ j\] ss~,j CLSj^ J c^„AherJu, ^Sj:ri oLI j\

*JA **A e7 ‘-iiy <-r>V ^UJl Jjj

A-. j*jlc idAyisrT
<«J1

I

A-_jj A^AJ

->
J c^'jU-: <_>K, _,d laJjO ^-iarT a*_j ^d j

M/ i ^ JV Aj' Mj-u Ay i-Sjj j! (,) AiJ,.T

(^JU (_A’r,jJ ^ u«^' ®-Aj' j' V)A A*
1 UM-
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cliLL

*

sJyj d

1

Jyj A*1aj d-«*s>-^» j iXylj^ A«aL* Sj \jj

(^Liyo j\ Jul d-v&isL ^ j\ ^bi I^jUjLj t^jUU*.

CJLJ *jU- } JW'j l
jr^~ Ji-»

(Jjio ^»bJl j jbL<^5 <jj

C

jj |*^-j ^ 4_j

C

j
j

+*~>j }

jUIjJ Mr" o~*d> ‘^-d c^iV5
J o^' ‘-^d1

i •OW7 (^UL Jjl j Ji^-1 iJiP i
*0^0 i—ilk*j^

_j
cjoL>- t_jU^ *\j u^j* j

J d-.^^ (V^5

t c ’ ,.Vs j\ ^ ^j-Usi j3t L?u2 i.V»»Ac C,**-^ ^V* ^ ^''V>

J^jj (Js-^) j*,U? u^- cT* ij^ '-r^i*i. (*^ J (*i>

Jyj ^jtayLb ^Lju£ [45#] CL^jjAssP I

jlyi A-uU j\y» Cjj >jj\y

d--olsj- L * ^!sU>- j djLdj! i~ ij^u ‘^ ^L.

Jwoa^» <Luwj.fo ^ b)y*J '4’^'

joU^j ^jLu
^

uJ5L>-

J*j~> SjS± JU^ ^jlr ^U? j\ C^y^iacrM

^W***"^^ |^)j^
|*bxJ ^I^Lmj ^Z-j'yJ tX3jy*j*

*jy.j*>* te^yj<3 ^ 0 ' *y4J fcXUlib-i

j^biJ t J

J^ iSji^yj C- g 3jJ fcVlv &£-jy ^1 <-)^

b* J|^4J
I
g^b»g ^ L^j*

^

1 (if).

2
(»jb6*).
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^ fc-iKj j!aL«JT j j£p jMJ C->jAJ
j

LZJyJ

jl iX*) ^ •aajLjj^' atXuuj

Wy»r* wW-*

iyu jUj Ay j! j JjJytjj J.jJ JU^ jLJ Ay

A»x_j Ju^-i ^jLkLj yiLli* CXL« Ajl>. jj 2SA*1 JUc^“

Lj
^
Jm ^ (,J*y i»y IaItet^ Ai aL*jjU

(
^i^-1 Hal—*

,_jjj c^-v*ls! a*j *Ayj i^ijy Ui^i. <uUi-jA aU£j uyX*

AAjla-£> Ajyu
j Ayb As^y

aLa- A5»-«A» JjUs-il jjlc jJLsyjt jj_)ly»- ^ly»- L ijjs j\

Ujjl UILL> jyi- j'/y l=r WUJ c^ij- w\-a>

(J*s**4 cri
1^^

(.s**
5 ^4^^ j

ajLJLs^I (jUsLj LjL;1t
.j

A l»Uic- Aiy» < sl^kj
^
AjAjJ^

<LzJ*jS
1 j& X&Ja iSJLtM2>M*/4

J ^

Lj \.£u) ‘>.1* -|‘“^f i ^

Cp*j J- j~ } c^r _. i^Acly cyi
_J

A^
f}.j^ J

'—-'A* i^jhs^j\ iJy

>

CA-O^-ls*-

j^* y. ijy^ y\j-^ AjjyyL*/* o-Juuu-* AAA<i»lJ

Axl>^*y jL* ^ u£y c^-itaIa}! jjji'jS'G [455]

i__^-j
(^J
l*jUaLj vjUfj

^
Aiky^j

j uyji“** tiy-^

^liU^*^
\)j^* ^ ^LfSy j!^W-
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3 jLjLw* l “w>iUj U

2fJ^J

jA IasI \jljJ£

j

^Ic t_X< ^UjL. ij>Ji '[j'] tA-Aj

*A^ jJ-jA^I *-Ajpa 4 Ws. jl Ia^J JuJaJu^J <LiJlx* j <tcjU^*

^jl^i ^1*^*1^ ^ISlrs- ^0«a;
^j

)L£a AjA^u &syy ^
^j^y* <£~kJu

k—^uO <t£ ayU- Li>U
^jj

>-lX^ i_5-jJks^ U'y’rJ cd/M’"^’

CT ~T i^J Jz\ &£ £$J.XyL*j^
t
,*3 jii ^e*cJXAJ A^J

L—JyOJ
y

CA-AL*^4C>- j jiiJ
Ci

Ajiif+ji J^J lZJj^~ Jf A»J A£>Ui- <_>yil l_>'^2i A^A)

XZ-^Ia j*jAj aLj^ ^UaLj
3

(jds* ^0 ii^“~ t—^ u^j4AS
’<
j

li/^ H ^ V tjAu^ j\ a*3 uX?3 i jA Ali-^i lijJ

yola-l iiLsTJ^l kC-ASTUaj jJj^Aj \jj\ Lzij ^UaLo ^aH^t*

k»
”
-*> rfcT

^ ^lliL.) A^®**
^ J^ t ^ LuA

} J\ (AX*st? ^Ua-)\ j\ Cl-wi^A AX«J>-^ U=-4jA }

(^aJLst^ jli-Jb k_JJy $b a.AscMaj yLj ^iJs u-~&y*

C—

J

L&
"
.^j U JLi^« ajaLxc

( ^
.* ^

iAjAi
JSk-x ^Ia jjA^J j£jyi£j\jjY*J~a£~Je\s*-

aa»- <l£ c^-) 1 _jj 2taaj ^A i^IIk Ja^

j

Usr^,L*kj A-i>U

1 (yUi).

2 IlMH
* [Lacuna].
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IluJ ^)L>- izk?* kX£>»
j

\U3jA&

u^JjJ

Ajjyiji JSb^ Jjjj \j\z*»\ JU^-1 ^js* dfrj* *tj* j

ilSX^%Jo\&~ ^> oXs^

l^Jbj
^
^AaJ

^ Lj5^"^

^ibLit culs^ Lc]^ \ j «,XjfcX-i» ^/**-*Jj*l ^

^UaLj i\£.*r* Vyw*
J

A-AA^iitj jjlac-ii! j*I ^b (J*'*

J^U Cysse^t
J
iz^stSs? yj AAo- b \j Ay-]

CH-^jb ^t5 / ^ Aui^yiJb j Jj A^r>- Ad-yA* w *_>- AA>-bo

l^"J\y-b c_—jLacr A-iy Aj>-jJ

^

yi» Ayi ^y* Ci-yjlb*

*Ayj
-jrj^

<u4y JJ ^.y Ju-^ A^V" t—

^

^1 ^L»i-s! jl by* Ab«yJyJ <u |y«* Aijlt y*^ Ajb

|j/r*_j y AjL^* ^y- <l£ Jyj yii* AaA£ <U-~>]y y>-

A-o5 j ia-~s)Is'*j V Lf’V ^ If J& aWM j
Aiu^

u**^ AAjAjI
j
jLi j\ A*j c/bb

}
Ltj 1_ --Ay tSJj-dser I

t^laAry Ijjl j oLy^i ^LkL- a2Lst* \jj+* $aJ!_j y>

L5^ A>~ .>
AtojAi!

l_<Ai' oys. (^T j^by ^ lA-viy

l“^ LS^ U^=L> *A,y-
\j \jj~* AJjH [yl] iXz

}
y.^i J**

^JuoXo ^LiuUjL, u\ibi. c ^y. i£ jy ^icl 1^1^U-

^1 U ^ Ajj'jj! L,aj ciyisrT jjy*^

,yJU a5^ U^. o-'lV yjUj jjl^ ^ ^Lb Jy>.

b u'-^-! J-^sr* |_y*j AJO^j ^ c^yJaJX~* SCsyi> jUJl Jj)
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cl/UU jA j^l j\ djJ
i"^****

3 a^<w ^Tj $ \
^a^2>- 4x5 L> £46^3

^a ^ a^-4j ^ lt -al&\ ^ ^ulUo

Oy-J £ JlA L». S -5 j>
4** i^A^X)^ i

^
^-jlj 1 j i.\jmW^.(<4

^ilij
^ J jA j*\c j\ ^juoLjj t,

t ,.
^

*

j%al£>» j *4j4i

4) 4) alaj**>~ ^ ^a ^llil—s a^jst'* Ij^t

a-i^* ui r
c

\J>j*+>. b <ujX« ij-i> i~j[j ^ CiX |»jUi.j.

uU-.Li ^bb*. iZJj^isr- ^HaLrf iXXs^- \jjz* JuJujLjj

^
y^^tXJ ita—^.^1 y 1 Viig y\^ 1 it-^v wV-ii-^iiJ^j b? |Lrf

biLbb* !^# it-S" l3j**J i^\j * *J*2 <^J3)jS* jyO^-
j

t~* 3 j^j 1/^®*“ aA^j (•'^ t^R* cJjf” *^

•ty U>JJ/^* ^bLo A*se* j*-^J |*0^

tjW*}*fJ l)-*^ *X->y» ^Uj
li>' »Jyj '~-il}*

>

* <rr,^^>0 j uir^* *^y ^ c^***
5 (^"•^y) ‘^y*-’

^rlc?"yy**^

-io
^ *yi\b jj»> JJ-5 ^,1 Jy

yt jO CX*j jjjy <JL£0 t-jjJLs'* <£ jJ\ yj,£ (JJL3 cy

JJ-3
li/?^ ,j t>y* ^bX iVJLsr^ JjJ ^iybi

'-Xbb jybul »jlz~ijh C4 f~> ^jXUs.'*
j

^LLLj jJlLsr^ \jj~+

i^UjjLi ^UU. c-j^ia- <tijT Ss^ jb y^ JlsM- ^ J~jOj\

“ <—^b kX*^» i3ii2k*aji j\ i3y>
J* \j [^b>]

1 $>•
* (^)-
5 bto )-
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J' ^ ^sSXsr* jj (jJjl Cio ^JtS'jl ts-w4>

>.T t-ri/ <s£ ^ b Jju^j Jj! y jxlr J

tl/U- ^ ej^T
j Ljj d-wsj jjjl!

ti/ ^ [47a] Sa=*- c_objl i—i-Ksj d-oLri. ^bjl

AiUy ^ ^ ^ C^-iLol Jo Li OfS*

)
<*A sb^jsA' {^j-s-^ ss-^ j-i^5j AstTj jy jjiJU»

J\j> j\ <t£ Joil !v ^ JUU? _.
-r-j\

* A^oAil ^ U/y jit [c^o]

<^-**±* Dj-^ * J,K J>}^ ijJb * JdjU*’J*
j] ^Li-*j! ^UaLi joLk'* \jj~* j

* ,v..^ Ls^"

j\ «t «A.£ 1. 3 \j ^jl Jjt^j! Jyi. d~JU Jju l
x

(. . . ^jSXs.'*

S

o'^ ^ £r» j^-4 J^soj' JJU^j uiro y,U.

j' «^-j
j}f*

*£ (ifUaL- Jclsr* \jj^ jp ^ Jjj

er* *2r
i *4/ l> u'y^^ uAa yUL ubU. ^ y

J ei^jU, ^ j3J^ ^ILL, JCU- \}j?*

b V^W4^ ^ w*-yd^
»' j' <A* V * cAri CXii »Kpo ^ jyJlL ^-\
^J^.1 J ^jt^j c_yA, doLi^jl ,VA,^ .s-

^'r*' j*^' (*^*>j' J v -^<
\jj~*

a«J^^ ^ ju v^ j

* ? doubtful reading.

* (jJj).

3
(oV)-
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j\ (juuUt s
stSihS lLCj ^s.

j
^LiU \ji

y

^UaL-j &X*sr* ^ £J+

1

^ i. Cin *Xx>^ i^jj^ Aj | l— jltAJ

&5J&&
^^

|J,Vr/
*

t
^Ciife

j fc.VV «£>

^

Jlc

£47^1 <—5^->- (|*liL*
2

^ * JLU ’-Mi LmmJfj*£2) d»»scliS^ t L**—

^

L -•» **»- ^ J aJ

^0 y
*XJ

yy • ^ J^jjJ J ^
5"^

1?L.*
*

»»?*» I ^j\ Jum) Lj i\+*}jSl ^*>J
.Am>Ij t-**-i i\l*^a Ll*--\3

L

C—>bjy\ y \j*\ £^l—M>t ^u, . > LH-''—mjIm^ AJbl
y
-g^* $̂jy+2m£

jj \y LZJj*£2£S? \

y JaJ» £ ^ C^oLj^L

(—£> Jj-J t}y£>- \j ^UaLo JULs^*
lyy-*-*

bjl iX*2k3yi ^yb.*#

U ^LmJ ^Li-jwJ ^iSbs* JunJJ ^»A^Jb j£*JJXXS0

<das-L* 4^ oJ jbu^i JLii-M»b uJCj $JjOy

j* ^ ^ybsv»^ {^£sz!*

j

j lyy^ <Li*j A3 1 J|yib y Jj^Uj

|
yy^* ^yy^" ‘^**J bay \jPj^ ^ -^y**^ ^

y^ jybijl 2AJ£

<Xw4a<j j\ jj
J y^ |y

^Jblji CT -JyO ^yLbbj

y
tijyJ y^bsC^ <fciL]li^

y
(^)LuU^ b) $Jl*| yiy^

J ^ ^ y £^yO ^‘^#1 b CJT
j}

<X# ^ LI* .«a£> Lf^bu**jlg^ ^

CZ-jb j)\*J &*dL*Jj^ 1y

1 [Lacuna],

* (^>yjTy).
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j Ij <dLc Ax....1

ijytji c_-i-!g \j5jl J**l£ xtij*i AJA-jly, yjj m -<L°^-

aX * il-ii u£^A l*^ic A^sr* !jy*

lysLljl y/U—> t-jyC« cuol*-j jAjI a*j AoA^i

•AA-dJj i^atjXy yU»AJ (jl ^yijAjtAj iAwjloj ^y!

ji C£-*w3c) il-Mrf

^

jJi »AiJ JSsUsT <£ Ayj jl) ljiisr* aJujL, AiJI

l—r~iM~! )
[48a] a-^aj ^U-j

^
^Ay j!

li)W-j u15^^ ‘A-’W- *£> _>A j\ IJa JU }

u\jij d-*J ^Ujy ^ u'AjW* Aiiy AdJjX

a

-

iy* y^*J
|»

~
***a [

a

A^s»- d£> ijui jd> j^ysT*

cri'^ jA ^U,^yd wU£ liyiacM
J 4ju-J JJS

^Jyi^ <tiri.L j*AJ ^ [*2la*] jj, jl Ail ijy ^Aj

t^“ j DJjlyX* ^aJL, c^v*jcsr

^,A ^ *aXj[ yy l^T ^JL: ,_j^y XMJ lSj\~>

1—^ d^*" X [i«s^r-;] Aytyj Jy jyA ifjAJ ijl*

\js?* *4 yX ali * A
; yj!

^

aX ^ * uUly>-

uKj J&j ^1 |*Ay*
J <fci^L jJLsT* y.li jJisT

1^
A^ST*

•-cAnr' frU
1^ aJa^st yU.

(J^J jv AJA-jliA^ j\.^,\ Ic-oly L t/lksl J

1

(jB»)’

2
j\ repeated in C.
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Jjiijjj i&j) j
jIjU]

iifsdt '—'"“if?

LS^tS^=- C_-~jl=0 4y*j ^ lr*

\js\*iya Jyu^-Ls WU-L> cZJj-As*- j

a£ Aijb ^>11^ cu~aS-j ^

Ajjjj-J ^!lc ^jUaLj Jiy jj Jt> I—Jjil* j*'-^*a

izjijfi j\ ^J\JL*2>\4 ^LiujLi-La ^ULi.

lL^L* d-^aUw*
vJ^*^

j|j^_!b\j ijbjiaJ i^r3j oW? 03?“

Jjb! AiL jjls >_jys\jj ^giUaLijj^y Jyj a*x*l

z^*-* [486] I^cUj
c;
Jj

j o^ (**'4“*>

J
1 bJ^jU

i— ~ j
ji lgiri-4 ^jLo^Oj~a L«^v9 jLjm\ j\ i£ O -m*£

j^J^jiJ^3 j!j o' >-$]/.

^^*Ub
^
i£ ajxJlj t__-

y

JooL*

^VsLs. iX>Oj£ [ A]lil
J,^j

j*^>- J

o' ^ O^r!"^
a ,.

*
, > a3

^ ^j*jy ^Liij L^aLm!

>

!£]
*£• !*~a

j
$ A-i ^ tAJOjJ

[*]j-~» j jy*\
*

**
' *^ ^ ik)L^s\ o^V-^

(iZJjlc)
^

i^j ^ILLj cUy&~>
j

jlj-J ^Ixc Llil»J i_5^*

c£^z* 0^*r* j aajjii^ i_j^ 5

l/r* W ***
.
1

<-^4^ C(*s^'3

1 (uiUaUjL*).

1 (^)-
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<—y j\ JVsf- (_U-s [j 3I tyy i_j,j jl

^ bcr*?“ lS* l^”11 <""^,.>A'

j j' cr^' *P Lr(y ‘-V ctf-’J ‘V*

j

J J^-i^

sjsj* sjj* Jj a3^! uyl* u^*-

b* j~a t_jlj
^
A*A) j

jA A5 * LA-wi^AJ
uj
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Translation :

—

Isma il Receives Intimation erom the Lord of the Age
of his “Coming.”

_
[When Isma II heard of the eruptions in the states of

Iran, and of the rebellions of the Turkoman chiefs, he
desired to leave Lahijan and go to Ardabil, that, with the
spiritual aid of his saintly ancestors, he might clear the
flower-garden of religion of the chaff and rubbish of
insubordination. When he expressed this desire to some
of his disciples and Sufis, they knowing that his “ coming ”

was near at hand, bound the girdle of obedience and self-
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sacrifice round their souls and became expectant. Isma'Il

then sent one of his disciples to Eargiya Mlrza ‘All to

announce to him his intentions, and to obtain leave for

him to depart. But Kargiya Mlrza ‘All, considering the

tender years of Isma'Il (who was then only twelve years

of age), and his lack of allies, and the numbers and strength

of his enemies, would not allow him to leave the country,

but said: “It is not yet time for his ‘coming.’ It is wisest

for him to wait a little longer.” The Sufi returning,

delivered Eaigiya Mlrza ‘All’s message, in compliance

with which Isma'Il remained where he was. A few days

later he went and visited Kargiya Mlrza ‘All in person,

and explained to him 1 his project of leaving Lahljan for

Ardabll. Mlrza ‘All again begged him to abandon his plan,

but this time Isma'Il refused (to listen to him), and so

Mlrza ‘All was obliged to turn his attention to some of the

necessary preparations.] 2 On the following day Isma'Il

rode out hunting with some of his disciples. Not far from

Lashta Kasha they arrived at the edge of a dense forest.

Isma‘Il, having crossed a river which flowed by there, said

to his companions: “No one of you is to follow me across

this river, but you are to await my return on the other

side.” Isma'Il then entered the forest, and no one knew
what had become of him until he came out again. How
Isma'Il was girt with a belt

;
how he came out of the

forest bearing a sword suspended from a sword-belt,3 and
the other “ signs

” which the Sufis witnessed, will appear
from the account of Dede Mohammad Bumlu, which is

given below. This man was a Sufi and a darwish, gifted

with second sight,4 an Arum III,
5 and in the year 907 had

the honour of kissing the “ Perfect Guide’s ” feet in the

market-place called Sahib-abad in Tabriz. He also describes

2 rpi'

“ sa*d to him with the tongue of divine inspiration.”
The Habib-us-Siyar here mentions that Mirza ‘Ali escorted Isma'Il on the

nrst stages of his journey to Ardabll, and then turned back. Khwandamlr
then passes straight on to tell us how Isma'Il made Arjwan his winter quarters.

lit. which showed a “sword-belt” (hamatf).
* Sahib-Ml.
s

l\ is the translation of the Greek 'Vafutria.
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how he saw Isma‘11 in the desert of Mekka, in the presence

of the Lord of the Age 1 (upon whom be peace).

Account of Dede Mohammad and what he saw on his

Pilgrimage to Mekka.

Dede Mohammad was a darwish of pure life, and a

disciple of Hasan Khalifa Tikeli,

2

who dwelt between the

Tike 111 and the Arum III. Hasan Khalifa, also a darwish,

was a disciple of the Safavis. He had once waited on
Sultan Junaid, and twice on Sultan Haidar, who had sent

him with forty Sufis to a chilla-khana,* where each had
a j

uS water and a loaf of bread as their sustenance

during the period of fasting
[chilla]. When this period

was over they came out of the chilla-khana. All of them
had consumed their provisions, excepting only Hasan
Khalifa, who brought his untouched to “ His Holiness,” 4

who then sent him back to Tike Ili, having first given him
a promise with regard to the appearance and coming of
Isma'Il. When he returned to the aforesaid II he per-

formed many miracles and uttered prophecies, repeatedly
announcing to pious Sufis the coming of Isma'Il. On
leaving this world he bequeathed his “throne” 5 to his

son Baba Shah Kuli, who was also a revealer of mysteries
and a worker of wonders, and gave him an ablak

6

saying

:

“ In the year 907 our Guide will mount the throne of
Iran in Tabriz. This is a present entrusted to me ^imanat\

1 The Twelfth Imam.

„

2

o.
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he

1
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,

d 0f seTen PrinciPal tribes, namely, 1. Ustailu,
2. Shamlu 3 Pikeli (oiten falsely given as Nxhallu), 4. Bahdrlii, 5. Zu’lkadr,
6. Kajar, 7. Afshar.

’ ’

/ C
[‘
Ula “ a velifrious fas* °f forty days duration; the chilla-khana is a place

of seclusion to which the pious retire during the fast. For some interesting
remarks on the subject, see Olearius, Adam. Persianische Peise ~ Beschreibung.
1656, p. 464.

4 Sultan Haidar. See note above.
* Saints are spoken of as succeeding each other to the throne (of spiritual

guidance). They many of them even bear the titles of Sultan and Padishah.
Thus Isma ii, betore he came to temporal power, is spoken of as a “prince”
as are also his brothers. r

e Ablak must mean a precious stone of some sort, probably of changing
colours. (I cannot find it in any dictionary applied to stones or jewels.)
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for that prince—give it him. with my salutations.” So

Baba Shah Kull awaited the appointed time. In the year

905 Dede Mohammad, who was a disciple of Khalifa,

desiring to make the pilgrimage to Mekka, asked the

permission of Baba Shah Kuli, who said to him :
“ You

have permission, go
;
but when you have completed your

pilgrimage to Mekka you will visit the Holy Shrines 1

(in Babylonia) and thence go to Tabriz. On the first day

of your arrival there the time will have come for one of

the sons of purity and goodness, and he will have become

padishah, having caused coins to he struck and the khutba

read in his name
;
you will find him playing polo in the

square [maidan] of Tabriz. You will go to him and greet

him from me and give him this ablak to fasten on his

crown.” Dede Mohammad, having accepted the imanat, set

out for Mekka. When he had performed the circuit of

Mekka and visited Medina, he turned towards Baghdad.

Between Medina the sanctified 2 and Baghdad he got

separated from the caravan and was overcome by sleep.

On awaking he could find no trace of the caravan, and for

three days he wandered through that desert, supported

only by his spiritual power,3 until at length he fell

exhausted to the ground, and his tongue hung out of his

mouth : from sheer thirst he longed for death. When
the mid-day sun shone straight down upon him he

perceived an Arab youth riding towards him, who coming

up to him said :
“ Oh ! darwish, arise, for thou art not far

from cultivated land.” The darwish indicated by signs

that he was too feeble to walk. The youth then took his

hand, and no sooner was his hand in that of the youth

than he felt all his strength return. So he arose and was
led by the youth towards a hill

;
when they reached the

summit of the hill he looked around and saw that as far

’ ‘Atabat, lit. the thresholds.
2

I have thus translated the epithet ba taslcinat, which means “ under divine
influence.”

3 Dan ishl

,

that is, the degree of continence and endurance he had attained
to by leading the strict life of a darwish.

J.B..A.8. 1896. 22
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as the eye could reach the plains were covered with verdure

and roses and tulips, and that gold-embroidered tents and

silk canopies had been spread out. Turning to his com-

panion he said :
“ Oh ! Arab youth, no one ever saw such

a place as this in the deserts of Mekka and the Najaf-i-

Ashraf. 1 What place is this P and who is the lord of these

tents and palaces ? ” The young Arab replied, “ You will

know afterward?” He then walked by the young man’s

side, until they came to a palace, whose cupola out-rivalled

the sun and moon. They then entered, and a delightful

apartment met his view, the like of which he had never

seen. Golden thrones were arranged side by side, and on

one of the thrones a person was seated whose face was

covered with a veil. Dede Mohammad, placing his hand

on his breast, made a salutation, whereupon an answer to

his salutation came from the veiled one, who having bidden

him be seated, ordered food to be brought for him. The
like of this food he had never seen in his life before.

They also brought some cold water, which Dede Mohammad
drank, nor had he ever tasted such refreshing water. As
soon as he had finished his repast, he saw that a party

of men had entered, bringing a boy of about fourteen

years of age, with red (surkh) hair, a white face, and
dark-grey 2 eyes

;
on his head was a scarlet cap. Being

entered he made a salutation and stood still
;
the veiled

youth then said to him :
“ Oh ! Isma‘11, the hour of your

‘coming’ has now arrived.” The other replied: “It is

for your Holiness to command.’ The prince then said

:

“Come forward.” He came forward, and His Holiness

taking his belt three times lifted it 3 up and placed it on
the ground again. He then, with his own blessed bands,
fastened on the girdle, and taking (Isma'Il’s) cap from his

head, raised it and then replaced it. He wore a Kurdish
belt-dagger ;

this His Holiness took from him and threw

1 Xnjaf is the tract of country in which Karbala is situate.
2 Jlish-ckashm , lit. sheep-eyed.
s This passage U rather obscure. I am not sure whether him (Isma‘il) or it

(the belt) is intended.
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to the darwish, saying :
“ Keep this, for it will stand you

in stead.” His Holiness then told his servants to bring:

his own sword, which, when brought, he fastened with his

own hands to the girdle of the child. Then he said “ You
may now depart.” Having recited the Fatiha he entrusted

the child to the two or three persons who had brought

him in. When they had taken the child away, he made
a sign to the young Arab to lead the darwish back to his

caravan
;
and having brought him to it, said :

“ This is

the caravan from which you were separated.” When
Mohammad I)ede saw the caravan he said :

“ Oh ! youth,

tell me, for God’s sake, who that prince was and who the

child P ” He replied :
“ Did you not know that the prince

whom you saw was no other than the Lord of the

Age ?
” 1 When Dede Mohammad heard this name he

stood up and said :
“ Oh ! youth, for the love of God,

take me back again that I may once more kiss the feet

of His Holiness, and ask a blessing of him, perchance

I might be allowed to wait on him.” But the youth

replied :
“ It is impossible. You should have made your

request at the first. You cannot return. But you can

make your request where you will, for His Holiness 2
is

everywhere present and will hear your prayers.” The
darwish then sought to return, but he could no longer see

the rider, and ascending to the summit of the hill looked

around in vain for any signs of those flowers and palaces.

He uttered a deep sigh, and saw that his caravan had gone

on far ahead. He was therefore obliged to rejoin the

caravan. The rest of Dede Mohammad Rumlu’s story, and

how he went to wait on Isma‘11, will be related among the

events of the year 907.

1 The twelfth Imam.
2 Siihib-ul-amr, the Lord of Command, another epithet for the twelfth

Imam.
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Isma‘il Comes Out of the Forest, and Sets on his

Road with Seven SufIs.

The Sufis, who, in obedience to Ismail’s command, were

awaiting him on the hank of the river near the forest,

at the end of about two hours, seeing no signs of him,

began to grow uneasy and anxious for his safety. But

since they had been forbidden to cross the river, they could

not enter the forest to see if anything had occurred to the

“ Guide.” In the midst of their anxiety they perceived

Ismail emerging from the forest with dignity, with a

sword attached to his girdle, but without his belt-dagger.

The Sufis, on seeing this, prostrated themselves before

Isma‘Il, and so much overcome were they with awe and

dread that not one of them dared examine closely those

“signs.” Having all gathered round Isma‘11, they held

council as to which road the “Perfect Guide” had better

take, and they finally decided that he should go to Ardabil

by way of Tfirm. At this juncture Kargiya Mlrza ‘All

arrived, bringing necessaries for the journey, and again

he tried to persuade Isma‘11 to remain with him, but to no

effect. He was therefore obliged to accommodate himself

to his wishes, and Isma‘11, placing the foot of success in

the stirrup of good fortune, set out from Lahljan towards

Arjwan, while Kargiya Mlrza ‘All and a party of Sufis

accompanied him for a distance of two farsangs. He then

left the Prince to proceed on his way under the protection

of the King of Bounties, while he himself returned to the

castle of Liihljan. Isma‘11 now turned in the direction

of Dailam, accompanied by seven Sufis, namely : Husain
Beg Lala, Abdal ‘All Beg Dede, Khadim Beg Khalifa,

Rustem Beg Kara Manlu, Bairam Beg Kara Manlu, Ilyas

Beg Aighuth Ugbll, and Kara Plrl Beg Kajar. They
stayed in Dailam, and thence proceeded to Tarm, being
joined at every stage on their road by Sufis from Sham
and Rum, so that when Ismail alighted in Tarm he had
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an army of about 1500 devoted Sufis. But since be did

not place any trust in Amlra Hassam-ud-Din, for it was

always said of this person that he was evilly disposed

towards that blessed family, Isma‘11 left Tarm to go to

Khalkhal. (The first) halt was made in the village of

Barandak, whence they hastened next morning to some

cultivated ground belonging to the Shamlu, and known
as Sham Kizil IJzun. Now this place was noted for the

sweet quality of its water-melons [kharbuza], aud Isma‘11

being especially fond of this fruit, they remained there

several days, and were entertained by Shaikh Kasim in the

most hospitable way possible. And not being satisfied with

his own hospitality, he further ordered forty roast sheep

to be brought for their consumption. A few days later

Isma‘Il moved on to the village of Nasaz in Khalkhal,

thence to the village of Kfiyl in Khalkhal, where he stayed

with Malik Muzaffar TukajI Sultan, son of the blessed

martyr, Sultan ‘All Padishah, known as Khalfa. After

a short stay he set out for the village of Hafzabad in

Ardabll, thence to the village of Aliiruk, and thence he
came to Ardabll, where, having visited the tombs of his

ancestors and the saints, and having prayed God to help

him to overcome the enemies of the Faith, he entered his

own dwelling. At this time he received a message from
Sultan ‘All Beg Khakirlu, Turkoman, who was governing

Ardabll and Maghanat for Amir Alwand, saying that it

was not -safe for Isma‘11 to remain in Ardabll. “You must
either go to some other country or else be prepared to

fight.” And since at that time his following was small

and his enemies many, Isma‘11 did not deem it wise to

engage in a battle, and he therefore moved from Ardabll
to the village of Mlrml.

Isma’Il makes Arjwan his Winter-Quarters.

Mohammad! Beg, husband of Pasha Khatun, who had
enjoyed the privilege of kissing the prince’s feet, now
represented to him that it would be wisest for him to take
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up his winter-quarters in Tawalish, 1 and make that his

centre for collecting together his helpers and allies ;
this

advice Isma‘11 followed, and since Mohammad! Beg had

long-standing ties with Mirza Mohammad Sultan, Isma‘11

sent him to this latter. When Mohammad! Beg arrived

in Astara, he went to Mirza Mohammad Sultan, and with

words of counsel brought him back to the path of disciple-

ship and devotion. Mirza Mohammad Sultan, on learning

the approach of Isma‘!l into his dominions, without delay,

hastened out to receive him in State, along with Mohammad!

Beg and the nobles of Tawalish. Having kissed the feet

of the “ Perfect Guide,” he represented to him :
“ This

country belongs to your servants. 2 I hear the Prince

meditates passing the winter in this country. This slave

would be highly gratified if he might be allowed to wait

on the Prince for a few days.” Accepting his invitation,

Isma‘11 alighted in Arj wan, one of the villages of Astara,

while (Mirza Mohammad Sultan) exerted himself to the

utmost to give him pleasure and satisfaction. Isma'il spent

most of his time fishing, of which sport he was very fond.

Mirza Mohammad Sultan, having appointed his own mother,

together with a few maidens, to wait on the Prince, himself

returned to his own residence
; being, however, at all times

anxious to attend to the Prince’s wants.

When Sultan ‘All Beg Chakirlu heard of Isma'il’s

migration to Tawalish, he sent the information to Amir
Alwand Mirza in Tabriz

;
at the receipt of which news

Alwand Mirza was dumbfounded, and sent back the follow-

ing message :
“ Since there is a long-standing alliance

between you and Mirza Mohammad, do all in your power

to set him against Isma‘Il.” Then that wretched man,

after much reflection, sent a messenger to the mother of

Mirza Mohammad Sultan, to deceive her with fine promises,

and induce her to plot against Isma'il. And that foolish

woman, having swallowed the vain promises of Alwand

1 Tahsh or Tavalish ; the plural form signifies the district.
2 Sense of text a little obscure.
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Mirza, suggested to Sultan ‘All Beg Chagirlu that since

Isma‘11 went out fishing every day, they might (one day)

push him into the water
;
and so, together, with Amir

Hamza of Talish, chief judiciary of Mirza Mohammad of

Talish, they were on the watch for an opportunity of doing

so. But Mirza Mohammad Sultan, getting wind of the

plot of these two impious persons, checked and reprimanded

his mother, and treated Amir Hamza of Talish with severity

and contempt : he continued also to try and trace the

origin of the plot. Amir Aghal GllanI, hearing of these

matters, went to Lala Beg and Khadim Beg and told them

of the treachery of these two worthless persons, and of

the efforts of Mirza Mohammad to discover the secret.

Lala Beg and Khadim Beg, being much alarmed, went

and laid the matter before the “ Perfect Guide.” When
Mirza Mohammad heard that Isma‘11 had been thus in-

formed, he was confounded, and hastened to his dwelling,

and took an oath before him saying : “ I knew absolutely

nothing of this plot, and when I was informed of it I

checked and reprimanded my mother.” Since his oath

was allied to the truth, it was believed by Isma‘Il and the

Sufis. (Verse) of every word that is allied to good faith

and good sense, the truth is apparent to all.

Now some have related this story in the following fashion. 1

MohammadI Beg, AhmadI Beg’s brother, was at that date

living with Mirza Mohammad Sultan. Amir Alwand Mirza

sent a messenger to Mirza Mohammad and MohammadI
Beg saying that he would give them the government

[iyalat~\

of Ardabll and Khalkhal, on the condition that they would

seize and send Isma‘11 to him. Mirza Mohammad began
to meditate which of these two prizes he would relinquish.

But MohammadI Beg, concerned at the other’s reflections,

said to him :
“ It is impossible that you should, by means

of the deceitful promises of Alwand Mirza, renounce the

happiness of this world and the next ! You must not,

upon the entreaty of the lord of envy and malice, strew upon

1 Notice again our author’s accuracy and care in obtaining information.
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your own head the earth of perdition and ignominy ! For

thereby the people of Talish would enjoy an evil reputation

till the end of the world. Only what is decreed by destiny

will come to pass. And when would Talish allow you to

commit such a heinous offence for the sake of government

in this base world, (verses) How can a man who plans

evil deeds ever again recognize goodness ? How can he

that plants the branch of harmfulness cull the fruit of

advantage ?
” Mirza Mohammad, at the wise words of

Mohammad! Beg, fell to thinking of his own end, and

entirely discarded his intention from his thoughts.

In the meanwhile Sultan Farrukh Yasar, the Shirwan-

shah, sent a message to Mirza Mohammad, saying: “I will

pay you 1000 tumans ready money if you will send Isma‘11

bound to me.” As it was several days since Mirza

Mohammad had waited on Isma'Il, he now, accompanied

by a large number of Talish men, brought Shirwanshah’s

letter to him. But before he arrived, the “Perfect Guide”
had been informed that Shirwanshah had written a letter,

and that Mirza Mohammad was coming to find him with

a number of people. On hearing these facts the Sufis,

among them Husain Beg Lala, Khadim Beg Khalifa,

Bairam Beg Kara Maulii, Abdal ‘All Beg Dede, and Ilyas

Beg, grew apprehensive lest some harm might befal the

Prince at the hands of Mirza Mohammad, and by way
of caution they decided that all his servants should put on
chain-shirts under their cloaks and be all armed in readiness

for a conflict. Thus, if Mirza Mohammad and his men had
hostile intentions, the Sufis, attacking them from right and
left, would put those lords of insubordination to the sword.

If, on the other hand, they came to do homage to the

“Perfect Guide,” there could, at any rate, be no harm in

their precautions. So these pious men armed themselves

fully, and formed a group around the Prince. At this

juncture Mirza Mohammad and his men approached

Isma'Il’s camp. The Prince thereupon sent out Khadim
Beg and Dede Beg to receive him, and to discover warily

his real intentions, and report the result of their examination
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to the Prince. "When Mlrza Mohammad perceived these

chiefs from afar, he dismounted from his steed, and, having

embraced them and expressed to them his absolute devotion

to the Prince’s cause, said :
“ Seeing that it is a long while

since I had the felicity of kissing the feet of the ‘ Perfect

Guide,’ I am now hastening to his blessed threshold with

this intent.” The chiefs then returned and reported to

Isma‘11 how matters lay; whereupon this latter sent for

Mlrza Mohammad, who, through the medium of the chiefs,

was allowed the honour of kissing the Prince’s feet. After

this he showed him Shirwanshah’s letter, and represented

to him the evil intentions of that wicked man. Then, in

the presence of the chiefs, he placed his hand upon the

Koran and took an oath, saying :
“ No other thoughts than

those of service and devotion have entered the mind of this

your servant. Nor would I, for the sake of worldly power

and riches for the brief span of life, digress from the path

of loyalty and self-sacrifice, and thus be deluded by the

enemies of this saintly house. Nevertheless I, your single-

minded servant, who thus make my representations to the

‘ Perfect Guide,’ well know that the Prince has entertained

suspicions of treachery and faithlessness in my regard.

In order to dispel these misgivings and doubts, I have

rushed headlong to wait on the Prince, and I hope that

in the light of my devotion to himself he will refuse to

listen to such stories about his servant.” (verse) It is illicit

to entertain evil thoughts of well-wishers, give up such

bad notions ! The Prince then bestowed splendid robes

upon Mlrza Mohammad, and to each of his men he gave

a robe of honour. With promises of unstinted bounty and

royal favours, he reassured (Mlrza Mohammad of his

satisfaction). That day Mlrza Mohammad was the Prince’s

companion at his meals, and on the next day, having

obtained permission to return to his home, he set out for

his seat of government. Isma‘11 furthermore allowed those

Sufis, which he had retained in his army, to return to their

homes, to rejoin him on the New Year’s Pay.
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IsmaTl Moves from his Winter-Quarters and (by the

Help of God’s Favour) comes to Ardabil.

The days of winter having reached their limit, again

the fanning breezes of spring noised abroad in every

quarter the advent of the royal Hew Year’s-Day : while

the senses of all men became perfumed with the odorous,

amber-scented breath of the variegated flowers. The vege-

tation of the meadows, which from fear of the army of

Cold had withdrawn its head beneath its cloak, now lifted

its head above the ground to welcome that victorious day,

and decked garden and field with flowers of various hues,

as had they been brides. Hill and dale, verdant and

bright with their many coloured tulips, became the envy

of the garden of Iram.

Isma‘11, having celebrated the festival of Hew Year’s

Day, meditated moving from that spot to Ardabil. The
cold had been most severe, and heavy snows had fallen on

the ground such as none remembered ever to have seen.

The fragrant odours, the refreshing verdure and the sweet-

smelling flowers, fearing the violence of King Cold and
the forays of the bitter winds, had remained in hiding

under the snow. By the command of Dai and Bahman 1

the surface of the earth had been presented with a grey

cap of clouds and an ermine mantle of snow, so that from
the quantity of snow the tops of the mountains looked

like the level plains. Of all the sweet children which the

meadows nursed in the cradle of the earth none remained
but the refreshing narcissus, and all of these were like

faded roses and withered tulips [verses]

—

Unable to withstand the bitter cold,

The fire wished for nothing but to die.

The snow lay piled above the dismal wold,

And seemed to join together earth and sky.

1 Names of two winter months. Dai corresponding to our December and
Bahman to January.
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So severe, indeed, was the cold that the birds of the

air and the beasts of the field fell powerless to the ground,

unable to take wing or flee away. Some of these animals

were brought before Isma'Il, who was astounded at the

sight. Old men, also, came to him and declared that no

one remembered having ever seen so severe a winter

or so much snow.

Isma‘11 now ordered his soldiers to build up out of the

snow a strong fortress. They therefore built a fortress

with turrets, trench (?) and three gates, and when it

was completed Isma‘Il gave instructions to his chiefs that

a party of Sufis should enter the fort and busy themselves

with its defence, while another party should be told off"

to attack it, and thus engage in a fight. Isma‘11 advancing

against another gate with great personal valour took the

fort by storm. Now Isma'Il by the blessed intuition which

he had inherited from his noble ancestors foresaw that

certain hypocrites, at the instigation of ‘All Beg Jaklr, had

come to him disguised as Sufis and with professions of dis-

cipleship, to watch for a suitable opportunity to betray him.

That is why he planned this fight, for in it he annihilated

all that band of hypocrites. After this action the faith of

the Sufis in Isma‘11 greatly increased

At the beginning of the spring Isma'Il set out from his

winter-quarters towards the Gokcha Dengis. On reaching

Langarkanan 1 he alighted at the house of Shah Suwar Beg,

and remained there one night. Next day he moved to the

village of Matiban, where he was entertained in the house

of Nushlrwan Beg Talish, governor of the Mughanat.

Thence he proceeded to Ardabll, where he alighted at the

mansion of his noble father, Sultan Haidar. Here he found

his mother, ‘Alam Shah Begum, his brothers and his foster-

brothers, who, after all this long period of separation, were

longing to see him. But since Isma'Il, fearing his cruel

enemies, did not deem it wise to remain in Ardabll, he

discussed with the leading Sufis what road he had better

1 Perhaps another name (an older form) of Lanknran (?).
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take. They being all of one mind, suggested that before

he left his winter-quarters he should send orders by swift

messengers to the Sufis in Rum and Sham, and then

betake himself to the frontiers of Arzinjan by way of

Gokcha DengTs, for there he would be near his “ supporters,”

who, on hearing of his arrival, would the more speedily

assemble. Such was the most reasonable plan. Having

collected an army he might then, with the help of Divine

favour and the assistance of the Imams, turn whither he

would.

At this point the two histories begin to coincide very

exactly
;
our author has a chapter on IsmaTl’s march from

Ardabll to Arzinjan, and his encounter with Sultan Husain

BaranI, which corresponds most closely with Khwandamir’s

account, commencing at the bottom of page pp of the

Bombay edition of the Hablb-us-Siyar. It is here, where

the two histories so to speak unite, that I have chosen

to end my article, in which I hope to have shown that

our author has at least, for the early history of Shah
Isma‘11, much to tell us that Khwandamir was either

ignorant of or chose to omit.

P S.—This article was originally submitted to Professor

Th. Nbldeke at Strassburg as my dissertation for the degree

of Ph.D. I have been obliged to reduce its bulk by about

one half of the original. All the most important matter

has, however, been retained. I here take the opportunity

of acknowledging the various corrections and suggestions

which Prof. Ndldeke was kind enough to note upon during

his perusal of my work.
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Art. YIII.

—

Mahuan’s Account of Cochin, Calicut, and

Aden. By Geo. Phillips, M.B..A.S.

In the July, 1895, number of this Journal I gave a descrip-

tion of the kingdom of Bengala (Bengal) from the pen of

a Muhammadan Chinaman named Mahuan, who on account

of his knowledge of Arabic was attached as Interpreter to

the suite of Cheng Ho, when he made his voyages to India

and other places in the Eastern seas at the beginnings

of the fifteenth century.

His accounts of the places he visited are in many
particulars not perhaps quite new, but coming as they

do midway between the descriptions of the East, given

us by mediaeval travellers, and those given us by the

early Portuguese voyagers, they form, I think, a link con-

necting these two periods. To give a lengthy translation

of these travels would, I fear, take up too much valuable

space
;
therefore I propose in this paper to give a precis of

the most important details contained in the description

of the seaports of Cochin, Calicut, and Aden, to be followed

later on by an account of Ormus, the Maldives, and Arabia.

ft tt m Ko-chih, Cochin (a.d. 1409).

Cochin, the first port of which we shall treat, is described

as a day and a night’s sail from Coilum ^ g|j, the
’

present Quilon, most probably the Eaulam Malai of the

Arabs (vide Yule’s Glossary under Malabar), known to

the Chinese navigators of the Tang dynasty, a.d. 618-913,

as Muhlai
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The king or ruler is of the Solar race,

1 and is a sincere

believer in Buddhism
,

2 and has the greatest reverence for

elephants and oxen
;

and every morning at daylight

prostrates himself before an image of Buddha. The king

wears no clothing on the upper part of his person
;
he has

simply a square of silk wound round his loins, kept in

place by a coloured waist-band of the same material, and

on his head a turban of yellow or white cotton cloth. The
dress of the officers and the rich differs but little from

that of the king. The houses are built of the wood of the

cocoanut-tree, and are thatched with its leaves, which

render them perfectly water-tight.

There are five classes of men in this kino-dom. TheO
Naira 3 rank with the king. In the first class are those

1 Mahuan’s text has Wang-so-li-jen-shih £ m n a and the

Ming history has Wang-su-U-jen 3i 0l IL A • So-li and Su-li = Suri

are, I venture to suggest, intended to represent Surya, or Surya Vansa, or Race

of the Sun.

Igt
jr mIn ~ ttt

mi $

g
2 Our traveller makes no distinction between Buddhism and

Hinduism. The Chinese text, which I give at the side from

HI Mahuan’s text and the Ming history, is clear as to Buddhism
U being meant.

2 The characters which I have interpreted as representing the Nairs, the

ruling class of Malabar, are written Nan-k‘uen
it & in Mahuan’s text.

A Chinese scholar suggested to me that the characters in question might

probably be an error in transcription for Nan- 15 ft I- The Ming history,

as quoted in the Hai-kuo-t‘u-chih, Keuen 17, when speaking of the castes of

Ko-chih (Cochin), also writes Nan-k‘uen, and states that the ruler of that

country belongs to that class. Another work, the Huang-ming-szu-i-k‘ao

J| 0 M when speaking of the ruler of Calicut, calls him

a Nan-p‘i-jen
||j A »

^ufc his brother of Cochin is styled of the

?van-k‘uen class. Here is great confusion, and it is difficult to say which

reading is the right one.

Dr. F. Hirth has in his paper, “ Das Reich Malabar,” which appeared in the

T‘oung-pao in May, 1895, treated of a kingdom called Nan-p‘i ^ jg|

.

Dr. Hirth seems to think that this kingdom stands for the country of the
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whB shave their heads, and have a thread or string

harping over their shoulder; these are looked upon as

belwging to the noblest families.
1 In the second are the

Mu»ammadans
; in the third the Chittis, who are the

capiVilists
;

in the fourth the Kolings, who act as com-

missilon agents
;

in the fifth the Mukuas, who are the

lowest' and poorest of all. The Mukuas live in houses

which are forbidden by the Government to be more than

three feet high, and they are not allowed to wear long

garments
; when abroad, if they happen to meet a Nair or

a Chit.ti they at once prostrate themselves on the ground,

and dare not rise until they have passed by
;
these Mukuas

get their living by fishing and carrying burdens.

The merchants of this country carry on their business

like pedlars do in China. Here also is another class of

men, called Chokis $§ {jg| (Yogi), who lead austere lives

like the Taoists of China, but who, however, are married.

These men from the time they are born do not have their

heads shaved or combed, but plait their hair into several

tails, which hang over their shoulders
;
they wear no clothes,

but round their waists they fasten a strip of rattan, over

which they hang a piece of white calico
;

they carry a

conch-shell, which they blow as they go along the road;

they are accompanied by their wives, who simply wear
a small bit of cotton cloth round their loins. Alms of rice

Namburi Brahmans of Malabar. There is nothing unlikely in this, bnt whether

their country has any connection with the Nan-k‘uen of Mahuan and the

Nan-p‘i of the Huang-ming-szu-i-k‘ao I am not prepared to say.

It is well known that the rulers of Cochin and Calicut were Nairs, and such

being the case I have ventured to assume that Mahuan intended to speak of

them when he uses the characters Nan-k‘uen. I would also suggest that

by Nan-k’uen, Mahuan may possibly have intended to represent the title Naik.

Vide Yule’s Glossary under Naik, p. 470.

1 Most probably the Brahmins. “The Zennar, or sacred string” (worn by

Brahmins), says Craufurd, is hung round the body from the left shoulder

(Marsdeu’s “ Marco Polo,” p. 666). [u] [u] Hui-hui, Muhammadans.

n m Chih-ti, Chittis
; $ Ko-Iing, Eling

; * JK Mu-kua {vide

Yule’s Glossary).
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\

and money are given to them by the people whose houses

they visit.

In this country there are two seasons, the wet and the

dry. In the first two months of the rainy season there -are

only passing showers, during which time the people lay in

a stock of provisions ; in the next two months there is a

continual downpour day and night, so that the streets and

market-places are like rivers, and no one is able jto go

out of doors; during the last two months the rain gradually

ceases, and then not a drop falls for another six months.

The soil is unproductive
;

pepper, however, grows on the

hills and is extensively cultivated
;

this article is sold at

five taels the P'o-ho, 1 which is 400 cattis of Chinese

weight.

All trading transactions are carried on by the Chittis,

who buy the pepper from the farmers when it is ripe, and

sell it to foreign ships when they pass by. They also buy

and collect precious stones and other costly wares. A
pearl weighing three-and-a-half candareens can be bought

for a hundred ounces of silver. Coral is sold by the catti

;

inferior pieces of coral are cut into beads and polished by

skilled workmen
; these are also sold by weight. The

coinage of the country is a gold piece, called a Fa-nan, 2

weighing one candareen
;
there is also a little silver coin

called a Ta-urh, 2 which is used for making small purchases

in the market. Fifteen Ta-urhs make a Fa-nan. There are

no asses or geese in this country, and there is neither

wheat nor barley
;

rice, maize, hemp, and millet abound.

Articles of tribute are sent to China by our ships on their

return voyage.

1
tHI I*If

B‘o-ho. Bahar. A commercial weight which differs greatly in

many places. Pepper at Cochin apparently sold, reckoning the tael at 6*. 8rf.,

at £1 13s. 4d. for 534 lbs., or less than a penny a pound.

2

?£ & Fa-nan. The Fanam is a small piece of gold worth fifteen Taris.

$1 Ta-urh. The Tari is a small coin worth a halfpenny. (Extract from

Dr. Dillon in Elliott’s u Coins of Southern India,” p. 57.)—I am indebted to

Dr. Codrington for the above note, and also for other valuable help.
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*11 Ku-li
,
Calicut (a.d. 1409).

This seaport, of which Mahuan gives us a most lengthy

account, is described as a great emporium of trade fre-

quented by merchants from all quarters. It is three days’

sail from Cochin, by which it is bordered on the south

;

on the north it adjoins Cannanore (|j| K‘an-nu-urh)

;

it has the sea on the west
;
and on the east, through the

mountains, at a distance of 500 li (167 miles), is the

kingdom or city of K'an-pa-mei, 1 a great seat of cotton

manufacture, where is made, as also in the surrounding

districts, a cloth called Chih-li (jg Is? Chih-li-pu) cloth.

It is made up into pieces, four feet five inches wide and

twenty-five feet long
;

it is sold there for eight or ten gold

pieces of their money. They also prepare raw silk for the

loom, which they dye various shades of colour and then

weave into flowered pattern goods, made up into pieces

four to five feet wide and twelve to thirteen feet long.

Each length is sold for one hundred gold pieces of their

money.

To return to Calicut, much pepper is grown on the hills.

Cocoanuts are extensively cultivated, many farmers owning

a thousand trees
;

those having a plantation of three

thousand are looked upon as wealthy proprietors. The
king belongs to the liair class, and, like his brother of

Cochin, is a sincere follower of Buddha, and as such does

not eat beef ;
his overseer, being a Muhammadan, does not

eat pork. This led, it is said in times past, to a compact

being made between the king and his overseer, to the

1 K‘an-pa-mei ifcE.fl> read also K‘an-pa-i & es m ,
and in the

Amoy dialect K‘am-pa-i, may possibly be a Chinese rendering of Koyampadi,

a former name of Coimbatore, a town and district in the Madras Presidency,

a great centre of wearing and cotton manufacture.

Ibn Batuta informs us that at Shalyet, a town a little to the south of Calicut,

they make the stuffs that bear its name (Yule's Glossary, p. 139). This stuff

made at Shalyet must be, I think, the Chih-li cloth of our Chinese traveller,

but he says it was made at Kampamei and its district ; he may possibly

include Shalyet in the term district.

j.a.A.s. 1896. 23
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effect that if the king would give up eating pork the

overseer would give up eating beef. This compact has

been most scrupulously observed by the successors of both

parties up to the present day. The king at his devotions

prostrates himself before an image of Buddha every

morning
;

which being over, his attendants collect all

the cow-dung about the place, and smear it over the image

of the god. Some of the dung the king orders to be burnt

to ashes and put into a small cotton bag, which he con-

tinually wears upon his person
; and when his morning

ablutions are over, he mixes some of the powdered dung

with water and smears it over his forehead and limbs

;

by so doing he considers he is showing Buddha the greatest

reverence.

Many of the king’s subjects are Muhammadans, and there

are twenty or thirty mosques in the kingdom, to which

the people resort every seventh day for worship. On this

day, during the morning, the people being at the mosques,

no business whatever is transacted; and in the after part

of the day, the services being over, business is resumed.

When a ship arrives from China, the king’s overseer

with a Chitti go on board and make an invoice of the

goods, and a day is settled for valuing the cargo. On the

day appointed the silk goods, more especially the Khinkis
(Kincobs), are first inspected and valued, which when
decided on, all present join bands, whereupon the broker

says, “ The price of your goods is now fixed, and cannot in

any way be altered.”

The price to be paid for pearls and precious stones is

arranged by the Weinaki broker
,

1 and the value of the

1 /L Chitti AVeinaki. Chittis are merchants who are

called in when anything is to be sold, and who are retained by the king to

conduct his trading transactions ashore and afloat. These Chittis are divided

into four classes, each dealing in their own particular wares. The AFaligi Chitti

(doubtless the Chinese AVeinaki Chitti) trades in corals, rubies, and bangles

made of glass, earth, lead, tin, copper, or any kind of metals. (Yalentyn,

“Description of Ceylon,” vol. v, p. 8.)
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Chinese goods taken in exchange for them is that previously-

fixed by the broker in the way above stated.

They have no abacus on which to make their calculations,

but in its place they use their toes and fingers, and, what

is very wonderful, they are never wrong in their reckonings.

The succession to the throne is settled in a somewhat

curious manner. The king is not succeeded by his son, but

by his sister’s son, because his nephew, being born of his

sister’s body, is considered nearer to him by blood. If the

king has no sister the succession goes to his brother; if

he has no brother it goes to a man of ability and worth.

Such has been the rule for many generations .
1

Trial by ordeal is much practised in this country, such

as thrusting the finger of the accused into boiling oil, and

then keeping him in jail for two or three days. If after

that time the finger is ulcerated he is pronounced guilty

and sentenced to punishment; but if his finger has received

no injury he is at once set free, and escorted home by

musicians engaged by the overseer. On his arrival home
his relatives, neighbours, and friends make him presents,

and rejoice and feast together.

The jack fruit and the plantain abound in this country,

which is also well supplied with melons, gourds, and turnips,

and every other kind of vegetable. Ducks, herons, and

swallows are numbered among the feathered tribe, and there

are bats as large as vultures, which hang suspended from

the trees.

As in Cochin, the money in circulation is the Fa-nan and

the Ta-urh. Their weights are the P‘o-ho and the Fan-

la-shih, and there is a measure called a Tang-ko-li .

2

1 This is still the order of succession in Travancore.

2 # M * Fan-la-sek. An error in transcription, most probably for

Fan-sek-la. The Arab Farsala, a weight formerly much used in trade in the

Indian seas; it seems to have run from 20 to 30 lbs. (Yule’s Glossary, p. 273).

jsi 'S Hr Tang-ko-li. This may possibly represent the Cnria of Varthema,

p. 170. In a note on the same page Curia is said to stand undoubtedly for

Koraja.
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The king’s present to the Emperor is usually a gold-

plaited girdle set with all kinds of precious stones and

pearls.

It may not be out of place to note that Mahuan states

that the commander of the Chinese fleet which left China

in 1408, did on his arrival at Calicut erect a stone with

a Chinese inscription on it to commemorate his visit. Are
there any traces of it still remaining P

|SpJ Aldan, Aden (a.d. 1423).

This kingdom can be reached from Calicut in a month
with a favourable wind by shaping a due westerly course.

The country is rich, and the people prosperous. The
king and his subjects are all Muhammadans, who speak

Ah-la-pek (Arabic)
; they are haughty and overhearing in

their manners. ihey have a force of seven or eight

thousand military, consisting of infantry and cavalrv,

which causes them to be greatly feared and respected by
their neighbours.

In the nineteenth year of Yung-lo (1422) an Imperial
envoy, the eunuch Li, was sent from China to this country
with a letter and presents to the king. On his arrival he
was most honourably received, and was met by the king
on landing and conducted by him to his palace. During
the stay of the embassy the people who had rarities were
permitted to offer them for sale. Cat’s-eyes of extraordinary
size, rubies, and other precious stones, large branches of
cotal, amber, and attar of roses were among the articles

purchased. Giraffes, lions, zebras, leopards, ostriches, and
white pigeons were also offered for sale.

The dress usually worn by the king is a long white
gai merit, and a turban of fine white cloth, with a knob of
brocade on the top

; when he goes to the mosque to worship
he changes this dress for a yellow robe, fastened at the
waist b^ a girdle adorned with precious stones, and on
his head he wears a golden crown. He goes abroad in
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a carriage escorted by a company of soldiers. His officers

have each a particular dress appertaining to their rank.

The head-dress of the men is a turban
;
their garment is

made of woollen, silk, or cotton stuff. The women wear

a long robe
; from their shoulders hangs a chain made of

pearls and precious stones with silken tassels at the end

like that worn by the Goddess of Mercy
;

from each of

their ears hang four pairs of gold inlaid ear-rings
,

1

golden bracelets on their arms, and rings on their fingers.

They also wear a silk brocaded handkerchief over their

heads, merely showing the upper part of their faces.

The jewellers of this country are skilled in the manu-
facture of gold enamelled hair-pins, and other gold and

silver ornaments for the hair, which are lifelike in . their

representation of natural objects. There are in the town

market-places, bathing establishments, eating-houses, and

shops for the sale of sundry wares. The coinage of the

country is a gold piece called a Poololi, engraved on both

sides
; there is also in circulation for small purchases a

copper coin called Pu-kio-szu .
2

The climate of the country is always warm, with a

temperature like our eighth and ninth months. The j'ear

is made up of a certain fixed number of days and months,

twelve of the latter making a year, and these are divided

into great and small months. They have no intercalary

1 “Ear-rings. ‘Tankisa’ exactly resembles the Khusfa, but is one inch in
diameter, and is frequently bound with gold wire half its circumference. Six
of these rings are worn in the upper membrane of each ear.” [Hunter’s
“ Statistical Account of Aden,” pp. 58, 59.)

s Poo-lo-li
l Pg Igg .

Poo-kio-szu J iljjj Pj|] ttlf

.

I am indebted to Professor de Goeje, of Leiden, for the following explanation
of the above names of the Aden coins, which he has kindly given me through
Professor G. Schlegel, also of Leiden.
The syllable Zoo, says the Professor, represents the Arabic Abu, Father. It

occurs in many vulgar names of coins, as in Abu Madfu, Gun Father, or rather
Father Gun, the name of the Pillar Dollar, which the Arabs compare to two
guns.

Poo-lo-li is Abu Zoo-loo, Pearl Father, possibly so called on account of
there being a circle on the coin resembling beads or pearls

Poo-kio-szu is Abu K<ms or Kos, Father Arch or Bow, on account of the
coin having the figure of an arch or bow on it.
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months; the first day of the month is the day following

the night on which they first see the new moon .
1 Their

four seasons are not fixed, hut are regulated by an

astronomer, who reckons the time for their commence-

ment ; the eclipses of the sun and moon are also foretold

by him, as well as the time for wind and rain and the ebb

and flow of the tide : he is never at fault in his calculations.

The necessaries of life of all kinds are abundant. Much
butter, oil, and honey are to be had there

; rice and other

cereals, pulse, and every kind of vegetable are obtainable.

Their fruits are the date, almond
,

2 dried grapes, walnuts,

a kind of wild apple, pomegranates, peaches, apricots, and

a seedless white grape.

The animals found there are elephants, camels, mules,

asses, sheep, cows, dogs, and cats
;

they have also fowls

and ducks, but no pigs or geese. There is a kind

of sheep found here with white hair, but without horns

;

where they should be they have two round black spots

;

the flesh underneath the neck hangs like the dewlap of

a cow ;
the hair is short like that of a dog, and the tail is as

big as a bason. Here also is found the zebra, ft fg H
Hua-fu-lu : this animal is about the size of a mule ;

its

body and face are white, lined with dark stripes, which
begin in the middle of its forehead, and are distributed at

regular intervals over its whole body and down its legs,

just as if they were painted. The giraffe is also found in

this country : its fore legs are nine feet high, and its hind
legs about six feet ; its neck is sixteen feet long

;
owing

to its fore-quarters being high and its hind-quarters low
it cannot be ridden. It has two short horns at the side

of its ears
; the tail is like that of a cow, and the body

like that of a deer; the hoof is divided into three sections,

the mouth is flat, and it feeds on millet and pulse. The

Des Mahometans comptent leur mois scion le rours de la iune; le premier
soir nu lls voient la nouvelle lune. cst le premier jour du mois. Qnand le soir
ou elle doit paraitre, le temps est cmm-it, ils nt sembarassent pas de eomniencer
le mois un lour plus tard. ^Niebuhr, “Description de l’Arabie,” p. 96.
Amsterdam, li i4.)

r ’ r

• Badan. Persian Badam (Bretschneider).
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lions resemble tigers
;

they are black and yellow, but

without stripes
;

they have large heads, wide mouths, and

pointed tails, on which hang tufts of long black hair;

their roar is like thunder, and when heard by other beasts,

these latter crouch with fear and dare not stir. Truly

this is the king of beasts, says the traveller.

Their houses are built of stone, roofed in with tiles or

earth
;
some of their buildings are forty to fifty feet high,

and have three storeys.

Their king, grateful for the condescension shown him by

the Chinese Emperor, had specially made for His Majesty

two gold enamelled belts, set with pearls and precious stones.

These, with a cap of gold, rubies, and every other kind of

precious stones, two rhinoceros horns, and a letter written

on gold leaf, were sent as tribute by our fleet on its

homeward voyage.
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Art. IX .—Remarks on the Etymology of Sabbath. By H.

Hirschfeld.

The latest researches on the noun in Semitic languages, in

particular those of Prof. Barth and the late Prof. Lagarde,

have opened up a vast field for discussion. Although

starting from quite heterogeneous principles, yet, as they

develop, they show many a point in common if examined

more closely. The greater or lesser inclination of the

student for speculative philology will lead him to devote

his main interest to one of the two theories, but it will

not absolve him from bestowing full attention on the other

also, on account of its numerous important details. It

would, however, be a delusion to think that either theory

has completely solved the questions of the Semitic noun.

No language allows itself to be confined by hard and fast

rules, and Hebrew, like others, has developed many words

which will not bear uniform treatment. In particular, words

which lived in everybody’s mouth, and had to undergo

constant wear and tear, defy, more or less, violent attempts

to force them within concise rules. An instance of those

will form the object of the following remarks.

After W. Lotz published his little book, Quaestiones de

historia Salbati (Leipzig, 1883), the discussion on the

etymology of ceased for a time. Without offering

any new and plausible theory, he rejects an ancient one,

which will have to be mentioned again later on, and

adheres to that of Kimhi, Olshausen, Lagarde, and others,

viz. that 7132* is a contracted form of £7132*. Konig

(“ Lehrgebaude,” Halfte ii, Th. 1, p. 180 sq.), as recently

as last year, reduces this form to £17132*; whilst Ewald’s
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explanation that (is a form like and) means Der

Feierer has, I believe, been abandoned by most scholars.

The foregoing etymologies have only been adopted for

want of a better one, and, indeed, leave many questions

open, of which I will only mention one, viz. how

was condensed into That the omission of the final

H is intimated by the I)agel forte in the fl of forms with

suffix like ID 35^ ,
has been already justly urged by Barth

(“ Nominalbildung,” 1st ed., p. 24), since this Ddges, in fact,

owes its existence to quite different causes.

Prof. Barth, in his very ingenious book, places

among the transitive forms with sharpened 2nd radical and

originally short vowel
(
qattal), which would, at any rate,

be an improvement on the derivations mentioned above.

Now, if derived from a root the transitive character

of the noun is embarrassing, because, apart from its being

quite contrary to the idea bidden in the same, it is always

of feminine gender (in Isaiah lvi, 2 and 6 the word DV is to

be supplied). If, then, the fi in stands to designate

the genus femimmum, we would have to look for another

radical letter, and return to the theories of Olshausen,

Konig, etc., and thus move in a circle.

The late Prof. Lagarde has on several occasions treated

on the etymology of
, finally in his “ Uebersicht

”

(p. 113), where he simply places it side by side with

Arabic L-
.1LL, (“long space of time”). While aban-

doning in part an older theory given in his Psalterium

Ilieronijmi (pp. 158—60), he, in a note, admits the existence

of Assyrian sabatu “
to rest.” As he, however, does not

say how far his older theory is to be given up, we must
take the points common to both, and assume that he derives

from the intensive stem of the root in a manner

similar to that of Olshausen and his followers, whilst the

comparison with 4.“. only adds another difficulty
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Now if these derivations fail to give us a clear and

concise etymology of the word in question, we are obliged

to look for another one, and this was certainly given as

early as in the fourth century of our era by Lactantius, 1

who rightly maintains that the noun was derived from the

number

;

in other words, that H2EP is nothing but a con-

tracted form of the old Semitic form of the numeral njDP.
This assumption is strongly supported by Theophilus

Antiochenus,2 who wrote even earlier that what the Hebrews

call craftftarov is in Greek “ week.” Writing as they did at

a date so much nearer to the period when Hebrew was a

living language, their almost unanimous verdict reveals

a tradition (the origin of which was unknown to them)

which still existed in the memory of the public, and these

circumstances should not have been overlooked or rejected

by Lotz without proof.

We have now two points to consider

—

(1) The linguistic possibility of reducing n2EJ^ to an

original

(2) The relation of 1122'* to the root fOE^.

As regards the first point, ny2E? represents the construct

state of the masculine form of the (classical) Hebrew

numeral for seven, and occurs in the connection D’jy nynE?

nearly a hundred times in the O.T. against about thirty

in connection with other nouns. The archaic form of the

absolute state of the same numeral was evidently ny2E^

and the «-sound of the first syllable is not only retained

in Aramaic, Arabic, and Ethiopic, but also in y2E? ,
the

feminine form in Hebrew, whilst the change of the Patah

1 Instit. vii, 14 (Patrologia vi, p. 781) : Dies sabbati, qui lingua Hebraeorum
a immero nomen accepit, unde septenarius numerus legitimus ac plenus est.

2 Ed. Caiilau, p. 151 : Quod enirn apud Hebraeos sabbatum dieitur Graece
redditur hebdomas, quae quidem apud ornne humanum genus apeilatur ;

quam.
autem ob causam ifca vocem ignorant.
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into Hireq is only a modification just as in Assyrian sibitti.
1

Now it is a very common phenomenon in Hebrew that

a guttural in words of frequent use is so worn away as

*to disappear entirely, 2 whilst, according to the position of

this guttural in the word, either the preceding or the

following consonant is doubled; otherwise we would have

a short vowel in an open syllable, which the Hebrew

language has a strong tendency to avoid. This would

explain the Patah in the first syllable of ,
whilst the

Qamez of the second one is due to the weight of the

accent. Of other instances of the same phenomenon in

Hebrew I merely mention the following. The proper

noun H»B*

3

(Ezra x, 31 ;
1 Chron. vii, 3) is contracted

from IT W’ “my help is Yah ” (=VlW*)» whilst *

(1 Chron. ii, 28) is evidently originally *J (or ;

the verbal form HpEJOl (Amos viii, 8) is the Ktlb for

nypBW • All these cases are such in which forms the

third radical. Of instances where the guttural standing

as second radical was omitted, I only mention

and JlVl— filSPl

5

(both also mentioned by Lagarde, ib.

p. 84). As the last, but not the least striking instance,

may serve the word fiXtSPl “sin,” which Barth (p. 146)

places under the group qatulatf Lagarde under qattal.

But it seems rather to be a form qatlat, in which the

quiescent guttural X caused its vowel to be pronounced

1
Cf. Delitzsch, Assyrian Grammar (1889), p. 163.

2
Cf. Wright, Compar. Grammar (1st ed.), p. 48.

3 Ge«enius explains !Y ”3’’, and derives the first part of the name from

PIEG ,
which is hardly correct

4 Gesenius’ vencuestet from -J but most improbable. LXX. Zauai,

the seeming to have still been sounded.

5 I omit ,
but see Wright, ib. p. 48 sq.

6 Coincides with PlXtOn
;
Gen. xx, 9.
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immediately after tO, which then had to be repeated for

the same reason as the instances mentioned previously.

In one instance, indeed (Numb, xv, 24), we find the same

word written without that X, viz. HtSH, which furnishes

the exact parallel to 113SL The possibility of the con-

traction can therefore not be doubted.

TV"e have now to investigate the relation existing between

our word and the root Jl3£iL From what preceded we

gather that a priori they have nothing in common. The

idea of resting for religious reasons after a certain spell

of working days is far too complicated to be the original

meaning of a primitive root. In Arabic l.;- has two

significations
—“ to cut off ” and “ to be motionless ”

;

but we will not discuss here any connection which might

exist between them. Qor. lxxviii, 7 contains the phrase

lAxAj “ we made your sleep motionless,” which

al-Beidhawi explains as “cutting off from perception and

movement,” therefore “ the corpse.” As the

original meaning of eu—»> he gives “ to cut off.” In

Hebrew the first signification of 7135? seems to be “ to

cease,” in its more profane sense : e.g. Job xxxii, 1 ;
Lam.

v, 15 ; also Gen. ii, 2, particularly in the derived forms.

Now when the seventh day was appointed for leaving off

work, the noun 711133* and the verb TO.W were brought

into immediate practical connection with each other, and

thus the fusion of both was prepared in the minds of

the people, who are the real enrichers of a language.

Furthermore, to regard the 11 in as radical is of

comparatively recent date, as this seems not to have been

the case in Aramaic. In Syriac the word is ~|Ao«

pi. . in Jewish Aramaic (Targum) NJ13E*', N33* pi-
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I*a», a'*®- 1 Now if the Qamez in fi3^ would correspond

to long a, and would not be merely heightened from a, the

Syriac form, if derived from a root should have

been sabbdtha. The Qoranic form as well as the

Ethiopic form, are nothing but reproductions of the Aramaic

form, otherwise we should also expect
(
subbat or) sahbat.

From the Ethiopic plural mnbatat Lagarde infers the

radical character of the D- This is, however, not the case.

When the word in Hebrew had once received its official

stamp, and had to be inflected, the j"l was retained for

reasons of triliterality. There are many instances of

exactly the same character, as fflTlpB*, TYin^p, fiin'SH,

mnp, ninSi (Phoen. ninp-!) ,

2
etc., in which neither H is

originally radical. Not to be overlooked is the Hebrew

proper noun (Ezra x, 15), in which the Qamez could

not have been dropped, had been a form like 233

.

T - T - >

on the other hand, had the word been condensed from

we should expect this name to be 'ftSB?

Of particular interest is the record which Assyrian docu-

ments furnish for Sabbath. Schrader (KAT2
, p. 20 sqq.)

reproduces a tablet in which the “ seventh day ” is called

an “ evil day,” on which no work should be done nor

business transacted. A passage in another inscription calls

this day sabat-tuv, but writes it with only one U. An
explanatory note attached to this text derives the word

from sa-bat, and translates um-nuh-Ubbi “the day of the

rest of the heart.” This clearly shows that to the annotator

the real meaning of the word was anything but clear, but

that his translation only gives what he knew of the

character of that day, and that he never thought of tracing

it to the root iabdtu.

1 Lev}’, TW to be corrected.
2 See Barth in ZDMG. xli, 607, 632.
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This will allow us to draw some conclusion as to the

age of the Hebrew word , which must be considerable,

and the word was shaped before the language assumed that

form which we find in the O.T. Other conclusions dealing

with the age of the week, etc., are beyond the scope of the

present observations.

In summing up the preceding remarks, I should like to

comprise the same in the following theses :

—

(1) The derivation of from \/ 1"Q&? offers difficulties

which it has been hitherto impossible to remove, in spite

of many efforts.

(2) The word is rather contracted from and this

is not only possible but highly probable.

(3) That contraction was greatly accelerated by the

resemblance of the religious idea hidden in the expression

“ seventh day ” with the meaning of the root “ to cease

(work),” and thus P3E? offers an interesting example of

what is called popular etymology.
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COBBESPONDENCE.

1. The Pillars of the Thuparama and Lankarama
Dagabas, Ceylon.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,

—

The concentric pillars

which surround the Thuparama and Lankarama dagabas

at Anuradhapura, the ancient capital of Ceylon, have long

been a puzzle to the archaeologist. These pillars are tall

and slender; the Thuparama dagaba has four concentric

circles of them, and the Lankarama has three. The first

guess as to their purpose—and a very natural one—was
that they had supported some kind of a roof to protect the

pasadas, or procession paths, from the sun. Fergusson,

with his wide knowledge of Buddhist architecture, con-

jectured that these pillars were only another and a

developed form of the posts which form the pradakshina,

or procession path, of the Sanchi and other stupas. To
this he added the further suggestion that, as sculpture

had not been developed in Ceylon to the same extent as

painting, pictures on cloth or canvas of some kind had
been hung upon them with scenes representing the life

of Buddha. The hanging of lights, or garlands of

flowers, was another possible theory in keeping with

Buddhist practices. The difficulty up to the present has

been to know which of all these guesses might be the

correct one.

The Ceylon Government has lately published a very

large and important work on the “ Architectural Remains
of Anuradhapura,” by Mr. J. G. Smithers, F.R.I.B.A.,

J.Jt.A.s. 1896. 24
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late Architect to the Government of Ceylon. The hook

is almost wholly devoted to the dagabas of the old capital,

and it contains no less than sixty-seven large plates, which,

from their size, appear to give an exhaustive account of the

details of the old monuments. Mr. Smithers, as a practical

architect, rejects the supposition that the slim pillars of

the two dagabas could possibly have supported any kind

of roof; but he makes the suggestion that they may have

been surmounted by Buddhist emblems. On reading this

it recalled to my mind that the pillars known as “ Buddhist

lats” were, as their name implies, long and slender, and

they were all surmounted by emblematic objects, such as

lions, elephants, or wheels. There is a pillar still standing

in front of the Karli cave, with four lions on the summit,

and Fergusson supposes that above these there was originally

a chakra, or wheel. Hiuen Tsiang supplies an additional

evidence. In describing Ceylon this pilgrim says: “By
the side of the king’s palace is the vihara of Buddha’s

tooth, several hundred feet high, brilliant with jewels, and
ornamented with rare gems. Above the vihara is placed

an upright pole, on which is fixed a great Padma raja

[ruby] jewel.” 1 This was at the Thupiirama dagaba, where

the position of the tooth temple, which was then at that

place, may be seen on Mr. Smithers’ plan, and here we
have a pole, or pillar, surmounted by a Buddhist emblem.
The slender form of the pillars at the Thuparama dagaba
show that thej7 are only copies of poles or wooden originals.

The word “lat,” which is applied to the Buddhist pillars

in India, indicates the same character.

Perhaps the best evidence for this theory of the pillars

may be derived from a late Progress Report by Dr. Fiihrer,

which recounts an archaeological survey he has made in

Burma. In writing of the Sando Paya, the largest pagoda
in Prome, he states that the platform on which it is con-

structed is paved with stone slabs, “ and all round its outer

edge is a continuous series of carved wooden image-houses,

1 Beal’s translation, vol. ii, p. 248.
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and between these and the pagoda are garuntaings, or sacred

posts, surmounted by garuda, with long streamers dependent

from their summits.” The word “ pagoda ” in Burma
means a similar structure to the stupa of India, and the

dagaba of Ceylon, and here we have it surrounded with

“ sacred posts,” which support a figure of Garuda, the

Wahan of Vishnu. It is understood that up to the fifth

century Burma derived its faith and an architectural

influence from India
;

but after that date it looked also

to Ceylon, and this would explain where the models for

the Garuntaings had been found. Why the Buddhists of

Burma had chosen the Garuda of Vishnu is not explained

;

but that is of no moment here, the point being that the posts

are surmounted by emblematical figures.

Columns, with emblems upon them, at temples were not

confined to the Buddhists
;

the Brahmins had them at

their temples as well. At the rock-cut kailasa of Ellura

there are two columns, and on the top of one there is still

the fragment of a trisula which surmounted it. At the

well-known temple of Jagannatha at Puri there is a pillar

called the Aruna Stambha
;

it stood originally before the

Sun temple at Konarak, and bore a monkey on its summit.

There were others in Orissa, and one still stands at Jagepur

(see illustration in Fergusson’s “ Indian and Eastern

Architecture,” p. 433) which supported a “ garuda,” the

same fabulous creature that is borne on the “ sacred posts
”

at Prome.

The following by Dr. Biihler, if correct, seems still

further to confirm this. Dr. Fiihrer had discovered some

very interesting Jaina sculptures in the Kankali Tila at

Mathura
;
among the objects represented on the sculptures

were stupas—showing that the Jainas also erected monu-
ments of that character—and regarding these Dr. Biihler

writes :

“ With respect to the stupa, which we shall meet

again more than once in the other plates, I repeat that it is

a form of the funeral monument once used and worshipped

by all Indian sects that followed the Jhana and Bhakti

Margas, and I refer for some of the reasons for this theory
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to my article Vienna Or. Journal, vol. iv, pp. 328 f. I may
add, however, that Brahminical Chaityas are occasionally

mentioned in the Muhabharata. Thus we read (Mah . i, 109,

13, 14): 'That country, 0 king, protected on all sides by

Bhishmu, in accordance with the sacred law, became lovely,

being adorned with hundreds of e/iaiti/ai and sacrificial

posts.’ The juxtaposition of the ehnitym and i/upas shows

that Brahminical sacred buildings, probably stupas, were

meant.” 1 This quotation from the Mahabharata, if Dr.

Bidder be correct in his interpretation of it, although slight

enough, would pass for a description of the Thuparama
and the Lankariima dagabas

; but it will be rather a surprise

if it turns out that the pillars at these dilgabas had their

origin in the yupas, or sacrificial posts, to which the victims

were tied at an early period, when, as we know, the sacrifice

of animals was a part of the Brahminical system.

W. Simpson.

2. Kuranda.

Sir, In Jiitaka, No. 172 of Mr. Rouse’s translation,

there is a remarkable passage which appears to be the

result of a mistake in Childers’ Dictionary : it is as

follows :

—

Page 4o. The yellow robe which he put on was
blue as a bluebell.”

If the colour of the robe was really blue, the word
kiisava had better not have been translated u yellow

robe,” but “ robe.”

However, on turning up “ kanta-kuranda ” in Roxburgh
Flor. Ind., vol. iii, p. 3«, I find that the thorny kuranda
has a yellow flower. Childers gives “ Barkria cri-stata,”

which is not thorny and has a blue flower, whereas the
proper name is “ Barh ria prioniti —Yours truly,

R. F. Sr. Andrew St. John.
M'lr h 2 1 ' f, 1896.

' EpuT.ij.iiii Indie.
i,

to!, ii. p. 313.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.
(January, February, March, 1896.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

January 14th, 1896.—The Rev. Dr. Gaster in the Chair.

Mr. Phillips read a paper on “Mahuan’s Account of

Cochin, Calicut, and Aden.”

A discussion followed, in which Mr. Tahl Ram, Mr.

Baynes, and Dr. Codrington took part.

The paper is published in the present issue.

February 11 th, 1896.—Lord Reay, President, in the Chair.

The President, on behalf of Prince Roland Bonaparte,

presented to the Society a copy of the Prince’s “ Documens

de 1’ Epoque Mongole.”

The President called attention to the severe loss the

Society had suffered by the death of Dr. Rost, and gave

expression in sympathetic words to the high estimation in

which the deceased scholar was held. He concluded by

moving the following resolution, which was unanimously

adopted :
“ The Royal Asiatic Society desires to express

its very deep sympathy with Mrs. Rost under her recent

sudden bereavement by the death of her husband, who as

successively Secretary, Honorary Member, and Member of

Council, not only rendered most valuable services to the

Society, but was personally endeared to all such of its

members as had the privilege of his personal acquaintance.”
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The President, being obliged to leave on account of the

ceremony at the House of Lords, resigned the Chair to

Dr. Gaster.

It was announced that

—

Mr. E. P. Ker, China Consular Service,

Mr. W. Gordon Campbell, Vice-Consul, Constantinople,

and

Mr. T. J. Desai

had been elected members of the Society.

Dr. Hirschfeld read a paper on the derivation of the

word “Sabbath”; and Dr. Friedlander and Dr. Gaster

discussed the points raised.

Mr. Herbert Baynes also read a paper on the “ Mandukya

Upanishad ”
;
and Mr. Desai, Mr. Sturdy, and Prof. Bendall

joined in the discussion.

March 10th, 1896.—Lord Reay, President, in the Chair.

It was announced that Mr. J. Elmsley Wood, of Heriot’s

Hospital, Edinburgh, had been elected a member of the

Society.

A paper was read by Mr. A. Rogers on “ A Persian

History of Christ and St. Peter,” by Jerome Xavier, S.J.

Dr. Thornton, Mr. Beveridge, and Dr. Gaster took part

in the discussion.

II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Zeitschrift dee Deutsche^ Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

Band xlix, Heft 4.

Praetorius (Fr.). Rede gehalten am 2 October, 1895.

Delbriick (B.). Rudolf Roth.

Zenner (J. K.). Arabische Piutim.

Simon (R-). Naehtrage zum Amarusataka.

Meissner (B.). Mubassirs Akhbar al-Iskender.
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Marquart (J.). Beitrage zur Geschielite und Sage von

Eran.

Fischer (A.). Noch einmal Aus b. Hagar.

Justi (F.). Miscellen zur iranischen Namenkunde.

Weissbach (F. H.). Anzanisches.

Fischer (A.). Heinrich Thorbeeke’s handschriftlicher

Nachlass.

2. Journal Asiatique. N.S. Tome vi, No. 3.

Sauvaire (H.). Description de Damas (suite).

Berchera (Max van). Recherches archeologiques en

Sjrie. (Lettre a Mons Barbier de Meynard.)

Henry (V.). Mudgala, ou l’Hymne du marteau.

III. Obituary Notices.

Dr. Reinhold Rost.

[The following is based on the obituary in the Academy

of February 15, 1896.]

Dr. Rost has not long survived his retirement from the

India Office. He died very suddenly on February 7 at

Canterbury, whither he had gone on duties connected

with St. Augustine’s College. He had just completed the

seventy-fourth year of his age.

Reinhold Rost was born in 1822 at a little manufacturing

town in the duchy of Sax-Altenberg, where his father was

a Lutheran Minister, holding the office of Archdeacon.

After attending the Gymnasium in the capital of his native

state, he entered at the neighbouring University of Jena,

where he graduated as Ph.D. in 1847. Having already

determined to devote himself to Oriental studies, he came

at once to England, the great storehouse of Sanskrit MSS.

His first post was that of Oriental Lecturer at the Missionary

College at Canterbury, with which he remained associated

till the last. From 1864 to 1869 he was Secretary to the
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Royal Asiatic Society, and was then appointed Librarian

to the India Office in succession to Dr. Fitzedward Hall,

who survives him. This is one of the few posts in England

that may be regarded as an endowment for Oriental

research. The official duties are not heavy, but the

collection of MSS. is one of the largest in the world, and

their custodian is necessarily brought into contact with

students of all countries. In addition he acts as adviser

in philological matters to the Secretary of State for India,

who still dispenses some of that literary patronage in which

the old Company was so profuse.

Dr. Rost will long he remembered as Librarian to the

India Office. If he left it to others to catalogue and edit

the MSS., this was not through incapacity for either task.

Though primarily a Sanskritist, he had to consider the

claims of Arabic and Persian, of Pali, Burmese, and

Sinhalese, of Tibetan and Malay, and of countless ver-

naculars. Of all these languages we have mentioned, he

possessed a competent knowledge
;
and he had further to

give his attention to questions relating to archaeology,

ethnology, and Indian history. In brief, Dr. Rost elected

to turn himself into an Oriental encyclopaedia, which no

one ever consulted in vain. Through his initiative MSS.
were lent freely to foreign scholars

; and it is hardly too

much to say that on the Continent he was regarded as a

steward of Oriental knowledge to whom everyone might
appeal without hesitating for assistance and advice. This

feeling was strongly expressed in a testimonial presented

to him in 1892, when it was rumoured that he was to be

retired compulsorily from his post. Frenchmen joined with
Germans in testifying to the kindness and impartiality

which he had always displayed towards fellow-students.

The Government allowed him one year more of office and
of work

;
but he was superannuated (sorely against the

grain) in 1893.

Dr. Rost wrote little under his own name. His first

publication was a short essay (1850) on a Pali law book
from Burma law, and he also compiled a Catalogue of the
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Palm-leaf MSS. in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg.

He was content to be known as the editor of H. H. Wilson’s

Selected Works, of Brian Hodgson’s Collected Papers, and

of four volumes of Miscellanies relating to Indo-China.

He edited for Messrs. Triibner and Co.’s publishing firm

a series of “Simplified Grammars,” and for many years

contributed literary notes to their trade circular, the

“ Oriental Record.” But his modesty did not deprive him
of all public recognition. Edinburgh made him LL.D.,

and Oxford conferred on him the rarer distinction of

Honorary M.A. He was an Honorary or Corresponding

Member of the Royal Asiatic Society and of many learned

Societies on the Continent and in the East. Prussia,

Russia, and Sweden gave him decorations
;
and our own

Government appointed him Companion of the Indian

Empire in 1888.

Abel Hovelacque, of Paris.

Science and Oriental studies have suffered a great loss

by the death of M. Abel Hovelacque, which occurred on

Saturday, February 22nd, 1896. Born in Paris, Nov. 14th,

1843, he studied first for the Bar, but, at the same time,

he was induced to take interest in linguistics, and attended

Prof. H. Chavee’s classes, who taught him comparative

philology. He particularly devoted himself to Sanskrit and

Zend, and published some valuable pamphlets. He was

a founder of the Revue cle Linguistiqae (1867), where his

first essays appeared, and of which he became Director

in 1869 ;
in 1877 he resigned the task, having for

several years been deeply interested in anthropological

researches. In the year 1876 a public school for

Anthropology was founded in Paris, with five pro-

fessors
;
among them Hovelacque was engaged to teach

the science of language, and he fulfilled the task most

successfully. In 1891 he was appointed, by his fellow-

professors, Director of the school, which comprises at present
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no less than ten professors. For ten years his health

had suffered, and from 1894 the illness seriously increased

and led to the fatal issue, which the best care and attention

were unable to prevent.

In the meantime he occupied himself with politics, and

was elected in 1878 a member of the Paris Municipal

Council, of which he was the President in 1886 and 1888

;

in 1889 he was sent to the Parliament as Deputy of the

XIIIe Paris district, but resigned in 1894.

His principal works are the following ones :—La theorie

epecienne de lautverschiebang (1869), Racines et elements

simples (1869), Grammaire de la langue send (1869 ;
2nd ed.

1878), Instructions pour l’etude elementaire de la linguistique

indo-europienne (1871), Euphonie Sanskrit

e

(1872), La France et

les Slaves de Sud (1872), Langues—races—nationality (1873 ;

2nd ed. 1875), La linguistique (1876; 2nd ed. 1877; 3rd

ed. 1881 ;
4th ed. 1887 : English translation, London,

Chatham, 1877), Notre ancetre (1877 ; 2nd ed. 1878),

L’Avesta Zoroastre et le Mazdeisme (1880), Etudes de

linguistique et d’ethnographic (with Prof. J. Yinson, 1878),

Melanges de linguistique et cVanthropologie (with Profs. J.

Yinson and E. Rost, 1880), La langue khasia (1880),

L’enseignement prirnaire a Paris : laiqaes et congreganistes

(1880), Les debuts de Vhumanite (1881), Les races hamaines

(1882 ), Morceaux choisis de Voltaire, J. J. Rousseau, et Diderot

(1883), Precis d’anthropologie (with Dr. G. Herve, 1887),

Les N'egres de VAfrique sus-equatoriale (1889), Recherches

ethnologiques sur le horvan (with Dr. G. Herve, 1894).
Moreover, he contributed to many periodicals and other

publications the Dictionnaire des Sciences anthropologiques

(1886), L’homme (by Prof, de Morllet), Bulletin de la Sociite

d’Anthropologie, Revue de Linguistique, etc.

Paris, March, 1896.
G. Yinson.
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IV. Notes and News.

Notice to Members .—A series of three maps was issued in

1855 to illustrate a paper, in Yol. XV, o.s., J.R.A.S., by

Captain Felix Jones, on “ The Topography of Nineveh.”

These maps were issued apart from the Journal, and were in

three large sheets. The Society is desirous of purchasing

one or more sets of these maps, and the Secretary would be

glad to hear from any member who wishes to dispose of a set.

Caste Rules in Manu.—Prof. Hillebrandt, of Breslau,

in an interesting paper in vol. xii of the “ Germanistische

Abhandlungen,” has pointed out that many of the supposed

caste rules in Manu—under which the unfortunate Qudra

can be mutilated or tortured or killed for offending a

Brahmin, and is declared to be incapable of holding

property or of learning the Vedas—can be matched by

similar rules as to the treatment of slaves in German,

Greek, and Roman law. Brahmanism, therefore, in this

point, was not the maker of harsh rules, but was only

preserving and carrying on social customs which had become

historic facts in India, just as they had under similar

circumstances elsewhere.

The Dharma Sastras.—In a dissertation presented to the

University of Leipzig for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy,

Mr. G. B. Beaman takes the second chapter of the Manava
Dharma Sastra, and dividing the whole into 167 paragraphs,

discusses the source of each. He argues that of the whole,

46 were due to Sutras now lost, 16 are pure interpolations,

4 have been derived from the textbooks of the Sankhva,

and 99 (or 60 per cent.) are derived from extant Dharma
or Grhya Sutras. Taking the passage of Yajnavalkya

dealing with the same matter, and dividing it into 46

passages, he argues that 15 have been drawn certainly,

and 5 doubtfully, from non-extant, and 26 (or 53 per cent.)

from extant Dharma or Grhya Sutras. In only 4 cases

can we be sure that the author has borrowed from Manu.

The argument is well and carefully conducted, and it is
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a distinct advantage to have the results stated in this

quantitative manner. It touches, it is true, only the

passages referred to, but the author thinks these are a

fair sample of the -whole of Manu and Yajnavalkya

respectively.

Baldceus and his Work on Ceylon .—Under this title Mr.

Donald W. Ferguson, M.R.A.S., has published (Colombo

:

Observer Office) a reprint of his very careful and accurate

articles on the life of Baldaeus, and on the bibliography

of the early editions of his work, which contained in its

slight notice of Tamil grammar the first Tamil printing

in Europe.

Buddhist Texts.—Dr. K. E. Neumann, of Yienna, is

bringing out a complete translation into German of the

Dialogues of the Majjhima Nikaya, and the first fasciculus,

containing the translation of the first 63 pages of Trenckner’s

edition for the Pali Text Society, has already appeared

(8vo, pp. 96. Fr. Friedrich : Leipzig, 1896). We con-

gratulate Dr. Neumann on so useful and important an

undertaking, and trust it will receive adequate support.

It is a bold step to commence such a work before the

commentary (an edition of which is in preparation for

the Pali Text Society) has been published. In his intro-

duction, which makes no mention of previous work in the

same field, the author makes light of the value of Buddha-
ghosa’s commentary. But the published fasciculus shows

how thoroughly Dr. Neumann is at home with the texts

of which he proposes to give us a version, and with his

training and ability and enlightened sympathy he bids fair

to contribute work of the first importance for the elucidation

of Buddhism.

The Mahd-bhdrata .—Professor Ludwig has published as

a reprint from the “ Sitzungsberichte der koniglichen

bohmischen Gesellschaft der TYissenschaften ” a paper on

the mythical basis of the Maha-bharata (8vo, pp. 26.

Rivnac: Prag), in which he maintains the proposition that

we have in that poem the working together of two distinct

elements—a poem on the struggle between the sun and the
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darkness of the night, and a kind of bardic poem (a suta)

on a possibly actual war
;

but the former of the two,

and not the latter, is the actual basis of the whole. The

gods have, in fact, here become men, and we have before

us a case of the anthropomorphic treatment of mythical

tradition.

Gandhara Sculptures.—Mr. Anderson, at vol. i, p. 221,

of his Catalogue of the India Museum, describes one

frieze (G 36) without being able to identify it further

than thinking that two of the figures are Buddha and

Devadatta. Professor Serge D’Oldenbourg, at p. 274 of

“ Zapiski ” (the Journal of the Oriental Section of the

Russian Imperial Archaeological Society), very ingeniously

points out that this frieze is an illustration of the episode

of Jaya and Yijaya recorded at pp. 366 foil, of the

Divyavadana. This is no doubt correct. And it shows

the importance, from the point of view of archaeology, of

such texts being translated. There are so many in charge

of museums in India who are in the first place naturalists,

and who therefore do not read, and cannot be expected to

read, Sanskrit and Pali, that translations of the texts

referring to the objects in their charge is absolutely

essential.

Buddhist Text Society of India.—The Government of

Bengal has made a grant of 2000 rupees to this Society

towards the publication of the series of rare Buddhist

texts, collected at Government expense during the last

fifty years, from Nepal, Tibet, and Burma.

Assyrian Text Book.—Eighty-three plates of cuneiform,

a title-page, five pages of preface, a list of contents covering

three pages, and a cover with two pages of advertisements,

is the amount that an outlay of £1 6s. obtains from the

reckless purchaser who buys Prof. Craig’s “ Assyrian and

Babylonian Religious Texts.” As far as a comparison of

one or two of the pages goes, they are very correctly

reproduced, but the publishers could easily have given

students the benefit of cuneiform type in place of the

rather unsatisfactorily printed autographed plates of which
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the work is composed. Though several of the plates have

already been published, the texts given by Prof. Craig form

a very interesting collection, and students will look forward

to the translations and notes, which he promises to give in

the second volume.

Chronology of Genesis.—Prof. J. Oppert’s “ Chronologie

de la Genese,” published in the Revue des etudes jwives

(tome xxxi, 1895), shows all the originality and deep

learning that characterize this veteran Assyriologist’s work.

Prof. Oppert points out that the Creation, for which the

Bible allows seven days, occupied, according to the Chaldean

system, 1,680,000 years. He examines the dates of Genesis

and of Berosus, with special reference to the Patriarchs

before and after the Flood. The totals of the years

they lived may he divided, as he points out, into epochs,

which are multiples of the number 23 ;
and other calcula-

tions reveal the existence of the numbers 70, 90, and 100

as multiplicands. He also points out that the figures in

Genesis, to all appearance so dry, nevertheless enable one

to guess the existence of myths current in early ages, but

lost to us, in all probability, for ever.

Pandit Iyvaracandra Vidyasagara .—Mr. Sricharan Cbakra-

varti has published at Calcutta a very appreciative little

account of the life and work, literary and philanthropic,

of this fine representative of the native scholar and patriot.

A portrait is given (not a very flattering one), but there

is unfortunately no bibliography, and the scholar is rather

overlooked, throughout the book, in the philanthropist.

Prof. Sayee, Yice-President of the Society, has been

re-appointed to the Chair of Assyriology at Oxford for a

further term of five years.

Dr. Wilhelm Geiger, Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative

Philology at the University of Erlangen, Germany, has

arrived in Ceylon for the purpose of studying the Sinhalese

language, which is his chief object in going out to the

island. He is fully equipped with letters of introduction

from the Colonial Office in London, and from his Government,
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and trusts that every help will be rendered him by the

scholars in Ceylon. He is writing an account of the

Sinhalese language for Dr. Biihler’s Encyclopaedia.

The Council of the Senate at Cambridge recommend that

the Panjab University be adopted as an affiliated institution,

subject to the condition that the privileges of affiliation be

extended only to graduates in Arts.

We would call the attention of our readers to Messrs.

Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner, and Co.’s Catalogue of

Oriental Books for sale, which will be found at the end

of this issue of our Journal.

Y. Notices of Books.

A First Catechism of Tamil Grammar. By the Rev.

G. U. Pope, D.D., with an English Translation by
the Rev. D. S. Herrick. (Oxford: The Clarendon

Press, 1895.)

Dr. Pope has rendered essential service to Tamil literature.

He has written three Grammars for the students of that

language, besides editing in it several classical works.

After many years of study, he is still profitably occupying

himself in perfecting his former works, and in making
them more extensively useful

;
and it is touching to read

the following sentence from the prefatory note to this

little volume, which shows how his heart still turns with

affectionate remembrance to the language and the people

among whom he laboured so long :
“ Fifty-eight years’

work at Tamil has made the writer ever more and more
sensible of the beauties of the language, and his only wish

is that this little hook may still help forward the cause

of sound education among those whom he loves.”

This Catechism was written so far back as 1842. It was

composed in Tamil, and has been extensively used in schools

for Tamil children. It is now accompanied by an English

translation by one of Dr. Pope’s former pupils at Oxford

;

and has thus been made available for Europeans studying
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the Tamil language. Dr. Pope also wrote a second

Catechism of Tamil Grammar, which he proposes to

publish in the same diglot form
;
and a third or Complete

Grammar of the Tamil Language, in which the higher or

the classical dialect of that very fertile tongue is included,

should there be a demand for it, and should the issue of

the two former be successful enough to give him sufficient

encouragement.

The translation of this little book into English, thus

making it bilingual, will effectually unlock its mysteries

for English students. It is partly written in the Tamil

method and partly in the English, and this combination

will be good practice for the European, who usually goes

to India at a comparatively late period of life, and is

made competent by previous training to assimilate both

methods. We have glanced through the book, selecting

passages here and there, and it seems to us well and

adequately translated. It must necessarily be a very great

help to one who may honestly desire to become thoroughly

acquainted with the language of the people among whom
he is to dwell, and over whom he may possibly have to

work and rule.

One good point about the book is that the student must
learn the Tamil character, or he cannot perfect himself in

the language. There is very little transliteration into the

Roman character
; but on that little we cannot help making

just a remark or two. We observe that is transliterated

both in this book and in the First Lessons in Tamil, which
was recently published by Dr. Pope at Oxford, by g, whereas

in Dr. Pope’s books published at Madras s was used. It is

a matter ot taste, but to us the old love seems the better.

Would it not be advisable to omit altogether such awkw*ard

forms as the double short accent it and i ?

'^Vs usual, the book is beautifully and accurately printed

by the Clarendon Press, and we have scarcely detected

a single printer’s error. Oriental students in South India

are much indebted to Dr. Pope for this handy Introduction

ta the Tamil language. H. M.
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Mara und Buddha. Yon Ernst Windisch. 4to, pp. 348.

(Leipzig: Hirzel, 1895.)

This monograph, published as Part iv of the Proceedings

of the Historical Division of the Royal Society of Science of

Saxony, is devoted to a discussion, firstly, of the legend

of Mara, as handed down in the early Buddhist records

(pp. 1-220 and 322-327) ;
and, secondly, of the early

accounts of Grotama’s first meeting with Ring Bimbisara

at Rajagaha (pp. 220-322). All the text passages relating

to both of these subjects are here collected and contrasted

(where possible in parallel columns), and translated with

numerous notes, in which the readings are discussed and

a number of difficult or doubtful words are elucidated. The
historical relationship to one another of these different texts,

and of various paragraphs or even phrases used in them,

is carefully discussed; and the question of the origin and

gradual evolution of the conception of Mara is elaborately

and convincingly worked out. No portion of the vast field

of the history of Buddhist ideas has been hitherto treated

with anything like the same completeness and thoroughness

;

and in applying to this particular portion the recognized

canons of a strict historical criticism, the more general

problem of the right treatment of the Buddhist records

as a whole is incidentally dealt with in a similar spirit

—

a spirit utterly opposed to the absurd and uncritical way of

muddling up all the different versions of each episode as if

they were of equal value (or rather of equal worthlessness).

Naturally, in a monograph dealing with so great a mass of

detail there are some points on which scholars may differ

from the author. One of these is the reiterated use, when
referring to the death of the Buddha, of the phrase ‘ enter in

to Nirvana.’ There is no word in the texts corresponding to

any one of the four words thus chosen to reproduce the sens'

of the Pali word parinibbayati. The Buddha, like every other

Arahat, was supposed to have attained the state of mind
called Nirvana during his life, and in his case the precise

time of that event was on the day of his Enlightenment^

J.r.a.s. 1896. 25
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under the Bo Tree. Nibbana-dhatuya (as the author rightly

points out on p. 74) is, of course, a locative
;

but it is

a locative, not in the sense of ‘ entering into ’ (which would

require an accusative), but in the sense of a locative

absolute. The meaning of the expression is really placed

beyond doubt by such phrases as ‘ the wise [speaking of

the Arahats] go out like this lamp’ (Ratana Sutta 14),

or ‘ the dying out of a flame,’ used as a metaphor of the

death of the Buddha at Mahaparinibbana Sutta, p. 62. The

expression ‘ entering into Nirvana ’ is only a very old

Anglo-Indian blunder, dating from the time when the

first writers on Buddhism, saturated with modern Western

ideas, took for granted that Nirvana must be some state

beyond the grave. But the universal Indian usage of the

time, whether in Pali books by Buddhist authors or in Sanskrit

books by both Buddhists and Hindus, confines the connotation

of the word exclusively to the state of mind of a living

Jlvanmukta or Arahat.

Another matter of detail, of equal importance, is the

use of the phrase ‘ Northern and Southern ’ for the Sanskrit

and Pali books. When Buddhism first became known in

the West, it had been driven out of India, and the Sanskrit

Buddhist MSS. came to us from Nepal in the north, while

the Pali ones came from Ceylon in the south. It was

natural, therefore, then to distinguish them as Northern

and Southern, and in that sense the distinction was quite

correct. Insensibly, however, the use of the words was

supposed to mean much more, namely, that the Sanskrit

books were all written in Nepal, and the Pali Pitakas

composed in Ceylon. Such an inference is entirely un-

justified. And no one would object to it more strongly than

our author. But it leads to so complete a perversion of the

history of Buddhist literature that the only way to avoid

endless confusion is to drop the use of these ambiguous

words altogether. So far as our present information goes,

it is most probable that nearly- all the early books—that

is, the books, whether Sanskrit or Pali, earlier, or not much

later, than the Christian era—were composed in the valley
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of the Granges. Bat we do not know the exact place of

origin of any one of them. And no one can say for certain

that the Divyavadana, for instance, or the Lalita Vistara,

was written in a spot to the north of the place where the

Padhana Sutta, for instance, or the Katha Vatthu was

composed. Why, then, continue the use of a phraseology

which ignorant or careless readers may, and probably will,

understand in a sense different from that intended? It

should be added that the author very seldom does use it,

and in the majority of cases has been led, by a sound

instinct, to the use of more exact and less ambiguous terms.

The question raised in the last paragraph really lies at

the root of all critical judgment of Buddhist questions.

Even the terms Pali and Sanskrit are objectionable, though

in a less degree, and though they do not contain the

suggestio falsi lurking in the terms Northern and Southern.

There is no such thing as a Pali Buddhism, much less

a Sanskrit Buddhism. It is therefore a matter of the first

importance that the present author has made the great

advance (conspicuous, not only in the terms he usually uses

when comparing the books, but also in the whole tone of

his monograph) of specifying in each case the book itself

by name. This is not only the safest way, it is the only

right way. But when it has become universal (as it

certainly will some day) it will render necessary the re-

writing of much that has been written by Sanskritists

on Buddhism. What would become of such a statement

as this, found in the latest book of the kind ?

—

“ The distinction between Northern and Southern doctrine

is indicated by the terms ‘Great Vehicle ’ and ‘Little

Vehicle’ respectively.”

To point out the blunders, both of fact and of implication,

in this striking announcement would become unnecessary

if our author’s excellent plan were followed of saying

rather—“ Such and such a doctrine is to be found in such

and such a book,” and then proceeding to discuss the

historical position of the doctrine in question.

The crux of Patlakkhandho, p. 119, has already been
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solved at “ Yinaya Texts,” iii, 13—and compare Milinda 5

;

Anguttara, iii, 73. 4; Divyavadana 633. Dlgha Nikaya

should be read for Majjhima Nikaya at pp. 33, 39. It is

strange that at p. 118 no mention is made of the parallel

passage at Majjhima i, 234 {where the right readings are

given), and the meaning of kaffiala ‘potsherd’ seems clear

enough from Culla Vagga, v, 22. 1 ; Dlgha, 2. 98; Puggala

Panriatti, 3. 14 ;
Samyutta, iv, 313. Cankama orohitva on

p. 150 is not merely ‘ gave up walking,’ but ‘ stepped down

from the place [cloister one might call it] where he had

been walking up and down meditating.’ Such a cankama

was a constant appendage to a vibara. So on p. 151, lines

21 and following, the meaning is surely rather that SanjTva

used easily to attain the state called Sanna-vedayita-norodha,

whether he might have gone into a wood, or sat at the foot

of a tree, or, etc. On p. 191 (last line), what the hearer gets

to know is, inter alia, that there will be no rebirth for him

into this world. The words to be supplied in the text at

Samyutta, 2. 195, are, of course, the same as in Yinaya,

vol. i, p. 14, and often found elsewhere. On page 75 (four

lines from the bottom), for Halbgott read Mensch. On

pp. 65, 81 the author, on the supposed authority of the

Divyavadana, understands Gotamaka Cetiya to mean the

Bo Tree. But it is quite clear that this pre-Buddhistic

sacred place was close to Vesali—so Jataka, ii, 259—and

cannot therefore have been the Bo Tree at Gaya, which was

an Assattha, not a Nigrodha tree. The interpretation of

dcariyakam at p. 71 is scarcely consistent with Maha Yagga,

vi, 37. 1, and the Sonadanda Sutta at Dlgha, 1. 119; and

on the same page the expression ‘ wonder-working truth
’

is, alter all, supported by the use of the opposite phrase

appatihlram katharn ‘ineffectual talk,’ of the talk of the

Brahmans in the Tevijja Sutta. On p. 80, line 12, the

ti on the last line of p. 32 of the text and the bhante on

the first line of p. 33 show that in the latter case it is

Ananda who is speaking, and not the Buddha; and the

logical sequence of the thought was already visible enough

in the version in “Buddhist Suttas,” pp. 54, 55. Why
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should the word Zufall have been chosen at p. 61 to express

the similar result of similar causes ?

The general results of the author’s investigation into the

history of the Mara legend are as follows :

—

(1) That the Buddha had so far overcome both death

and transmigration that for him and his disciples death led

no longer to a new life and a new death.

(2) Buddha himself made use of a poetical expression,

drawn from existing beliefs and expressions in the pre-

Buddhistic Brahmanical literature, in which he apostro-

phized Mara, the personification of death or evil, as defeated.

(3) After his death these expressions were held to be

not only poetical but historical. And as they are related

to have been used at various times and places during his

long career, so the earliest versions of the legend represent

the attacks or temptations of the Evil One as having been

continuous throughout his life.

(4) But gradually the legend gets more and more to

regard the victory of the Buddha as won, once for all,

under the Bo Tree. And the episode of Mara’s daughters

is then introduced.

(5) Last of all comes the long description of the Buddha’s

victory then and there over the hosts of Mara’s army.

(6) Together with this last phase we have the commence-

ment of the train of ideas by which the Bodhisat is brought

ever more and more into prominence.

(7) It is in the Sutta Nipata and the Samyutta Nikaya

that we have the oldest form of the legend. The Mabil-

parinibbana Sutta account is later, and the account in the

Sanskrit books, as a whole, later still. But these last have,

in many details, preserved reminiscences of a form of the

tradition older even than the oldest of the Pali books, and

are invaluable for a right understanding of the whole

question.

All these conclusions will, we believe, be sooner or later

accepted. But it is not so much on that account, or on

account of the large number of philological points eluci-

dated, as on account of the admirable critical spirit shown
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throughout the work, that we think this monograph will

make an epoch in the study of Buddhism, and of the history

of Indian thought.

It will be a fortunate day when we get any one of the

essential doctrines of Buddhism—such, for instance, as

Arahatship, or the doctrine of the Sankharas, or the scheme

of causation, the Paticca-samuppada—treated in the same

masterly way; and we trust the author may be encouraged

by the complete success of his present effort to deal here-

after with the daily increasing material for the treatment

of one of these questions.

B,h. D.

Catalogue of Hebrew Books in the British Museum
ACQUIRED DURING THE YEARS 1868-1892. By S. VAN
Siraalen. 4to, pp. vi+ 532. (London, 1894.)

The Library of the British Museum has increased its

treasures continually, since the time of the first Catalogue

compiled by the masterly hand of Zedner twenty-five years

ago. To Mr. Van Straalen we owe the Catalogue of the new
acquisitions, elaborated in great part on the lines laid down
by his predecessor. It would be out of place to speak here

ot the nature and value of the new acquisitions. They
do not come up in the remotest way to the extreme value

ot the earlier collection, which abounds in Uniea and
Incunables. To acquire scarce books is, however, not a

thing that depends upon the Librarian
;

chance will often

throw a book in his path for which he may have been
looking in vain for years. But as far as I have been able

to ascertain, the efforts of the new Librarian are directed to

obtain all those works which appear in the East, and are

otten printed in so very limited a number that they seldom
reach the European market. In one point this Catalogue is

superior to Zedner s, viz. in the addition of the pressmark, by
which the student is saved a great deal of trouble and search.

An excellent index, comprising both volumes, fills almost

one-half of this Catalogue (pp. 311-532). It is a pity
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tliat the pages of vol. i have not been given in the reference.

The work is done conscientiously and carefully, and the

Catalogue will prove a boon to students of Hebrew literature

in one of the greatest libraries of the world.

I cannot let this occasion pass without expressing my
regret that this volume has not been issued by the Trustees

in the same size as the previous one of Zedner. The last-

named is a beautiful handy octavo volume, whilst this new
one is a large unwieldy quarto. The price of £3 3s. is

also almost prohibitive, and the type leaves much to be

desired. It contrasts very unfavourably with, for instance,

the beautiful Catalogue of Greek Papyri, issued also by

the Trustees of the British Museum.

M. G.

Barlaam and Josaphat. English Lives of Buddha.

Edited and Indexed by Joseph Jacobs. 8vo, pp. cxxxii

+ 56. (London: D. Nutt, 1896.)

In an attractive, skilful, but sometimes flippant style,

Mr. Jacobs has retold the old tale of the wanderings

and transformations of the great legend of Renunciation,

told of Buddha. He recasts in an easier form the solid

work of Prof. Kuhn, which I brought under the notice

of the readers of our Journal in 1894 (pp. 402-404).

A general introduction, in which, I am sorry to say, I have

not found any progress over Kuhn’s elaborate and minute

study, leads up to the summary of the framework and

the short description of the Parables, with full but not

complete bibliographical notes.

It is surprising that Mr. Jacobs should not have taken

any notice in his introduction of Mr. Conybeare’s important

discovery of the Armenian version. The antiquity of the

Armenian literature gives it, on account of this fact alone,

a prominent position in the history of' literary tradition

;

and the dependence of the Georgian and Gruzinian litera-

ture—the latter also not mentioned by Mr. Jacobs—upon
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the Armenian, points to this version as the connecting link

between the lost Pahlavi and those versions which are

independent of the Greek. A direct translation from

Arabic, as is assumed by Mr. Jacobs, is entirely out of

question, and a Syriac intermediary is, to say the least, very

doubtful. Mr. Jacobs has also not made use of the in-

formation contained in Mr. Ward’s Catalogue, to which

I referred in my last review, and from Slavonic and

Eumanian literature many more parallels could have been

added, even from my “ Literatura populara ” and Pypin’s

old but still valuable “ Ocerku.” For those who have no

access to Kuhn’s book, Mr. Jacobs’ will prove very useful.

M. G.

Panca-krama. By L. de la Vallee Poussin. 8vo,

pp. 56. (Engelcke, Ghent.)

This little manual of the later Tantric Buddhism is

divided into five chapters, four of which are assigned in

the colophons to Nagiirjuna, and the fifth to Sakyamitra.

The present editor is inclined to think that the work, as

we now have it, has been recast by Sakyamitra on the

basis of an older work of Nagarjuna. The latter’s date

is uncertain, but Sakyamitra was, according to Taranatha,

a contemporary of Devapala, son and successor of Gopala,

the founder of the Pala dynasty of Bengal, and would

have lived therefore in the ninth century a.d. Both his

teacher Sakva-prabhu, and the latter’s teacher Punyaklrti,

came from “the East” (probably Bengal), and he himself,

who also wrote a work entitled the “ Kosalalankara,” was

born in Kosala. He belonged, therefore, neither to the

North nor to the South, but to the famous Middle Country

of Buddhism, in which almost all the Buddhist works

known to us were composed. The whole of the little

work is here edited from a single MS. in the Bibliotheque
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Rationale, and in the roman character
;

and it is ac-

companied by the commentary also found in the same

manuscript. The edition has all the advantages (and,

it may be added, the inevitable shortcomings) incidental to

such an edition from a single MS. Short as it is, it

throws very valuable and welcome light on the mystic

side of later Buddhist speculation, of which the germs,

as the author rightly points out, can be clearly traced

already in the Pali books. The thanks of students are

due to him for taking up this unexplored field in the

Buddhist history of Indian thought
;

and they will look

forward to the further labours in the same direction of

which he holds out the promise, and more especially to

a detailed comparison of the five stages of this treatise

with the ancient five Jhanas on the one hand, and the

Yoga system on the other.

Rh. D.

Jinalankara by Buddha-rakkhita. Edition with Intro-

duction, Notes, and Translation by James Gray. 8vo,

pp. 112. (London: Luzac, 1894.)

This little Pali poem of 250 stanzas is a very interesting

and curious production. The editor accepts, without question,

the tradition (for which he gives no authority) that ascribes

to the author the astounding date of 426 b.c. But the

poem, if such it can be called, is a series of puzzles and
tours de force in Pali based on the legend of Buddha, and
incorporating all the latest phases of it. It must be later,

therefore, than any of the works in which that legend is

set forth in gradually growing absurdity. And the only

safe course is to argue from the fact that Buddbadatta,
the cotemporary of Buddhaghosa, wrote the only existing

commentary upon it, that it must be at least as old as

the fourth century of our era. Even so it is interesting,

as probably the oldest specimen in Pali of this kind of

literary bad taste. Its sole importance is the light it can

thus shed on the history of Indian literature; for it has
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no beauty of style, nor does it contribute anything to our

knowledge of Buddhism. One line reads

—

Namo tassa yato mahimato yassa tamo na,

which is very forced as Pali, but has the supposed excellent

advantage of being able to he read either backwards or

forwards. So verse 105 (comp. Kiratarjunlva xv, 14) runs

—

Nonanino nanunani nanenani nananino

Nunnanenani nuna na nananam nananena no,

which, as Pali, is abominable, but is a very pretty trick

with its «’s only and its vowels. With the help of the

commentator it is possible to puzzle out some sort of a

meaning. Then we have a verse of four lines, each con-

taining the same letters, but having four quite different

meanings
;
and rhyming verses of many sorts, and allitera-

tive puzzles of various kinds. It is really very ingenious,

and it is good to have a correct edition of it
;
and the

translation loosely reproduces Buddhadatta’s solutions of

the various puzzles. It is a pity the editor has not

compared his author’s work with the corresponding efforts

in Sanskrit, which are usually placed a century or more
later.

Rh. D.

Thesairis Syriacus : collegerunt Quatremere, Bernstein,

etc., auxit, disposuit, digessit, edidit R. Payne Smith,
S.T.P. Fasc. 1—9. (Oxford : Clarendon Press.)

It would be impossible to commence a review of this

book without an expression of sorrow that the learned
author should not have been spared to finish the work of

his life. When the first fasciculus appeared in 1868, it

was calculated that the remaining nine would be published
in as mam j ears

;
in the twenty-eight years which have

elapsed since then eight parts have appeared, bringing
the dictionary down to the nineteenth letter of the Syriac
alphabet ; the part which is to contain the last three letters
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is not likely to be finished before the end of this year,

and even then the advice of those German scholars who
demand a volume of addenda and corrigenda can scarcely

be neglected. There has, therefore, been a mistake of

eighteen years in the original calculation
;

a mistake

which probably compares favourably with that committed

with regard to another great lexicon also published by
the Oxford Press.

Of the life of the author this is not the place to speak,

though it may be mentioned that at the commencement of

middle life he gave up a lucrative headmastership in London

in order to pursue his Syriac studies as sub-librarian of the

Bodleian, and that we are indebted to him for a Catalogue

of the Syriac MSS. in that library, as well as for several

editions of Syriac texts. The founding of the Houghton

Syriac prize, which lias led many young scholars to study

the language, was also due to his suggestion. However,

the need of a new Syriac dictionary had probably been

brought home to him before he returned to Oxford by the

study of the Nitrian collection in the British Museum

—

that famous collection of which the “ plums ” were picked

by Cureton, Lagarde, and Land, but of which there still

remains not a little for the student who is anxious to do

original work.

“It never rains but it pours,” and the learned world

having been scantily provided with Syriac dictionaries until

two years ago, has now quite a number at its disposal;

and the late Dean’s daughter and collaborateur is well

forward with another. But when the collection of the

Thesaurus commenced, the amount that had been done
for Syriac lexicography was by no means considerable.

While the native Arabic dictionaries are so scholarly and

exhaustive that Golius, Freytag, and we may even add

Lane, have had little to do beyond translating and re-

arranging to make them serve for the use of Europeans,

the Syro-Arabic glosses of Bar-Ali and Bar-Bahlul, on
which the Syriac lexicographer has to build, are on the

level of Hesychius and Suidas. Till very lately copies of
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these glossaries could only be seen at a few public libraries

;

however, an eminent French Semitist, M. Duval, has now

nearly completed his elaborate edition of Bar-Bahlul, while

an American scholar has, at any rate, made great pre-

parations for editing Bar-Ali, of whose book one-half had

previously been lithographed by Dr. Hoffmann, of Kiel.

The only dictionary till recently in the hands of Europeans

was the reprint made by Michaelis of the Syriac portion

of the Heptaglott Lexicon of the Cambridge professor,

Edmund Castell, bearing the date 1788, which, as has been

well said, by no means came up to what the world might

have expected of so eminent a scholar. Between the dates

of Castell and Michaelis had come the Bibliotheca Orientalis

of Assemani, and the Roman edition of S. Ephraem, placing

Syriac scholarship on a very different level from the time

when the literature was almost entirely represented by the

Peshitta version of the Bible. Several persons before the

Dean of Canterbury attempted to improve on Michaelis,

but either gave up the idea or were prevented by death

from carrying it out. Such among Dr. Payne Smith’s

own contemporaries were Cowper and Lagarde ;
earlier

in the century the French Orientalist, Quatremere, and

Bernstein, whose Glossary to Kirsch’s Chrestomathy still

arouses admiration for its consummate scholarship.

The materials collected by these two scholars were pro-

cured by the Clarendon Press for Dr. Payne Smith’s

Thesaurus ; the notes of Quatremere were mainly based

on the study of MSS. in the Paris Library, while Bernstein

had worked through printed books. To these materials

were added the notes collected by a Swedish scholar, Agrell,

who had also planned a Syriac lexicon early in the century;

and the valuable collections of Field, the editor of the
“ Hexapla, and of Rodiger, the distinguished colleague

of Gesenius, afterwards came to swell the work. Although
Dr. Payne Smith modestly placed the names of all these

scholars on his title-page, as the collectors of the Thesaurus,

claiming for himself only the merit of having increased,

arranged, explained, and edited their materials, his own
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contribution of words, phrases, and references, obtained

from an exhaustive study of the Syriac MSS. in the

Bodleian Library, as well as from perusal of many of those

in the British Museum, and by excerpting each new Syriac

publication as it came out, must be greater than that of

any of his predecessors. Very few of the editors of Syriac

texts have done anything to help the lexicographer

;

Lagarde, who surpassed his contemporaries in the number

and importance of the texts he issued, published them quite

“ naked,” as he phrased it, i.e. without note, comment, or

index
;
the collation of these texts with their Greek originals,

where preserved, especially in the case of the Geoponica,

where the order of the Greek differs entirely from that

of the Syriac version, means a very serious task, which

those who study these books with the aid of the Thesaurus

will acknowledge that the Dean has faithfully performed.

Where the texts have been translated and criticized, as

is the case with Wright’s Apocryphal Acts and Land’s

Anecdotd Syrica, due notice has been taken in the Thesaurus

of the opinions of the critics. Although, as appears from

his review of Land’s Anecdota, the Dean was a confirmed

opponent of conjectural emendation, the columns of the

Thesaurus abound in judicious emendations of the texts,

suggested by a profound acquaintance with Syriac idiom.

In the matter of etymology and comparison with the

cognate dialects, the Thesaurus is at least as scientific as

any other of the great storehouses of the Semitic idioms,

and far less fanciful than some of them. The best work

in tracing Aramaic words to Aryan sources has been done

by Lagarde, whose acquaintance with Zend, Armenian,

and modern Persian in all probability far surpassed that

possessed by any other Semitic scholar
;

but his results

were not always tenable, and Dr. Payne Smith was doubt-

less right in rejecting many of them. The cognate roots

in Hebrew, the Jewish Aramaic, and Arabic were supplied,

to some extent, out of the materials of Bernstein ;
but

many of these would suggest themselves to any scholar,

and it is likely that there are subtle rules of sound-change
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yet to be discovered which may bring many more affinities

to light.

The inclusion of the Mandaic, Jerusalem Syriac, and

New Syriac dialects is justified by convenience; the lan-

guage of the Evangeliarium Hierosolomvtanum has closer

affinities with the Jewish than with the Christian Aramaic,

but the “ Chaldee ” lexica do not recognize it ; and the

vocabularies of the other two dialects have hitherto been

given only in out-of-the-way publications. The use of the

Latin language, always hampering to the lexicographer,

is to be defended by the interest taken by Roman Catholic

scholars in the study of Syriac, and the Dean’s example

has been followed in Germany and at Beyrut.

To estimate the amount that the Thesaurus has done for

the furtherance of our knowledge of the language, a student

has but to contrast his acquaintance with the words be-

ginning with the last three letters of the alphabet with what

he can learn from the Thesaurus about the others. The

extraordinary wealth of vocables and of phrases brought to

light lends some sort of colour to the claim of some of the

Syrians, ridiculed as an idle boast by Gibbon, that their

language was superior to that of the Arabs. Fifty years

ago it would have been sufficient to confront a Syriac

vocabulary with the Kconus to refute such a pretension.

Equally important are the serried ranks of carefully

selected and accurately referenced examples, accompanying

each word and teaching the history of the language and

its local distribution. Only possible in a dictionary on

this scale, these collections are the indispensable foundation

for the scientific study of a great literary idiom. Perhaps

the chronological arrangement in the Thesaurus is sometimes

defective, but this the student can easily remedy for himself.

It may be hoped that the completion of the work may
be carried out with little delay, and with little deviation

from the ideas and methods of the late Dean. With these

the scholar who has been charged with the task is, through

long co-operation, familiar.

D. S. Margoliotjth.
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Prakrit and Sanskrit Inscriptions of Kattywar, etc.

Published by order of H.H. the Maharaja of Bhavnagar.

This is a collection of fifty-four inscriptions from Kathiavad

and neighbouring parts of India, with English translations

and forty-one plates. It is published by the Bhavnagar

Archaeological Department, under the auspices of His

Highness the late Maharaja of Bhavnagar, whose liberality

deserves, indeed, most cordial acknowledgment .

1

Some of these inscriptions are of very great interest, and

have played an important part in the history of Indian

epigraphy, and more than half of them have been published

at least once before. Although the new editors 3 must have

been well aware of this fact, they, I regret to say, have

neglected to take full advantage of it
;
and the result

is that the texts and translations of the more important

and difficult inscriptions here offered to the public fall far

short of the standard of scholarship that had already been

attained by previous workers in the same field. Of the

smaller number of inscriptions which are now published

here for the first time, a few bring to light historical details

of some value. But as the editors themselves confess that

some of this fresh material has been taken from “ written

copies,” not from the originals or impressions, it is indis-

pensable to have it re-edited critically before it can be

utilized with confidence. Of the plates which accompany

the texts some are fair, while others cannot for a moment
be compared with the previously published plates of the

same inscriptions.

Instead of entering upon a detailed criticism of individual

texts, for which I should have ample material, I propose

to give here a short summary of the contents of the whole

collection, in order to show, what the editors have failed

to do, where and by whom some of these inscriptions have

1 In this I quite agree with Prof. Peterson, who has written an introductory
note on the earlier inscriptions of this collection.

2 Their names are not given in the book.
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last been edited before, and to indicate briefly the nature

of those records 1 which are now brought to public notice

for the first time. In doing so I shall follow the order

and divisions adopted by the editors themselves.

Maurya Dynasty, pp. 1-16.—The Girnar rock edicts of

Asoka, with a Sanskrit version by Pandit Gattulalaji, and

with photolithographs. Last edited by Prof. Biihler, with

excellent photolithographs from estampages by Dr. Burgess,

in Ep. Ind., vol. ii, pp. 448 ff.

Ksatrapa (here still called ‘Sah’) Dynasty, pp. 17-23.

—

Five inscriptions, all with photolithographs

—

1.

* Fragments of 4 lines of an inscription of the time

of the Ksatrapa Svami-Budrctsimha (?), found at Junagadh.

2. Junagadh rock inscription of the time of the Maha-

ksatrapa Rudradaman. Last edited from Dr. Bhau Daji’s

version (revised by Prof. Eggeling) in Archrnl. Sun. of

TV. India, vol. ii, p. 128, with a plate, and by Dr.

Bhagvanlal Indraji and Prof. Biihler in Ind. Ant., vol. vii,

p. 259.

3. Gunda inscription of the time of the Ksatrapa Svami-

Rudrasimha (whose name has been omitted in the trans-

lation). Edited by Prof. Biihler in Ind. Ant., vol. x,

p. 157.

4. Jasdan (Gadha) inscription of the time of the Maha-

ksatrapa Svami-Rudrasena. Last edited by Dr. Hoernle

in Ind. Ant., vol. xii, p. 32.

5* Mulavilsara (now Dvarkii) fragmentary inscription

(4 lines) of the time of the Mahaksatrapa Svami-

Rudrasena, of the year 232 (?).

Gupta Dynasty, pp. 24-29.—Junagadh rock inscription

of Skandaguptn, with a plate. Last edited, with a photo-

lithograph, by Dr. Fleet in Gupta Inscr., p. 58.

1 These are marked with an asterism.
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Valabhi Dynasty, pp. 30-66.—Seven inscriptions, all with

photolithographs

—

1.

* Fragment of a stone inscription from Bankodi (now

in the Bhavnagar Museum), 20 syllables, with the name

Guhasena.

2. Jhar plates of Dharasena II, of the year 252. A full

summary of the contents was given by Dr. Fleet in Ind.

Ant., vol. xv, p. 187.

3.

* Katapur (now Bhavnagar Museum) plates of Dhara-

sena II, of the year 252. 1

4. Botad (now Bhavnagar Museum) plates of Dhruvasena

II Baldditi/a, of the year 310. 2 Edited, with plates, by

Prof. Biihler in Ind. Ant., vol. vi, p. 13.
A /

5. Lunsadi (now Bhavnagar Museum) plates of Siladitya

III, of the year 352. Edited by Prof. Biihler in Ind. Ant.,

vol. xi, p. 306 (where two lines of the second plate have

been omitted).

6. Devali (now Bhavnagar Museum) plates 3 of Siladitya

IV, of the year 375. Edited, with plates, by Mr. V. Gr.

Ozha in Wiener Zeitschrft, vol. i, p. 253.

7. A single first plate, found at Gopnath, giving the

genealogy as far as Dharasena III. Edited by Dr. Hultzsch

in Ind. Ant., vol. xii, p. 148.

Guhila (here called Surya) Dynasty of Mewad, pp. 67-157.

Fifteen inscriptions

—

1. TJdavpur inscription (6 long lines, apparently well

preserved) of Allata, the father of Naravahana, dated in

Vikrama-samvat 1008 and 1010, with a useless photo-

lithograph. Known to me from Pracinalekhamala, vol. ii,

p. 24, where it is taken from an earlier publication of the

1 The exact date, safn 252 Vaisakha-ba 15 (not, as given here, Vaisakha-
hcthu 5), corresponds perhaps to the 10th April, a.d. 571, when there was
a solar eclipse which -was not visible in India. In the first line of this in-
scription the plate has sapatna (not sampanna, as given in the text), which is

important: see Dr. Hultzsch in Ep. Ini., voi. iii, p. 319.
The date of this inscription perhaps corresponds to the 24th August,

a.d. 629, when also there was a solar eclipse which was not visible in India.
The photolithograph of the first plate, now published, is a reverse.

J.n.A.s. 1896. 26
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Bhavnagar Archseol. Department, which I have been unable

to secure.

2* Delaypur inscription (fragments of 18 lines) of Nara-

vahana, the son of Allata (not, as stated by the editors, of

Bappa Gohila), dated in Vikrama-samvat 1028.

1

3.

* Udaypur fragmentary inscription (6 lines), containing

the names of (Naravahana’s successor) Saktikumara 2 and his

son Sttcivarman ;
with a photolithograph.

4. Chitor inscription of the Guhilas from Bappa to Nara-

varman
,

3 dated in Vikrama-samvat 1331 (not, as stated by

the editors, 1339) ;
taken from ‘ a written copy.’ The

contents have been given by myself, from a rubbing, in

Ind. Ant., vol. xxii, p. 80.

5. Mount Abu inscription of Samarasimha, of Vikrama-

samvat 1342, with a photolithograph. Last edited by
myself in Ind. Ant., vol. xvi, p. 345.

6. Chitorgadh inscription of Mohala, dated in Vikrama-
samvat 1485,4 again given from ‘ a written copy.’ Edited

by myself in Bp. Ind., vol. ii, p. 408.

7* Nagada Jaina inscription (8 lines) of the reign

of Mokala’s son Runtb/takarna, with a date in Vikrama-
samvat 1494, corresponding to Thursday, the 6th February,

a.d. 1438.

8. Siidadr Jaina inscription (47 lines) of the reign of

Kumbhaknma, with a list of the Guhila chiefs of Mewad
from Bappa to Kumbhakarna, dated Vikrama-samvat 1496.

Known from Prdcinalehhamala, vol. ii, p. 28.

9* Udaypur inscription of the reign of Kumbhakarna’s
son Rapnnnlla, with a date in Vikrama-samvat 1545, cor-

responding to Thursday, the 12th March, a.d. 1489; again

1 The dates of the inscriptions 1 and 2 are the earliest known dates for the
list of Guhila chief- "iron in Ltd. Ant., vol. xvi, p. 346.

- 1 he n tme of this chief aho occurs in a fragmentary inscription at Ar. near
Udaypur, published with a photolithograph by Prof. Bendall in his Journey,
p. 82.

3

.

“ lt-n ^ie Pr*npp Siniha has received here the name Aghasimha,
which i" dedui ed from the word" of the text bahhnva tasmart atha Simha-namd.
Mallata m the text i> Mai,.fata, and in the translation Jlanttata.

4 lhe date irnen here is sn/nvat I486 idle 1350 varse Maghaiukla 3, while
in reality the ordinal has mimat 1485 varse Maghasadi 3 Guru-rtitte.
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from ‘ a written copy.’ The writer especially eulogizes the

chiefs from Arisimha to Rajamalla
;
at the end he repeats

part of the contents in the vernacular.

10. Satrunjaya inscription on the seventh restoration of

the temple of Pundarlka, dated Vikrama-samvat 1587

;

mentions Kumbharaja, his son Rajamalla, his son Samgra-

masimha, and (his son) Ratnasimha. Edited by Prof. Biihler

in Ep. Inc/., vol. ii, p. 42.

11.

* Niirailai Jaina stone -pillar inscription (56 short

lines) of the time of Kumbhakarna’s son Rayamalla, and

(his son) the Mahakumara Prthvirdja, with a date in

Vikrama-samvat 1597

;

1 mentions Yasobhadrasurl with the

date ‘ sam 964.’

12.

* Sadadi inscription (22 short lines) of the time of

the Maharana Amarasimhaji, with a date in Vikrama-

samvat 1654 and Saka-samvat 1520, corresponding to

Thursday, the 13th April, a.d. 1598 ;
records the construc-

tion of a tank.

13* and 14.* Rajanagar-Kankaroli inscriptions, with dates

in Vikrama-samvat 1718, 1722, and 1732, containing the

second and third sargas of Ranacchoda’s Rajaprasasti-mahd-

havya. Some twenty-five such inscriptions are said to exist

‘on the Navachoki ghaut of the Rayasagara lake.’ The
specimens here given are of no historical value.

15.* TJdaypur inscription (29 lines), recording the con-

struction of a Siva temple during the reign of Samgrdma-

simha, in Vikrama-samvat 1770.

Gohila Dynasty (?), pp. 158-171.—Eleven inscriptions 2—
1. Mangrol inscription of the reign of the Caulukva

Kumdrapala, with a date in Vikrama-samvat 1202 and

1 I very much doubt the correctness of this. At any rate, the given date is

wrong for Yikrama-snr'mat 1597, and Rayamalla’s rule must have ended long
before that time. For the expired Kfu ttikadi Yikrama year 1557 the date
(Friday, the 6th of the bright half of Yais'akha, with the nakmtra Funarvasu)
would correctly correspond to Friday, the 23rd April, a.d. 1501, when the 6th
tithi of the bright half elided 16 h. 56 m., and the nakmtra was Funarvasu for

i h. 1 3 min. alter mean sunrise.
2 No. 1 clearly belongs to the Caulukva dynasty. No. 3 is a copy of the last

leaf of a MS. of Nrsimharanya Muni’s Yisnubhakticondrodaya.
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Simha-samvat 32, corresponding to Monday, the 15th

October, a.d. 1145 ;
with a photolithograph. Records the

foundation of a temple, etc., by a subordinate chief of

the Giihila family. Published in List of Antiquarian

Remains Bom. Pres., p. 179.

2.* Ghelana inscription (2 lines, damaged), recording

the gift of a seat, dated in ValabhI-samvat 911; with a

photolithograph.

4. Mahuva inscription, with a date in Vikrama-samvat

1500, corresponding to Thursday, the 23rd April, a.d. 1444;

with a photolithograph. Records the construction of a tank

by the Sresthin Mokala, in the land of the Gohilla Saranga.

Known from Pracinalekhamala, vol. ii, p. 26.

5-12*. Eight short inscriptions of no importance, dated

between Vikrama-samvat 1674 and 1876, all except one

in Gujarati.

Caulubja (here called Solanki) Dynasty, pp. 172-233.

—

Fourteen inscriptions

—

1.

* Keradu stone pillar inscription (fragments of 17 lines

and 4 complete lines) of the reign of Kumarapdla, with a

date in Vlkrama-saihvat 1209, corresponding to Saturday,

the 24th January, a.d. 1153; contains an order of the

Maharaja Alhanadeva, forbidding the killing of animals on

certain days of the month.

2. Mount Abu inscription of Vastupala and Tejahpala,

composed by Somes vara, and dated

1

here in Vikrama-samvat
1267 ; mentions the Caulukyas (of Dholka) Arnoraja,

Laranaprasada, and Viradhavala, and gives a list of the

Paramaras (of Candravatl) ending with Somasithha and his

son Krsnardja. Translated by H. H. W ilson in As. Res.,

vol. xvi, p. 302, and edited by Mr. Kathavate in his edition

of Somesvara’s Kirtikaumudi, Appendix A.

1 The date of this inscription has met with a most extraordinary fate. Ac-
cording to the translation in the As. Res. it is ‘ Sunday, the 3rd of the lwht
fortnight of rhalguna, in the year of Vikrama 1237 ’

; Mr. Kathavate’s text has
‘ 1293 var$e s ri-S ritvana bndi 3 Karan, 1

while his translation gives ‘the vear
1287, and his introduction 4 1297 Samvat *

;
and now the present edition has

* 1267 rarse Phalgnna-vadi 10 Sanraya-dme, Wednesday, the 10th of Falaguna
Yadi (dark half) of the year 1267 of the Vikrama Samvata.’
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* Junagadh inscription 1 (fragments of 34 lines) of the

reign of (?) Kumarapala
;

said to be dated ‘ Valabhi-samvat

850 sri-Simha-samvat 60 varse' which cannot be right.

4. Somnathpattan (Veraval) inscription of the temple-

priest Bhava Brhaspati and the Caulukyas Jayasimha-

Siddharaja and Kumarapala, dated in Valabhi-samvat 850.

Edited by Mr. V. G. Ozha and Prof. Biihler in Wiener

Zeitschrift, vol. iii, p. 7.

5. Radhanpur plates of Bhimadem I, of Vikrama-samvat

1086; with photolithographs. Edited by Prof. Biihler in

Ind. Ant., vol. vi, p. 193.

6. Somnathpattan inscription, being Srldhara’s prasasti

of the Vastrakula family and of the Caulukyas from

Malaraja I to Bhimadeva II, with a date in Vikrama-

samvat 1273, corresponding to Friday, the 22nd April,

a.d. 1216. Edited by Prof. Biihler and Mr. V. G. Ozha

in JEp. Ind., vol. ii, p. 439.

7.

* Bharana fragmentary inscription (9 lines) of the

reign of Bhimadeva II, dated in Vikrama-samvat 12[7]5.

8.

* Ratnapur (in Marwad) inscription (11 lines) of

the reign of Kumarapala
;

contains an order of Punapa-

ksadeva (?), forbidding (like No. 1) the killing of animals

on certain days of the month.

9.

* Keradu fragmentary inscription (only a few words),

containing the name Bhimadeva.

10* Veraval inscription (45 lines, damaged) of the

temple-priest Bhava Brhaspati (above, No. 4) and his family,

and the Caulukyas from Siddharaja to Bhimadeva II.

11.

* Cambay inscription (19 lines, incomplete), eulogizing

the Caulukyas (Vaghelas) Arnoraja, Lavanaprasada, Vira-

dhavala, and Visvaladeva.

12. Mount Abu inscription of the time of Bhimadeva II,

of the Mahamandalesvara Somaaiinha of Candravatl, and the

Bdnaka Viradhavala (of Dholka), dated in Vikrama-samvat

1287, on a day corresponding to Sunday, the 3rd March,

1 On ‘ a hard black stone, measuring on its surface 20 ft. by 12 ft.’ The siae

of this stone is beaten by that of tbe stone which contains tbe preceding in-

scription, No. 2, ‘ 39 ft. by 31 ft.’
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A.n. 1230. Edited by Mr. Kathavate in his edition of

Somesvara’s Kirtikaumudi, Appendix B.

13. Yeraval inscription of the reign of the Vaghela

Arjnnadeva, with a date corresponding to Sunday, the

25th May, An. 1264. Edited by Dr. Hultzsch in Ind.

Ant., vol. xi, p. 242.

14.

* Cambay Jaina inscription (29 lines, some of them

much damaged) of the time of the Vaghela Sarangadeva,

dated in Vikrama-samvat 1352 ; mentions Lunigadeva,

Viradhavala, .... Pratapamalla, and Arjuna.

F. Kielhorn.

Anecdota Oxoniensia. Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles and

Chronological Notes, edited by An. Neubauer. II.

4to, pp. liii+ 254. (Oxford, 1895.)

To the indefatigable zeal of Dr. Neubauer we owe this

second volume of his great publication of mediaeval Jewish

chronicles. The historical literature of the Jews is very

meagre in independent compositions. Only a few have

enjoyed a comparatively wider circulation, whilst many
lay unnoticed on the shelves of libraries or of cloisters. The
former have also not had the good fortune of a critical

edition. As a rule only one MS. was printed, without

taking into consideration other MSS. of the same text.

Of these three appear in Dr. Neubauer’s edition, with variae

lecttones and in a carefully prepared text. The first is “ The
Scroll of Fasting,” dating probably in its inception from
the era of the Maccabaeans, for which Dr. Neubauer has

made use of at least eight MSS. (p. 3). The second is

“ The Order (i.e. the Chronological Order) of the world,

from the printed edition, with which he has collated a
MS. representing the so-called Franco-German tradition,

and at least eight more fragmentary MSS. (p. 26). For
completeness’ sake Dr. Neubauer has added the so-called
“ Minor Order (p. 68) in three recensions. He does
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not assign great value to this compilation, a view from

which I dissent. If anything, we find in this “ Minor

Order ” traces of the old Hellenistic biblical chronology

and of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, in the

dates assigned to the twelve children of Jacob.

Thus far we have been dealing with texts which had

been printed previously, but not critically. All the rest

is quite new, and if Dr. Neubauer would have published

only these, his publication would have ranked very highly

in the literature of chronicles. The next text is now
an Arabic short chronology from the Creation down to 1159,

taken from MSS. discovered recently in Egypt (p. 89).

The gem of this collection is undoubtedly the chronicle

in doggerel rhymes discovered by Dr. Neubauer in the

Cathedral Library of Toledo It deals with the early

settlements of Jews in South Italy, the invasion of the

Saracens in 872, the conquest of Egypt, etc. It was

composed c. 1055, and throws a vivid light upon a period

and circumstances hitherto totally unknown (p. 111).

Next follows the diary of the famous David Reubeni,

1522-1525, from the facsimile of the unique MS. which once

belonged to the Bodleian, but had disappeared since 1867.

D. Reubeni pretended to be the emissary of the King of Ten
Tribes, who had come to Europe to seek the assistance of the

Pope and the King of Portugal against the Muhammedans.
The description of his journey through Habor, Egypt,

Palestine, etc., turns out to be accurate. Whatever may
have been the true origin of his pretended mission, there

is no doubt in my mind that D. Reubeni was anything but

an impostor; and how Dr. Neubauer can say that his

Hebrew style is that of a German Jew, is to me in-

comprehensible. It shows throughout traces of Arabic

influence, and one has only to compare non-religious writings

of the Jews in Yemen to find absolutely striking parallels

to that style, which at the first glance is rather startling

(p. 133).

‘

Dr. Neubauer has added further eight appendices (p. 224 ff.)

from scarce books on chronology and fragmentary MSS.,
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which complete the material thus richly brought together

from various quarters.

An exhaustive Index of Names, elaborated by Dr.

Greenburg (late of the Montefiore College), enhances the

value of this excellent publication, which, moreover, is not

marred by the omissions in which Dr. Neubauer indulged

in the first volume. He has given us this time all the

texts in full, leaving the student to pick and choose those

portions in which he takes a special interest.

One would like to add a humble request to the Clarendon

Press to do away with their Hebrew type. It is antiquated,

thin—a sore to the eye and a trouble to the reader.

M. G.

The Religions of India. By Edward Washburn Hopkins,

Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in

Bryn Mawr College. (Boston, U.S.A., and London :

Ginn and Co., publishers, 1895.)

This volume opens a new series of “Handbooks on the

History of Religions,” under the general direction of Prof.

Morris Jastrow, jun., of the University of Pennsylvania.

The editor’s plan is broad and comprehensive : he will deal

himself with Babylonia and Assyria
;

the ancient Teutons

are to have their turn next, at the hands of Prof. Chantepie

de la Saussaye
; and Prof. Jackson, of Columbia College, will

then describe the religion of Persia. The series is based

on large and generous ideas of the value of the study of

religious history
;
and Prof. Hopkins is not hampered in

his ethical or philosophical appreciations by any dogmatic

restraints or ecclesiastical reserve.

Prof. Hopkins warns us at the outset that he does not

desire to compete with Barth’s well-known book under the

same title. His aim and method are rather different. In
the great procession of religions which passes across his

stage, he proposes to introduce each successive figure, and
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let her speak for herself. So his pages are rich in illus-

trative quotations, which will undoubtedly be of great

service to the general reader
;
they are often selected with

sympathy and insight
;
and the chapters on the Hinduism

of the Epics will open up to many students more at home
in the earlier literature, most interesting glimpses into the

development of moral and religious ideas. Excellent biblio-

graphical summaries will also point the way to those who
seek further acquaintance with the original sources, and the

more technical discussions of modern scholarship.

In so vast a range, from the era of the Yedic hymns to

the preaching of Keshub Chunder Sen, every reader is sure

to desire that more stress should have been laid on the

particular aspects of the great religious evolution in which

he is especially interested. Criticism of Prof. Hopkins will,

therefore, mostly take the form of pointing out omissions,

trying to rectify wrong proportions, or protesting against

false emphasis. The treatment of the Vedic hymns is

moderate and cautious in its attitude to different schools

of interpreters
;

but betrays an infirm philosophic basis in

the adoption of the Hindu division of the gods into

“ Upper,” “ Middle,” and “ Lower,” apparently for no better

reason than because it is as good as another, for it can

hardly be seriously pleaded that there was a chronological

order either of worship or of hymn -production “from
above earthwards.” The want of definite criteria, whether

theoretic or practical, seems most apparent in this section.

Moreover, the historical background is never clearly filled

in : all through the book the details that are supplied

enter only fitfully, and in unexpected places
; and the pre-

sentment is at first too closely confined to the literary

monuments, in forgetfulness of the fact that the Brahmanieal

schools, after all, only represented the views of a select

aristocracy. There is only e brief glance- at the unrecog-

nized cults, of the existence of which later literature bears

such ample traces
;
and the numerous signs of the survival

of the lower animism pass almost unnoted. In the descrip-

tion of the Brahmauic worship most students will probably
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feel that the chapter on the same subject in Hardy’s volume

(in the Munster series) conveys much more information, and

in much more systematic fashion. The importance of ritual

in modern study should have secured a fuller exposition of

the leading ideas and practices. Still stranger, as it seems

to us, is the neglect to trace the rise of the doctrine of

transmigration, and the law of moral causation summed up

in the one word karma. Prof. Hopkins justly repudiates

the view (p. 425) that the samsara was a Buddhist invention ;

but his early references to it (pp. 199, 204) strike us as quite

inadequate in view of the immense importance of the belief

for all subsequent phases of Hindu thought.

The transition from the account of ritual and philosophic

Brahmanism to Buddhism is effected in a chapter on

“Popular Brahmanism,” which enables Prof. Hopkins to

make interesting use of some of the materials in the

Law-books. A great deal more might have been added

from the Buddhist texts (to say nothing of the Jataka

stories) had Prof. Hopkins been more familiar with them.

As it is, the reader does not gather anything like a

sufficiently vivid picture of the eager intellectual activity

which marked the valley of the Ganges in the days when
Jainism and Buddhism arose. Here and there an apt

remark, such as that on p. 280, “ One cannot read the

XJpanishad without feeling that he is already facing an
intellectual revolt,” creates an expectation which the sub-

sequent narrative fails to satisfy. This is particularly the

case with the whole treatment of Buddhism. Like Jainism,

this is presented as a great “heresy” (pp. 3, 283) or

“schism. This unfortunate limitation grievously contracts

our author s view. In his sketch of the personality of

Gotama, he is sympathetic enough—“ no man had ever

lived so godless, yet so godlike ”
; but he makes no attempt

to analyse the elements of the ideal type of the Buddha, or

to explain its enormous influence on the subsequent history

of India. The originality of the conception of the Order,

and the nature of its early missionary spirit, do not seem

to receive sufficient recognition. The ambiguity of the
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following sentence (which is not a favourable specimen of

our author’s style) betrays, perhaps, the weakness of his

grasp of this portion of his subject. After affirming that

the monasteries are plainly of secondary growth, he con-

tinues :

—

“If one limit their national and political importance

to a period one or two hundred years after the Master’s

time, he will not err in attributing to this cause, as does

Barth, the reason for the rapid rise and supremacy of

Buddhism over India.”

The period named by Prof. Hopkins carries the story

down to the reign of Acoka, but this is dismissed in a few

lines (p. 340), and after two pages more Buddhism expires

in the twelfth or thirteenth century a.d. Different opinions

will of course be formed as to the religious and philo-

sophical value of the teachings of the later books of the

Great Yehicle. To some minds the theistic evolution

represented in the “Lotus,” for example, is an extremely

interesting instance of the influence of a powerful school

of metaphysical speculation on a system of ethical culture

which had started by repudiating it. We do not quarrel

with Prof. Hopkins for not stopping to expound it. But
the influence of Buddhism on art and architecture ought

to have received some notice
; and the famous edicts of

Acoka surely deserved more notice than the bare allusion

to the “ credo which is engraved all over India.” The
archseological side of his whole subject, however, is left

by our author in obscurity; nor has he any word of the

suggestive pictures which Hiouen Thsang has drawn for us

of life in the University of Nalanda, or the great Quin-

quennial Assembly celebrated by Slladitya at Prayaga. In

literature, on the other hand, the recognition of Buddhist

traces in the later epic, though cautious, is careful and

discriminating (pp. 423-426).

There are other large questions touched by Prof. Hopkins
in the interesting chapter on India and the West. Through

Pythagoreanism, from which all subsequent philosophies

borrowed, India, he thinks, helped to form the mind of
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Europe. He is more confident of the indebtedness of both

neo-Platonists and Gnostics to Indian thought than we can

be. But we must not open up these far-reaching themes.

In another edition misprints, such as Brittanica and Magadha,

should be avoided. Some words—“ chrematheism,” “ esian,”

“ triality,” “ rubricated,” “ coralled the kine,” “ mangonize
”

—sound curious to English ears. Prof. Hopkins’s book will

not supersede that of Barth, but it will be a very useful

supplement to it.

Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts in the Cambridge

University Library. By E. G. Browne, M.A., M.B.

To all who are interested in Persian literature the

name of the compiler of this Catalogue will be a sufficient

guarantee for its accuracy and scholarship. Mr. Browne,

in this handy and most clearly printed volume, gives us the

fruit of four years’ “ arduous though intermittent labour.”

It is a work that should have been carried out long since,

for a collection of MSS. without a published catalogue

is of little use to any but those living on the spot. In the

present case they were well-nigh inaccessible to students

living in Cambridge itself, owing to the chaotic way in

which all MSS. in Arabic character had been turned into

the shelves without regard to language, subject, or even

to size. Thus, before the Persian MSS. could be catalogued

they had to be sorted out carefully from their Arabic,

Turkish, and other companions.

The collection comprises some 310 MSS. in all. Among
these Mr. Browne has found—one may almost say discovered

—several rare and interesting works. Foremost among
these with regard to antiquity comes the Commentary on the

Qur’an described on page 13 et seq. This work, of which

no other copy seems to be known, has been subjected to

a very careful examination, the results of which have in part

already been made known to scholars through this Journal. 1

1 J.R.A.S., July 1894, pp. 417-524.
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In the present Catalogue the compiler gives us some further

extracts, and reproduces interesting opinions with regard

to authorship and date communicated to him by various

eminent Orientalists on the Continent, such as Noldeke and

De Goeje. This commentary is of the greatest linguistic

value, as the various peculiarities of writing, spelling,

grammar, and vocabulary furnish us with fresh material

for research into Iranian philology. The probable date of

this MS. is fully discussed : it cannot, at any rate, be much
later than the fifth century of the Hijra. The whole text,

though the actual matter it contains is of little interest,

is well worth a careful edition.

Of really old texts little beyond the invaluable Materia

Medica of Abu Mansur Muwaffaq (about a.h. 360) is ac-

cessible to the student. Our MSS.—and hence our editions

—of the Shahnama are all more or less corrupt and much
modernized.

Next in interest we would place the Javidan-i-Kabir,

which is described on page 69 et seq., a curious work on

Isma'Ili doctrines. It possesses a twofold interest : firstly,

from an ethical point of view, as representing the tenets of

the hitherto little known Hurufi sect of the Isma'Ilis ; and,

secondly, from a linguistic standpoint—for a considerable

portion of it is written in a dialect which Mr. Browne
recognizes to be one of the West Persian dialects (akin to

Luri and Kurdish), which M. Huart collectively designates

Pehlevi-Musulman. It is not dated, but appears to be of

the fifteenth century. A brief list is appended of some
of the dialectical words and forms, together with their

Persian equivalents, as given in the interlinear glosses;

and in conclusion a few specimen extracts illustrating the

dialect.

A very full notice is given (p. 122 et seq.) of an

interesting collection of ta'ziyas. History and poetry are

represented by the usual standard works, already treated of

in other catalogues, so that it was only left for Mr. Browne
to identify and describe them briefly. The work as a whole

leaves little or nothing to be desired, and can only add yet
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further to Mr. Browne’s well-earned reputation for Persian

scholarship. A few notes on the Persian Histories of India

contained in the collection will be found below.

E D. Ross.

Notes on some of the Works relating to Indian History

contained in Mr. Browne’s “ Catalogue or the Persian

Manuscripts in the Library of the University of

Cambridge.”

Page 63, line 10.—This Mlrza Muhammad is probably

identical with the Mlrza Muhammad, son of Mu'tamad

Khan, mentioned on p. 167. He was the author

of a most interesting memoir (finished in 1131 h. ;

there is a good copy in the India Office Library), and of

the Tarikh-i-Muhammadi, an excellent obituary. Bis

nephew, Muhammad Bakhsh, Ashob, tells us that he

had a large library (see preface to the Shahadat-i-

Farrukhsiyar o jalm-i-Mnhammad Shah).

Page 118, line 2 from end.—I would suggest that as the

text has
,

it would be preferable to read

Ahmad Shah Ahdall, and not, as Mr. Browne proposes,

Ahmad Shah Durrani. He was of the Abdali tribe,

and the one epithet is as often attached to his name

as the other. The omission to mention Gentil as

Muhammad Aslam’s patron is due, I presume, to the

fact that Rieu, 151, has already done so (see also

Elliot, Mahomedan Historians, viii, 163). Gentil’s

jneeis of this work is in the Orme Collections,

now in the Record Department of the India Office.

It is in an unnumbered folio volume of 65 pages, in

black binding, inscribed “Pour M. Orme historiographe

de la Compagnie des Indes a Londres,” and the title

is “ Precis sur l’Empire Mogol depuis Azam Shah,

fils d’Aurangzab, 1707 jusqu’en 1774.” It bears the

following note, apparently in Robert Orme’s hand-
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writing: “Received June 21, 1785, at Colney: it was

accompanied by a letter from Mons. D’Aragon,

Secretary to the French Ambassador, to whom M.
Anquetil Duperron had sent it with a letter dated

June 4 : I read it June the 22nd.” See also Orme’s

Historical Fragments, 171, note to Note vi, and 237,

Note xlix. Muhammad Aslam’s work must also have

formed the basis for the historical part of Gentil’s

Memoires sur I’lndoustan ou VEmpire Mogol (Paris,

1822), published by his son.

Page 167, line 10.—a.d. 1701. Is there not some misprint

here? Sambat 1785= 1728 a.d., and Mubarir-ul-Mulk,

Sarbuland "Khan, who was sent as governor to

Ahmadabad Gujarat in 1138 h. (1725), held it till the

eleventh year of Muhammad Shah (1141-2 h.=
1728-9) : see Ma‘dsir-ul-Umara (Bibl. Indica), iii, 803,

805. The same noble held the same government for

a few months in 1712, but not at any earlier period.

Thus 1701 a.d. must be due to an error of some sort.

Page 168, lines 4 and 5.—This entry of a purchase in

1167 H. of a book that had belonged to Mlrza Mu-
hammad (b. Mu'tamad Khan) is interesting as throwing

some light on the date of Mlrza Muhammad’s death,

which is disputed. His nephew, Muhammad Bakhsh,

Ashob, in the work already referred to, tells us that

his uncle’s library was dispersed and sold after his

death by an unworthy son. Therefore, as this book
was sold in 1167 h., it is legitimate to infer that

Mlrza Muhammad was then dead. See the difficulty as

to the continuation of his Tarikh-i-Muhammadi after

1163 h. raised by Rieu, Catalogue. The last entry in

it is of 1208 h. But how could he have been
alive then ? For we know from his Tazkirah that he
(Mlrza Muhammad) was born at Jalalabad (province of

Kabul) in 1098 h. His nephew mentions him as alive

in 1151 h. at the time of Nadir Shah’s invasion, but
the year of his death is nowhere given. "We may
now assume that he died a little before 1167 h., and
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that the later entries in the Tarikh-i-Muhamrnadi are

due to a continuator.

Page 171, line 3.—23rd Muharram of the ninth year

of Muhammad Shah = 1139 h. = Sept. 19th, 1726.

Properly, 22nd Muharram 1140 H.= Sept. 8th (n.s.)

1727. In the last line, same page, 1143 h is correctly

given for the 21st Muharram of the twelfth year, and

that being so, Muharram 1139 h. would fall in the

eighth and not in the ninth year.

Page 174, line 4 from end.—For Adnani, read

JJndm. The name is also spelt Unao (the o being

nasalized). It is now the headquarters of a district

in the Audh province between Cawnpore and Lakhnau

:

see plate 28 in Constable’s Hand Atlas. The Persian

extract shows that village Rawatpur was not in the

province of Lakhnau (read Audh). It was in sarkar

Kora, and that was a subdivision of the Allahabad

province : see the Ain-i-Akbari, vol. ii (translated by
Jarrett), p. 167, where under sarkar Kora, subah

Allahabad, the last entry is of Mahal (or parganah)
Muhsinpur.

Page 179, lines 1 and 9.—For read the

reference being obviously to the Sikhs, and the word
is usually spelled Sik in the Persian character.

Page 183, No. cvii.—I think that this work is also to be
found in the India Office Library, No. 1608 (in Ethe’s

printed but unpublished Catalogue, Nos. 472 to 477).

Page 184, line 8.

—

Jama'-kanul in the official language
of India does not mean “ gross receipts,” but “ full or

total demand ’ —as in the phrase Jama'-icasil-laqi, i.e.

Demand, Collections, Balances.

Page 193. The lOnzanah-i-*Amirah has been lithographed,

Cawnpore, Nawal Kishor Press, Sept. 1871, p. 462.

Page 282, No. cxc.—This work has been printed at Calcutta

under the title of Dnstur-ul-Insha, folio, p. 236, Islam!

Press, 1270 h, (=1853 a.d.). The beginning of the
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Cambridge MS. appears in this on p. 7 as the exordium

of the third letter of the series written to Amin-ud-

Daulah’s father. This is preceded by

—

p. 2. Preface—Sande afrinandah-i-nur dar chashm

o ruh dar jism kih mardan, etc. In the course

of this Preface 'the title is given as Dastur-ul~

Insha.

p. 4. Has a heading “ Letters written on behalf

of Nawwab Amin-ud-Daulah Bahadur.”

p. 4. 1st letter. To his father — qiblah-i-del

ojan, etc.

p. 5. 2nd letter. To his father

—

qiblah-i-sayah

pancardan, etc.

p. 7. 3rd letter. To his father. [Here the

Cambridge MS. begins.]
I

I bought my printed copy at the Blochmann sale in

1879, and Mr. Blochmann has written on the first page

“a collection of most interesting letters.” This is

a true description. Those written for Amiu-ud-Daulah

were used by Ghulam Husain Khan as historically

genuine in composing his Sair-ul-mutakharin

:

see p. 29

of Briggs’ translation (O.T. Fund), vol. i, 1832, and

p. 8 of the Calcutta printed text.

Page 306, line 11.—Could Doria be read Dorin ? The latter

was a well-known Anglo-Indian name early in this

century.

W. Irvine.

Das Babyronisches Wertschopfungsepos. Yon Fried.

Delitzsch. (Leipzig: Hirzel.)

Fried. Delitzsch’s Babvlonisches Weltschopfungsepos

show the Professor’s usual grasp of his subject. For
the first time all the fragments of the Semitic Babylonian

Creation-story known are put together and translated,

and there is a description and short history of every

piece. The legend is examined from a poetical standpoint,

J.R.A.8. 1896. 27
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and it is shown that it is mainly composed in four-line

stanzas, the cesura in each line being well marked. The

Professor does not give the cuneiform text, but the very

careful transcription of the tablets supplies its place fairly

well, enabling the student to restore the original characters,

should he wish to do so
;
and a second transcription enables

its poetical form, to be seen and examined. The labours of

others in the field are referred to, in some cases at full

length, but the “ philological commentary ”
is not so full as

it might have been.

T. G. P.

VI. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the India Office.

Taw Sein Ko. Monograph on the Pottery and Glass-

ware of Burma, 1894-5.

pamphlet. 8vo. Rangoon, 1895.

Silstrl, Haraprasad. Notices of Sanskrit MSS. Pt. 11.

8vo. Calcutta, 1895.

SastrT, Hrishlkesa and Siva Chandra Gui. Descriptive

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Library of the

Calcutta Sanskrit College. Nos. 1, 2, 8.

8vo. Calcutta, 1892—5.

Travancore. Report on the Census on the 26th

February, 1891, by Nayam Aiya. 2 vols.

8vo. Madras, 1894.

Cochin. Report on the Census, 1891, by C. Achyuta

Menon. fol. Trichur, 1893.

Maconochie (E.). Monograph on the Pottery and

Glassware of the Bombay Presidency. Fol. 1895.

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. MSS. Arabes par

Mons le Baron le Slane. 4to. Paris, 1883-95.

Presented by the Author, II. I. II. Prince Roland Bonaparte.
f

Documens do l’Epoque Mongole. fol. Paris, 1895.
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Presented by the Authors.

Alexander (General G. G.). Lao-Tsze, the Great

Thinker, with a translation of his Thoughts on the

Nature and Manifestations of God.
8vo. London, 1895.

Baynes (H.). The Idea of God and the Moral Sense in

the Light of Language. 8vo. London, 1895.

Dalton (C.). Memoir of Captain Dalton.

8vo. London, 1886.

Thomsen (Professor Y.). Inscriptions de l’Orkhon

Dechriffrees. 8vo. Helsingfors, 1896.

Brown (Robert, jun.). Euphratean Stellar Researches.

Part 5. pamphlet. 8vo. London, 1895-6.

Landberg-Hallberger (Dr. C. Graf von) und Dr. J.

Goldziher. Die Legende vom Monck Barsfsa.

pamphlet. 8vo. Kirckhain, 1896.

Brown (R., jun.). Tellis and Rleabeid.

post 8vo. London, 1895.

Rusden (G. W.). History of New Zealand. 2nd ed.

3 vols. 8vo. Melbourne, 1895.

Ferguson (D. W.). The Rev. Philippus Baldaeiis and

his Book on Ceylon. 12mo. Colombo, 1895.

Poussin (L. de la Vallee). Etudes et Textes Tantriques.

Panca-krama. 8vo. Gaud, 1896.

Muir (Sir W.). The Mameluke or Slave Dynasty of

Egypt, 1260-1517. 8vo. London, 1896.

Finot (Mons. L.). Les Lapidaires Indiens.

Roy. 8vo. Paris, 1896.

Greenup (Rev. A. W.). Commentary of Rabbi Tobia

ben Elieser on the Book of Lamentations, edited for

the first time from the MSS. in Cambridge, Oxford,

and Munich, with Introduction and Notes.

8vo. Hertford, 1896.

Presented by the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press.

Cambridge University Library Catalogue of the Persian

MSS., by E. G. Browne. 8vo. Cambridge, 1896.
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Presented by Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot.

Geneva Congress of Orientalists, 1894. Partie 2.

Sections I : Inde
; I bis : Linguistique et Langues

Aryennes. 8vo. Leide, 1895.

Presented by the Ceylon Asiatic Society.

Catalogue of the Library. 8vo. Colombo

,

1895.

Presented by Lady Meux.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). The Life and Exploits of

Alexander the Great, being a series of Ethiopic Texts,

edited from MSS. in the British Museum and the

Bibliotheque Rationale, Paris, with an English Trans-
lation and Notes. 2 vols. 4to. London, 1896.

Presented by Professor P. Mukerji.

Chakravarti (Sricharan). Life of Pandit Isvarachandra
Yidyasayara. 8vo. Calcutta, 1896.

Presented by Framjee Hovmasjee Settna.

Karaka (D. F.). History of the Parsi. 2 vols.

8vo. London, 1884.

Sanjana (D. D. P.). The Dina I Mainuikhrat.

8vo. Bombay, 1895.

Darmesteter (J.). Haurvatat and Ameretat, translated
with Notes by H. P. Wadia. 8vo. Bombay, 1888.

The Dinkard. Vols. vi and vii
; edited, translated, etc ,

by P. D. B. Sanjana. 8vo. Bombay, 1891-4.

Presented by the British Museum Trustees.

Rieu (C.). Supplement to the Catalogue of Persian

4to. London, 1896.

Presented by the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.

Sacred Books of the East. Vol. xxxviii : Vedanta
Sutras, pt. 2. By G. Thibaut. 8vo. Oxford, 1896.
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Presented by the Editor.

Studia Sinaitica, No. 5. Apocrypha Sinaitica, edited

and translated into English by Margaret Dunlop

Gibson. 4to. London, 1896.

Presented by the Leiden TJniver&ity.

Yahya ibn Adam. Le Livre de 1’Impot Foncier, publie

d’apres le MS. unique appartenant a Mons C. Schefer

par Th. W. Juynboll. 8vo. Leide, 1896.

Presented by the Fiirstlich Jablonoicskische Gesellschaft zu

Leipzig.

Delitzsch (Fr.). Das Babylonisches Weltscbopfungsepos.

Roy. 8vo. Leipzig, 1896.

Presented by the Publishers.

De Castries (Comte EL). Les Gnomes de Sidi Abd er

Rahman El Medjedoub. (Les Moralistes Populaires

de l’Islam : I.) 8vo. Paris, 1896.

Grube (Dr. W.). Die Sprache und Schrift der Jucen.

8vo. Leipzig, 1896.

Purchased.

Beaman (G. B.). On the Sources of the Dharma
Sastras of Manu and Yajnavalkya.

Roy. 8vo. Leipzig, 1895.

Lidzbarski (M.). Die neu-aramaischen Bandschriften

der k. Bib. zu Berlin. Teil 3. 8vo. Weimar, 1895.

Ludwig (A.). Ueber die Mythiscbe Grundlage des

Mahabharata. pamphlet. 8vo. Prag, 1895.

Dvivedi (Manilal). Mandukyopanishad, with Ganda-

pada’s Karikas and the Bhashya of Sankara, trans-

lated into English. 8vo. Bombay, 1894.

Foy (W.). Die Konigliche Gewalt nach den alt-

indischen Rechtsbiichern, den Dharmasutren und

alteren Dharmasastren. 8vo. Leipzig, 1895.
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Art. X.

—

Pali Elements in Chinese Buddhism : a Transla-

tion of Buddhaghosa’s Samanta-pasadika, a Commentary

on the Vinaya, found in the Chinese Tripitaka. By J.

Takakusu, B.A.

Whether we possess among the numerous Buddhist books

preserved in China any text translated from a Pali original,

is a question which has not as yet been quite settled.

Several scholars have answered it positively or negatively,

but no one until now has brought forward an undeniable

fact in support of his opinion. The object of my present

note is to decide this point, and to introduce to the Society

a text of Pali origin in Chinese.

The canonical Buddhist books are collectively called by
the Japanese, as well as by the Chinese, the San-ts‘ang,

“Tripitaka ”
jfjj),

though we must never understand by
this term what is meant by the term “ Pitakattayam ” in

Pali. The former contains, as Professor Rhys Davids has

rightly pointed out, 1 a number of works outside of the

canon, and even Brahmanical treatises—for instance, the

Sankhya-karika-bhasya (Nanjio’s Catal., No. 1300). The
Chinese translations of Indian works are arranged in three

Pitakas, Sutra, Yinaya, and Abhidharma, as in the Pali-

1 See Hilinda, pt. ii, p. xi, note (S.B.E., vol. xxxvi)

.

j.b.a.s. 1896. 28
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These amount to some 1320 texts, some of which are

a second or third translation of one and the same original.

Besides these there are the so-called “ Indian Miscellaneous

Works,” numbering 147. That these 1467 texts might

include some of the Pali works now existing in Ceylon,

Burma, and Siam, was an opinion advanced by some scholars.

We are, however, left ignorant of the names of the dialects

from which the translations were made, for no Chinese

author mentions them distinctly. The Indian language in

general, whether Prakrit, Pali, or Sanskrit, is indiscrimi-

nately called the “ language of Fan,” 1
i.e. Brahmans, which

is generally understood to be identical with Sanskrit. But

there is no reason whatever why it should not mean also

any other Indian dialect, 2 for India is called the “ Kingdom
of Fan,” perhaps meant for “ Brahma-rastra.”

As to the existence of the Pali elements in China, Prof.

Max Muller says in his “Introduction to the Science of

Religion
” 3

:
“ In China, although the prevailing form of

Buddhism is that of the Sanskrit canon, commonly called

the northern canon, some of the books belonging to the

Pali, or southern canon, have been translated, and are held

in reverence by certain schools.”

Dr. Eitel, in his “ Handbook of Chinese Buddhism ”

(1870), seems to think, as his preface and the article

“Samskrita show, that the Chinese texts are from Pali

as well as from Sanskrit. He says

:

4 “ The most ancient
Chinese texts seem to be translations from Pali, the more
modern texts from Sanskrit. Hiuen Thsang found (about

635 a.d.) in the Punjab little difference between Sanskrit

and Pali.”

I do not know, however, on what ground his conjecture

is formed, and I doubt whether Hiuen Thsang really meant
Pali and Sanskrit. It is certain that most of the texts

'See Julien, “ Methode pour dechiffrer et transcrire les noms sanscrits,” etc.

(1861), p. 2 note
; p. 8.

* Samghabhadra actually calls the Pali text “fan-pen,” i.e. “Text of the
Brahman (language).

3 1873; 2nd ed. 1893, p. 63.
4 2nd ed. 1888, p. 14ib

.
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which, for instance, Hiuen Thsang or I-tsing had before

them were Sanskrit, for their transliterations are so clear and

accurate that we can easily trace the words to the original

sounds. But in the case of the earlier translators it is by

no means easy to form an opinion as to the dialect of the

original. 1

Mr. 0. F. Koeppen, in his “Religion des Buddha,” says 2

that the Chinese possess, besides Sanskrit texts, a number

of Pali works, which they obtained probably from Ceylon

through some of their travellers. His statement, however,

rests only on the authority of Giitzlaff, who misunderstood

almost every Sanskrit transliteration as Pali, as may be seen

in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1848, Yol. IX,

pp. 199—213. Giitzlaff’s “List of Principal Works from

the Pali in Chinese Characters” contains some 156 works,

not one of which presents the appearance of Pali origin

;

among them are even such well-known Sanskrit works as the

Vajracchedika, Amitabha-sutra, and the like. Afterwards,

in 1880, when Chinese Buddhism had been studied with a

greater accuracy. Dr. Edkins positively asserted that there

are no Pali books in China.3 Moreover, in speaking about

Koeppen’s statement, he says: “Koeppen, saying that the

Chinese have also a number of Pali texts, has been misled

by Giitzlaff, who, coming to China after having lived in

Siam, saw the Sanskrit inscriptions in the island of P‘uto

and took them to be Pali. From him the opinion spread
;

but it is an error. The Buddhists of Burma, Siam, and

Ceylon 4 have never spread their religion in China or Japan,

or introduced their sacred books into those countries.” His

was, I think, the last attempt at solution, which aims at

1 Take, for instance, the “Sha-men”: although it is nearer to Pali

“Samano” than to Skt. “Sramana,” yet we have no right to judge from it

that the original was Pali, for we meet with “Sha-men” also in those texts

whose original is Sanskrit. But when we come across the word “ Sha-lo-mo-na ”

(& B M $t), we see at once that it can only be from Sanskrit Sramana.
3

1857, vol. i, p. 186 note.

3 See “Chinese Buddhism,” ch. xxv, p. 401.
4 Compare, however, note 1, p. 419.
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the greatest precision among the opinions yet produced.

The result of his research was that the early translations

were from Prakrit, and not from Pali, as Dr. Eitel supposed.

Now as to the third council of the Buddhists under the

great Asoka, which is generally believed to be unknown

to Chinese Buddhists, Mr. 0. Palladji, in his interesting

“ Historische Skizzen des alten Buddhismus,” 1 drawn up

from Chinese sources, mentions at length Asoka’s council

as well as the two former ones. One may well wonder why

Mr. S. Beal, more than twenty years later, informed Prof.

Oldenberg that Asoka’s council is not found mentioned in

the Chinese Pitaka.2 It may he due to Beal’s oversight, or

he may have had some ground for asserting this.

3

He
expressed more than once, if I remember well, the opinion

that there is a trace of Pali in the Chinese collection

;

but on examining the original on which his supposition

rests, I found nothing to indicate its Pali origin.

In the thorough examination of the Tripitaka by my
friend Bunyiu Nanjio, he found no Pali text, and traced

most of the hooks to Sanskrit, and compared them with

Tibetan texts, the names of which, at any rate, he, when
possible, restored into Sanskrit.

It is thus well-nigh settled that the Chinese books, on

the whole, are translations from the Sanskrit original, and

that there is no Pali work in China, and no mention of the

Council of Pataliputta in the Chinese Buddhist books.1

1 Erman’s “ Russisches Archiv fur Wissenschaftliche Kunde” (1856), Band
xv, pp. 206 and foil.

2 See Oldenberg, “ Vinaya-pitakam ” (1879-82), vol. i, p. xxxii.
3 e see with M. Barth the importance of a complete examination of the

contents of the Chinese Pitaka (“ Religions of India,” Engl. p. 108 note). One
can give two or three quite different accounts from Chinese sources, which are
a mixture of various elements. Compare, for instance. ‘WassiliePs “Buddhismus,”
in which many pieces of information from the Chinese are identical with the
Tibetan, with Palladji s “Historische Skizzen,” which are not very much
different from the Sinhalese chronicle.

4 I should be sotty if I have omitted any later authorities who touched these
questions, and would welcome any communications about them.
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I for tny part doubted from the beginning the idea that

there was not a single text in Pali brought to China, by
any one of those 173 translators we know of, some of

whom came from Southern India, from Ceylon, or from

Siam, 1 others of whom are said to have collected books

in Ceylon as well as in India,2 to say nothing of those

Chinese travellers who went to Ceylon to search for the

law.3 He who brought a MS. may not have translated

it himself, but may have left it behind to his successors

to translate. Had there been a MS. there is no reason

whatever why they should not translate it, seeing that several

Hlnayana works were interpreted and preserved in the

Chinese collection. Resting on this supposition, I have

been for some time looking for a text of Pali origin.

My attention was naturally directed to the texts bearing

on the Indian Chronology, while perusing many a work

without any result. At last I came across a text which

contains an account of the third Buddhist Council at

Pataliputta under the great Asoka. Besides, this book

has the following stanzas, which have been hitherto found

only in Pali and not in Sanskrit books :

—

Pali.

Anekajatisamsaram sandhavissam anibbisam

Gahakarakam gavesanto dukkha jati punappunam

Gahakaraka dittho ’si puna geham na kahasi

Sabba te phasuka bhagga gahakutam visamkhitam

Visamkharagatam cittam tanhanam khayam ajjbaga ’ti.

1 One from Ceylon, three from Siam, four from S. India, and one Javanese.

Nanjio’s Catal., App. ii, Nos. 92; 101, 102, 107; 111, 131, 150, 153; 138.
2

I.c., Nos. 137, 155.
3 e.g. Fa-hien and nine of those sixty travellers recorded by I-tsins went

to Ceylon. See Chavannes, “ Memoire sur les Religieux Eminents,” par I-tsing

(Paris, 1894), §$ 20-2, 24, 28, 29, 32, 49, 52.
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Chinese.

$ — * H IE

s a tff KJ m a £ % & n
m m m £ £ B m

m m fM M ft xk % it jk
—

is £ n M M m B £

A translation from the Chinese :

(I have been) running through the transmigration

of many a birth without hate or grief just to seek for

the place of the abode (of Corporiety)
;

rebirths

(indeed) produce a bitter pain. But now I have seen

thy house. Thou shalt not build thy house again.

All thy ridge and ribs are shattered, (so as) not to

be born anew. The heart has been separated from
thirst (passion), and, as all desires have been exhausted,

it has reached its Nirvana .
1

These stanzas are the words which the Buddha is

supposed to have uttered at the moment he attained to

Buddhahood. The Lalita Vistara does not seem to know
these verses—in any case, not as the first words of the

founder of Buddhism
; for it gives (ch. xxii) quite a

different verse as the Buddha’s first words: “The vices

are dried up
; they will not flow again ” (suska asrava na

punah sravanti).
2

The text which contained those verses appeared to me,
at first sight, as if it were a portion of the Dipavamsa
or Mahavamsa, inasmuch as it gives the three councils,

P“h *s t0 b
?

fo™d “ the Sumaiigala-vilasini (p. 16), in the Samanta-
pasadika (but not in Oldenberg s text), Buddhavamsa, Dhammapada (Max
Muller, 153, lot) Turnour s translation in the J.R.A.S. Bengal, vi, p. 523;

‘'„>rT,a1, P\ V
s® : VAhvis, “Nirvana,” p. 78; Oldenberg,

“Buddha, etc p. 211 (English, p. 195); Rhys Davijs, “Buddhist Birth
felon-???, pp. 103, 104.

’

“

r - editioa
> P- 448; Max Muller, “Dhammapada,” 39 note

p. io).
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Asoka’s devotion to the faith, Mahinda’s mission to Ceylon,

etc.
;

besides the periods of the reigns of Indian kings,

Chandragupta and others, agreeing on the whole with the

Ceylonese Chronicle. But on further perusal I found that

the book was a translation of Buddhaghosa’s Introduction

to the Samanta-pasadika, a commentary on the Vinaya-

pitakam,1 which gives the historical tradition from the

Buddha’s death to Mahinda’s death in Ceylon.

I was glad to find this text in the Chinese Pitaka, for

I thought it might give us the following results, if I were

not overestimating the value of its discovery :

—

1. It can he no longer disputed that the Chinese Collection

contains also Pali elements.

2. The Council of Asoka, under the presidency of Moggali-

putta Tissa, is found mentioned in the Chinese

Collection, but as yet only in the books of Pali

origin.

3. Some of the information obtained from Chinese sources,

and hitherto considered to be derived from Sanskrit

books, may be from Pali ones.

4. Translations and transliterations of names and words

contained in this book may furnish us a key to

a further discovery of Pali texts.

5. In any case it will give us a large Pali-Chinese vocabulary,

as we have the text as well as the translation.

6. It may help us in the collation of Pali MSS. of the text

translated, preserving as it does a tradition of very

early date, i.e. before a.d. 489.

7. The migration of a work of Buddhaghosa to China in

489 a.d. may serve to confirm the dates of his arrival

in Ceylon in about 430, and of his sail to Burma in

about 450.

1 Childers, s.v. Atthakatha
;
Rhys Davids, “ Buddhism,” p. 237. A portion

of this valuable record was published by Prof. Oldenberg in his “ Vinaya-
pitakam,” vol. iii (the end).
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With the hope of realizing these points, I borrowed the

Chinese text of the India Office, and began an examination

into its contents last year. As I have other studies on hand,

I am not able at present to lay the whole of my examination

before the Society. I shall, however, notice in the following

pages some of the points which, I think, may give an idea

of the nature of the book.

The book in question is called in Chinese, “Shan-chien-

p‘i-p‘o-sha-lu,” or “ 1-ch‘i-shan-chien-lii-p‘i-p‘o-sha ” (— Jjfl

41 HL t§i &') If I were to translate it quite

literally, this would mean “ All-good-appearing-vinaya-

vibhasa.” 1 This, it will be at once noticed, is the exact

meaning of the Pali title. The first two characters “ i-ch‘i
”

are generally left out, and Nanjio 2 restored “Shan-chien-

p‘i-p‘o-sha-lii ” to Sanskrit “ Sudarsana-vibhasa-vinaya.”

No Sanskrit book with this title is known to have existed.

It is neither found in the catalogues of Sanskrit books,

nor is it mentioned by any Sanskrit author, or by any
Chinese author writing about Sanskrit Buddhist books.

The invention of this new title, therefore, to explain Chinese

words which so exactly reproduce the Pali title, seems to

me unnecessary. This book is found also in Julien’s
“ Concordance Sinico-sanskrite d’un nombre considerable de
Titres d’Ouvrages Bouddhiques ” (J.A. 1849, pp. 353-445),
Nos. 55, 55®.

The translator, Seng-ch‘ieh-po-t‘o-lo (=Samgha-bhadra),
was a Samana from a foreign country under the Ts‘i

1 This seems to be a translation of « Samanta-pas5dik5 ” (‘pleasing all’).
Samanta-pras adika (adj.) occurs in the Mahavastu, p. 3 ;

-ta (‘having complete
amiability

)
in the Dharmasangraha,

§ lxxxiv, p. 57, one of the eighty signs
°* Buddha (41) ; the Chinese being *• I-ch‘i man-tsn” (I-ch‘i = samanta).
The Lahta \ istara, yu, p. 122, has this word, the translation of which is “ Chien-
che-chieh-sheng-hsi, ‘ all those who look at him obtain joy.’ Asoka is called
“ Shan-chien (‘good-appearing’ meant for Priyadarsin). The translator,
not hading a suitable word for “ pasadika,” may have used “ Shan-chien.”
“\ibhasa in a Buddhistic sense means ‘commentary.’ It on«-ht to be
Vinaya-Tibhasa. not \ ibhasa-nnaya. Cf. the Chinese B'k xii fol 16a

* In tis Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, No. 1125 (see p 248)
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dynasty, of the Siao family (a.d. 479—502) (jjf ^
a & n ft fin m PS m sw.
The date of the translation is a.d. 489 (=the seventh year

of the Yung-ming period of the Emperor Wu-ti) 'Jjf,

7lC BJJ -fc #<,)•

The hook is recorded as belonging to the Hinayana.

It is divided into 18 hooks, and consists of 440 leaves,

each leaf containing about 400 Chinese characters.

It begins with the adoration “Namo sabbesam Buddha-

nam ”
( ffj ® f|j H), and an opening verse. The first

three books are devoted to the historical introduction; a

rough analysis of the whole will be as follows:

—

Bk. i to Bk. iv, fol. 2. The history from the Buddha’s

Death to Mahinda’s Death. The first section is devoted

to the Council of Rajagaha, which took place during the

rainy season immediately after the Buddha’s death at

Kusinara. 500 Arhats meet under Mahakassapa : Upali

recites the contents of the Yinaya, while Ananda rehearses

the Suttas in answer to the questions of the presiding thera.

It lasted seven months.

Next comes the Yajjiputtiya section. In it the “Ten
Points ” brought forward by the Yajjian Bhikkhus are

given, and the Council of Yesall, which met a.b. 100, is

shortly described. The presiding theras of the second

council were ten in number, Sa-p‘o-chia-mei (SabbakamI),

Li-p‘o-to (Revata), and others, the members in all numbering

700. It ended in eight months.

The third is called the Asokaraja section, which covers

some three books and fifty-two folios. It gives the rise

of Asoka, his conversion to Buddhism by Ni-ch'ii-t'o

(Nigrodha), the building of Samgharamas and medical

halls, his invitation of Moggaliputta Tissa, whose life is

also given at length, the examination of all Bhikkhus by
Asoka, and then the Council of Pataliputta, which lasted

nine months, Tissa presiding over 1000 members. Then
follow the ordinations of Mahinda and Samghamitta, the

sending out of the Missionaries, the conversion of Deva-

nampiya Tissa, the planting of a branch of the Bo-tree in
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Ceylon, the arrival of Samghamitta, and lastly, the deaths

of Mahinda, Arittha, and others.

The whole agrees pretty well with that portion of the

Pali text edited by Prof. Oldenberg at the end of his

Yinaya-pitakam, vol. iii.

Bk. iv, fol. 3 to Bk. vi. Commentary on the introductory

portion of the Yinaya, i.e. the first part of the Suttavibhanga.

The Mahamoggallana Khandhaka (Oldenberg, Y.P. iii, 1,

p. 7), the Sariputta Khandhaka, and the Monkey Khandhaka

(l.c. p. 23), etc., are explained.

Bks. vii-xii. An explanation of the Parajika rules.

Bks. xiii-xviii. The Samghadisesa rules and other sections

are explained.

The last part (Bk. xviii) gives some remarks in a very

short form about the Kathina Khandhaka, Bhikkhuni

Khandhaka, etc., and also thirty-two questions to Upali

(XJpali-puccha) by Mahakassapa, and the answers as well.

It ends with the words : “ There are four wrong proceedings

in the Natti-kamma 1 of the special priests [i.e. in the Gana-

kamma], four in the Natti-dutiya-kamma, 1 and four also in

the Natti-catuttha-kamma 1
; therefore there are three times

four, i.e. twelve wrong proceedings” (jjlj ^ |§ tf*

m n mm, 6 - is m + m n m & 0 s b
+ ft).

The following extracts may perhaps serve to convince my
readers of the fact that my identification is not imaginary.

For shortness’ sake I will omit the Chinese characters.

I. The Chinese text, Bk. i, fol. 9. Compare Sumangala-
vilasinl, pp. 13, 17, § 47.

What are the San-Ts‘ang 2
(Ti-pitaka) ? They are the

P‘i-ni Ts'ang (Yinaya-pitaka), the Hsiu-to-lo 3 Ts'ang

1 See Childers, s.v. Kammavaca.
2 Those in italic are translations and not transliterations. “ Ts'an?” 1 store

’

stands for “ Pitaka.”
3 Sarntthabhadra here used an earlier transliteration from Skt. sutra, hence

“Hsiu-to-lo.”
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(Sutta-pitaka), and the A-p‘i-t'ang Ts‘ang (Abhidhamma-

pitaka). Of what does the Yinaya-pitaka consist ? It

consists of

—

a. Two Po-lo-t‘i-mu-ch‘a 1 (Patimokkha). (Sum. vil. 2

Patimokkhas, 2 Yibhangas.)

b. 23 2 Chien-t‘o (Khandhaka). (Sum. vil. 22 Khan-

dhakas.)

c. The Po-li-p'o-lo (Parivara). (Sum. vil. 16 Pari-

varas.)

What is the Sutta-pitaka ? It consists of

—

a. The long A-han (Dlgha-agama),3 in which there

are 44 suttas, beginning with the Fan-wang king

(Brahma-net sutta=Brahmajala). (Sum. vil. 34

suttas.)

b. The middle A-han (Majjhima-agama), 252 suttas,

beginning with the Mou-lo-po-li-yeh (Hulapari-

yaya). (Sum. vil. 152.)

c. The Seng-shu-to A-han (Samyutta-agama), 7762

suttas, beginning with the Wu-ch'ieh-to-lo-a-p'o-

t‘o-na (Oghatara-apadana).

d. The Yang-chiieh-to-lo A-han (Anguttara-agama),

9557 suttas, beginning with the Che-to-po-li-yeh-

t‘o-na (Cittapariyadana-sutta).

e. The Ch'ii-t'o-chia A-han (Ehuddaka-agama), 14

divisions of which are

—

1. The Fa-chii, i.e. verses on the law (Dhammapada).

2. The Yu, i.e. parables (Apadana).

3. The Wu-t‘o-na (Udana).

4. The I-ti-fu-to-ch‘ieh (Itivuttaka).

5. The Ni-po-to (Nipata).

6. The P‘i-mo-na (Yimana-vatthu).

7. The Pi-to (Peta-vatthu).

1 From Skt. “ Pratimoksha ” : see the last note.
2 It may be meant here that the Khandhakas with the Parivara are 23. The

Mahavagga had 10 Khandhakas and Cullavagga 12 : see the Vinaya texts, iii,

S.B.E. vol. xx, pp. 415-417.
3 Agama is another name of the “Nikaya” : see Childers, s.v.
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8. The T‘i-lo (Thera- gatha).

9. The T‘i-li-ch‘ieh-t‘o (Therl-gatha).

10. The Pen-sheng, i.e. Original Births (Jataka).

11. The Ki-t‘i-sha (Niddesa).

12. The Po-chih-san-p‘i-t‘o (Patisambhida).

13. The Fo-shung-hsing, i.e. Buddha’s Genealogy or

Clan (Buddhavamsa).

14. The Je-yung 1 Ts‘ang (Cariya-pitaka)

.

(Sum. vil. 15 divisions with the Khuddaka-patha.

Childers seems to have had a MS. which, like Sam-

ghabhadra’s, omits the 15th book : see his Pali

Dictionary, p. 508a, line 10.)

"What is the A-p‘i-t‘ang Ts'ang (Abhidhamma-pitaka) ?

It consists of

—

1. The Fa Seng-ch'ieh (Dharoma-samgalia, sic sum. vil.).

2. The P‘i-peng-ch‘ieh (Vibbahga).

3. The T‘o-tou-chia-t‘a (Dhatu-katka).

4. The Ya-mo-chia (Yamaka).

5. The Pa-ch‘a (Patthana).

6. The Pi-ch‘ieh-lo-fen-na-ti (Puggala-panilati).

7. The Chia-t‘a-po-t‘ou (Katha-vatthu). 2

II. a. The Chinese text, Bk. i, fol. 21 ; the Pali (Oldenberg,

Vinaya, vol. iii), p. 299.

“ During four years after the death of King Pin-t‘ou-sha-lo

(Bindusara), A-yuk (Asoka) killed all his brothers, leaving

only a brother of the same mother. After four years he
crowned himself and became king. It was 218 years since

the Buddha s death that King Asoka took sole command
of the land of Jambudlpa (Yen-fu-li).”

The Pali :
“ Te sabbe Asoko attana saddkim ekamatikam

Tissakumaram thapetva ghatesi. Ghatento cattari vassiini

1 £
‘ Jak-yo

T according to the Japanese pronunciation. It stands for
“ Cariya.”

2 For all these names see Tumour, Jlahavamsa, p. Ixxv ; Bhys Darids,
“ Buddhism,” pp. 18-21, where an account of these books is given in a clear

form; and Childers, s.v. Tipitakam.
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anabhisitto ’va rajjam karetva cattunnam vassanam accayena

tathagatessa parinibbanato dvinnam vassasatanam upari

attharasame vasse sakala - Jambudlpe ekarajjabhisekam

papuni.”

b. Ch. Bk. i, fol. 23 ;
Pali, p. 300.

“ During three years following bis enthronement he was

a follower of the heretical doctrine ; it was during his fourth

year that he inclined his heart to the Buddha’s law [through

Ni-ch'ii-t'o (Nigrodha)].”

The Pali :

“ Baja kira abhisekam papunitva tini yeva

samvaccharani bahirakapasandam pariganhi, catutthe sam-

yacchare buddhasasane pasldi.”

c. Ch. Bk. ii, fol. 1 ;
Pali, p. 306.

Mo-shen-t'o (Mahinda) received his Upasampada when
he reached his full 20 years of age, his Upajjhaya being

Ti-shu, son of Mu-chien-lien (Moggaliputta Tissa), his

Acariya Mo-ho-t‘i-p‘o (Mahadeva) and Mo-shan-t‘i (Majjhan-

tika). Seng-ch‘ieh-mi-to (Saxnghamitta) received his Pabbajja

ordination in his 18th year under Upajjhaya T‘ang-mo-po-lo

(Dhamma-pali) and Acariya A-yu-po-lo (Ayupali). These

incidents happened in the sixth year after Asoka ascended to

the throne (i.e. 10 years after Bindusara’s death). 1

d. Ch. Bk. ii, fol. 9 ;
Pali, p. 312.

Prior to the great Council at Po-eh‘a-li-fu (Pataliputta)

Asoka summons several Bhikkhus and questions one after

another :—

.

Asoka :
“ What, sir, was the law of the Buddha ” |*,

?£- jpj ;
Kimvadl bhante sammasambuddho ’ti) ?

Bhikkhu :
“ The Buddha was one who held the doctrine

of Distinction”
(jjjjj ^ $lj D£ ffi ;

Yibhajjavadi Maharaja ’ti).

Asoka, turning to Thera Tissa :
“ Was the Buddha one

who held the doctrine of Distinction ”
f|§, ft JjlJ

^ ; VibhajjavadI bhante sammasambuddho ’ti) ?

Tissa : “Just so ” (#Q ;
Ama, Maharaja ’ti).

1 Compare Dipay., vi, 24 ;
Oldenberg, Yinaya, i, p. l.
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Asoka, seeing that Religion had been purified, said to the

Bhikkhus :
“ Let us, sirs, hold the Uposatha to expound

the morality [slla] ” (Suddham bhante dani sasanam, Karotu

bhikkhusamgho uposathan ti). Thereupon Moggaliputta

Tissa becomes the president of the Assembly, which consists

of 1000 chosen Bhikkus. He then refutes the opinions of

all those adhering to heretical doctrines and wrong views.

Here there is a difference between the Chinese and the

Pali. The words, “ Tasmim samagame Mogalliputta-Tissa-

tthero parappavadam maddamano Kathavatthuppakaranam

abhasi”

1

—“In this assembly, Moggaliputta Tissa, refuting

the opinions of the other parties, propounded the work

Kathavatthu”—are not well traceable in the Chinese. At

any rate, the name Kathavatthu is not mentioned there,

though it is given in the list of the books in the Kuddaka-

nikaya, as we have seen above.3

III. Ch. Bk. ii, fols. 12-17
;

:

The Buddhist missionaries

Pataliputta are as follows :

—

1. Mo-shan-t‘i (Majjhantika)

2. Mo-ho-t‘i-p‘o (Mahadeva)

3. Lo-ch‘i-to (Rakkhita)

4. Tan-wu-te (for Dhamma-
gutta, but the Pali has

Dhammarakkhita)

5
ali, pp. 316-319.

sent out after the Council of

to Chi-pin and Ch‘ien-t‘o

(KasmIragandhara)

.

to Mo - hsi - sha - man - t‘o-lo

(Mahisa- or Mahimsaka-

mandala)

.

to P‘o-na-p‘o-ssu (Vanavasi).

I to A-po-lan-to (Aparantaka).

1 Compare Mahay, p. 42 ; Dipav., vii, 40. The Kathavatthu is very likely

Tissa’s own compilation. See, however, Childers, s.v. Tipitakam (p. 507b
),

anil

Max Muller, Dhammapada, xxvi, xxvii.

2 See above, p. 426.
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Mo-ho-tan-wu-te (for Maha-

dhammagutta, but the

Pali has Mahadhamma-

rakkhita)

toMo-ho-lo-ch‘a (Maharattha)6.

Mo-ho- lo-ch‘i-to (Maha-
j
tQ Yii.na (Yona). 1

rakkhita)
*

7.

Mo - shih - mo (Majjhima), \

Chia-she (Kassapagotta), / to the Border of the Snow

T‘i-p‘o (Deva), and Tun- C Mountain (Himavanta).

t‘i-pi-shu(Dundubhissara) '

8.

Shu-na-chia and Yii-to-lo I to the Kingdom of the Gold

(Sonaka and Uttara) j Earth (Suvanna-bhumi).

9.

Mo-sh6n-t‘o (Mahinda),

I-ti-y ii (Iddhiya or Itthiya)

Yii-ti-yii (Uttiya),

Po-t‘o-sha (Bhaddasala), 1

San-p‘o-lou (Sambala),

Hsiu-mo-na(Sumana), and

P‘an-t‘ou-chia (Bhanduka)

to the Island of Lion (Sim-

hala, Ceylon).2

IY. The chronological table given in the Chinese Bk. ii,

fol. 18b
,
does not exactly agree with that of the Samanta-

pasadika (p. 320), or of the Mahavamsa. The period, 236

years, between the Buddha’s death
(
= the 8th year of Ajata-

sattu’s reign) and Mahinda’s mission to Ceylon
(
= the 18th

year of Asoka’s reign), is filled up by the following list

of kings :

—

1 “ Yonaka,” the land of the Greeks, i.e. Baktria. The Chinese is (Q

Yti-na, but a Korean text and the new Japanese edition have jj* )Jj)
. Shih-na,

and explain it as m & $ China. A scholar said that China received

Asoka's mission. His assertion probably rests on this misinterpretation of the

Korean text.

2 For all these geographical names see Rhys Davids, “Buddhism,” p. 227 note ;

Dipav., viii, 4-12
; Mahav., xii (Tumour), pp. 73, 74.
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Kings.

A-she-sbi (Ajatasattu)

Yii-t‘o-jeh-po-t‘o-lo (TJdayabhadra or

Udayibhaddaka)

A-t‘u-lou-t‘o (Anuruddha)
) , 3

Min-ch‘u (Munda) j

• • •

Na-chia-tai-sha-chia (Naga-dasaka or -dassaka)

Hsiu-hsiu-na-chia (Susunaga)

A-yii (or A-yuk, i.e. Chia-lo-yii
;
Kalasoka) .

10 sons of the last . . . together ....
Mei-nan-t‘o (for Chiu-nan-t‘o) 5

Chan-t'o-chiieh-to (Oandagutta) . . . .

Pin-t‘ou-sha-lo (Bindusara)

[The interregnum between the death of the

last and the enthronement of Asoka]

A-yii (or A-yuk
;
Asoka)

(when Malinda was sent out).

Reign.

24 years. 1

16 years.

2

8 years.

14 years.

4

18 years.

28 years.

22 years.

22 years.

24 years.
6

28 years.

4 years.

18 years.

234 years.

We have thus an anachronism of only two years in the

list (compare Tumour, Mahav., p. xlvii, “ 6 years ”). But

this gap would be filled up if we read “ 18 years ” for the

reign of Anuruddha and Munda instead of “ each 8 years.”

1 He reigned 32 years
; the Buddha died in his eighth year.

* Ajatasattu and Udayibhaddaka are omitted in Bk. ii, fol. 18b
,
perhaps by

the copyist’s mistake, but we can see from fol. 18a that Udayibhaddaka reigned

more than 15 years, and I put here 16 years from the Pali. [The copyist seems

to have jumped from A of Ajatasattu to A of Anuruddha while copying.]
3 Not “ collectively ” as in Tumour’s Mahavamsa, p. xlvii. Samantapas.

(p. 320) has 18 years (Anuruddho ca mundo ca Attharasa).
1 Samantapas., 24 years.

5 Mei
(

)

seems to be a misprint. There is no corresponding sound in

the Pali. It is, I think, a mistake for Chiu (]EJ[), which is sometimes used

for another “Chiu” (j^) meaning “nine.” and the “nine nanto” for the Pali

“nava nanda.” In one of my slips from the new Jap. edition of the Chinese

Pitaka I note, “ mei for chiu?”
;
but I do not remember whether it is

my conjecture or that of the Japanese Editors. Anyhow, it is pretty certain that

it must be “ Chiu ” nine.

6 Not 34 as in the Mahavamsa, which is an error.
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I do not know whether the difference in figures between

the Pali and the Chinese texts is to be attributed to various

readings in the original, or simply to a mistake on the part

of the Chinese translator or copyists.

Y. From the commentary itself, I shall notice only a point

or two. In explaining “ Ariyakam ” in the Parajika,

Buddhaghosa says :

a.
“ Ariyakam nama Ariyavoharo Magadhabhasa.

Milakkhakam nama yo koei Anariyako Andha-

damiladi,” etc. The Chinese: f| f§ 'fpj
p®

ft m m ; m # a m n, g m @ Ho
S i§ M, % P£ W M M etc. “Now, as

to the ‘ good language.’ What is called the ‘ good

language ’ ? What is in use among the * good ’

men. This is the language of the kingdom of

Mo-chieh (Magadha). In case of the border lands,

(there are) the language of the kingdom of An-t‘o-

lo-mi (Andhadamila),” etc. (Ch. Bk. vii, fol. 13b.)

Next, under the Samgbadisesa, Buddhaghosa says as to

‘ Adi ’ and * Sesa ’

:

b. “Imam apattim apajjitva vutthatukamassa yantam

apattivutthanam. Tassa adimhi c’eva parivasada-

natthaya adito sese majjhe manattadanatthaya . . .

avasane abbhanatthaya ca samgho icchitabbo
”

(Sam. -pas., fol. ne). The Chinese
: ife ih Ff. EL

m m, m a m a m ft m, ft n $
M M ^1 f!£

m 55 m , n m % % w w n m-
“ The Bhikkhu, having become guilty, wishes to be

purified, and goes to the place of the Samgba. The

Samgha confers on him the Po-li-p‘o-sha (parivasa)

—this is called the first. After having conferred

the Parivasa (the Samgha) next confers the Mo-

na-to (Manatta), which is the middle. Last of all,

the A-fu-ho-na (Abbhana) is conferred on him.”

(Ch. Bk. xii, fol. l«b
.)

J.R.A.S. 1896. 29
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Although the Chinese translation is not always literal,

yet it is not so free that we cannot recognize the original in

the Pali text. Several points seem to have been omitted,

when probably the translator’s knowledge of Chinese failed

to interpret them, while many words seem to have been

added to make the sense of the original clearer. For

instance, as to some medical herbs, Samghabhadra adds

whether they are found or not in Tong-king and Canton,

and in some cases gives Cantonese names besides the Indian

(see e.g. Bk. xv, fol. 19b
).

It is probable that the translator dictated the meaning of

Buddhaghosa’s commentary from a MS., while the Chinese

assistants wrote it down, and fashioned it into a Chinese

composition. There are some passages so free and incorrect,

that we can hardly attribute the version to anyone under-

standing the Pali language.

YI. I shall notice one more point about the verses quoted

by Buddhaghosa from the “ Ancient Historical Records ” in

the Sinhalese Atthakatha. The verses in the Samanta-

pasadika seem to consist of the three elements: (1) The
verses composed by himself or by an unknown author.

(2) Those taken from the ancient Atthakatha, which are

indicated by the words :
“ Teniihu porana ” (“Therefore have

the ancients said ”). (3) Those from the Dipavamsa, which

are often preceded by the words :
“ vuttam pi etam Dlpa-

vamse (“ It is said in the Dipavamsa as follows”). The
first is called in Chinese simply “ Chi ” (^§) which had been

meant originally for Skt. gatha, hymn, verse, but later

became a general name for any religious verse, whether

a sloka or any other metre. The second is called “Wang-
hsi-chi ({4 a

1 “ Yerses from Past Ages” or “ Ancient

^ erses. The third, which is taken from the Dipavamsa,

is called “ Wang-hsi-chi-tsan ”
({£ =f),

“ Praise-Songs

from Past Ages ” or “Ancient Praise-Songs.” Samghabhadra
must have understood that the Dipavamsa was nothing but

a version of the ancient Sinhalese Records, made specially
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for chanting or recitation. 1 The name “ Dlpavamsa ” is not

traceable in Chinese, but it is possible that the original

had “ Dipavamse,” and Samghabhadra translated it by the

“ Ancient praise-songs,” in order to show what relation it

had to the ancient historical record which he called simply

the “ ancient verses.”

2

In the introductory part of the Chinese test of the

Samanta-pasadika there are more than seventeen verses

from the Dlpavamsa (also found in the later work

Mahavamsa), though some of them widely differ from those

found in the existing texts of the two books.

The above will, I think, suffice for our present purpose,

and will, I hope, leave no doubt as to the existence, at

any rate, of the book in question. There is only one other

possibility, and it is this. The Chinese translation may be

from the original of Buddhaghosa, i.e. the Sinhalese

Atthakatha, seeing that the date of the translation is as

early as 489 a.d. But it would take us too far to discuss

this point now.

We have then before us a translation of the Samanta-

pasadika (and under the same title) into the language of

China, where the name or fame of Buddhaghosa had never

reached.8 A MS. of his work, however, must have reached

1 Compare Mahay., p. 257 : “And that he might promulgate the contents
of the Dlpavamsa, distributing a thousand pieces, he caused it to he read aloud
thoroughly.” The fact that the Dlpav. is called here the “ Ancient praise-songs ”
may in a way help Prof. Oldenberg’s opinion that the work “ Poranelii kato

”

mentioned in the Mahav., i, p. i, may refer to the Dipav. (Oldenberg, Dipav.. p. 9).
2 There are similar cases: whenever the Pali text has “ Taaibapanni ” or

“ Lanka,” he translates it by the “Island of Lion ” = Sihala, the object being
to make it clear to the Chinese readers.

3 But it is possible that some Buddhist book may refer to him under another
name. No Chinese travellers known to us mention his name. In Fa-hien’s
time (a.d. 399-414) Buddhaghosa must have been very young and still in India.
As the Hlnayana faith was looked upon as heretical by Hiuen Thsang (a.d.

•>29-645), Buddhaghosa’s fame seems to have escaped his notice. I-tsing
(a.d. 671-695), though a follower of the Hlnavana, says nothing of that great
Buddhist writer.
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there soon after its compilation, probably brought by tbe

translator himself, who may have been a direct disciple,

or, at all events, a young contemporary, of Buddhaghosa.

Buddhaghosa, a young Brahman of Magadha, who was born

“ Bodhimandasamlpanhi,” is said to have been converted

by Bevata, a Buddhist priest. The latter further instigated

the young convert to go to Ceylon, pointing out that the

Sinhalese Atthakatha were genuine, being composed by

Mahinda, and a translation of them into the language of

Magadha would be a work conducive to the welfare of the

whole world. 1 Buddhaghosa then came to Ceylon in the

reign of Mahanama (a.d. 410-432) 2—strictly speaking, at

the end of his reign, about 430 A.n .

3—and succeeded m
carrying out his literary undertaking, during his stay

there in the Mahavihara of Anuradhapura. The Samanta-

pasadika must have been compiled at this time. He is said

to have sailed to Burma about 450 a.d., taking with him

all the works of his compilation.4

We cannot trace him further than this, but his fame,

and perhaps his works also, seem to have reached Siam,

Kamboja, and even Campa (Cochin China, now French).

According to Dr. Bastian, Campa was once a Buddhist

country, 5 its Buddhism having been derived from Ceylon,

and being generally connected with the name of Buddha-

ghosa. Had his Atthakatha made their way to Campa
it would not have been very difficult for them to have

reached Canton, the place of this translation, in South

China. But this does not seem to have been the case.

We have no reliable record as to the fact that Kamboja

or C'ampa were Buddhist countries in the fifth century.

1 Tumour. Mahav.. p. 251.
2 /.u.. p. 252.

^

Compare Kern, “ Buddhismus,” p. 477; Max Muller,
Dhammapada ” (S.B.EA, p. xii: Lassen, Ind. Alt. iv. p. 285.
' Rhys Davids, ‘‘Buddhism, ’ p. 236 ;

“ Buddhist Birth Stories,” p Ixiv.
4 Rhys Davids. Buddhism,” p. 236 : Lassen and Burnout’, “Essaisurle Pali,”

also quoted by Turnour, Mahav., p. xxx. Compare also Bishop Bigandet,
“ Lite of Gaudama” (1366\ p. 392.

5 This is tontiimtd by I-tsmir a.d. 671-*95\ who says that Campa mostly

belonged to the Summitiya school, while there were a few adherents of the

Sarva&tivada school.
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Siam is said to have received Buddhism first in 638 a.d.,
1

though there are some traces of the existence of Buddhism
at an earlier time.2 In any case it is reasonable to suppose

that the conversion to Buddhism of the whole area from

the western coast of Burma to the north limit of Cochin

China, and with it the migration of the Sacred Books,

would have taken a longer time than thirty-eight years

(489-450=38).3

The only other possibility as to how this MS. got to China

at so early a date is by way of the sea. Either a Sinhalese or

a Burmese who might have known Buddhaghosa, personally

or by name, may have secured a copy of the Atthakatha and

sailed to China, possibly stirred up by the missionary spirit

which might have prevailed during or after the time of the

great commentator. Suppose that man were a direct

disciple or an admirer of Buddhaghosa
;
he would have simply

followed the brilliant example of his teacher, who made
for the eastern peninsula with his Buddhist works, as

we have seen above. The voyage over the Indian Ocean

would have been no difficulty before 489 a.d., for, as we
know, Fa-hien returned home in 414 by a merchant ship

which sailed between Ceylon and China by way of Java.

The man who brought the book is no other than the

translator himself, i.e. Samghabhadra. Unfortunately we
have no means of ascertaining his nationality. He is said

to have been a samana of the Western Region
,

4 a name
often used for “ India,” of course including Ceylon. The
use of the name Hsi-yii (Western Region) is very vague,

and there is no reason why Burma should be excluded from
it- So we have no guide at all in it. Still, it is more

probable that he was a Sinhalese. The voyage from Burma
to China must have been more difficult than that from

1 Rhys Davids “Buddhism,” p. 238, quoted from Crawfurd, “Journal of the

Embassy to Siam,” p. 615.
2 Three priests from Siam came to China between a.d. 503-589. See above

note 1
, p. 419 . I-tsing says there was no Buddhism in his time, but there was

before a wicked king of that country persecuted the Buddhist priests.
3 But Buddhism may have been established in Asoka's time in Burma (two

missionaries went to Suvanna-bhurui)

.

4 See Nanjio, Catalogue, App. ii, 96.
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Ceylon to China in his time. For the latter we have the

witness of Fa-hien ; but for a communication by the sea

between Burma and China we have no record in so early

a time, and the discovery of the Malacca Strait seems to

be very late. But we have no positive proof that he came

from Ceylon, 1 and at present we must rest satisfied with the

result that he must have come from some country where

the orthodox Buddhism prevailed. He seems to have been

a Hlnayanist, for his translation, which is closely connected

with the tradition about him given below, is recorded as

a Hlnayana work. He came to Canton and never proceeded

to the North, and he brought with him the same tradition

as the Sinhalese or Burmese about the date of the Buddha’s

death. These points can be seen from the following

interesting tradition about his life in China :

—

“In 534 a.d. (t J; 1 a $) ao ascetic, Chau P'o-hsiu

(i® i IS f(\ visited the temple on the mount Lu

(lit III), met a sarnana called Kung-tu (tj/, J^) there and

obtained from him a historical record named

‘ A Dotted Eecord of many Sages ’
(ffc g? Sfi fj

1
).

A tradition about the Record

—

After the Buddha’s death, the venerable TJpdli collected the

Vinaja-pituha. On the loth day
(
Pininamadha.se) of the 7th

moon (Assay
i
ja) he held the Pavdrand ceremony, as it was

the closing day of the Vassa (the Rain-Retreat). TJpdli then

marked the Vinaya-pdaka 2 with a dot, and did the same every

1 The following fact may perhaps help us. When the Pali has various
leadings as noted m Oldenberg's Samantapas., the Chinese has the same
readings as the Burmese MS. (E.). V» hether this tendency is found throughout
the commentary

,
I am not at present able to state. If this be proved to be the

case, yve can see at least that the Burmese MS. keeps the readings of
489 a.d., not long after Buddhaghosa.

It seems from this as if the Yinaya existed in book. But yve need not
under-tand it literally. Compare Tumour, Mahav., p. 207 : the Yinava xvas
not ill yy-riting till the time of King Yatta Gimani, t.e. 88-76 b.c. But some
soriu to believe that it xvas yyritttn down in book in the first council.—Bigandet,
“Lite of Gnudama, p. 350. Has the custom ot marking the sacred years
ex.,-r existed in Ceylon or in Burma

r
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following summer. After TTpalPs death this method was care-

fully kept up, handing it down from teacher to pupil, until at

last it came to the hand of Samghabhadra, the translator of the

Vinaya Vibhasa, who brought that Vinaya-pitaka to Canton.

He held the Vassa in Canton (Jj| a.d. 489 (0 ^ B|J

-fc ^), and when he finished the Pavarana ceremony he added

a dot to the Vinaya-pitaka. At that time the number of dots

teas in all 975 (
the Buddha's death therefore falls, according

to this Record, in the year 486 b.c.).
1 The ascetic Chau asked

the samana Kung-tu why the Record was not kept up
after 489 a.d., the time of Samghabhadra. Kung-tu

answered :
‘ In former ages there were many Ariya-puggalas

who themselves marked the Record with dots. We are

only common men, whose duty it is to keep and guard

this Record, not to mark it.’ The ascetic Chau continued

the marking till a.d. 535 [p] igj), when there were

1020 dots.’” 2

Samghabhadra’s date of the Buddha, b.c. 486, was not

quite unknown to the Buddhist writers in China, hut was

never considered as authoritative. Perhaps it did not seem

“ancient” enough to the Chinese Buddhists, who would

have claimed a greater antiquity for the founder of their

religion than that of Confucius. Prof. Max Muller told

me that he noticed some years ago the “ Dotted Record ” in

the Academy, as he was informed of it by his pupil Kasawara.
I failed to find the Number of the Academy, but I do not

think that there is any difference between Kasawara’s

information and mine, except in wording, for the source

from which we derived it is in all probability one and the

same. Now that we have identified Samghabhadra’s trans-

lation with the Samanta-pasadika, the above tradition about

him turns out to he more important than curious, and I did

not think it superfluous to give it here.

The Sinhalese date of the Buddha’s death, 543 b.c., wants a curtailment of
at least about 60 years, as pointed out by Tumour, which would bring us to

b c., not to speak about a further curtailment made by Max Muller, Khys
Lands, and others. The anachronism seems to have been introduced after

bamghabhadra’s time.
2 486 b.c. + 635 a.d. =1021

;
perhaps the year 535 was not marked.
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•In conclusion, I may add, that I am still comparing the

Chinese with the Pali and translating it, when I can spare

time. I hare already collected some 800 names and words,

whose Sanskrit equivalents are not to he found in Eitel’s

Sanskrit-Chinese Dictionary, or in Julien’s “Methode pour

dechiffrer et transcrire les noms Sanskrits qui se rencontrent

dans les Livres Chinois,” hut whose Pali equivalents are

found in Childers’ Pali Dictionary, or in the Mahavamsa.

I strongly hope that this book will serve as a key to lead us

to a further discovery of Pali works, which might have

found their way into the Chinese Tripitaka. Mr. Palladji

may have known our work, for his “ Historische Skizzen des

Buddhismus ” give an account which, on the whole, agrees

with that of our book, though there are many points whose

sources are not ascertainable. 1 There must be some more

Pali works in China if we only look for them. This line

of research is, I think, very important for the study of the

Chinese Pitaka, which is nothing but a mixture of all sorts

of books coming from various sources. It may contain

books compiled in the council of Asoka as wmll as those

in the so-called council of Kanishka. There must be in it

some elements from Sanskrit, Pali, Tibetan, or Prakrit, as

Dr. Edkins thinks, and further, it is possible that there is

a trace of Mongolian or some dialects of Further India. It

may seem to be impossible at first to recognize the elements

from all those languages under the dress of Chinese, but

when we have the texts in both languages before us, our

work is comparatively simple and easy. 2 When, for instance.

1 Above note -Up. 418. First I thought that Palladii might have drawn his
materials from Pali sources. There was in his time Turnour’s “ Epitome of
the Pali Annals ” (1837). But the names which Palladji gives, e.g. Kibata for
Revata (p. 212), Kfunadeva for Deviuampiya (p. 220, Ch. T‘ien-ai, “ Heaven-
love ,

he translated this into Skt. Kamadeva), made me think that his account
was from Chinese sources.

2 A comparative study of the Sanskrit and Chinese tests is also very important.
Without this even the interpretation of a Chinese test becomes impossible or
unsuccessful. We often run tue risk of thoroughly misunderstanding the
Chinese translators. Compare, for instance, Beal’s Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king
(S.B.E., voi. vi \! , j j 564-568

( = Ch. Bk. ii, fol. ll a
), and my rendering in

Heinrich Liiders s paper, •• Zu Asvaghosa’s Buddha-carita,” p. 2, note 2,
and Tokiwai’s in Leumann's note, p. 8 (Gottingen, Phil.-histor. Klasse i, 1896).
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the whole of the Pali Pitaka is published, we can easily

compare the contents of both .
1 Then we shall see, at least,

whether they agree or not. To do such work we must begin

with the Yinaya works, Tibetan, Chinese, and Pali, which

in substance agree with one another.
2 Prof. Oldenberg

encourages the students of Chinese Buddhism to make
a careful examination of the important literary documents

of the Yinaya .
3 I wish with him that Chinese scholars

who are interested in the study of Buddhism, will pay
attention to those texts preserved in the Lii-ts'ang, which

is as yet almost an unbeaten track of Chinese hterature.

1 The whole Yinaya edited by Oldenberg ; many texts from the other Pitakas
in the Pali Text Society’s publication. We have also the whole Pitaka of
a Siamese edition.

2 See Oldenberg, Yinaya, p. xl
;
the Yinaya of different schools is based upon

the same fundamental redaction. (Compare Wassilief, “ Buddhisnms,” p. 38

;

the Yinaya was the same in all schools.)
3

l.c., p. xliii.
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Art XT.— Vidhura Jataka. (No. 548 of Ceylon List.)

[From the Burmese.] By R. F. St. Andrew St.

John, M.R.A.S.

One day, when the disciples were discussing the various

forms of wisdom peculiar to the Buddha, the Lord came
into the hall and inquired what they were discussing. On
being informed, he said :

“ Rahans, there will be no difficulty

in understanding how I can now so easily overcome the

opinions of Brahmans, princes, and others, bringing them
to a right frame of mind, when you hear bow, in a former

existence as the high-born Vidhura, on the summit of

Mount Kalagiri, I overcame and subdued the virulence of

the Rakshasa Punnaka.” He then related as follows :

—

Long ago, in Kururajjam, in the city of Indapattanagaram,

there reigned a king whose name was Dhanancaya Korabya,

whose prime minister, Vidhura, expounded the law so well

and sweetly that everyone was attracted to him, and all

the rulers of Jambudvlpa came to get his decisions.

Now in the city of Baranasi there were four rich

Brahmans who were friends, and they, having determined
to renounce the lusts of this world, went into Himavanta.
Having dwelt there some time as hermits, they came into

the inhabited country in search of salt and pickles, and
at last arrived at Campanagaram, in the country of Aiiga,

and dwelt in the king’s garden. The rich people of

the city, seeing that their deportment was correct, under-

took their maintenance, and begged them to remain. One
of these hermits, in a state of ecstatic meditation, used
to go daily to the country of the Nagas, another to

Tavatimsa, another to the country of the Galunas, and
the fourth to the park called Migajina, which belonged

to King Dhanancaya Korabya, at Indapattanagaram. On
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returning, each praised the delights of these places to his

particular supporters, so that each desired, when the time

of change came, to go to these places.

When they at length died, by reason of the good works

they had performed, one became Sakko, another became king

of the Nagas, another became king of the Galunas in a

forest of silk-cotton trees, and the fourth took birth with

the chief queen of King Dhanancaya Korabya. At his

father’s death Prince Korabya succeeded to the throne.

King Korabya was passionately fond of dice, but abiding

by the instructions of his minister Yidhura, observed his

fasts and religious duties. One-fast day, in order to be

quiet, he went into his garden. Sakko, the Naga king,

and the Galuna king, also came to that garden to spend

the fast-day in quiet meditation; and, in the cool of the

evening, all four met at the auspicious water-tank and

recognized each other. Sakko sat on the auspicious stone

slab, and the others seated themselves in suitable places.

Sakko then asked :
“ Which of us four kings, do you

think, has performed the most excellent duty ?
”

Varuna, the Naga king, answered: “I think mine is the

best. The Galunas generally take our lives, and yet, when
I saw their king, I displayed no anger.”

The King of the Galunas said: “This Naga king is the

food in which we most delight, and yet, though oppressed

by hunger, I did him no harm.”
Sakko said :

“ I have left the wonderful pleasures and
delights of Tavatimsa and come down to this earth to keep
my fast.”

Then said King Korabya :
“
I have left the delights of

my palace and sixty thousand concubines and come to fast

in this garden.”

Thus the four kings extolled their own piety.
Then said the three kings : “ 0 King Korabya, have you

no wise man in your dominions who can dispel our doubts
in this matter i King Dhanancaya Korabya answered :

“ I have a wise minister named Yidhura, and he will

probably be able to do so.”
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So they all agreed to go to the Judgment Hall, and,

having caused Yidhura to take his seat on a splendid couch,

stated their case to him.

Yidhura (after questioning them) replied: “0 kings, your

words are all good, and there is no fault in them. Wise
men say that, like an axle well fitted to the hub of a wheel,

those persons who are longsuffering, who do no ill to obtain

food, who avoid lust, and have no anxiety, are they who in

this world have extinguished evil” (Samanam).

On hearing this, the four kings gave great praise to

Yidhura, and said :
“ Indeed, thou art a religious person.

There is no one equal to thee. Thou canst decide clearly,

as the worker in ivory cuts through an elephant’s tusk with

a saw.”

Sakko presented him with a valuable cloth. The King of

the Gralunas gave him a golden flower garland. The King
of the Nagas presented him with a priceless ruby; and King
Korabya gave him one thousand milch cows, ten bulls,

ten elephants, ten horses, ten chariots with Sindh horses,

and the revenue of sixteen villages.

Now the King of the Nagas had a queen, whose name
was Yimala, and, when he returned, she noticed that the

ruby he usually wore round his neck was gone, so she said

:

“ My Lord, where have you left your ruby ? ” He answered

:

‘‘Lady, I wished to do honour to Yidhura, the son of

Canda, the Brahman, who decided a case for me, and gave
it to him. Sakko gave him a cloth. The Galuna king
gave him a gold garland, and King Korabya also gave gifts.”

Queen Yimala asked whether he was one who preached
the law

;
and on being told that there was no one equal

to him, she thought thus :
“ If I were to say—‘ My Lord, I

want to hear him preach the law : bring him here/ the King
would not bring him. I will say that I want this wise

man’s heart, and, by worrying the King, get what I want.”
So she went into her inner chamber, and, giving notice to

her attendants, went to sleep. On that day the Naga king,
at the time when the Queen and concubines usually came to

pay their respects to him, missing Yimala, asked where she
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was. They told him she could not come, because she was

ill. Hearing this, he got up from his seat, and, going to

her couch and stroking her with his hand, said: “Lady,

you are like a withered leaf, and your body emaciated.

What ails you ?
”

Queen Vimala answered :
“ 0 Lord of the Nagas, in the

land of men if women do not get what they want they

suffer great pain. I hare a strong desire to obtain the

heart of this wise Vidhura, lawfully and not by force.

When I have obtained his heart I shall be well. If I do

not, I shall shortly die.”

The King answered :
“ Lady, if you wanted the sun, or

the moon, there would be no difficulty. Even the kings of

the island of Jambudvlpa find a difficulty in getting to see

him. How, then, can he be brought here ?
”

Hearing this, the Queen turned her back on the King,

saying :
“ If I cannot get the heart of Vidhura, may I die

on this very bed.”

When the King found she would not answer him he

went into his chamber and threw himself on his couch,

saying :
“ Who can bring Vidhiira’s heart ? Verily the

Queen will die if she cannot get it.”

Just then the Princess Irandhatl 1 came, magnificently

dressed, to pay her respects to her father, and, seeing him
so unhappy, said :

“ My father, you seem very unhappy :

why is it ?
”

Her father replied: “My daughter, your mother wants
the heart of the wise Vidhura

; but who can bring him to

Naga-land i Dear daughter, you are the only person who
can do it. If you wish to save your mother’s life, search

for a husband who can bring him.” The King was so

wrapped up in his desire to preserve his Queen’s life,

that he spoke thus shamefully to her, telling her to get

a husband.

Irandhatl, having pacified her father, went in to see her

mother, and, after comforting her, dressed herself in all her

1 Irandhatl . is this a form of Arundhati, one of the stars, and said to be the
rrife of the seven Rishis r
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ornaments and, that very night, took her way through the

water to the upper world, and went to a place in the

Himavanta near a river where there is a mountain called

Kala. That mountain is sixty yujanas in height, and
entirely composed of black rocks. Having gone thither,

she collected a number of beautiful flowers, and strewed

them all over the mountain, and made it look as if it were
a heap of rubies ;

she spread a bed of flowers on the

summit, and began to dance and sing, saying 1—

Nagas, Devas, and Gandhabbas,

Kinnaras, and all who dwell

In this Himavanta forest,

Stay, and list to what I tell

:

Lives Yidhura, wise and gracious.

In the courts of Kuru’s Lord
;

Who Vidhura’s heart will bring me
Shall receive me as reward.

Just then Punnaka, the nephew of the Deva Yessavan

(Kuvera), riding on his horse Manomaya, was on his way
to the assembly of the Rakshasas, and heard her song. As
she had once been his wife in a former existence, as soon

as he heard her he was smitten with delight, and, stopping

his horse, said :
“ Lady, by the power of my wisdom, I will

bring you Yidhura’s heart. Be not afraid. You shall be
my wife.”

On hearing this, Irandhati replied :
“ Go at once and

demand me of my father.”

Overcome with love, Punnaka dismounted and stretched

out his hand to put Irandhati on his horse, but she drew
hack, saying

:

Irandhati.

Bach, Punnaka, nor take me by the hand
;

I am no orphan to be brought to shame

:

1 The gata of Irandhati’ s song have been left out, except the first line, and
only the bur. translation given.
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Yaruna, lord of serpents, is my sire,

And Yimala, my mother, his chief queen.

If, then, to wed me be thy firm desire,

Demand me from them in accustomed form.

Hearing this, Punnaka at once proceeded to the Serpent

King’s palace, and addressed him thus :

—

Punnaka.

Lord of the Nagas, list unto my suit.

And give Irandhatl to me for wife.

Ages have passed since first our lots were linked :

I love her still, and she to me inclines.

Take as her price one hundred elephants.

One hundred steeds, and e’en one hundred carts

Piled with the seven gems, to which are yoked

One hundred mules : an offering far too small.

But who could name a price for one so fair ?

Vanina.

O Raksha Prince, Yessavan’s nephew true,

Fitted in every way to be my son-in-law

Art thou
; but not in haste may this be done :

A hurried marriage ofttimes causes woe.

First with my queen and kith I must consult.

Irandhatl is but a child, and ’tis

The nature of all womenfolk to pine

Y hen parted from their home. Perchance she, too.

May grieve when taken hence. Wait here awhile.

(He enters the palace and addresses Queen Yimala.)

Queen of my queens, my well-loved Yimala,
There waits without, in haste to wed our child

Irandhatl, the darling of our heart,

. Yessavan’s nephew, chief of all his hosts.

His gifts and words are fair. What thinkest thou ?
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Vimala.

Lord of this widespread realm, we need no gifts :

Irandhati, whose beauty glads all hearts

Cannot be bought with gems : ’tis he alone

Who brings Vidhura’s heart shall wed the maid.

Vanina (coming out).

Leader of hosts, if our consent you ’d win,

Bring us the “ wise man’s ” heart, thy lawful spoil.

Punnaka.

Some are called wise and others are called fools

;

But on this point all men are not agreed.

How shall I know the wise man from the fool ?

Varuna.

What ! hast not heard of Raja Eorabya,

Who reigns at Indapattan ? aud of him

Who guides with perfect wisdom his affairs,

All-wise Yidhura ? ’Tis his heart we want.

Punnaka ordered his attendant to get ready his horse

Manomaya, and, urged by his great love for Irandhati,

having smoothed out his beard and hair and arranged his

clothes, mounted and set off on his way to the dwelling

of his uncle Kuvera (Vessavan).

On arriving there he recited some stanzas descriptive of

the beauty and wealth of Kuvera’s city. He recited these

verses because he did not dare to carry off Yidhura without

his uncle’s permission. Kuvera, however, was deciding a

dispute between two devas, and did not attend to him,

so Punnaka sat down near the deva who had won his

case. Kuvera, turning to the deva, gave him an order to

go and take possession, so Punnaka took the order as if it

were given to himself, and went off with him. On the

way he thought thus :
“ Yidhura’s attendants are very

J.b.a.s. 1896. 30
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numerous
;

I shall not be able to take him unawares.

King Korabya is passionately fond of dice. I will win

him from Korabya by a cast of the dice. King Korabya

is very wealthy, and will not play with me for anything

of small value. In the hill of Yepulla, near Rajagriha,

there is a ruby fit to be worn by Cakkavatti monarchs;

it is a ruby of great power. I will overcome him by

means of that ruby.” He accordingly went to Rajagriha,

in the country of Anga.

(The translator here remarks : “ Why is it said that

Rajagriha is in Anga, when it is in Magadha ? ”—It is

because at that time the King of Anga ruled over Magadha.)

Ascending to the top of Mount Yepulla, he came to

the place where that wonderful ruby which is called

Manohara (Captivating) is guarded by 100,000 Kumbhandas.

Terrifying them by his terrible glances, he took the ruby

and pursued his way to Indapattanagaram. On arriving

there, he got off his horse and left it in concealment near

the city. Taking the form of a young man, he approached

King Korabya and addressed him thus :

—

Punnaka.

“ In this assembly of chiefs, who will play with me
for an excellent stake ? From which of you shall I be

able to win something of value ? WTio of you wants to

win my incomparable treasure ?
”

Korabya.

“Youth, what is your country? Your speech is not

that of Kururaj, and your appearance is more comely than

that of the people of my country. Tell me your race and
name.”

Punnaka.

“King, I bear the noble title of Kaccayano. As for

my parents and race, they dwell in the city of Kala-

campanagaram in Anga; and I have come to this country

to cast dice.”
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Korabya.

“Since you have come here to gamble, what have you

brought with you? If you have nothing, will not the

princes who overcome you make you their slave ? How,

then, do you propose to play against princes ?
”

Punnaka.

“My lord king, my stake is a ruby .
1 It is of immense

value—more valuable than any other. It brings whatever

you desire, and is called Manohara. That is not my only

property : I possess a steed that can drive away all my
enemies. I will play for both of them. Let the winner

take them.”

Korabya.

“ Youth, what can you do with your one ruby and

horse ? We kings have many such rubies, and swift steeds

innumerable.”

(Here ends the canto called “ Dohala.” 2
)******

Punnaka.

“ My lord king, why do you speak thus ? My horse

worth a thousand, and my ruby is worth a thousand.

Though your Majesty may have horses, they are not like

mine. Just look at the qualities of my horse.” Saying
thus, he mounted Manomaya and rode round the city

"wall so fast that the city appeared to be surrounded by

’ ™hy was not a red one, but a Yeluriyam,
Dohala, “ longing for” : more especially applied to that of women in a

certain condition.
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a band of horses, which could not be distinguished, and

even Punnaka himself was not distinguishable, but the red

girdle on his waist was like the whirling of a firebrand.

Having thus displayed the good qualities of his horse, he

dismounted and said :
“ 0 King, have you beheld the power

of my horse?” And, on the King replying that he had seen

it, he said, “Look again,” and rode his horse across the

surface of the lake which was in the royal park, backwards

and forwards, so that not even its hoofs were wetted.

Having caused it to stand on a lily-leaf, he spread out his

hand and it stood upon the palm. When the King remarked,

“ This is, indeed, very wonderful,” he replied :
“ Now behold

the power of my ruby. You have only to look into it to see 1

everything that is in this city or on the face of the earth,

and all the delights of Devaland.”

(Here ends the canto called “ The Ruby.”)******
Punnaka.

“ Surely, 0 King, if I gamble with you and lose, take

my ruby. But what will you stake ?
”

Korabya.

“ Kaccavano, I will stake anything but myself, my queen,

or my throne.”

Punnaka.

If that be so, 0 King, since I am from a distant country
and cannot tarry long, make ready the gaming-place.”

So the King summoned all his nobles, and ordered a
place to be prepared. The nobles, having spread curiously-
worked carpets and arranged places for the King and his

hundred nobles, suitably to their rank, reported to the
King that all was ready.

Then Punnaka requested the King to come to the

1 Tkt de '-t
'nP tit'n of "hat may be seen in the ruby is too long to translate.
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gaming-place, and said :
“ My lord king, you have stated

that you will play with me for anything save your royal

person, your queen, or your throne, and your words are

as ivory \_i.e. firm]
;
but I am a poor person and you are

the lord of many. If you win, you will assuredly take

my ruby
;
but if I lose, you may delay in paying me, and

fall hack upon the fact that you are a king: how, then,

can I play on equal terms ? ” But the King replied

:

“ Kaccayano, he not afraid
;
whether I win or lose I will

act according to the law.”

So Punnaka called all the kings who were present to hear

witness, saying :
“ Kings of Pancala, Paccuggata, Surasena,

Madda, and Kebhi, who are here assembled, you have heard

the words of Korabya your lord. Take good note of them.

You are all law-abiding kings, and I call upon you to be

my witnesses, without fear or favour
;

listen and watch

between us, and according to the custom of the righteous,

with heed, observe closely, and do that which is right.”

Thereupon King Korabya, surrounded by a hundred

princes, proceeded to the gaming-shed, and they sat in their

appointed places
;
and King Korabya placed the golden dice

upon a silver table.

Then Punnaka said suddenly :
“ My lord king, the

marks upon the dice are called ‘the,’ ‘than,’ ‘einze,’ and

‘nguzon’ 1
: take which you please.” The King elected to

take “ einze,” and Punnaka took “ than.”

The King then called upon Punnaka to throw first
;
but

Punnaka said :
“ My lord king, I am a poor man : it is

not right that I should begin
; it is for you to throw first.”

So the King agreed.

Now there was a fairy, who had been his mother in

his third state of existence, who constantly looked after

King Korabya, and through her power he had always won
when he played with dice. He used also to sing the

following verses whenever he played
:

(Sabba nadl viiika

nadl, etc.), which mean

—

1 These words are not given in the Bur. Dictionary, but according to the text
the = S

r
than — 6, einze— 4, and ngu:on= 2.
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Rivers, all are crooked rivers

;

Firewood grows in every tree

;

Woman ever doeth evil

Get she opportunity. 1

In order to invoke his fairy guardian he sang as follows :

—

0 fairy, now my guardian be ;

Fame and renown bring quick to me :

Upon thy kindness I rely.

Pure is the gold that forms each die
;

Brightly they shine within the bowl

:

Stand near me and my luck control.

Sweet fairy, ever kind to me,

Come now and bring me victory.

Then King Korabya, singing his gambling song, threw

the dice into the air, but through Punnaka’s power they fell

so that he would have lost
; knowing, however, by his great

skill that this would happen, he caught them before they

fell on the silver table and again threw them into the

air, but seeing that they would a second time fall against

him, he again caught them in his hand.

Seeing this, Punnaka looked round to see the reason,

and observed the good fairy standing near the King.
He thereupon glared fiercely at the fairy, and she fled

terrified to the top of a mountain on the confines of

the world. The King then threw them again thrice, but

by Punnaka s power was prevented, from putting out his

hand to catch them before they fell. Then Punnaka
threw, and seeing that he had won, rose from his seat and
cried, I have won, I have won.” And the sound of his

voice iv as heard throughout all Jambudvlpa.
King Korabya was very sad at having lost, so Punnaka,

in order to comfort him, said: “My lord king, when
two persons have a wager each puts forth all his strength

1 See Jataka Xo. 62.
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to win, but botb cannot do so—one must lose
;
and so it is

in this dicing
:
your Majesty, however, has not lost your

own person. Be not cast down, but give me that precious

thing that I have won, and let me depart, for I have come
from afar and may not delay.”

Korabya.

“Youth Kaceayano, I have everything that is on the

face of this earth : take what you want and go.”

Punnaka.

“ My lord king, in your realm there are elephants,

horses, precious stones, and lovely virgins, but the greatest

treasure of all is Vidhura, * the wise minister.’ In

accordance with your promise give him to me.”

Korabya.

“
Kaceayano, before we began to play I said I would

stake anything but myself, my queen, or my throne, and

this Vidhura is as my very self, and you ought not to take

him. It is on him that I rely. He is even greater than

I, for I worship him. He is the source of my good

fortune and like an island of refuge.”

Punnaka.

“My lord king, as I have far to go and cannot stay

to argue the question, let us call Vidhura and abide by his

decision.”

Korabya.

“ Kaceayano, you are honest in all your actions : I am
pleased with your suggestion. We will go to Vidhura
and abide by his decision.” So the King, accompanied by
all his nobles, took Punnaka with him and went to the

Hall of Justice.
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When Yidhura saw the King coming he descended from

the judgment-seat and sat in a suitable place.

Punnaka then addressed him thus :
“ 0 wise minister, you

are well established in the law, and would not speak falsely

even to save your life. These things are known unto all

men. I, too, would know this, 0 wise one—Art thou the

servant of the King, or one of his kin ? ”

Vidhiira.

“ Youth, I am not of the King’s kith, neither am I

greater, but I am one of his servants. Of these there are

four classes, 1 viz. : the house-born, the purchased, the self-

made, and the captive. As I am one that pays respect

to the King, I am a ‘self-made’ slave, and though

I may be taken to another country, I shall still be the

servant of the King. And if the King for any reason give

me to you, or another, his gift will be lawful.”

Punnaka.

“0 princes, my victory is twofold. As for this king

of kings, his wish was contrary to law. Why should he
not give me this wise Yidhura, who has given a true

decision ?
”

Korabya (in anger).

“ 0 Yidhura, though I have honoured and raised you to

high estate, you have no regard for me, but regard only
the face of the youth Kaceayano, whom you have only
just seen. Youth, take this true slave and go thy way.”

(End of the canto called “ The Dice-throwing.”)******
The King, thinking he might still detain Yidhura by

getting him to solve difficult questions, asked him as follows

:

1. Yidhura, how may householders dwell in safety ?

1 Antojata, dhanakkita, sayamddsupagata, karamardnita.
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2. What is the law of mutual assistance ?

3. Under what circumstances may they be without poverty

and anxiety ?

4. What is the rule for fidelity ?

5. After passing from this life to another how may they he

free from dread ?

Yidhura replied—

1. “0 King, people should not commit adultery with

their neighbours’ wives, nor should they eat without

giving food to those who deserve it. They should not

rely on absurd casuistry, for it tends not to true

wisdom.

2. “ Daily they ought to observe diligently the five duties.

They should observe their duties to one another as

rulers and householders. They should not forget to

heap up merit. In all matters they should act with

deliberation. Instead of being arrogant they should

be humble. They should obey the instructions of the

righteous. They should be neither short-tempered

nor malicious. They should be bold and unflinching

in almsgiving. They should speak loving words and
be tender in thought, word, and deed.

3. “They should be liberal to their friends and loving, doing

to them as they would be done by. They should be

mindful of seed-time and harvest, and when mendicants

come round ever ready to fill their bowls.

4. “ They should desire to follow the precepts of the

righteous. They should be mindful of their good birth

and lineage. They should read and converse on good

books, discussing and asking questions.

5. “ O King, they who do these things are free from danger

and anxiety in this life, neither shall they have dread

when they pass to another existence.”

(Here ends the canto called “ The Householder.”)
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Now when Vidhura returned from conducting the King

hack to his palace, Punnaka said :
“ Vidhura, you have

been given to me by the King and must go with me as

my servant. Look closely to my advantage, for wise men

have said that whosoever acts only for the good of his lord

becomes well acquainted with it.”

Vidhura.

“Young man, I know that you have got possession of

me, and that it was because the King gave me to you.

It was for your good also that I answered his questions.

In return for this kindness remain two or three days in my

house, and allow me to instruct my wives and children.”

Punnaka.

“Vidhura, I will remain with you a few days, and during

that time set your affairs in order and instruct your wives

and children.”

So Punnaka went with Vidhura to his house.

Now Vidhiira’s house was built in three mansions, one

suitable for each season. They were named 1 Kunjara,

Mayura, and Piyaka. They were as well appointed as

that of Sakko. So Vidhura installed Punnaka in one of

those mansions, with everything that he could want and

500 damsels to attend upon him, and retired to the one in

which his family was living, and entering into the chamber

of his wife Anula, told her to call all his children ;
but

she, by reason of her great grief, was unable to do so, and

sent her daughter-in-law, saying :
“ My tender and loving

daughter-in-law, beautiful as the flower of the blue lotus

(Indavaramuppalam), go and summon my son Dhammapala

and your other brothers-in-law.”

Vidhura received them with streaming eyes, and embraced

them ;
and after a little while, having come out into the

1 Kunjara, “elephant.” Mayura, “peacock.” Piyaka, “a spotted deer.”

But these names are also connected with certain plants.
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reception hall, thus addressed his sorrowing family :
—“ My

beloved children, I, your father, may only remain here

in peace for three days, and after that must go away

with the youth Kaccayano and obey his commands. Indeed,

he desires to depart on this very day, but, as I had not

given you my instructions, I begged him to remain a day

or two. I will now tell you your line of conduct, and do

you all take it well to heart
;
and if the king asks you, when

you go into his presence, whether your father gave you any

commands, you can relate to him all I now say, and when

he hears your words he will remember me with regret, and

appoint you to proper posts.” On hearing these words his

family wept bitterly.

(Here ends the canto called “ Lakkhana.”)

******
When the weeping had ceased, he said :

“ My children,

be not afraid : all the laws of ‘ Bhumakasankhara ’ are

impermanent. 1 Wealth and riches are lost and destroyed.

I will now relate to you the verses called ‘ Rajavasatl,’

attention to which will ensure earthly wealth and happiness.”

The Rajavasati, or “ King-service.” 2

1. If anyone desire royal service, being seated, listen to me

;

IIow a man, having entered the service of royal

personages, may attain unto honour.
‘2. That man obtains not a royal family who is inconspicuous

in wisdom

;

hTor the coward, the fool, nor the sluggard, at any time.

I do not find this combination in Childers. According to the Burmese,
Mnl.hara means “mutability,” hut here it seems to indicate the stages of
existence both in this life and the next.

2
- This consists of 46 couplets, beginning

—

1. Ethayyo rajavasatim
|

nislditya sunatha me
|

Yatha rajakulam patto
|

yasam poso nigacchati
i

I am indebted to Mrs. M. Bode for her valuable assistance in translating
these Pali gata.
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3. When he acquires virtue, wisdom, and purity.

He (the king) confides in him, and keeps no secret

from him.

4. Even as a balance, held rightly with equal beam,

Unshaken, let him not tremble
;

let him serve the king.

5. Even as a balance, rightly held with equal beam,

Obtaining full knowledge of all things, let him serve

the king.

6. By day or by night, learned in the king’s service,

Unshaken, not wavering, let him serve the king.

7. By day or by night, learned in the king’s service,

Gaining knowledge in all things, let him serve the king.

8. Though one say to him, the road is made ready for

the king
;

Even though the king urge him to go by it, he should

not
;

let him serve the king.

9. Let him not eat, as the king, food or dainties.

Let him even keep behind others
; let him serve the king.

10. Let him not wear garments, wreaths, perfumes, nor

ornaments, nor speak, nor do as the king does:

Let him use other adornments
; let him serve the king.

11. Should the king take his pleasure, surrounded by
courtiers and women.

With his courtiers and women let not the wise man
dally.

12. Hot puffed up with pride
;

prudent, with senses well

guarded

;

Firmly resolved in his heart
; let him serve the king.

13. He should not dally with the king’s wife, nor remain in

a secluded place with her

:

Let him not use the king’s treasure
; let him serve

the king.

14. Let him not love much sleep, nor drink intoxicating
drinks

;

Ivor fling the dice, nor game in the king’s presence ;
let

him serve the king.

15. Let him not mount the king’s couch, chair, throne, or

chariot.
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Thinking, “ I am chosen for honour ”
;
let him serve the

king.

16. Let not the discerning man go too far from the king,

nor too near him

:

Let him stand in his presence so as to be seen and

heard without difficulty.

17. He should not say, “ The king is my friend
;
the king

is my foster-brother ”
:

Swift is the anger of the king, as the smart of a mote

in the eye.

18. Though he think himself revered (by the king), the

wiser and more learned man,

Let him not answer harshly the king when in the

assembly.

19. Though he has the right to enter the door, let him not

enter without the king’s permission

:

King’s authority is as fire : let him serve the king.

20. If the king thinks to favour son or brother with villages,

townships, districts, or provinces,

Being silent let him look on, nor cunningly speak ill

of him.

21. To the elephant-riders, the royal guards, the charioteers,

and foot-soldiers, when he gives wages, and the king

increases their pay.

Let him not interfere
; let him serve the king.

22. As a bow with an arrow fitted to it, bending as a bamboo
reed,

Let him not act in opposition
; let him serve the king.

23. His words should be as few as those of a tongueless

fish,

Measured, prudent, brave ; let him serve the king.

24. Let him not go to touch women, for loss of power
is sure

;

Cough, asthma, suffering, weakness, and wasting come
upon him.

25. Let him not talk over much, nor let him keep silence

:

When the time is fit let him speak, not ramblingly but

measuredly.
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26. Not wrathful nor jarring, gentle, truthful, not back-

biting.

Let him not talk frivolous talk
;

let him serve the king.

27. Let him cherish mother and father, and respect his elders.

Fearful of sinning, let him serve the king.

28. Well-trained, skilful, temperate, steadfast, and kind

;

Strenuous, pure, and clever
;

let him serve the king.

29. Lowly to his elders, obedient, and humble
;

Compassionate, and pleasant to dwell with ;
let him

serve the king.

30. Though he speaks with ambassadors on secret business,

He should look only to his lord’s welfare.

31. Both on Samanas and Brahmans, holy and profound in

learning,

Let him respectfully wait
;
and let him serve the king.

32. Both Samanas and Brahmans, holy and profound in

learning,

Let him lodge with care
;
and let him serve the king.

33. Both Samanas and Brahmans, holy and profound in

learning,

Let him refresh with food and drink
;
and let him serve

the king.

34. Both Samanas and Brahmans, holy and profound in

learning1

,O'

Who have attained wisdom, let him serve, asking deep

questions.

35. Let him not omit customary gifts to Samanas and
Brahmans

;

Nor let him forbid beggars at alms-time.

36. Wise, endowed with knowledge, skilled in rites and
observance of the law.

Well knowing times and seasons, let him serve the king.

3'- Active n his doings, vigilant, discerning,

Acting with good arrangement, let him serve the king.

38. Constantly visiting his threshing-floor, barns, cattle, and
fields.

Let him store up the corn when measured, and when
measured let it be cooked in his house.
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39. If son or brother be unstable in tbe commandments

[duties], like helpless children in arms, or ghosts,

Let him give them clothes, food, and abiding places.

40. Servants who are steadfast in their duties.

Skilful and active folk, let him place before others.

41. Religious and uncovetous, strongly attached to the king;

Both openly and in secret beneficial to him
;

let him

serve the king.

42. Let him know the king’s wish
;

let him know the king’s

aims

;

Unfaltering in his conduct, let him serve the king.

43. When (the king is) clothing and bathing, or feet-

washing, head-lowered, 1

And when struck not wrathful
;

let him serve the king.

44. If one gives salutation to pots and does reverence to

basins,

Why to the giver of all good things should not the

best be given P
2

45. Whosoever gives beds, clothes, vehicles, habitations, and

houses,

Even as a rain-cloud to beings, he pours down wealth.

46. This Rajavasatl if a man practise,

He propitiates kings, and obtains both wealth and honour.

On the third day Yidhura, having bathed and dressed

himself, went to the King’s palace, to pay his respects and
take leave, and addressed the King thus :

—“My lord king,

this young man is taking me away; his mind is set upon
going. I would speak to thee concerning the good of my
family : listen, victorious one. When the youth asked me
how I was related to thee, I truly replied that I was thy
servant. That, indeed, is the only fault, as far as I can
see, that I have committed. If a man slips upon the earth

1 That is to say, ‘
‘ he should not look at the king’s face, hut stand with

averted eyes.”
* The first line of 44 runs thus :

“ Kumbhafinhi panjalim kayira
|

cataneapi
padakkhinam.” The meaning is obscure, and the Burmese translation is: “ On
beholding pots full of water, kingfishers and other birds, though they can give
no advantages, yet we salute them with raised hands.”
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and falls, on that spot even he must remain. That slip of

mine I look at as my fault. Be not angry with me for that

error, but take care of my family and possessions, and let

them not be destroyed.”

Korabya.

“It is not pleasant to hear that you must depart. I

will endeavour by some stratagem to prevent your departure.

I will summon the youth to my palace and secretly make

away with him.”

Vidlivra.

“ My Lord, though this thought of thine arises through

love and pity for me, it is not right
;
there is no benefit in

it. Put it from thee and think only of what is meritorious.

All beings must grow old and die. I bear no ill-will to

this youth. He may beat me, or free me, or kill me.

Being his slave, I must submit to his will and go with

him.”

So Yidhura, having respectfully saluted the King, and

admonished the nobles and attendants, left the palace; and
all the queens and ladies, being unable to restrain their

feelings, with dishevelled hair and streaming eyes, beating

their breasts, followed him in great sorrow. The people of

the city came in crowds to see him depart
;
and he exhorted

them, saying :
“ Be not sorrowful : actions, affections, seasons,

food, are all impermanent. Both one’s earthly body and
possessions must come to an end

; therefore, reflecting on
these things, we should give alms and observe our religious

duties. Having thus admonished them and sent them
home, he proceeded to his house. Just then his son
Dhammapala, and the rest of his family, having come out

to look for him, met him at the gate
; and when he saw

his children, being unable to restrain his sorrow, he embraced
them, weeping, and entered into his house. Kow Vidhura
“the wise had a thousand sons, a thousand daughters, a
thousand wives, and seven hundred concubines, and very
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many slaves and kinsmen. The whole of these were smitten

with grief and sorrow, and lay prostrate as the “ sal ” trees

when smitten by a whirlwind from Mount Yugantara
;
and

with a mighty murmur they besought him not to leave

them
;

but, having comforted them, and set his household

affairs in order, he left them and entered into the presence

of Punnaka, saying :
“ Youth, in accordance with my wish,

you have waited here in my palace two or three days, and

my instructions to my family are complete : do according to

your wish.”

Punnaka.

“ Since you have completed your arrangements let us

depart, for the distance we have to go is long. Without

fear take hold of my horse’s tail, for this is the last time

that you shall behold the habitation of men.”

Vidhura.

“ Of what should, then, I be in dread ?

To none have I ever done evil

By thought, or by word, or by deed.

To make me the prey of the Devil.” 1

Then, fearless as a lion, he uttered this act of truth :
“ May

this cloth with which my loins are now girt ne’er leave me
as long as I require it ”

; and, mounting on to the horse’s

crupper, and firmly grasping the tail, he said :
“ Youth,

I have firm hold of your horse’s tail
:
go whithersoever you

desire.”

At that instant Punnaka thought, “What is the use of

my taking this Yidhura to a distant place? I will carry

him to the Himavanta forest, and, having dragged him
tnrough the ravines and thorn-brakes till the life is out

of him, cast his dead body into a chasm, and carry his heart
to Naga-land.” So he directed his horse Manomaya thither,

and urged him swiftly through the trees. But by the

1 “ Gacchevya duggatim.” But Buddhists believe that thev will be tortured
by devils iu hell.

j.r.a.s. 1896. 31
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virtue of the Bodhisat’s accumulated merit the trees kept

away from his body for the distance of a cubit.

When Punnaka looked back to see if he were dead, and

beheld his face shining with brightness, he again urged

his horse thrice through the thickets
;
but to no purpose.

<

Being greatly enraged, he rode into a mighty wind, but

by the power of the Bodhisat it divided in two
;
and though

he did this seven times he was unable to kill him, so he

carried him off to the mountain called Kalagiri.

Now Yidhura’s wives and family, thinking that he was

a very long time in the upper chamber with Punnaka,

ascended to see what he was doing
;
and when they saw

him not, raised a great cry, saying, “ This demon in the

likeness of a youth has carried off our lord ” ;
and they

wept and wailed bitterly. And when the King heard the

sound thereof, he inquired what was the matter
;
and when

they told him, he comforted them, saying :
“ Be not afraid,

and cease from weeping, for he can preach the law sweetly,

and will bring that youth to reason. Do not be so disturbed

:

he will soon return.”

When Punnaka arrived at the top of Kalagiri, he

thought—“If I do not kill this Vidhiira I shall not get

Irandhatl, and all my trouble will be for nought. I will

kill him, and, having taken out his heart, carry it

to Queen Yimala, and bear away Irandhatl to my abode.

It will not, however, do for me to kill him with my own
hands, but I must cause his death through fear.” So

he set Yidhura down on the peak of the mountain, and

took the appearance of a frightful demon, which threw

Vidhura prone on his back, and then held him between

its tusks as if it would devour him
; but the Bodhisat was

not in the least terrified. He then endeavoured to frighten

him by taking the appearances of a lion, a must elephant,

and a huge serpent
; but the Bodhisat was not terrified by

them. Then, thinking he would grind him to powder, he

caused a mighty whirlwind to blow on him as he lay on

the mountain-top
;
but that wind did not even disturb one

hair of his head He then caused the whole mountain
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of Kalagiri to be agitated, but was unable to terrify him;

so he entered into the heart of the mountain and yelled

loudly, but, though the noise was terrible, the Bodhisat was
not disturbed.

Finding that he could not terrify him by any of these

means, he, in the form of a frightful demon, took him by
both feet and hurled him from the top of Kalagiri

; but

the Bodhisat fell lightly, as a ball of dressed cotton, at

a distance of fifteen yujanas. Then, taking him up again

head downwards and finding that he was not yet dead,

he hurled him again into the heavens, and he fell at

a distance of sixty yujanas.

After this had been done, the Bodhisat thought—“He
may hurl me away again, or, taking me by the feet, beat

me to death against this mountain, but I shall not be

afraid
; for to say nothing of these terrors, if at the end

of this cycle, during the * samvattathayl
’

(desolation?), 1

even were I cast down from the realms of Yehapphalo

into bottomless void, yet by reason of ‘self-possession’

I should have no fear ; I should still be Vidhura, the wise

minister of the King of Kuru.” Then he said:—“Youth,
your appearance is that of a good man, but you are not so.

Your appearance is that of one who keeps himself under

restraint, but you do not do so. You do that which is

evil and profitless. Your actions are not meritorious.

Why do you hurl me into these chasms ? What advantage
will you gain by my death ? I do not think you are

a man, but a Rakshasa : by what name are you known
amongst Devas ?

”

Punnaka.

“Have you not heard of Punnaka in the country of

men? I am the general of the armies of King Vessavan.

I desire to wed the lovely Irandhatl, daughter of Vimala,

the Queen of the Naga king Yaruna; and because I desire

to wed her, it is my purpose to slay you.”

1 See Childers, under “• Xappo.”
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Vidhura.

“ 0 Punnaka, descend not to the level of fools. Oftentimes

men come to destruction for doing the evil that they ought

not to do. Why do you want to marry this lovely Naga

princess ? What profit will you get by my death ?
”

Punnaka.

“ 0 wise minister, I will tell you. I know not whether

it was because we were once married and loved each other

in a former existence, but from the first moment that I

saw her I was urged by love to demand her from the

Niiga king, who informed me in the verses beginning

‘ Dujjemukho,’ etc., that I must obtain lawfully, as her

price, the heart of Yidhura; and, therefore, I desire to get

your heart. I do not desire to injure you for a mere idle

whim. I won you lawfully and I desire to take your

heart lawfully and present it to the Naga king, so that

I may obtain Irandhatl. And as your death would be a

great advantage to me, I have brought you to this place.”

The Bodhisat, on hearing this, reflected—“ What does

Yimala want with my heart? 1 Varuna, having heard me
preach the law, and having presented me with the ruby

that adorns her neck, will probably, when he returned to

the Naga country, have praised my preaching before his

queens and courtiers
;
and, on that account, his chief queen,

Yimala, wishing to hear me, has laid this stratagem, and

Varuna, not understanding it, has sent this ignorant

Rakshasa Punnaka, and he is ill-treating me owing to

his bad disposition. I indeed am wise, but if I die by

the hand of this Punnaka what will be the use of my
having been wise ? I will even now show him my power.”

So he said: "Youth, listen to the law called ‘ Sadhunara,’

and after you have heard it do with me according to your

desire.”

Punnaka, saying to himself, “ I do not think this law

1 Vidhura either had tut- puwt-r ot omniscience, or Punnaka thought aloud.
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has ever been preached before to men and devas,” raised

up Vidhura and set him on his feet on the top of the

mountain, saying :
“ I have taken you out of the abyss

and set you on the mountain. I have other business

besides taking your heart, so that no good law may be

unknown to men make it known to me.”

The Bodhisat answered :
“ Youth, since you have other

business besides taking my heart, and have saved me from

the abyss, and, desiring to hear the law called 1 Sadhunara,’

have set me on the top of this mountain, I also will declare

this law unto you
;
but mv body is covered with dust and

dirt, and it is not proper to preach when the bod}’ is defiled

with dirt
:
permit me, I pray you, to bathe.”

So Punnaka brought bathing water, and caused the

Bodhisat to bathe in it
;
and when he had done, dressed

him and anointed him with fairy scents, and fed him with

fairy food. Then, having prepared the top of Kalilgiri in

a suitable manner for preaching the law, the Bodhisat,

sitting cross-legged, said—

•

“ Follow him who goes before thee

;

Dry not, youth, the hand that ’s wet

;

Never to thy friend be faithless
;

Follow not the wanton’s beck.

These are the four precepts of the ‘ Sadhunara,’ and he who
adheres to them may be called a good man.”

Punnaka, not being able to understand, answered :
“ O

wise one, who is he that has gone before ? Why must one

not dry the wet hand ? Who is he that errs against his

friend ? What is a wanton ? Explain to me this law

;

it is too difficult for me to understand.”

Whereupon the Bodhisat replied :
“ If another should

confer acts of hospitality on oneself, though he has never

seen or met one before, to that person one should in like

manner repay with gratitude those acts which he has done.

This is the law called ‘ Yatanuyayi .’

“ If, for even one night, one should rest in a person’s

house, and obtain the slightest refreshment, one should not
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transgress against that person, even in thought. This is

the law called ‘Allapani parivajjaya.’
“ "Whosoever takes shelter beneath a tree, he should not

break even a branch or twig thereof
; it is his friend. This

is the law called ‘ Mittadubbhi.’
“ Though a badly-disposed woman be taken in marriage,

and obtain all the worldly goods it is possible to give her,

yet, if she sees an opportunity for entertaining a lover, she

will do injury to her husband without thought of gratitude.

Yerily, if a man be overcome by the blandishments of such

a woman and gives her all her desires, his profit will be

nought, and he will be harassed in body and mind. This

is the law called ‘ Asatinam nayacche.’ ”

(Here ends the “ Sadhunara ” canto.)******
The Bodhisat having thus preached the law, Punnaka

thought thus :
“ The wise one appears by these four laws

to ask for his life. He never saw my face before, and
though X was not his close friend, yet he treated me in his

house as if I had dwelt with him aforetime. I enjoyed
his hospitality for three or four days, and now the only
reason I have for ill-treating him is for the sake of a woman.
If I look at these four laws I see that X have been false

to my friend. If I were to kill him I should verily be
one who follows not the law called ‘Sddbunara,’ and if

I am said to be one who does not according to this law
I should not be desired by the Naga king’s daughter. I
will restore the wise one to his country, and gladden the
hearts of his people and family ”

: so he said :
“ O most

excellent one, I dwelt in your home for several days, and
you fed me; you are indeed a friend against whom I* should
not transgress. Truly, I will release you. I deserve not
the Naga king’s darling; through desire for her I ought
not to have done this evil deed. Because you have preached
the law well I will free you from death.”
Y hen he said this the Bodhisat answered :

“ 0 Deva, do
not convey me to my home yet. Since I have never yet
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beheld the treasures of the Naga king, take me to Naga-

land.”

Punnaka thereupon answered gladly: “We will go at

once to the glorious land of the Nagas, and thou shalt

behold it. That country is full of all splendours and

delights.” When they arrived there, Punnaka, placing

the Bodhisat behind him, went into the presence of the

Naga king; and when the King saw them he said: “Youth,

you went to the country of men to fetch the heart of the

wise yidhura : now that you have brought him himself, is

your purpose accomplished ?
”

And Punnaka answered :
“My lord king of the Nagas, you

desired Vidhura, and he has come. I obtained him lawfully.

Behold him. There is great happiness in associating with

good people, even though it be for a moment.”

(Here ends the chapter called “ Kalagiri.”)******
After the Naga king had conversed thus with Punnaka,

lie turned to Yidhura and said :
“ 0 wise nobleman, is it

because of these unwanted splendours, which you have not

beheld in the country of men, that, without fear of death,

you are unable to pay respect to me, but remain in a state

of stupefaction ? He who is afraid when opportunity

arrives cannot be called wise. Judging from your present

conduct, I am of opinion that your fame for wisdom

amongst men is a mistake.”

The Bodhisat.
“ 0 Naga king, I have no fear of death. Who is likely

to kiU me? Yerily, beings should not bow to those whom
they are about to kill ; neither should they bow down to

those who are about to kill them.”

The Naga king.

“ Thy words are true, indeed
;
one should not bow down

to the person who ought to be slain, nor should one bow to

the slayer. For who would do obeisance to the person who
desires to slay him ?

”
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The Bodhisat.

“ 0 king of the Nagas, this wealth and glory of yours are

not lasting. I will ask you one question. Why did you

obtain this fairy palace ? Did you get it for nothing, or

through the change of seasons? Was it wrought by your

hand, or was it given you by some fairy ? How did you

get it?”

The Ndga king.

“ 0 wise one, I got not this palace and wealth without

cause
;
nor did I get it through the natural changes of the

seasons. It was not given to me by the fairies
;
but I

obtained it by merit accrued in a former existence.”

The Bodhisat.

“ O Naga king, what was this meritorious action ? What
was the good deed that you performed ? Your glory and

wealth are very great : of what good deeds are they the

result ?
”

The Ndga king.

“ 0 wise one, when I and my queen Yimalu dwelt in

the city of Campanagaram, in the country of Anga, we were

both of like mind as to almsgiving, and never lost an

opportunity for giving alms. Our house was full of all

those things that are bestowed on ascetics, as it were a well

of water, and we gave them the ten lawful gifts, viz. : rice,

sweet liquor, scent, unguents, lamp oil, cloths, mattrasses,

couches, monasteries, and medicine. As the result of those

excellent deeds we enjoy these delights.”

The Bodhisat.

“Since then, 0 Naga king, you obtained this palace as

the result of a good deed, you know what is merit and also

its results. Forget not this knowledge, and continue to act

upon it. If you do so you will in the hereafter obtain

another palace.”
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The Naga king.

“As there are no hermits or Brahmans in this country,

as in the land of men, I am unahle to give alms. What
meritorious action can I do here so as to ensure a happy

abode in the next state ? ”

The Bodhisat.

“ 0 King, be ever kind to your people, relations, and

attendants, chastening them with a loving hand if necessary.

Be not angry with them. By increasing your love and

patience you will hereafter acquire a higher station amongst

the Devas.”

The Naga king.

“ Yidhura, thou art the minister who art wont to instruct

the intimate friends of the King of Kuru, and Korabya

himself, through being long parted from you, is very

sorrowful. He can only be comforted by your return.”

The Bodhisat.

“ 0 King, you say this through having reflected on the

law of righteousness. It is well known that my great

qualities can assist him in calamity.”

The Naga king.

“Tell me truly, did Punnaka obtain you for nothing

or did he win you by dice ? He tells me that he obtained

you lawfully.”

The Bodhisat.

“ My lord king, Dhanancaya lost me to Punnaka by

a throw of the dice
;
and as I belonged to the King, he

gave me to Punnaka. He obtained me lawfully.”

The Naga king

(Having taken Yidhura into the Queen’s chamber).

“ My Lady Yimala, you were sickly, downcast, and wasted

on account of the wise Yidhura. He whom thou desiredst
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is even this man here. He can dispel all wrath and

darkness from the hearts of men and Devas. 0 Queen

Yimala, you desired his heart’s flesh
;

he has now come

to you: listen to the law that he will preach to you. It

will he difficult to find his equal in wisdom.”

When Queen Yimala saw the Naga king coming and

leading Yidhura by the hand, with joy she raised her ten

slender fingers to her head, and said :
“ Wise one, thou

payest not reverence through stupefaction on seeing such

splendours. It is a mistake to call thee ‘ wise.’
”

The Bodhisat.

“Naga princess, I am not afraid through beholding you.

Who would kill one so wise as I am ? Naga princess, no

one about to he slain makes obeisance to his slayer, nor

does the slayer do reverence to him whom he is about

to slay.”

Vimala.

“It is as you say, 0 wise one. A person should not

do reverence to those who intend to slay him.”

The Bodhisat then asks the Queen the same question
as he asked the King, and the Bodhisat preaches the law
of kindness. The Queen states that she is satisfied with
having heard the “law,” which is his “heart”; and that
she thinks King Dhanaiicaya Korabya must be very
sorrowful at being separated from him, and will be
delighted to see him again.

The Bodhisat replies that this is undoubtedly the case,

as there is no one so skilled in giving good advice as he is.

The Queen asks him to tell her how Punnaka managed
to get possession^ of him, and the Bodhisat replies: “Be
not afraid, 0 Naga, and take no thought as to how to

slay me. I present myself wholly to thee. If you still

desire my heart I will take it out and give it you, and
if you want my flesh I will cut it off and give it you.”
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The Naga king.

“0 wise one, the ‘heart’ of a wise man is his wisdom.

I have heard you preach the law, and my desire is fulfilled.

Since Punnaka has brought thee to this country, according

to my wish, and both the wishes of myself and queen have

been fulfilled, we will give him our daughter Irandhatl to

wife
; and do you, Punnaka, this very day convey Vidhura

back to Indapattanagaram.”

So Punnaka, being delighted at having obtained Irandhatl,

said :
“ 0 wise nobleman, I will repay you for the good you

have done me by giving you this ‘ Manohara ’ ruby, and

this very day restore you to Indapattanagaram.”

The Bodhisat.

“ May you dwell happily in your palace with this lovely

Naga princess for the rest of your existence, and may
nothing interfere with your mutual love

;
and since you are

a true friend, you may give me the ruby and restore me to

my home.”

Punnaka.

“Good, let us depart. Get up on to my horse.” And
placing Vidhura before him on his horse “ Manomaya,” in

an instant, after bidding farewell to the Naga king, they

arrived in the country of Kuru, where Punnaka set him
down, and, after again thanking him, rode off to the realms

of the four great Rajas.

On the morning of the day on which Vidhura returned.

King Korabya dreamed that there was a great tree near the

door of his palace covered with sweet fruit, and which gave
shade and shelter to all kinds of animals, and that all men
made offerings and adorations to it. A eruel-looking black

man, carrying a sword and wearing a bright red cloth, came
and cut down this tree and took it away, to the great grief

of everyone. Hot long afterwards the same savage-looking

man came back and set it up as it was before.
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When the King awoke he related his dream, and felt

sure that it related to Vidhura
;
for none other than Vidhura

could be like unto this tree, for his wisdom resembled the

roots, his religious duties the branches, and his preaching

the sweet fruit. He felt sure, therefore, that Yidhura was

about to be restored to him, and was joyful. He therefore

ordered the city to be decorated, the court to be prepared,

and all the princes and nobles to be assembled.

So when Punnaka set Yidhura down in the law-court,

and went off with Irandhati to “ Catumaharaj,” the King
was overcome with delight; and, rising from his seat, took

him by the arm and led him to the throne that had been

prepared opposite to him, and thus addressed him :

“ Yidhura, you have come back to rejoice my heart as

a chariot that has been repaired after it has been broken.

How did you escape from the hands of the youth who took

you away ?
”

Vidhura then related (in verse) all that had befallen

him, and at the conclusion said:—“Thus, 0 King, because

Punnaka had set his affections on Irandhati he carried

me off to slay me
;

but obtained his desire only by
placing full reliance on me. The King of the Nilgas,

and his queen Y imalii, too, by obtaining my heart,

which is ‘true wisdom,’ were satisfied. In gratitude

the Naga king restored me to my home and country, and
I obtained the wonderful ruby which may be worn by
Cakkavatti monarchs alone

; I now present it to you, my
Lord.”

The King then related his dream to the assembly, released

all those who were in prison, and proclaimed a universal

holiday for a month.

After the rejoicings were over, and to the end of his life,

Vidhura instructed the King and his people with discourses

in almsgiving and religious duties, and when he died passed

to Tavatimsa. All those who were confirmed in the law
went to the land of the Devas,

At the end of the Jataka the Buddha summed up as

follows: “The then king and queen are now my royal
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parents, the heads of the Saki race ; Yidhura’s wife, Anula,

is now Rahula’s mother; Yaruna the Naga king is now my
disciple Sariputtara, the son of the Brahmani Rupa,1 of the

village of Upatissa; the Graluna (Garula) king is now
Moggalano, my second disciple, the son of the Brahmani

Moggali, of the village of Kolita
; Sakko is now my uncle

Dododhana’s son, Anuruddha ; King Korabya is now
Ananda

;
Punnaka is now Angulimala, the son of the

Brahman Bhattagga, the chief teacher of Kosala, king of

Savutthi
; the horse Manomaya is my horse Kandaka

;

Queen Yimala is now Khema, the nun, who was the queen

of Bimbisara, king of Rajagriha (see R.A.S. Journal, July

1893, p. 529) ;
Irandhati is now KisagotamT

; and Vidhura

is now I, the Buddha.”

1 Both Rupa and Moggali are here called “ Bunnema,” the fem. form of

“ Pnnna,” Q rjQ 0 § used by the Burmese to denote a Brahman. Stevenson
'“<'20

has made no attempt in his dictionary to explain the word. The fem. is

evidently Punni + ma, the Burmese fem. affix. The word is probably a very

old one, and derived rather from Sanskrit than Pali.
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Art. XII.

—

Chao Ju-hia’s Ethnography : Table of Contents

and Extracts regarding Ceylon and India, and some

Articles of Trade. By F. Hirth, Ph.D.

[For an introduction to this paper see Art. Ill

—

Chao Ju-kua, a new source of

Mediaeval Geography, p. 57 seqq. of this volume.]

Chao Ju-kua’s ethnographical work, the Chu-fan-chih,

consists of two parts (hooks, chilan). In the first part

the author describes the various countries concerned in the

Oriental sea-trade of his time
;
while the second part treats

upon the foreign products brought as merchandise to China,

and is followed, by way of supplement, by a detailed

description of the island of Hainan, which in those days

had among all the possessions of the empire risen to a high

state of civilization, owing to a large number of statesmen,

poets, and philosophers having spent years of their lives

there in banishment during the Sung dynasty.

The following Table of Contents gives the headings

under which the various countries and articles of trade

are discussed :

—

Part I. Countries, viz. :

—

1. Chiao-chih [Tungking].

2. Chan-ch‘eng [Annam ; Coehinchina].

3. Pin-tung-lung [a territory of Southern Annam, com-
prising the island of Pulo Condor, so called from

the name of a Buddhist saint—Pin-t'ou-luJ.

4. Chen-la [KambodjaJ.
0. Teng-liu-mei [a territory in the west of Kainbodja].

6. P‘u-kan [Pagan in Burma].
7. San-fo-ch‘i [Palembang, Sumatra].
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8. Tan-ma-ling.

9. Ling-ya-ssu [Lingas].

10. Fo-lo-an.

11. Hsin-t'o [Sunda?].

12. Chien-pi [Kampar ?].

13. Lan-wu-li [Lambri].

14. She-p‘o [Java].

15. Su-chi-tan [Sukitan, the central part of Java].

16. Nan-p‘i [Malabar].

17. Hu-ch‘a-la [Guzerat].

18. Ma-lo-hua [Malwa].

19. Chu-lien [Orissa, the empire of the Kesari dynasty].

20. Ta-ts‘in [Syria, perhaps blended with matter belonging

to the See, then removed farther east, of the Nestorian

patriarch].

21. T‘ien-cku [part of India].

22. Ta-shih [the Arab territories],

23. Ma-chia [Mecca].

24. Tseng-po [Zanzibar].

25. Pi-pa-lo [Berbera].

26. Wu-pa.

27. Chung-li [some African territory : Somali ?].

28. Yung-man [Oman].

29. Chi-shih [the island of Kish].

30. Pai-ta [Baghdad].

31. Pi-ssu-lo [Basra].

32. Chi-tzu-ni.

33. Wu-ssu-li.

34. Lu-mei [Rum].

35. Mu-lan-p‘i [Murabit, Andalusia].

36. Wu-ssu-li [Masr, Egypt],

37. Ngo-ken-t‘o [Alexandria],

38. Miscellaneous countries, viz. :

a. Yen-t‘o-man [the Andaman Islands].

b. K‘un-lun-tseng-chi [the Zingis, Zinj, or Zeng
tribes on the coast of Africa],

c. Sha-hua-kung [a pirate state in the Archipelago].
d. The Country of the Women.
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e. Po-ssu [here probably not Persia, but some other

country, which I have not been able to identify].

f. Ch‘a-pi-sha [Djabarso].

g. Ssu-chia-li-yeh [Sicily].

h. Mo-chieh-la [Maghrib, Morocco].

39. Po-ni [Brni, Borneo].

40. Ma-yi [Mindoro, Philippines].

41. San-hsii [certain islands among the Philippines].

42. Liu-chiu [part of Formosa]. 1

43. Pi-she-yeh [Bizaya ?—savages of South Formosa].

44. Hsin-lo [Sinra, Corea].

45. Wo [Japan].

Part II. Articles of Trade, viz. :

—

1. Camphor.

2. Frankincense.

3. Myrrh.

4. An incense called Chin-

yen-hsiang.

5. Dammar [dhuna, Tu-nao-

hsiang].

6. Liquid Storax.

7. Benzoin.

8. Becho Nuts \_Chi-tzu-

hua. Gardenia flori-

bunda].

9. Rosewater.

10.

Lignaloes.

11 to 14. Certain fragrant

wood incenses.

15. Sandalwood.

16. Cloves.

17. Nutmegs.

18. Lakawood.

19. Musk Wood [She-hsia7ig-

mu\.

20. The Jack Fruit.

21. The Areca Palm
;
Betel

Nuts.

22. Cocoa Nuts.

23. Galls \Mo-sfiih-tzu~]

.

24. Ebony Wood \Wu-men-

tzu, in the Amoy
dialect o-ban-tzti =
Persian abnus].

25. Sapanwood.

26. Cotton.

27. Mats.

28. Putchuck.

29. The Cardamom.

30. Pepper.

31. Cubebs.

1 The text of Chao Ju-kua’sZiM-cAi« contains various passages identical with
the old account in the Sni-shu, which it has been shown does not apply to the
Loo-choo Islands, but Formosa. See Schlegel, “Problemes g£ographiques,”
in Tloung-pao, vol. vi, p. 165 seqq.

J.e.a.s. 1896. 32
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32. Asa Foetida.

33. Aloes.

34. The Coral-tree.

35. Glass.

36. Cats’ Eyes.

37. Pearls.

38. Ch‘e-ch‘u[akindofshell].

39. Ivory.

40. Rhinoceros Homs.

41. Castoreum.

42. Kingfishers’ Feathers.

43. Parrots.

44. Ambergris.

45. Tortoise Shell.

46. Yellow Wax.

Appendix : Hainan.

SPECIMEN OF TRANSLATION.

(a) Extracts from Part I: Foreign Countries.

13. Lan-wu-li.

The country of Lan-wu-li [Amoy dialect: Lam-bu-li=
Ramni or Lambri

*]
produces sapanwood, ivory, and white

rattan. The inhabitants are warlike and often use poisonous

arrows. With the north wind you come within a little

more than twenty days to the country of Hsi-lau [Ceylon],

which is under the government of Nan-p‘i [Malabar].

Sailing from Lan-wu-li, you know that you are coming
to Hsi-lan [Ceylon] by the flashing of lightning always

visible. The king is black, with unkempt hair, and wears

no covering on his head
;
he wears no regular clothes, but

is merely wrapped in cloth of various colours, and his feet

are protected by sandals of red leather [fastened] with gold

thread. When going out he rides on an elephant or in

a kind of litter
\_
juan-tou, a word which Professor Schlegel,

T‘oung-pao,
vol. vi, p. 163, suggests to be a transcription

of a Ceylonese word handul, meaning a litter]. He eats

every day a paste made of betel nuts burnt together with

1 Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, 2nd ed., vol. ii. p. 2S3, note 1. A German version of
Chao Ju-kua’s accounts of Lan-wu-li and Xan-p'i has been published in the
T'oung-pao, vol. vi, p. 152 smjq., where the sinological reader will (ind the
Chinese characters of some ol the names.
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real pearl ashes. His palace is decked with cats’ eyes and

^bl ue and red jewels [sapphires and rubies?], cornelians,

and other precious stones; the very floor he walks

upon is so adorned. There is an eastern and a western

palace, at each of which there is planted a golden tree

;

their stems and stalks being made of gold, their flowers,

fruits, and leaves of cats’ eyes, blue and red jewels, and

the like precious stones. Underneath [each of] these trees

there is a golden throne with [partition] walls of glass.

When holding court, the king ascends the eastern throne

in the morning and the western throne in the evening.

At the spot where the king sits down there is continuous

glittering of the jewels reflecting the sun’s rays, the glass

and the jewel tree shining upon each other like the glory

of the rising sun. Two attendants constantly hold up a

^golden dish to receive the dregs of the betel nuts chewed

by the king. The king’s followers pay a monthly tax

> of one pi of gold [about 16 taels] into the Government

treasury for receiving the betel-nut dregs, which contain

i camphor and all kinds of precious substances. The king

holds in his hand a jewel \_lit. precious pearl] five inches

in diameter, which will stand the test of fire and shine

at night like a torch
;
by rubbing his face with it every

day, the king will keep his youthful looks, though he may7

be over ninety years old. The inhabitants are very dark-

skinned
; they wrap their bodies round with silk stuffs,

are bareheaded, and go barefoot. They use their hands

in taking their food. '^Household vessels are made of bronze.

There is in the country a hill [or, an island] called Hsi-lun

[lit. fine wheel], peaks rising over peaks, [on the top of

which] there is the imprint, over seven feet in length,

of the foot of a huge man, a like imprint being visible in

the water within a distance of over 300 (i from that

hill. The trees in the forests of the hills, whether high or

low, all round are bent towards it [as if curtseying]. 1

1 There can be little doubt as to the identity of this bill Hsi-lun with the

Sripada of Buddhist lore, the footprints of Buddha on Adam's Peak fas it

is called by the Muhammadans—the Samanta Ivuta of the Sinhalese). Some
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.

The [mineral] products are cats’ eyes, red glass, camphor

[sfc], blue and red pearls [sapphires and rubies]
;
and the

land produces cardamoms, the bark of the Mu-lan tree

[Mangrove Bark ?], coarse and fine incense. Foreign

merchants import, in exchange for these products, sandal-

wood, cloves, camphor [sic], gold, silver, porcelain, horses,

elephants, and silk stuffs. The country sends yearly tribute

to San-fo-ch‘i [Palembang, Sumatra].

16. Nax-p‘i [Malabar],

The country of Nan-p'i 1 is in the extreme south-west.

From San-fo-ch‘i [Palembang, Sumatra] one may arrive

time previous to the period of our author the veneration of this sacred object

had received [according to Lassen, “ Indische Altertlmmskunde,” iv, 333) a

fresh impetus by the devotion of the Sinhalese usurper Kirtti-Narasinha, who,

being a native of Kalinga, had made himself master of the island by making
use of a temporary confusion in its Government. This Sinhalese monarch,
whose reign extended from a.d. 1187 to 1196, was a great worshipper of

Buddha, and. on one occasion, ascended the sacred Peak with an armv in four

divisions, in order to worship at the Foot Print. But according to the Malta
Vnnsa, a much better authority, Tarakrama Baku the Great, who conquered

South India and Kambodja, was king- 11B4-1I9" ; and there is no mention of

Kirtti-Narasinha. The Arabs believed that Adam, after his expulsion from
Paiadi-e. was thrown on this very hill, and that the footprint belongs to him,
whence the name Adam's Peak has arisen. When stepping out Adam set his

other foot into the sea. The place has been a resort of both Muhammadan and
Buddhist devotees throughout the Middle Ages, the Chinese, of course, taking

the Buddhist view of tin- twofold tradition, though they have been informed
ot this legend, in which they call Adam “I*‘an Ku,” the creator of mankind.
Cf. Mini. (one. Us Chwois, vol. xiv, p. 25; and Reinnud, Relation, etc.,

vol. ii, p. o and vol. ii, p. 8 stq. The Chinese name llsi-lun (ht. fine,

or small, wheel . while resembling that of the island, Ceylon, is probably
connected with the Sanskrit tehiileu, denoting a wheel—

*

4 empreinte d’une
roue a mille rais sous chaque pied du Boitddlia ” (Julien, Hwiun-thsang

,
vol. iii,

p. 475).

1 Pronounced A a'nipt in Canton. I am inclined to interpret this name
I as the transcription of some Indian word. The list of states or places

mentioned by our author as belonging to this country (Coilom, Guzerat,

)
Cambay, etc.i greatly facilitates its identification with the then flout idling

1

kingdom ol Malabar, hut it appears that the name Nan-p‘i is an ethnical

title rather than a political term. The only passage which has occurred
to me as throwing light on this subject was in the Hsi-yang-ck'ao-knng-

t ch iii. p 3 , a work placing on record the results of the famous
expeditions of the eunuch Ch‘eng Ho about a.d. 1430. Speaking of the
inhabitants i»t the country of Ku-li, i.e. Kahkut, it savs that there five different

cla-sos, or ea-Hs. arc disliiigm-ht d, viz.; 1. the A 2, the Hui-hui
,

or Muhammadans; 3, the 4, the Ko-hng ; 5, the Mu-kua. The
Hm-hui are well known as Muhammadans

; the term Che-ti I venture to

identity with the “ Cketty," or merchants’ caste (et. Yule, Anglo-Indian
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/there with the monsoon in a little more than a month ,

1

,

The capital of the country is styled Mieh-a-mo
;

in Chinese

this says as much as li-ssii [controller of sacrifice, priest ?].
2

The chief of the country wears clothing on his body, but

^Walks barefoot
;
he wraps his head in cloth \_i.e. wears

a turban], and wears a loin cloth, all being of white cotton.

Sometimes he wears a white cotton shirt with narrow

sleeves .

3 When going out he rides on an elephant, and \

is covered with a golden cap decorated with red pearls and !

gems. On his arm a golden hand is fastened, and a golden

'

Glossary, p. 144, s.v. Clietty, and p. 615, s.v. Sett)
;
Ko-liny may stand for

“Kling” (of. Yule, op. cit., p. 372). ,1lu-kua is apparently the same as

Mitcoa, Muleurn. “ The fourth class are called Medina, and these are fishers
”

(Yarthema, Yule, p. 454). These identifications are based on similarity in souud

merely, but the passage referred to gives us some turther detail regarding the

Xun-p‘i and the Hin-htn. The former eat no beef, the Hui-hm eat no poik ;

the two castes, if we may so call them, do not intermarry, and have their

own burial customs. In Calicut sixty per cent, of the entire population in

those days (about a.d. 1430) were Hui-hni. or Muhammadans. I do not

dare to forestall the opinion of Indian scholars with regard to the name Xan-p'i
(Xambi). Could this word stand for nambun

,
‘-a Brahman of Malabar”

(Yule, p. 471, s.v. Nambooree) ?

1 It took Ibn Batuta forty days to sail from Sumatra to Kaulam.—Yule,

Cathay, p. 513.
2 Mieh-a-mo, in Cantonese : Mit-d-mdt, in the Amoy dialect : Biat-b-buat,

possibly a Chinese corruption of Arabic Muddn or Maiaci (Marabia), said to

have been an old city in the kingdom ot Eh described by Marco Polo.

However, the few notices collected by A'ule as reierring to this city (Mtueo
Polo, '2ml t'd. , vol. ii, p. 375 mg.) do not encourage me in thinking seriously

of this identification. Another possibility may be looked for in the name
Mtt'abar, now applying to the coast of Coromandel. This would involve the
extension of Chao Ju-kuas Xan-p'i to both the east and west coast of Southern
India. Certain analogies in the Chinese and Marco Polo's account seem to

support this supposition. The king of Ma’abar, like the ruler of Xan-p'i,
wears golden armlets and ankle-rings (cf. A'ule, p. 322). Both monarehs take

pleasure in surrounding themselves with a large number of fine women. e\en
the number agreeing in the two accounts. According to Marco Polo ,Yule,

p. 323) , the king has ‘
‘ some Jive hundred li tres ”—“ for whenever he hears of a

beautiful damsel he takes her to wife.” The king of Xan-p'i, besides his five

hundred women, had a body-guard of twenty men guarding the royal insignia

right and left, while Polo says : “ there are about the king a number ot

Barons in attendance upon him These rule with him, and keep always near

him," etc. AVe learn from a later Chinese authority that the Xan-p'i caste

retrained from eating beef. So Polo says (A'ule, p. 325) :
“ The people are

idolaters, and many of them worship the ox, because (they say) it is a creature

ot such excellence. They would not eat beef for anything in the world, nor

would they on any account kill an ox.”
! “ Ibn Batata describes the King of Calicut, the great Zamorin. coming

down to the beach to see the wreck of certain junks: his clothing consisted of

a great piece of white stuff rolled about him from the navel to the knees, and a

little scrap of a turban on his head ; his feet were bare, and a young slave carried

an umbrella over him.”—A’ule, Marco Polo, 2nd ed., vol. ii, p. 330, note 1.
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chain surrounds his leg. Among the royal insignia there

is a standard, adorned with peacocks’ feathers, on a pole

covered with vermilion, over twenty men guarding it right

and left. He is attended by a guard of about five hundred

picked foreign 1 women, selected for their fine physique

:

' those in the front, leading the way with pantomimes, have

cloth wrapped about their bodies, but walk barefoot, using

merely a piece of cloth around their loins ;
those in the

rear ride ou horses without saddles, their loins are wrapped

in cloth, their hair is dressed, and they wear necklaces of

real pearls, anklets and foot rings of real gold, their bodies

\ are anointed with camphor and musk mixed with drugs,

while umbrellas made of peacocks’ feathers protect them

against the sun. In front of these dancing women are

carried the officers in the king’s train, sitting on bags of

white foreign cloth, called “cloth-bag sedans,” which are

lifted on poles plated with gold and silver. In this country

there is much sandy soil, and when the king goes out, they

first send out an officer with over a hundred soldiers to

sprinkle the ground with water to provide against gusts of

wind whirling up the dust. The people are very dainty in

their diet
;
they have a hundred ways of cooking their food,

which varies every day. There is an official with the title

“Academician” (llan-lin) who lays the meats and drinks

before the king, and sees how much food he consumes
;
he

regulates his diet in order that he may not exceed the

proper measure. If perchance the king should fall sick for

this reason, then he has to taste his faeces, and treat him
according to their being sweet or bitter. The inhabitants

of this country are of red-brown complexion
;

the lobes of

their ears hang down to their shoulders. They are skilled

in archery, and are good sword and lance men
;
they love

fighting, and sit on elephants when doing so. In battle

Vtheir heads are wrapped in turbans of coloured silks. They
are particularly devout Buddhists. The country is warm,

and there is no cold season. Rice, hemp, beans, wheat.

fart, “foreign”; possibly standing for fan, “ Indian,” “Brahmin.”
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j
millet, and edible roots and provisions, are produced in

j
sufficient quantity, and may be had at reasonable prices

enough. They cut an alloy of white silver into coins, on

which they engrave an official seal ; the people use them

for purposes of trade. The following products are found in

this country : real pearls, all descriptions of foreign cloth,

and cotton cloth. There is in this country a river with

fresh water, which, at a place where a number of different

passages unite, assumes very broad dimensions. By its side

there are bold cliffs, on which there are constantly sparks

[stars] to be seen. The magic emanating from these

hardens into small stones resembling cats’ eyes
;
their colour

is clear and transparent
;
they lie buried in the recesses of

the hills, until some day they are washed out by the rush

of a flood. The officials at such times send out men in

(

small boats to pick them up. The inhabitants consider

them precious stones.1 The following States are subject

to this country,2 viz. :

—

1.

Ku-lin [in Cantonese: Kd-ldm— lLulam, Coilom].

2.

Hu-ch‘a-la [Gfuzerat],

3.

Kan-pa-i [Canton : Kdm-pa-yet ;
cf. Yule, Marco Polo,

vol. ii, p. 389, note 1 : “Kambayat”
;
Cambay],

4.

Pi-li-sha [Barotsch ?].

1 “The cat’s eyes, by the Portuguese called Olhos de Gatos, occur in Zeylon,

Cambaya, and legit.”—Baldaeus, Besehreibung der ostindischen Kiisten Malabar

und Coromandel : Amsterdam, 1672. S. Yule, Anglo-Indian Glossary, p. 774.

Probably neither Ceylon nor Pegu are meant in this passage, but Cambay,

which, as we shall see directly, is enumerated as one of the territories belonging

to Xan-p‘i.

* The Chinese text merely contains the following thirty characters, which

I have tried to divide and identify as nearly as possible with the limited

knowledge of mediaeval India now at my disposal. The characters are

:

Regarding the

ports on the coast of Malabar during the Middle Ages, see Yule’s note devoted

to this subject in Cathay
, p. 650 seqq.
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5. Ma-lo-hna [Canton: Md-ld- ica=Maiwa]

.

6. Fung-ya-lo [Amoy : Tang-ga-lo=MangaloT? cf. Lassen,

Inclische A Iterth itmskunde, vol. i, p. 188 : Mangarut,

Mangalor].

7. Ma-H-mo [Amoy: Ma-ti-hica(= Aalihar ?].

8. Tu-nu-ho [Tanore ?].

9. A-li-joh, or A-li-no.

10. Ngao-lo-lo-ni [Cananor ?].

This country is very far, and the foreign vessels rarely go

thither. Shih-lo-pa-chih-li-kan, father and son, belong to

this race of people. They now live in the south of the city

of Chilian [Chinchew], The products are carried from this

country to Chi-lo-ta-lung [a name which I cannot identify]

and San-fo-ch‘i [Palembang, Sumatra]
; and the following

goods are exchanged in barter against them : silks of

IIo-cb‘ih [Playfair, Cities and Towns of China, No. 2208],

porcelain, camphor, rhubarb, hnang-lien [rhizoma of Foptis

teeta ?], cloves, camphor drops, sandalwood, cardamoms,

and eagle wood.

The country of Ku-lin [Kulam, Coilom, Quilon] may be

reached from Nan-p‘i by ship with the monsoon in five

days. It takes a Chinchew junk \ch‘itan-po, i.e. an ocean

junk of Ch'iian-chou-fu] over forty days to arrive at Lan-li

[Lambri] ; there the winter is spent, and, in the following

year, a further journey of a month will take her to this

country. The customs of the people are, on the whole, not

different from those of the Nan-p‘i people. The products

consist in cocoa nuts, sapanwood, and a kind of wine
made of honey and sugar \jm~t‘ang, perhaps syrup] mixed
with cocoa nuts and the juice of some flower, the mixture

being allowed to ferment. 1 The inhabitants are devoted to

archery
;
when assailing the enemy [or, in battle] they wrap

their hair in silken turbans. For trading purposes they use

gold and silver coins
; twelve silver coins are worth one

1 This probably the beverage known as toddy, regarding which see Yule,
Anglo-Indian Glossary

, p. 706.
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gold coin. 1 The country is warm, and has no cold season.

Every year ships come to this country from San-fo-ch‘i

[Palembang, Sumatra], Chien-pi [in Cantonese : Kam-pi,

described by Chao Ju-kua as a revolting colony of San-fo-ch‘i,

with a warlike population, probably Malays, carrying on

trade in tin, ivory, and pearls], and Chi-t‘o [in Cantonese

:

Kat-to= Karta?]
;
and the articles they barter with are the

same as in the case of Nan-p‘i. The Ta-shih [Arabs] live

in great numbers in this country.2 Whenever they have

finished taking a hath they anoint their bodies with Yii-chin

[turmeric], as they wish to resemble a Buddha in the gilt

appearance of his body.

17. Hu-ch‘a-la [Guzerat].

The country of Hu-ch‘a-la [Guzerat] rules over more

than a hundred chou [cities]
;

its [main] city has a four-

fold wall. The inhabitants of this country are white and

clean-looking. Both men and women have double rings

hanging down from holes in their ears
;

they wear tight

clothes, and are wrapped in plain cotton cloth
;
they wear

on their heads white hoods, and on their feet shoes of scarlet

leather. They are forbidden to eat flesh. There are four

1 The relation between gold and silver, for centuries previous to the discovery

of America, was twelve to one. Cf. Yule, Cathay, etc., p. 442.
2 Coilom is well known as a resort of trade during the Middle Ages up to the

time when the Portuguese appeared with ships of deeper draught which could

not anchor in its shallow harbour.—Reinaud, Relation, etc., p. lxxxiii.
,

According to Reinaud’s traveller Soleyinan, Coilom was the starting-point iu

India for the journey to China. Similarly, according to Chao Ju-kua, it was '

the landing-place in India for those coming from China; for, while junks made j

the trips from Chinchew to Lambri, and thence direct to Ku-lin (Coilom), it is

distinctly said that foreign ships rarely go to Nan-p‘i. To arrive in Chu-lieu

(Orissa), as we shall see further on, the traveller hailing from China had to

change ship at Ku-lin (Coilom). This seems to show that China skippers were .

not in the habit of visiting the coast of Coromandel.
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thousand Buddhist temple buildings, 1 in which there are

living over twenty thousand nuns, who, twice every day,

sing hymns, while offering food to Buddha or while offering

flowers. When offering flowers they bind them into

bouquets with cotton thread, of which they use about three

hundred catties every day. They have over four hundred

war elephants and about 100,000 cavalry horses. When
the king goes in or out, he rides on an elephant ;

on his

head he wears a cap [or, crown]. His followers ride on

horseback and are armed with swords. The following

products are found in this country : indigo in great

quantities,2 red kino, myrobalans, and all kinds of foreign

cloth. Every year these goods are transported to the

Arabian countries for sale.

18. Ma-lo-hua [Malwa].

The country of Ma-lo-hua [Malwa] connects with Hu-
ch‘a-la [Guzerat], This country has under it over sixty

chon [cities], and it is on the land road \_i.e. it does not

lie on the sea-coast]. The manner of dressing and the

local customs are the same as those of Hu-ch‘a-la [Guzerat].

Of products white cloth is very common. Every year 2000
oxen, or more, laden with cloth, are sent along the land

road to other countries for barter.

1 Guzerat was famous for its many temples, most of which were situated on
the south-western coast in the territory called Okamandala, which afterwards

became the seat of a cruel set of pirates.—Lassen, Ind. Alterthumak., vol. i,

p. 134.

s Regarding the indigo of Guzerat, see Lassen, op. tit., vol. i, p. 325 ;
and

Yule, Marco Polo, vol. ii, p. 383.
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19. Chu-lien [Orissa, the Empire of the Kesari Dynasty].

The country of Chu-lien 1 is the Southern India of the

Western Heaven. In the east it [i.e. its capital, or chief

city] is five li distant from the sea ;
in the west you go

to Western India [ZZsi T‘ien-chu~\, 1500 li ; in the south

you go to Lo-lan, 2500 li
;
in the north you go to Tun-t‘ien,

3000 li.
v This country has not, from olden times, carried

on trade with us. By water you reach Chinchew in about

i 411,400, or more, li .
2 If you wish to go to this country,

l

then you must change boat in Ku-lin [Coilom], and thence

* travel there
;

some say that from [or, by way of ] the

country of P'u-kan [Pagan] you can also go there. In

this country there is a city with a sevenfold wall, the wall

being as high as seven Chinese feet, and extending twelve

li from north to south, and seven li from east to west
;

the

different walls are a hundred paces distant from each other.

v
Four of these walls are built of brickwork, two of mud,

and the one in the centre, of wood, and there are flowers,

fruit-trees, and other trees planted [on them]. The first

and second walls enclose the dwellings of the people—they

are surrounded by small ditches
;
the third and fourth walls

are for the dwellings of court officers
;
the fifth wall is for

the dwellings of the king’s four sons
;
within the sixth wall

are the Buddhist [?] monasteries where the various priests

dwell
;
and the seventh wall encloses over four hundred

buildings forming the royal palaces where the king lives.3

1 Chu-lien may be a Chinese corruption of the name Chula. Cf. Yule,

Anglo-Indian Glossary, p. 199.

3 There must be an error in this statement ;
if not, the li has here been

confounded with a considerably smaller measure.
3 It appears that we possess an unmistakable record regarding this city in the

fragments left to us of the history of the Kesari dynasty in India. It must be

the ancient capital of that empire. Lassen (op. cit., vol. iv, p. 6), speaking of

the events recorded in the history of Orissa, describes a king Jajati, not as the

founder, but as the restorer, of the Kesari dynasty, who established his court at
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There are in all thirty-two 1 divisions \_pu-lo,
,
possibly

pura, cities] : of these, twelve are in the west, namely

[47 characters, see below] ;
eight are in the south, namely

[38 characters]
;

twelve are in the north, namely [44

the city of Djadjapura. Here he 'built a palace, called Chaturdvara ,
because

it had four gates. The chief event of Jajati’s reign is, according to Lassen, the

establishment of the service of a deity called Djagannatha, whose image had

been carried away and concealed and was then recovered. Four images of that

deity, including the original one, were brought to Puri, where a new temple

was erected for them. “ The entire surroundings of the city,” Lassen says,

“ were devoted to the service of Djagannatha, or Vishnu, and the maintenance

of that temple
;
and Jajati laid the foundation for the wealth of its priesthood.

One of his successors, Lalita Indra Kesari, who ascended the throne in a.d. 617,

was the founder of a large and well-defended city in the neighbourhood of the

above sanctuary, which was divided into seven quarters and contained thirty-two

streets and where the King resided ” (Lassen, l.c., p. 11). I am not able to

say whether there is any connection between the “ thirtv-two streets of the

city” mentioned by Lassen and the thirty-two pu-lo, or divisions, occurring in

our text. These I would under ordinary circumstances consider to be divisions

of the country, hut I cannot do so in the face of Indian tradition as known to mo
through Lassen’s account, pending an inquiry into the text forming the basis

of that account of “ thirty-two streets,” which Lassen appears to have derived

from A. Stirling’s “ An Account, Geographical
, Statistical

,
and Historical, of

Orissa Proper in C'attaeJc,” in As. Ses. xv, p. 269 seqq., which I have not been

able to look up. In the Sunp-slnh the names of two kings are mentioned who
sent embassies with tribute trom this country to China, viz. : in a.d. 1033,

Shnh-U-lo-ch ‘a-ijtn-io-lo-ehti-lo, which may stand for Sri Raja Indra Chola [or,

Andhra Chola] : and again, in a.d 1077, Ti-ua-ia-lo, which may stand for

DSva Kala, or Dura Kara. The last-named king made a good bargain with his

colleague on the dragon throne, since the embassy, consisting of 72 men, were

given 81,800 strings of copper cash, i.e. about as many dollars, in return for the

articles of tribute, comprising glassware, camphor, broeates [called Kimhioa,

n & in the Chinese test), rhinoceros horns, ivory, incense, rosewater,

putchuck, asa foetida, borax, clove*1
,
etc. This so-called embassy was probably,

like most of the miaous to the coast of China, nothing better than a trading

expedition on joint account, the 72 ambassadors being the shareholders, or their

supercargoes. It appears that the relations between China and Orissa were not

resumed alter thK expedition, and it is very likely that Chao Ju-kua’s chapter on

Chu-lien is derived from the account of one of the travellers having reached

China during the rule ot the Kesari dynasty. Such an account would most

probably have been placed on record by one of our author’s predecessors in

the office of Shih-po, or Superintendent of Trade, at Ch‘iian-chou.

1 The text says “thirty-one,” but the enumeration following (12+8+ 12)

shows them to be “ thirty- two.’

*
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characters].
1 When anyone among the people is guilty

1 It may not be quite hopeless to attempt identifying some of these names,

whether they represent “streets,” “divisions ” (of the city, or of the country),

or “cities”
(
pura). Should they prove to be names of cities, their identi-

fication would assist us in gaining some positive knowledge of the political

extent of the Kesari empire. The repetition of certain groups of sounds, such

as p'u-teng (twice, viz. a, 23, 24, and b, 21, 22), which may stand for patam, as

an ending in city names, or mung-ka-lan (four times, viz. b, 36, 37, 38 ;
c, 12,

13, 14 ;
c, 21, 22, 23; and c, 42, 43, 44), which may stand for Mangalor, might

lead to some interesting discoveries. The characters follow each other thus :

—

a. In the West b. In the South c. In the North

(12 names). (8 names). (12 names).

i. P> 25. ik 1.
Antits7m 20. £ ! i. m 23. £

2. M 26. m 2. m 21. iff 2. m 24. &
3. fc 27. m 3. fjn 22. a 3. w 25. ft
4. M 28. m 4. m 23. n 4. ittc 26. fin

5. & 29. % 5. ft 24. fin 5. a 27. £
6. M. 30. * 6. n 25. ft 6. m 28. m
7. 31. Si

•y
1 . m 26. hn 7. & 29. m

8. m 32. m 8. * 27. £ 8. & 30. ft

9. e. 33. si 9. m 28. a 9. ft 31. £
10. m 34. m 10. % 29. m 10. 1m 32. SI
11. n 35. 11. i& 30. 3^

e. 11. S 33. H
12. e* 36. 12. % 31. x>d

rta 12. m 34.

13. & 37. m 13. m 32. m 13. fin 35. 13

14. 15 38. m 14. 33. 35 14. £ 36. &
15. ft 39. $ 15. £ 34. ft 15. }]£ 37. M
16. fit

e. 40. JL 16. % 35. & 16. & 38. £
17. 41. m 17. m 36. M 17. m 39.

18. % 42. t 18. m 37. fin 18. £ 40. ii

19. & 43. ft 19. fin 38. £ 19. 41. m
20. w. 44. 3s 20. m 42. %
21. 45. M 21. 43. fin

22. ft 46. M 22. fin 44. £
23. m 47. ft

|

l

24. a i
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of an offence, one of the court ministers punishes him

;

if the offence were light, the culprit is tied up on a wooden

frame and given fifty, or seventy, or up to a hundred blows

with a stick
;
heavy crimes are visited by decapitation or

by the culprit’s being trampled to death by elephants.

At State banquets the king salaams with his four court

ministers at the palace steps, and the whole company then

engages in instrumental music, hymns, and pantomimes

;

he eats meat, though he takes no wine, and by the native

custom dresses in cotton cloth and eats flour cakes ;
for his

table and escort he employs fully ten thousand female

attendants, three thousand of whom are in waiting every

day in rotation. When contracting marriage, one first

sends a female go-between with a gold and silver finger

ring to the bride’s house. Three days afterwards there is

a meeting of the bridegroom’s clan to decide on the amount

of land, or cattle, or betel nuts, or wine, and the like, to be

given as marriage gifts
;
and the bride’s family sends the

gold or silver finger ring, Yiieh-no cloth, 1 and the brocaded

clothing worn by the bride, to their [intended] son-in-law.

In case the man should wish to withdraw from the engage-

ment, he will not dare to reclaim the marriage gifts ;
but

if the girl should wish to reject the man, then she will

make double compensation for it. Since the taxes and

ft duties of the kingdom are numerous and heavy,8 travelling

j(
merchants rarely go thither. This country is at war with

* the countries of the Western Heaven.

3

The Government

possesses 60,000 war elephants, all seven or eight Chinese

feet in height ;
when fighting, they set houses on the backs

of these elephants, and the houses are full of soldiers, who

shoot with arrows at long range and fight with spears at

1 Yiieh-no cloth is frequently mentioned in mediaeval texts on Central and

’Western Asia. Among other places Baghdad was eugaged in its manufacture

(see Die Lander des Idam nach vJntus. Quelle

n

, Supplement to T(oung-ptio,

toI. v, p. 42, note 4) ;
also in Eum

(
Lu-mei whatever may be meant by that

name ’ibid., p. 48j.

f 2 This may refer to the imposts levied by Tar
j
a Kesari.—Lassen, op. cit.,

vol. iv
t p. 1 1.

3 This seems to show that, when this item of information was placed on record,

the great conquest of Xorth India had not taken place.
t
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close quarters. "When they are victorious, their elephants

are also granted honorary names to signalize their merit.

The inhabitants are hot-tempered and reckless of life
; nay,

in the presence of the king they will fight man to man
with swords, and die without regret. Father and son, elder

and younger brothers, will have their meals cooked in

separate kettles and served on separate dishes
;

yet they

are deeply alive to family duty. The following articles

are produced in the country
:

pearls, ivory, corals, trans-

parent glass \_po-W], betel nuts, cardamoms, opaque glass

\Jin~U], dyed silk cloth, and cotton cloth. Of quadrupeds,

they have goats and oxen
; of birds, pheasants and parrots;

of fruits, the yu-kan [a kind of mango: Bpondias amara],

the t‘eng-lo [some kind of epidendrum
;

according to

Parker in China Review, vol. xix, p. 193 : Rattan], dates,

cocoa nuts, the kan-lo, the k‘un-lun plum, and the jack

fruit
; of flowers, the white jasmine [18 characters, some

of which probably represent Indian, if not Persian, or

Arabic, sounds 1

]; of grain, green and black beans, wheat,

and paddy
;
and the bamboo is indigenous there. In former

times they have not sent tribute to our court ;
but in the

eighth year of the period Ta-chung and Hsiang-fu [a.d. 1015]

the chief of the country sent an embassy with pearls and

the like articles as tribute. The interpreters, in translating

their speech, said that they wished to evince the respect

of distant people for [Chinese] civilization. They were

ordered by Imperial decree to remain in waiting at the side

gate of the Palace, and be entertained with a repast by the

Associates in the College of Court Annalists. By Imperial

favour they were ranked with the envoys from Kuei-tzu

[Kutsha in Eastern Turkestan]. It just happened to be

<*> 4
gf

6 i 9
t-

,o
i§

um ]2 m
13 14 15 16^ 17 18 ^ . Mr. E. H. Parker, in a similar

passage, transliterates the characters 11 and 12 by solo, which he calls “a sort

of cotton”
(
China Review, vol. six, p. 193) ; but the term reads polo (“blue,

yellow, and green polo'’’), not solo. The character which Mr. Parker has in

view is probably
,

so.
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the Emperor’s birthday, and the envoys had a fine oppor-

tunity to witness the congratulations in the “ Sacred

Enclosure.” In the tenth year of Hsi-ning [a.d. 1077]

they sent further tribute of local produce. 1 The Emperor

Shen-Tsung sent an officer of the Inner Department [a

chamberlain, nei-shili\, to bid them welcome.

The remaining countries, Nan-ni-hua-lo, etc., are more

than one hundred in number; they are all included under

the term Western Heaven.

Of the city which is called Wang-she [lit. Royal Lodge],

tradition says that, in the north of Chiao-chih [Tungking]

you go to Ta-li [Ta-li-fu in Yunnan], and west of Ta-li

you come to the city of Wang-she in less than forty days’

journey.2 The Huang-hua-hsi-ta-chi [“ Record of Imperial

Chinese Missions to the West ”] by Chia Tan 3 says

:

“ To reach T‘ien-chu [India] from Annam, there is an

overland road by which one may go to this country
;

yet Ta-mo [Dharma] 4 came floating on the sea to

P‘an-yii [Canton], and we may fairly ask whether the

sea journey be not more expeditious than that lengthy

road overland ?
”

1 Cf. the embassy mentioned in the Swg-thih. Note on p. 490, above.
2 ft ung-she, la. Royal Lodge. I believe that our author here eon:confounds

the citv ot Radjnjn'iha, the Wanjj-^he of Buddhistic lore, with the new capital
founded in a.d. 989 by Xirupa Ke>ari and named Kataka, the translation of

* 1H eu a> ’
4 Royal Residence.” This is the same city which

at.
f

which name
has "iven its name to the present province of Cuttack.—Lassen, op.
vol. iv, p. 12.

3 A - reat ^°^npl‘er °f the T<au
? Aynabty, who lived about a.d. 730 to 805.

"i - TaS tae aU“lor “1 a number of important ethnographical works, none of
which appear to have come down to our days. From his biography

(
T'anq-shu

,

eh. 166, p i I conclude that he devoted considerable interest to foreign
nations. He drew several maps, among others one entitled Ihti-nei-hua-i, lie.
“Chinese and t “reign.rs within the Seas”; and that this was not a mere
illustration ot ethnographical types, whieh the word t‘u (map, drawing) often
denotes, may tie concluded from the remark, made in the T'ang-shu, that “it
measured three chn„4, and three eh;/, i„ breadth, and that it was drawn on the
scale ot 10u h to the inch The geographical section of the bibliographical
chapter ot the Tung- hi a

:
(ch. 58, p. 32, mentions under his name, besides

“ Ten hooks ot -Maps T,-t „ A„h ehih,,}, the work quoted by Chao Ju-kua,
with a slight variant, placing **« 'four! for hsi

v
west) in the title'.

1 A1m Lu Ilm-neng. Ct. Rdmiisat, “ Sur la succession "des trente-trois
patnarchcs de la religion de Bouddha.” in M, 7. A.-,at ip 104- Lassen
I>A. Alt., vol. iv, p. 060 ,(y . ; Eitel, s.v. Bodhidharma •

~
thi Chinese Language, p. 393 ; Movers, Manual, No 4'>S

’
Watters, Essays on
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The capital of the country of Peng-ka-lo [Bengala] in

the west is called Ch'a-na-chi. 1 This city is 120 It in

circuit. The common people are combative and devoted

solely to robbery. They use white cowry shells, ground

into shape, as money. The country produces superior

double-edged sword-blades, cotton, and other cloth. Some

say that the doctrine of Buddha has originated in this

country : for, when Hsiian Chuang, [the Master versed

in] the Three Canons, of the T‘ang dynasty, fetched the

sacred books, he had come to the Western Heaven.

Nan-ni-hoa-lo [or, Southern Ni-hua-lo].2—Its city has

a threefold wall
;
and the inhabitants, in the morning and

in the evening, bathe and besmear their bodies with

turmeric, thus imitating the golden colour of a Buddha.

They are mostly called Po-lo-men [Brahmans], as being

genuine descendants of Buddha. The walls of their rooms

and the mats they sit on are besmeared with cow-dung,

which they look upon as a clean substance. In their

houses they erect altars, three Chinese feet in height,

which are ascended by three steps, and where they burn v

incense and offer flowers every day in the morning
;

this

they call the sacrifice to Buddha. When the foreigners \
of Ta-shih [Arabs, Muhammadans] come to this country,

they give them seats outside the doors, and lodge them in

separate houses supplied with bedding and mess gear. When
a married woman has been guilty of adultery she is killed,

and the officials will not ask about it. The country produces

first-class putchuck and fine white flowered and spotted '

cotton cloth. The people eat much kumiss [su-lo, ghee ?],

rice, beans, and vegetables
;
they will rarely eat fish or meat.

The road leads to the Western Regions \_I[si-yu\. When
there are raids made by the light horsemen from the y
Western Regions, all the resistance they offer is to lock

1 In Cantonese Ch‘a-ua-kat, which may correspond to some name like

Chanagar = Cliandernagnr ? Cf. Champanagara, Lassen, op. at., vol. i, p. 175;
and Sunarganu, Yule, Cathay, p. 465.

An account similar to Chao Ju-kua's will be found in the letterpress,

accompanying an illustration in the Chinese Orbis Pietns San-ts'di-tu-hni.
It is reproduced in the Tlu-shu-chi-ch‘£ng, sect. 8 : 107, ch. i, p. 50.

r.E.A.s. 1896. 33
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their gates. In a few days provisions run short, and [the

intruders] withdraw of their own accord.

21. T‘ien-chu [part of India].

The country of T‘ien-chu 1 is subordinate to the country

of Ta-ts‘in ;
for the chiefs of the country are all selected by

Ta-ts'in.2 It is customary with the people to plait their

hair which hangs down, whereas the temples and the top

' 0f the head are covered by a silken turban. In their

dwellings they use plaster in lieu of tiles. They have

v walled cities for the people to dwell in. The king dresses

in brocaded silk, and his hair is wound into a spiral tuft

1 The term T‘ien-chu, usually rendered by India, has a much more limited

sense in Buddhist texts than the name thus rendered would suggest. The
Hsianq-chiao-p'i-pwn, a well-digested Buddhist cyclopaedia of the Ming dynasty

(see my notes regarding it in T-oung-pao, vol. vi, p. 318) says (ch. i, p. 4) that

“ Ban<r'ala [Pang-ko-lni is in the east ot T'ien-chu: Chao-no-p'o [Chandernagor?],

in the" middle
;
Magauha, in the south

;
Kapila [Buddha’s birthplace in the

north of Oudh : Cunningham,’TV Ancient Geogr. of India, p. 414 sejj.], in the

west : and Gazna [Ij-sW-m], in the north.” Chao Ju-kua probably excludes

the T'ien-chu of Buddhists from his own account, which forms the first part of

this chapter, and is followed by a quotation from other sources, in which

T'ien-chu is taken in another sense; for Wn-t'ien-chu, “ The Fire Indies,”

was well known as a general term for India in the wider sense before Chao

,
Ju-kua. “ T'ien-chu is said to be an imitation of the sound Sim-tu or Shen-tu

[Sindh], just as T'u-ftn is said to stand for T'u-fit [Tibet].” I find this

remark in a work published in a.d. 1175, the Yen-fan-lu
, by Ch'eng Ta-ch‘ang,

a most interesting cyclopaedic collection of miscellanies and by no means the

i kind of work which Wylie [Xotes on Chinese Lit., p. 129) represents it to be.
2 The only interpretation I am able to offer with regard to this remarkable

statement is, that at some time or other Nestorian Bishops were regarded
••chiefs of the country.” With the exception of the Buddhist devotee Lo-hu-na,
who called himself a native of T'ien-chu and who, as coming from T'ien-chu, or

India, in the wider sense, may not be at all connected with the T'ien-chu here

described, nothing occurs in this account which points to Buddhism or which
strongly speaks against the assumption that Nestorians are referred to as

.“ chiefs.” I am inclined to thiuk that Chao Ju-kua’s T'ien-chu refers to the '

coast of Madras, the legendary burial-place of St. Thomas (see Yule, Marco
I Polo, vol. ii, pi 342 siqq.), to which should be added the adjoining territory
' described by Marco Polo as the kingdom of Mutfili. Chao Ju-kua’s T'ien-chu

t

produces jliamonds ; of these Marco Polo says (Yule, vol. ii, p. 347) that “ no
‘ other country but this kingdom of Mutfili produces them.” Possibly the pieces

of talc referred to in the ( liinese text as looking like silken gauze have some
connection with Polo s ‘‘ delicate buckrams ” which look '

' like tissue of spider’s

web.” Whether a bishop, or some other church authority, was in charge of

the St. Thomas Christians, it is most probable that he took his appointment from

,
the Nestorian patriarch as the ecclesiastical 11 King of Ta-ts'in.” Cf. China
and the Soman Orient, p. 284 seqq.
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on the top of his head, the remaining hair being cut short.

When holding court in the morning he sits on a skin of

the Teng [explained as the name of an animal in a gloss

of our text, the native dictionaries affording no clue in

this matter], adorned with representations of various

objects painted with red wax
;
and his courtiers all do him

reverence and pray for his life. When going out he rides

‘ on horseback, and his saddle and bridle are thickly set with

dark gold [icu-chin, whatever metal this may have belli]

and silver. His followers, three hundred in number, are

armed with spears and swords. His consort wears a gold

embroidered scarlet dress with large sleeves. Once in

a year she shows herself in public, when a considerable

bounty is given to the poor. - In the country there is the

sacred water which can still wind and waves. The foreign

merchants fill glass bottles with it, and when they suddenly

get into a rough sea, they still it by sprinkling out this

water. 1 It is said that,2 during the reign of Hsiian-wu of

the Posterior Wei dynasty [a d. 500-515], T‘ien-chu sent

envoys offering large horses. This country produces lions,

sables, leopards, camels, rhinoceroses, elephants, tortoise

shell, gold, copper, iron, lead, and tin
;
golden rugs made

by weaving gold threads, white cotton cloth, and ta-teng

[rugs ?]. There is a stone like talc, but of a reddish colour

;

when split it is as thin as a cicada’s wing; when put

together, these pieces look like silken gauze. They have

diamonds, resembling fluor spar, which will not melt though
a hundred times exposed to the fire

; they cut jadestone.

There are, further, sandalwood and the like incenses, sugar-*-

cane, sugar-candy \shih-mi\,3 and all kinds of fruit. They

1 I am strongly tempted to here suspect an allusion to the use of consecrated
"water (aqua lustralis), known to the ancient Christians long belore the existence
ot Roman Catholicism.

s The entire passage following down to the words “ they cut jadestone"
.appears with almost the same reading in the T'ung-tien, a work of the eighth
century a.d. Altogether Chao Ju-kua’s accounts of Ta-ts‘in and T'ien-chu
are blended with matter occurring in older texts, to which fact the authors of
,the great Catalogue of the Peking Imperial Library have drawn attention.

3 “ Sucre cristallise.” This is the translation adopted by Julien for the term
shih-nn (lit. “ stone honey,” “ petrified honey ”) on the strength of a definition,
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have trade once every year with Ta-ts‘in and Fu-nan

[Siam] ;
V'thev use cowries as a means of exchange. They

are clever in jugglery, and know the use of bows and
1 arrows, armour, spears, flying ladders, and mining under-

ground ways [or, tunnels], and also the contrivances of “ the

wooden ox” and “the gliding horse” [rnii-niu-liu-md] 1
-, yet,

they are cowards in battle. They are good astronomers and

chronographers, and understand the “Siddham Rule Books ” 2

. . [a gap of seven characters follows here in the text,

though no gap is mentioned in the corresponding paragraph

of the Tl ung-tien~\. They make paper of the leaves of the

Pei-to [Patra] tree. During the periods Cheng-kuan [a.d.

derived apparently from the ancient work I-wu-chih (P'ei-tcen -ijiin
-fit, ch. xciii,

p. 72). The I-tvu-chih says: “The juice pressed out of the sugar-cane

produced in Chiao-chih [Tungking] is like i-hstng [“sweet cakes”], and is

called t‘ang [i.e. sugar] ; when further boiled and exposed to the sun, it may
he broken up like bricks, after it has coagulated and crystallized. To eat it,

you take it into your mouth and dissolve it. At the time people called it

shih-mi." This name shih-mi occurs as early as the Hou-han-shu, in the

description of India, which involves that sugar-candy was known there during

the first centuries of our era. The Hsi-ching-tsa-chi, a record of events at the

Western capital during the Han dynasty, even mentions that the king of

Nan-yiieh presented the emperor Kao-ti [n.c. 20G-194] with shih-mt (see

Pet-wen-yun-fii, l.e.). Regarding Sugar and Sugar-cane in ancient India,

see Lassen, op. at., vol. i, p. 317 seqq.

1 “ The Wooden Ox ” and “ the Gliding H .

• ” 1 11 Vdn-!uo

-

ch i

h

(Cbu, ch. v, pp. 13 and 15), were ransport
of provisions invented by the great hero r 1 Liang.
The Chinese attach great value to these inventions, a detailed description of
which has been preserved by the scholiast commeuting on the passage referred
to I am not able, from a cursory perusal ot it, to form a clear idea as to
how they were constructed aud how thev worked.

- Hsi-tun cluing-shii. According to'Julien (Hiouen-Thsang, iii, p. 527), the
first chapters ot a syllabary in twelve chapters attributed to Brahma. Cf. Eitel,
Handbook for the Student of Chin. Bttildh., s.v. Siddha Yastu. Watters,
“ The Shadows of a Pilgrim.” in China Review, vol. six. p. 220, shows
it to be the beginning of a child’s primer, or A B C, the first chapter of which
was headed by the word Siddha,n, forming an auspicious invocation. This
may be the primary meaning and would be the orthodox interpretation according*
to the traditional explanation of this term as found in Buddhist glossaries!
Since a gap appears in the text following it. we cannot easily decide^what the
author was going to say. His speaking ot the astronomical achievements of the
Hindus, however, seems to suggest that hy the term Hsi-tau ( = Siddhanta)
the astronomical literature is referred to. Alberuni (Sachau. vol. i, p 153) savs
“The book known among Muslims as Sindh,ml is called by them Siddh&nta.
i.e. straight, m.t crooked nor changing. By this name they call everv standard
book on a-tronomy, even suth books as. according to our opinion, do not
come up to the mark of our so-called Zij

, i.e. handbooks of mathematical
astronomy. They have five Siddliantas.” etc. Lasseu (op. at., vol iv. p. 621)
calls the Siddhanta ‘ ein Lehrbmh. m dem ein whsenschaftliches System dutch
Griinde bewiesen wird, btsondets cm astrunouiise/iesf

*
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627-650] and T‘ien-shou [a.d. 690-692] of the T‘ang

dynasty they have sent envoys with tribute. At the time

of Yung-hsi [a.d. 984-988], a Buddhist devotee, by name

Lo-hu-na, arrived here by sea
;
he called himself a native

of T‘ien-chu [India]. The foreign merchants [fan-shang,

who must have been Buddhists
;
possibly Chinese merchants

trading to foreign countries, if not Indians, Ceylonese, etc.,

since Muhammadans would not build a Buddhist temple],

considering him a foreign priest \_hu-seng~\, vied with ehch

other in presenting him with gold, silks, jewels, and precious

stones
;
hut the devotee was not in want of these himself.

He invested the presents thus received in the purchase of

a piece of ground, on which he built a Buddhist temple
;

it

stood in the southern suburb of Ch'iian [Chinchew], and the

present Pao-lin-yiian [Monastery] is identical -with it.

(b) Extracts from Part II: Articles of Trade.

1. Camphor.

Camphor comes from P‘u-ni [Brni, Borneo], according

to some Fo-ni
;

it also comes from the country of Pin-su. 1

1 Pm-sH, in Cantonese Pan-sok, the latter form representing the sound
PansoR

;
for, since I had shown (“ Chinese Equivalents of the letter R in foreign

names” in Journ. of the China Br. Roy. As. Sue., vol. xxi, p. 220; that final

n and final t were employed in Ancient Chinese transcriptions to represent final

» in foreign names, Mi Terrien de Laeouperie added k and p to the number
of Chinese finals which can take the place of final r (see The Djurtchen ot

Mandshuria ” in Journ. Roy. As. Soe., Vol. XXI, p. 442). Although this name
i

Punsor is not mentioned anywhere else by our author, I do not hesitate to

identify it with the country distinctly described as a producer of camphor under
the name Fansur by Arab and other mediaeval writers. “ The camphor
ttl- fansuri is mentioned as earlv as by Avicenna, and by Marco Polo, and came
from a place called Pansiir in Sumatra, perhaps the same as Barus. which has
now long given its name to the costly Sumatra drug.”—Yule, Anylo-Imhaa
Glossary, p. 116. The name Pansiir is first mentioned by Mas'udi (about

a.d. 940) and Abu Seyd (Eeinaud, Relation, etc., vol. i, p. 7 : fansur). Marco
l’olo describes a kingdom of Fansur which produces camphor. Chao Ju-kua
was apparently not aware that this country of Pin-su (Pansur, or Fansur)
and his San-fo-ch‘i were situated on the same island; and he maybe correct,

in a certain sense, in maintaining that in San-fo-eh‘i (Palembang i itself the

drug was not produced, but merely imported for re-shipment. This passage

need not, therefore, involve the exclusion of the camphor industry from

Sumatra. Regarding the Fansur question and its literature, see Pule, Marco
Polo, vol. ii, p. 2S5 seqy.
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The common report that it is also found in San-fo-ch‘i

[Palembang, Sumatra] is an error; the fact is merely this

—

that, owing to this country being an important thorough-

fare for the traffic of all foreign nations, the produce of all

other countries is intercepted and kept in store there for

trade with foreign ships. The camphor-tree is like the

pine-tree \_shan~]
;

it grows in the depths of the hills and

the remotest valleys. So long as branches and trunk

continue unhurt, the tree will contain the resin even for

hundreds and thousands of years
;

otherwise it will

evaporate. When the natives enter the hills, in order to

gather the camphor, they must go in troops of several

tens of men
;
they are provided with clothes made of trees’

bark [or, fibre] and supplies of s/ia-/m [Sago] for grain.

They go in different directions, and whenever they meet

any camphor-trees, they fell with a hatchet and mark as

many as ten, or more; they then cut these into lengths

and distribute them equally, and each cuts into planks

his share
;

these boards, again, they crack along the side

and cross-wise so as to produce chinks, and the camphor
collecting in these chinks is got out by forcing a wedge
into them. The camphor which forms crystals is called

Mei-lmn-nao [lit. Plum Flower Camphor], because it

resembles the plum flower; an inferior quality is called

Chni-ch'uw-nao [lit. Gold Foot Camphor]
;
broken bits are

called Jli-nao [lit. Eice-grain Camphor]
; when these are

mixed up with splinters, it is called Ts‘a>tg-nao [tit. Granary
Camphor]

;
the wooden boards, after all the camphor has

been removed from them, are called Nao-cha [lit. Camphor
Slips]. Nowadays people break these boards into small

bits and mix them with sawdust, which mixture they place

in a vessel of porcelain, covered by another vessel, the

openings being hermetically closed; when roasted in hot

ashes, the vapour formed by the mixture condenses and
forms lumps, which are called Chii-nao [lit. Collected

Camphor] ;
it is used for women’s head ornaments and

the like purposes. There is further an oily sort of camphor
called JSao-yu [lit. Camphor Oil], which is of a strong
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and stringent aroma
;
but it will do for moistening incense,

or mixing with oil.

2. FRANKINCF.NSE.

Ju-bsiang [Gum Olibanura], also called Hsiin-lu-hsiang, 1 t

is produced in the three Ta-shih [Arabian] countries of

Ma-lo-pa [Merbot], Shih-ho [Sheher], and Nu-fa [Dhofar],2
\

in the depths of the remotest mountain valleys. The tree \

which yields this drug may on the whole be compared to

the Yung [Banian] 3 Its trunk is chopped with a hatchet,

upon which the resin flows out, and when hardened, turns

into incense, which is gathered and made into lumps. It

is transported on elephants to the Ta-shih [Arabs] ; the

Ta-shih [Arabs] load it upon their ships for barter against

other goods in San-fo-ch‘i [Palembang, Sumatra]
;

and

it is for this reason that the incense is commonly collected

at San-fo-ch‘i. ''When the foreign merchants come to that

place to trade, the Customs authorities, in accordance with

the relative strength of its fragrance, distinguish thirteen

classes of incense. Of these, the very best is called Chien-

hsiang, or “Picked Incense”: it is round and of the size

of the top of a finger
;
which is commonly called Tt-ja

[lit. “ Dripping Milk,” “ Dripping Incense ”]. The second

quality is called P‘i»g-ju [lit. “Potted Milk”], and its

colour is inferior to that of the “ Picked Incense.” The
next quality is called PHng-hsiang [lit. “ Potted Incense ”] ;

they say, because, owing to its being prized so much at the

time of gathering, it is placed in pots [vases, or jars

—

-jfing'].

1 This word Sstm-lu [old sound: hun-luk] I look upon as the Chinese
equivalent of Turkish ghyunluk, “frankincense,” though 1 am not prepared
to say whether the Chinese have got this word from the Turks, or vice versa.

Cf. China and the Roman Orient, p. 266 seq.
2 Regarding the identification of these three names, see my Die Lander is

Islam, etc., p. 21, note 3, and p. 27 note 1 ;
also Professor de Goeje’s remarks

on p. .38.

3 From a passage in the l[siang-p‘u, a later work on incenses, where the
same sense is reproduced in almost identical words, 1 conclude that yung
(Banian) is a misprint for sung (a pine-tree), the two characters being easily

confounded. The passage referred to is quoted in the 1‘en-ts‘ao-kang-mu,
ch. xxiiv, p. 48.
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Of this last kind three further qualities, viz., superior,

middling, and inferior, are distinguished. The next quality

is called Tai-hsiang [lit.
“ Bag Incense ”]

;
they say, because,

at the time of gathering, it is merely put into bags
;

it is

also divided into three qualities, like the P‘ing-hsiang. The
next kind is the Ju-t‘a, because it consists of incense mixed

with gravel. The next kind is the Hei-t‘a, because its

colour is black. The next kind is the Shui-shih-hei-t‘a,

because it consists of incense which has been water-damaged

while on board ship, the aroma having turned and the

colour having spoiled. Incense mixed of various qualities

and consisting of broken pieces is called Ch‘e-hsiao [lit.

“ Cut-up ”] ;
when passed through a sieve and thus made

into dust, it is called Ch‘an-mo [i.e. “Dust”]. The above

are the differences in the incense.

d. Myrrh.

'/ Mo-yao [Myrrh]
1 comes from the country of Ma-lo-mo

[probably another transcription for Merbot] in Ta-shih
[Arabia], The tree resembles in height and size the
pine-tree [stmt/] of China; its bark is one or two inches
thick. At the time of gathering the incense, they first

dig a hole in the ground at the foot of the tree, and then
cut the bark open with a hatchet, upon which the juice runs
down into the hole for fully ten days, when it is taken.

4. Dragon’s Blood.

Kmeh-rlneh [Dragon’s Blood] also comes from the Ta-shih
[Arabian] countries .

2 This tree is somewhat like the myrrh-

1 Mo-,/no, hi. Mil Medicine. The word mo, pronounced mat in Cantonese,
a transcription tor Ataruc mnr

y mvrrh.
2

-Utord
j
n" *1 A lrn"1

.

tl,e country of Chumr-li, gome Arab colony
on the east coast nt Africa. Ct. Inc Ia„d, r den IMm. etc

. p. 39. I had
endeavoured to identify this country with that ot the Somali as adjoining Berbera
rI-,,a-lo ): but 1 rot. de Gotje in.iv be riirht iu oi--,st,n; Socotra as the
producer ot Dra-on > Blood. Probably the name Chumr-li embraces the Somal,
coast n tfh Socotra, the term shm., which I first translated by Gcbngc, referring
to an island here. * 9 5 °
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tree, except that its leaves are rather different in size from

those of the latter; the manner of gathering is also alike.

There is a kind which is smooth like the surface of a mirror

;

in this case the tree is old, so that the juice flows out

spontaneously, without being touched by the hatchet
;

this

is the best quality. Incense which contains an admixture

of bits of wood is made of the juice of the lakawood-

tree, and is commonly called “Imitation Dragon’s Blood.”

6. Dammar.

Tu-nao-hsiang [dhuna, Dammar] comes from the country

of Chen-la [Kambodja] : it is the exsudation of a tree which *

resembles the pine and
j
uniper family in shape

; but the

incense lies concealed in the bark. When the tree is old,

it runs out spontaneously, as a white and lustrous resin,

which just for this reason does not melt, though the summer
heat may be at its height, and which is called the tu-nao

[dhuna]. If, in the summer months, the trunk of the tree

be scorched by a fire kept burning around it, this will cause

the fluid resin again to flow out freely, so that it may be

gathered during the winter, when it hardens
;

for, this

incense is liquid in the summer, and hardens during the

winter
; it is called “ black tu-nao’' The natives fill with \y

it gourds
[p‘iao], and the shippers afterwards transfer it

into porcelain vessels. The flavour of this incense is pure

and lasting
;
the black variety easily melts and leaks through

the gourd
;
but by breaking the gourd and exposing it to

the fire, one may obtain something similar to the original

substance. This is the article now called Tu-nao-p'iao.

23. The Cocoa Nut.

The appearance of the Cocoa Nut \_yeh-tzu\, as regards trunk

and leaves, resembles that of the Tsung [the Chamaerops

Fortune), Lindl., known as the Chinese Coir-tree] and Areca
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Palms. The fruit grows on the leaf in hunches of several

nuts of the size of a vessel holding five pints
[
shengj . It is

the biggest of fruits, with the sole exception of the Jack

Fruit. When cut the outer skin is at first green and tender,

hut after some time it turns yellow, and when kept a long

time the skin shrivels and dries up. The nut shell contained

in the outer skin can be made into vessels
;
the pulp inside

the shell is of a jadelike white, and of an agreeable taste,

resembling that of cow’s milk. The juice [lit. wine] inside

the pulp is extremely clear and fragrant when fresh
;

but

when old, it turns muddy and is no longer drinkable. In

the states of Nan-p‘i [Malabar] they make wine [toddy]

out of the juice of its flower mixed with honey and

sugar.

30. Pepper.

Pepper comes from the following places in She-p‘o [Java],

viz. : Su-chi-tan [Sukitan, East Java], Ta-pan [Tuban],

Pai-hua-yiian [Pajajaran ?], Ma-tung [Madang ?], and

v Jung-ya-lu [Jangola]
;
but the pepper coming from IIsin-t‘o

[Sunda] is the best
; the Ta-pan [Tuban] variety takes the

second place. Pepper grows in the uncultivated wilds, and
the villages in the country [here the text is interrupted]

the Chinese vine grape. The natives grow it on
frames made of bamboo or other wood. [Here the text is

again interrupted.] The flower opens .... [probably in

the season specified in the preceding gap], and in the
fourth moon the fruit ripens. The flower resembles the
tail of a phoenix

[ feng-icei, probably the flower so-called],

and is blue and red in colour. . The grains are gathered in

the fifth moon [about June], dried in the sun, and stored

in godowns, whence they are given out in the following

year, carts drawn by oxen being used to transport them to

the place of barter. The grain cannot stand the sun. but
will endure rain

; therefore, crops are but poor after dry
weather, whereas heavy rainfalls may double the ordinary
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size of the harvest. Some say that most of the pepper is

grown in the country of Wu-li-pa [in Cantonese Mo-ti-pat

=Malabar], in Nan-p‘i, and that the produce bought by the

foreign traders in She-p‘o [Java] comes from Wu-li-pa

[Malabar].
1

32. Asa Foetida.

Asa Foetida comes from the country of Mu-chii-

lan [in Cantonese Muk-ku-lam — Mekram], in Ta-shih

[Arabia]. The tree is not a very high or large one, but

the resin exsudes freely from its bark. The natives wind

a piece of string round a twig, remove its tip, and cover

it with a bamboo tube, which fills with resin. This bamboo

tube is broken up in the winter, when the resin is gathered

and packed in skin bags. Some say that this resin is so

poisonous that people do not dare to come near it them-

selves, but, when the drug has to be gathered, tie a sheep

up at the foot of the tree and shoot arrows at the latter

from a distance. The poison of the resin then drops upon
the sheep, which dies of it, and its decayedj flesh turns

into Asa foetida. I do not know which of the two accounts

is correct
;
meanwhile they are here both placed on record.

1 The last paragraph is added to the text in two rows of small characters,
and may possibly be a gloss added by another hand. It is certainly remarkable Y
that Chao Ju-kua omits pepper among the products of Nan-p‘i. In his

description of She-p‘o, on the other hand, pepper appears named among other
products, besides a special note, which says: “There is vast store of pepper of
these foreign countries, and the merchant ships, from the manifold profit they
derive from that trade, are in the habit of smuggling copper cash lor bartering
purposes. Our Court has repeatedly interdicted all trade [with She-p'o, Java] :

but foreign merchants deceitfully changed its name into that of Sukitan.”
Lnder the head of “Sukitan” our author says: “ Pepper grows there in great
abundance. In the proper season and in good years twenty-five taels of trade
silver will buy from ten to twenty packages of pepper, each package holding
fifty pecks [shing, equal to about an English pint]

;
in years ot dearth, or in

j

times of disturbance, the same sum will fetch only half that amount. The
|

pepper-gatherers suffer much from the acrid fumes* they have to inhale and
j

are commonly afflicted with headache [malaria?], which will yield to doses of
the Hsiung medicine of Szechuen [ Ch'uan-hsiung ,

a species of Levisticum, j
also mentioned among the Chinese articles imported in She-p‘o, or Java].” ?

Lnder Hsin-t‘o [Sunda] we learn that “the pepper produced in the hills is 1

small-grained, but heavy, and superior to that of Ta-pan [Tubanj.”
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42. Kingfishers’ Feathers.

Kingfishers’ Feathers are got in great quantities in

Chen-la [Kambodja], where they are produced in nests

built by the side of lakes [or, ponds] in the depth of the

hills. Each pool [pond, gully, etc.] serves as an abode for

just a male and a female bird
;

the intrusion of a third

bird always ends in a duel to the death. The natives take

advantage of this peculiarity, rear a decoy bird, and walk

about with it sitting on the left hand raised. The birds

in their nests, on noticing the intruder, make for the hand

and fight it, quite ignoring the presence of the man, who,

with his right hand, covers them with a net and thus

makes them prisoners without fail. The river Ku in

Yung-chow 1 is the habitat of a bird called Jung-ts'ui [lit.

“ the downy Kingfisher ”], covered with a down of blue

feathers all over the back, which is used by luxurious

v7 people as an ornament, the feathers being twisted and

woven into each other so as to resemble wool satin.

Although, of late years, the use of this luxury has been

strictly forbidden by the mandarins, the better classes still

continue to add it to their dress, for which reason the

foreign merchants, defying the law, mostly smuggle it by

.
concealing it in the cotton lining of their clothes .

2

1 Tniiff-rhott Kn-chiang. Yung-chou is the name used during the T‘ang and
Sung dynasties tor the present prefecture of Nan-ning in Kuangsi (Plavfair,

Cities Olid Ton ns of Cham, Nos. 5116 and 3076). The Ku River is a tributary
of the Yu-chiang, the navigable southern affluent of the West River, or Sikiang,
which had been mistaken for the West River itself by Mr. Michael Moss in

his “Narrative” of an expedition on that river, as I’ have shown in a paper
on “The West River, or Sikiang” in vol. iii (1874) of the China Review.
The Ku River is described as flowing ten li east of the Nan-ning city (Xun-
mng-fn-ihi/i, quoted in the T'u-shu-chi-eh'iny, sect. 6, ch. 1242).

- The Sung-shih. in its chapter on official dress (ch. 153, p. 10), contains
a list of dress materials presented to the various grades of higher officials by the
emperor. In the year a.d. 963, according to this list, officials of certain grades,
among which the hiuiny-ch'iit chu-eeh fu-shtk

, i.e. the Imperial Commissioners
and AasKtant-Commissioners related to the Imperial family, are included, were
to he presented each with a “fine brocade of kingfishers’ feathers.” Our
author, being one of the class concerned in this bountv, is sure to have been
well informed on whatever regulations were connected with it. It is, therefore,
of some importance to know that, in the year a.d. 1107, this liberality was
stopped by the Emperor Hui Tsung as far as Kingfishers’ feathers were
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concerned. “The ancient rulers,” the Emperor says, alluding no doubt to the

famous example set by King T‘ang, the founder of the Shang dynasty, “in
their government measures, extended the principle of humanity to plants,

trees, birds, and beasts : now the depriving of living creatures of their fife, in

order to obtain their plumage for quite an unnecessary purpose, is certainly

not worthy of the kindness extended by the early rulers to all creatures

I, therefore, order the officials to stop the practice on pain of punishment.”
(Sung-shih, l.c., p. 16.) This is an early instance of a movement which has
been resumed in our days by the societies for the prevention of cruelty to

animals in condemning the practice of adorning ladies’ bonnets with the plumage
of birds killed for the purpose.
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Atit. XIII. — The Army of the Indian Moghuls : Its

Organization and Administration. By William Irvine,

late Bengal Civil Service.

In 1894 I began the preparatory studies for an account

of the later Indian Moghul system of government and

administration in all its branches, being impelled by the

belief that some information of the kind was a necessary

introduction to a History of that period, which I had

previously planned and commenced. Before I had done

more than sketch out my first part, which deals with the

Sovereign, the Court Ceremonial, and the elaborate system

of Entitlature, I noticed the issue of a book on a part of

my subject by Dr. Paul Horn. 1 The perusal of this

excellent work diverted my attention to a later section of

my proposed Introduction, the subject of the Army and

Army Organization ; and in this way I have been led to

write this portion before any of the others. Except

incidentally, my paper is neither a translation nor a

review of Dr. Horn’s essay
;
and though indebted to him,

as acknowledged from time to time, my study covers, in the

main, quite different ground, forming a complement to what
he has done, and, as I think, carrying the subject a good

deal farther in several directions. Dr. Horn seems to have

read chiefly the authorities for the period before Aurangzeb
‘Alamglr

;
while my reading has been confined in great

measure to the reigns of Aurangzeb’s successors in the

period 1707-1803. The sources upon which we draw are

thus almost entirely independent of each other
;
and I hope

that my contribution to this rather obscure corner of Indian

1 “Das Heer- und Riegswesen der Gross-Moghuls,” by Dr. Paul Horn,
Prirat-Dozent an der tfniversitiit Strassburg, 8vo, pp. ISO. (E. J. Brill

:

Leiden, 1891.)
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history may not be thought inferior in interest to that of

my predecessor. The paper which follows gives the first

eight of the twenty-five sections into which I have divided

my subject.

II. Commissioned Rank and Mode of Recruiting.

Few soldiers were entertained directly by the emperor

himself; and for the most part the men entered first the

service of some chief or leader. These chiefs were ranked

according to the number of men that they had raised or

were expected to raise. In this way originated the system

of man sab, first introduced by Akbar (Ain, i, 237). This

mode of recruiting the army through the officers, renders it

necessary to begin by a statement of the manner in which

the officers themselves were appointed and graded.

Mansab was not a term confined solely to the military

service: every man in State employ above the position of

a common soldier or messenger, whatever the nature of his

duties, civil or military, obtained a mansab. In fact, there

were for all grades, except the very lowest, only two modes
of obtaining support from State funds : a man must either

enter its active service, as the holder of a mansab, or he
must petition for a madad-i-mu‘ash (literally, “help to live”),

on the ground of being a student of the holy books, an
attendant on a mosque (mutaicalli or khailim), a man of
learning and religious life (darresh), a local judge (kazi), or

an expounder of the Mahomedan law (mufti).

The word mansab is literally
(Dastur-ul-Insha, p. 233)

“ the place where anything is put or erected ” (nasb banian,
to place, fix, appoint)

;
and then, as a secondarv meaning,

the state or condition of holding a place, dignity, or office.

It seems to have been in use in Central Asia before the
Moghuls descended into Hindfistan

; and Ross translates

it by the vaguer term “ privileges.”— Tarlkh-i-Rasludl, 103.
This word mansab I represent by the word rank, as its object

was to settle precedence and fix gradation of pay
;

it did not
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necessarily imply the exercise of any particular office, and

meant nothing beyond the fact that the
%
holder was in the

employment of the State, and bound in return to yield

certain services when called upon.

The highest mans'll that could be held by a subject, not

of the royal house, was that of commander of 7000 men,

though in the later and more degenerate times we find a

few instances of promotion to 8000 or even 9000. The

mansab of a prince ranged from 7000 up to 50,000, and

even higher (
Mirdt-ul-Istildh

,

fol. 35). In the Ajn-i-Akbari

(Blochmann, 248, 249) sixty-six grades are stated, beginning

at commanders of 10,000, and ending at those set over ten

men. Even at that earlier period there seem to have been

only thirty-three of these grades in actual existence (Bloch-

mann, 238). All the later authorities agree in holding that

the lowest officer’s mansab was that of twenty men ; and

these writers record, I find, no more than twenty-seven

grades, beginning with that of 7000 and ending with that

of twenty. In the earlier days of the dynasty, rank was

granted with a niggard hand. In Akbar’s time the

highest rank was for long that of 5000, and it was only

towards the end of his reign that a few men were promoted

to 7000, while many officers exercised important commands
although holding a comparatively low mansab. The great

accession of territory in the Dakhin and the incessant wars

connected with these acquisitions may account in part for

the increase in the number and amount of mansabs granted

by Shahjahan and ‘Alamglr. But the relative value of

rank was thereby much depreciated ; and the author of the

Ma dsir-ul- Umara (i, 8), while considering Akbar’s officers

of 500 rank of sufficient importance to deserve separate

biographies, contents himself in the later reigns with going

no lower than those of 7000 or 5000, men below those ranks

being too numerous and too insignificant to call for detailed

mention.

The steps of promotion altered as the officer rose in

grade. The usual gradation was as follows (Mirat,
B.M.

1813, fol. 35 ; Dastur-ul-‘Aml, B.M. 1641, fol. 44b) :

—

31J.R.a.s. 1896.
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From 20 to 100 each rise was by 20

>) 100 to 400 >9 „ 50

J) 400 to 1000 7> „ 100

>> 1000 to 4000 yy „ 500

4000 to 7000 yy „ 1000

There is a slight discrepancy between this table and the

facts as we find them in practice. It ought to be amended

thus :

—

From 20 to 60 a man rose by 10 each time

„ 60 to 100 „ „ 20 „

Otherwise we should exclude the rank of 50, which was

common enough. Again, we find in many tables no ranks

of 250 or 350, although both of these are required to

accord with the above scheme of promotion.

We also find mention in the historians of ranks which

do not appear in the above scheme of grades. For instance,

in Dilnishmand Khan’s Bahadur Shuhnamah (fol. 416, 56«)

we find men appointed to 1200 and 2900, grades which
do not fit in with the scheme given above, nor do these

grades appear in the pay-table, copied from the official

manuals, which we give a little further on.

As an additional distinction, it was the custom to tack

on to a mansab a number of extra horsemen. To distinguish

between the two kinds of rank, the original mansab, which
governed the personal allowances, was known as the zat

rank (j«t=hody, person, self), and the additional men
were designated by the word smear (=horseman). Thus
a man would be styled “2500 zat, 1000 smear.” It is

said
(
Jhrdt

,

fol. 35) that men below 500 never had suu'dr

added to their rank
; but this is not borne out by what

we find in actual practice. For instance, Mirza Muhammad
( Tazkirah

,

I.O.L. No. 50, fol. 96r?) was in Rabl‘ II, ill9 h.,

made 400, 50 horse, and his younger brother 300, 30 horse.

There are also instances in Danishruand Khan of 150, 50
horse

;
300, 10 horse

; 300, 20 horse
; 300, 80 horse

;
400,

40 horse
;
and so on. In fact, unless this had been the case,

it would be impossible to divide the ranks below 500 into
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first, second, and third grade, as was actually done. This

division into grades we now proceed to describe.

On the distribution of rank into zat and smear was founded

a classification into first, second, and third class man sabs,

by which the scale of zat pay was reduced proportionately.

From this classification were exempted officers above 5000

zat-, these were all of one class. From 5000 downwards,

an officer was First Class, if his rank in zat and suwar were

equal
;
Second Class, if his smear was half his zat rank

;

Third Class, if the smear were less than half the zat, or

there were no suwar at all (Dastur-ul-Inshd, 222). I think

that here Blochmann (Ain, i, 238, lines 5 and foil.) obscures

the subject by using “contingent” as the equivalent of

suwar, instead of leaving the untranslated original word

to express a technical meaning.

Pay was reckoned in a money of account called a dam,

of which forty went to the rupee. There were also coins

called dam
;
but the dams of account, bearing a fixed ratio

to the rupee, must be distinguished as a different thing from

the coin, though called by the same name. Here Dr. Horn,

16, is of opinion that the reckoning was made in such

a small unit as the ^ of a rupee, less to make a grand

show with big figures than because the value of the rupee

varied. On this head I am of exactly the opposite opinion,

for I think that the principal, if not the only object, was

to swell the totals and make the pay sound bigger than

it really was. That spirit runs through everything done in

the East, at any rate in the Indian portion of it, as could

easily be shown were it worth while to labour the point

further. As for the second reason, I have considered it

as well as I am able, not being a currency expert
;
and

it seems to me that with a fixed ratio between the two

coins, it was a matter of indifference to the receiver of pay

whether the amount was stated in the one or in the other

unit of value. The two units being tied together by the

fixed ratio, and the disbursements being in fact made (as

we know) in rupees, the payee suffered, or did not suffer,

equally by either mode of calculation.
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In the following table, which shows all the mansabs with

their pay according to class, I have reduced the dam to

rupees, as being simpler and more readily intelligible. In

the present day, this reckoning by dams has quite dis-

appeared. When reading this table of pay, which shows

the sanctioned allowances for a year of twelve months, it

must be remembered that few of the officers received the

whole twelve-months’ pay, the number of months’ pay

sanctioned per annum ranging from four to twelve. Officers

were also supposed to keep up an establishment of elephants

and draught cattle. Apparently they were also liable to pay

a fixed quota of their own allowances towards the expenses

of the Emperor’s elephants and cattle, an item known as

kf>urak-i-daicdbb, feed of four-footed animals. There were

other petty deductions.

TABLE OF MAKSAB-I-ZAT WITH YEARLY PAY IN RUPEES.

Yearly Pay in Rupees.
Rank

|

(.1Ian$ab- i -2at).

First Class. Second Class. Third Class.
1

1 7000 350,000
2 6000 300,000
3 5000 250,000 212.500 235,000 I

4 4500 225,000 217,500 210,000 1

5 4000 200,000 192,500 185,000 1

6 3500 175,000 167,500 160,000
7 3000 150,000 142,500 135,000 i

8 2500 125,000 117.500 110,000
9 2000 100,000 92,500 85,000

10 1500 75,000 67,500 60,000 :

11 1000 50.000 47,500 45,000 1

12 900 37.500 36,250 35,000 i

13 800 31,250 30.000 28,750
14 700 27,500 26,250 25,000
To 23.750

. 22,500 21,250
16

17

500
400

20,000
12.500

18,750
12.000

17.500

11.500
18 300 9500 9000
19 200 7500 7000 6500
20 150 6250 5750 5250
21 100 5000 4500 4000

80 3500 3250 3000
23 60 2500 2375 2150
24 50 2125 2000 1S75 i

2-5 40 1750 1625 1500 :

26 30 1375 1250 1125
;

27 20 1000 875 750
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(.Dastur-uI-'Ainl.,
B.M. No. 1641, fol. 445, id. B.M. No. 1690,

lol. 1735, Dastur-ul-Insha, p. 234.) The rates of pay in

Akbar’s reign, as given in the last column of Blochmann’s

table (Apt, i, 248), were much higher than the above, which

refers to ‘Alamglr’s time and later. It will be noticed that

the difference of pay between first, second, and third class is

as follows :

—

From 20 to 60 5,000 Dam, or Us. 125

For 80 10,000 „ 99 250

From 100 to 400 20,000 „ 99 500

For 1000 100,000 „ 99 2500

From 1500 to 5000 300,000 „ 99 7500

(B.M. 6599, fol. 1445).

In addition to the simple division by mansab alone, there

was also a grouping of officers into three classes. From
20 to 400 they were merely “

officers with rank ”
(
mansab

-

dar
) ; from 500 to 2500 they were Nobles—Blochmann, i, 535

{Amir, pi. Umara, origin of our form “Omrah”); from
3000 to 7000 they were Great Nobles (Aniir-i-A‘zam, pi.

‘Uzzam, Umara-i-kibar (Blochmann, i, 529, note), or Pillars

{‘Umdah). All mansabdars were kept on one or other of

two lists: (1) Sazir-i-rikab, present at Court; (2) Ta'inat,

on duty elsewhere.

Smear Rank.—The grant of smear in addition to zat rank

was an honour. Dr. Paul Horn, 15, supposes, however,

that these horsemen were paid out of the zat allowances.

In that case a man who had no smear would be better

paid than another who was honoured with the addition of

smear to his zat rank. Naturally Dr. Horn, 16, holds that

this “eigentlich nicht recht glaublich ist.” He is quite

right in his conjecture. The explanation is, that the table

of pay iu Blochmann, i, 248, and that given above, are

exclusively for the zat rank, from which money the officer

had to maintain his transport, his household, and some

horsemen. For the smear rank there was a separate table,

pay for these horsemen being disbursed under the name of
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the Taiwan. As Orme says (“Hist. Frag.,” 418), the officer

raising the troops was responsible for the behaviour of his

men
;
he therefore brought men of his own family or such

as he could depend on.

Tabinan.—Blochmann, i, 242, note 1, who, apparently,

translates this word as well as suicar by “contingent,”

derives it from the Arabic tabin, one who follows. 1 The

books (B.M. 1641, fol. 4 6b, B.H. 6599, 1446 and 1486) give

a long table setting forth their pay in dams, beginning with

that for five horsemen and ending with that for 40,000, but

as the basis for calculation remains the same throughout, it

is sufficient here to work out the pay for one horseman.

For five horsemen, then, 40,000 dams a year were allowed.

That would be 8000 dams for one man
;
and this sum in

dams yields Rs. 200 a year (at the fixed rate of 40 dams

to the rupee), or Rs. 16 10a. 8p. per man per mensem.

Bernier, 217, states the rate as somewhat higher—“he
that keeps one horse shall not receive less than 25 rupees

a month.” For this sum, of course, the man provided his

own horse and armour, and paid for his own and his horse’s

keep. One Dastur-ul-‘Aml, B.M. 6599, fol. 1416, tells us

that the number of horses to men among the troopers

(tahindn-i-barwlari) was according to the rule of dah-bist

(lit. “ten-twenty”), meaning apparently that the total

number of horses was double that of the number of men.
The scale was as follows:

—

3 three-horsed men = 9 horses

4 two-horsed men = 8 horses

3 one-horsed men = 3 horses

10 men 20 horses

That is, with 1000 men there would be 2000 horses. The
pay of the men with the extra horses was higher, hut not
in proportion. Thus, a one-horsed man received 8000 D.

1 Steingass, 272, ,
A, following in the steps of another

;
but Pavet de

Courteille, Diet Ture. Oriental, 194, claims it as a Chaghatae word, with the
meanings of *• a troop ot 50 men, the body-guard, the pages.”
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or Rs. 200 a year (Rs. 16 10a. 8p. per mensem), while the

two- or three-horsed man got 11,000 D. or Rs. 275 a year

(Rs. 22 14a. 8p. per mensem). In some places we find other

rates of pay recorded. For instance, Bahadur Shah enlisted

Ahadis, men a little superior to common soldiers, at Rs. 40

a month (Danishmand Khan, second Safar of the second

year, i.e. 1120 H.=22nd April 1708). A century later, as

Fitzclarence tells us, “ Journal,” 73, 142, the rate was Rs. 40

a month in the Dakhin, and Rs. 22 in Hindustan. Service

in the cavalry was socially an honourable profession
; thus

a common trooper was looked on as being, to some extent,

a gentleman, and such men, even when illiterate, often rose

to the highest positions.

The pay of the Tabinan was drawn by the mansabdar,

who was entitled to retain 5 per cent, of their pay for

himself (A pi, i, 265). Pay was not always allowed for a

whole year
;
often only for six, five, or four months. This

fact renders it impossible to calculate the actual expenditure,

for, although we generally can find out whether a mansabdar

was first, second, or third class, we do not know for what

number of months in the year his pay was sanctioned.

Chelas .—As a counterpoise to the mercenaries in their

employ, over whom they had a very loose hold, commanders
were in the habit of getting together, as the kernel of their

force, a body of personal dependents or slaves, who had
no one to look to except their master. Such troops were

known by the Hindi name of chela (a slave). They were
fed, clothed, and lodged by their employer, had mostly

been brought up and trained by him, and had no other

home than his camp. They were recruited chiefly from

children taken in war or bought from their parents during

times of famine. The great majority were of Hindu origin,

but all were made Hahomedans when received into the

body of chelas. These chelas were the only troops on

which a man could place entire reliance as being ready

to follow his fortunes in both foul and fair weather.

Muhammad Khan Bangash’s system of chelas is described

by me in J.A.S. Bengal, part i, 1878, p. 340.
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III. Rules connected with Pay and Allowances.

In the preceding paragraphs have been shown in general

terms the rates of pay for the cavalry, and some of the

rules by which pay was governed. When we come to

the actual working out in detail of this part of the

army administration, our difficulties increase. The official

manuals, which are our only guide, are couched in the

briefest of language, and naturally presume a knowledge

of many things of which we are ignorant. Nor can we be

certain whether the rules that they lay down were of general

application or were applicable to certain classes of troops

only. Thus the data are insufficient for any complete

exposition of this part of the general subject. The matters

treated of in the next following paragraphs are, moreover,

of a somewhat miscellaneous description, and many of them

might be better classed under other heads, such as Discipline,

Recruiting, and so forth
;
but as there is not enough material

to yield complete information, I have thought it better to

deal with the greater part of them, as the native authors

do, in their relation to the calculation of pay.

Rates of Pay .—The rates of pay for officers and men of

the cavalry, forming numerically far the most important part

of the army, have been already stated when dealing with the

tnansab system. The rates for Infantry and Artillery, so far

as recorded, will be stated when we come to those branches
of the service.

Date from winch Pay Drawn.—On an officer being first

appointed, if by his rank he was exempt from having his

horses branded (

d

ag-h ). his pay began from the date of

confirmation
(
‘arz-i-mukarrar). If such branding were

necessary, pay began from the date of branding (the day
itself being excluded), and as soon as this condition had
been complied with, a disbursement was made of one month’s
pay on account. In the case of promotion, if it were un-
conditional, the rules were the same as above

;
if conditional,

the pay began from the date of entering on office
(Dastfir

-

u/-‘Aml, B.M. 1641, fol. 37«, 58a
; id. 6599, fol. 1466, Dastur-

ul-Imhd, 263).
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Conditional [Mashrut) and Unconditional (Bila-shart) Pay.

—Rank and pay might be given absolutely, or they might

be conditional on the holding of some particular office.

The temporary or mashrut bet khidmat rank was given as

an addition to the permanent, bila-shart rank which a man
already occupied. On ceasing to hold the office, such as

that of governor
(
subahdar) or military magistrate

(
faajdar),

the mashrut rank and pay were taken away.

Pay always in Arrears.—In later times pay due from the

imperial treasury to the mansabdars, as well as that due

from the mansabdars to the private soldiers, was always

in arrears. In fact, we should not go far wrong, I think,

if we asserted that this was the case in the very best times.

The reasons are obvious. More men were entertained than

could be easily paid; Indian Mahomedans are very bad

financiers; the habit of the East is to stave off payment
by any expedient. To owe money to somebody seems in

that country the normal condition of mankind. For

example, even such a careful manager as Nizam-ul-Mulk,
in his alleged testament, dated the 4th JamadI II, 1161 H.

(31st May, 1748), is credited with the boast that he “ never

withheld pay for more than three months ” (“ Asiatick

Miscellany,” Calcutta, 1788, vol. iii, 160). Another reason

for keeping the men in arrears may have been the feeling

that they were thereby prevented from transferring their

services to some other chief quite as readily as they might
have done if there were nothing owing. Disturbances

raised by troops clamouring for their pay were among the

unfailing sequels to the disgrace or sudden death of a

commander. The instances are too numerous to specify.

On this head Haji Mustapha, Seir, iii, 35, note 29, says

truly enough :
—“The troops are wretchedly paid, twenty

or thirty months of arrears being no rarity. The ministers,

princes, and grandees always keep twice or thrice as many
men as they have occasion for, and fancy that by with-

holding the pay they concern the men in the preservation

of their lord’s life.” We can also quote Lord Clive as to

the state of things in the Bengal subah in 1757 (“Minutes
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of Select Committee of 1772,” reprint, 52)—“There were

great arrears due to the army by Siraj-ud-Daulah as well

as by Mir Ja'far, and the sums amounted to three or four

millions sterling. It is the custom of the country never

to pay the army a fourth part of what they promise them :

and it is only in times of distress that the army can get

paid at all, and that is the reason why their troops always

behave so ” (badly ?).

Pa // in Nakd and in Jagir.—Pay (tankhtcah : literally,

tan ‘ body,’ khudh ‘ need ’) might be either Nakd, that is,

given in cash (nakd); or Jagir (literally, ja ‘place,’ gir,

taking, from giriftan), that is an assignment (jagir) of the

land revenue of a certain number of villages (mauza 1

)
or

of a subdivision (
parganah ). A certain number of officers

and soldiers, chiefly those of the infantry and artillery,

who were, as a rule, on the pay list of the emperor himself,

were paid in cash. This seems to have been the case in

all reigns up to quite the end. But the favourite mode
of payment was by an assignment of the government

revenue from land. Such an arrangement seems to have

suited both parties. The State was a very centralized

organization, fairly strong at the centre, but weak at the

extremities. It was glad to be relieved of the duty of

collecting and bringing in the revenue from distant places.

This task was left to the jayirddr
,
or holder of the jagir,

and unless such a nutnsabddr were a great noble or high
in imperial favour, the assignment was made on the most
distant and most imperfectly subdued provinces. 1 On the

other hand, a chance of dealing with land and handling
the income from it, has had enormous attractions in all

parts of the world, and in none more than in India.

Aobles and officers by obtaining an assignment of revenue
hoped to make certain of some income, instead of depending
helplessly for payment on the good pleasure of the Court.

Then in negotiating for a jagir there were all sorts of

possibilities. A judicious bribe might secure to a man

1 This may ha've hceii a de\ elopment of Tnimur's practice of orantin^ the pay
of his amirs irom his Irontier province^—Davy and White, “ Institutes,” 237.
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a larger jagir than was his due
;
and if he were lucky,

he might make it yield more than its nominal return.

Many such considerations must have been present to their

minds. Whatever be the true reasons, of this there can

be no doubt, that the system was highly popular, and that

the struggle for jagirs was intensely keen. A recent

French writer, M. Emile Barbe, “Le Nabab Bene Madec,”

117, speaking of a jagir given in 1775, says: “Cette

apparition des jaguirs dans 1’Empire Mogol a son declin

est un fait sociologique du plus haut interet.” The system

of jagir grants may be an interesting sociological fact—

•

as to that I have nothing to say for or against
;
but it was

not introduced into the Mogol Empire during its decline.

Jagirs existed in that empire’s most flourishing days,

having been granted as early as Akbar (Blochmann,

Ap), i, 261), while under Shahjahan they existed on a

most extensive scale.

If the jagir were a large one, the officer managed it

through his own agents, who exercised on his behalf most

of the functions of government. Such jagirs were practically

outside the control of the local governor or faujdar, and

formed a sort of imperium in imperio. The disastrous effects

of the system, in this aspect, need not be further dwelt on

here. On the other hand, a small jagir was more frequently

left by the assignee in the hands of the faujdar, through

whom the revenue demand was realized. Gradually, as the

bonds of authority were relaxed from the centre, the faujdars

and subahdars ignored more and more the claims of these

assignees, and finally ceased to remit or make over to them
any of the collections.

I append here the first steps of official procedure followed

in the grant of a jagir. We are to suppose that one

Ehwajah Bahmatuliah has been recalled from duty in some

province, and that on appearing at court he has applied for

a new jagir. Through the Dinan-i-tan, a great officer at

the head of one of the two revenue departments, a haktkat,

or Statement of Facts, was drawn up, in the following form

(B.M. No. 6599, foil. 156a to 1576) :

—
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Statement
(
Hnkikat).

Khwajah Rahmatullah, son of Khwajah Ahmad, a native

of Balkh, who was attached to the standards in Province

So-and-so, having come to the Presence in pursuance of

the exalted orders, and the jagir which, up to such-and-such

a harvest, was held by him in the said Province, having

been granted to So-and-so, in this matter what is the order

as to the tankhwah jagir of the above-named.

[on the margin] ( Presentation
(
muldzamat

)

\ Day so-and-so, month so-and-so

{

Offering (tiazar)

9 Muhrs (gold coins) and

18 Rupees.

This hnkikat was passed on by the Diican-i-tan to the

Diwan-i-‘ala (or wazlr). The latter placed it before the

Emperor. If an order were given for a jagir to be granted,

the wazlr endorsed on the paper, “The pure and noble

order issued to grant a jagir in tankhwah from the com-
mencement of such-and-such a harvest.” This paper then

becomes the voucher for the chief clerk to the Diaan-i-tan,

who wrote out a sii/aha daul, or Rough Estimate, as follows

:

Rough Estimate.

Khwajah Rahmatullah, son of Khwajah Ahmad, of

Balkh. Whereas he was on duty in Province So-and-so,

and according to order has reached the Blessed Stirrup

(i.e. the Court)—

One thousand. Personal (zat)

200 men, Horse
(
smear

)

Pay in dams

34 lakhs

Personal Troopers

(tabinan)

18 lakhs 16 lakhs

Total, 34 lakhs.
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Feed of Four-footed animals

*
r n

Parganah So-and-so,

situated in Province

So-and-so,

20 lakhs of Dams.

(Khurak-i-daicabb

)

remitted.

Parganah So-and-so,

situated in Province

So-and-so,

14 lakhs of Dams.

It will be seen, on referring to a previous page, that as

the man was 1000 zat, but had only 200 smear rank, he

was a third class Hazari. By the table this gives him

18 lakhs, and then 200 horsemen at 8000 dams each comes

to 16 lakhs, making the 34 lakhs which are sanctioned in

the above.

The daul, or estimate, was made over to the diary-writer

(waki‘ah navis), who, after he had entered it on the tcaki'ah

(diary), prepared an extract called a memorandum (yad-dasht

)

for submission to the office of the confirmation of orders

(‘arz-i-mukarrar
, lit. second petition) . The yad-dasht repeated

the facts much in the same form as the hakikat and the daul.

On it the wazlr wrote :
“ Let this be compared with the

diary
(
icaki'ah

)
and then sent on to the confirmation office

(‘arz-i-mukarrar).” On the margin the diary-writer
(
icaki'ah

navis) then reported :
“ This yad-dasht accords with the

ivdkkah.” Next the superintendent (daroghah

)

of the con-

firmation office wrote :
“ On such-and-such a date of such-

and-such a month of such-and-such a year this reached

the confirmation office. The order given was— ‘ Approved.’ ”

We need not follow here the further fate of the order

after it left the Court and reached the governor of the

province referred to.

Loans, Advances, and Gifts.—The technical name for a

loan or advance of pay was musa'adat (Steingass, 1225, H,
helping, favour, assistance, aid), and the conditions as to

interest and repayment are given in Book ii, Ain 15,

of the Ain-i-Akbari (Blochmann, i, 265). Historians

frequently mention the advance of money under this

name. In later times, especially from the reign of Mu-
hammad Shah, no commander ever took the field without
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the grant of the most liberal cash advances to meet his

expenses. Possibly these were never repaid, or were from

the first intended as free gifts. "When we meet with the

phrase tankhuah-i-ina‘m, I presume that there can be no

doubt of the payment being a gift. Here the word

tankhicah seems to denote the order or cheque on the

treasury, and the word ina‘m (gift, present), differentiates

it from other tankhicah, which were in the nature of pay-

ments to be repeated periodically. The recovery of loans

and advances came under a head in the accounts called

mutalibah (Steingass, 1259, asking, claim, due). Another

term of somewhat similar import, baz-yaft (Steingass, 146,

the resumption of anything, a deduction, stoppage), seems

to have been confined to the recovery of items put under

objection in the revenue accounts by the mustaufis, or

auditors. At one time the recovery of an advance was

made from a man’s pay in four instalments
;
but towards

the end of ‘Alamglr’s reign, it was taken in eight instal-

ments (B.M. No. 1641, fol. 585).

Deductions .—Of these I have found the following

:

kasim-i-do-ddmi (fraction of the two dams), khurch-i-sikkah

(expenses of minting), ayydm-i-hildli (days of the moon’s

rise), hissah-i-jnas (share in kind), khitrdk-i-daicalb (feed

of four-footed animals).

Kasur-i-do-ddmi.—Kasim is, literally, fractions, deficiencies!

faults. This item was a discount of five per cent., that is,

of two dams in every forty, and therefore styled “ do-daml
”

(B.M. 1641, fol. 37«). The origin of this is to be found
possibly in Akbar’s five per cent, deductions from the Ahadi
troopers on account of horses and other expenses (Ayn, i,

250, line 14). The rate of deduction is differently stated

in fol. 58 b, B.M. 1641, as four dams in the 100, if the officer

drew seven or eight months’ pay, and two dams in the

100, if he drew less than that number of months.
Kharch- i-sikkah was also deducted: in ‘AlamgTr’s reign the

rates were Rs. 1 12a. Op. per cent, on Sbahjaban’s coinage,

and Rs. 1 8a. Op. per cent, on the coin of the reigning

emperor. Under the rules then in force, the Shahjahani
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coins, not being those of the reigning emperor, were

uncurrent, and therefore subject to a discount. Why a

deduction was made on the coins of the reigning emperor, is

harder to explain. It was not till Farrukhslyar’s reign,

I believe, that the coinage was called in annually, from

which time only coins of the current year were accepted,

even by the government itself, at full face-value.

Ayyam-i-hHall.—This was a deduction of one day’s pay

in every month except Ramzan. Mansabdars, A/iadis, and

barkanddz (matchlockmen) were all subject to it. But,

towards the end of ‘Alaragir’s reign, it was remitted until

the Narbada was crossed, that is, I presume, so long as

a man served in the Dakhin (B.AI. 1641, fol. 555, 625).

The reason for making this deduction is difficult to fathom
;

and about the name itself there is some doubt. In the first

of the two entries just quoted, I read the word as taldfl

(Steingass, 321, obtaining, making amends, compensation,

reparation)
;
but this variant, instead of throwing light on

the subject, leaves it as obscure as before.

Hissah-i-ijnas.—Jins (goods) is used in opposition to nakd

(cash), and this item (hissah— share, ijit as= goods) seems to

mean the part of a man’s pay delivered to him in kind.

Apparently this item did not apply to the cavalry. In the

case of the matchlockmen, artillerymen, and artificers, the

deduction was A* if the man were mounted, and Ar if he
were not. This represented the value of the rations supplied

to him. There is another entry of rasad-i-jins (supplies of

food?), the exact nature of which I cannot determine (B.M.

1641, fol. 625).

KJi it i'dk-i-datea55 .—This is, literally, khurak, feed, daicabb,

four-footed animals. It was a deduction from a mansabdar’s

pay on account of a certain number of horses and elephants

belonging to the emperor, with whose maintenance such

officer was saddled. The germ of this exaction can, I think,

be found in Akbar’s system of making over elephants to the

charge of grandees (Am, i, 126). “He (Akbar) therefore

put several halkahs (groups of baggage elephants) in charge
of every grandee, and required them to look after them.”
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Akbar would seem to have paid the expenses
;
but in process

of time, we can suppose, the charge was transferred to the

officer’s shoulders entirely, and in the end he had to submit

to the deduction without even the use of the animals being

given to him. At any rate, the burden became a subject

of great complaint. This is shown by a passage in Khafi

Khan, ii, 602.
“ In the reign of ‘Alamglr the mansabdars for a long

period were reduced to wanting their evening meal, owing

to the lowness of the assignments (paebaki) granted by the

emperor. His stinginess reminds one of the proverb ‘ one

pomegranate for a hundred sick men,’ yak anar, satt bimar.

After many efforts and exertions, some small assignment

(jarfir)
on the land revenue would be obtained. The lands

were probably uncultivated, and the total income of the

jdyir might not amount to a half or even a third of the

money required for the expenses of the animals. If these

were realized from the officer, whence could come the

money to preserve his children and family from death by
starvation? In spite of this, the Akhtah Beg! (Master

of the Horse) and other accursed clerks caused the cost

of feeding the emperor’s animals to be imposed on the

mansabdars, and, imprisoning their agents at court, used

force and oppression of all kinds to obtain the money.
“ When the agents

(
tcalcih

) complained of this oppression

to the emperor, the head of the elephant stables and the

Akhtah Begl so impressed matters on the emperor’s mind,
that the complaints were not listened to, and all the men
were reduced to such an extremity by this oppression, that

the agents resigned their agency. In Balmdur Shah’s
reign, the ^hlian-i-JRhandn decided that when the mansabdars
received a Jdyir for their support, the number of dams
required for the cost of feeding cattle should be deducted
first from the total estimated income, and the balance should

be assigned as the income. In this way, the obligation for

meeting the cost of feeding the animals was entirely

removed from the beads of the mansabdars and their agents.

Indeed, to speak the truth, it was an order to absolve them
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from the cost of the cattle provender.” Dowson (Elliot,

vii, 403) could make nothing of this passage.

In the case of officers below a certain rank, the deduction

of khurdk-i-dawabb was not made. The rule says that

where the pay (tankhicdh) did not come up to 15 lakhs

of dams, the deduction was not made ; but apparently no

lower rank than that of 400 zat, 200 smear, was liable.

This rank would by the tables draw a pay of 20 lakhs

of dams. As to the rate of deduction, the records are so

obscure that I am unable to come to any conclusions.

Sometimes we are told that the calculation was made at

so many dams on each 100,000 dams of pay; at others,

that for each 100,000 dams one riding and five baggage

elephants were charged for. A distinction in rates was

made between Mahomedans and Hindus, the former paying

more
; also between officers holding jayirs in Hindustan

and those holding them in the Dakhin and Ahmadabad,

the former paying slightly less than the latter.

Fines.—We come now to the subject of fines, which

were of various sorts, such as ta/dicat-i-asp (deficiency in

horses), tafawat-i-silah (deficiency in equipment), tafaicat-i-

talindn (deficiency in troopers), also called, it would seem,

kami-i-baradari, tawakkuf o ‘adam-i-tashihah (non-verifica-

tion), sakati (casualties), bartarafi (rejections).

Tafawat-i-asp.—This is literally “ difference of horses,”

and refers to a classification of horses by their breed and

size, which will be referred to more fully under the head
of Branding and Verification. In each rank or mansab a

certain number of each class of horse had to be maintained,

and if at Verification it was found that this regulation had
not been complied with, the result was a fine. In the section

on Branding I give the rates so far as recorded.

Tafawaf-i-sildh.—This “difference in armour” was a fine

for not producing at inspection arms and armour according

to the required scale. The amount of fine and so forth

I have stated further on under the head of Equipment.

Tafdwat-i-tabindn (difference of followers) or kami-i-

baradari (deficiency in relations) was a fine imposed on an

J.b.a.s. 1896. 35
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officer for non-production of the number of men stipulated

for by the smear rank. The following rates are stated in

B.M. 1641, fol. 37a, and I presume that the deductions

apply to mansabdars as well as to Ahadls, and that they

•were made from the monthly pay for each man deficient,

although the entry is so brief as to remain very obscure :

—

Number of Months for which Pay was Drawn.
•

Four
Months.

Five
Months.

Six
Months.

Seven
Months.

Eight
Months.

Amount of Fine in

R. A. P. R. A. P. R. A. P. R. A. P. R. A. P.

Rupees. 2 8 0 3 0 0 4- © © 7 0 0 8 0 0

In another passage, fol. 41, the same authority explains

the matter thus. In the twenty-first year of ‘AlamgTr,

a report on this subject having been made, the emperor
allowed a term of four turns of guard

(
chauJii

)

for a

mansabdar to produce men of his own class or family

(
baradari), and for this period pay for the men was passed

as if they had been present. But subsequently, on the first

Rabr of the twenty-third year, the delay was extended
to two months, and tor the time during which such men
were not actually present, pay at half-rates was sanctioned.

Ahsham. In the case of the Ahsham
,
or troops belonging

to the infantry and artillery, we have a little more definite

information under this head (B.M. 1641, fol. 64n). Officers

of this class fell into three subdivisions, hcizari (of a
thousand), sadina.1 (hundred-man), and mirdahah (lord

of ten). The first class was always mounted
(
smear

)

and
the second sometimes

; these mounted officers might be
two-horse

(
duaspah ) or only one-horse (yakaspah') men.

Working on these distinctions, we get the following scheme
of pay.

.

Duaspah Smear : Where, inclusive of the officer’s

own retainers
(
khasnh ), there were one hundred men present

per 100 of rank, pay was drawn at duaspah rates. But
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if the number were under fifty per 100 of rank, pay was

passed to the hazari as if he were a mounted sadiwal
;

subject to restoration to duaspah pay when his muster

again conformed to the standard. Yakaspah : If, including

khdsah men, there were fifty men present per 100 of rank,

full pay was given
;

if only thirty-one or under, then the

hazari was paid as a sadiwal piyadah (unmounted), and

certain other deductions were made. Piyadah (unmounted

officer).—If a sadiwal produced under thirty-one men out

of his hundred, he received nothing but his rations. When
the numbers rose above thirty, he was paid as a mirdahah

till his full quota was mustered. In the case of a mirdahah,

the production of two men entitled him to his pay. If one

man only was paraded for inspection, a deduction from the

pay was made, varying, on conditions which I have not

mastered, from one to three annas per man.

Tawakkuf-i-tashihah (Delay in Verification).—The rules

for Branding and Verification will be found further on.

If the periods fixed were allowed to elapse without the

verification having been made, a man was reported for

delay
; and then a mansabdar was cut the whole, and an

ahadi the half, of his pay (B.M. 1641, fol. 58b).

Sakati and Bartarafi.—The first word is from sakat

shudan ‘to die’ (applied to animals, Steingass, 687), and

may be translated casualties. The other word means

setting aside or rejecting, in other words to cast a horse

as unfit. We find the groundwork of the sakati system

in the Api-i-Akbari, Blochmann, i, 250. In later times

there were the following rules for regulating pay in such

cases. First it was seen whether the man was duaspah

(paid for two horses) or yakaspah (paid for one horse).

In the first case, (1) if one horse died
(
sakat shavvad) or was

cast
(
bar taraf shied), the man was paid at the yakaspah

rate
; (2) if both horses died or were turned out, the man

obtained his personal pay for one month, and if after one

month he had still no horse, his personal pay was also

stopped. In the second case, that of a yakaspah, if there

were no horse, personal pay was disbursed for one month ;
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but after one month nothing was given (B.M. 1641,

fol. 41«).

If an ahadi’s horse died while he was at headquarters,

the clerk of the casualties, after having inspected the

hide, wrote out his certificate
(
sakat-namah), and pay was

disbursed according to it. If the man were on detached

duty when his horse died, the brand
(
dagh

)

and the tail

were sent in to headquarters (B.M. 1641, fol. 29b).

Other incidents of military service considered as affecting

pay.—Among these may be mentioned: (1) Ghair-haziri

(absence without leave)
; (2) Bimari (illness)

; (3) Rukhsat

(leave and furlough)
; (4) Farari (desertion)

; (5) Bartarafi

(discharge or resignation)
; (6) Pension

; (7) Fauti (death).

(1) Ghair-hazin.— If a man were absent from three

consecutive turns of guard
(chauhi), his pay was cut

;
but

if he did not attend the fourth time, the penalty was dis-

missal, and all pay due was confiscated. Absence from night

guard or at roll-call
(
jdizah

)
involved the loss of a day’s

pay. If absent at the time of the emperor’s public or

private audience, or on a day of festival (‘id), half a day’s

pay was taken (B.M. 1641, fol. 39«, 626).

(2) Bimari.—Absence on the ground of illness was over-

looked for three turns of guard (chauhi), but after that

period all pay was stopped, and a medical certificate (
bimari-

namah) from a physician was demanded (B.M. 1641, fol.

39ff, 58a). The rule is somewhat differently stated in

B.M. 6599, fol. 1636.

(3) Rukhsat.—Men who went on leave for their own
business received no pay while doing no duty (B.M. 1641,

fol. 416). In another place in the same work, fol. 646, we find

a different statement. We are there told that for one month
a man received half-pay; if he overstayed his leave it was

reduced to one-fifth or one-tenth
; and after three months’

absence he was classed as an absconder. Leave on account

of family rejoicings or mournings was allowed for one turn

of duty
;

if the man were absent longer his pay was cut

(B.M. 1641, fol. 39^r). Again, on fol. 576, a rule is stated,

of which I am not able to understand the bearing. It
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seems to be that not more than two months of arrears were

to be paid to a man who took leave
;
but whether that means

the arrears due to him when he left, or the pay accruing

during his absence, I cannot say.

(4) Farcin.—If, among the Ahs/iam, an absconder who
had been some time in the service, left after drawing his pay

in full, the amount was shown on the margin
(
hasho

) of the

pay-bill (kabz) as recoverable, and one month’s pay was

realized from the man’s surety. If a recruit absconded after

drawing money on account, the whole advance was recovered,

but a present of one month’s pay was allowed. If a match

-

lockman deserted the service of one leader to enter that of

another, he was cut half a month’s pay (nlm-mahah ). But,

if it were found that the mirdahah or sadhcal, to whom he

had gone, had induced him to desert, such officer had to pay

the fine himself (B.M. 1641, fol. 64b). Pay of absconders

was reckoned up to the date of the last verification, and

three months’ time was allowed (idem, fol. 57b). By the

last phrase I understand that they were allowed that time

to reappear, if they chose. If they were again entertained,

their rations only were passed, that is, I presume, for the

interval of absence (idem, fol. 64b).

(5) Bartarafi.—If the discharged mansabdar produced

a clear verification roll, he received half of the pay of

his zat rank, and the full pay of his horsemen (tdbinan).

Matchloekmen received their pay in full up to the date

of discharge (B.M. 1641, fols. 57b, 62a).

(6) Pension .—So far as I have ascertained, there was

no pension list, under that express name. No retiring

allowances could be claimed as of right. When a man
retired from active service, we hear sometimes of his

being granted a daily or yearly allowance. Such was

the case, for instance, when Nizam-ul-Mulk in Bahadur

Shah’s reign threw up the whole of his offices and titles,

and retired into private life. But the ordinary method

of providing for an old servant was to leave him till

his death in undisturbed possession of his rank and jagir.

(7) Faati .—It seems that in the case of deaths a different
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rule prevailed, according to whether the death was a natural

one or the man lost his life on active service. In the

one case half-pay and in the other full-pay was disbursed

to the heirs on the production of a certificate of heirship

(
waris-namah

) attested by the kazi.

IV. Rewards and Distinctions.

The promise of honorary distinctions has been in all

ages and in all countries one of the most potent agencies

employed* to incite men to exertion. We have our medals,

crosses, orders, and peerages. The Moghul sovereigns were

even more ingenious in converting things mostly worthless

in themselves into objects to be ardently striven for and
dearly prized. Among these were : (1) Titles

; (2) Robes of

Honour
; (3) Gifts of Money and other articles

; (4) Kettle-

drums
; (5) Standards and Ensigns.

1. Titles .—The system of entitlature was most elaborate

and based on strict rule. This subject belongs, however,

to the general scheme of government, and need not be set

forth at length here. Suffice it to say, that a man would
begin by becoming a Khan or Lord (added to his own
name). After that, he might receive some name supposed
to be appropriate to his qualities, coupled with the

word Khan, such as Ikhlas Khan. Lord Sincerity; an
artillery officer might be dubbed Ra‘d-andaz Khan, Lord
Thunder-thrower, or a skilful horseman, Yakah-Taz Khan,
Lord Single Combat, and so on. Round such a title as

a nucleus, accreted all the remaining titles with which a
man might from time to time be invested. As the empire
declined in strength, so did the titles increase in pomposity,
and long before the end of the dynasty the discrepancy
between a man s real qualities and his titles was so great

as often to be ridiculous. Still, these titles were never given
quite at random, nor were they self-adopted. Yet I read
quite recently in a history of India, by a well-known and
esteemed author, that one governor of Bengal was “ a
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Brahman convert calling himself Murshid Kuli Khan.”

Now Murshid Kuli Khan no more called himself by that

name than has Baron Roberts of Candahar called himself

by the title he bears. Both titles were derived from the

accepted fountain of honour, the sovereigns of the states

which those bearing them respectively served.

(2) Robes of Honour.—The khila't was not peculiar to the

military department. These robes of honour were given

to everyone presented at court. Distinction was, however,

made according to the position of the receiver. There

were five degrees of khila‘t, those of three, five, six, or

seven pieces; or they might as a special mark* of favour

consist of clothes that the emperor had actually worn

(malbus-i-khas). A three-piece khila‘t, given from the

general wardrobe
(
khila't-khanah), consisted of a turban

(dastar), a long coat with very full skirts (jamah), and

a scarf for the waist
(
kamrband). A five-piece robe came

from the toshah-khdnah (storehouse for presents), the extra

pieces being a turban ornament called a sarpech and a band

for tying across the turban
(
balaband). For the next grade

a tight-fitting jacket with short sleeves, called a Half-sleeve

(nimah-astin), was added. A European writer, Tavernier

(Ball, i, 163), thus details the seven-piece khila't

:

(1) a cap,

(2) a long gown (ka'bah), (3) a close-fitting coat
(
arkalon),

which I take to he alkhalik, a tight coat, (4) two pairs of

trousers, (5) two shirts, (6) two girdles, (7) a scarf for

the head or neck.

(3) Gifts, other than money.—These were naturally of

considerable variety. I have drawn up the following list

from Danishmand Khan’s history of the first two years

of Bahadur Shah’s reign (1708-1710) : Jewelled ornaments,

weapons, principally swords and daggers with jewelled

hilts, palkls with fringes of gold lace and pearls, horses

with gold-mounted and jewelled trappings, and elephants.

The order in which the above are given indicates roughly

both the frequency with which these presents were granted

and the relative value set upon them, beginning with those

most frequently given and the least esteemed.
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(4) Kettledrums.—As one of the attributes of sovereignty,

kettledrums were beaten at the head of the army when the

emperor was on the march
;

and in quarters they were

beaten every three hours at the gate of his camp. The

instruments in use, in addition to the drums, will be found

in the Api-i-Akbari (Blochmann, i, 51). As a mark of

favour, kettledrums
(
nakkarah

)

and the right to play them

( naubat) might be granted to a subject. But he must be

a man of the rank of 2000 smear or upwards. As an

invariable condition, moreover, it was stipulated that they

should never be used where the emperor was present, nor

within a 'certain distance from his residence. Marching

through the middle of Dihli with drums beating was one

of the signs by which Sayyad Husain ‘All Khan, Amlr-ul-

Umara, notified defiance of constituted authority, when
he returned from the Dakhin in 1719, preparatory to

dethroning the Emperor FarrukhsTyar. The drums when
granted were placed on the recipient’s back, and, thus

accoutred, he did homage for them in the public audience

hall. In Lord Lake’s case the investment was thus carried

out :
“ Two small drums of silver, each about the size of

a thirty-two pound shot, the apertures covered with parch-

ments, are hung round the neck of the person on whom
the honour is conferred, then struck a few times, after

which drums of the proper size are made.”—Thorn, “War,”
356.

(5) Flags and Ensigns .—The flags and ensigns displayed,

along with a supply of spare weapons, at the door of the

audience hall and at the entrance to the emperor’s

encampment, or carried before him on elephants, were
called collectively the Kiir (Pavet de Courteille, “ Diet.,” 425,
ceinture, arme, garde), and their charge was committed to

a responsible officer called the Kur-begi. An alternative

general name sometimes -employed was mahi-o-maratib (Fish

and Dignities), or more rarely, the panjah (literally, Open
Hand). It is, no doubt, the Kur which Gemelli Careri

describes thus (French ed. iii, 182) :
“ Outside the audience

tent I saw nine men in red velvet coats embroidered with
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gold, with wide sleeves and pointed collars hanging

down behind, who carried the imperial ensigns displayed

at the end of pikes. The man in the middle carried

a sun, the two on each side of him had each a gilt hand,

the next two carried horse-tails dyed red. The remaining

four, having covers on their pikes, it could not be seen

what it was they held.”

In the Ain, i, 50, we are told of eight ensigns of

royalty, of which the first four were reserved exclusively for

the sovereign. The use of the others might, we must assume,

be granted to subjects. The eight ensigns are—(1) Anrang,

the throne; (2) Chatr, the State umbrella; (3) Saiban or

Aftabgir, a sunshade
; (4) Kaukabah (plate ix, No. 2)

;

(5) ‘Alum, or flag
; (6) Chatr-tok, or yak-tails

; (7)

Tuman-tok, another shape of yak-tails
; (8) Jhanda, or

Indian flag. To these we must add (9) Mahi-o-maratib,

or the fish and dignities.

The origin and meaning of the different ensigns

displayed by the Moghul Emperors in India have been

thus described, Mirat-ul-Istildh, fob bb :

—

(1) Punjah, an open hand, is said to mean the hand

of ‘Ali. Taimur ordered it to be carried before him for

a charm and as a sacred relic. It was said that he

captured it when he overcame the Siyahposh tribe. In

1753 Gentil saw four different “ pondjehs ” (ie. panjahs)

carried on horseback in Salabat Jang’s cavalcade
;
they were

copper hands fixed on the end of a staff (“Memoires,” 61).

(2) 'Alum, a flag or standard.—This was supposed to

be the flag of Husain, and obtained by Taimur at

Karbalah. To it he attributed his victory over Bayazld,

the Kaisar of Burn.

(3) Mizan, a balance, was a reference to the equal

scales of Justice, and was adopted as having been the

emblem of Nushlrwan the Just. There is a figure on

a plate in Gentil’s “ Memoires,” which is probably the Mizan.

(4) Aftdb, or Sun, was obtained from the fire-worshippers

when they were conquered
;

it was an article used in their

worship.
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(5, 6) Azhdaha-paikar, Dragon-face.—From the time of

Sikandar of the Two Horns, the rajahs of Hind had wor-

shipped this emblem in their temples, and when Taimur

made his irruption into India it was presented to him as

an offering. It consisted of two pieces, one carried in front

and the other behind the emperor.

(7) Mahi, or Fish, was said to have been an offering from

the islands of the ocean, where it was worshipped.

(8) Kumkumah (Steingass, 989, a bowl, a jug, a round

shade, a lantern).—This also was obtained from the Indian

rajahs. The Ain-i-Akbari, i, 50, has kaukabah for apparently

the same thing (see figure No. 2 on plate ix). There is also

what looks like the kaukabah in a plate in Gentil’s “ Memoires.”

The definition of kaukabah in Steingass, 1063, corresponds

with the figure in the Ain, viz. “ a polished steel ball

suspended from a long pole and carried as an ensign before

the king.” Careri, iii, 182, tells us that he saw a golden

ball hanging by a chain between two gilt hands, and adds

that “ it was a royal ensign carried on an elephant when
the army was on the march.”

All these emblems, we are told, were carried before the

emperor as a sign of conquest over the Seven Climes, or,

in other words, over the whole world.

Mahi-o-mamtib.—Some words must be added with special

reference to this dignity, which was borne on elephants or
camels in a man s retinue. It was one of the very highest
honours, as it was not granted to nobles below the rank
of 6000 zat, 6000 suwdr

(Mirat-ul-htiluh ,
fol. 3). Mahi

(literally, a fish), was made in the figure of a fish, four
feet in length, of copper gilt, and it was placed horizontally
on the point of a spear (Seir, i, 218, note 150, and 743, note
51). Steingass, 1,147, defines mdhi-maratib as “certain
honours denoted hy the figure of a fish with other insignia

(two balls). But in careful writers I have always found
it as mahi-o-maratib, “fish and dignities,” and, as I take
it, the first word refers to the fish emblem and the second
to the balls or other adjuncts which went with it. The
maratib Thorn, “ War,” 356, describes as a ball of copper gilt
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encircled by a jhalar or fringe about two feet in length,

placed on a long pole, and, like the mahi, carried on an

elephant. Can this be Gemelli Careri’s “ golden ball ” ?

Perhaps it was identical with the kumkumah or kaukabah

already described above. The translator of the Seir-Mutaq-

herin, i, 218, note 150, tells us that the fish was always

accompanied by the figure of a man’s head in copper gilt.

This must have been in addition to the gilt balls. The
mahi, as conferred on Lord Lake on the 14th August, 1804

(Thorn, “War,” 356), is described as “ representing a fish with

a head of gilt copper and the body and tail formed of silk,

fixed to a long staff and carried on an elephant.” James

Skinner, who recovered Mahadaji-Sendhia’s mahi-o-maratib

in a fight with the Rajputs, speaks of it as “a brass fish

with two chourees (horse-hair tails) hanging to it like

moustachios ” (Fraser, “Memoir,” i, 152). Gentil, “Memoires,”

62, calls the mahi simply “ the head of a fish on the end

of a pole.” As a sign of the rarity of this dignity, he

adds that while in the Dakhin (1752-1761) he only saw

four of them.

Sher-maratib, or lion dignity.—This is a name only found,

so far as I know, in Gentil, “ Memoires,” 62 ; and he only saw
it displayed by Salabat Jang, nazim of the Dakhin. At the

head of the dedication of the above work to the memory of

Shuja‘-ud-Daulah, are the figures of two elephants
;

one

of which bears a standard that is most likely identical with

this Sher-maratib. The flag bears a lion embroidered on it,

and the head of the staff is adorned with the figure of

a lion.

‘Alam.—The flags seem to have been triangular in shape,

either scarlet or green in colour, having a figure embroidered

in gold and a gold fringe. The staff was surmounted by
a figure corresponding to the one embroidered on the flag.

Aplate in GentilV* Memoires ’’shows four of these embroidered

emblems— 1st, a panjah, or open hand
;

2nd, a man’s face

with rays
;

3rd, a lion
(
sher

)

;
and 4th, a fish. A flag, or

‘alam, could be granted to no man under the rank of 1000

suwar.
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Aftabgiri.—This sun screen
(aftab,

sun
;

gir, root of

giriftan, to take), shaped like an open palm-leaf fan, was

also called Suraj-mukhi (Hindi, literally, sun-face). By
the Moghul rules it could only he granted to royal princes

(
Mirat-ul-Istilah

,
fol. 3). In the eighteenth century, how-

ever, the Mahrattas adopted it as one of their commonest

ensigns, and even the smallest group of their cavalry was

in the habit of carrying one.

Tiiman-togh—This is one of the two togh mentioned in

Akbar’s list, Ain i, 50, and figured on plate ix of that

volume. Pavet de Courteille, “Diet.,” 236, has iJ (togh),

“ etendard se composant d’une queue de (katas) ou

boeuf de montagne
(
i.e

.

yak) fixee a une hampe, au dessus

d’un pavilion triangulaire.” This yak’s-tail standard was

not unfrequently granted to high officers of rank, by whom
it was esteemed a high honour. The togh consisted generally

of three tails attached to a cross-bar, which was fixed at the

end of a long pole or staff.

Summary.—Thus, apart from titles or money rewards, or

ordinary gifts, a man might be awarded any of the following

honorary distinctions, of a more permanent character— (1)

the right to carry a flag or simple standard, (2) the right

to display a yak-tail standard, (3) the right to use kettle-

drums and beat the naubat, (4) the right to display the

fish and its accompanying emblems, (5) the right to use a

litter adorned with gold fringes and strings of pearls. Of
course, all these things were dependent on the caprice of

the monarch
;
for in the Moghul, like in all Oriental states

—

Ba yak nuktah mahram (^-sr*) mijrim shavvad: By
one spot “confidant” becomes “criminal.”

Y. Procedure ox Entering the Service.

Single men who resorted to the Court in the hope of

obtaining employment in the army, were obliged first to seek

a patron. A man generally attached himself to a chief from
his own country or of his own race : Mughals became the
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followers of Mughals, Persians of Persians, Afghans of

Afghans, and so on. At times men of high rank who desired

to increase their forces would remit large sums of money to

the country with which they were specially connected, and

thereby induce recruits of a particular class to flock to their

standard. For instance, in the reign of Muhammad Shah

(1719-1748), Muhammad Khan, Bangash, filled his ranks

in this way with men from the Bangash country and with

Afrldl Pathans. According to a man’s reputation or con-

nections, or the number of his followers, would be the rank

(:mansab
)
assigned to him. As a rule, his followers brought

their own horses and other equipment
;

but sometimes

a man with a little money would buy extra horses and

mount relations or dependents upon them. When this

was the case, the man riding his own horse was called,

in later parlance, a silcthdar (literally, equipment-holder),

and one riding somebody else’s horse was a bargir (burden-

taker). The horses and equipment were as often as not

procured by borrowed money
;

and not unfrequently the

chief himself made the advances, which were afterwards

recovered from the man’s pay. The candidate for employ-

ment, having found a patron, next obtained through this

man’s influence an introduction to the Bakhsh i-ul-Mamdlik
or Mir Bakhshi, in whose hands lay the presentation of new
men to the emperor, and on his verdict a great deal

depended as to the rank
(
mansnb) which might be accorded.

The Bakhshi. — This officer’s title is translated into

English sometimes by Paymaster-General, at others by
Adjutant-General or Commander-in-Chief. 1 None of these

titles gives an exact idea of his functions. He was not

a Paymaster, except in the sense that he usually suggested

the rank to which a man should be appointed or pro-

moted, and perhaps countersigned the pay-bills. But the

actual disbursement of pay belonged to other departments.

Adjutant-General is somewhat nearer to correctness.

Commander-in-Chief he was not. He might be sent on

1 Blochmann, A,in, i, 261, has Paymaster and Adjutant-General.
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a campaign in supreme command
;
and if neither emperor,

vicegerent
(
icakil-i-miitlak), nor chief minister

(
wazlr)

was present, the command fell to him. But the only true

Commander-in-Chief was the emperor himself, replaced

in his absence by the tcakil or the wazir. The word

Bakhshi means ‘ the giver,’ from bakhshidan , P. ‘to bestow/

that is, he was the giver of the gift of employment in

camps and armies (
Dastur-ul-Insha, 232). In Persia the

same official was styled ‘The Petitioner’ (‘am). This name

indicates that it was his special business to bring into the

presence of the emperor anyone seeking for employment

or promotion, and there to state the facts connected with

that man’s case. Probably the use of the words Mir ‘Arz

in two places in the Ain-i-Akbari (Blochmann, i, 257, 259)

are instances of the Persian name being applied to the

officer afterwards called a Bakhshi. The First Bakhshi

(for there were four) seems to have received, almost as of

right, the title of Amir-ul-TJmara (Noble of Nobles)
;
and

from the reign of ‘Alamgir onwards, I find no instance

of this title being granted to more than one man at a time,

though in Akbar’s reign such appears to have been the

case (Ain, i, 240, Blochmann’s note).

Duties of the Bakhshi-ul-Mamahk.—These duties com-

prised the recruiting of the army
;

maintaining a list

of mansabdars with their postings, showing (1) officers

at Court, (2) officers in the provinces
; keeping a roster

of the guard-mounting at the palace
;

preparing the

rules as to grants of pay (tankhicah) ;
keeping up

a list of officers paid in cash, and an abstract of the

total pay-bills
; the superintendence of the mustering

for branding and verifying the troopers’ horses and the

orders subsidiary thereto
;
the preparation of the register

of absentees, with or without leave, deaths, and dismissals,

of cash advances, of demands due from officers
(
mutalibah),

of sureties produced by officers, and the issue of written

orders (
dastak

)

to officers sent on duty into the provinces. 1

1 Dastur-ul-In*M, 232, Dastiir-ul-'Aml, B.M. 6599, fol. 159a, and B.M.
1641, fols. 28, and 175 to 22a.
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One special duty belonging to tbe Bakhshi was, in

preparation for a great battle, to assign posts to tbe

several commanders in the van, centre, wings, or rear-

guard. The Bakhshi was also expected on the morning

of a battle to lay before the emperor a present state

or muster roll, giving the exact number of men under

each commander in each division of the fighting line.

The other Bakhshis.—Besides the First Bakhshi. ordinarily

holding the title of Amir-ul- Umara, and styled either

Bakhshi-ul-Mamalik (B. of the Realms) or Mir Bakhshi

(Lord B.), there were three other Bakhshis at head-

quarters. It is a little difficult to fix upon the points

which distinguished their duties from those of the

First Bakhshi. The Second Bakhshi . usually styled Bakhshi-

nl-Malk (B. of the Kingdom), was also called the Ba/chshi-

i-Tan.1 As tan (literally, body) was a contraction for

tankhwdh, pay (literally tan, body, khwah, desire, need),

it might be supposed that his duties were connected

with the records of jagirs, or revenue assignments granted

in lieu of pay, just as in the revenue department the

accounts of these grants were under a special officer,

the Diwan-i-Tan. But on examining such details of the

Second Bakhshi1

s duties as are forthcoming, I find that

this supposition does not hold good. On the whole,

the duties of the First, Second, and Third Bakhshis
seem to have covered much the same ground. The main
distinction, perhaps, was that the Second Bakhshi dealt

more with the recruiting and promotion of the smaller

men, while only those above a certain rank were brought
forward by the Mir Bakhshi. The Second Bakhshi was,
it would appear, solely responsible for the bonds taken
from officers, a practice common to all branches and
ranks of the imperial service. His office would seem
also to have been used to some extent as a checking
office on that of the First Bakhshi, many documents

1 Danishmand Khan, 18th Shawwal 1119, KhafI Khan, ii, 601, Taliya, Khan,
lol. 114o.
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requiring his seal in addition to that of the Mir Bakhshi,

and copies of many others being filed with him. The

same remarks apply generally to the Third Bakhshi, the

greatest difference being perhaps that he took up only

such recruiting work as was specially entrusted to him,

and that whatever he did required to be counter-sealed

by the First and Second Bakhshi. His duties were on

altogether a smaller scale than those of the other two.

From the details ‘in one work, Bastur-itl-‘Ami, B.M.

1641, fols, 28 b, 29«, it might be inferred that the Second

Bakhshi’s duties were connected with the Ahadis, or

gentlemen troopers serving singly in the emperor’s own
service. The difficulty, however, at once arises that the

Fourth Bakhshi had as his alternative title that of

Bakhshi of the Ahadis. The Third Bakhshi was also

called occasionally Bakhshi of the Wd/d Shdhis, that is

of the household troops, men raised and paid by the

emperor out of his privy purse. 1

Provincial and other Bakhshis.—In addition to the

Bakhshis at headquarters there were officers with similar

functions attached to the governor of every province.

With the office of provincial Bakhshi was usually combined
that of Wdki‘ah-nigar, or Writer of the Official Diary.

And in imitation of the imperial establishments, each great

noble had his own Bakhshi, who performed for him the

same functions as those executed for the emperor by the

imperial Bakhshis.

First Appointment of an Officer.—On one of the appointed
days, the Bakhshi laid before His Majesty a written

statement, prepared in the office beforehand and called

a Hakikat (statement, account, narration, explanation).

The man s services having been accepted, the emperor’s
order was written across this paper directing the man
to appear, and a few days afterwards the candidate
presented himself in the audience-hall and made his

obeisance. When his turn came the candidate was broughtO

1 K'hnitar Khnn, entry of 1st Jaiuadi I, 1119.
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forward, and the final order was passed. The following

is a specimen of a Hakikat, with the orders upon it :

—

Report

is made that So-and-so, son of So-and-so, in hope of serving

in the Imperial Court, has arrived at the place of prostration

attached to the Blessed Stirrup
(
i.e

.

the Court). In respect

of him what are the orders ?

[First Order.] The noble, pure, and exalted order issued

that the above-named be brought before the luminous

eye (i.e. of His Majesty), and he will he exalted

according to his circumstances.

[Second Order in two or three days’ time.] To day the

aforesaid passed before the noble sight
;

he was

selected for the rank
(
mansab

)

of One Thousand, Two
Hundred Horse (suicar).

The next step was the issue of a Tasdlk, or Certificate,

from the Bakhslil’s office, on which the Bakhshi wrote his

order. It was in the following form :

—

Certifies

as follows, that So-and-so, son of So-and-so, on such-and-such

a date, of such-and-such a year, in the hope of serving in

this homage-receiving Court, arrived at the Blessed Stirrup

and passed before the luminous sight. The order, to which
the world is obsequious and the universe submissive, was
issued that he be raised to the rank (mansab) of One Thou-
sand, Two Hundred Horse (suicar).

One Thousand, zat.

Two Hundred, suicar.

[Order thereon of the Bakhshi.) Let it be incorporated

in the Record of Events (Waki'ah).

On the arrival of the Certificate (Tasdlk) in the office

of the Waki‘ahnigar, or Diary Writer, he made an appro-

priate entry in his record and furnished an extract therefrom,

J.b.a.s. 1896. 36
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which bore the name of a Yad-dasht, or Memorandum. In

form it was as follows :

—

Memorandum
(
Yad-dasht).

On such-and-such a date, such-and-such a day of the

week, such-and-such a month, such-and-such a year, in the

department
(
risalah

)
of One endowed with Yalour, a Shelter

of the Courageous, the Object of various Imperial Condes-

censions, Submissive to the Equity of the world-governing

favours, the Bakhshi of the Realms So-and-so, and during

the term of duty as Event Writer of this lowliest of the

slaves So-and-so, it was reduced to writing that So-and-so,

son of So-and-so, having come to the place of prostration

in the hope of service at the Imperial Court, on such-

and-such a date passed before the pure and noble sight.

The world-compelling, universe-constraining order obtained

the honour of issue, that he be raised to and selected for

the rank
(
mansab

)

of One Thousand Personal
(
zat) and Two

Hundred Horsemen
(
suicdr

)
in the chain (silk) of rank-

holders
(
mansahdaran ). — On such-and-such a date, in

accordance with the Certificate (Tasdlk), this Memorandum
(
Yad-dasht

)
was penned.

One Thousand, zat.

Two Hundred, suwar.

I. [Order of the Wazlr.]

After comparing it with the Diary (TFaki'ah), let it

be sent to the Office of Revision (‘Brz-i-mukarrar)

.

II. [Report of the Event Writer.]

Agrees with the diary
( Waki'ah).

III. [Order of the Superintendent of Revision, literally

Renewed Petition (‘Arz-i-mukarrar).]

On such-and-such a date, of such-and-such a month,
of such-and-such a year, it was brought up for

the second time.
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In the later notices of the system we find few mentions

of the paper called in the Ain (Blochmann, i, 258) the

ta'likah, which was, it seems, an abridgment of the Yad-dasht.

This paper the ta'likah, formed at that time the executive

order issued to the officer concerned (A. in, i, 255). I have

found ta'likah used once in this sense as late as 1127 h.

(1716), by Sayyad ‘Abd-ul-Jalll, Bilgrami, in his letters

sent from Dihli to his son (" Oriental Miscellany, Calcutta,

1798, p. 247).

The Ahadis.—Midway between the nobles or leaders

(.mansabdars)
with the horsemen under them (tabinan

)

on

the one hand, and the Ahsham, or infantry, artillery, and

artificers on the other, stood the Ahadi, or gentleman

trooper. The word is literally 'single’ or ‘alone’ (A.

ahad, one). It is easy to see why this name was applied

to them; they offered their services singly, they did not

attach themselves to any chief, thus forming a class apart

from the tabinan ;
but as they were horsemen, they stood

equally apart from the specialized services included under

the remaining head of Ahsham. The title of Ahadi was

given, we are told
(
Seir

,
i, 262, note 201), to the men

serving singly “ because they have the emperor for their

immediate colonel.” We sometimes come across the name

Yakkah-taz (riding alone), which seems, when employed as

the name of a class of troops, to mean the same body of

men as the Ahadis. Horn, 20, 56, looks on the Ahadis as

a sort of body-guard or corps d’elite
;
and in some ways

that view may be taken as true, though there was not, as

I think, any formal recognition of them as such. The

basis of their organization under Akbar is set out in Ain 4

of Book ii (Blochmann, i, 249), and they are referred to

in several other places (i, 20, 161, 231, 246, 536). In the

strictest sense, the body-guard, or defenders of the imperial

person, seem to have been the men known as the TYala.

8hahi (literally, of or belonging to the Exalted King), and,

no doubt, these are the four thousand men referred to by

Manucci (“ Catrou,” English ed. of 1826, p. 297) as ' the
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emperor’s slaves.’ 1 "Whether slaves or not, the Wala Shahi

were the most trusted troops of the reigning sovereign.

From various passages I find that they were chiefly, if

not entirely, men who had been attached to his person

from his youth and had served under him while he was

still only a royal prince, and were thus marked out in a

special manner as his personal adherents and household

troops. The Yamioah or armed palace guards were some-

thing like the Wala Shahi so far as they were charged

with the safety of the sovereign
;

but they differed from

the latter in not having the same personal connection with

him. The Ahadis received somewhat higher pay than common
troopers. In one instance we are told expressly what

those rates were in later times. On the 2nd Safar of his

second year (1120 H.=22nd April, 1708), Bahadur Shah,

as Danishmand Khan tells us, ordered the enlistment of

4,700 extra Ahadis at Rs. 40 a month, the money to be

paid from the Exchequer.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the household

troops, we are told, Seir, i, 94, note 90, amounted to 40,000
men, all cavalry, but usually serving on foot in the citadel and
in the palace. They consisted then of several corps besides

the Ahadis, such as the Surkh-posh (wearers of red), the,

Su/tani (Royal), the Wdid Shahi (High Imperial), the

Kantal-posh (Blanket Weavers). Haji Mustapha is not,

however, quite consistent with himself, for elsewhere {Seir,

i, 262, note 201), when naming still another corps, the
Add Shahi (Exalted Imperial), he asserts that the Surkh-
posh were all infantry, eight thousand in number. The
curious title used above, Kamal-posh, comes from the Hindi
word hamnia I, a coarse blanket, having also the secondary
meaning of a kind of cuirass {Seir, i, 143, note 105). The
latter is no doubt the signification here.

1 The W..r.l nv ant may be SmMhae, or, perhaps preferably, the Kul, the
Chaghatae I T ' Jure. —P. de Courteille, 433.
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VI. Branding and Verification.

False musters were an evil from which the Moghul army
suffered even in its most palmy days. Nobles would lend

each other the men to make up their quota, or needy idlers

from the bazaars would be mounted on the first bawo-asre

pony that came to hand and counted in with the others

as efficient soldiers. Great efforts were made to cope with

this evil, and in the earlier times with some success. In

the later reigns, notably from the middle of Muhammad
Shah’s reign (1719-1748), all such precautions fell into

abeyance, amid the general confusion and ever-deepening

corruption.

Mustapha, the translator of the Sh/ar-ul-Mutakharin. gives

us an instance of the length to which this cheating was

carried
(Seir,

i, 609, note). In Bengal, in the year 1163 h.

(1750), when ‘All WirdI Khan, Mahabat Jang, was nazim,

an officer receiving pay for 1700 men could not muster more
than seventy or eighty. Mustapha, who wrote in 1787-8,

adds from his own experience—“ Such are, without exception,

all the armies and all the troops of India
;
and were we to

rate by this rule those armies of 50,000 and 100,000 that

fought or were slaughtered at the decisive battles of PalasI

[Plassy] and Baksar [Buxar] (and by some such rule they

must be rated), we would have incredible deductions to make.

Such a rule, however, would not answer for Mir Kasim’s

troops (1760-1764), where there was not one single false

muster, nor would it answer for Haidar ‘All’s armies.”

It was to put down these evil practices that the emperor

Akbar revived and enforced more strictly than before a

system of descriptive rolls of men and horses, the latter

being branded with a hot iron before they were passed for

service. This branding, with the consequent periodical

musters for the purpose of comparison and verification,

formed a separate department under the Bakh'ihi with its
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own superintendent (daroghah), and this was known as

the dagh-o-tashihah, from dagh, a brand, a mark, and

tashihah, verification. The usual phrase for enlisting was

asp ba dagh rasanidan, “ bringing a horse to be branded.”

Branding was first introduced by ‘Ala-ud-dln Khiljl in

712 h. =May, 1312 -April, 1313, but on bis death it was

dropped
(
Dastur-ul-Insha, 233). The emperor Sher Shah,

Afghan, started it again in 948 h.= April, 1541 -April, 1542.

Akbar (A)n, i, 233) re-established the practice in the

eighteenth year of his reign (about 981 h., 1573-4), and

it was continued until the time when the whole system of

government finally broke down in the middle of the

eighteenth century. At first many difficulties were made

(
Dastur-ul-Insha, 234), and evasions were attempted, but at

length the system was made effective. The great nobles,

holding the rank of 5000 and upwards, were exempt from

the operation of these rules
; but when ordered, they were

expected to parade their horsemen for inspection (Dastur-ul-

‘Aml, B.M., No. 6599, fol. 144b). The technical name for

these parades was <lLs- makallah (Steingass, 1190), a word
evidently connected with that used in Akbar’s time for

branding, viz. dagh-o-mahalli (Ain, i, 242; Budaoni,

ii, 190).

As said before, the recruit was supposed, at any rate so

far as the State was concerned, to furnish his own horse.

Orme states the case thus :
—“ Every man brings his own

horse and offers himself to be enlisted. The horse is care-

fully examined : and according to the size and value of the

beast, the master receives his pay. A good horse will bring
thirty or forty rupees a month. Sometimes an officer con-

tracts for a whole troop. A horse in Indostan is of four

times greater value than in Europe. If the horse is killed

the man is ruined, a regulation that makes it the interest of

the soldier to fight as little as possible.”—“Historical Frag-
ments, 4to edition, 418. Along with his horse the man
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brought his own arms and armour, the production of certain

items of which was obligatory. In actual practice, however,

the leaders often provided the recruits with their horses and

equipment. When this was the case the leader drew the

pay and paid the man whatever he thought fit. Such a

man, who rode another’s horse, was called a barylr (load-

taker)
;
while a man riding his own horse was in modern

times called a silahddr (weapon-holder). The latter word

is the origin of the Anglo-Indian phrase of “
Sillidar

cavalry,” applied to men who are paid a lump sum monthly

for themselves, horse, uniform, and equipment.

Descriptive Rolls .—When an officer entered the service

(B.M. No. 6599, fol. 160a) a Chihrah or descriptive roll 1

of the new mansabdar was first of all drawn up, showing

his name, his father’s name, his tribe or caste, his place

of origin, followed by details of his personal appearance.

His complexion might be “wheat-colour” (gandum-rang),

“ milky,” i.e. white (shir-fam), “ red ” (surkh-post). or
“ auburn ”

(maigun-rang) . His forehead was always “ open
”

(faragh )

;

his eyebrows either full
(
kushadah

)
or in whole

or in part moshah (?) ; his eyes were sheep-like
(mlsh ), deer-

like
(
ahu ), ginger-coloured

(
adrak), or cat’s eyes

(
gurbah ).

His nose might be “prominent”
(
Inland

)

or “flat” {past).

He might be “ beardless ” (amrad) or “ slightly bearded
”

{risk o barivat dg'hdz ) ;
his beard might be black {risk o

barwat siyah), or “slightly red” {siyah i maigun-numa),

“thin” {khall ?). marash (?), goat-shaped (kosah-i-khurd),

or “ twisted up ”
(shakikah). So with any moles he might

have; the shape of his ears, whether projecting or not,

1
Literally ‘ face,’ ‘ countenance.’ It must not be confounded with

chirah
, which means (1) a kind of turban, (2) a pay-roll, on which the recipients

signed,
(3) the pay itself. Chirah is used in the second sense in Ahwdl-ul-

Shawdkin
,
fol. 230ft

;
and also by Ghulam Hasan, Samin, when telling us of the

taunt addressed in 1170 h. (1757) by Ahmad Khan, Bangash, to NajTb Khan,
Najib-ud-daulah

, of having been once a private trooper in Farrukhabad, where
his pay-rolls {chirah-hae) were still in existence.
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whether the lobes were pierced or not, and whether he was

pock-marked or not—all these things were noted.

Roll for Troopers.— The troopers
(
tabinan

) were also

described, hut not quite so elaborately. A specimen is as

follows (B.M. No. 6599, fol. 163a) :

—

Troopers’ Roll (Chihrah-i- Tabinan).

Kamr ‘All, son of Mir ‘Ali, son of Kabir ‘All, wheat

complexion, broad forehead, separated eyebrows, sheep’s

eyes, prominent nose, beard and moustache black, right

ear lost from a sword-cut. Total height, about 40 shariah.

Horse.—Colour kabud (iron-grey ?). Mark on left of

breast. Mark on thigh on mounting side. Laskar (?) on
thigh on whip side. Brand of four-pointed stamp +

Descriptive Roll of Horses ( Chihrah-i-aspan).

The next thing done was to make out an elaborate

description of the horse or horses (B.M. No. 6599, fol.

1606). There were twenty principal divisions according
to colour, and eight of these were again subdivided, so

that there were altogether fifty-eight divisions. Then
there were fifty-two headings for the marks

(khul-o-khat

)

which might occur on the horse’s body.

The Imperial Brand.

The hot iron was applied on the horse’s thigh (Seir,
l, 481, note 27). The signs used in Akbar’s reign are
given in the Am, i, 139, 255, 256

; but in the end he
adopted a system of numerals. In ‘Alamgir’s reign and
about that time there were twenty different brands
(tamghah), of which the shapes of

‘

fifteen have been
preserved and are reproduced below (B.M. No. 6599,
fol. 161a). I am not certain of the spelling, and in
most instances I am utterly unable to suggest a meaning
for the names.
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Name.

1. Chahar parha (four feather?)

2. Chahar parhajomar-khaj

3. Chahar parha dur khaj

4. Chahar parha sihsar khaj

5. Chakush

6. Idad (upright)

7. Uftadah (recumbent)

8. Istadah o uftadah

9. Yak ha do (one with two)

10. Asaran

11. Togh (horse-tail standard)

12. Panjah-i-murgh (hen’s foot)

13. Mizan (balance)

14. Do darah taur

15. Chahar barah makar khaj

Form of Brand.

yj

T
r

1

r

I

i

| 1

i i i

~+

J

The Noble’s Brand.

It is obvious that in addition to the imperial brand,

a second mark was required by each noble for the

recognition of the horses ridden by his own men.

Accordingly we find direct evidence of this second marking

in Bernier, 216, and again 243, when he speaks of the

horses “ which hear the omrah’s mark on the thigh.”

Towards the end of the period the great nobles often

had the first or last letter of their name as their special

brand (Seir, i, 481, note 27), as, for instance, the
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sin-ddgh (u-u) of Sa‘dat ‘All Khan, nazim of Audh.
Ghulam ‘All Khan (B.M., Add. 24,028, fol. 63b) tells

us that about 1153 h. (1740—41) Muhammad Ishak Khan
used the last letter of his name, a kaf (j), as his brand.

Classification of Horses.

According to the A}n, i, 233, there were seven classes

of horses founded on their breed—(1) ‘Arabi, (2) Persian,

(3) Hajannas, resembling Persian, and mostly TurkI or

Persian geldings, (4) Turki, (5) Yabu, (6) Tazi, (7)

Janglah.

In ‘Alamgir’s reign we find (B.M. No. 6599, fol. 163a)

the following classification: (1) ‘Iraki, (2) Mujannas,

(3) Turki, (4) Yabu, (5) Tazi, (6) Jangll. This is

practically the same as Akbar’s, except that Arab horses

are not mentioned. This must be an oversight, since we
learn from many passages in the contemporary historians

that Arab horses were still in use. The Tazi and
Jangll were Indian horses, what we now call country-
breds, the former being held of superior quality to the
latter. The Yabu was, I suppose, what we call now
the JYdbu/i,- stout-built, slow, and of somewhat sluggish
temperament. The Turki was an animal from Bukhara
or the Oxus country

; the ‘Iraki caine from Mesopotamia.
In Alamglr s reign the proportion in which officers of

the different ranks were called on to present horses of these
different breeds at the time of branding was as follows :

—

Sank or
Officer.

400
300-350
100-150
80-90
50-70
40

Class of Horse.

‘Iraki. Mujannas. Turk!. Yabu.
j.

3 1

2 1

0 0

0
I

0
o

! o
o

|
o

i

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

Total.

5

4

3

2

2

1
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These figures differ from those in the A,in, i, 248-9, where
the number of horses is given for all man sabs, up to the

very highest.

According as the standard was exceeded or not come up
to, the branding officer made an allowance or deduction

by a fixed table. This calculation was styled tafaicat-i-

aspan (discrepancy of horses)—B.M. No. 6599, fol. 163a.

The extra allowances were as follows :

—

Horse Required
by Regulation.

Horse
Produced.

Additional
Allowance.

Es.

Turki ‘Iraki 12

Turkl Mujannas 6

Tdzl Turkl 8

Ydbli Turki 9

When an inferior horse was produced the following dedue

tion was made :

—

Horse Eequlrbd
by Kegulation.

Horse
Produced. Deduction.

Es.
Turki Jangli 12
Ydbu Jangli 10
Tdzl Jangli 8

Subordinate Establishment.

An establishment of farriers, blacksmiths’ forges, and
surgeons had to be maintained by each mansabdar, according
to the following scale (B.M. No. 1641, fol. 386) :

—
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Or, according to a more recent scale :

—

Verification
(
Tashihah ).

Something on this subject will be found in the A}n, i, 250,

where the reference is confined to the ahadls
; Dr. Horn,

so far as he goes into the matter at all, deals with it on

p. 49 of his work. In later times, at all events, the rule

of mustering and verification seems to have been of almost

universal application. For example, in a work called the

Guldastah-i-Bahdr, a collection of letters from Chhabilah

Ram, Nagar, compiled in 1139 h. (1726-7), of which I

possess a fragment, I find on fob 18« an instance of the

verification rules being enforced against a mansabdar in the

end of Bahadur Shah’s reign (1118-24 h.). Chhabilah

Ram, who was then faujdar of Karrah Manikpur (subah

Allahabad), complains to his patron that the clerks had

caused his jagir, in parganah Jajmau, bringing in ten lakhs

of dams, to be taken away from him, because he had not

produced vouchers of dagh-o-tashihah. He sends the papers

by a special messenger, and prays his correspondent, some

influential man at Court, to obtain the restoration of the

jagir in question.
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The intervals after which verification was imperative

differed according to the nature of the man’s pay. If he

were paid in jagir, he had to muster his men for verification

once a year, and, in addition, a period of sis months’ grace

was allowed. If the officer were paid in nakd (cash), the

time allowed depended upon whether he was—(1) present

at Court
(
hazir-i-rikab), or (2) on duty elsewhere

(ta‘inat). In
the first case he had to procure his certificate at six-month

intervals, or within eight months at the outside. In the

second case he was allowed fifteen days after he had reported

himself at Court. An ahadi seems to have been allowed,

in a similar case, no more than seven days. Where an

officer drew his pay partly in jagir (assignment) and partly

in nakd (cash), if the former made more than half the total

pay, the rule for jagirddrs was followed
; if the jagir were

less than half, the nakdi rule was followed. (B.M. 1641,

fols. 31a, 396.)

When the interval and the period of grace had elapsed,

the man was reported for taicakkuf-i-tashihah (delay in

verification). A mansabdar lost the whole of his pay for

the period since the last verification; or, if he were im-

portant enough to have been presented to the emperor

{ru-shinas, known by sight), he might succeed in obtaining

his personal pay. An ahadi lost half his pay, and it was
only by an order on a special report that he could be excused
the penalty. The proportion of horsemen

(
tabinan

)

that

a mansabdar must produce differed when he was at Court
and when he was on duty in the provinces. In the first

case he was bound to muster one-fourth, and in the second

one-third, of his total number. There were three seasons

appointed for verification, from the 26th Shawwal to the

15th Zu,l Ka‘dh (twenty days), the 19th Safar to the 15th
RabP I (twenty-five days), and the 16th Jamadi II to the

loth Rajab (twenty-nine days). (B.M. 1641, fols. 31a, 396,

586
; B.M. 6599, fol. 148a.)
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YIT. The Different Branches of the Service.

Although in writing this paper I think it better to retain

the divisions of the original authorities, who distribute the

army into mansabdars with their tabinan, ahadls, and ahsham,

it is quite true that, as Dr. Horn says, p. 11, the Moghul

army consisted of cavalry, infantry, and artillery. But the

second and third branches held a very subordinate position

towards the first. The army was essentially an army of

horsemen. The Moghuls from beyond the Oxus were ac-

customed to fight on horseback only
;
the foot-soldier they

despised ;
and in artillery they never became very proficient.

Until the middle of the eighteenth century, when the French

and English had demonstrated the vast superiority of

disciplined infantry, the Indian foot-soldier was little more

than a night-watchman, and guardian over baggage, either

in camp or on the line of march. Under the Moghuls, as

Orme justly says (“ Hist. Frag.,” 4to, p. 418), the strain of

all war rested upon the numbers and goodness of the horse

which were found in an army.

There was no division into regiments. Single troopers,

as we have already said, enlisted under the banner of some

man a little richer or better known than themselves. These

inferior leaders again joined greater commanders, and thus,

by successive aggregations of groups, a great noble’s divi-

sion was gathered tpgether. But from the highest to the

lowest rank, the officer or soldier looked first to his immediate

leader and followed his fortunes, studying his interests rather

than those of the army as a whole. 1 It was not till quite

the end of the period that, under the influence of European
example, and also partly in imitation of the Persian invaders,

it became usual for the great nobles to raise and equip at

their own expense whole regiments without the intervention

1 For remarks to the same general eSect, see W. Erskine, “ History,” ii, 540.
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of petty chiefs. In Audi, Safdar Jang and Shuja‘-ud-

Daulah had such regiments, as, for instance, the Kizzilbash,

the Sher-bachah, and others, which were all clad alike, and

apparently were mounted and equipped by the Nawab
himself.

When Akbar introduced the mansab system, which ranked

his officers according to the number of men supposed to be

under the command of each, these figures had possibly some

connection with the number of men present under those

officers’ orders, and actually serving in the army (Horn, 39).

But it is tolerably certain that this connection between the

two things did not endure very long : it was, I should say,

quite at an end by the reign of Shahjahan (1627-58).

Indeed, if the totals of all the personal
(
zat

)
mansabs in

existence at one time were added together, we should arrive

at so huge an army that it would have been impossible for

the country, however heavily taxed, to meet such an expense.

If paid in cash, the army would have absorbed all the

revenue
; if paid by assignments, all the land revenue

would have gone direct into the hands of the soldiery,

leaving next to nothing to maintain the Court or meet the

expenses of the other branches of the government. The
inference I wish to draw is, that from the grant of rank
it does not follow that the soldiers implied by such rank

were really added to the army. The system required that

a man’s rank should be stated in terms of so many soldiers

;

but there is abundant testimony in the later historians that

mansab and the number of men in the ranks of the army
had ceased to have any close correspondepce.

Thus it seems to me a hopeless task to attempt, as

Dr. Horn does, p. 39, following Blochmann (Ain, i,

244-7), to build up the total strength of the army from
the figures giving the personal (zat) rank of the officers

(mansabdars). The difficulty would still exist, even if

we had sufficiently reliable accounts of the number of

such officers on the list at any one time. For we must

remember that the number of men kept up by any

officer was incessantly varying. On a campaign, or on
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active employment in one of the provinces, either as its

governor or in a subordinate position, an officer kept up

a large force, generally as many as, if not more than, he

could find pay for. On the other hand, while attached to

the Court at Dihli, his chief or only duty might be to

attend the emperor’s public audience twice a day (a duty

which was very sharply enforced), and take his turn in

mounting guard at the palace. For duties of this sort

a much smaller number of men would suffice. If we

reckoned the number of men in the smear rank, for whom
allowances at so much per man were given by the

State to the mansabdar, we might obtain a safer estimate

of the probable strength of the army. But for this also

materials fail, and in spite of musterings and brandings,

we may safely assume that very few mansabddrs kept

up at full strength even the quota of horsemen
(
tabinan

)

for which they received separate pay. In these matters

the difference between one noble and another was very

great. While one man maintained his troops at their

full number, all efficiently mounted and equipped, another

would evade the duty altogether. As, for instance, one

w'riter, Kh Ostial Chand, in his Nadir-uz-zamani (B.M. Or.

1844, fol. 140<7
)

says : Lutfullah Khan Sadik, although

he held the rank of 7,000, “ never entertained even seven

asses, much less horses or riders on horses.” In Muhammad
Shah’s reign he lived quietly at home at Panipat, 30 or

40 miles from Dihli, his attention engrossed by his efforts

to get hold of all the land for many miles round that

town, and passing his days, in spite of his great nominal

rank, like a mere villager.

It seems to me equally hopeless to attempt a reconstruc-

tion of the force actually present at any particular battle

by adding together the numerical rank held by the

commanders who were at that battle. This Dr. Horn has

tried to do on p. 67, without feeling satisfied with the results.

But, as far as I can see, there was little, if any, connection

between the two matters. The truth is that, like all things

in Oriental countries, there existed no rules which were
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not broken in practice. A man of high rank would, no

doubt, be selected for the command of a division. But

it was quite an accident whether that division had more

or fewer men in it than the number in his nominal rank.

The strength of a division depended upon the total number

of men available, and the extent of the contingents brought

into the field by such subordinate leaders as might be put

under the orders of its commander. It was altogether a

matter of accident whether the number of men present

corresponded or not to the rank of the commanders.

Bernier, 43, has an excellent remark on the vague

way that numbers were dealt with by historians :
“ Camp-

followers and bazar-dealers .... I suspect, are often

included in the number of combatants.” Again, on p. 380,

he seems to come to the conclusion that it would be a fair

estimate to take the fighting men at about one-third of

the total numbers in a Moghul camp. I have seen some-

where (I have lost the reference, but I think it was in

Khafx Khan) an admission that the gross number of a

so-called “ fauj ” (army) was always reckoned as including

no more than one-third or one-fourth that number of

fighting men. I give below, for what they are worth,

a tabular summary of Dr. Horn’s figures (pp. 39-45)

—

ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF MOGHUL ARMY.

Period. Cavalry.
Matchlockmen
and Infantry.

Artillery-
men.

Authority.

Akbar

Do.

Shahjahan

Aurangzeb

Do.

Mhd. Shah

12,000

384,758

200,000

240.000

300.000

200.000

12,000

3,877,557

40.000

15.000

600,000

800,000

1000 Blochmann, i, 246.

Ajn-i-Akbari. 1

,

Badshiihnamah, ii,

) 715 ;
Ain, i, 244.

Bernier.

Catrou.

( TtU'ikh-i-Hindi of

( Rustam ‘Ali.

1 These include all the militia levies and zamindar's retainers throughout the
provinces, besides the army proper.

J.k.a.s. 1896. 37
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NUMBERS PRESENT ON PARTICULAR OCCASIONS.

Number of Imperialists. Number of Enemy.

Kame of
Battle

or
Commander. Cavalry. Infantry.

Artillery.

Elephants.

Cavalry. Infantry.
Artillery.

m
~53

a
ft
<D

s

Authority.

Sarkhej 10,000
Under Khan:

— _ 100 40,000 100,000 — — Akharnamah
,

iii, 424.
‘Azim

Under Khan
10,000 — — — 30,000 — — — Id. iii, 593.

Khunan ... 1200 — — — 5000 — Id. iii, 608.
Sadik Khan...
Kandahar

3000 — — — sooo — — 80 Id. iii, 714.

(1061 H.)...

Jahangir
50,000 10,000 — 10

,

— — — — Elliot, vii, 99.

(1016 h.)...

Ahmad Abdall
12,500 2000 — 60 —

1

— — — Id. vi, 318.

(1174 H.)... 60,000 20,000
!

— — — — —

Till. Equipment—(A) Defensive Armour.

The generic name for arms and armour was silah, plural

asliih (Steingass, 693). Weapons and armour of all kinds
were much prized in India, much taste and ingenuity being
expended on their adornment. Every great man possessed

a choice collection. The following extract describes that of
the Nawab \V azlr at Lakhnau, in 1785 :

—“But beyond
everything curious and excellent in the Nawab’s possession
are his arms and armour. The former consist of matchlocks,
fuzees, rifles, fowling-pieces, sabres, pistols, scymitars, spears,

syefs (long straight swords), daggers, poniards, battle-axes,

and clubs, most of them fabricated in Indostan, of the purest
steel, damasked or highly polished, and ornamented in relief

or intaglio with a variety of figures or foliage of the most
delicate pattern. Many of the figures are wrought in gold
and silver, or in marquetry, with small gems. The hilts of
the swords, etc., are agate, chrysolite, lapus-lazuli, chal-

cedony , blood-stone, and enamel, or steel inlaid with gold.
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called tynashee or koft work. The armour is of two kinds,

either of helmets and plates of steel to secure the head,

back, breast, and arms, or of steel network, put on like a

shirt, to which is attached a netted hood of the same metal

to protect the head, neck, and face. Under the network

are worn linen garments quilted thick enough to resist

a sword. On the crown of the helmet are stars or other

small device, with a sheath to receive a plume of feathers.

The steel plates are handsomely decorated with gold wreaths

and borders, and the network fancifully braided.” (“ Asiatic

Miscellany,” i, 393. Calcutta, 1795. 4to.)

The fines for not producing at inspection a man’s own
armour and that of his elephant

(
pakhar

)

were as follows

(B.M. 6,599, fol. 162a)

Amount of Fine for non-Pboduction of

Rank of
Officer.

Headpiece

(.Ehud)

.

Body Armour
(.Baktar)

.

Elephant
Armour
{Pakhar)

.

Greaves „
(Rdnak).

Harhai

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. : Rs. a. p.
400 2 0 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
350 2 0 0 4 0 0 3 12 0 1 12 0 0 15 0
300 1 12 0 4 0 0 3 8 0 1 80 0 14 0
250 1 8 0 3 8 0 3 4 0 140 0 13 0
200 1 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 100 0 12 0

Armour was worn by all horsemen who could afford it;

nay, officers of a certain rank were required to produce
it at the time of inspection, subject to a fine if it were not

forthcoming. Its use was never discontinued
;

it was even

worn by men of European descent when they entered the

native service. For instance, James Skinner, writing1 of the

year 1797, says, “as I was exercising my horse in full

armour” (Fraser, “Memoirs,” i, 125); and again, “I was
only saved by my armour” (id. 127). George Thomas, the

1 Read sari-asp in B.M. 1641, fol. 37a, but to neither reading can I assign
a meaning.
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Irish adventurer, also wore armour {id. 229). Nor is the

use of armour entirely discontinued even to this day, as those

can testify who saw the troops of the Bundelkhand States

paraded before the Prince of Wales at Agrah in January,

1876.

The armour was worn as follows (W. Egerton, 112, note

to No. 440) :—Depending from the cuirass was generally

a skirt, which was at times of velvet embroidered with

gold. Underneath the body armour was worn a kabchah, 1

or jacket quilted and slightly ornamented. Silken trousers

and a pair of kashmir shawls round the waist completed

the costume of a nobleman of high rank. As to these

quilted coats, we are told elsewhere (Seir, i, 624, note)

that “common soldiers wore an ample upper garment,

quilted thick with cotton, coming down as far as the

knee. These coats would deaden the stroke of a sabre,

stop the point of an arrow, and above all kept the body

cool by intercepting the rays of the sun.” Or as a still

later writer tells us (Fitzclarence, “Journal,” 143) 2
:
—“The

irregular cavalry throughout India are mostly dressed in

quilted cotton jackets
; though the best of these habiliments

are not, as I supposed, stuffed with cotton, but are a number

of cotton cloths quilted together. This serves as a defensive

armour, and when their heads are swathed round, and under

the chin, with linen to the thickness of several folds,

it is almost hopeless with the sword to make an impression

upon them. They also at times stuff their jackets with the

refuse silk of the cocoons, which they say will even turn

a ball.” This habit of swathing the body in protective

armour till little beyond a man’s eyes could be seen, gives

the point to the scoffing remark of Daud Khan, PannI, at

1 Apparently the diminutive of baba, a close Ion? oown or shirt

(SWnast-. 956:

.

- Lieut -Col. Fitzclarence was, I believe, created Earl of Munster in 1831,
and it -o. he i- the Lord Munster referred to by Dr. Horn on p. 8 as the author
of a sent s ot questions on Mahomedan military usages. His “ Journal,” the

work ot .1 close observer and graphic writer, proves that he was quite competent
to write tor himself, and not merely “sekreiben zu lassen,” the history that he
hud planned.
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the battle against Husain ‘All Khan, fought on the 8th

Sha'ban, 1127 h. (6th Sept., 1715), that his assailant, one

Mir Mushrif, “came out to meet him like a bride or

a woman, with his face hidden ” (Grhulam ‘All Khan,
Mukaddamah-i-Shah ‘Alam-namah, fol. 22b).

I now proceed to describe each part of the armour,

seriatim, beginning with the helmet.

Khud, Dabalghah, or Top.—This was a steel headpiece

with a vizor or nose-guard. There are several specimens

in the Indian Museum
;
and in W. Egerton, “ Handbook,”

several of these are figured, Nos. 703 and 704 on plate

xiii, No. 703 on p. 134, and another. No. 591, on p. 125.

Khud is the more usual name, but dabalghah is the word

used in the Ain (Blochmann, I, iii, No. 52, and plate xiii,

No. 43). The latter is Chaghatae for a helmet
;
and Pavet

de Courteille gives four forms, U.!#.'J

,

(p. 317), and AcyljJ (p. 322). I have only met with it

once in an eighteenth-century writer (Ahical-ul- Khaudkin,

c. 1147 h., fol. 16 15), and then under the form of

doba/ghah. Top, for a helmet, appears several times in

Egerton
; for instance, on p. 119 and p. 125. This is

apparently an Indian word (Shakes., 73), t_A;

, which must
be distinguished from the word top, <~>f, a cannon, to

which a Turkish origin is assigned. A helmet seems to

have been called a top by the Mahrattas and in Maisur

;

but the word is not used by writers in Northern India.

If we disregard the difference between cl; and clj, then

we can derive top, ‘ a helmet,’ and topi, * a hat,’ as does

the compiler of the “ Madras Manual of Administration,”

in, 915, from the ordinary Hindi word topna, ‘ to cover

up.’ But I hardly think this is legitimate.

Khoghi.—The next name to the dabalghah on the A,in

list, the khoghi, No. 53, must be something worn on the

head
; but there is no figure of it, and I fail to identify the

word in that form. From the spelling it is evidently of

Hindi origin
; and a note in the Persian text has ghokhi

as an alternative reading. Has it anything to do with

ghoghi, a pocket, a pouch, a wallet (Shakespear, 1756), or
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gh iiiighi, cloths folded and put on the head as a defence

against the rain (Shakes., 1758) ? The latter may point to

a solution : the khoglri, or, better, the ghughi, may have

been folds of cloth adjusted on the head to protect it from

a sword blow.

JUiohfor is defined (Steingass, 1281) as mail, or a net-

work of steel worn under the cap or hat, or worn in battle

as a protection for the face, also a helmet. It is evidently

the long piece of mail hanging down from the helmet over

the neck and back, as shown in No. 45, plate xii, of the

A,hi, vol. i, and called there and on p. Ill, No. 54, the

sirihkuldh (cap of mail). It was through the migh far that,

according to Ghulam ‘All Khan’s history, the arrow passed

which wounded ‘Abdullah Khan, Kutb-ul-Mulk, just before

he was taken a prisoner at the battle of Hasanpur (13th

Nov., 1720), and the following verse brings in the word,

as also the joshan :

—

Choh ydre knnad mighfar o joshan-am,

C/idn Ban na hard akhtar roshan-am.

“ "What aid to me is vizor and coat of mail,

“ "W hen God has not made my star to shine.” 1

B'lktar or Bagtar.—This is the name for body armour
in general, whether it were of the cuirass

(
chahar-dmah )

or chain-mail
(
zirih

)
description. Steingass, 195, defines

it as a cuirass, a coat of mail. See also the Bastur-ul-

Iitn/id, 228. The bagtar is No. 58 in the A,hi list

(i, 112), and is shown as No. 47 on plate xii. From the

figure it may be inferred that, in a more specific sense,

bttkrnr w.as the name for fish-scale armour. Bargustmcan,
as Mr. H. Beveridge has pointed out to me, is a general

name for armour used in the Tabakat-i-Nasiri, text 119

1 M»1.Mmiah-i-SMh ‘Alam-namah by Ghulam ‘All Khan, B.M. Add.
24.02S, t.d. 40/7. The last line probably contains an allusion to Roshan
Akhtar. the original name of Muhammad' Shah, to whom ‘Abdullah Khan
htti tumoed.
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(Raverty, 466 and note)
;
but that work belongs to a period

long before the accession of the Moghuls. Steingass, 178,

restricts bargustuwan to horse armour worn in battle : the

Ah icdl-i-Khaicakin, fol. 2184, applies it to the armour

worn by elephants

,

and I have found it in no other

late writer.

Chahar-ajinah .— This is literally ‘four mirrors’: it

consisted of four pieces, a breast plate and a back plate,

with two smaller pieces for the sides. All four were

connected together with leather straps. Steingass, 403,

has ‘ a kind of armour.’ It is Ho. 50 in the Ajin, i,

112, and figure Ho. 49 on plate xiii. It is also shown

in Egerton, plate ix, and again on p. 144. The specimens

in the Indian Museum are Ho. 364 (p. 103), 450, 452

(p. 112), 569, 570 (p. 119), 587 (p. 124), 707 (p. 135),

764 (p. 144).

Zirih .—This was a coat of mail with mail sleeves,

composed of steel links
(Dastur-ul-Insha , 228). The coat

reached to the knees (W. Egerton, 125, note to Ho.

591). It is Ho. 57 in the A,in, i, 112, and Ho. 46 on

plate xiii of that volume. There are six examples in the

Indian Museum—W.E. 361, 362 (p. 103), 453 (p. 112),

591, 591 T (p. 125), 706 (p. 135). Apparently, judging

from the plate in the Ain, the baktar (fish scales) or

the chahar ajnah (cuirass) was worn over the zirih. W. H.

Tone, “ Maratta People,” 61, note, gives a word beuta as the

Mahratta name for the chain-mail shirt that they wore.

I cannot identify or trace this word.

Jaiba/t.—Blochmann, Ain, i, 111, Ho. 56, and his note

4, says it was a general name for armour. He gives

no figure of it. Erskine, “History,” ii, 187, has jaba.

Steingass, 356, says it is from the Arabic jnbbat, and

spells it jubah, a coat of mail, a cuirass, any kin’d of iron

armour. The word is used in the ‘Alamgirnamah, 245, 1. 7

:

—“ tan ba zeb-i-jabah o joshan pairdstah ”—“ body adorned

with the decoration of jabah and joshan.” It is also used in

Ahical-ul-Khawakin
(
c. 1147 h.), fol. 164a, in the form

jaibah.
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Other items of body armour
(
Dastur-ul-Insha

,

228)

were the joshan, the jihlam, the angarkhah, the daghlah.

In other authorities we also meet with the sadiki, the

Tiothi, the bhanju, and the salhkaba. Of the last, the

salhkaba, Ajn, No. 66, we have no figure, and I am
unable to identify it, as I have never seen the word

elsewhere. Other words which have defied identification

are harhai, as I read it (B.M. 6599, fol. 162a
; B.M.

1641, fol. 37a), and three articles in the Dastur-ul-Insha,

p. 228, which I read stibi, malk, and masari. We have

also the kamal, the ghughaicah, the kantha-sobha. Finally,

there were the dasticanah or arm-pieces, the ranak or

greaves, and the mozah-i-ahani, a smaller pattern of leg-

piece.

Joshan .—This is No. 59 of the Ajn list, p. 112,

and is figured as No. 48 on plate xiii. It appears to be

a steel breastplate extending to the region of the stomach

and bowels. Blochmann, p. xi, calls it an armour for

chest and body
; Steingass translates more vaguely ‘ a coat

of mail.’

Jihlam .—According to the dictionary (Shakes., 825), this

is the Hindi for armour, coat of mail, vizor of helmet

;

but I do not know what was its special nature or form.

Steingass, 405, has chahlam, a sort of armour
;

also

chihal-tah, a coat of mail. Kam Raj, 58 b, has a passage

—

“ Mir Mushrif came quickly and lifted his jihlam from
his face.” This makes the word equivalent to vizor. It

is not in the Am.
Angarkhah .—Hindi for a coat, possibly identical with that

sometimes called an alkhalik (a tight-fitting coat). Pro-

bably this coat was wadded so as to turn a sword-cut. It

is No. 63 of the Ain, i, 112, and figure No. 52 of plate xiv,

where we see it a long, loose, wide coat worn over the

armour.

Daghlah or Dagla .—The second of these is the Hindi
form of the word. It was a coat of quilted cloth.

Chihilkad.—This is No. 67 of the A in, 112, and is shown
as figure No. 54 on plate xiv. Muhammad Kasim, Ahical-
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ul-Khaicakin . 1616, spells it chalkat. It was a doublet

worn over the armour, and possibly identical with the chilta,

literally forty-folds (Shakespear, 884 ; Steingass, 398).

Sadiki.—Ain, 112, Iso. 62, and No. 51 on plate xiv, a

coat of mail something like the joshan in shape, but with

epaulettes.

Kotin.—We have this in the Ain, 112, No. 61, and it

appears on plate xiv. No. 50, as a long coat of mail worn
under the breastplate and opening down the front.

Bhanju.—This is No. 64 of the A in list, i, 112, but I

have never seen the word anywhere else
;

it must be a Hindi

word, but it is not in Shakespear’s Dictionary. The only

figure is the one reproduced from Langles by Egerton, No. 9

on plate i, opposite p. 23. This might be almost anything
;

the nearest resemblance I can suggest is that of a sleeveless

jacket.

Kamal.—This word is literally ‘ a blanket,’ and from

it the corps known as the kamal-posh (blanket-wearers)

derived its name. The word seems to have had the

secondary meaning of a cuirass or wadded coat, possibly

made of blanketing on the outside. There were wadded
coats of quilted cotton, as well as of wool, which would

stand the stroke of a sabre. Some stuffed with silk refuse

were considered capable of withstanding a bullet (Seir, i, 143,

note 105). This sort of protection was very common.
“Almost every soldier in the service of a native power has

his head secured by many folds of cotton cloth, which not

only pass round but likewise over it and under the chin;

and a protection for the back of the neck is provided of

similar materials. The jacket is composed of cotton thickly

quilted between cloths, and so substantial as almost to

retain the shape of the body like stiff armour. To penetrate

this covering with the edge of the sword was to be done

only by the practice of cutting.” (Valentine Blacker,

“War,” 302.)

Ghughicah.—This must, from its position in the Ain list,

No. 55, be some kind of armour, but I cannot identify the

word, which is of Hindi form. In plate xiii, No. 44,
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the thing is shown as a long coat and cowl of mail, all in

one piece. In Egerton’s plate (No. i, figure 4) it is some-

thing quite different, of a shape which it is difficult to

describe, and for which it is still more difficult to suggest

a use. The word seems to have some affinity to khoghi or

ghiighi (see ante). It represents the Eastern Hindi form

of ghogha, following the usual rule of vowel modification,

thus : H. H., ghora
;

E. H., ghurwa ‘ a horse.’ There

being also a slight indication of the diminutive in this form,

ghughu'd would be a small ghogha. There is a chain

epaulette shown in one of the plates in Rockstuhl and Gille,

which suggests the shape of the ghughua figured by

Egerton, and possibly that was its purpose.

Kanthd-sobha.—This is No. 70 in the list in the Ain, 112,

and, as we can see from figure 7 on plate i of W. Egerton’s

catalogue, it was a neck-piece or gorget. No. 69 (
rdnak

)

and No. 71 (mozah-i-dhani)
are both worn by the man and

not the horse
;

then why does Blochmann, in his note,

suggest that No. 70 (
kanthd-sobha

)

was attached to the

horse’s neck? The derivation is from kantha (Shakes.,

1616) a necklace, and sobhd, id. 1338, ornament, dress,

decoration.

Dasticanah.—This was a gauntlet, or mailed glove, with

steel arm-piece. It is No. 68 of the A,in, 112, and is

shown as No. 55 on plate xiv. The specimens in the

Indian Museum are Nos. 452, 453, 454, 455 (Egerton,

p. 112), 568, 570 {id. 119), 587, 590 {id. 124), 745 {id.

139). Three of these are shown, two on plate xii, opposite

p. 122, and one on plate xiv, opposite p. 136.

Rdnak.—In the Ain list, 112, No. 69, appears the word
rdk or rag, which is quite unmeaning. When we turn

to No. 56 on Blochmann’s plate xiv, we see that the thing

itself is an iron leg-piece or greave. Now, wherever there

are lists of armour in the MS. Dastur-ul-‘Aml, I find a

word which is invariably shown with a fourth letter

of some sort; it might be read ratak, ralak, rdnak, but

never rdk. As ran means in Persian the ‘ thigh,’ I pro-

pose to substitute for Blochmann’s rdk the reading rdnak,
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the diminutive ending being used to denote relation or

connection, a formation like dastak (little hand), a short

written order, fit to be (as it were) carried in the hand.

The word rancik is not in Steingass.

Mozah-i-aham .—This “iron-stocking” is No. 71 on page

112 of the Ain, and No. 56 on plate xiv. It is a smaller

form of the rancik.

Patkah.—I find in Grhulam ‘All Khan, Mulcaddamah,

fol. 38b, an epithet A&u, patkah-poshan, applied to

both Sayyads and horse-breakers
(chabuk-micaran). It

appears to refer to some part of military equipment, but

what it is I do not know. It is evidently used in

a depreciatory sense.

Having enumerated the man’s defensive armour, we go

on to that of the horse. The elephant armour I will leave

till we come to the special heading devoted to those animals.

Kajim.—This is in Ain, 112, No. 72 (kajem), and is

shown as figure No. 57 on plate xiv. Erskine, “ History,”

ii, 187, has the form kiclnm. It was a piece of armour for

the hind-quarters of a horse, and was put on over a quilted

cloth called artak-i-kajim
(
A,in , 112, No. 73).

The other pieces of armour for the horse were the frontlet

(kashkah : Ain, 112, No. 74, and plate xiv, No. 60) and
the neck-piece

(
gardani : Ain, 112, No. 75). Blochmann’s

description of the latter (p. 112, note 3) does not seem very

appropriate, as he makes it a thing which hangs down in

front of the horse’s chest. Gardani, however, is the name
still applied to the head and neck-piece, the hood, of a set

of horse-clothing. It is the neck-shaped piece in figure

No. 58 of Blochmann’s plate xiv, and is separately shown
in Egerton’s plate i, figure No. 3. Kashkah is the word
used in Persian for the Hindu sect-mark or tilak, applied

on the centre of the forehead. R. B. Shaw, J.A.S. Bengal
for 1878, p. 144, gives it as the Eastern Turk! for an
animal’s forehead.

Horse trappings were often most richly adorned with

silver or gold, embroidery or jewels. "When so enriched

they were styled saz-i-tilae, or saz-i~marassa‘. The names
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of the various articles are as follows ("W. Egerton, 125)

:

paltah (headstall) and ‘inan (reins), zerband (martingale),

dumchi (crupper), khogir (saddle), ustak (shahracque),

balatang (surcingle), rikdb (stirrups), shikarband (ornamental

tassels at corners of saddle). The list of stable requisites

can be seen in A}n, i, 136.
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1. The Taj or Red Cap of the ShI'ahs.

Dresden,

April 21, 1896.

Dear Sir,—Two days ago, while translating a Persian

MS. entitled “ Basatln-us-Sakitin ”—a history of the ‘Adil

Shahl kings of Bijapur—I met the following passage, which

occurs in the account of the reign of Isma‘11 ‘Adil Shah, the

second king of the dynasty :

—

“ He ordered all the soldiers in his army to wear on

their heads the red taj [cap] of twelve notches [tarctic]
;

and whoever did not wear the taj was not allowed to come
to the salani [levee]. Moreover, in that reign it was im-

possible for anyone to go to and fro in the city without

the taj. If anyone chanced to be seen without a taj he

was punished by the King. This custom continued to

the end of the reign of Isma‘11 Shah.”

It was a curious coincidence that the very day after

translating this passage I received my copy of the Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society for April, and in Dr. Denison

Ross’ paper on “ The Early Years of Shah Isma‘11,” I read

on pp. 254-5 what appears to be the traditionary account

of the origin of the red caps mentioned above.

I have in my possession a small history of the ‘Adil

Shahl dynasty, entitled “ Guldastah-i-Bijapur,” which gives

a likeness of each of the kings, and Isma‘11 ‘Adil Shah is

represented wearing a head-dress corresponding to the

description of the taj.
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Isma‘11—like his father, Yusuf ‘Adil Shah—was a Shl'ah ;

but his father was a tolerant one, and Isma‘11 extremely

bigoted. The prime minister, Kamal Khan, was a Sunni,

and whilst he held the reins of government during the

minority of Isma‘Il, he restored the Sunni faith ; but when

Isma‘11, after the assassination of Kamal Khan, assumed the

government himself, one of his first acts was to re-introduce

the Shi'ah religion
;
and it was in connection with this

that he ordered the wearing of the red taj of twelve points,

doubtless symbolical of the twelve Imams. Shah Isma'il

Safavi and Isma'il ‘Adil Shah were contemporaries, and the

former sent an embassy to the Court of the latter.—Yours

faithfully,

J. S. King (Major).

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

2. Parsee Punchayet.

131, Hornby Road, Bombay,

March 6, 1896.

To the President of the Royal Asiatic Society, London.

Sir,—I am directed by the Trustees of the Parsee

Punchayet to request you to be good enough to bring the

following matter to the notice of your Oriental scholars

travelling through and taking interest in Central Asia.

You know that the regions of Central Asia were once

either inhabited by the ancient Zoroastrians, or were under

their direct or indirect influence. So the Parsees, or the

modern Zoroastrians, being the descendants of those ancient

Zoroastrians, take an interest in these regions. They would

welcome any information obtained in these regions that

would throw some light on their ancient literature and on

the manners, customs, and history of their ancient fatherland

of Iran. If your scholars and travellers will put them-

selves in literary communication in English with us, their

contribution on these subjects will be very gratefully

received. The Trustees will be glad to patronize any

publication in English treating of the researches in these
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regions from an Iranian point of view.—I have the honour

to be, sir, your most obedient servant,

Jivanji Jamshedji Modi,

Secretary, Parsee Punchayet.

3. Ktjranda.

102, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

Sir,—Your correspondent Mr. St. Andrew St. John

may be interested in knowing that Barleria prionitis is

still, in Maratha, “ Kanta-koranta ” and “ Pivala- (yellow)

koranta.” It is of a rich cream-colour. Mr. Nairne, the

latest writer on the subject, says “buff.” There are

many others of the genus, blue, lilac, pink, and white.

None are at all like the English “ blue-bell ” (wild

hyacinth), or the “Blue Bells of Scotland”
(
Anglice “hare-

bells”). These belong to other orders, and are not familiar

to natives of the plains of India. It is, therefore, perhaps

to be regretted that the word “blue-bell” should be used

in translation of the Indian name of a tropical plant, even

if its flower were blue.—I remain, yours truly,

W. F. Sinclair.

Rugby,

April 18, 1896.

Sir,—In the passage quoted by Mr. St. John from my
translation of the Jataka, vol. ii, p. 46, in the number of the

Journal for April, 1896, p. 364, “ yellow robe ” stands in

inverted commas. If the robe were yellow in truth, the

point is lost. The man in question violated all the rules

of taste by wearing a white outer robe, a blue under robe,

holding a carved fan, etc., etc. ; and the sentence was in-

tended to mean—“ he wore a blue robe instead of the proper

yellow robe.” Would not an Englishman be understood

if he were to say of some clergyman, “ his ‘ white tie ’ on

this occasion was bright blue ” ?—Yours truly,

W. H. D. Rouse.
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4. Chuha Shah Datjla.

In the Panjab certain dwarfs are seen called “ Chuha

Shah Daula,” Eats of the shrine of Shah Daula, a

Muhammadan Saint.

In 1851 I saw two of these dwarfs exhibited at Paris,

riding on ostriches, and described as a peculiar race of

pigmies. I asked our new member, Muhammad Latif, to

send an account of them for our Journal, with the following

result.

Robert N. Oust,

Hon. Sec. of R.A.S.

63, Elm Park Gardens, S. W.

May 20, 1896.

Jallandhar City, Panjab,

April 27, 1896.

Sir,

—

I have made inquiries regarding the people known

in the Panjab as “Chuha Shah Daula” found in Gujrat

District and elsewhere in the Panjab. The hereditary

custodians of the shrine of Shah Daula, in the city of

Gujrat, maintain, that parents not endowed with a child

make a vow at the Chawngal, or mausoleum of the Saint,

that, should they be gifted with a child, male or female,

they would make an offer of him or her at the shrine of

the Saint. Through the blessings of the Saint a child

is born to the parents, and in fulfilment of the vow they

offer the child at the shrine. The child’s head is invariably

small, and so the epithet Chuha or “ Mouse ” is given to

it. The story, however, is wrong. In the first place,

why should parents ask the gift of a child whose head

is so small that the child, when grown up to manhood,

becomes an idiot and is devoid of all senses? A child so

born is quite useless to the parents and to the world at

large. Secondly, the story as to the blessings of the Saint

is absurd, since the gift of a child in such condition is

rather a curse to the parents than a blessing.

The truth of the matter is, that Chuha—males or females

—born with small heads, are extraordinary creatures, and
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the fashion has grown in the Panjab of making an offer

of a child so born at the shrine of Shah Daula in Gujrat,

and the child is called “ Chuhd Shah Daula.” I made
inquiries about the matter from old and well-informed

people, and they all agree, that there is nothing super-

natural in the birth and constitution of the sect in question,

and that they are merely extraordinary creatures.

At a time, it was gravely suspected by the authorities,

that the hereditary custodians of the shrine of Shah Daula

in Gujrat, who keep a number of these extraordinary

creatures at the shrine (who prove to them a source of

gain), employ artificial means of making the heads of new-

born children small, and prevent the natural growth of

the head by squeezing it in an iron vessel, and keeping

it in such condition for a length of time until its further

growth has ceased. But at length careful inquiries into

the causes of the smallness of the head showed, that it was

due neither to supernatural powers, nor to artificial agencies,

but that the people were merely extraordinary creatures.

The saint Shah Daula was born in 975 a.h. (1567 a.d.),

and died at the age of 150 in 1125 (1713 a.d.), or in the

time of the Emperor Jabandar Shah. He was a descendant

of the Behlol kings, and on the mother’s side was related

to Sultan Sarang Khan, Ghakkar chief. He was an eye-

witness of the events of the reigns of Akbar, Jahangir,

Shahjahan, and Aurangzeb, the four celebrated Moghul
emperors.—Yours obediently,

Mahomed Latif.

5. Rosaries in Ceylonese Buddhism.

I have found no references in European literature to the

rosaries of the Buddhists of Ceylon
;
and several writers

on the Buddhism of that island, whom I addressed on this

subject, gave it as their opinion that rosaries are unknown
to Ceylonese Buddhists.

Having devoted some attention to Buddhist ritual, and

j.b.a.s. 1896. 38
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described in detail the rosaries of the Tibetan 1 and

Burmese 2 Buddhists, I took advantage of a recent flying

visit to Ceylon to inquire locally into this question, and I

found that rosaries are used by all the Ceylonese Buddhist

monks, as well as by the laity.

They call the rosary Male, the Sinhalese form of the

Sanskrit Mala, ‘a garland.’ It is also called Naica guna

male or ‘the nine-virtues’ garland,’ for the reason, it is

said, that one of the chief uses to which it is put is to tell

over the beads the nine virtues or attributes {guna) of the

Buddha. As, however, the word guna also means ‘a string,’

it is possible that this’ epithet may have had a more general

meaning.

The beads number 108, as in the Tibetan, Burmese, and

some of the Japanese 3 rosaries
;
and they are manipulated

in the same manner. The material of which the beads

are composed varies with the wealth and caprice of the

owner. The commonest rosaries have their beads of cocoa-

nut shell, or of a seed, the name of which I have mislaid

;

while many are made of a yellowish wood like that of the

so-called Bodhi-tree of the Burmese and Japanese, though

the wood is not that of the Pipal-tree {Ficus religiosa).

Some rosaries are of Sandal-wood, and a few are of precious

stones. But no importance seems to be placed upon the

particular material of the beads, as is done in Tibet, where
the rosary has attained its highest development.

As to the time and manner in which the rosary was
introduced into Ceylonese Buddhism, the monks whom
I interrogated at Colombo could not tell, but they told me
that it has certainly been used at least since the time of

Buddhaghosa, who mentions the use of the rosary in the

Stlaniddesa.

The rosary is daily used by the Ceylonese Buddhists in

reciting the formulas which are employed in the exercise

of the mystic meditation called Eammatthanam. This latter

1 See my “Buddhism of Tibet,” pp. 202-210.
2 I'roc. Asiatic Soc. Btnyal, Dee. 1892.
3 J. M. James in Trans. Jap. Asiatic Soc. 1881, p. 173 et teq.
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term, says Childers, 1
is applied to

“ certain religious

exercises or meditations by means of which Samadhi, Jhdna,

and the four Paths are attained. Each of these is based on

a certain formula or rite.” Forty modes of Kamniatthanam

are mentioned in the Visuddhi Magga. A particular one

of these is selected, and its formula is repeated by the

monk or lay devotee many times on the rosary, in order

to concentrate the mind upon it. These formulas sometimes

seem to be categorical lists of elements, etc., but they

probably seldom, if ever, consist of unmeaning mummery
and jargon such as with the Tibetan Buddhists. Nor are

the formulas repeated to such inordinate lengths as with

the Lamas.

Of the Gathas which are daily told by monks on the

rosaries, the most common are the three on the greatness

of the Buddha, the Law, and the Assembly, commencing

—

Buddhanussati Iti pi so Bhagava araham Sanvna, etc., which

are said to be extracted from the Mahd Parinibbdna Sutta.

Perhaps some resident of Ceylon will give us more

details about these rosaries arid their formulas. And we
still require definite information on these points in regard

to Siam.

L. A. "Waddell.

Medical College, Calcutta,

April 21, 1896.

6. The Bakhtiari Dialect.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,—It is rather late to

allude to an article in the October, 1895, number, but I had

not time to read it till lately. I refer to the poem in the

Bakhtiari dialect, mentioned in Mr. Browne’s article on

“Poetry of the Persian Dialects,” on page 816 of that

number.

In the last line Jj JujC* should be two words =
“Mohammad the hero.” In the same line ^ was

1 Childers’ Pali Piet., p. 179.
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told by a Lur, = --i-jla,— “let him go”; which wtf.nd

be equivalent to the gloss Mr. Browne quotes, jJti
,

but not as he takes it.—I remain, yours very truly,

W. McDouall.

7. Epigraphic Discoveries at Mathura.

[From the Academy of May 2nd.]

Vienna,

April 20, 1896.

A letter from Dr. Fiihrer, accompanied by a batch

of impressions of inscriptions, informs me that a grant of

600 rupees from the Government of the North-western

Provinces enabled him to resume his explorations at Mathura

during February last. Dr. Fiihrer spent this (for excava-

tions) rather insignificant sum partly on “ prospecting

operations” in the large Katra Mound, which is said to

conceal the ruins of Kesava’s ancient temple, destroyed

by Aurungzebe, and partly on diggings in some unexplored

portions of the Kankali Tila, which some years ago yielded

the splendid collection of important Jaina inscriptions.

The Katra Mound furnished none of the hoped-for

Brahmanical sculptures and inscriptions, but only, as in

former times, fragments belonging to a Buddhist Stupa of

the Kushana period. But the results of Dr. Fuhrer’s work
in the Kankali Tila were as valuable as those of 1889-93.

Besides a number of smaller fragments of inscriptions,

giving the names of various Jaina schools and teachers,

he found a longer one, which, in spite of the omission of

the reigning king’s name, possesses a considerable interest,

and perhaps indicates that the dates of the Kushana kings,

Kamshka, Huvishka, and Vasudeva or Vasushka, must be
interpreted otherwise than is usually done.

The curiously misspelt text of the mutilated document
runs thus :

—

1. A amasvarvasidhana Arahuutanu
|
^fahurctjosya ciijutiv-

ujasya bvarraccharasvate (/[«]
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2. 200 90 9 (?) hemamtamase 2 divase 1 arahato Mciha-

virasya pratim[a*~)

3 ... sya Okharikaye vita, Ujhatikaye ca Ohhuye scavika-

bhaginiy(e*] •

4

sirikasya Sivadinasya ca eteh arahatayatane

sthdpit[a]

5

devakulam ca
|

With the obvious corrections namas-sarva° for namasvarm°,

samvaccharasate for svarvaccharasvate , dhitu for vita, srdcika0

for svavika
0
,
and etaih for eteh, as well as with the highly

probable restoration dk[tiye nava (?)-namtyadhike at the end

of 1. 1, the following translation may be given :

—

“ Adoration to all Siddhas, to the Arhats ! In the second

century [exceeded by ninety-nine (?)], 299 (?) of the Maharaja

and Rajatiraja, in the second month of winter, on the first

day—an image of the Arhat Mahavira was set up in the

Arhat-temple by the following [persons], by ... . and by

Ujhatika, daughter of ...
.
[and] of Okharika, by Okba,

the lay-sister or . . sirika and Sivadinna

and a temple.”

As the first two numeral signs are very distinct, and only

the third is somewhat blurred and of unusual form, it is

evident that the document was incised at all events after

the year 290 (possibly in the year 299) of an unnamed
era, and during the reign of an unnamed king who bore

the titles maharaja and rajatiraja. The last-mentioned

circumstance permits us to determine, at least, to which

dynasty the king belonged. For though the two combined

titles occur before the names of Azes, Azilises, Gondopherres,

Pakores, Kadphises I and II, Kanishka, Huvishka, and

Vasudeva, only one of the last three kings can be here

intended, because, as far as is known at present, none of

the first six ruled over Mathura. And to this conclusion

points also the type of the characters of the inscription.

It fully agrees with that of the numerous votive inscriptions

of the time of the Kushana rule over Mathura
;
and it
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preserves in the broad-backed sa with the slanting central

stroke, and in the tripartite subscript ya, two archaic forms

which during this period occur only occasionally for the

later sa with the horizontal cross-Mr and the bipartite ya.

fhese characteristics, as well as the general appearance

of the letters, preclude also the (otherwise possible)

assumption that the inscription might belong to the time

of a later Kushana king, who ruled after Vasudeva and

before the conquest of Mathura by the Guptas about 400 a.d.

Under these circumstances, the date of Dr. Fiihrer’s

inscription, which differs from those found in the other

inscriptions of the Kushanas of Mathura, gains a consider-

able importance. Hitherto we possessed only documents

with the years 5-28 for Kanishka, 29-60 for Huvishka,

and 74 (misread 44)-98 for Vasudeva
;
and these dates

have been taken by most Sanskritists to be years of the

Saka era of 78 a.d., supposed to have been established by

Kanishka, but by Sir A. Cunningham as years of the fifth

century of the Seleucid era, or equivalent to [40]5~[4]98,

i.e. 90-191 a.d. If we now have reason to believe that

the new date Sain 299 fell in the reign of one of these

three kings, that may be explained in two ways. Either

it may be assumed that the Kushanas of Mathura used two

eras—one established by Kanishka, and a second which
began much earlier

;
or it may be conjectured that their

dates with the figures 5-98 are abbreviated by the omission

of the hundreds, and that, being in reality equivalent to

205—298, they have to be referred to the era which occurs

so frequently in the lately discovered KharosthI inscriptions

from the Panjab, as well as in some older finds.

It seems very tempting to consider the Mathura date

of Sorfasa, Sam 72, the Taxila date of his contemporary
Patika, Sam <8, the date Sam 102 of M. Senart’s Ko. 85
(Notes d’Eyigraphie Indienne, v), the Takht-i-Bahi date

of Gondopherres, Sam 103, the date, Sam 113, of Dr.

Waddell’s Kaldavra inscription (Vienna Or. Jour., vol. x,

Ko. 1), the Panjtar date of a Gushana king (name lost),

Sam 123, the date, Sam 200, of M. Senart’s No. 34, the
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date, Sam 276 or 286, of the ffashtnagar image, and Dr.

Fuhrer’s new Mathura date, Sam 299 (?), as links of one

and the same chain, to which also the abbreviated dates

of Kanishka and his successors, Sam [20]5-[2]98, belong.

If all these dates are really connected in the manner

suggested, the beginning of this Northern era must fall

in the first half of the first century b.c. For the time of

Gondopherres, who ruled in its 103rd year, is undoubtedly

the first half of the first century a.d.

For the present, and until more dated inscriptions of

this period with royal names are found, this' suggestion,

which coincides in the main with M. Senart’s views ex-

pressed at the end of his article quoted above, is nothing

more than a bare possibility. Perhaps further explorations

in the Kankali Tila, which Dr. Fiihrer intends to undertake,

will prove its correctness.

G. Buhler.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.
(April, May, June, 1896.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

April 14, 1896.—Sir William Wilson Hunter in the

Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. W. J. Prendergast, of the Nizam’s College,

Haidarabad,

Mr. W. R. H. Merk, C.S.I.,

Major Leigh, I.S.C.,

Major Deane, I.S.C.,

had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. Beveridge read a paper on “ Anquetil Du Perron.”

It dealt chiefly with his personal history, and was mainly

an abstract of the “Discours Preliminaire ” of the “Zend-

avesta.” His voyage to India was described, as also his

interviews with Siraj-ud-Daula and Mir Madan (the hero

of Plassey), and his wonderful journey of 1200 miles from
Colgong to Pondicherry. The only novelty in the paper

was some extracts from the proceedings of the Councils of

Bombay and Surat of September and October, 1759, which

gave details about Du Perron’s encounter with another

Frenchman in the streets of Surat. It appeared from

these that Du Perron’s antagonist was a M. Biquant.

A discussion followed, in which Dr. Thornton, Mr. Desai,

Sir Henry Norman, Mrs. Rhys Davids, and the Secretary

took part.
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May 12, 1896, Anniversary Meeting .—Lord Reay (Presi-

dent) in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

The Rev. G. Margoliouth and

Mr. H. North Bushby

had been elected members of the Society.

The Right Hon. the Lord Loch, Q.C.M.G., K.C.B., P.C.

:

Gentlemen,—It is a very pleasing duty that has devolved on

me, and that is to propose the re-election of Lord Reay for

another term of three years. I feel sure you realize how
much good he has done to the Society during the past three

years. Since he has presided over us, he has been able to

use his great influence with a view to save the Archaeological

Commission in India from destruction
; and I am sure if

that were the only service that he had performed to the

Society, he would be deserving of our most sincere thanks.

But besides that, he attended at the Congress at Geneva,
and he moved our motion that the Congress should formulate

a scheme for the transliteration of Oriental alphabets. The
carrying of that motion, and the subsequent publication of

the Congress scheme, will go far to settle a question which
has divided Orientalists for many years, and the settlement

of which is of practical importance. These are only two of

the services which Lord Reay has performed for the Society,

and I am sure that they are quite enough to lead you to join

with me in voting his re-election for another term of three
years. I believe the financial position of the Society is very
satisfactory, and I believe also that there is an increased
number of members joining us. I only wish that we could
enlist still greater interest in the work of the Society, so that
we might really get a very large increase of our members,
and put all anxiety as regards our funds out of the question.
For although our financial position is good, and I believe

improving, still at the same time we should like very much
indeed and I believ e Professor Rhys Davids will confirm
me in this—we should like to have several hundreds a year
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more than we at present have for the purpose of carrying on

more efficiently the great work of interpreting the East

to the West which the Society was founded to do. I have

much pleasure now in moving that Lord Reay he elected for

another term of three years.

Mr. 11. N. Oust, LL.D. (Hon. Secretary) : I rise to second

the proposition made by Lord Loch. Lord Loch spoke in

the name of the Members of the Society
; I speak in the

name of the Council. We heartily desire the re-election of

Lord Reay. I have known the Society now for many many
years, and am one of the oldest members of the Council.

We have been fortunate in having so many distinguished

noblemen and gentlemen as our Presidents—Sir Henry

Rawlinson, Sir Bartle Frere, Sir Edward Colebrooke, Lord

Northbrook, Sir Henry Yule, Sir Thomas Wade, and now
Lord Reay

;
and we heartily desire, and hope it will be

agreeable to all of you, that Lord Reay be asked for

another term of three years to remain in the office.

There are special reasons also why we desire it, because

the International Congress is to take place at Paris next

year, in -which Lord Reay will represent the Society in

a way which no one else could do so well.

[Lord Loch then put the motion to the meeting, and

it was carried with enthusiasm.]

The Right Hon. the Lord Reay, G.C.S.T., LL.D.: Lord

Loch and Gentlemen,—I can assure you that I highly

appreciate the compliment which you have paid me, and

the very flattering remarks which both Lord Loch and

Dr. Cust have made on this occasion. I consider it a great

privilege to preside over a Council and over a Society in

which there are so large a number of most distinguished

Orientalists; and I need not say that it is only because

I know that I have the support of these distinguished

Orientalists that I, who have no claim whatever to call

myself an Orientalist, venture to preside over this Society,

m which I have become more and more interested in the

past three years
;

and also because the distinguished

Secretary, Professor Rhys Davids, places his knowledge
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and experience always in the most kind and generous way
at my disposal. I ought to add that, if there he a special

reason which makes me desirous to remain a little longer

in your midst, it is the expectation that, during the next

three years, London will at last obtain an Oriental School

worthy of the Metropolis, placed on the same footing as the

great schools which cast lustre on foreign capitals. I do

not hesitate to say that I consider every year of delay in

the establishment of such a school as a national disgrace.

(Hear, hear.) I trust that at last we shall carry a Bill

creating a Statutory Commission to reorganize the London

University on the lines of the Report of the Royal

Commission. As you are aware, the Royal Commission

reported in favour of a large recognition of Oriental

studies in London. That is a debt England owes to India

—to itself as a great Asiatic Power. This Asiatic Society

forms one of the most precious links between Occidantal

and Oriental learning. The interest I take in Indian

affairs has certainly increased, not decreased, since I have

come to realize the aims of this Society; and I wish to

see it become more and more the headquarters of the

eminent men who, I am happy to say, in growing
numbers, desire to give not only their time but their

money to this Society. If I can be of some use, and
not disappoint those who have so kindly proposed and
elected me as their President for the ensuing term, it wall

be a source of every satisfaction to me.
The following Report of the Council for the year 1895

was then read by the Secretary :

—

Report of the Council for the Year 1895.

The Council regrets to have to report the loss by death,

or retirement, of the following thirteen members :

There have died

—

1. Mr. Hyde Clarke,

2. Sir Cyril Graham,

3. Captain Sir F. Hughes,
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4. Sir W. Mackinnon,

5. Major-Gen. Sir Peter Melvill,

6. Major-Gen. Sir H. Rawlinson,

7. Sir Thomas Wade,

8. Dr. Trailokya Nath Mitra.

There have retired

—

1. Rev. C. J. Ball,

2. Mr. R. Batson Joyner,

3. Mr. H. Stuart,

4. Yiscount Cranbrook,

5. Professor Stumme.

On the other hand there have been elected the following

thirty-eight members :

—

1. H.H. The Maharaja of Travancore,

2. Mr. Perceval Lowell,

3. Mr. Kunwar K. Pal Sinha,

4. Mons. E. Blochet,

5. The Rev. J. J. Bambridge,

6. Miss Kennedy,

7. Mr. Tahl Ram,
8. Mr. Gazafar Ali Khan,

9. Mr. C. M. Fernando,

10. Sved Mohammed Latif,

11. Mr. St. George Lane Fox Pitt.

12. Mrs. Bode,

13. Mr. G. Phillips,

14. Mr. Rajesvar Mitra,

15. The Rev. W. G. Shellabear,

16. Mr. Horace Peatling,

17. Mr. Walter Lupton,

18. Captain Bower,

19. Mr. Yirchand R. Gandhi,

20. Mr. Percy Sykes,

21. Dr. E. B. Landis,

22. Captain G. E. Gerini,
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23. Professor E. Hardy,

24. Professor M. T. Quinn,

25. Babu Nagendranath Mukerji,

26. Mr. T. Callan Hodson,

27. Mr. Abdullah ibn Yusuf Ali,

28. Major 'W. R. Livermore,

29. The Hon. Maulvi Khuda Baksh,

30. Mr. Salah-ud-din Khuda Baksh,

31. Mr. Hugh Raynbird, jun.,

32. Mr. C. Otto Blagden,

33. Mr. Diwan Tek Chand,

34. Mr. R. A. Nicholson,

35. The Rani Brooke of Sarawak,

36. Prof. P. S. Pillai.

37. The Rev. P. B. Shawe,

38. Prof. E. Hess-Miiller.

The names of the following members have, under Rule 46,

to be struck off as defaulters :

—

1. Mohun Lai Jag,

2. Raja Lachman Singh,

3. Lakshmi Narayan,

4. Rang Lai.

To the list of subscribing libraries, which pay the same

annual subscription as our non-resident members, the

Council reports the addition of the following names :

—

1. The British and Foreign Bible Society,

2. The Naples University Library,

3. The Sydney Free Library,

4. The Lucknow Museum Library,

5. The Montefiore College, Ramsgate,

6. The Newcastle Literary and Philosophical Society.

7. The Melbourne Public Library,

8. The San Francisco Free Library.

The general result is that against a loss of 17 supporters

there is to be set a gain of 46, which leaves a nett gain
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of .29, bringing tbe total up to 521—the largest number

yet reached by the Society. The totals in previous

years have been as follows :

—

1888 .. 411 1892 .. 459

1889 .. 432 1893 .. 476

1890 .. 442 1894 .. 493

1891 .. 451 1895 . . 492

As the receipts from rents and dividends remain about

the same, the only item of the receipts that calls for notice

is the sale of the Journal. The following table shows the

gradual increase under this head :

—

^Result

SINCE

1833

SuBSCRIP
TIOXS.

£

... 639

-

Sales.

£
11

Total
Eeceipts.

£

... 1263 ...

Total
Expen-
diture.

£
1058 ...

Gain.

£
205 ...

Loss.

£

Beginning
OP THE
Society.

£

... +36o

1831 ... 577 28 1107 ... 1523 ... — ... 416 —51

1835 ... 625 15 1184 ... 1036 ... 148 ... — +98
1836 ... 502 21 1335 ... 1310 ... 25 ... — +123

1837 ... 618 — 2120 ... 2459 ... — ... 339 —216

1838 ... 692 30 1151 ... 1026 ... 125 ... — -91

1839 ... 565 53 1056 ... 945 ... Ill ... — +10
1840 ... 555 64 1033 ... 1084 ... — ... 51 -41

1841 ... 544 73 994 ... 964 ... 30 ... — -11

1842 ... 540 16 830 ... 1037 ... — ... 207 -218

1843 ... 554 26 935 ... 821 ... 114 ... — -104

1844 ... 545 3 998 ... 912 ... 86 ... — -18

1845 ... 560 10 946 ... 732 ... 214 ... — + 196

1846 ... 517 32 1030 ... 1292 ... — ... 262 -66

1847 ... 550 30 850 ... 896 ... — ... 46 -112

1848 ... — — 918 ... 1572 ... — ... 654 -766

1849 ... 513 34 922 ... 1004 ... — ... 82 -848

1850 ... 469 64 854 ... 825 ... 29 ... — -819

1851 ... — — 1333* ... 1077 ... 256 ... — —563

1852 ... 528 99 1491* ... 900 ... 591 ... — + 28

1853 ... 534 39 885 ... 1105 ... — ... 220 -192

1854 ... 557 37 929 ... 999 ... — ... 70 -262

1855 ... 491 29 802 ... 936 ... — ... 134 -396

* Special Government grant of £500 for the publication of Cuneiform
inscriptions.
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Result
SINCE

Total Beginning

Subscrip - Total Expen- OF THE

TIOXS. Sales. Receipts. diture. Gain. Loss. Society.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £

1856 ... 602 . 64 1053 .. 923 130 — ... —266

1857 ... 500 . 50 849 .. 852 — 3 -269

1858 ... 488 . 19 823 .. 746 77 — -192

1859 ... 454 . 26 571 .. 773 — 202 -394

1860 ... 483 . 23 809 .. 886 — 75 -469

1861 ... 591 . 29 972 .. 1229 — 257 -726

1862 ... 585 . 73 881 .. 936 — 55 -781

1863 ... 583 .
— 888 .. 970 — 82 -863

1864 ... 544 . 128 973 .. 1007 — 34 -897

1865 ... 549 . 16 911 .. 814 97 — -800

1866 ... 517 . 2 827 .. 858 — 31 -831

1867 ... 522 . 12 898 .. 820 78 — -753

1868 ... 513 .
— 828 .. 895 — 67 -820

1869 ... 497 .
— 900 .. 1370 — 470 -1290

1870 ... 492 .
— 754 .. 744 10 — -1280

1871 ... 488 . 2 862 .. 807 55 — -1225

1872 ... 403 .
— 733 .. 888 — 155 -1380

1873 ... 425 . 5 813 .. 729 84 — -1296

1874 ... 376 — 772 .. 713 59 — ... -1237

1875 ... 395 — 916 .. 956 — 40 -1277

1876 ... 389 1 774 .. 7S3 — ... 9 -1286

1877 ... 4S5 1 866 .. 819 47 — -1239

187S ... 463 2 928 .. 1033 — 105 -1344

1879 ... 486 5 891 .. 820 71 — -1273

1880 ... 503 3 1036 .. 972 64 — -1209

1881 ... 538 1 1041 .. 1128 — 87 -1296

18S2 ... 5S0 1 1201 .. 1210 — 9 -1305

1883 ... 657 — 1180 . 1030 150 — -1150

1884 ... 668 70 1243 .. 1271 — 28 -1178

1885 ... 615 81 1193 .. 966 227 — -951

1886 ... 581 79 1145 .. 1188 — 43 -994

1887 ... 553 94 1162 1125 37 -957

1888 ... 575 47 1177 . 10S7 90 — -867

1889 ... 515 119 1130 . 1339 — 209 -1076

1890 ... 479 187 1094 . 1076 18 — -1058

1891 ... 529 110 1187 . 1130 57 — -1001

1892 ... 565 200 1223 . 1390 — 167 -1168

1893 ... 613 196 1352 . 1298 54 — -1114

1894 ... 574 184 1279 . 1260 19 -1095

1895 ... 570 217 1285 . 1173 112 — -983
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From this table it appears that the receipts from the sale

of the Journal, which had become practically nothing for

many years, have now, since 1884, gone on pretty steadily

increasing, until, in the year under review, they amounted

to £217, a very substantial addition to the slender income

of the Society, and the largest so far received under that

head.

The Council regrets that there is no entry this year under

the head of donations to the Society. In former years

there were considerable donations made from time to time

in aid of the researches carried on by the Society. It

would have been impossible for the Society without such

help to have set on foot and successfully carried out the

long series of translations which it was able to publish

under the old Oriental Translation Fund. The necessities

of the cause have grown with the growth of knowledge.

And whereas other learned societies, especially those dealing

with natural science, are either housed rent free by the

Government, or receive an allowance in lieu of rent, this

Society has no such grant, and has lately been compelled

to submit to an increase in the high charge it has to pay

for rent. The consequence is that our shelves are crowded

with MSS. which ought to be translated, and which the

Society cannot hope, even with the present improvement

in its financial position, to translate. The Oriental Trans-

lation Fund has now been started afresh, and by the great

generosity, at first of Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot, since supple-

mented by the Earl of Northbrook and Mr. Sturdy, it

has done and is doing good and important work. But

it very urgently needs further support, and the Council,

therefore, publishes the following list of donations given

to the Society in the past in the hope that friends

of Oriental research may be stimulated to like efforts in

the future :

—

J.K.A.8. 1696. 39
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LIST OF PRIVATE DONATIONS TO THE FUNDS OF THE
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

£ s. d.

1833 Major-General Sir John Malcolm, G.C.B ... 20 0 0

1836 Major-General Sir Henry "Worsley, K.C.B. ... 100 0 0

1837 » it a ... 1000 0 0

1838 Mr. Sergeant Rough 10 0 0

1843 James Alexander, Esq ... 100 0 0

1844 if it ... 100 0 0

1845 it it ... 100 0 0

1846 it it * ... 100 0 0

1861 B. Botfield, Esq., F.R.S ... . 31 10 0

Wm. Spottiswoode, Esq 10 10 0

B. H. Hodgson, Esq 10 0 0

tY. Platt, Esq 5 0 0

0. de B. PriauLx, Esq 5 0 0

1862 Major-General Sir C. Hopkinson, K.C.B 2 2 0

J. W. Bosanquet, Esq 10 0 0

1864 B. Botfield, Esq., F.R.S. (legacy) 31 10 0

J. Muir, Esq., D.C'.L 3 0 0

1865 Major-General Sir H. Rawlinson, Bart., K.C.B. 25 0 0

J. Muir, Esq., D.C.L 3 0 0

1887 Merchant Taylors Company 10 10 0

1891 Gordon Clarke, Esq
... 5 5 0

Sir Thomas AVade, G.C.M.G 5 0 0

F. F. Arhuthnot, E»q
... 5 0 0

H. C. Kay, Esq 5 0 0

1892 E. Delmar Morgan, Esq
... 5 0 0

£1704 7 0

On the expenditure side the Council would point out
that while the fixed charges for rent, staff, and printing
the Journal remain at about the same figures as before,

the expenditure on the library now again takes a place
beside them in our little budget. The Council hopes
that the slight but regular growth in the receipts will

render it possible to make this a permanent feature in
the accounts.

As already stated in last year’s Report, the Council
has invested £300 during the year under review to
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replace the amount taken to pay for the repair of the

roof, etc., from the Society’s capital fund. The fund

now (12th May, 1896) stands thus :

—

£ s. d.

£802 13s. 10c?. New South “Wales 4 per cent. Stock ... 979 5 10

£177 Midland 3 per cent. Debentures ... 219 9 7

In P.O. Savings Bank ... 102 9 3

£1301 4 8

A similar table showing the value of the various

investments on the 31st December, 1895, is appended

to the statement of account. The capital account has

varied as follows :

—

£ s. a.

1S33 2,100 0 0

1838 1,942 7 1

1849 1,300 0 0

1853 1,806 19 5 1

1863 1,200 0 0

1S69 700 0 0

1882 824 8 11

1S85 1,000 0 o 3

1886 1,100 0 o 3

1887 1,200 0 o 2

1892 ... 802 13 7

The various deductions, amounting to no less a sum than

close on £1,800, have been for the most part on previous

occasions, as in the last instance, due to expenditure

in the nature of rent, and will be found to coincide in

time with the various leases taken by the Society. This

makes it all the harder that this Society, one of the

oldest of the learned Societies, should have been omitted

from the list of those who have house-room provided

for them by the national Government.

1 This increase is due to the special Government grant referred to in the note
on the first table.

2 These increases were due to the improved state of the ordinary revenue
of the Society.
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The Council regrets to have to announce the death of two

of the Honorary Members of the Society—Hr. Reinhold

Rost and Professor von Roth. In their place the Council

recommends the election of Professor Baron von Rosen, of

St. Petersburg, and of Professor Windisch, of Leipzig.

By the rules of the Society five gentlemen retire from

the Council, two of whom are re-eligible, that is to say

—

Mr. Arbuthnot,

Dr. Thornton,

Prof. Douglas,

Mr. Strong, and

Sir Raymond West;

and the death of Dr. Rost creates one vacancy. The Council

recommends the election in their stead of

—

Mr. Arbuthnot,

Prof. Macdonell,

Dr. Thornton,

Mr. Watters,

Mr. Wollaston, and

Mr. Walhouse.

By the rules of the Society Professor Cowell, Sir M. E.

Grant-Duff, and Sir Fred Goldsmid retire from the Yice-

Presidency. The Council recommends the election in their

stead of

—

The Right Hon. Sir M. E. Grant-Duff, G.C.S.I., F.R.S.,

Major-General Sir F. J. Goldsmid, C.B., K.C.S.I., and

Sir Raymond West, K.C.I.E., LL.D.

The usual statement of accounts is laid on the table.

Mr. T. H. Thornton, C.S.I., D.C.L.

:

My Lord Reay,

Ladies and Gentlemen,—I have been asked to move the

adoption of the Report which you have just heard, and

I very gladly do so. At the same time I must confess

it is somewhat of a mystery to me why I have been
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selected for this very honourable office ;
but though the

honour is quite undeserved, I like it all the same. It is

possible that whoever has selected me for this honour, has

selected me on the Aristotelian principle, which is a very

true one, that things are sometimes best explained by

their contraries, and that therefore he has chosen one,

who cannot claim to be an Orientalist, as the exponent of

a Report of one of the most ancient and most successful

Asiatic Societies in existence. But though, in common

with many of my brethren in the Indian Civil Service,

I cannot claim to be an Orientalist (because during my
career in India I was far too preoccupied in affairs to

be able to prosecute Oriental studies), yet I still take the

deepest interest in them. Like a devout Hindoo, the retired

Anglo-Indian still worships towards the Land of the Rising

Sun, and is glad to seek refuge from the keen blasts of

the North in the sunshine of the Light of Asia.

And now as to the Report itself. It is a somewhat

chequered record—on the one hand, of terrible losses
; but

on the other hand, of steady progress and hope for the

future. We have lost, ladies and gentlemen, the most
illustrious of our members, the great Sir Henry Rawlinson,
who for many years was the Director of our Society. We
have lost the unrivalled scholarship and the genial presence
of Sir Thomas Wade. We have lost the painstaking re-

search of Dr. Trilokya Nath Mitra
; and we have more

recently lost the wide knowledge, the extended experience,

of our late friend and colleague, Dr. Rost. Yes, they are

gone
;

but they will not soon be forgotten. Bedded like

rocks in the stream of human progress, their work and
their memory survive. “ The waters flow by ”—so runs

the Afghan proverb—“ the waters flow by, the floods cease,

but the stones remain for ever.” But fortunately for

human happiness, no man, however great, is indispensable

;

and it so happens, therefore, that in spite of our losses, the

year’s history is one, not of sensational, but what is perhaps
better, of continuous and satisfactory advance.

When I first joined this Society, on my retirement from
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India about the year 1881, its income from subscriptions

was £538 ;
the receipts from the sale of the Journal

and advertisements amounted to the magnificent sum of

£1 ;
and on the year’s income and expenditure there was

a loss of £87. Now, during the year 1895, in spite of

long-continued financial depression, and in spite of our

having, in the case of a certain class of members, reduced

the amount of the subscription—notwithstanding all this,

the total amount of the receipts from subscriptions amounted

to £570; our income from the sale of the Journal and adver-

tisements was £217, the largest amount from that source

ever received; there was a surplus of £112, and during

the year a sum of nearly £300 was invested : so that at

the end of the year the debt to capital, which had accrued,

owing to our having to sell out securities from time to time,

in order to meet deficits to the extent of £1700, was reduced

to £900—in other words, at the close of the year a debt of

about £800 was wiped out. Moreover, though the income

from subscriptions has not very largely increased, the number

of subscribers has increased in far greater proportion, owing

to the reduction in the amount of fee in certain cases.

It is a very satisfactory feature that, during the year

1895, eleven of our new subscribers were natives of India.

I trust that if any of our new members, natives of India,

happen to be present—I think I see one in the room here

—I hope that they will inform their compatriots how very

glad we shall be to welcome many more.

But, though our financial position is far better than it

was, you must not suppose that we are wealthy. Such is far

from being the case, for our ideas are far grander than our

resources. We could wish, for instance, to have co-operated

much more effectively and substantially in aid of the forma-

tion of the Oriental Translation Fund, which, thanks to the

liberal generosity of Mr. Arbuthnot—(applause)—and of

our late President, Lord Northbrook, and others, has been

formed, and, as we are told in the Report, is doing excellent

work. But matters are improving, and let us hope that

some day or other there may arise another Colonel North,
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equally open-handed and generous with him who has just

departed, but with Oriental instead of nitrate proclivities.

But the most satisfactory, though not always, I admit, the

most successful, . means of raising money is—to deserve it.

Let us consider, therefore, how far during the year we

have deserved the contributions that we have received, and

that we hope to receive. Let us inquire how far, during

the year, we have endeavoured to carry out the objects

of our institution, that is to say, what we have done

towards the “ investigation and encouragement of Arts,

Science, and Literature in relation to Asia.”

Well, on this point the Journal itself will tell you a

great deal. In the first place, the Journal for 1895 con-

tains 27 original communications, some of them of very

great value, and—this is an important point—nearly all of

them would, in all probability, have never seen the light

but for the opportunity afforded for their publication in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. Among the more

important of these papers I would venture to mention that

of Mr. Guy Le Strange’s text and translation of “Ibn
Serapion’s Description of Mesopotamia and Bagdad in

a.d. 900 ”
;
and Dr. Winternitz’ very learned paper on

“The Connection between the Nejamesha, Naigamesha, and
Nemeso.” These are not what would usually be con-

sidered lively reading, but as specimens of laborious and
careful scholarship, they are of the greatest value. Then
there is Mr. Hopkins’ valuable account of “ The Origin

and Early History of the Chinese Coinage,” and Mr. Strong’s
“ History of the Island of Kilwa,” from a previously

unpublished old Arabic text, which is given in extenso.

Then there is a Sinhalese gentleman, Don Martino de Zilwa

Wickremasinghe—and we are particularly glad to welcome
as a fellow-worker one born in that remarkable island,

which can boast an unbroken succession of good scholars

for more than 2000 years—who has deciphered for us “ The
Sinhalese Inscriptions on Copperplates in the British

Museum.” Dr. Biihler’s “Notes on Past and Future
Archaeological Explorations in India ” is full of interesting
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and valuable suggestions
;
and then there is Mr. Chalmers’

paper on “ The Nativity of the Buddha ”

;

Mr. Browne’s

“ Notes on the Poetry of the Persian Dialects ”
;

Mr.

Rapson’s papers on “The Counter-marks on the Early

Persian and Indian Coins.” Each of them adds to the

world’s knowledge on the subjects discussed
;
and I dare say

there are many other papers that have struck other members

and subscribers as being papers of very great value.

Then, again, the Report contains forty-five Reviews or

Notices of Books. And here I would venture to express on

behalf, I think I may say, of the Council, our thanks to those

gentlemen who, at considerable trouble, have undertaken to

review the books that from time to time appear in our Journal.

We have no funds from which to remunerate them, and

therefore their kindness is all the greater. Then, again, in

the Notes of the Quarter that are published in our Journal

will be found a contemporaneous record of Oriental research.

And in addition to all this we have had several Committees

of some importance—one, for instance, on Transliteration,

which is still sitting
;
and we have also had several interest-

ing meetings and discussions.

Well, for such success as has been obtained in all these

departments of our work, the main credit, of course, is due

to our able and indefatigable Secretary, Mr. Rhys Davids

—(applause)
;
but no small portion of the results of the year

is due to the inspiring energy of our distinguished President

—(applause)—who has stimulated us by his example and taken

the keenest interest in our work. Thanks to his Lordship,

the Royal Asiatic Society was admirably represented at the

last Oriental Congress at Geneva, and it was through his

initiation that the Society took part in pressing upon the

Government the importance of establishing a teaching

University for London, and in connection with it an Oriental

department, and thus removing what his Lordship has

appropriately described as a most disgraceful blot upon the

educational escutcheon of the Metropolis. And now that

we have, I am glad to say, re-elected our distinguished

President for another term of three years, we look forward
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with the greatest pleasure to the prospect of his again

adequately and honourably representing our Society at the

forthcoming Congress at Paris.

Well, ladies and gentlemen, I have not much more to

say. I referred in the commencement of my speech to

the severe losses that we had experienced ;
but I do not

like to conclude without saying that we are far from being

discouraged. We have still with us many distinguished

representatives of Oriental scholarship in the widest sense

;

some have already achieved for themselves a worldwide

reputation, e.g . : Professor Sir M. Monier - Williams, or

Professors Cowell, or Legge, or Sayce, or Douglas, or

Bendall, or Rhys Davids
;
then there is our learned and ever

active Honorary Secretary, Dr. Oust, and many others that

I could name—Mr. Browne, who has given us some very

valuable papers
;

Professor Macdonell, whom you have just

elected on the Council; Mr. Rogers and Mr. Beveridge; and

there is our friend Dr. Leitner, sitting immediately in front

of us—he, too, is one of the illustrious band whose names

are already known. But apart from all these, there are

rising members of this Society' whose work is of the

highest promise. Amongst this y'ounger generation we

have Hopkins and Fraser, great in Chinese, and Guy Le

Strange, Strong, and Ross in Persian and Arabic
;
and on

the Indian side Rapson, and Taylor, and Chalmers, and

Houghton, and Wiekremasinghe
; while in the domain of

historical research we have in Edward Maclagan a very

promising son of a distinguished father and old friend

of ours
;
and last, and not least, there is to be mentioned

the name of Mrs. Rhys Davids, the wife of our distinguished

Secretary. (Hear, hear.) So altogether, notwithstanding

our losses, the outlook is most encouraging. Death may
make havoc in our ranks, but there are fine recruits ready

to fill up the gaps, or, to change the metaphor, as in

nature, so in scholarship

—

Roses shall be where roses were,

iNot shadows, but reality;

As if they never perished there,

But slept in immortality.
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(Applause.) — With these remarks I have the honour to

propose the adoption of the Report and the several

recommendations contained in it.

Mr. J. Kennedy, I.C.S. (ret): I have been asked, my
Lord, to second the adoption of Dr. Thornton’s resolu-

tion. When the request was first made to me, I, too,

asked myself precisely the same question that Dr.

Thornton asked himself, why was I selected for this

office ? and as I could find no answer in myself, I set

about a diligent study of the Report. That Report is

almost entirely financial
;

and as it so happens, I have

on one or two occasions had the honour to act as Auditor

for this Society, and I have had occasion to examine

somewhat closely the financial aspects of the Society’s

work
;
I can therefore speak with the greater confidence on

one or two points of the very gratifying Report before us.

The income of this Society is mainly derived from four

sources—a grant from the India Office, certain rents

(derived by sublettiug the rooms to other societies), sub-

scriptions, and the sale of the Journal. The grant from

the India Office and the rents from other societies are of

course more or less fixed, and, taken together, they

almost cover the rent of this building
;

the solvency of

the Society therefore depends entirely on the subscrip-

tions and the sale of the Journal. Of the subscribers, the

non-residents are the most numerous, and in many respects

a most important section, though financially each non-

resident member subscribes less than a resident member.

The greater part of the non-resident subscriptions goes

really to defray their share in the publication of the

Journal. The Society, therefore, must mainly depend upon

an increase in the number of resident subscribers. Now
the circle from which the Society draws its resident

subscribers is a limited one, and any increase under this

head must be slow. I do not know whether the Council

has ever considered the advisability of altering the

rule with regard to composition, but at present it seems

to me that the permission to compound instead of
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subscribing annually is a source of loss, and not a

source of gain, to the Society. It might be well either

to abolish the rule altogether, or to modify it according to

some scale of age as has been done, for instance, in the

London Library. Then I come to the sale of the

Journal, the most gratifying feature of this year’s state-

ment: eight years ago the income of the Journal did

not reach anything like £100 ;
this year we have

derived over £217 from that source alone, and this

result is in the main due undoubtedly to the enterprise

and energy of our Secretary, which has resulted in the

excellence and variety of the articles in the Society’s

Journal. I lay stress on the word variety, because some

years ago in India there was an impression that the

Society’s interests were too much devoted to a few depart-

ments only. No one can now complain that the Society’s

interests are in any way restricted. We have subjects of

all ages from the earliest periods to the eighteenth century,

and ranging from the Magians of Persia and the Gnostics

of Alexandria to the furthest East.

At the same time I think the Journal might be improved

perhaps in two ways. I think that though we have articles

on all subjects connected with history, and all subjects

which go to the making of history—religion, ethnology,

numismatics, and archaeology—yet of articles on history

proper in its narrowest sense we have remarkably few.

They are conspicuously absent. And such articles, I

submit, appeal to a certain section of students, and might
advantageously find a home in the Society’s Journal.

Another point in which we might improve, I think, is by
the insertion of summaries of research—occasionally or

annually in the Journal. This would be an immense boon
to many of us who are not able to follow all the literature

of the subjects
;

and by some reduction perhaps in the

notices of the less important books, room might be made
in the Society’s Journal for such summaries. Then, ao-ain

I think that we have this year had two or three papers
of interest which were not printed in the Journal. That
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system, I submit, might be somewhat extended. We must
all of us have often felt that it was impossible to criticize

adequately, or in any case it was presumptuous of us to

criticize, articles which the authors had devoted months

and years to elaborating, when they were submitted to us

at an hour’s notice. These articles, I think, are better

studied at home in the Journal, whereas very often articles

of interest might be read here though they found no place

in the Journal, and made no pretence to original research,

provided they contained sufficient novel matter of general

interest to the subscribers.

As to the expenditure, I need only say that the Society’s

expenditure has always been on the most frugal scale

—

one might be almost tempted to call us penurious, but it

is a case of necessity and not of choice. Every year your

Council is now able to show us a balance in our favour,

an increasing balance as a rule; and I think we may all

thank the Council most heartily for the wise and judicious

manner in which our finances have been managed.

Dr. Thornton

:

I wish to be permitted. Lord Reay, to

supplement what I said, for I find I have made an omission

in my speech. I wished to mention our great indebtedness

to the services of our excellent Assistant-Secretary

—

(Hear, hear, and prolonged applause)—who knows every

book in the library, and is always most ready to help

those in search of the information. When I said in the

earlier part of my speech that “ no man was indispensable,”

I was careful to limit the observation to the male sex.

For men may come and men may go,—but what should

we do without Miss Hughes ? (Applause.)

The Chairman

:

We should be very pleased if any

members present would make suggestions, either with

reference to the Journal, or the recommendations of the

Council, or any other matters affecting the Society. We
are in Committee of Supply, and any member has the

right to speak.

Mr. Raynbird

:

For some sixteen years I have been

engaged on original research. It has been a tremendous
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struggle for me, and I was very pleased to .hear what his

Lordship had to say with regard to the Oriental School

for London. I owe my first taste for Oriental learning

to a visit to my brother down in the centre of Russia.

I was there about four months, and picked up some few

words of Russian. Afterwards I was a student under the

late Dr. Rost, and in studying Sanskrit with him I was

very much struck with the similarity of some of the

Russian and Sanskrit words. I am sorry to say that owing

to a lack of facilities for studying Sanskrit, and especially,

what I consider most important, for the study of the Indian

vernaculars, the Prakrit, my studies have been obliged

to be to a great extent laid on one side. They have been

especially in the non-Aryan vernaculars of Northern India

Glondi, Khond, Uraon, and Malto—as well as the Kolarian

group, Santhali, Mundari, Ho, Kharia, Bhil, Korwa, Agaria,

and others. In these studies I was assisted especially by

my wife, who is a native of India. And what I wanted

to say now was that I should like very much, if it were

possible, to be able to prepare a paper on this subject,

“ The Comparison of the non-Aryan Languages of Central

India with the neo-Aryan Languages of India ”

;

but

I am sorry to say it is a work that I cannot do myself.

I have tried to do it
; I have worked hard for the last

sixteen years, but it is impossible for me
;
and unless I get

assistance, I must abandon it. I wish to put this before

you, because I think it is only right that the Oriental

public should know what is going on. I remember at the

Oriental Congress held in London, Mr. Baines called

attention to these non-Aryan languages of Central India.

They are dying out with the advance of the railway.

I and my wife have done as much as we could to preserve

them, and I believe there are other students at work on

the subject; but, as I am sure everyone in this room must

be aware, they are studies that are entirely uncommercial.

If I have been personal in this matter, I hope you will

excuse me
;

I thought it was well that those of you who
are pushing this matter of the Oriental School might
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realize the urgency of it. I do not plead for myself in

any way, but for the subject on which I am engaged,

because I believe for many years many Oriental scholars

have been trying to throw some light upon this subject,

but for want of materials they have not been able to make
much advance. Such materials as were available to me
I have made over to the Royal Asiatic Society ; I believe

they are on the shelves at the present day. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Desai

:

Ladies and gentlemen, allusion has been

made to India. I may say that the Indians will receive

with entire satisfaction the election of Lord Reay, who

has been beloved by every citizen of India. I think there

could not be a better stimulus to the Asiatic Society than

the election of Lord Reay. I have spoken to several

Indians who might he willing to join the Asiatic Society,

and I think the election of Lord Reay will be an additional

stimulus to them, and before long there will be a good

many Indians joining this Society.

Dr. Lcitner

:

Apart from the personal satisfaction which

we all feel at the re-election of Lord Reay and of the

members of the Council who have done so very well indeed

in the past, I should like to take the opportunity of

referring again to the importance of his still further

advocating the establishment of a great Oriental School.

The importance of this cannot be sufficiently accentuated

;

and I may mention, with reference to this point, the labours

in the past of myself and others, rewarded as they were

in the establishment of an Oriental Section at King’s

College. in 1859-64, in which one of my pupils, Dr. Wells,

now the Chief Interpreter at the Foreign Office, is Professor.

The amalgamation between University College and King’s

College, in London, in the present Oriental School under

the Imperial Institute, has turned out two or three

promising scholars, amongst whom I may mention Mr. Ross.

I feel inclined, with reference to this School (although

personally pleased with the fact that both my son and my
nephew have been scholars of the Institute), to find

great fault with its want of organization, and to express
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the hope that this Society will not be satisfied with

the Oriental School there, the result of a paper that was

read here by Sir Charles Wilson. No, have a School

that shall not be an apology for one—that shall combine

the scholarly manner, say of the Vienna Academy, and the

practical (perhaps too practical) tendency of the Berlin

School, in which the classical languages are sacrificed to

the vernaculars
;

in which the dialects of Arabic are, e.g.,

studied in preference to the classical Arabic, by which alone

a man can acquire any influence among Muhammadans.

You ought to make it politically, academically, and prac-

tically the best possible School in the world. As soon as

our President gains his main point of having established

that School, I hope he will insist that it shall benefit, first

and foremost, by the examples of the schools that I have

mentioned, and then by such real liberality to be shown

by the State towards it, as in the case of the French,

German, and Russian Schools. It is almost too bad, I would

say, considering how Oriental questions are pressing on

us, to have to stop at the present not altogether successful

stage. The formation of a great Oriental School is a

necessity to science and to this country. My Lord, we hope
that, in your chair as President of this Society, and in

your seat in Parliament, and in all other positions which
you are filling with so much credit to yourself and
advantage to the public—that this should be insisted on
in a manner in which, and be accomplished with a

thoroughness and liberality with which, it has never been
done before. Such a School we must have, if this country

is to keep its own in its struggle with other countries,

from every point of view—scientific and other.

Now, coming back to this Society, a great deal has been
done by it, and it is ungracious to find fault; still, the

success of this Society will depend on its sympathy with
criticism, and on its readiness to benefit by it. The Journal
has, certainly, been much improved. The proof of that is in

its large sale, which we owe to the Secretary. "Whether the
suggestions that have now been made might not be taken
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into serious consideration, I will not venture to say
; but

I certainly would suggest that the Journal be in touch, not

merely with the best learning and the best research, but

also with Oriental actualities. I do not wish for a moment
to bring you within the range of political discussion

; but

when you had such an inquiry as that of the Mahdi, the

academical treatment of it would not only have dissipated

many mists that gathered round that question, but would

have materially assisted in telling us much of what we have

since learned from Slatin Pasha’s book, and, indeed, it would

have taught that excellent official something, namely, the

importance of studying classical Arabic. This would have

enabled him to become the master of the situation, and the

Khalifa would never have dared to keep him in captivity,

because of the commanding influence he would have

acquired. Do not think I wish to urge your intrusion

for one moment on the domain of politics; but I do wish

this Society, on all obscure questions of this kind, to take

the position of the leading academical society, to which its

antecedents entitle it, by dealing from an academical

standpoint with Oriental actualities.

Excuse my having taken up your time. I sincerely

trust that this Society will be the acknowledged repre-

sentative of the various specialities which the Society, as

a whole, so worthily represents ; that in the Council itself

we may find the authorities on all the branches of Oriental

learning—Turkish, Arabic, Sanskrit, Persian, and so forth

;

and that you will put the concluding seal of success on

Oriental learning by enlarging the domain of discussion and

re-entering on that of its active promotion. In the success of

the Oriental School none will more sincerely rejoice than

the men who have tried to obtain what for many years

they have thought essential to the success of this country.

But I hope now many years will not pass before we shall

have it as a fait accompli.

Professor Bendall

:

I would mention one small point in

supplement to what fell from Dr. Thornton and in defence

of our Journal. A very recent event was the assassination

1 .R.A.8. 1896. 40
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of the Shah. That was attributed to the Babis. Now I

think the papers on the Babis published in our Journal

show that we take real interest in the Oriental movements

of the nineteenth as well as those of the eighth century.

The Secretary

:

I should like to draw attention to the

fact that the Council proposes in place of two honorary

members, whose services we have unfortunately lost during

the past year, to elect Professor Baron von Rosen, of

St. Petersburg, and Prof. Windisch, of Leipzig. I have no

doubt that that proposition will meet with the very cordial

sympathy of the meeting. Professor Baron von Rosen is

the very life and soul of the famous Oriental School of

St. Petersburg, of which we so earnestly wish we had a

copy here in London
;
he has edited its special Journal for

a great many years, and although he is himself a scholar

of the very highest standing, he is always willing to give

his time and his help to all the young students there who

are engaged in research. Among his other work, I may

add, Professor von Rosen contributed very largely by his

articles on the Babis and their literature to the elucidation

of a question w'hich has been mentioned just now as

coming most particularly within the purview of this

Society. Then the other gentleman whom the Council

recommends as an honorary member, Professor Windisch,

is a many-sided man. Well known as one of the

leading Professors of Sanskrit in Germany, he is also,

I think I may say, one of the first Keltic scholars in

Europe, having specially taken up the Irish side of

Keltic studies. He has been elected during this last

year as Rector of Leipzig University, and has been

for many years the Secretary of the German Oriental

Society. His recently published monograph on “ Mara
and Buddha” will be known to most of you as an excellent

example of the right method of historical criticism in

the comparison of documents of varying age in their

treatment of one set of ideas. In all that has been done
by both of these distinguished scholars they have been
carrying out the objects this Society was founded to
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promote. It is very difficult for us, who have only thirty

vacancies to fill up, to choose rightly, and, of course, it

is always somewhat invidious to choose at all, but I think

there can be no doubt that the gentlemen the Council has

named to you are worthy of the honour of being our

honorary members. (Applause.)

Mr. Adler : I do not know if I am in order in suggesting

a name for the Council, but I should like to suggest the

name of Mr. Thomson Lyon, who has acted, I think, as

Auditor of this Society for some time. He is a young

man : I do not know if that be a fault : it will probably

improve in time. He has done good work on the Trans-

literation Committee
;
and I can speak of my own knowledge

from this fact, that there is no member of this Society so

popular at the reunions abroad of the Oriental Congresses

as Mr. Lyon.

The Chairman : Before I put the motion which has been

so eloquently and exhaustively moved by Hr. Thornton and

so suggestively seconded by Mr. Kennedy, I shall only

make a very few remarks. In the first place, it is quite

true that this Society meets in rooms which are of

a very modest character. But if it be any relief to your

feelings, I may mention that I was lately present at

a meeting of the Societe Asiatique in Paris, and certainly

the room where those gentlemen met was smaller and

even lower as to its ceiling than this room. But I was

very pleased to see that they were evidently proud

of their humble surroundings; and I am not sure that if

the day ever comes that you will be in palatial surroundings,

that the work will be more satisfactory than that which

is performed now in these humble apartments I heard

M. Jules Simon relate, in most eloquent language, when

he had latelv to address an audience in the magnificent
- o

buildings of tbe new Sorbonne, how he regarded the day

when he was admitted through a little door by M. Cousin

to the tiny room in which M. Cousin lectured, as an event

in his life which made him feel rather uncomfortable in

those more sumptuous surroundings of the University.
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Let us not forget, gentlemen, that after all this Society,

its character and its future, depend on the seriousness of

the work of its students ; and so long as this Society

shall have in the future, as it certainly has at present, the

hearty co-operation of Orientalists of all departments and

of all schools, both here and in India, of men like

Professor Bhandarkar and of other learned Pundits in our

Eastern dependency, and the respect which we now un-

doubtedly enjoy of all foreign societies, so long it shall

prosper, even if its finances are not in the most brilliant

condition. I wish your Treasurer could deliver a statement

such as the Chancellor of the Exchequer made the other

day about the finances of England
;

but I do not see

that we can attain that condition for a very long time

to come.

I listened to Mr. Kennedy’s suggestions with great

interest. One of them, he will be pleased to hear, will

be carried out at once, for a proposal about the composi-

tion fee is to be made presently. Then his suggestion

with regard to the papers which are read, and not

printed in the Journal, must undoubtedly be considered.

Perhaps even Mr. Kennedy might go a step further, and

we might make this alteration, that a paper in the

Journal which had been circulated among the members,

might be discussed at one of our meetings—and some
papers are well adapted to a debate. The members would
come here after having read the paper in the Journal.

There would be no necessity to read a paper, and we
could at once enter upon a lively discussion. That is

a suggestion growing out of the suggestion made by

Mr. Kennedy. It would be to the same effect as if

a sermon were published and the congregation invited

to discuss the sermon. (Hear, hear.) I merely mention

this as an idea which, perhaps by a revolutionary evolu-

tion, I deduced from what Mr. Kennedy said.

The very interesting speech made by Mr. Raynbird was
not, I think, at all egotistical, but struck me, as I suppose
it did most of the members present, as very practical and
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very much to the point. We might certainly improve

neglected opportunities in many ways. We have all listened

with pleasure to Dr. Leitner’s speech. He has taken up

more or less the position of a candid friend of our Society,

and he has a right to assume that position, because we all

know that he does take a real interest in our work. We
also know that he himself undertakes a good deal of work

in the field that we cover, and there is plenty of room for

all. What he has said about our Oriental School deserves

our assent. I hope he did not think I meant merely

widening the scope of any existing Oriental School. What
I desire to get is an Oriental School forming an essential

and principal branch of the London University, with

recognized courses of instruction and degrees. We shall

then be able to compete with the very important schools

which exist abroad. I hope Dr. Leitner will he one

of the witnesses called by the Statutory Commission,

and will give evidence on the organization of Oriental

studies in Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and St. Petersburg. We
can draw on the experience which has been gained

in those various capitals. I am sure Professor Bidder's

evidence would also be most valuable. In conclusion, I

wish to thank you for having attended this meeting in

such large numbers, and to say that the active co-operation

of members, the suggestions made to us either about the

Journal or about our meetings, will be most acceptable

to those responsible for the increased usefulness of the

Society. (Applause.)

[Dr. Oust here took the chair, as the President had to leave.]

M. Gaster, Ph. D.

:

I have to move a small change

in one of our rules, and shall not detain you more than

a few minutes. I should like to draw your attention to

the fact that the intellectual income of the Society is

derived from two sources—men with brains and money,

and men with brains but without money
;
and the question

is, how can we enlist the greatest number of scholars and

workers in the Society to make the Journal as complete

as possible, and to widen the interest and work of the
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Society. I have been entrusted, therefore, -with the

following resolution to submit to you :
“ That persons

residing in London, who earn their livelihood by teaching

or research, should be eligible as members of the Society

on the same terms as non-residents.” That is to say, they

will pay 60s. instead of £3 3s. They will not be members

of the Council, but will be entitled to all the other

privileges which the non-resident members enjoy, and we

should have the right to enjoy their intellectual services

on behalf of the Society. It might bring us only a few

shillings, but it will also bring mints of intellectual gold

and increased interest in the proceedings of the Society.

Dr. Leitner

:

I have much pleasure in seconding this

motion, and there is very little to be added to the eloquent

and practical remarks of Dr. Gaster. It often happens

that the working men in literature and science are not

blessed with this world’s means, and yet their adhesion is

very valuable. I should almost think a guinea would be

enough, but 30s. may not deter them. Besides the advantage

of having new members, I think you are really tapping

the brains of new men for your Society. I do not quite

understand what is meant by their not being members of

Council, and I am glad to see that is not embodied in the

words of the resolution. I think it might be left for the

Society to decide whether they should be eligible. I would
welcome them there, and would simply make the rule

that all engaged in teaching, and especially in the teaching

and authorship of Oriental languages, should be admissible

as members of the Society, and reserve all further questions

for the Council to settle.

General G. G. Alexander

:

It seems to me that a proposi-

tion of that kind is so important that sufficient notice

ought to be given, that it might be well thought over

before it is brought to the vote; and, generally speaking,

I think it is desirable to give notice beforehand of any
motion that deals with the constitution of the Society.

I propose, therefore, that the consideration of it be
adjourned to some future meeting.
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The Chairman

:

The rule is that “ The Anniversary

Meeting of the Society shall ordinarily be held on the

second Tuesday in May to receive and consider a report

of the Council on the state of the Society; to receive the

Report of the Auditors on the Treasurer’s Accounts; to

elect the Council and Officers for the ensuing year
;
to elect

Honorary Members
;

and to deliberate on such other

questions as may be proposed relative to the affairs of

the Society.” This is the only occasion on which the

Society meets collectively ; the question has been thoroughly

thrashed out in the Council. It is a liberal measure, and

should not be put off. It may not be offered again.

[The motion was put, and carried unanimously.]

Professor Bendall

:

I have great pleasure in moving that

Rule 42 should run as follows :

—

“42.—The following compositions are allowed in lieu

of annual subscriptions

—

“ For resident members for life, forty-five guineas.

“ For non-resident members for life, twenty-two

pounds ten shillings ; for four years’ subscription in

advance, five guineas.”

This question has been carefully considered by the Council,

who appointed a small committee, of which I was a

member, to go into the question. The Secretary was

good enough to get us the rules of several other societies.'

We had, I think, before us, the rules of the London

Library, but we thought them somewhat too elaborate. We
came to the following somewhat simple result, but still

in the direction which was indicated by Mr. Kennedy.

We quite agreed that the Society did stand to lose by

the existing rate of composition, which is ten years’

subscription. I cannot say that it is inappropriate that

I have been asked to bring this forward, for I am a

standing example of the loss the Society suffers by it. I

entered fifteen years ago, and compounded—I remember

it was a great pull on me then—and for the last three

or four years, since the ten years have passed, you have
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been steadily losing by me. Perhaps in more fortunate

days I may be able to join that noble army of the com-

pounders who voluntarily pay extra
;

but meanwhile, we

propose that the composition be calculated on a basis of

fifteen years’ subscriptions, as it is in most of the other

societies.

Mr. H. Morris : I formally second that motion.

Mr. Thomson Lyon

:

May I ask when the change is to

come into effect, for I was in the course of making an

arrangement to commute ?

The Chairman

:

I think it need have no retrospective

effect if you have already communicated your intention.

Mr. Thomson Lyon : In that case I should be quite pre-

pared to vote for it.

[The motion was put, and carried unanimously.]

Mr. Morris

:

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, the

change which I have now to propose is a formal one, but

it goes very much in the direction of what Dr. Gaster said

just now, of widening and broadening the basis of the

Society. In Eule 9 you have this

—

“ Any person who has rendered distinguished service

towards the attainment of the objects of the Society

shall be eligible for election as an Honorary Member.”

That makes two classes of persons, Ordinary Members

and Honorary Members
; and now we propose another

clause respecting those who have distinguished themselves,

and yet at the same time are unable to pay the ordinary

subscriptions, and it is proposed to add Eule 9a—
“ It shall be in the competence of the Council to elect

in special cases any person as a Member of the Society

without payment
;
such member to receive the Society’s

publications, and have all the privileges of a non-

resident member.”

There are already two gentlemen who have been dealt

with under the section which we propose, and the Secretary

seemed to think it was out of order to have no rule pro-

viding for such cases
;
and therefore the Council agreed that
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we should put these words in the rule in order that there

should be no favour in the future. We had one very

pathetic case of a gentleman abroad, who was unable to

pay, and yet wanted to keep up his touch with the Society

and to receive the publications. I beg therefore to propose

the addition of Rule

Mr. Kay : I beg to second it.

The Chairman

:

This has alway's been the practical rule

of the Geographical Society. There are men whose means

are very narrow, and who cannot pay the subscription.

They are very few
; we have only two, but they are men

who are certified to be most deserving of the indulgence.

[The motion was put, and carried.]

Mr. Morris : In Rule 24 we find

—

“The Ordinary Meetings of Council shall he held once

a month from November to June inclusive, and five

shall form a quorum.”

and in Rule 26 we find

—

“Five Members of Council shall constitute a quorum.”

This is a mere piece of redundancy
;
therefore the Council

proposes that in Rule 24 the words “ and five shall form

a quorum ” he expunged.

Rule 45 is another small matter. It says that

—

“ Every person elected a Non-Resident member shall

make the payment due from him within eight calendar

months after his election.”

This rule was written when we were a very long distance

from India, and a very long distance from other Oriental

countries. Nowadays, as you all know, we are very close

to India and other Oriental countries, so we propose to

alter the eight into six.

[These changes were put to the meeting, and carried.]

Professor Rhys Davids : At this late hour I would not

venture to trouble you with the paper I was announced

to read. With the permission of the Chairman, the reading

will be postponed to the next meeting.
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June Qth, 1896.—Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot in the Chair.

1. A letter from Dr. Waddell on “Ceylon Rosaries” was

read
;

and Mr. Wickremasinghe exhibited some ancient

beads found in a dagaba, and described the use of the

beads. Mr. Sewell, Professor Bendall, Dr. Gaster, and

Professor Rhys Davids took part in the discussion. Dr.

Waddell’s letter will be found in this Number of the

Journal.

2. The Secretary read Mr. J. Takakusu’s paper on “ The

Discovery of a Pali MS. in the Chinese Buddhist Collec-

tion.” Mr. Watters, Dr. Gaster, and Professor Rhys

Davids took part in the discussion. The paper appears

in this Number of the Journal.

II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Zeitschrift dee Deutschen Morgenlaxdischen Gesellschaft.

Band l, Heft 1.

Grierson (G.). On the Phonology of the Modern Indo-

Aryan Yernaculars.

Oldenberg (H.). Yanina und die Adityas.

Jacobi (H.), Nochmals liber das Alter des Yeda.

Stickel (Dr.) and Dr. Yerworn. Arabische-Felsenin-

schriften bei Tor.

Goldziher (I.). Ueber die Eulogien der Muhammedaner.
Foy (W.). Iranica.

Fraenkel (S.). Die Hauptstadt der “Franken” in

arabischen Berichten.

Noldeke (Th.). Zur persischen Chronologie.

Praetorius (Fr.). Weitere Bemerkungeu zu der sabiiischen

Yertragsinschrift.

Wellhausen (J.). Erganzung einer Liicke im Kitab al-

Aghani.

Lidzbarski (M.). Eine angeblich neuentdeckte Recension

von 1001 Nacht.

Hardy (E.). Jona c. 1 u. Jat. 439.
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• 2. Vienna Oriental Journal. VoI. x, No. 1.

Jensen (P.). Die kilikischen Inschriften.

Bittner (M.). Zum “ Indischeu Ocean des Seidi ‘All.”

Kuhnert (Fr.). Ein Geschichtscapitel auf einer chines-

ischen Theekanne.

Bittner (if.). Tiirkische Yolkslieder. Nach Aufzeich-

nungen von Schalien Efendi Alan.

Biihler (G.). A new KharosthI Inscription from. Swat.

3. Journal Asiaiique. Serie 9 : Tome vii, No. 1.

Senart (E.). Notes d’epigraphie indienne.

De Harlez (C.). Un ministre ckinois au YIIme siecle

avant J.C. Kuan-tze de Tsi et le Kuan-tze-Shuh.

Chabot (J. B.). Notice sur les Yezidis.

Carra de Vaux (M. le Baron). Note sur un ouvrage

attribue a Macoudi.

Tome vii, No. 2.

Sauvaire (FT.). Description de Datnas (suite).

Nau (F.). Notice sur le Liere des tresors de Jacques de

Bartela, eveque de Tagrit.

III. Obituary Notice.

Henri Sauvaire.

Henri Sauvaire died on the 4th April last, aged 65 years,

at Robernier, a property he possessed in the south of

France, and which some fifteen years ago became his

permanent place of abode. His death will be lamented

by many who had experienced the charm of his genial

and kindly nature, and who have lost in him a much

valued friend
;

but it is an unquestionable loss also to all

interested in Arabic studies.

Sauvaire’s life was spent in the Consular Service of his

country. From 1857 he held successive appointments in
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the Levant as Oriental interpreter. He was attached in

1860 to the French Mission in Syria. In 1876 he was

placed in charge of the French Yice-Consulate at Casablanca,

in Morocco
;
and in 1879 he was promoted to the rank of

Consul. In the following year he was, at his own request,

placed on the unattached list (eti disponibilife)
;

and in

1883 he was granted his retirement, to which he had

become entitled by the rules of the Service.

Throughout the years of his official life, his hours of

leisure were unremittingly devoted to the cultivation of

the language and literature of the Arabs, a labour of love

which endured almost to the last day of his life, and in

which his distinguished talents and unflagging industry

long ago gained him a deservedly high reputation. His

cabinet of Muhammadan coins, formed during his long

residence in Egypt and Syria, ranks as one of the very

finest private collections of the kind that has been made,

remarkable alike for its richness and for the many rare

specimens it includes. But of still greater value are the

innumerable papers on Oriental numismatics, due to his

indefatigable pen, published for the most part in the

Annuaire de la Societe Numismatique, in the Journal of

the Societe Asiatique, and some also in the Journal of this

Society and in the Numismatic Chronicle. In all these

Sauvaire’s learning and scholarly care are conspicuously

shown, and not a few have thrown light upon obscure
points of history.

Among other works deserving particular notice is a series

of articles on the history of Muhammadan numismatics and
metrology, consisting of a large selection of extracts from
the works of native writers. They were collected into four

volumes, which appeared in 1882-7, forming a store of

materials which future students of the subject will find of

the greatest service.

In 1876 were published his excerpts from the Mu-
hammadan history of Jerusalem and Hebron, the Uus al-

Jalll of Mujlr ad-din : in 1884, his translation of the
journal of a Moorish envoy sent, in 1691, to the Court
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of King Charles II of Spain: in 1893, an exhaustive

description of an Arab astrolabe, dated a.h. 609

(a.d. 1212-3) and made at Seville, in the scientific portion

of which he was assisted by M. de Key-Pailhade. In the

following year the first volume appeared of his translation,

enriched with numerous and valuable notes, of ‘Abd al-Basit’s

historical account of the pious foundations of Damascus.

Both the last-mentioned works were reprints from the

Journal Asiatique.

Sauvaire was Correspondent of the Institute, and took

part at Paris last summer in the celebration of its centenary.

So far back as 1865, he was appointed Knight of the

Legion of Honour, and among his other well-earned

distinctions was that of Commander in the Spanish order

of Isabella the Catholic.

In a letter received by the writer in December last,

Sauvaire mentioned that he was engaged in the final revision

for the press of an account of the Judicial Astrology of the

Arabs, extracted and translated from Ibn al-Kummi’s

Madkhal (or Mudkhil), a work which will without doubt

add to the debt due to its author for his labours in the

cause of Eastern research.

H. C. K.

IV. Notes and News.

American Oriental Society .—This Society held its annual

meeting in the middle of April last, and about thirty papers

on various branches of Oriental inquiry were submitted for

publication in its Journal. We are glad to learn that

the financial position of the Society is satisfactory, and

that a new issue of the Journal may shortly be expected.

There is a good deal of first-class work in Oriental matters

now being done by American scholars, who have so often

received pafrt of their training in Germany ;
and the

prospect of help in our researches from the New World

is full of promise.
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Sanskrit at Yale—Mr. Edward Washburn Hopkins,

author of “The Religions of India” and “Ruling Castes in

Ancient India,” has been appointed Professor of Sanskrit

in succession to Professor Whitney.

A Survey of Vernacular Languages.—Mr. G. A. Grierson,

C.I.E., with the encouragement of the Government of India

and the Royal Asiatic Society of Calcutta, has undertaken

a work of considerable interest and importance in which

Bombay is concerned—namely, a survey of the vernacular

languages of Northern, Central, and Western India. This

is intended to he preliminary to a fuller linguistic survey

which may be arranged for later on if the preliminary

survey be successful. The idea is, in the first place, to com-

pile a catalogue of the name of every language and dialect

spoken in India. It will surprise most people, we (
Bombay

Gazette) imagine, to hear that this is so little determined

that some estimate the number at 150 and others at 250.

The next thing will be to obtain specimens of each language

or dialect in the shape of a translation of some one fable

or other piece of English suitable for the purpose; and finally,

there will be the classification of the languages according

to their affinities and characteristics.

—

Homeicard Mail.

Pali and Sanskrit in Japan.—The Rev. Shaku Konen has

returned from his journey to Ceylon, undertaken with

a view of studying Buddhism there, and has opened a

school at Kanagawa, in Japan, for the study by Japanese

Buddhists of the Pali documents of their religion.—Another

Japanese, Mr. Tokuzawa Chiezo, is still studying Pah at

the Widyodaya College, in Colombo.—Mr. Sensei Murakami

is lecturer on Indian Philosophy at the Tokyo University

;

and a Chair of Sanskrit has been recently established there,

with Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio as Professor.

Study of Persian in London.— Dr. E. Denison Ross,

M.R.A S., has been appointed to the Chair of Persian at

University College, London. This Chair was held for many
years by Dr. Rieu, now Professor of Arabic in Cambridge,

conjointly with the Chair of Arabic
;
but it has now been

decided to separate the two Chairs.
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Dr. Diehard Morris.—The First Lord of the Treasury

has granted pensions of £25 a year on the Civil List to

each of the three unmarried daughters of this distinguished

philologist, late member of Council of the R.A.S.

Wright’s Arabic Grammar, 3rd Edition.—This new edition

of the standard Arabic Grammar in English very modestly

styles itself again “ translated from the German of Caspari,”

although it has outgrown this till nearly twice the size

of the original. We can confine ourselves to simply

notifying the fact that the first volume has just appeared,

whilst the second is in the press. Part of it was already

prepared by the late Prof. Robertson Smith
;
the remainder

went through the hands of Profs, de Goeje in Leyden and

Bevan in Cambridge. For the numerous remarks bearing

on common Semitic philology, references are made in the

new edition to the author’s “ Lectures on the Comparative

Grammar, etc.,” edited, 1890, by the late Robertson Smith.

The names mentioned as editors and coadjutor are sufficient

guarantee for the excellence of this edition.

Indian Chronology.—The work on Indian Chronology,

upon which Miss Duff has been so long engaged, is promised

for publication before the end of the year. Modelled on

Fynes Clinton’s “ Epitome of the Chronology of Greece

and Rome,” it aims at giving in tabular form all those

dates relating to the civil aud literary history of India,

between the sixth century b.c. and the sixteenth century

a.d., which have been established by the historical,

archaeological, and literary researches of recent years.

As each date is accompanied by references to the sources

from which it is derived, the book, besides giving a

chronological register of events, will serve, at the same

time, as an index to the bibliography of Indian Chronology

generally
;

a fact which should make it useful to scholars

engaged in this branch of research. An appendix of

dynastic lists, arranged similarly to those in Prinsep’s

“ Useful Tables,” will be included in the work.

Indian and Oriental Aimonr.—The public are indebted

to Lord Egerton of Tatton for a new edition of his most
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interesting work on Indian and Oriental armour. The

catalogue originally drawn up for the illustration of the

arms at the India Museum has to a certain extent

become useless by the transfer of the collection to South

Kensington, and as yet neither the authorities at South

Kensington nor at the British Museum have published

a separate catalogue. As the “ Handbook of Oriental

Arms ” alludes to both of those collections, its author

deemed it advisable to bring out a new edition, and to add

a chapter on Arab arms, with which our recent experiences

in the Soudan have made us more fully acquainted. He
also desired to describe his own collection, which contains

some examples not found in either of our national

collections, and which also exemplifies the great variety

and richness of design in Oriental arms. Hence the present

volume. It has been beautifully illustrated, some of the

plates being in colours.

Graeco-Buddhist Sculptures.— As is well known, these

sculptures, found in such large numbers in and about the

district formerly included in the kingdom of Gandhiira, have

only hitherto been dated conjecturally, on reasoning based

on artistic grounds alone. Hofrath G. Biihler read a paper

last month before the historical branch of the Vienna

Academy on an inscription in Kharosthi characters found

on one of the sculptures in the Lahore Museum, which

he dates, on palaeographical grounds, in the second century

a d. This confirms the conclusions reached, by Mr. V. A.
Smith and Prof. Griinwedel, on artistic grounds. The
inscription merely mentions that the statue was the gift

of one Sanghamitra.

Oriental Translation Fund.—The next work to be pub-

lished by the Oriental Translation Fund is Bana’s romance,

Kadambarl, translated, with occasional abridgments, by Miss

C. M. Ridding. A full abstract of the continuation by the

author’s son is added, with translations of some portions.

This volume will appear in the autumn.
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Y. Notices of Books.

Notes on Buddhist Bas-reliefs. By Serge D’Olden-
bourg. 4to, pp. 28. (St. Petersburg, 1895.)

This work forms a part of the publications of the

Faculty of Oriental Languages at St. Petersburg, and the

pages of the separate offprint are numbered 337-365. In
it the learned author passes in review the bas-reliefs and
paintings at Bharhut, Ajanta, and Boro Budur. The text

is, unfortunately, in Russian, but, with the help of Mr. Ross,

I have been able to make out the results arrived at. These

are as follows :

—

Bharhut.

PI. xviii. Yidhura Pandita Jataka 542.

„ xxv. 1. Ruru Jataka 482. 1

2. Kakkata Jataka 267.

3. Episode of Maha Ummagga Jataka.

4. Mughapakkha Jataka.

„ xxvi. 5. Latukika Jataka 357.

6. Chaddanta Jataka 514.

7. Alamhusa Jataka 523.

8. Andabhuta Jataka 62.

„ xxvii. 9. Eurunga-miga Jataka 206.

10. Sandhibheda Jataka 349.

11. Nacca Jataka 32.

12. Bhallatiya Jataka 504.2

13. Asadisa Jataka 181.

„ xxxiii. 4. Maha-kapi Jataka 407.

„ xli. 1, 3. Camma-sataka Jataka 324.

„ xliii. 2, 8. Miga-potaka Jataka 372.

1 This is rather the Nigrodha Miga Jataka No. 12, as is clear from the doe
in the front of the scene laying her head on the block (as pointed out already

in my “ Buddhist Birth Stories,” 1880, p. eii).

2 As this is called Kinnara Jataka on the stone, the Canda Kinnara Jataka
No. 465 may also be compared, especially as it is also illustrated at Buddha
Gaya (Raj. Mitra, pi. xzxiv, fig. 2).

j.k.a.s. 1896. 41
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PI. xliv. 2. Maha-janaka Jataka 539.

„ xlv. 5. Arama-dusaka Jataka 46 and 268.

7. Kapota Jataka 42.

„ xlvi. 2. Dabbha-puppha Jataka 400.

8. Dubhiya-makkata Jataka 174.

„ xlvii. 3. Sujata Jataka 352.

5. Kukuta Jataka 383.

„ xlviii. 2. Makha-deva Jataka 9.

7. Bhisa Jataka 488.

There are twenty-five bas-reliefs almost certainly illustra-

tive of Jataka stories which still remain unidentified. Of
the above twenty-six identifications, eighteen were given in

the list appended to my “ Buddhist Birth Stories ”
;

the

remaining eight have been discovered by various scholars

since.

Ajanta.

Some of the paintings described by Burgess, in the Ninth

Report of the Archaeological Survey of Western India

(Bombay, 1879), are identified as follows:

—

p. 32. Cave ii. Nos. 8, 9. Miiha-hamsa Jataka 534.

38. ii. 27. Ruru Jataka 482.

47. ix. 1. Siri Jataka 499.

50. X. Chaddanta Jataka 51 1.

65. xvii. 19. Maha-hamsa Jataka 534.

66. xvii. 22-24. Yessantara Jataka.

67. xvii. 25. Maha-kapi Jataka 516.

70. xvii. 26, 27. Mitti-posaka Jataka 455.

71. xvii. 38. Sama Jataka.

71. xvii. 39. Mahisa Jataka 278.

75. xvii. 54. Siri Jataka 499.

81. iu outside. Khantivada Jataka 313.

Boro Budur.

The following plates in the magnificent series of repro-
ductions in line engraving of the bas-reliefs at this ruin
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published by the Dutch Government, are also identified

with certain Jatakas in the Jataka Mala, as shown by the

following table :

—

Plates.

cxxxviii.

cxxxix.

cxli.

cxlii.

cxlvi.

16.

17.

18.

24.

25.

31.

32.

33.

34.

The Merchant takes his Food.

Hell. Pratyekabuddha.

Pratyekabuddha flies away.

Wild Beasts bring Gifts to

Indra.

The Hare prepares to throw

itself into the Fire.

Five Frogs (?) and the Shep-

herd.

4. Qresthi.

|
6. Qaca.

8. Maitnbala.

Emperor Maitnbala and the

Frogs (?).

The Elephant is given over.

The Children of Vicvantara.

The Frogs (?) carry offYicvan-

tara.

IJnmadayantI is offered as wife

to the Emperor.

The Emperor’s Envoy and the

IJnmadayantI.

The Envoy gives the “ recon-

ing ” to the Emperor.

Meeting of the Emperor with

the IJnmadayantI.

The Merchants on the Sea.

Fish in the Lake before the

Rain.

Fish after the Rain.

The Quail in the Nest at the

time of the Fire.

cxlix. 59. Indra before the Emperor,

with a Jar.

cxlvii.

cxlviii.

37.

38.

39.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

56.

57.

58.

> 9. Yicvantara.

13. TTnmada-

vantl.

14. Suparaga.

15. Matsva.

16. Yartaka-

potaka.

17. Kumbha.
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cli. 65
‘

J

66. )
The Hermit in the Wood.

clii. 68. Indra.

cliii. 73. Man and Woman go out into

the Wood.

74. The Emperor in the Wood.

75. The Hermit carries the

Woman off.
1

cliv. 77. Swans on the Lake.

78. They tell the Emperor about

the Swans.

78. Hunter takes some Swans.

civ. 81. Interview of the Swan with

the Emperor. [A fragment.]

clvii. 90. The Emperor rides out to Hunt.

91. The Emperor in the Gorge.

92. Qarabha carries the Emperor

through.

clviii. 93. Qarabha’s Farewell.

clix. 95. Wild Beasts in the Wood.

96. The Drowned (men) and Buru.

97. The Emperor in the Wood.

98. Kuru’s Sermon.

18. Bisa.

21. Cadda-

bodhi.

22. Hamsa.

25. Qarabha.

26. Ruru.

clx. 99. 'i Fruit is brought to the )

100. I Emperor (?). I

101. The Emperor prepares to look I

for the Fruit.
27. MahS-kapi.

102. The Apes save themselves in

Flight.

clxi. 103. The Sleeping Emperor. \

104. The Emperor in search of > 28. Ksanti.

Wives.
j

clxiii. 111. Brahma reads the Sermon to
)

the Emperor.
j

Brahma.

1 Or vice-vei'sd.
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elxiv. 112. The Elephant and one of the

Travellers.

113. The Travellers.

114. The Elephant makes ready to

throw itself down.

115. The Travellers do honour to the

remains of the Elephant,

clxv. 116. Sutasoma and the Brahmin.

117. Saudasa carry off Sutasoma.

118. Sutasoma listens to the maxims

of the Brahmin.

119. Sutasoma reads the Sermon to

Saudasa and the Prince,

clxvi. 120. Birth of the Prince.

123. Expedition of the Prince. > 32. Ayogaha.

clxviii. 127. The Prince becoming a Hermit .

)

clxix. 129. The Ape and the Ox.

130. The Frog asks the Ox why he

tolerates the Ape ? >33. Hahisa.

132. The Frog listens to the Ox’s

Sermon.

clxx. 134. The Lion who has a bone in

his throat.

135. The Woodpecker extracts the
, n T • > .i , } 34 Catapattra.
bone trom the Lion s throat. ’ 1

136. The Woodpecker converses

with the Lion.
/

There is no need to apologize for reproducing in a form

more accessible than the Russian original these very

interesting results of Prof. Serge D’Oldenbourg’s work.

To make, in the absence of any guiding inscriptions, such

identifications as these, requires rare gifts of attention and

of memory
;
and the results here set forth show the only way

along which the many still unidentified bas-reliefs can be

explained.

-30. Hasti.

-31. Sutasoma.

;

Rh. D.
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Guru-puja-kaumudx. Small 4to, pp. 128, with a plate.

(Leipzig : Harrassowitz, 1866.)

This very interesting volume contains thirty short papers

on points of Indian history or philology, written by as

many friends and pupils of Professor Weber and presented

to him by way of congratulation on the jubilee of his

doctorate of philosophy in the University of Breslau. It

is prefaced by an eloquent and graceful letter from Hofrath

Dr. Georg Biihler, in which the splendid services rendered

by our distinguished Honorary Member through so many
years to the cause of Indian research in all its branches,

are set forth, and expression is given to the deep feelings

of gratitude and reverence with which he is regarded,

not only by his own pupils, but by scholars throughout

the world.

It would be of course impossible within the limits of a

book-notice in this Journal, even if one had the necessary

knowledge, to pass in review each of the thirty essays

dealing with points so widely scattered over the whole field

of Indian study. Every Indianist must consult the volume

itself, and more particularly for the questions coming within

the range of his own speciality. But the whole volume

is a remarkable sign of the times in two directions,

which have certainly not been present to the minds of

the writers, and are therefore all the more suggestive.

This is the first volume published by a number of

distinguished Oriental scholars in which (apart from the

plate illustrative of a question of palaeography) there is

not a single Oriental character employed. We have, of

course, seen a similar phenomenon in the Journal of the Pali

Text Society. But that is a journal devoted to only one

branch of Indian history. And though, no doubt, the

complete success of the use of transliteration as applied

to Pali has opened the eyes of other scholars
; still the

prejudice in favour of Oriental type has been so strong,

and has so many good reasons (and, what is of more
importance, such powerful sentiments) in its favour, that
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no one, even a few years ago, would have expected so

striking an occurrence. Professor Weber was one of the

first to rise superior to the feeling against transliteration,

and to see that the balance of advantage lay, after all,

on its side. It is a (no doubt quite unconscious) tribute to

his foresight, that this gift volume of affectionate regard

should be entirely transliterated.

The second matter is really, to a great extent, dependent

on this other. Of the thirty essays, no less than one-

third deal with points of Pali or other Buddhist subjects.

Now, of course, most Sanskritists are willing, not only

to admit, but to maintain, that in the reconstruction of

the temporarily lost history of Indian thought, documents

in the prakrits must be allowed their proper value side

by side with documents in Sanskrit
;

and the ideas of

Jains or Buddhists or other heretics are not, merely by

their opposition to the Brahmanical theologies, on that

account of no importance. But these studies still rank

only as bye-paths ; and the necessity of mastering strange

and uncouth alphabets would have gone a great way to

deter scholars from turning off from the beaten track.

Here, again, Professor Albrecht Weber was one of the

first to welcome all available evidence, whether expressed

in Sanskrit or not, and has been always eager to press

forward—et nihil tetigit quod non lustravit—into unexplored

fields of inquiry. It is especially fitting, therefore, that

this Festgabe to him should consist so largely of what,

to a narrower Sanskritist, would be extraneous studies.

But this second tribute to his foresight is as undesigned

as the other
;
and it marks a real step forward, which can

now never again be lost, in the method of Indian research.

We take this opportunity of adding our congratulations

to those of Professor Weber’s friends and pupils, and of

echoing the wish that he may be long spared to enjoy

the high position he has won in the world of scholars,

and to add still further by his creative work to the

dignity and the value of the studies he has done so much

to promote and foster.

Rh. D.
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Die Sprache und Schrift der Jucen. Yon Dr. Wilhelm
Grebe, A.O. Professor an der Konigl. Universitat zu

Berlin. (Leipzic, 1896.)

Those who are interested in the study of the people and

the language known by such names as Niichi, Nii-chen,

and Juchen, will be grateful to Professor Gruhe for his

“ Die Sprache und Schrift der Jucen.”

This work begins with a short preface in which we have

a few remarks about the grammar of the Juchen language.

The first section of the treatise proper contains a Juchen-

Chinese Glossary. This is a classified vocabulary of a

number of Juchen terms with Chinese transcriptions of their

sounds and the equivalents of the terms in Chinese. The

student should use this glossary with care and caution, as

some of the Chinese transcriptions and renderings are at

least doubtful. He will probably find that he has to suppose

the sounds of the Juchen terms to be given by the “ fan-

ts'ieh
”

process more frequently than Dr. Grube thinks. He
will also observe that in some instances the terms given here

as the Juchen equivalents for Chinese words and phrases

are different from those given in Mr. Wylie’s Yocabulary

and in other books. Many of the terms given in the present

glossary as Juchen are purely Chinese, and many others

are closely related to modern Manchu words.

The second part of the treatise gives a list of the Juchen

words in the glossary arranged according to the number
of strokes in the characters

;
the third part gives an

alphabetical index to the characters
;
the fourth part gives

a Juchen-German glossary of the Juchen words in the

original vocabulary; and the fifth part gives a series of

Chinese documents with a literal translation of each into

Juchen terms, together with transcriptions of the latter and
translations from the Chinese into German.

I propose now to make a very few observations on some
passages in this curious and interesting book.

At p. 6 we find the Chinese compiler of the glossary
gives “ Han-shi-ha-ch‘eng-yin ” (|g ^ % @), that is,
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“ the period of cold food,” as the equivalent of the Chinese

ChHng-ming Bfj) period. The latter, however, denotes

the period which immediately follows the Hamhi, which

is not a chil or period properly speaking. No. 101 on this

page gives Ch‘ung-yang or double yang, the ninth day of the

ninth month, as in Juchen “Ch‘u-wen tu-lu-wen.” Here

Ch‘u-wen is apparently, as Dr. Grube states, for the Chinese

Ch'ung
;
and tuluwen, which means “ warm,” is for yang.

Dr. Grube calls the Ch‘ung-vang the “ Drachenfeste,” but

it has nothing to do with dragons.

On p. 17, No. 322, we have the Juchen term Pai (Poh)-i

written with the Chinese equivalent written with

the same characters, translated by Dr. Grube “ Die

Barbaren.” But who are the “ 100 Barbarians ” ? May
not Poh-i here be for the term now written Pao-i and

denoting the “ serfs ” of the people ? The inner division

of each Manchu Banner, Mr. Mayers tells us, “ is composed

of the so-called pao-i ^), from the Manchu bo-i,

signifying a bondservant, who are especially bound to

render suit and service ” (“ The Chinese Government,” 2nd

ed,, p. 51).

At p. 18, No. 324, we find the native name corresponding

to the Chinese “ Nii-chi ” given as Chu-hsien jfc), that

is, probably Jusin. This seems to agree with the statement

made by Chinese authorities that the original name of the

people was Su-shen (]j§' |M), and that this became corrupted

to IS iichen and Nu-chi.

The series of texts and translations in Part Y is not

of much value from any point of view. On Dr. Grube’s

translations from the Chinese there is only one observation

which need be made here. Each document ends with the

words j|§ J§ ?IL and these the Professor

translates—“ Sr. Majestatzur Eenntnissnahme unterbreitet.”

Is not the meaning rather “ The memorialist had the honour

to receive the Imperial Rescript ‘ Noted ’ ” ? The character

is apparently a mistake for jp;

.

T. W.
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Inscriptions de l’Orkhon dechiffrees par Vilh.

Thomsen, Professeur de Philologie comparee a l’Uni-

versite de Copenhague. (Helsingfors : Imprimerie de

la Societe de Litterature Finnoise, 1896.)

This is the latest and in some respects the most valuable

of the contributions to the literature of the Orkhon
inscriptions.

In 1889 the Archaeological Society of Finland published

a volume of “ Inscriptions de l’Jenissei.” This was the

first work to draw attention to the numerous specimens of

some curious but unknown writing found in South Siberia.

The work was the result of the researches instituted by

the Finnish Archaeological Society under the direction of

Mr. Aspelin.

In the years 1890-1 new inscriptions, also in the unknown
writing, were discovered in the valley of the Orkhon in

North Mongolia, near the Kocho Tsaidam Lake and not

far from the sites of the ruined cities Karakorum and

Kara Balgassun. These inscriptions were photographed

for the Finnish expedition under Mr. Heikel and for the

Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg by
Professor Radloff.

The key to the unknown writing from Orkhon was

found in a very ingenious manner by Professor Thomsen,

of Copenhagen, and in 1891 he published his short notice

entitled “ Deehiffrement des Inscriptions de l’Orkhon et

de l’Jenissei.” In this notice the Professor details the

process by which he arrived at a clue to the nature of

the strange writiug, to the values of the letters, and the

decipherment and translation of the inscriptions. At
the end of the pamphlet he gives his proposed transcription

and transliteration of the alphabet. It was not until the
present year that the Professor was able to carry out his

design of giving a full and particular account of the results

of his researches in the Orkhon inscriptions, and this he
has done in the volume now before us.

This treatise in the first part gives us the alphabet of
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the language, ancient Turkish, in which the inscriptions

are composed, the alphabet being arranged according to

vowels and consonants. The author next describes the

process by which he came to give the letters their values

and to treat them as he does in his translations. At the

end of this part of the treatise we have some remarks on

the probable origin of the alphabet and on its affinities.

M. Thomsen dismisses the conjectures as to the alphabet’s

relations advanced by others, and states his reasons for

thinking it to be allied to the Semitic Aramean alphabet.

The next part of the treatise is the introduction to the

translations, and in this we have a very interesting

summary of the history of the Turks known in Chinese

books as the “ T‘u-kiie.” The notices of this people given

here are derived from Chinese originals through European

translations. Then we have the transcription and trans-

lation of two of the Orkhon inscriptions. These are

supplemented by notes and “ Additions et Rectifications,”

an “ Index analytique des matieres,” and an “ Index turc
”

in two divisions. As an appendix, we have an English

translation of the least defective of the Chinese inscriptions

from Orkhon by Mr. E. II. Parker.

The two old Turkish inscriptions here transcribed and

translated by M. Thomsen were found engraven on large

stone monuments. Each of these monuments contains also

a Chinese inscription from the T’ang Emperor Hsiian

Tsung. The Turkish and Chinese writings are not in any

degree related as original and translation, and they agree

only in being concerned with the same Turkish heroes.

The two Turkish inscriptions were apparently the work of

Bilga Khan, though written out by a relative. This Khan
was a son of the Kutluk Khan and elder brother of the

Kul Teghin. It was to the memory of this last that one

of the monuments, the Monument I of M. Thomsen, was

erected and the Chinese and Turkish inscriptions on it

were composed. The work was executed by Chinese

artisans, and the monument was apparently set up in the

year 732, the date of the Imperial epitaph for Kul Teghin.
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The inscriptions on the Monument II of Professor Thomsen

are in a much more mutilated and unsatisfactory state than

those on the other monument. They were composed

apparently in the year 735. In that year the Bilga Khan

was assassinated (or poisoned) hy a chief of the Meilu

(ffij £50 horde, and he was succeeded by his son, who became

Teng-li (S flj) Khan.

The two Turkish inscriptions here translated hy M.

Thomsen give us many interesting notices of the exploits

of Bilga Khan and his illustrious brother Kul Teghin.

They are valuable also for the references which they con-

tain to the former and the existing state of the Turks

under Bilga’s rule. Professor Thomsen has been able to

compare his renderings with those given by M. Itadloff

in “ Die Alt-tiirkischen Inschriften der Mongolei.” His

criticisms of the readings and renderings of M. Itadloff

are not the least interesting part of this valuable treatise.

A few words must now be devoted to the Imperial

Chinese epitaph on Monument I and its translations. Of

these there are at least four, viz. : two in German by

Professors Wassiljew and G. von der Gabelentz, one in

French hy Professor Schlegel, and one in English by Mr.

Parker. It must be admitted, however, that there is still

need for a new and correct translation. M. Schlegel, in

his “La Stele Fun^raire du Teghin Giogh,” gives the

Chinese text of the epitaph with his proposed restorations

of some of the lost characters. In the first column he

gives us the reading Pi-chun-chang-che-pen\_-yin-yang-

chl]-i-ye (& m ^ ig * m m 2] W 4). The words

Yin-yang-chi are the Professor’s conjecture, the original

characters being lost. He, accordingly, translates—“ La
souverainete est done en principe la descendance du (Yin

et du Yang).” Mr. Parker accepts the conjectural re-

storation as though it were a certainty, and translates

—

“These prince-elders are, in fact, the hereditary conse-

quences of the [above-mentioned] two elements.” But M.
Schlegel’s conjecture seems to make the Chinese emperor

write what is neither Chinese nor sense. Professor
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Wassiljew’s suggestion seems to point to the correct re-

storation, viz. Hsia Houshi (JJ jf;). According to the

Chinese, the T‘u-kiie were the descendants of the Hiun»-nu,

and the descent of the latter was traced to the great Yii,

the founder of the Hsia dynasty, and hence called Hsia

Hou. “ Your chiefs,” says the Emperor, “ were originally

the descendants of Hsia Hou.” This name actually occurs

in the second Chinese inscription given in Radloff’s

“ Alt-tiirkischen Inschriften,” the first character being now
missing. One of the names of the Emperor Yii was Wen-
ming,-and it is not impossible perhaps that this in Turkish

pronunciation became “ Bumin,” the name of the Khan
whom Bilga seems to regard as his first forefather.

The epitaph continues

—

Shou-tsH-Chung-kuo-hsiung-fei ('jf

;
and M. Schlegel translates these words by

—

“

D’abord, elle [la souverainete] s’est etendue victorieuse-

ment de TEmpire du Milieu.” Mr. Parker’s rendering of

the words is a little better—“ [Now] dating back from

the time when China made her robust flight.” But the

two words hsiung-fei convey an allusion to a poem of the

Kuo Feng in the Shiching which begins

“ the cock-pheasants (?) as they fly.” The wife whose

husband is detained far away in the wars compares him

to the brave and handsome pheasant which can fly home
at will. Thus the words of the text mean—“ Beginning

with the frontier wars of China,” that is, in the reigns of

¥u Ti and other emperors of the Han dynasty. These

wars led to the pacification of the Hiung-nu and other border

tribes, and to the introduction of good government among

them for a time.

Several other passages in these translations require to be

revised, but further observations must be reserved for another

possible opportunity.

T. W.
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1. The Imitation of Sankara. By Manilal N. Dvivedi.

8vo, pp. 229. (Bombay, 1895.)

2. The Mandukya TJpanishad. By the same. (Bombay
Theosophical Society, 1894.)

3. The Theosophy of the Upanishads. Part I, 1894.

8vo, pp. 203. (London Theosophical Society, 1896.)

4. The Upanishads. By G. R. S. Mead and T. 0.

Chattopadhyaya. Vol. I. 12mo, pp. 137. (London

Theosophical Society, 1896.)

These works, published from the point of view, not of

the scholar, but of the propagandist, deserve notice, not

only as an interesting sign of the times, but also as

being incidentally useful to the student of Indian thought.

The “Imitation of Sankara” is avowedly fashioned after

Mr. Bowden’s “ Imitation of Buddha,” which is merely

a birthday book with an edifying passage selected for

each day of the year from Buddhist writings. So does

Mr. Dvivedi select 658 sentences, not taken, indeed, from

Sankara, but from recognized authorities on the view of

life propounded by Sankara, and arranges them, not one

for each day, but according to the subject—Guru, Karma,
Juana, Yoga, and so on. Each sentence or verse is given

both in English and Sanskrit
; and there are four capital

indices—of authors quoted, of the first words (in Sanskrit)

of each sentence, of details of the Yedantist view referred

to in the sentences (act, being, belief, ecstasy, evil, etc.), and
of Sanskrit technical terms used in the English sentences

:

all these are so well drawn up that the whole forms a most
useful hook of reference on the Advaita system.

So also the second book on the list, though it has a long

introduction in which the claims of the Advaita Yedantism

to be the highest outcome of human thought are urged
in an extravagant way, goes on to give a very reliable and
valuable version of the Upanishad itself, and of Gaudapadas
Karika and Sankara’s Bhasya—again a very useful work.
The “Theosophy of the Upanishads” is of quite a different

class. Here an anonymous author gives his own view of
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the Advaita teaching in language supposed to he intelligible

to modern Western readers. He quotes authorities without

chapter and verse, and has practically put together a book

of Vedanta and water which is of no value to the historical

or philosophical student.

In the last work on our list the student will find, for the

price of sixpence (!), a translation, in several respects very

interesting, of six of the early TTpanishads—the Isa, Kena,

Katha, Prasna, Mundaka, and Mandukya. It is a dainty

volume, got up to imitate the smaller modem Sanskrit MSS.

on paper
;
and the peculiarity of the versions is the attempt

to convey in English the ruggedness and ambiguity of the

original Sanskrit. There are short introductions, and a few

very short notes, but no indices of any kind. Perhaps

these are reserved for the next volume, which is to give

six more of the early Hpanishads. The translations are

distinctly interesting and scholarly, though it is a pity

that they follow so exclusively the Advaita interpretation

of documents so much older than the completed Advaita

scheme.

On the whole, these four manuals of devotion— for

they do not pretend to be anything more—give a more

favourable impression than most scholars would expect of

theosophical activity.

Les Lapidaires Indiens. By Louis Finot. 8vo, pp. Ivi

and 277. (Paris, 1896.)

This essay, published as Ho. Ill of the Library of the

Ecole des Hautes Etudes in Paris, has gained for its author

the title of eleve diplome of the historical and philological

section of the school. We have here eight different

Sanskrit? textbooks of the art of the Indian lapidary,

edited from MSS., two of them translated with notes, and

the whole provided with elaborate indices and a very

careful and interesting introduction.

The principal is the Batnapariksa, by Buddhabbata (spelt

Buddhabhatta in the colophon), which purports to be an
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abstract of the Ratnasastra. There are striking analogies

between this poem of 252 stanzas and Varaha Mihira’s

(505-587 a.d.) similar abstract of an older work; and our

author draws the probably correct conclusion that both are

giving the substance of that older book, the Ratnasastra,

which seems also to be referred to in the Kamasutra, p. 32.

This Ratnaparlksa has been incorporated bodily into the

Garuda Purana, only the initial verse having been so

altered as to conceal the fact of its author being a

Buddhist.

The next in importance is the Agastimata, of 344 verses,

no doubt composed in the Dekkan, not only because of

the choice of the name, but also because it uses weights

unknown to Buddhabhata but used in the south and in

Ceylon. The date and author are entirely unknown.

These are the two texts translated. The other, shorter

and evidently later and supplementary, texts are given only

in the Sanskrit.

The precious stones are described in these treatises with

special reference to— (1) the myths as to their origin

—

utpatti
; (2) the places where they are found—aham

; (3) their

colour or nuance of shade

—

varna, chaya
; (4) the class to

which they belong, true or counterfeit, variety, etc.

—

-jato
;

(5) their value or the reverse as ornaments or bringers of

luck

—

dosa, guna, phala
; (6) their value, weight, and

volume

—

muhja. The introduction sums up the results

arrived at under these heads with regard to all the principal

precious stones.

This study merits attention for the light it throws on

Hindu beliefs of the Middle Ages, for its usefulness as an

aid to Sanskrit lexicography, and for the comparison which

it renders possible with similar works of the European

lapidaries of the Middle Ages, who shared man£ of the

beliefs, erroneous and otherwise, appearing in these treatises.

The work has been distinctly well done, and reflects credit,

not only on the industry, but on the judgment and the

training of the author, who has had to deal with MSS.
in a very confused state.
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Description d’un Atlas Sino-Coreen, Manuscrit du

British Museum. Par Henri Cordier, Vice-President

de la Commission Centrale de la Societe de Geographie,

Professeur a l’Ecole des Langues Orieutales vivantes.

(Paris, 1896.)

M. Cordier’s description of the Corean Atlas in the

British Museum is one of the publications of the Recueil

de voyages et de documents edited by MM. Schefer and

Cordier. The Atlas itself is a rare and curious book, and

M. Cordier has prepared his description of it in his usual

thorough and caretul manner. The book is also well

printed on good paper, and the photographs are excellently

reproduced. Of the fourteen maps of the British Museum

MS., only six, however, were allowed to be photographed.

The complete Atlas is composed of fourteen maps, viz.

— (1) a map of Japan with the Liu-Chiu Islands on the

same sheet, (2) Corea, (3 to 10) maps of the eight

Provinces of Corea, (11) Soul, the capital of Corea, (12)

the environs of the capital, (13) the world as known to

the maker of the Atlas, and (14) a map of China.

Of these maps the S>su-/iai-tsung-t‘u, or General Map
of the Four Seas, that is, of the world, is very curious

and interesting, though not very instructive or correct.

It places many known countries in new positions relative

to others, and it introduces a number of unknown or

imaginary countries. The maps of the Provinces of Corea,

of which, unfortunately, only two are in M. Cordier’s book,

are the most useful and interesting parts of the Atlas.

These maps give the names of the towns, rivers, hills, the

boundaries of the Provinces, and also valuable itineraries.

The transliteration which M. Cordier uses for Corean

names of places seems a peculiar one, and some of the

places will not be easily recognized in the forms he has

given. Thus he writes “ Tjyen-ra-to ” for the Province

which is called Challa do, or in Satow’s transcription

“Choh-lado.” So also we have “ Hpyeng-an-to ” for the

42j.k.a.s. 1896.
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Phyong-an do, and “ Kyeng-keui-to ” for Kyong-kwi do

or King-ki-to.

There are a few slight mistakes, chiefly in copying or

printing, which it may be worth while to correct. In the

first line of p. 5 “ Kao-lo-li ” is for Kao-kou-li. In the

same page the first syllable of the name of the Tuman
river should be jjf, not JJ.. In the last line of this page

the words “ Myo-ho,” or temple designation, should

apparently come after the words “ Kong-yang Ouang.”

The personal name of this king was Yao, and he is known

in history as “ Kong-yang” Wang.

M. Cordier tells us quite correctly that the Imperial

Chinese envoys to the King of Corea were received officially

at I-chow (Wei-ju). But the king’s reception of the envoys

took place at a spot on the North Road, not far north-

west from Soul. The spot is indicated by a “ triumphal

arch ” bearing the inscription Ying-en-men, the Bounty-

meeting Gate.

T. W.

A. Mkrx. Documents de Pai.eographie HebraTque et

AraBE, PUBL1ES AVEC SEPT PLANCHES' PHOTO-L1THO-

grafhiques. 4to, pp. 57 and 7 plates. (Leyde :

E. T. Brill.)

Hebrew palaeography is undergoing a great change : old-

dated Hebrew MSS. have up to a very recent time been

exceedingly scarce. Finds in the “ Genizoth ” (i.e. the

hidden place in the synagogue where fragments of Hebrew
MSS. were stowed away, until the time when they were to

be buried), especially those of Egypt, have brought to light

many very old documents, with dates. A number of these

have found their way into the Library of Oxford, and

into private libraries. Mr. E. N. Adler has recently

brought with him from Egypt a goodly number of such

documents, and there are some in my possession. All these

help us to reconstruct many a missing link in the tradi-

tion of Hebrew writing Not a few of these documents
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prove that the character of writing hitherto assumed to

have been of French origin, of the eleventh or twelfth

century, was in reality Oriental and much older.

The present work of Prof. Merx is now the first attempt

to utilize some of these newly recovered documents for the

study of ancient Hebrew palaeography. He publishes three

documents (contracts of partnership, sale, and marriage) from

1115, 1124, and 1164, which he had obtained from a Jew of

Yemen, who had probably got them in Egypt. Professor

Merx publishes them in Hebrew square characters, with

a French translation, and adds a few notes as well as an

introduction, in which he dwells mostly on certain forms

of the marriage-contract. The originals are reproduced by

phototype, and a few epitaphs and documents from Worms
and Spiers are added, also a fragment of an ancient Arabic

text.

Every contribution of this kind, however small, must be

gratefully received. But I cannot join in Professor Merx’s

enthusiasm over these not very perfect specimens. One can

account for it by the fact that Professor Merx does not know

of the vast number of more ancient and more perfect

documents which the old “ Genizoth ” have furnished. If

all those with dates would be published in facsimile and

transcribed, they would form one of the most important

contributions to Hebrew palaeography. Texts of the tenth*

century (and not of the twelfth as those of Professor Merx)

undreamt of only fifty years ago are now a reality, and who

knows what surprises the soil of Egypt has still in store

for us.

The book is magnificently printed and beautifully got up.

M. G.

Buddhism, its History and Literature. By T. W.

Rhys Davids, LL.D., Ph.D. (London, 1896.)

This book contains the first series of American Lectures

on the History of Religions. The opening announcement
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describes the circumstances under which the course delivered

by Prof. Rhys Davids was conceived and carried out.

It is the aim of the promoters of the new enterprise to

secure “ popular courses in the History of Religions ” by

the best scholars of Europe and America for delivery in

various cities. For this purpose it was natural to begin

with Buddhism in a country where Sir Edwin Arnold’s

“ Light of Asia ” has been accepted “ almost as a fifth

Gospel ”
;
and no better exponent could possibly be found

than the author of the volume before us. It was

perhaps a disadvantage that this distinguished scholar

had already presented the same theme in a similar course

of lectures some time ago on the foundation of the

Hibbert Trust
;

but the ways of error in this difficult

path of study are many, the same truths need re-

enforcement and fresh illustration, and much additional

material has become available in the last fifteen years.

Prof. Rhys Davids’ style has lost none of its ease and

charm, and if his opposition to the soul-theory be a little

more vehement and pervasive, this does not prevent him

from appreciating contrasted systems, at least on Eastern,

if not always on Western soil.

The lectures, though often delivered within university

precincts, were designed for general audiences. It is

much to be regretted that the published volume adheres

so closely to the original plan ;
the student would often

have welcomed additional information, or fuller discussion

of difficult points, such as the late Prof. W. Robertson

Smith was wont to include in his notes. Criticism,

therefore, takes the form chiefly of a wish that this or

that topic for which space could not be found in the

text, might have been expounded in an excursus. Thus,

in the opening lecture the relation of Buddhism to two

current forms of belief is sketched—the monism after-

wards formulated in the Yedilnta, and the origins of the

Sankhya philosophy (where Prof. Rhys Davids avails

himself of the researches of Prof. Garbe). But there

were other modes of speculation in the immense
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intellectual activity of the Ganges Yalley, amid which
Buddhism arose, some of which involved the total

rejection of the doctrine of Karma (common to Buddhism
and Brahmanism), and with it the whole possibility of

the ethical culture which was the essence of Gotama’s

teaching. How did Buddhism defend itself against these?

Each lecture, in turn, suggests similar questions. The
second discourse deals with the Pitakas ; the third de-

scribes the life of Gotama ; two more are devoted to the

Path and the goal of Arahatship, in which Prof. Rhys
Davids finds the secret of Buddhism

; and the sixth

lecture offers “some notes on the history of Buddhism.”

Among these the fourth and fifth, as they are the most

important, so they are the most firmly knit. They
contain a singularly clear and forcible display of the

“ truths ” as expounded by the Teacher. But Buddhism,

as it existed in the apprehension of the disciple, was

necessarily different from its aspect to the mind of

the Master. The believer received it through the Order

;

it was invested with all the authority of revelation, it

was the gift to a sinful and perishing world from the

supremely Holy and Enlightened One. The missionary

power of Buddhism was largely due to the possession of

this ideal. How much of the Buddha-theory was already

in existence when Gotama began to preach ? The materials

for a decided view on this subject are not yet completely

at our command ; but so much has been published (due

chiefly to the unwearied toil of our author himself) since

the Hibbert Lecture of 1881, that a reference to his

former volume is, on this topic, no longer adequate.

There is a good deal of uncertainty on some questions

about which Prof. Rhys Davids entertains very positive

views, connected more or less directly with this central

theme. For instance, there are passages in which, as

Oldenberg has shown, the question of the existence after

death, whether of the Buddha or of the perfected saint,

is left practically open. If it may not be affirmed, it

may also not be denied. So much of the terminology
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of the Buddhahood is borrowed from modes of thought in

which it had a transcendental meaning, that it cannot be

surprising if some shreds of such significance still lingered

round it. It is at any rate in that direction that we
must look for the explanation of what Prof. Bhys Davids

can only regard as the corruptions of the truth, viz.

the assimilation of Buddhism with theism. But at this

point we approach a philosophy of the subject unsuited for

discussion here. It must suffice to call attention to some

of the fresh passages which are now translated from the

texts for English readers, and to express the hope that

the lecturer may be enabled to complete the work to

which he has devoted a score of laborious years.

The book is well printed: “conception,” p. 124, 1. 11,

should of course be “exception.” It is not evident

what is the connection of the Akkadians of Mesopotamia

with Zoroastrianism (p. 7), nor can we profess the

author’s faith that religion is a product of the feminine

mind, and that all the gods were once “godesses” (sic).

And is anything gained by spelling Konfucius with a ZT?

Kong-fu-tse might be endurable ; but if we accept the

Latinized ending of the old Jesuit missionaries, why alter

the first letter ?

J. E. C.

S. SCHECHTEE AND ReV. S. SlNGER. TaLMUDICAL FRAG-
MENTS in the Bodleian Library. Edited with
Introduction (and a facsimile). 4to, pp. vi + 28.

(Cambridge : University Press, 1895.)

Among the fragments which have come from Egypt,
came also a portion of a Talmudic treatise (Kerithotb),

dated 1123, of the Babylonian redaction, and another small
fragment consisting of two leaves of the Tr. Berachoth
(Palestinian recension), but without date. These two have
now been published by S. Schechter and the Rev. S. Singer.
But not even an attempt has been made by them to collate
these fragments with the printed editions, and especially
with the first editions.
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The variations are of far greater importance than the

editors, who have taken their task very lightly, seem to

think. The philological side of these fragments has been

completely neglected, and the whole edition falls short

of the requirements of a modern critical edition. The

way how to do it has been shown by W. H. Lowe, who

published in 1879 “ The Fragment of Talmud Babli

P'sachim, of the ninth or tenth century,” with an ex-

haustive introduction, copious notes, and critical remarks,

and a careful collation of his text with other editions. We
miss in the new publication every reference to palaeography,

to the system of abbreviations, and to the mode how notes

and marginal glosses are indicated in the text. It is but

a bare reprint of the text, without any assistance from the

joint (!) editors.

The first fragment was written by a certain Joseph the

scribe from Mount Nefusah, for a certain R. Nissim, son

of Sa'adyah. The editors identify this Nefusah with the

Nefusa mountains in Tripolis. The character of the writing

points more to Arabia and Egypt. From these countries

an absolutely identical fragment of the Ilalakoth Pesuqoth

has been recently obtained.

The divisions of the text are marked by the word Pisqa,

which the editors omit to mention, although it is of very

great importance, having been retained only in Midrashic

works.

Another extremely important peculiarity, common to both

fragments, is that some of the words are endowed with

vowel points, and here and there biblical accents are placed

upon the words. The editors explain their presence in

these texts by saying :
“ They were probably intended to

assist the student in the task of recital, it being customary

to employ a certain intonation in the study of the oral

as of the written Law.” Not a shred of evidence is

vouchsaved to us to show upon what basis this assumption

rests. The use of such accents in non-biblical books opens

a far-reaching question, which had created bad blood as

far back as the tenth century, when Sa'adyah Gaon was
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assailed for using them in his own writings. They probably

served in the first place as interpunction, and had not yet

anything to do with the Cantilene of the recital. Other

similar fragments are in existence, in which a few biblical

accents can be detected on words of a non-biblical text.

M. G.

Le livre de l’impot foncier de Yahya ibn Adam, publie

d’apres le MS. unique appartenant a M. Charles

Schefer, par Th. W. Juynboll. Pp. ix and lPr.

(Leide : E. T. Brill, 1896.)

The main importance of the publication mentioned above

consists in the circumstance that it gives one of the oldest

original texts on Moslirn law, and contains much new

information on the questions of territorial property and

ground taxes. The different ways in which Muhammed
increased the area of Islamism, either by conquests or by

treaties, and the different methods in which the new estates

were placed at the disposal of the Moslims, formed pre-

cedents for later arrangements. Some of these territories,

as e.g. those of the B. an-Nadhir, had not been taken sword

in hand, and the Prophet, therefore, claimed the right to

hand them over to the fugitives from Medina, whilst the

land of Kheibar was distributed among the warriors.

These and similar incidents set the example for the

conquests made in Asia and Africa after Muhammed’s
death. Some scholars, as Tornauw (ZDMG., xxxvi, p. 299),

hold that these territories, whilst being in earlier times

allotted to the Moslim community, gradually were allowed

to remain in the hands of the subdued inhabitants, or even

distributed among others. This view is contended by

Kremer and Van Berchem in their publications on the

subject, and they receive material support by the evidence

furnished in Yahya b. Adam’s book. And it gives also

valuable information on the administration of the Moslim

dominion both during Muhammed’s lifetime and two
centuries after his death.
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The book itself is a compilation from traditions collected

and communicated by Ibn Adam to a pupil. The publica-

tion lying before us is according to the copy of Al-Busri

received from the text of As-Sukkarl 416 h. The edition

is very carefully prepared after the unique MS. of Prof.

Schefer in Paris, to whom and Prof, de Goeje in Leyden
it is dedicated. Good indexes are annexed.

H. H.

E. A. Wallis Budge. The Life and Exploits of

Alexander the Great. Yol. I, Ethiopic Text

;

II, Translation. (London, 1896.)

To the indefatigable energy and scholarship of Dr. W.
Budge we owe two of the most important contributions to

the history of Alexander the Great. In 1889 he published

the Syriac text of the well-known version of Pseudo-

Callisthenes, and now, in 1896, in two volumes, the Ethiopic

versions. In the first we get the Ethiopic texts, and

an Introduction, in which the editor gives a description

of the MSS. and a succinct history of the legend and of

its various forms and recensions. Then follow the Oriental

texts, to the number of seven, and three Appendices. All

of these are taken from comparatively modern MSS.—the

first, Pseudo-Callisthenes, from a MS. of this century, the

others from MSS. of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

They are—(l) Pseudo-Callisthenes
; (2) The History of

Alexander, by Al-Makln
; (3) id., by Abu-Sbaker

; (4) by

Joseph ben Gorion, i.e. the Arabic version of the work

which goes in the Hebrew original under the name of

Josippon, or Pseudo-Joseph us
; (5) an anonymous history

of the Death of Alexander; (6) A Christian Romance of

Alexander
;
and (7) The History of the Blessed Men who

lived in the days of Jeremiah the Prophet. As appendices

follow— (1) The Prophecy of Daniel concerning Alexander’s

Kingdom
; (2) 1 Maccabees i, 1-6

;
and (3) Extract of the

Chronicle of John Mudabbar.

All these texts are translated in the second volume. The
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whole concludes with an excellent Index of proper names

and subjects.

The legend of Alexander being the literary property

of most of the civilized nations, every contribution to its

history is at the same time a contribution to the elucida-

tion of important literary problems. I will therefore dwell

a little longer on this edition.

We have thus, first, what stands for that version which

is known in the Greek as Pseudo-Callisthenes. To the

Ethiopians it seems to have come from an Arabic version.

It is curious, however, that hitherto no Arabic text of

this legend has come to light. The Ethiopic version is,

according to Dr. Budge, not a literal translation, but

a remodelling and recasting in a Christian form of a

Muhammadan text. The scribe, we are told, adds and omits

according to his own fancy. I am not inclined to credit scribes

or copyists with too much latitude or originality. It is

remarkable, now, that the latest fonn which the legend has

assumed in Greek, and which to a certain extent is the

basis of the Slavonic versions, differs considerably from the

text published by Muller, and approaches much more the

Ethiopic version of Pseudo-Callisthenes. Many an incident,

especially those of a religious character, finds its counterpart

in this latest Byzantine form of the legend. Here we find

also the Brahmans as “ the children of Seth,” son of Adam.

Further, “ God who dwelleth above the Cherubim and

Seraphim,” and ever so many minute details. It would

therefore be advisable to compare these two texts. In this

way the age of the direct source for the Ethiopian could

be fixed with some precision, and the relation better

determined in which it stands to the older Greek versions,

from which it would be almost independent.

Of no little importance is it to find an Ethiopic translation

of the Alexander legend of Gorion’s compilation. The

Hebrew text iu Gorion is an abridged interpolation into the

chronicle made from an independent version of the legend,

which does not figure in the ed. Pr. (by Conte, ante 1480),

and may have been added, either to the more recent
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prints or to one of the MSS. utilized for these editions. The

independent and more extended Hebrew version has been

published by J. Levi, and an abstract of the text contained

in a London MS. has been published by me in Russian,

with comparative notes. The result of my investigation

has been to establish the dependence of the Hebrew legend

upon an Arabic, now lost, which goes back to an old Syriac

(Pehlevi) version.

A third text, viz., the “ Romance of Alexander,”

from which every trace of history has been successfully

obliterated, commands our greatest attention. Noldeke, in

his study on the Oriental versions, has dwelt at some length

on the Syriac “Romance.” We have here an Ethiopian

counterpart, and I have discovered a Hebrew version of

this “ Romance,” of which I am preparing an English

translation. In each of these “ Romances ” Alexander

is treated with the same liberty with which French

epical writers of the Middle Ages treated the “Life of

Alexander.” Much is still obscure in the continual growth

and change of the legend, and the “ Romance ” has thus

far escaped everyone’s attention. The research into the

history of this special development of the ancient legend

has now been much facilitated by the publication of these

numerous texts, and above all through the Ethiopian

version of the “Romance.”

I cannot conclude without alluding to the sumptuous

edition of this version, and to the munificence of Lady

Meux, through which alone this important publication

has seen the light.

M. G.

Henry Barnstein, Ph.D. The Targum of Onkelos

to Genesis. A critical inquiry into the value of the

text exhibited by Yemen MSS. compared with that of

the European recension, together with some specimen

chapters of the Oriental text.

Since the time when Merx published his “ Chrestomathia

Targumica,” and drew the attention of scholars to the
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vocalized texts of the Targum which came from Yemen,

the study of the Targum, which had lain fallow for such

a long time, was again taken up with an ever-increasing

interest. Although we can hardly complain of the lack of

MSS. in European libraries for establishing the bare text,

yet the vocalization of the Targum still remained in

apparently inextricable confusion, and it appeared a hope-

less task to attempt a grammar of the Targumic dialects.

However, latterly, a little progress has been made in this

direction. The writer of this notice has used these new
sources hailing from Yemen, and has endeavoured to lay

the foundation of a trustworthy Aramaic grammar; the

elaboration of an Aramaic dictionary is also being taken

up, and, it is hoped, will shortly be placed in the hands

of those who are interested in the subject, thanks to the

kind assistance given to me by Dr. Barnstein. What was

still wanted was a critical comparison of the existing

Targum texts with those MSS. which have since come to

light, and Dr. Barnstein has attempted to carry out this

comparison in the carefully-prepared essay mentioned above.

After a brief survey of the origin and history of the

Targum of Onkelos to the Pentateuch, we have here

principally an inquiry into the differences exhibited by
the Yemen MSS. compared with those texts which have

hitherto been known in Europe. The peculiar system of

vocalization in use in the Yemen MSS. is described with

minute details, whilst the orthographical, grammatical, and
exegetical variations are fully described and explained.

At the end of the work the author publishes the text of

Genesis xvii, xxvi, xxxi, and xli, according to the excellent

MS. Codex Hebr. Gaster, No. 2, with the variant readings

from Codd. Montefiore 502 and 508, the Brit. Mus. MS.
Or. 2363, and the Venice edition of 1517. The aim of

the author—to show how a better and more correct text
of the Targum of Onkelos can be obtained by the aid of
Yemen MSS.—has undoubtedly been completely fulfilled

and those readers who may differ from him in some points
will agree in this. The book also contains many note-
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worthy contributions to the Targumic grammar
; especially

instructive is the comparison between the different readings

shown by the Yemen MSS. themselves. These show how
far the Yemenite pronunciation and tradition were con-

sistent and old-established, and how far differences occur.

I cannot, however, subscribe to the author’s important

proposition that we are already now in a position to restore

the original Palestinian text by means of these MSS. We
shall have good cause to be thankful if we can restore the

Targum of Onkelos of the Babylonian School with a

certain degree of reliability, but we have not the means

to reconstruct the original Palestinian Targum from these

MSS. alone. We also require more proofs for the author’s

statement that the superlinear system of vocalization is

likewise of Palestinian origin. We have not only to notice

the similarities between the punctuation of the Yemen
MSS. and Biblical Aramaic, but we have also to observe the

differences in the two dialects. Careful and continued

investigation of the sources at our disposal may probably

tend to modify Dr. Barnstein’s assumption, and show that

he has placed a too far-reaching importance upon these

MSS. These details, however, in no wise detract from the

value of his researches. The Yemen MSS. remain invaluable

for the study of the Targum, even if we should not assume

the Palestinian origin of their text. The want of a critical

edition of the Targum of Onkelos to the Pentateuch has

become very pressing, especially as we so frequently have to

deplore the lack of care in the texts published by Merx, and

absolute reliability is indispensable in publications of this

kind. I conclude with the wish that Dr. Barnstein may soon

have the opportunity of publishing such a critical edition of

the Targum of Onkelos.

Leipzig. Prof. G. Dalman.
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VI. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the India Office.

Catalogue of the Library of the India Office. Vol. I.

Supplement. 8vo. London, 1895.

Hooker (Sir J. D.). Flora of British India. Part 21.

8vo. London
,
1896.

Indian Museum Notes. Vol. IV, No. 1.

8vo. Calcutta, 1896.

Smith (Capt. J. R. Dunlop). Gazetteer of the Sialkot

District, 1894-5. 8vo. Lahore, 1895.

Presented by the Publishers.

TJpanishads translated into English by G. R. S. Mead
and J. C. Chattopadhyaya. Vol. I.

8vo. London, 1896.

The Theosophy of the IJpanishads. Part 1 :
“ Self and

Not Self.” 8vo. London, 1896.

Tien (Rev. A.). Turkish Grammar.

8vo. London, 1896.

Ehni (J.). Die Urspriingliche Gottheit des Vedischen

Yama. 8vo. Leipzig, 1896.

Festschrift zum 80*” Geburtstage Moritz Steinschneiders.

Roy. 8vo. Leipzig, 1896.

Sewell (R.) and Dikshit (S. B.). The Indian Calendar,

with Tables for the Conversion of Hindu and
Muhammadan into a.d. dates, and vice-versa (with

tables of eclipses visible in India: by Dr. R. Schram).

4to. London, 1896.

Wright (Dr. W.). Grammar of the Arabic Language,

3rd edition, revised by W. Robertson Smith and J. de

Goeje. Vol. I. 8vo. Cambridge, 1896.

Purchased.

Dvivedi (M. N.). The Imitation of Sankara : a Col-

lection of Texts bearing on the Advaita.

8vo. Bombay, 1895.
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Windisch (E.). Uber die Bedeutung des Indischen

Alterthums. 4to. Leipzig, 1895.

Gladisch (Aug.). Empedobles und die ZEgypter.

8vo. Leipzig, 1858.

Davids (T. W. Rhys). Buddhism, its History and

Literature. 8vo. New York and London, 1896.

Chakrabarti (J. C.). The Native States of India.

8vo. Calcutta, 1895.

Hata (Dr. R.). Gedanken eines Japaners uber die

Frauen, insbesondere die japanischen.

8vo. Wien, 1896.

Jolly (J.). Recht und Sitte. Grundriss der Indo-

Arischen Philologie und Altertumskunde heraus-

gegeben von G. Bidder. Bd. ii, Heft 8.

8vo. Strassburg, 1896.

Presented by the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press.

Maclean (The Very Rev. A. J.). Grammar of the

Dialects of Yeraacular Syriac, as spoken by the

Eastern Syrians of Kurdistan, N.TY Persia, and

the Plain of Mosul, with Notices of the Yernacular

of the Jews of Azerbaijan and Zakhu.

8vo. Cambridge, 1895.

Presented by the Japan Society, London.

Aston (W. G.). Nihongi. Chronicles of Japan, from

the earliest time to a.d. 697. Yol. I.

8vo. London, 1896.

Presented by the Madras Government.

Hultzsch (Dr. E.). Report on Sanskrit MSS. in Southern

India. No. 1. 8vo. Madras, 1895.

Presented by the Columbia College.

Berg (J. F.). Influence of the Septuagint upon the

Pe Sitta Psalter. 8vo. New York, 1895.

Presented by the Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft, Berlin.

Stumme (Dr. H.). Neue Tunisische Sammlungen.

4to. Berlin, 1896.
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Presented by the Curator of the Government Central Book

Depot, Bombay.

Bombay Sanskrit Series. Yols. XLY-LI and Yol.

LIY. 8vo. Bombay, 1892-6.

Presented by the Author.

Weber (A.). Yediscbe Beitrage. 4to. Berlin, 1896.

Thompson (Rev. C. S.). Rudiments of the Bhili

Languages. 8vo. Ahmedabad, 1895.

Sastri (Haraprasad). School History of India.

8vo. Calcutta, 1896.

Eielhorn (Prof. F.). Die Sonnen und Mondfinsternisse

in den Daten Indischer Inschriften.

Pamphlet. 8vo. Gottingen, 1896.

Senart (E.). Les Castes dans l’lnde.

8vo. Paris, 1896.

Cordier (H.). Description d’un Atlas Sino-Coreen, MS.

du British Museum. Fol. Paris, 1896.

Stein (M. A.). Notes on the Ancient Topography of

the Plr Pantsal Route.

Pamphlet. 8vo. Calcutta, 1896.

Saraswati (B. S.). Smya Siddbanta. Sanskrit Text

(Bengali character) and Bengali translation.

8vo. Calcutta.

Warren (II. C.). Buddhism in Translations (Harvard

Oriental Series, Yol. III).

8 vo. Cambridge, Mass., 1896.

Morris (H.). The Governors-General of India, 1st and

2nd Series. 8vo. London, 1896.

Caruana (A. E.). Sull’ Origine della lingua Maltese.

Fasc. I. Post 8 vo. Malta, 1896.

Gurdon (C'apt. P. R.). Some Assamese Proverbs.

8vo. Shillong, 1896.

Seth (M. J.). History of the Armenians in India.

8vo. Calcutta, 1895.
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Art. XIV.

—

Note on JJdijana and Gandhara. By H. A.

Deane.

As the Swat valley, and neighbourhood, which constitute

the principal portion of the old province of Udyana, have

hitherto been inaccessible for archaeological research, the

following rough notes (made during the little time at my
disposal as Chief Political Officer with the Chitral Relief

Force, and lately as Political Officer for Dir and Swat)

may induce others better qualified to devote some attention

to this interesting neighbourhood. They are principally

connected with the travels of the Chinese pilgrim Huan
Tsiang, as given in Beal’s “ Buddhist Records of the

Western World.”

The Pilgrim says (Beal, ii, 120) that there were 1400

old Sangharamas on the banks of the river Su-po-fa-sutu,

the present Swat river. This was probably no exaggera-

tion, as ruins are now found all through the country.

Unfortunately, however, the majority lie in Upper Swat,

which is at present closed to Europeans.

The old capital of the province in the Pilgrim’s time was

Mungali, or Mung Kie-li. General Sir A. Cunningham,

in his “Ancient Geography of India, Buddhist Period,”

J.B.A.S. 1896. 43
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p. 82, thought that this place could be identified with

Minglaur, a large and important village lying at the foot

of one of the north-western spurs of the Dosirri mountain.

Dosirri and its neighbouring peak, Ilm, belong to the Duma
range, which here divides Swat from Boner. General Sir

A. Cunningham also thought Mingaur, or Mingora of

Wilford’s Surveyor, to be the same place.

The identity of Minglaur with Mungali is undoubted,

though the main site of the old town lay (from the

reports of men I have at times despatched to Minglaur)

about a mile to the east - south - east of the present

village. Mingaur is a separate place, lying some five

miles to the west of Minglaur. The ruins about Minglaur

are described as very extensive. On cliffs not far from

them deeply-cut Sanskrit inscriptions exist. Three of these,

impressions of which I obtained last year, have been

translated by Professor Biihler, and are now being pub-

lished in the Epigraph ia Indica.

The Pilgrim states that to the north-east of Mungali,

about 250 or 260 li, a great mountain range is entered,

and the fountain of Niiga Apaliila is reached, this being

the source of the Su-po-fa-sutu river. The distance and

direction given by the Pilgrim bring us exactly to Kaliim,

the point at which the Utrot and Laspur (TJshu in our

maps) streams meet. The junction of these is the present

head of the Swat river.

South, about 200 li from Mungali, the Pilgrim mentions

the Mahavana Sanghamraa. This was apparently on the

western, or north-western, slopes of the present Mahaban.

Numerous ruins exist on the lower slopes and also on

the higher portions of Mahaban. A portion of an
inscription which I obtained from this hill recorded the

deposit of a relic at some place on the hill, on which
there must therefore have been a stupa or sangharama
of noted sanctity.

Going west 60 or 70 li, he next describes a stiipa built by
Asoka Baja. The measurements and distance given brino' us
within the present borders of the Peshawar district. On
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this side, hitherto, though many ruins and remains are

found, no stupa has yet been discovered. There are ruins

named Chanai on low hills above the present village of

Surkhavi, and in the Narinji valley adjoining these low

hills on the south, much sculpture which denoted the

previous existence of a sangharama; and some which may
have belonged to a stupa, has at various times been found

by the natives, and destroyed by them.

From either Chanai or the Narinji valley the Pilgrim’s

next measurement, 200 li north-west, leads to the Adinzai

valley, entered from Swat at Chakdara. This may be

identified with the Shan-ni-lo-shi valley of the Records.

About three and a half miles north of Chakdara is a site

which was plainly at one time occupied by a stupa. It has

not yet, however, been excavated. Not far off, to the

north of this, are the remains of a large stupa. The

greatest feature of interest in this stiipa is, that it is still

known to some of the people by the name of Suraa, the

name mentioned by Huan Tsiang (Beal, ii, 125). It is

difficult to fix the site of the convent, but possibly it

was on the spur overlooking the passage of the Swat river

on which military posts are now being erected. Debris

and portions of well-built walls exist on this site to a

great depth 1

;
and though there were defensive towers

on the higher points, the few relics found point to former

occupation of the spot for other than military purposes.

These relics comprise a portion of a head of a very large

figure of Buddha, a portion of a finely-carved cover of

a small oblong box (in soapstone), and old ornamented
“ chiraghs.”

Adjoining this site is a detached rock close to the river,

on which there are remains of old walls. The broken top

of a “ chaitya ” was also found here. Amid the debris on

this rock were also found two oval stones, weighing about

5 lbs. each, which appear to have been artificially shaped,

and which are suggestive of Alexander’s military engines

;

1 Appendix D is a plan of the foundations as far as they can be traced.
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also the iron head of an axe—the latter found at a depth

of fifteen feet.

As regards the Suma stupa, I will refer to the attached

plan, Appendix A, which shows measurements. The height

of the remains is 35 feet. The centre of the stupa has not

yet been excavated, and I have been loth to open it, as if

anything of value were found it would lead to wholesale

destruction by the natives of other stupa remains, many of

which exist in the country. The outside of this stupa was

built with carefully-dressed granite, well laid and fitted

;

on the outside it was covered with lime-plaster, much

of which still remains. The interior was carefully laid in

horizontal strata. Nothing remains of the chaitya except

a small portion of the interior. Possibly portions of it

might be found under the large mass of rubbish lying

around. To the west are the remains of a platform 90' by

190', to which apparently the steps of the stupa led down

;

and on it are mounds which have not been examined, but

which are possibly sites of small square viharas, or of

monks’ dwelling-places. The platform is slightly raised

from the ground to the level of the foundation of the stupa.

Such portion of it as has been preserved owes its existence

to a curious custom on the part of the Pathan inhabitants

of the country, whose tradition is that a notorious thug

was once executed at this spot. It is incumbent on every

good Muhammadan, as he passes the place, to support the

execution by throwing a stone on to the mound, saying at

the same time—“I swear by God he was a thug.” The
south and west faces are in the best state of preservation.

The stupa alluded to by the Pilgrim (p. 126) to the north

of the valley, by the side of a steep rock, lies slightly

north-east from the Suma stupa, about two and a half miles

distant. The mound is at present known as Badshah Dheri.

It has not yet been excavated. Between this and Suma
another site, somewhat to the east, also exists, which appears

to have been similarly occupied.

The abundant stream alluded to by the Pilgrim is,

I think, to be found in a spring on the south slope of
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the Laram to the north of Uch. There is a story

current in the valley regarding this spring. After a fight

with an invading Muhammadan force, the old inhabitants

of the valley, being defeated, concealed the spring with

a large cup-shaped stone, and covered it over with earth,

completely closing it. Some years ago signs of water

being found, the source of the spring was traced
;

its

covering was found and removed, and the water now
flows freely. I recovered the stone cover from a Masjid

in the village of Gudia Khwar, where the Pathans had

placed it. It seems to have been the cupola of a large

chaitya. It has a diameter of 2'
6J" and a height of

1' 1|". There is no trace of the lake mentioned in the

Records, and the stopping up of the spring for many
centuries may explain its non-existence.

It is noticeable that all the fortifications in the Shan-ni-

lo-shi, and in the neighbouring valley of Talash, are on

the south. There is no trace of any on the Laram Hill, nor

anywhere to the north, nor on the spurs of the Laram
running down to the Panjkora. Near Sado, which was

a post held during the Chitral Relief Expedition, there are

a few ruins traceable, but these appear to be of ordinary

dwellings. From the fortifications on the south, and the

absence of any on the Laram range on the north, it may,

perhaps, be assumed that the people of the Shan-ni-lo-shi

valley were more or less connected with their neighbours

to the north in the valley of the Panjkora.

Whether Adinzai, or Adinazai, is connected with Udyana,

I do not presume to say. Adinapur, near Jellalabad, I have

seen held to be a corruption of Udyanapur. Old names

certainly survive in this country, and in the Adinzai valley

:

among the most striking are Uch and Uchana, the latter

appearing to be the same as Uchanga, an old name of this

country generally.

The Pilgrim now starts again from Mungali, and men-

tions (p. 126) a stupa 60 or 70 li to the south-east, on the

east of the river
;

this river is, of course, the Swat. The

measurement brings us to an extensive group of ruins

—
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Balogram, Odigram, and Panjigram, and a little lower

down, Shankardar.

In the neighbourhood of Odigram inscriptions exist.

A little further down the river, between Ghaligai and

Shankardar, the natives of the country describe the remains

of a stupa as still standing; and this is undoubtedly that

referred to by the Pilgrim—for the Pilgrim records next

(p. 127) a large rock on the bank of the great river, shaped

like an elephant. This rock is a conspicuous landmark

existing near the river, about twelve miles from the village

of Thana, and near Ghaligai. It is well known to the

inhabitants of the valley, the name of which, Hathidarra,

was derived from it. The stupa is described by natives as

still standing a few hundred yards distant from this rock

;

and, from what I can understand from the people, there

is also a fine Deva temple near it.

The hill to the south of the present village of Shankardar,

a spur of Ilm, is known as Yelanai. Extensive ruins on this

spur are connected by tradition with an old ruler, Viru, in

whom we seein to have Raja Yara.

Next the Pilgrim takes a measurement of 50 li or so

west of Mungali, and brings us to a stupa across the river.

This is close to a village now called Hazara, and natives

describe the stupa as still existing. It is also said that the

next one he mentions, 30 li north-east of Mungali, still exists.

In this neighbourhood Sung Yun mentions the temple of

Tolu to the north of the city, and says there were sixty

full-length golden figures of Buddha in it. A few months

ago a golden Buddha was dug up in this region. The
people at first asked the fabulous sum of Rs. 4000 for it. It

fell, however, into the hands of a jeweller, who found it to

be as I suspected, a stone thinly plated with gold, which

he has now stripped off it. The practice of plating

sculpture with gold was not uncommon in the neighbouring

province of Gandhara.

From the stupa north-east of Mungali, Huan Tsiaug
crosses the river, and, going west, arrives at Yikara (p. 127).
In regard to this locality I am unable to say anything at
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present
; but tbe point is important, as from it another

line of 140 or 150 li north-west is given to the mountain

Lun-po-lu, on which the Pilgrim (p. 128) describes the

Dragon lake.

This measurement brings us exactly to the head of

the Aushiri valley, which drains into the Panjkora

near Darora. How the Pilgrim got his distance over

several valleys and intervening high spurs, it is difficult

to conjecture. But on the hill to which it brings us there

is found a large lake, more than a mile in length. It is

apparently fed by snow. Unfortunately, pressure of work

in connection with the retirement of the Chitral Relief

Force prevented a survey of the lake from being made.

The lake itself is now known as Saidgai, and the same

name is applied to the hill
;
another point of the hill, not

far off, being known as Lalkoh. There are several stories

current as to the wonderful sights to be seen at this lake,

the most persistent being that of “ Jins,” who live in and

near it. These Jins, with half human forms, are said to be

constantly seen on the banks of the lake ; and one old gentle-

man of the country assures me that he lately saw three

sitting together, who vanished as he approached them. At

other times food and rice are said to be found on the bank

of the lake, placed there in some mysterious way. This

story of the Jins adds strongly to the probability of

the identification of this lake with that mentioned by the

Pilgrim as haunted by Nagas.

Some of the former tribes that inhabited Udyana and

neighbouring countries can be traced in the present day.

Kafiristan undoubtedly is populated by the descendants

of those who were driven back from other tracts, mostly

from the Afghanistan side: their many Hindu customs,

the many Sanskritic words in their language, and their

traditions, point clearly to their origin. It is to be hoped

that some one with opportunities will deal with that im-

portant point, the language of the Kafirs. From the few

investigations I have made, I have found many Sanskrit

words in use among them.
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In Kafiristan the custom of the women wearing horns

as head ornaments, mentioned by Sung Yun as prevalent

amongst the Ye-tha, still exists. One kind worn is a

veritable pair of horns, made of hair and shaped like the

short horns of cattle. Another kind is made of manal

feathers, with a tuft at the top arranged and bound round

a stick about nine inches in length.

If I remember rightly (I have not Sir G. Robertson’s

hook on the Kafirs to refer to), Sir G. Robertson mentions

a custom amongst the Kafirs of banishing a man who
has committed murder to the hills ; and Sung Yun describes

the same custom as belonging to Udyana, whence it is

reasonable to assume the custom was carried to the present

Kafiristan.

Another, and distinct, remnant of the old races will

undoubtedly be found in the large clan of Gujars, extending

from Kunar on the west to Kashmir on the east. A very

interesting point is noticeable regarding these Gujars.

In the Peshawar district, and on the hills bordering on

the Peshawar district, the Gujars all speak Pashtu, and
in some ways are more Pathan than the Pathans themselves.

In the hills across the Swat valley the Gujars understand

and use at times Hindi, though they speak Pashtu. At
Dir and on the high ranges beyond, the same clan of

Gujars use Hindi entirely in their houses and amongst
themselves. The Greek historians describe the cowherds

as one of the classes inhabiting this country, and there

can be little doubt the clan of Gujars represents the men
they wrote about. Those about Dir and the neighbourhood
were only converted to Islam between 250 or 300 years
ago, some of them even later. Conversion in Bashghar
of the Kohistanis, Gurialis, and others, who are undoubtedly
a remnant of the former inhabitants of Udyana, was brought
about at this period, according to local history, through
Mussamat Ram, daughter of one Barah, who fell in love
with an Akhundzada named Salak Baba. Through her and
her family, these people are said to have been brought
over to Islam.
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Lastly may be mentioned tbe Ghori, a small clan sub-

servient to the Pathans, on the right bank of the Panjkora

river.

The extensive manner in which the TTdyana is fortified

on the south speaks of anything but the supposed peaceable

nature of the people, or their cordial relations with their

neighbours in Gandhara, the present Peshawar district.

Appendix B is a plan of the old fortifications on the

Malakand Pass.

Beyond the Swat, Adinzai, and Talash valleys, remains

of former habitation become more indistinct. Up the

valley of the Panjkora there are considerable traces of

ruins as far as the Aushiri. At Barikot, near Patrak,

distinct ruins are said to be found, and a stupa is said to

have existed there which was overthrown by one Ilias

Akhund, about two generations ago.

Throughout the Panjkora valley there are remains

of old terraced cultivation, entirely deserted in the present

day, and declared by the Muhammadan population not to

belong to the Muhammadan period. This points to a

different previous condition in the valley: this condition

was probably that the land along the banks of the river

was during Buddhist occupation swamp, and incapable

of cultivation to the same extent as now. The process

of the bed of the river deepening, and swampy land

being gradually reclaimed and brought under cultivation,

goes on now. The people of the valley also talk of a much
heavier rainfall in former days, which has doubtless been

much reduced by the wholesale destruction of forests.

To the west of the Panjkora, the Jandol valley, occupied

during the expedition by our troops, is too thickly populated

for many traces of former occupation to remain undisturbed.

An old road leads over the Binshi Pass into Asmar from the

Jandol valley. The only good site noted was of a city on

the hills to the west of Kanbat. Near this I obtained an

inscription. I also obtained two inscriptions near Badin,

between Munda and Kanbat, in the Jandol valley—one

from Tarawar in the Maidan Banda valley, near the
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Panjbora; and a Persian one, broken into three pieces,

near Sapri Ivalan, in the same valley. These have all

been sent to the Lahore Museum.

A former Khan of Dir almost ruined an old Deva temple

at Gumbat, in the Talash valley, the stone being carried

off to Dir. Portions of it, however, in excellent preserva-

tion, still remain. Ruins and inscriptions exist on the

ranges from the Binshi Pass to the south-west, and near

Nawagai are remains of a large city. Unfortunately

these are inaccessible for examination.

Such sculptures as have been found have been obtained

chiefly from the Swat valley and from Dargai, where also

a Buddhist relic in a small gold casket was found. This

has been made over to the Imperial Museum, Calcutta.

Considerable damage has been done in places by irre-

sponsible digging, and especially at a place on the north

slope of the Morah Pass, called Kafirkot, which must have

been a place of much importance. Here there are extensive

remains of a large monaster}’, within which stood a stupa,

the base of which is still in situ. The diameter of the

inner circle is 24 feet, to which may be added a pro-

jecting plinth of 10 inches. The diameter of the outer circle

base is 2-4-4- 13-10= 37 ft. 10 in. Some sculpture obtained

from this place has been sent to the Imperial Museum.
Hear this place I noticed two other stupas, and in the

plain below, a mound, from which Pathans not long ago

obtained some gold sword-hilts and other pieces of valuable

property which cannot now be traced. These stupas are

all worth proper examination. The sculpture from Dargai

is of the Gandhflra type, and that from the Swat vallev

is of the same type, but in some respects superior, and
principally in that the figures are better proportioned.

The country to the south of the Malakand ridge is rich

in ruins, and has not been properly w’orked. There is much
to be done in this quarter.

Hitherto not many inscriptions have been found in Swat,

and those found are mostly in Sanskrit. Many others

undoubtedly exist w'hich we are unable to obtain at present.
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I have lately procured one or two small ones in the same

unknown character which has been found on small stones

in old houses on the slopes of Mahaban. M. Emile Senart

lately published several in the Journal Asiatique.

In this note on Udyana I have recorded only what I have

been able to ascertain from cursory inquiry and research.

There is a large field for anyone who can systematically

prosecute research. I offer the opinion that Udyana was

on the north bounded by the high range of hills above

Dir and Swat, which would seem to be the Tsungling

mountains mentioned by the Pilgrim (p. 119 and else-

where). These hills now divide Swat and Dir from Gilgit

and Chitral territory. On the west I do not think Udyana
extended further than the line of the Panj kora; the

Pilgrim’s descriptions take us nowhere into Bajaur. On
the south, the watershed of the hills bordering the present

Peshawar district would appear from the extensive

fortifications to have been the boundary. On the side of

Boner the watershed would also appear to have been the

boundary, as the cave temple on that border on the western

watershed is described as being in Gandhara. Further

south on this line we are brought within the present limits

of our British border at Surkhavi and Narinji, 0 nee,

down to the Indus, the lower spur borderii ftish

Yusafzai would appear to have been within Udy. Suits.

My opinion on this point is based on small ii /tions

being found amongst ruins on these spurs which are not

found in Gandhara.

The Pilgrim, after leaving Ud3
Tana, went up the line

of the Sintu or Indus river. But it is said that he went

first north-west from Mungali, which would take him on

to the line of the Indus via Gilgit. At Mungali he was

within fairly easy range of the Indus on the east and

north-east; and by going north-west, over a range of hills

and through a valley, it would seem probable that he took

the route via Kulain and the Laspur Pass to Drasan, from

which point he would reach the Indus by the easiest line.

It seems not unlikely that Sung Yun also entered Udyana

by this route.
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I add here a few notes I have made from time to time

regarding the adjoining province of Gandhara, the British

district of Peshawar.

Huan Tsiang, in his Records (Beal, ii, 97), first describes

Po-lu-sha-pa-lo, which has been identified as the present

Peshawar. One of the first points he notices (p. 99) is the

large pipal-tree, which is mentioned later by Baber.

Peshawar having a considerable Hindu population, it is

natural to look for the site of this tree amongst places still,

or until lately, held by them in reverence.

A mistake we are apt to be led into in such research

is to disregard the fact that the site of the city itself may
have been changed. On this point there is ample evidence

that within quite recent times a portion of the city, which

occupied the site of the present commissariat lines, near

the present cantonments, was demolished, and the city

perforce extended in the opposite direction. At the

corner of what is now known as the Pipal Mandi, is an

old pipal-tree. According to Hindu tradition, this tree

is at least 500 years old. Until recent years, during which

a market has grown up around it, it was the great meeting-

place and resting-place for Yogis. There are other places

r Peshawar which at the present day are regarded

iportant than this—notably, a tank and temple

Panj-tirath, surrounded by large pipal-trees,

rth-east of the city—but those places are all of

comparatively recent date. After inquiry, which I have

made during the last three years, I have come to the con-

clusion that the pipal-tree now standing in the Pipal

Mandi is on the site of the old one mentioned in history.

We may be sure that such a spot would not be lost sight

of by the Hindus, though circumstances now render its

former use impracticable.

Of the stupas mentioned by the Pilgrim there are few

traces left. The sites of five can be traced at a place about

a mile south-east of the present city. The place is known as

Shahji-ki-Dheri, and is below Hazar Ehani, on the old road

to Lahore. I obtained from this place a small figure of
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a sitting Buddha, and a very interesting flint cameo

—

a figure of a man mounted on a horse. These were

obtained from a corner where cultivation is commencing

to cut into the site, which has not been excavated.

The Peshawar city now covers such an extent of land, and

every available piece of land near it is so highly cultivated,

that it is hopeless to try and follow the Pilgrim further in

his descriptions in detail.

Going north-east from Peshawar, the Pilgrim (Beal,

ii, 109) takes us across a great river to Pushkalavati. This

has been identified as the Penkelaotis of Arrian and the

present Charsadda. It is probable that the main site lay

a little lower down, where extensive mounds, wells, etc.,

mark the old site of a city very distinctly. This place would

repay excavation.

If we follow Huan Tsiang’s distances carefully from these

did mounds, we come eventually to the eastern end of the

mass of buried ruins known as Shahr-i-Narparsan, between

the present villages of Bajar and Utmanzai. The stone

from these has for years been abstracted for building

purposes, and it is impossible to trace what existed. I

found here portions of the top of a chaitya. Accepting

the Pilgrim’s measurements and directions to be correct,

and assuming that the large stupas mentioned by him stood

at the east end of these extensive ruins, to which point the

measurements bring us exactly, we get a point from which

the Pilgrim (p. 110) gives a further line to a position

50 li north-west. Here he mentions another stupa. The

direction and measurement lead direct to a mound of ruins,

hitherto, so far as I know, not excavated, and known as

Dheri Kafiran. This stands not far from the village of

Sher-pao, in Hashtnagar. There can be little doubt that

excavation would show this “ Infidel’s mound ” to have

been a stupa. Judging by the ruins, it must have been

a large one.

Again, from this point north 50 li the Pilgrim (p. Ill)

describes another stupa. This brings us a little north-east

of the present village of Gandheri, which may be connected
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with the old name Gandhara. The name Gandheri, how-

ever, has a meaning in Pashtu, being the “oleander” which

grows in the ravines here. A little north of Gandheri, and

not a mile from the village, the site of a stupa is traceable.

A small vihara, such as is generally found near stupas, was

excavated here ; the base was standing, and it has since

been built up with other portions excavated near it. The

sculpture is very old and good, and much of it shows traces

of gilding. It has been made over to the Imperial Museum.

The whole site near Gandheri is worth exploration.

These last two measurements and distances being correct,

I see no reason for not locating the places mentioned near

Pushkalavati by accepting the Pilgrim’s measurements

exactly.

The point thus fixed at Gandheri is important, for it is

from here that the Pilgrim takes his direction and measure-

ment to Po-lu-sha. This has been assumed by General Sir

A. Cunningham to be Palo-dheri, a village in the Sadhum

valley, mainly on account of the name. North-east of the

city was Mount Dantaloka, 20 li distant. This is the

Sanawar or Paja range, north-east of Palo-dheri, as

identified by General Sir A. Cunningham.

The Pilgrim (p. 113) mentions a stone chamber between

the crags of this mountain. This may be a small chamber

or cell, which still exists, built into the rock, below the

cave temple known as Kashmir Smats. This is just above

the ravine in which “ the trees droop down their branches

like curtains,” and form a leafy roof over the ravine.

Above this woody ravine, but not “by the side of it,” as

described by the Pilgrim, is the rocky cave known as the

Kashmir Smats. The Kashmir Smats is an immense cave

piercing the hill at an angle of about 25°. It runs

slightly north - west. It is of a limestone formation,

and the walls and roof show fringes of stalactite, masses

of which have occasionally fallen from the roof or ex-

foliated from the sides. The entrance to the cave is

about 50 feet wide, with about an equal height. At
a distance of 38 feet from the entrance, it widens to
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84 feet, with a height of about 60 feet. At this point

a flight of steps 17 feet wide leads up for another 38 feet

to an octagonal vault, the sides of which measure 11 feet,

4J feet, and 6 feet. Small niches exist in the walls,

in which small earthen chiraghs were found. Portions

of what appeared to be a sheeshum-wood coffin were

some time ago found lying buried in the debris not

far from the vault. The conclusion is, that this originally

lay in the vault. The lid was highly ornamented,

but was ruined by a native who carried it off to

convert into a door. On the right of the chamber

is a small square masonry room. In 1888, near this I

obtained, buried in the guano which lies around, four

carved sides of a box, two wooden plaques, and a wooden

pilaster about 4 feet in length. I made these over to

Dr. Burgess, Director of Archaeological Survey in India,

who placed them in the British Museum. These are the

only carvings in wood found hitherto in Yusafzai. They

were in excellent preservation, though blackened with age.

The cave beyond this turns slightly to the west, and at

a distance of 95 feet from the vault narrows to 47 feet in

width. A flight of winding steps 20 feet wide, and extending

for 683 feet, leads up to the centre of the second chamber.

At the top of the flight of steps is a fragment of wall

about 10 feet high and 24 feet long, in fair condition,

which evidently belonged to some large building. The

cave is here 94 feet wide, with a height of over 100 feet.

At a distance of 7£ feet beyond the above wall the cave

narrows to 51 1 feet. At this point another flight of steps

is reached. To the left of the foot of these steps is a water-

tank, with steps at the lower end leading into it. The

tank is lined with cement half an inch thick, and is in

excellent preservation.

The flight of steps leading onward into the cave is well

made, and in good condition. About 50 feet further a

natural gallery, about 30 feet high, leads on to the left. At
the entrance to this, on the right-hand side, is a small

square masonry vault, in which a year or two ago treasure
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is said to have been found by some of the many Gujars,

who frequently live in the cave. After 20 feet it takes

a sharp turn up a flight of steps, in good order, and

enters a narrower gallery, along which for a short way
a man can only crawl on hands and knees. At the top of

the steps, on the wall of the cave, are a few letters in

Pali
;

hut these have been almost obliterated, and cannot

be read.

The main cave from the entrance to the gallery winds

through a long vestibule and up a winding flight of steps,

protected by a balustrade, the direction being north, to

the third chamber. The steps lead up to a square masonry

tower, a part of which, to a height of about 10 feet, is in

good repair. The measurement of the walls is 7 feet

6 inches, while the thickness of them is over 2 feet. The

roof of the cave rounds away upwards to a height of about

100 feet, or may be more, and on the north-west side is

a rift from 6 to 10 feet in diameter, which lets in light and

air. The guano lying in this chamber is about 7 or 8 feet

deep. The whole cave would probably repay careful ex-

cavation, but it would be a troublesome undertaking.

Appendix E is a rough plan of the interior, but the

bearings are only approximate.

Looking down from the entrance to the cave, is a very

fine view of what appears to have been a monastery, and
of the gorge leading up to it.

There is another cave in the cliff not far from the Kashmir
Smats, and perhaps more likely to be the place that an old

Rishi would be credited with having as his abode. It is.

inaccessible to any but the best of cragmen.

Sung Yun’s account of apparently the same cave, and

its position, gives us no corroboration of the identification,

except in the details that the rock-cave was south-east

of the crest of the hill, and that it had two chambers, the

second cave leading off from the main one possibly being

the second chamber.

Sung Yun calls the hill Shen-shi, and places it 500 li

to the south-west of the royal city of Udyana, a direction
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and distance that would take us (accepting Mungali as the

royal city) into the Khattak hills on the line of the Indus,

some distance below Hodi Raja. Sung Tun mentions a

great square stone in front of the cave, on which a memorial

tower was erected. There is no sign of any such tower.

Sung Yun mentions traces of a lion’s hair and claws on

a stone three li to the west of the cave. About half a mile

west of the cave is curious ornamentation on the rock by

the side of the road. He also writes of wild asses frequenting

the neighbourhood, but it seems more likely he meant

monkeys, which still frequent it.

In regard to the memorial tower, it seems possible that

the tower in the inner chamber of tbe main cave, and not

far from the entrance of the smaller offshoot, may be that

alluded to
;
but this is mere conjecture. A tower would

hardly be built at this point for other than memorial

purposes.

It is noticeable that Sung Yun places the rock-cave in

Udyana, while Huan Tsiang describes it as being in

Gandhara.

Taking the stone chamber first mentioned as the point

from which to measure, and taking the Pilgrim’s measure-

ment and direction, we cross a small range and come to

the range bounding Swat on the south. It brings us to the

foot of the Shahkot Pass. After working this out on* the

map, I visited the Shahkot Pass, and a little to the west

of the foot of it found the conspicuous remains of

a memorial stupa. These have not yet been examined.

The Sangharama has not yet been found, though proper

examination will probably reveal it. The whole site is

much overgrown with jungle. This stupa is close to a

curious old road running straight up a spur leading to

a point above the Shahkot Pass, where there are remains

of old forts. The road is continued down into the Swat

valley. The Pathans have a tradition that the road was

made especially for bringing elephants up, and they call

it the Hathi-lar, but they apply this name to most of the

old roads. On the opposite spur on the east is an old road

j.b.a.s. 1896. 44
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with a far better alignment. It appears to be older than

the Hathi-lar, and leads straight over the pass and down

a well-aligned road on the north side, the making of which

through solid rock for considerable stretches must have

entailed enormous labour. How this road, and that over the

Malakand, were cut through rock too hard to break with

picks, is difficult to conjecture : it may have been effected

by lighting fires on the rock and pouring water in the

heated rock, as I am informed is still done in some parts in

Southern India. At one spot only, and that on the Shahkot

Pass, have I noticed any old sign of fire. In this case,

about four feet up the hill-side, the rock through which the

road had been cut was calcined, and partially converted

into lime.

On the top of the Shahkot Pass is a large stone having

foot impressions, shown as Buddha’s footmarks. They are

two impressions rather of shoes at right angles to each

other, with nail-marks in the heel, under the instep, and

in the middle of the foot. One impression is eleven inches

long and the other about ten inches. They bear no re-

semblance, so far as I know, to any marks which are

really known as Buddha’s footmarks. The origin of these

marks is not known
;
they are said to be old, and I heard

of them a long time before we came to the country.

1*0 return to the Pilgrim’s record, after search extending

over a long time no trace of the figure of Bhima Devi

(Beal, ii, 113) has been found. I cannot trace any rock-cut

figure on the Sanawar range, though possibly such exists.

Rock-cut figures exist on Ilm, and there is one on a rock

to the south of the Morah
;
but in the former case the

distance is too great when compared with the Pilgrim’s

measurement, and in the latter case the direction does not

coincide, nor does the description of the figure.

From the temple of Bhima, Huan Tsiang (p. 114)

mentions distance and direction to IJ-to-kia-han-cha. This

was considered by the late General Sir A. Cunningham as

the present Hund. The difficulty is, that we are not certain

of the site of Po-lu-sha, and cannot therefore ascertain
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where the Bhima temple was. The question where TJ-to-

kia-han-cha was is accordingly open to a certain amount
of doubt. The only stupa so far found near the south-

east foot of the Sanawar range, which General Sir A.

Cunningham fixes as Mount Danto-loka, is the small one

found at Sikri and excavated six years ago, which is now
in the Lahore Museum.

The description given of Mount Danto-loka, and the

measurement and distance given to the stupa existing at

the foot of the Shahkot Pass, go to support General Sir

A. Cunningham’s identification of Mount Danto-loka, and

consequently that of Palo-dheri with Po-lu-sha, though there

can as yet be no certainty as to the exact site of the latter.

The above notes, however, tend to prove the general

accuracy of the Pilgrim’s distances, and one is loth, in the

face of general accuracy, to assume that in one particular

measurement or direction he has been incorrect.

The correct position of U-to-kia-han-cha depends much
on the correct identification of Po-lu-sha. U-to-kia-han-cha

was also known as Udakhanda
;
and if the possible remnant

of an old name in a present one be taken as a guide, it

might be argued that Kbunda, the name (bearing no meaning

in Pashtu) of a village about six miles north-west from

Hund, is connected with the subject.

The line of the Indus through the Peshawar district has

never been thoroughly examined. Beginning at Asgram,

there are extensive ruins a little way above where the

Indus leaves the hills ;
there are more on a low hill on the

bank of the Indus near Gullai, known as Imran
;
many

more buried near Jalbai; and, again, others near Jehangira

and Alladher. None of these have ever been systematically

explored.

The following brief note has reference to Aornos, which

was situated either in Udyana or Gandhara. /

On Mahaban, at the point known as Shahkot, are the f

very distinct remains of a large fort, the foundations of f

which, 360 yards by 180 yards, with twelve bastions ori

the north and south faces, five bastions on the east facie
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(outside which was a ditch some 30 feet wide), and four

bastions on the west face, can still be traced. The road

to the fort winds up the southern face of the hill, and

below it on the south is a plateau about a mile long by

600 yards wide. On the north face is a second gate, with

a steep path leading to springs a little way below. Below

the south-west corner is a large tank protected by three

towers. Inside are remains of two temples and a tank

about 60 paces in circumference. The fort is situated on

a vast rock, and is reported as exceedingly difficult of access.

Close to Panjtar, at the foot of Mahaban, is a group of

several old towns, from which I have obtained many
inscriptions. Further down, towards where the Indus

debouches into the plain, are extensive ruins, to which my
attention was first directed by obtaining an inscription

from them. These ruins are known as Asgram, already

mentioned. The Pathans give this as the name of the

ruins, stating that tradition holds them to be of the

same period as Begram and Naugram (Ranigat). Taking

Ptolemy’s map and McCrindle as a guide, we find a

hitherto unidentified place, Asigramma, close to the bank

of the river, bearing the same relative position to Aornos

and Pentigramma, as shown on the map, as Asgram bears

to Mahaban and Panjtar. Aornos was above Asigramma;
and if the identification of Asgram with Asigramma be

accepted, the claims of both Hodi Raja and Ranigat are

disposed of, and there does not remain much, if any, doubt

as to Aornos having been on Mahaban as described above.

Another very strong position on Mahaban is a spur running
to the Indus known as Mount Banj. A fort also exists

here, and is very difficult of access. Built into the foot of

the wall, near the entrance to this fort, was a short in-

scription, which I obtained and sent to the Lahore Museum.
It has not yet been published.

The line taken by Alexander’s troops from the Kabul
to the Indus has as \ et by no means been satisfactorily

followed out. But anything further connected with that
must be the subject of a separate note. I have mentioned
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the above point as regards Aornos as being of particular

interest.

For farther research in TTdyana, an accurate map of the

country is required. "When one is published, it will be

easy to mark on it all the ruins which can be traced.

This will show what a field for research still exists, even

in the portion only of the country to which we have free

access.

Careful inquiry amongst the Gujars will elicit much
information as to old names still known to them, but not

now in general use. If this be first done, and then photo-

graphs and plans made, a useful record will be obtained,

and excavation, if properly conducted, will produce much

of great interest.
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Art. XV.

—

The Liturgy of the Nile. By the Rev. G.

Margoliouth, M.R.A.S.

I. Introduction.

1. Description of the MS.
2. Analysis of the Service, followed by Remarks on (a) the

Dates of its Celebration, (6) its Malkite Origin, (c) the

Biblical portions contained in it.

3. Analogies from (a) the Ritual of the Ancient Egyptians,

(
b
)

the Graeco - Roman Period, (c) the Religious

Observances of the Coptic Church, (d) Muhammedan
times.

II. The Palestinian Syriac Text.

III. An English Translation, with Notes.

IV. A Vocabulary of Unusual Words and Forms.

I. Introduction.

1. Description of the MS.

The MS. from which the text of the Nile Service is taken

is numbered Or. 4951, and is a recent acquisition of the

British Museum. It consists of 69 paper leaves, measuring

about 6|ins. by 5 ins., with mostly 15 lines to a page. The

quires, 7 in number, are of 10 leaves each (the last leaf

being blank). The Syriac letters by which the quires are

numbered are written in the middle of the lower margin,

both on the last and the first page of each quire. Thus,

on fol. 105, the letter ] denotes the end of the first quire,

and the same letter also stands on fol. 11a) the letters

•JD, etc., are similarly written on foil. 205 and 21a,
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foil. 305 and 31a, etc. The only exception is the absence

of the letter o on fol. 61a. The style of writing, 1 though

smaller, approaches very nearly to that of pi. xx (repre-

senting fol. 34a of Add. 14,664) in vol. iii of Wright’s

“ Catalogue of the Syriac MSS. in the British Museum,”

which has been assigned to the twelfth or thirteenth

century. The letter “rlsh” is, with very few exceptions,

written >
2 (with two dots instead of one), and the “ daleth

”

is, as a rule, not distinguished by a dot below. There

are no diacritic points below the letters, and points over

the text (see the first facsimile, representing fol. 385 of

the MS. chosen to exemplify some of the characteristics

mentioned here) are mainly employed in the following

cases: (1) one dot over the letter L to mark the aspirate; 3

(2) a dot often placed over the Ol of both the 3rd person

suffix masc. and fem. sing.
; (3) the occasional distinction

of the plural form by the two dots known as “seyame”

(e-g- in the fourth line of the first facsimile)
; (4)

two dots over the inverted pe (JL), and sometimes also

over the letter *3.

1 The earlier stages of Palestinian Syriac writing are exemplified in plates

XTiii and xix published in Wright's Catalogue ; see also the facsimiles given in

Land’s “Anecdota Syriaca,” vol. iv,- and in “ Anecdota Oxoniensi3,” Semitic

series, vol. i, parts v and ix.

2 It is well known that there was a double pronunciation of the ‘ 1 rish
1 ’ in

Palestine (see J. Derenbourg, “Manual du Lecteur,” Journal Asiatique, 1870,

p. 446), but one can hardly refer the occasional use of > in this MS. to a

difference of pronunciation.

3 Differences from the Edessene Syriac are shown in such words as . «-i

(Jew. Aram. WPs)? ^Qi»Z, etc. The dot is, however, not used with

perfect regularity.
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There are no vowel-signs 1 for the Syriac in the MS., and

the system of interpunction consists mainly of two, three,

or four dots, differently grouped.

It contains the following Services of the Malkite Church,

in the Palestinian Syriac dialect, the rubrical directions

and several of the headings being in Karshuni, and also

embodying prayers and liturgical “ formulae ” in Greek

transcribed into the Syriac character :

—

I. Two services for the Consecration of a Church.

(a) The consecration to include the Holy Table.

Fol. 2a.

Heading
: |;o}0 oiSau&a

.on
f
o<n ]ln .m loi^J minmo

• •

po au£> 3 cti, >tn.^vO

(

b

)
The consecration to apply to the Chancel only.

Fol. 126.

Heading: ,»0 OlOXiJalSs
.

^Oj 4QS> Usually .cr>.p/'};m

1 On the vowel-signs which are used in connection with the Syriac tran-

scription of Greek words, see further on.

» For aXQjjoZ in the sense of “consecration” see Dozy, Supplement aux

Diet. Arab., vol. ii, p. 455.

3 i.e. iJuldlj

.
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II. A series of Ordination Services for Celibate Clergy.

(a) The Ordination of Readers. Fol. 16a.

Heading : jl 1 >» : ^03 , . >.]o ]SQmQ

2
k£0]JjCl4 ; . . ^oAojj ]7n. A A7»

'rSO itO'rO 01 ^ MiOjD

At the end of this Service : |] }jci ]2aL^ .OCQJj 0010

. ciL iAo oiX

This prohibition to marry is not repeated at the end of the

other Services belonging to this series, as the obligation of

celibacy being taken at the ordination to the lower degree

covers the ordinations that follow.

(b) The Ordination of Deacons. Fol. 18m

Heading
:
j»o tfYl

? 3
rr,

*~'d

(c) The Ordination of Priests. Fol. 22a.

Heading : Sn.on%

At the end of this Service is the following colophon

:

1Zol
s

(for J><A»

]4AoaVr4iD 3 a4 wUq4j] V>1 : *£»Uo4o-hl»j

J CTlZoX^ jJ* ^sQ30 ^j'
rl0 - Av qV,^

1 Note the use of ^03 fjjal in this place to express the Greek

vavTOKpdrap. The usual Pal. Syr. rendering is ^03 r» whilst rA»)

^03 is the regular translation of the Syro Hexaplar.

1 i.e. x* lP0T0V
'

la s (for x* LP0T0viav)- The separation into two words, as

written above, appears to show that the etymological sense of the word was

unknown to the copyist.

3 is here used for 6
;

in the “ Liturgy of the Nile,” oZ occurs for 6

(see p. 696, 1. 6).
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i.e.
“ Finished by the help of the Lord

; the prayer

of the laying on of hands is finished. I, Antony,

the sinful Metropolitan. Pray for me, my masters,

and everyone shall be rewarded according to his

prayer. Amen.”

If the Metropolitan Antony, who appears to have written

the MS., could be identified, the period to which the copy

belongs would cease to be uncertain
;
but, unfortunately, he

does not appear to be mentioned in Le Q.uien’s “Oriens

Christianus,” nor can I find a trace of him in Neale’s

work on the “ Holy Eastern Church.” Some scholar who

has made a special study of the Malkite ecclesiastical

history of that time might be able to throw light on the

subject.

III. The Liturgy of the Nile. Fol. 27a.

Heading : 1»>OOJ U*oio V,njO la]? OISOj^lQ

-mnV.i
j 1*7001 jZoioZj v

•io tepoSo

For the full heading and translation, see pp. 695, 711

;

an analysis of the Service, together with an account of

the lessons from the Holy Scriptures, will be given in the

second part of the Introduction.

IY. A series of Ordination Services for Non-celibate

Clergy.

(a) The Ordination of Readers. Fol. 43a.

Heading : Olk^oZ In3?0

•So

(b) The Ordination of Subdeacons. Fol. 48a.

Heading
:
;»0 GlS0jOZ
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At the end of this Service

:

l* L-C £...'11 AijOj 2>Clls

i ~ .Ao . £oA*j
1^ ^y^iliLllj ^JgAt

t *

j

h* • , . 1 At 1 1a) 1 ^ All \»
( .
jjlj all haj alr^aj

*

*)

iOjJljlj <__>hJL!l (sic/) sil^.1 u-^101 (Ail-r. *^1

islLAl SfcX^l ^^»Laull^ ^lillj <kuA^- ^x-
1

^-W*' ALI
1
^a^"j ^iliAll dclo t

“ '1 cl w *. t

(c) The Ordination of Deacons. Fol. 524.

Heading
:
^»o *£c|io» GlSo^oZ

At the end of this Service :
.
j*)LuJ ^j-jlyUl

l^K)l 0 All ^wjlj (LtjJlJ

(d) The Ordination of Priests. Fol. 60a.

Heading : ^0 ,m»mn Sol^co

At the end : oi]Zl ^osra .m.fnn^ AI&d

^jAo! ,_*Ld] 1,^1 lia.l> ai111 atomVo VkZ

liSDOJ ,AOO ^tO ^DO VrO OlH W)
. ^klo") ,_*iol ^jAoI ^joo

1 One should expect JAsl!, .

s The diacritic points are mostly absent in the latter part of this colophon in

the MS. With regard to the style of writing, it ought to be remarked that
Dr. Charles Rieu, now the Adams’ Professor of Arabic at Cambridge, considers

it to be not later than the thirteenth century. His judgment, therefore,

strengthens the opinion formed with regard to the MS. as a whole.
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Greek 1 transcribed into the Palestinian Syriac character

is more common in the- second series of Ordination Services

than in the rest of the MS. As a photographic illustration

fol. 61a is chosen, containing in 11. 5-13 the central formula

for the ordination of priests. The barbarous nature of the

Syriac transcription will be manifest by a comparison with

the Greek 2 which it represents. The use of the Greek

vowel-letters o and a is very conspicuous in other parts

of the MS., and there are also slanting strokes and other

signs both over and under the lines, the exact force of which

will no doubt be elucidated by means of further study.

Besides o and a>, the vowel-letter a is found in other places.

Occasionally the Syriac letters 1 (see line 2 of the second

facsimile) and ^ are written over the line to indicate the

pronunciation; and there are some other marks, both over

and under the line, which an editor of those parts of the

MS. will have to consider. In the present publication only

the peculiarities occurring in the “ Liturgy of the Nile
”

have been treated on as fully as possible.

On the last page of the MS. the invocation

T»o fcij is written twice in yellowish ink in a very similar

—if not the same—hand as the rest of the MS., the Arabic

translation (of the same date) being in both cases written

underneath the Syriac.

Then follow two Arabic sentences in the same hand as

the invocation :

—

(1) (J
b’

• I A-*!! ^ cJr—1

. A-jc (A/UUaA-

i.e.
“ One of the fathers was asked, when the feast

shall be ?

He answered and said, when thy sins will be far from

thee.” (Note the rhyme: a-*j .. A-*!! .)

1 The few Greek words which occur in the Nile Service will be found re-

transcribed into the Greek character in the notes on the translation.

2
7} deia X^P ls U o-(TS€vrj Bepairevovaa Kal to. iWeinoyra ava7r\^pov(Ta K.T.X,

Comp, the formula now used in the Greek Church as given in the Luekologion.
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(2) C—J-Jl c^^-*** "U ^*xil A * x**i

(Ps. xxxii, 2a).

Diacritic points are almost entirely absent in these sentences

in the original.

2. Analysis of the Service.

The Service begins with a procession to the ford over

the Nile, which is assigned to the Malkite community.

One of the priests carries a cross, and the other objects

taken are a copy of the New Testament, incense, and wax
candles. They group themselves close to a basin into

which water out of the Nile had been poured. After the

singing of a “troparion,” or short hymn, one of the priests

addresses the Patriarch of Alexandria, the Metropolitan,

and all the priests and deacons present, declaring the object

of the Service with the words—“We have come to prepare

a good season and an acceptable year
;
risen is the well-

spring of God, the Nile, and by the command of God has it

mounted upwards.” In connection with this address, which

is repeated twice, the following verses 1 from the Psalms are

recited as antiphons : xxix, 3; Ixv, lOra; Ixv, 11 ;
Ixv, 12-14.

Then comes another “ troparion,” after which three lessons

are read from the Old Testament, viz. : Gen. ii, 4-19 (con-

taining an account of the rivers of Paradise, with one of

which, namely Gihon, the Nile is identified)
;
2 Kings ii,

19-22 (in which the healing of the water by Elisha is

related) ;
Amos ix, 5-14ff (where the Nile is expressly

mentioned). Ps. xxvii, 1 is then said, followed by the

reading of Acts xvi, 16-34 (ending with the baptism of the

Philippian jailer). After this lesson vv. 10u and 11 of Ps. Ixv

1 Note that all references to Old Testament passages relate to the printed

text of the Hebrew Bible.
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are once more recited, and subsequent to this St. Matt, xiv,

22-34 (containing the account of Jesus walking on the

waters of the Lake of Gennesareth) is read. The chief priest

then pronounces a blessing over the water that is in the

basin, using the words of St. Luke ii, 14 (“Praise he to God
in the heights,” etc.), Ps. li, 17, and lxxi, 8. The two
longest prayers of the Service come next. In the first

of these the water which had been put into the basin is

spoken of as “ an offering ” to God “ of the firstlings of its

rising,” and as
“
a type and a figure ” of the waters of

the Nile.

The latter part of the Service contains the more specially

characteristic ceremony connected with it. After the re-

newed recital of the verses from the Psalms which were
sung before, the cross is dipped three times into the water

of the basin, the priest saying the words—“ In the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,

for ever and ever. Amen.” All the people present then

drink of the holy water, and after the repetition of a few
versicles and responses by the archdeacon, the officiating

priest, and the deacon, the Service is concluded with a

special form of the doxology.

(a) Times of the Service.

The dates between which the present Service was held

do not quite agree with the period of the gradual rise of

the Nile in Lower Egypt. The “Lailat an-Nuktah,” or

the night during which a miraculous 1 drop was believed

to fall into the Nile and thus cause its increase, is that of

the 17th of June, and the greatest height is reached on

the 26th or 27th of September. The actual period of the

gradual rise is between the summer solstice and the

1 On this popular belief, as on the various dates connected with the rise of the
Nile, see Lane’s “ Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians,” ii, pp. 224-
236 ; Maspero’s “Dawn of Civilization,” pp. 20-24

;
also Sir Gardiner

Wilkinson’s “ Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,” ii, p. 428.
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autumnal equinox
;

but, according to the heading of

the Service in the MS., the season of its celebration fell

between the Sunday of the 318 Nicene fathers and the

feast of St. Mark as anciently celebrated at Alexandria,

that is (taking the dates of this year, 1896) between

May 17 and Sept. 23. It may be argued that the very

early beginning of the celebration is due to the fact that

in the upper parts of the Nile the rising naturally begins

much earlier. Khartum 1 is actually reached by the swelling

tide of the Blue Nile in the middle of May, and at the

cataracts 2 the rise is perceived about the end of, May or

the beginning of June. It is very doubtful, however,

whether these facts would be taken account of) by the

Malkite community of Alexandria, and it certainly appears

more likely that the dates of the present Service were

suggested by those of the Christian festivals which occurred

on those days. Their object was evidently to dissociate

their worship and thanksgiving as much as possible from

the customs that prevailed around them. They probably

had some special reason for selecting the Sunday of the

318 Nicene fathers as the starting-point. The feast of

Pentecost, which falls on the Sunday following, would be

particularly suitable for the celebration connected with the

blessings which are secured by the increase of the Nile •

and for the conclusion of the cycle the day following the

feast of St. Mark, which was held on Sept. 23, would be

selected as occurring very near the actual greatest height

of the Nile waters.

(b) The Malkite Origin of the Service.

Not much need be said to prove the Malkite 3 origin

of the Service. The structure of it is^ distinctly that of the

1 See Maspero, op. cit.. p. 22.
2 See Sir Gardiner Wilkinson, he. cit.

3 The term Malkite answers to the Syriac word Mallcayd, i.e. royal. The.
Eastern adherents of the decrees issued by the Council of Chalcedon were so
named “ proptera quod . . . menti imperatoris Marciani se submiserant.” See
Payne Smith, Thes. Syr., col. 2144.
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Greek liturgies from the beginning to the end. The
“ troparia,” the antiphons, and a term like ao^ia, 1 are quite

enough to stamp it as a service belonging to the Syriac-

speaking branch of the Greek Church. The presence of

a considerable amount of Greek in Syriac transcriptions

is another mark of the ' same origin. The Ordination
“ formulae ”

are also distinctly those of the Greek Church,

though containing many interesting variations from those

in common use
;
and it should also be noted that the lesson

from St. Matthew 2 as indicated in the Nile Service is

referred to the well-known Palestinian Syriac Lectionary

of the Gospels, which is acknowledged to be Malkite. In

fact, all the Palestinian Syriac MSS. hitherto discovered

appear to be Malkite throughout, and there can, in any

case, be no question at all as to the Greek 3 character of

the Service before us.

(c) The Biblical portions of the Service.

Of the four Biblical 4 lessons contained in the Service,

it is enough to say in this place that the three lessons from

the Old Testament are unmistakably based on the LXX,
and that the lesson from the Acts of the Apostles 5 is clearly

an adaptation of the Peshitta. The fact that these four

lessons are given in full, whilst the one from the Gospel

of St. Matthew is referred to the Lectionary, does not

necessarily show that there was no recognized Lectionary in

Palestinian Syriac of the Old Testament and of the rest of

1 The exhortation addressed to the people by the deacon : see p. 726, note 6.

2 See p. 720.
s See also the note on 1 1

,
p. 714.

* The Biblical portions contained in the Service will be published separately

,

in complete photographic facsimiles contained in eleven plates, and will be

accompanied by full textual and philological notes.

5 A proof of the dependence of the Pal. Syr. translation of St. Luke ii, 14

on the Philox. version will be found on p. 720.

j.r.a.s. 1896. 45
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the New Testament
;

for it may be that the four passages,

with their exact number of verses, did not constitute

Lectionary divisions on any other occasion besides the

Service of the Nile.

3. Analogies from other Rituals.

The Malkite or Syro-Greek Liturgy of the Nilej as it is

now before us, is peculiarly free from any superstitious

element that one may have been led to expect finding in it.

If the pouring 1 of some water out of the basin into the Nile

formed part of the ceremony, one must, indeed, see in it

a reference to the superstitious observance of the “ Night

of the drop,” when, as was believed, the increase of the

Nile is caused by a drop falling into the Nile from Heaven
;

but the rest of the ceremonial is exactly what one should

expect to find in a service of the Greek Church. The

baptizing, or dipping,2 of the cross into the water of the

basin is evidently a means of consecrating the water from

which the worshippers were afterwards to drink. It is, in

fact, tantamount to the preparation of holy water with

which various Christian communities are fully acquainted.

The Biblical character of the Liturgy is, as will have

been noticed, fully maintained, and the prayers are also

remarkably free from any unorthodox or superstitious

element.

It is, however, natural to think that the Christian Nile

Service must have some historical connection with the ritual

of the ancient Egyptians, and that some analogies will be

found for it both in the religious ceremonies of the Coptic

1 See p. 722, note 10.
2 For the possible connection of this ceremony with an older ritual see p. 693.
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Church and the ritual observances of the Muhatnmedans.

It is, then, in this spirit of historical comparison that we
must proceed to offer 1 some observations on the other known
forms of the Nile Liturgy.

(a) The Ritual of the Ancient Egyptians.

The extent of the Nile ritual among the ancient

Egyptians, by whom, as may be expected, the god (Hapi

by name) was mystically identified with the fertilizing

Nile course, may be gathered from the following lines,

forming the thirteenth stanza of a Nile hymn

2

which was

composed in the reign of Merenptah, son of Bameses II,

nineteenth dynasty :

—

3 “ 0 inundation of Nile, offerings are made to thee
;

Oxen are slain to thee

;

Great festivals are kept for thee

;

Fowls are sacrificed to thee
;

Beasts of the field are caught for thee

;

Pure flames are offered to thee
;

Offerings are made to every god,

As they are made unto Nile.

Incense ascends unto heaven.

Oxen, bulls, fowls are burnt.

Nile makes for himself chasms in the Thebaid.

Unknown is his name in heaven
;

He does not manifest his forms,

Tain are all representations.’'

1 An exhaustive investigation on this subject could, of course, only be under-
taken by a specialist in Egyptology.

2 See “Hymne an Nile,” Maspero, Paris, 1S68; “Records of the Past,”

old series, vol. iv, pp. 105-111
;
Maspero, “ Dawn of Civilization,” pp. 40-42.

Comp. Kenouf, “ Origin and Growth of Religion,” etc., pp. 223-4. The text

is preserved in two papyri in the British Museum.
3 The lines are here quoted from F. C. Cook's translation in “ Records of the

Past,” loc. cit.
;

Maspero’s French translation in “ Hymne au Nile ” is

practically the same as far as this stanza is concerned. In “ Dawn of

Civilization,” pp. 40-42, the first twelve stanzas only are translated.
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Even if one allows a certain amount of poetic exaggera-

tion to have had a share in the composition of this hymn,

enough—and more than enough—remains to show the great

extent, as well as the popularity, of the festivals in question

;

and the opinion

1

that there must have existed a considerable

number of similar hymns specially adapted to the annual

Nile celebrations appears to be borne out by almost every

indication one meets with in connection with this subject.

More definite chronological data of actual Nile festivities

are afforded to us by three official 8 “ stelae
” engraved for

the purpose of recording the personal 3 participation of

Raineses II, Merenptah, and Rameses III in the religious

ceremonies which were observed in connection with the

rising of the Nile. Two festivals are there expressly spoken

of—the first 4 “on the 15th of Epiphi, when the river was

thought to come forth from his two chasms ”
;

and the

second 4 “ on the 15th of Thoth, when the inundation

arrived at ‘ Khennut,’ or Gebel Silsileh.” The first of

these dates 5
fell, however, about a month after the

summer solstice, and the second 6
is evidently the celebra-

tion held iu connection with the completion of the Nile

increase.

The manner of celebrating the Nile festivals need not

be dwelt upon in this place, nor will an opinion be hazarded

here as to whether there is any truth in the statement

that the ancient Egyptians were in the habit 7 of throwing

a virgin into the Nile as a sacrifice to the river-god in

1 See Brngsch, “ Religion und Mythologie der Alten Aegypter,” ii p 640
3 See Maspero, “Dawn of Civilization,” p 39 (note 2) ; “Records of the

Past,” old series, vol. x, pp. 37-44 (Ludwig Stern). For further references
see Maspero, loc. cit.

3 L. Stern, in “ Records of the Past,” loc. cit., does not appear to agree with
Maspero as to the special reason for the engraving of these stelae fspe n

1 L. Stern, loc. cit., p. 38.
5 Ibid., p. 39.

« Ibid., p. 40.
7 See Maspero, “ Dawn of Civilization,” p. 24.
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order to secure a plentiful inundation
;
but the importance

which was attached to the Nile celebrations appears to be

perfectly certain. “According to a tradition transmitted

from age to age,” says Maspero, 1 “the prosperity or ad-

versity of the year was dependent upon the splendour and

fervour with which they were celebrated”; and judging

from the plentiful indications that are to be found on the

subject, one is led to expect that some day Egyptologists

will discover more actual texts and data than have hitherto

come to light.

(b) The Graeco-Roman Period.

A glimpse into the Nile ceremonials of the Graeco-Roman

period is obtained from the description given in Heliodorus’

romance “Aethiopica,” and as it is believed that Heliodorus

drew his facts on this point 2 “ from the lost works of some

Ptolemaic author,” one may assume that one is here dealing

with data which have a real historical foundation. In

the ninth book of his romance (we quote from the English

edition of 1622) is the following reference to a Nile festival

celebrated at Syene about the time of the summer solstice 3
:

—“For then it happened that Nyloa, the highest feast that

the Egyptians have, fell, which is kept holy about Mid-

summer, at what time the flood increaseth, and it is honoured

more than all other for this cause : The Egyptians faine

Nyhis to bee a god, and the greatest of all gods, equal to

heaven, because he watereth their countrey without clouds,

or raine that commeth out of the ayre : and thus doth he

everywhere without faile, as well as if it should raine.”

1 Maspero, “ Dawn of Civilization,” p. 39.

2 Ibid, (note 3).
3 “Aethiopica,” p. 286.
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With regard to the maimer of keeping the festival, the

same author says:—“When the feast of Nylus was come,

the inhabitants fell to killing of beasts, and to doe sacrifice

;

and for all that their bodies were busied with their present

perils, yet their mindes, as much as they might, were godly

disposed.” The question as to whether the Niloa spoken

of here corresponds to the Epiphi-day 1 mentioned on the

stele of Rameses II, need not be discussed now, but the

historical continuance of the Nile celebrations into the

Graeco-Roman period appears to be established without a

doubt, and this is the only point which has a distinct

bearing on the present investigation.

(c) The Coptic Church.

The observance of Nile festivals among the Copts is

sufficiently attested both by their almanac and by historical

tradition. The legend of the “Lailat an-Nuktah ” 2 appears

to be very closely connected with the 11th of the month

Payni, which falls a few days before the summer solstice,

and this more modern form of it seems to have been

substituted for an older belief connected with the “Martyr’s

Festival,” 3 which was observed down to the year 754, or

755, of the Hijrah. Other more or less certain historical

data appear to show that in later times the principal

Nile festivity among the Copts was connected with the

official measuring of the Nile by means of the Nilometer.

According to one account,4 this function was performed

by a priest at about three o’clock in the afternoon, after

1 L. Stern, op. at., p. 39.

5 See Lane, op. at., p. 224
;
L. Stern, loc. eit.. pp. 39, 40.

3 See L. Stern, loc. cit p- 39. ,

4 Silvestre de Sacy, “Relation de l’Egypte,” par Abd-Allatif, p. 403.
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the celebration of the Mass
;
and it is further stated that

the Muhammedans, in taking over the function from the

Copts, conformed, mutatis mutandis, to the religious

usages which had been practised before. According to

Makrizi, 1 the privilege of measuring the Nile was taken

away from the Copts in the year of Hijrah 247 (a.d. 861),

by the Khalif al-Mutawakkil, who had also ordered the

construction of a grand new Nilometer. It is just possible

that the ceremony of baptizing the cross, as observed in

the Malkite Liturgy before us, has some connection with

the anointing of the Nilometer reported to have been

practised by the Muhammedans, and presumably also by

the Copts before them.

(d) Muhammedan Observances.

The close relationship of the Muhammedan Nile festivities

with those of the Copts, from whom they, in the main,

borrowed them, is clear from wbat has just been said. The

religious almanac of the Copts is, indeed, as Lane 2 has

pointed out, the foundations of many customs and beliefs

which became prevalent among their Moslem conquerors.

A link with some more or less authentic traditions of ancient

Egypt is probably to be found in the idea 3 that the

irruption of the river into the bosom of the land was the

presentation of an actual marriage. The reported drawing

up 4 of a contract by a cadi, and the confirming of its con-

summation by witnesses, is considered by Maspero to be

connected with the story of the “ Bride of the Nile,” by

1 See Silv. de Sacy, op. eit., p. 404.
1 Op. eit., p. 222.
3 See Maspero, “Dawn of Civilization,” p. 24.
4 See the reference for this report in Maspero, loe. eit.
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which the above-mentioned legend of the sacrifice 1 of

a virgin appears to have been understood. The modern

popular and semi-religious observances of the Muhammedans

are so fully described in Lane’s well-known work on the

“ Modern Egyptians,”

2

that very little need be said about

them in this place. It need only be pointed out that the

Crier of the Nile (Munadee-an-Neel) performs his ritual in

the streets of Cairo from about the 3rd of July to the 26th

or 27th of September, according to our reckoning, and that

the “ cries ” consist of versicles uttered by the “ Munadee,”

and responses made by a boy who accompanies him.

1 Compare the term “aroosah ” (or bride) as applied at the present day to the

“round pillar of earth, diminishing towards the top,” which is raised at a
distance of about sixty feet from the dam. See Lane, op. cit., p. 229.

3
pp. 225-236.
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II. The Palestinian Syriac Text.

KLiaona

1

p^j*oio K'ts.XO r^sjrt'n otMixa Fol. 27*

CDCvAjJ! kT T trv nf ^ilK1 raA.V.

^OiSaa iAii pfJ\cnar^.i rdna x r> ,t*xs : rdAiaM

: K,\noQni^'-i.i r«i=>ax=j ^sa : imv

a>a_ni±a ,tso.t r«Lx.ia_n
t
>m\.x-sa^ iSva

: cai-as.aa iia\ r6ou : KLiinii'a

r^icuaaa ^ocixsa^-a ' K'itu-sa KlaA^A rOcti^a

nrl °v i.no AioA : K'&OVvjaa r^iajsx^soa rdx.1 rVSJ

^irdcicC^ ^_>.icd + ^_»i-sorc'o : poiso «l=j Fol 27b

= : oaoixxA.i rdsa oisafio : Aa^xnX rf^iuia. Kilns

rcljjoi A..^ -1 V : k^mqx 4\clA ji\ pq K'iso

crA re'.tiv^Atso r^.t-soQ-x. : KlinJLxA rdrsu)oa.i

r<* lAfdlsa : miv a nja k'-l.u.vo : itLsoiu^n

jjlAAx oa.sn 2 r^x.iya.1 cois asa.t» TA • ^.j-’saA.c&x-Sq

v»i&&\-aa pdA.i r.icn\ pd^jaaso rdsr^ : ^_octxjlso JU1

r^xn <Vso rOt-iCLo! rduoi : iitASO ^n\v\ cosoa.

: p<Loa^ir<' •^OAiA.V^ O-Sx.irc' : cnl*l p^iAf^lso Aoa

^’ctA1 jAso «Uuzsg.i : kLxjK^j 3 <\uao wC»i Aoa

1
For r*U»OTlO. 3 For Au-^n.

4tiJ.B.A.S. 18H6.

2 MS. rdU^.l.
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iojsa* ^a.icn ^asaAcaa .t^Q :
1 r»_sao 'Atocrj.i

Fol. 28“ ^ocox.^ Au\X i-r
/'^nv.-lT re^»v» plcn + KUJeo^ pj ."U»

: rc'AtaiAusirj •uIAuelSO .1 K'erArC'.l cnx>.TD OK : rtfjniss

p^Aua-i ri'Avj-.sJSSS n£JviAi\.3Q rd-£r<L=> ^\aj^

: rdlictxAH K’A\r<'cLx»i:t ^jCvcrut-.i : ooft-»ix VCo

^omAeiACi : rfi ax» ©AulaiiKiApa 2 ©At ^Ao_ao

A«cA rt'.Y'rnr 1 ^OcnAvLoAtK'O K'.Oritn .l ^owiuLaA

KL&S©\i£> ^>J3V H3k - £*iAl£LS& r^Al^ik^) rtUu.

my a|a ^jeLSaoiAtK : K’AvLajiSO rtf'Auc.o rdrjrdA^

: \.v\ jAAvoopC' rC'caAnC'.l coiftatoo oocAu rC'craAne'.i

: ^iaaK' rcioca^ ^goAoa ctA paoipaa : «Au rdiorc'

rGlau ^ocnlaA :
3 ^.CVSu^JrC' : K'crAr<':i cnx>xo Ore'

Fol. 2Sb K'Aujoax.At.l hTctAk' '.rtUSO AjSi— rCiaa.i orAo +
: ^.iaorC'

aA
t
>-3.».\rqo : A^o *

( pj) Aw K'isi : .twirC'

K'ctAk'.i cnxj>.ia OK’ : ^isaK'rdAoanO rd*icn*w ^jooAoa

rc'coArs's cnicnJ : rdUjAt ^axwx. ift*ai
» p»oA«a

:vyjroAvw ,cn rdiowso AtnAw. : p=a cuiaa^re*

" K'tu* vryon reAouiO rduai^ cixA ^oa^oo
coaAAi •«^

>
: ^cv^A^ire' ^i.tqp p©A\o :»<c»Af'C':i cnx*&o

The words enclosed thus r l are corrupt
; see the translation.

” For 6, see Introduction, p. 680, note 3.
3 The four antiphons me marked by the first four Syriac letters in

the margin, and partly also in the body of the page.

So the HIS., hilt omit which seems to be only a wrong cl itto—

graphy for p^a that follows. It is also possible that the correct

reading is psa pa AwY
0 One would expect vliaA\rC' (sing.).
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»co i^iA\ : coii&l ^oaniu b\ > \»r^o iuoir^

«joctAo2. crA ^.i ~i
»
\rao : rd.M-sa^awo -n tnnAisa

^gAi^K* icv^jOjO : rc'onArC'.i car>V) OK* : rd*Jcrui

v^CLSOiflaa.i K'i\i..-

t rdAAfr A\rd v\ia-sa .1 : rdixoi

cos ^iVr.Ax
:

^iijjsacvx. ^mox. ^joVsaix. v^rx^aao + Pol. 29"

ft»A : re'o.Ttxa - oifljrd. rdJAiva rdi-ir^

: Am pcuLmuIO 1 pC'&rc'iani ^owui^Ji

rducaa ^octAqa ^ai^ao : »^<vux.o i ^-vn

«^oiiaj»0 : rN'croArC'.l cn.T ».ya ore* rduAcajoQ

- rd >\canO rdilau - crA ^ai^ao pduaai.ii

>AiA rdsa.v^o >i\\- ^2» ^0X20.0 rdoArd.i cox..to Ord

: rdaaavo rducaa. .^ocrAao cal ^*3x^200 :

crAexa. rd^TD ^uivsa ,:» OOcn poir PC'ciArC's ctxx,.to ord

2 rdJOrd rdiicnG. ^33 .lu 10250. : i<nn\\ rdonn ^20

: rdAcaoO rducna + ^OctAqa crA ^.-1 . \rno : rdlu Fol. 29

1

£*i=3t ^.AnAi cao icLsa.o :
3 ^isn : pc' : reAu rdiOrC'

rdiJaiA ^ocAaa „ 0120.0 idlu idiotd idlOrd

: rdJcna 10230.0 : kAu rdiOrc' rcLJOrd '• r^Acaoo

^OciAoa ^01250.0 : rdlu rdionc' rdaord rdJOrC' :
^xis \

rdJOK' rdaord rdlGrd : ^xis\ -^ : rClAcaaa rciUcria.

:
4 [cs] rdVnn rci.i-ciolp ^..icn ^aoiio : rdlu

1 For tdili^.12Q.l ? see p. 713.
2 The letters rd, .3, and -^jire written in the margin of the MS.

to indicate the number of times is used at each response.

3 For r€Xs\.
4 The letter 25 is omitted in the MS., but s os is written in red

in the margin.
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v^»cn AviiXLM&K'a Aftft v\»cn

'
f^'crArC' ^imi Aucm

‘ r^SO Aa_^

pg'Ai&.saA onA\_» A\jl.mo : v\A Avxfc-a r£.'A\_i_sa ^-=ao

: kAoa Aalao.i ^_i.icn rd»a i T.Ata »s iuAJu»i^

Foi. 30* ^jjjjaJLSocx ^.iiXJsa jcai.i :p£t»:vd + vy»»oi ^A AvmAx.o

rrtu^a ^sa : t-**1 p ^r^oaii ^*tdo :

: pi’io'Avsa.Y r£sa

Genesis II. 4-19.

: rcli-irc'.io p£&±aax..i ^s=sa^-a rtipuso ocn ^..-ico

r̂ .Ttr\T K'crArC' r^iso ctl=3.1 Klsacu rCftco .1ft

K'crx. rtfA OYV :*2>». pe'iaA^.l r^nftift* Aofto : rd^-ir^o

KiA OX3k .ia» rcia.irC'.l rc'~aOa\- crAcvj^O : rds-ir<’ A^_

Aa- K't^so ri'crAri' r^isa pcA :

: rc^iirlA cn'Au mcAsu.i rC'oon rdA xJPC'o : cp*'

>. n r*sq K'cooa : r^.ini’ pa jAj» p^ocn >1 A.aaa
rfr-iyaA k'cyAk’ pc'isa Azi\c\ : p£a^ip*i >cuir<' AgaA

: ^uu] t^ncca ,cuir<lr3 u^io :
^sa i»aai >ni<

Foi. 3ob K'i^n c3 ^jc\ : r<Li_u ^aaA 73 p£xjts +

: Aa» 13.1011 ^jso rdfleu.-viftsA K'cwArC'

K'isa jju-sa^.p^o : Aa\x }mp^ pC^uvA ^xa'At 1 TaXiorc'o

reLsoLwJsal V^X.1 ^rc* Aga : ^3 .ift^. rC'orArC'

cniv^^sia r^» Ml K* ' V.iK'o : Aft ^ > *wA jrt*^n
: T , ~|i f> .=sp£\x K'Aiavn-*' neiil.re'o : pe^u.riftsvx

1
Corrected, apparently, into ^O.xflOK'G.
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CO&U* x!ax»a ^.Vi. ^30 n°y) K'OCD ,.T K'iorUO

rc*.y-virclA rc'acno oca pjo : r£fiz»:ria&l

crAaoA A-\^» ocas aisatx.
: ^*x»i

cadu.1 chraca.ia : rdaco.i oca j_soAm :
1 J^aAorC'j pdyW

: r^i^a K'4xicusa^>co ^»'A\a : .sneA^ pdi.ir^

A>\ul ocd.1 r^irdu'A> f^icas.i caaa*x.ot FoL 31*

h^j'AvjAAx rC'icaJ.i cnaiixo : xoa.i kLxip^ cnAaaA

rc'ioaio : Miaa> Aftaafll Au\rC* ocn.i ^>.1 :

rdxiiaA k'ctAk' rc'isa anao oca k'ivo; x

K'oa.n : ^jy.l rc/0a..TiQA=) cd'Au pcuxorcb •: An\i ^a-lrC*

pC'ctAk' K'iaa ca&u* ^.nAO : criA i 1^.1*300 ctA m\a

rCfltt^.lia^a.l rCjjA^'r^^jOcrAcXy ^Wl : crA T=Ortf» }i:ir<A

•aneA^.I rC'^a-i^K' X..VS nCilLrC' ^JSaO : AaiA AoiL»J33

Axk'.i rCacua^ A_»i~iA : coasa Acxy*&x KlA : po.ia

: pc'crArc' K'isa isjrc'o : d\aaa»di 'b\asa axi» Acvi*Ai

rClArC : ,o.ta nA-> Zaire' p6ui= rC'cru.i ai<^ kA K'cd.I

KVoAr^t K’iaa Aa\p : ca'Ai re'evy ^pgy».aa,,sq ctA a»ivi Foi. 3 ib

cnXcxxo : pc'icxAp.l r^&xcuu cnAay : rdx.irtf' .toy.

: Ta.TrC' AxclA ^cxcu'A\_» jA^jiVa : rdysacuc.* p^Juiia

r^ia.! rd-za Aclxo : ^ocnA t^to oca kLso K!.a»«a

crxsxux. oca t*.ica rdui uAi "n.irC' ^oaA

: r^ioAoo.i Klso K'^ciolso.i : .1 : rclsiiA

1
I.e. EietXuT= n^n.
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2 Kings II. 19-22.

k'ot : t . \rr* \ rtb\ \ ...-yaga i^ia\ oiaartfo

: r«lsiu ^rdiaoa rdJ» v^cn r^s\ r^Au».TSoa pdAviasa*.

: ,v,uW TSOKto : rd.V ^o'At r^Asno

: jjlAtso cos cisoio : pdAt.iu k'.taj K^Jiao A gAuK'

1
1
_ftrn.nrtn««\ v * .\r*s crA J&IO I Cn'AtcA CU^tKb

ixard ^.ia.cd : isorcto peUaAsa ^sa'b\ pc'xx.g : rsUaaa

^nv K'ctXM rdlo : Kli.'ao ^-iActA nili^ Aufiopd’ : pdi»

Fol. 32“ cuflopdAxr*’ ^Acn r^*iaG + : AjioAtao Aiijssa ^sa'At ^jso

• ysorc'a jkJtArc'a enAAso va^co ^aaaoA p^soij*.

: pdinAosoa rtiao rdjra ^o..sq.\. rcL.AvA^

Amos IX. 5-14 a.

•sixia fj.icn pdAcva a^a rdcrArd pdisa isapd ^»a^cn

Aoa .^cAsk'Aug cn'Au 2 jwv-^-avsao : pdi-ir^ ctAgjA

K'icaj ir^cn jjq ca »o : crA ^'iira.^-a ^Aoo

As^ cn'Av^rd^oo : cp'Aunosasa pd^aoxs rdla.1 ^»acn

vyaAx.o pdax»a >c\_a rdvna ^acn : yx.r«laa rdi.ird

pdAoa. su^a p*rApd pdisa : pdx.ipda crucpd Av. «^ocrA

^ o^rd viX-CVi. pdx=> va^ot p<A rtlsaa : cosivx, oco

AvaflerC' A»pdijao_»p<A : pdiso a^onc' A._»a cv» pdiXs

K>iAfiAo pdjjaaaJc-Q jSa v»A\xA°Ao ^>i^S9a rdv^K1

pg

1
For ^ocoiflCiaaA.

cn^v* after cannot be correct.
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A-v- rc'caAr*' + >og<a.i.»-s. rC'oo : rdaAcu. £sa Fol.

m . rre* ^S9 cnA\-» rd=ai_»Q tx^>\ ‘V-SOl ^OCP&a a. \ *3H

cn&ua pcLaiss rZinf >Og>»x\ rclA .1 ,.i ^.-vss :

1 n A,*sq r^lp^ rctel A_»s_aA : K’isa iiar*' JQ n s. ».i

rd.^.cn : Lisijit'i K'iuaA r^Uia ^ocnAa& i<i.vo

A v 1

^
n _yy v AcUN_» rdA pd»ix=a.i rdxnii K'i.Vso.t

^Aco [>.?sa.v..i] ,alao> 2 ^^OuSaj ,.1 rdrj-u*.a : r^.irC'

r^uus ^Am cnbi^. tAo ^oio rdA ^isoK'.i

^*.1cd .vo.i.i ooiAJLSa >itn*30 rdiK' reiiocu cn&u30

]n . nil rdJrC' miV^ ^yQy-an co&A °>*an rcLlr*' >_l_3J5aci

^nvi. <~A ~n\ ; -t ,cncc5ocL» vyacn oo'iv* K^a»o

,-»«.*
,

,

vo'A\r<’.l ^ooqAoao k'tV > \.-t Av-»n i y.

'*±acu Kto :
^Acn ^nco r^isa isaK' ^ocn A.^..

rc^oo : r*'°\r'\ K^ri j3<N=.T*c\ r^isa isorc'

,_jo.°Ag
L.o rd^-iia r^tai\. *^ua«o

juicn Kiirc'ci - ^oco* yi.a V^i Aoao Acu>

:
3 A.'vDofN' Acoo.i eoiuax.

rdl_n_3 ^CLSol^aK' netsauo : rd.A\_i-°*c\V3 Ai.-saVr.

rcUK* ^so ^jso >loj..*yiO ,iocrxJ re'iaa :^ : reL.AvA'Ar

mil rtf’ ^sa ^sa mjj Aa. rCiaa : cn<kua» : Auj.t

: t<tDdo3.n nelsa i<»>\i.i aaixa&ic ^sa ^*tb : •scd'iAcm

1 For — Ocng v>.T j ? The form of the m is here W .

2 For — ojtfl.'gii.
15 So the MS. for the usual
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Fol. 33
b

Fol. 34
"

Acts XVI. 16-34.

tdmAi. oocn ^Airc*W : rdusocu v^Acaa ,.t *^ocan

k'.ui r^usaAqx ^OcoAu : rc^cA^, A».-»\

Airc'oco t : ri' *grif\0Qn.1 rduoi crA b\c\ca AurC'.i

d>Ocn.i t^~nrv onn-. K'ixpdi^flo K’An&^rc'ii cn_»i»A

•: ^iduao ooaAcic i'iu AvrC'acn rd.Avrc'o : pd-saa oa.n

.uco p6aua ^A co : rt'wsaK'o rcLa^so A\ocno

^Tca.aaao : ref! saxao'jsB K'ctAk'.i 1 cai.toi.

•: ^jjsacu ^a> K’w^. A>aao ^..v^cna : r^uii rcUiior^

rdlK' fn^^i : ,co rtfjjoA crA WOrda QocAoH ii&di&\ne'a

cnso : cal.Sa pdiulSl Ooasxi^rt ax=xux=a T -vA

crA JI&IA cn.'-wso CCOu .WO : reLuai AxniM rrfiv.T-T

cocAcuA coiu o.tk^. : ^eMo^io^rrtij ,.l K'iaxo causa

CLavno : nltoaxA ^Oco’iu cAy.rc’ o.T^JO : rdAxxla

oocno •: rc'Aii.wa.l rslx/iAc re*^V-
»\i\flordA .^ocniu

caA
(
H3ua *jWaa t rC» \ > I r» ^Acn.i : ,_»isoi<

*A : ^cuco ^j_».toca^.i A»x=A : , An.^~n\

KtaJ.ia
tiana nctal.1 ^ AyAx. pcA.i ^Acn rdusAor^

>\j° >t%o . ,n ^xirC' ^>k1^qoti Asa\ ^^*iv

^•L-
i

^>\a •: _ ocr»Ay cixaaJ(<

ox^J wo : »^ood"4v. ^0^1.1 oxn°to •: ^Ocmjrdsu

o.xa^o : pcL.wddK' 4uaa ^ocn$u CLsoi ^acrsiv.

oca : iurc'i.cm ^oaoJu nel.'uflor*’ iusx ieA^A

So the MS. for
1
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^oaiAu. r * ~* *• Ilv^ : K'.ifl.nA ^oo laa u ,n

TnaorC'O : rd»TU»r<' iua.i re^a^ i^iuaa ,.t

oood KiAtf.0 ,3 aoaAac : rdAAi cn \\°i3Q : rc'.tma

ocoA 0003 S..*WI T.O K'cnAr^A l»l 1*310 Ar*
: i -» rdai K?.\.o\ rdiA_r. ^sao : rcL» -i-*-a>rC'

^so OuAi&Atrtfa : rd.TUBrC' Aua.T rcUx.Ore' A-U-Hr<'o+ Fol. 34
b

^.acriAa-O.T „ OccuiaHoKb •: ^ QcnAoA rtUxiiv rc'.Vu

rdaotio : iuas ia^s .too : a>iiu.r^

rd^so i<Aitt .nan : iua.i

«. ocnA clovw.T rcbcn iaflo.i i>ja\ : on r Ski ».T

TaarC'Ci rdai «*\ n -i cooAoii cnAu rC'vnO : pd.TJ-®n*’

A..ya\ : TU=> Tuloo y^t-SuA .TcnwA\ rdA : crA

A^.o ioxo : rdl^On cnA T»ca4K'o •: ^rC’ rdorC'cn

•: r^ltx.io oooAo-c.i .^ocaAs^r A*. Asno : Avrc'i .to

pdaa ,iai •: ^ooA rcbcn ^aKb i=A ^ocd4i* juucKb

t
*T»rC' ooco ^CUOOO : rFuiil V^o .Tntk. rC'cnu.T A Aaj

A>r<' + rcUnl^o : kUmxso odcun. ^jsaa ^so»cn : onA Fol. 35*

~n^-0 r^ian cn'AvLna ntSte. aliasO : v\Aua aaAooo

: rdjAAa coa rcTAi'.m auo : coAuaua ^ocnAao

cpAuqj.t-30 :
^so «j3enAi_» » isj

^ocn'Au jiiflorc' V3.10 : ^ocoAqo coAurxuso ^ ~'\oor<'

tuna

A

a

K

b : rCToAuSk ,.T ^OcnA ^cuUaoKb : aoAvjjaA

: rC'ooArC'T i^Aarsbcoa coAus >lao Ocn : rcbcn

: ^so 1 Aulaa'AirC' pc'iaj ooicm : rd»aA»Acn A0.0

1 Read AmAiC1
,
see note 5 ou p. 696.
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Fol. 35
b

Fol. 36“

: cnj^u&A ^ocn'iu Ai

.

iuoW co/sa \b\ • >icLu

.VjjAk' : ODoAisa.l coin flo.n ^sa cal K'vn-.O

“nix. .TAG '• cni^ixlK' ^3 ooevivsa ^sa xjJorc'AvAn^031
,

rcLrsi rdJkcaAQ - rC'AiCV.A^. reUjLSaxia i«xsa. K’ioflas

are* : r^rssi °\.tSo 1-x. r^tal^ ^-»icn ia.sa.»

mAi >»n it Ai ; caicr^o - wf
» *a .i i^v.i.n fl»%

r̂ ruiaa rCLsalxi. ptfx.irc' Ax.o rdiaaoxsar* c**Ardl

,
<vn ivuJvN ivV ,Airg,rt °v . 00 p^xSO

• ^(1x3^
r-r^ ..n it. Ai ct sit .A\ r^iicn

: vyi&ax-s r£*=>oi rd-saa^ erAax :
1 v\Avucuix.Ai 3,1.3

pC'.lcn rc'&tcl^ iojsu ctl3Q

: rdlaA rC'i-Sa K'AisKL^ rcAaa:i K^oiso Or^

itloacu. i>ix3 ^j.icn rd*J5oa_M-lAi Icuvi rc'criArC'

^jacoA<a.\.p^rd-=> ^ acn&v_» A.>\ %o : cnAux-via a ~>

cn'Av» 2 .v»^»o • ^-v2>3 la^. r^.x-irdl xix.rc'o :

oa,n coa .taxo : ^3x3 + rc'fla.aiaA : ^i»yla

*- r?\ xx -> cd'A\_» i^fioo ndsa_» M&vsa.l ^-Ocn ’•

^
> ml

: ^-»icrxJ re
0
s.-rirC' K'.tjj rdiii. ^so ,va ».i xjl&O

COLTS N-.l-.AvTO ^GcoL»1 r^Axi^'CLSOLUl. ^SQ-i-flDrC'O

p^iuiiGr^G : ^ocarsa xu AgjA 4 Auax.re'o : rtf&vjajsaxjs

rdx-irdsi A^ui ^C\.Cqi°> .,„ a 00=3,3 rc*i*M,n : crA k'v^ i

:itia5o ctA^x.K'o 6 A<iin\ ocpi ^1 A^Ai

: rd^-irC'.i a3ALx.gJsa.s1 «^cuE.iAA\j.i ^ocn'Av. Ai.to^o

1 MS. v\Au»aax.Ai.v. vya 2 For T.-G ?

3
See note 4 on p. 721.

4 See note 5 on p. 721.
5
For
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v^iuuo A.a^x»» co'bu 1 TnA ^.ICDO

k'.t n...Av=*n 3

<
-»ilv noi : rdai&ttdo 2 rc'Axrc'ajaaj.i As.

rds-ird crAcuA cnAv* »n r .O r^.iaftMiiQ

: cdv& >^ax»o cns.i\ T»A\rdAu:i cnAu ,oi*o :

: 00=3 ^Acn.l rc^Airt i . .. *-n \ 1 K'iiTJ.IO + A\.k*<\y^.« Fol. 36»

: cpjuflCLflaaa •»-» ^sn vr<^ ^laioJsi o.is

vr^-SQ ^1X30 5 A»rdx.O : K't.rv -it. A\-i inio AAcaU

cnAxaaasaoi .iav4n K’.i.ajtio i^ t.ifln>i> ocn Atrdi

ClUiOXai pdxJaaOjji^ A\cA v\-T VjJ-=) jAAv01».1Q rr7 *-n\ mT-1

iaaj sa.rsa *• ^sorc' : iaard rdAorvn : cnA_»n

rdx-nrdA : iciax. oris : oordA^rds a>-A
: oocAxi.i rdicai.i ^*.ana : rdardA^ oeo Aird.i v\Avsia

>^kior -aAy A.v : rds.ird:i rd^ix^ *_^_oord

pdxaoardAt© rdivaAy.i rds.CV Tra Oca Airds v^Actva.i

vy&taA ^JO.1 rdAirdnA^ rdAuacnCLSO Acis.i : pdAvsiai

: rdlckS.i rd»ai=> vyxsa + (Vva ^jjrd Ax.ial : ,ca Fol. 37
*

rdlaa (_».tcn_a : rdLxJ.i rdicaj.i ^pdJlsa vy^T^xxAu

rdacnu.i : cocvlxi.i rdicas.i rdlao ^jbp^ *n t cpAvaa.i

^JsaiJsAvsa.t rdilso ^x.ico As. ^xixxacuoi : cnjxa, rds-ird

(AaA pcuLOY cnA\_» ^xiiax. rc'^K'cLSsa^.io rdflaActAy

t
A*rdx.o vyi^a (Is.a axs ,i (jjircb : oocAu.i ^icai .1

C>aa As. v\Avsvp ,u AiiA.i * rdiso v^Aia! (>oatcaao

n\i crsLSO (jAvjoo.i ^pdlao v\^»cr>0 pdAo.i rdicnJ.i

1 Read A.ln&.
2 So the MS.; for fd see p. 722, note 1.

3 See p. 722, note 2.
4 See note 5 on p. 722.

6 Bead fArdx.0.
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Fol. 38*

(fol. 37
b

being

blank).

Fol. 38»

• i^iieuLO rdm> K^sai^

rdiAso&oo v\&\oA ^301 rdfrirdi \ s-i rd .\ >u rd^.irC'.t

: pairs' ^so ajw ^icn rdik.ii idaaLaao

K'TJSQ v^i 50
t
>\.a ,1 ^j-ird A_»i a\o

rdieoJi rd.V.50 )o_S3oiaA>.l rdrwia ?u*io idUOU»i>

JusoAui rdlsa.1 axSocu»'A\.1 ensoali. ndsoi A^. rdLoi

,1 &M**rd : rdlui rdiso rdcrArdi eoicnl removal Ord

cn&v* i«<v rd.ioAuk. ,cn ^*i3*cn rdiouso cnl50 v^emA

t\oi r<i
>

: cn'iu »oicdo a>o\iii rdicaii ^.* 50:0 rds.jrd\

^ocrAaaA ,oird 1 cnAi rdjJk.0.3.500 rd'i5o ^<X5a rdAl

^»pd • onL.1 rd'iuXiaAo ^Inuo idixcao rdt\.tt,l

rd*ij&=> rdjjL5io^23 rOk-ird rdiwdtdil : csaLs rrf

: idioato rd^ik°vT. fdiaft.i.\.n rd 5ncn-»'Av3ao idio^

A»rd V^vajai : coolu.i ^30 Aik. : rd*3i rdo^io

_£^\ «aiA». vyj.x.a.500 v^KXSt * flu 31 rdAut-i rdV k.V/\

•A : ^*i^5Q.i pdik-ird cna 71 \ r.j'O : ^juSiOi.

^oij»rd» rd*.\A& rdo.VuO : coaA*J1 + rdicoJ.i ^j_33

• ^oi»i»o ^i\w idJuuo

^»jrd vyiaO • v^-*Acxuni axoio^ 3^ A^

^kOrdx. k^k» .1 3 S-O ^jdaiiido ,3 ^idia : ^s>c&\

rdsa toas rd&uluoi ^3^ .13330 1 cncnuivio ,&uli

luO 2
fc 4u. 13*0 rdrd^TJ ,v*> rd>.n

•
^ii iMgLsaiiia^ jiducoo " ^iAaiia jkuulo

a^O id^L V\A

•r

o

b\*y

idfiaApjca ^ici&Aao idaiua v^eux.i A ,^i\

1
See note 1 on j>. 724. F01
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I rdx-.TCVn.l rduoio K'iaO - f^iaiuea v^Claio

rc'orArtf' Airs' : Aik'cA^ ticu* : ^xsaK' ^viak. ?ilaA 0 .1&

(B.l\aso3 rdAau ^Auix. KUaovo.1 ^ocavaaW -».i

caxsa.'i Acv^n Kii'Au.t 'a.xT. Ataca*a K'Aiia^.s Fol. 39*

Ann v.g.aax. r^Aicix-it^a.i rt'Avio^ w^AiOcnlrc'

peLsacu ^a.icns cos r v^ CT2-d-1 cn’Au\^=>o coAioVy

cnicru „pcuaa->o retire' A_^_ v\A\^ t . . v\Av_»

^.Icd resins' ct&OA »nt..O v^AvxjO ooaAu.i

vy-t^ OCEJ.1 ^_».1CO mAi . nntn»n 2 rrf . »nm. 2 »-U.l

pajLSaoi'Auo rc^iK'.i emirs' ^nft^^'Au r^iaao

jjkSa^AiO engirt' oAoaA .O-i.ag.Y Q9ClL*J.1 r^ieaj

rcLiia A^AtAio crxrj ^jaa.v^ ^xActa AclaA rV'i on^

X?»\ cr> n : r^AvAcvKi ~yi\ )chjjAg rd_b-ivA

cnArS’ AvA.l' VNyAlGcrArC'.l CWLSuXuA ^OnoAuUO fc^VTlIMiO

rc^irCh ^sa«Au> "Auocn r^aaoz.) : v^» vA ^.tmOK'

^ k^J» rC'ia.O AlOCD Fol. 39
b

caaflaotiiaa. AA^ ^r^san rd»iw vxv ^ > \cnA

v^sawi.i rdi\cuto vy»cn ,i A\r< : ('^oermso jAso Aiocn.i

^>3 r< *»i\ >r. Aiavo r^oaaxA cru^irs' iuvi

rdiX».TJ3 vi^relLm KlLft^ ^ardn.i rdsarj ^ocrui'Ai

•^oaxSOSk. ^i^xso K'iocal (kXxs

1 Read Al»Vt. On the possible meaning of this passage (evidently

corrupt) see p. 724.
2 In the original passage (Amos i.v. 6) : K1

*a f^Is.Y
A The mark ' before Aul.t may possibly be a sign of interpnnetion.

4 The passage enclosed in ( ) is hopelessly corrupt in every clause

;

see p. 725.
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Fol. 40“

Fol. 40b

A *w.o KLiJagoira r> rdcnArdA 03imaa1.i1
: ^'iapK’o

rr*~yi\ it, co'bu : v^cus^ r<*TUi3 ^&=io rd^olxx. rdv-iK1

crls : m »rdpi rdxAcna Aftia
: ^A cscn

r^icmsj vyiva.'va.l 4 ufii^O :
2 reix»:ui

: co-^_ir<'.i criJirc' lv ^ocn&L* «*w\ <\ T.A»g\ aoalu.i

: cna ^isi2k..
,
i ^Acn AcvA + ri'aaa jj^so^iia

re*

A

mn ^e\ \ \ . ft t^.y^ KIjlAjPC' .^OjM'iu

3
<
^_acnaj:rc' oco Airc'.t : y^aoex\ ^_cuigA\3c»g «^aauo

^ao v^SQ.iCLn
^
t'rc'n : rtUSQCLZ.

^3.r

.

ml3.i ^»ax. «jiv» lav. : cnAu

)i\,3;.ua J^no w^OcrA rtf'.! ^ardx.Q

4 v^w.At. ^ TnasaAxr^.i rdjsa v\-»cra -tAa.x.n

: nyivn vr^ oiskx..i ^Aon iA&iaso ndtY»Tn

coAitA_. K'itaiaco K'iu^^ i^itXiWi.i rojiftflaxa

ca&tcA^sa : ,Aviso AviAuv rcAa&vaO : k'ctAk'."!

^xJLt't^ao : rdt s. -a oorao r^isn.T^sa rdA-uO-* ,iso.i

^OcrUC_»'TO r<j4 i,t

»

^ilcrur^O re* r.^n rdm . \ *. t

A^O-xA : rde.jjL.a x so r<*:icn_Q0G rdt^jaa rdejcnai

seas jjai pdavi Acyan 5 i» i.-»^\ vyiao y^vsa*

K'Ayjo^oO ndi_o_»r<'0 i<iu>aai.ii v^o : rdxirdao

rdyalo rd-npdA : v\A ^nmsi r x iird K'AtcunoAyx.K'a

i^isar^ >\Ao 6 ,ocno c\.v* p<1x-.tcld.i re^oilo

caAcuaA ^_0<ks3C\ : rdaA^. .3 na.» rcLicn^ ^-i-aiAvso

1 Read AaaAo.
3 So the MS. for

For

" r^Xe.'VO ca=> is untranslatable in this place.

QCIJOarC? 4
Read v^mAjl.

*^x? 6
Apparently coirupt.
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floooi O.iiVt Ja&y : rf'b\cA^l rdvsaa AvOco.1 rtflucu.Jxi.

coA ^i3i\^ao : cnrdl^.rc' Aa rtf' >°k jiArtf'
1

,ix.:?] rtf'yaA rtf*

^soo rdwaaLiio :
2 ca'i\r^'Avsa ocd.i rdsuuca rdAcnn

rtf^Jcrx^. ^sao : rdAcrxo 3^TSa>0 : )aLk. Fol. 41*

m *tti it —

1

:icLsa»o r^xist : rtf'inxso rdrA^A

lLv •osa-vA rtf'-x..Tcud

.

1 rtfLuoict r^ia.io r^arc^

ctxAcu^ 4^ivx20G
: t
J^arc' : reLsojw icv_ao_.o :

^-xsartf*

rtfLai : T~n icLSUiG : rtflx-Tnao rdxSO ^ao r£Aonjts

f<A& oaact : rtfL\cu» %^ca rtf'orArtf' ^uAs- Txjj-i&'rtf'

^aar-tf* : vsoni' rdaa.^. : rtf'l.aiMTSO rtf'crArtf'.l Aa^»ao

rtf' rtf' : iaortf' k'jiv : rtf*x.?kO^ : icuso. : jeao

rtf' *71 s. : Ayx^rtf’.V L rtf' ^G-Aj • TCUSO. COS. : rtfl»\r^

cn_A : QpGrtf'^rtfL.rtf' coaortf'irc'ikjto ^jusorc' : icvao_»

vyxsaa ^vo-vv. jjJrtf' v\&cAo 6V\^=*»-'i cAaaA : yib^x^a

rtf'Avwaax.Aio rtf’A\cunoAuc.rtf’ ^xaiaao wAa ^xx-TD^usa

^xagA-v. ,

^n \ 1 \ reLx..icUs.i ttfUioiAo rtf't.a

A

o rtflartflA

rtfl^iaan ojqAo .1 rtfiicuoiirtf' ^aAiut.rtf' : Jalx. : .S3 rtf'

y.t.sqrtf' f-usortf' : rtflAcVxjja rtf'.i u rtf'caArtf'.l caJO.i vOq a

:
^usortf'

+ Fol. 4 1
”

1 Note the form >T»-^rtfV2aArtf'.

2 Note the form •ai\rtfl&i\a8.

4 For ^»&\X±aG.

3 For - oya»o.
0

See note 3 on p. 727.
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yAx.

ii ^neUio Aa, r^oAitA r^waar.

rt'oAre’ b\xzza r<'Aa..TS0 .licv^flaM^a ^.1 }oAvuAar<'

K'jmiiita <hx.o ^»vT.Aao r^p<^aiaiia
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III. Translation.

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost, for ever and ever, do we write the Order of the feast of

the blessed Nile [which is observed] on the Sunday 1 of the three

hundred and eighteen fathers, [and also] from the Sunday 1 of

Pentecost [and onwards], and after the conclusion of the feast 1

of St. Mark the Evangelist. And the priests go to the ford of

the congregation, one priest carrying the venerated cross, and

taking with them the holy Gospel, and incense, and wax candles ;

[and approaching] a basin, into which water had been put,

they shall say this troparion 2 in the sixth 3 tone to the tune

of “Bear that icliich time does bring ’’

—

The Lord has gone up to heaven, in order that He
may send the comforting 4 Spirit to the world. Heaven

has been prepared for Him as a throne, and the clouds

are His chariot. The angels were astonished when

they saw the Son of Han rise above them. The Father

beholds Him crowned

5

who had never been separated

from His bosom. The Holy Spirit commands all His

angels : Lift up your gates, 0 ye chiefs. All the

nations clapped their hands, because Christ has gone

up 8 to where He was before.

1 Of the three dates mentioned, the “ Sunday of the 318 Nicene fathers ” is the

one which precedes the Sunday of Pentecost (Whitsunday), the latter coinciding

this year (1896) with the Latin date of the festival (May 12 Gr. cal. =Hay 24
Lat. cal.), as Easter Day fell on the identical date (March 24 = April 5). The
feast of St. Mark spoken of here is not April 25, which is the day now assigned

to the evangelist in the Byzantine calendar, but Sept. 23, the day dedicated to

St. Mark at Alexandria in ancient times (see Smith’s Dictionary of Christian

Biography, vol. ii, p. 1U89). For further remarks on the dates of the Service

see the Introduction.
2 On the troparion see Neale’s “History of the Holy Eastern Church,”

General Introduction, pp. 832, 918. The word is “the generic term for all

the short hymns of which the services of the Greek Church almost entirely

consist.”
5 The sixth of the eight tones of the Greek services is called 0apvs

:

see

Neale, op. cit., Gen. Introd., p. 830.
4 Literally “ the Spirit of the Comforter.” In the Edessene Syriac the word

would mean “ the resuscitator ” instead of “the comforter”: see F. Schwally,

“ Idioticon des Christlich Palastinischen Aramaisch,” p. 54.

5 See the note on OLO, p. 712.

6 The rendering “ to where He was before ” is free, the text being evidently

corrupt.

j.k.a.s. 1896. 47
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And after they had finished this troparion shall one of the

priests address this call for prayer to the chief of the priests :

—

0 holy one of God, who is perfected in excellency, N.N.,

pope 1 and patriarch of the great city of Alexandria,2 chief

of the chiefs of the priests; and [thou], N.N., the upright 3

metropolitan
;
and all [ye] assemblies of priests, and orders

of deacons, through many years enduring 4
: we have come

to prepare a good season and an acceptable year
;

risen is

the well-spring 5 of God, the Nile, and by the command

of God has it mounted upwards
;
[saluted be thou,6

] 0 Nile !

and all the priests respond to him,1 and say, 0 holy one of

God 8 {antiphon)? All the priests say

:

10 “The voice of the

Lord is upon the waters : the Lord of glory thundereth

:

11

1 The -word “pope” is here merely used to represent in an exact literal

manner the Syriac word

2 The text reads “ Alexandrios.”

3 * - » is equivalent to the Hebrew YJ”
;

occurs in Pal. of

1 Kings ix, 4 (see “ Anecdota Oxoniensia,” vol. i, part 9).

4 It seems best to translate in this place by “enduring” (see

P.S. Thes.,cols. 1856, I860), though the word v in the preceding troparion

was best rendered by “ crowned,” in accordance with the special meaning of the

root in Palestinian Syriac and the allied dialects (see Schwally’s “Idioticond.

Chr. Pal. Aram.”). Kote also the instances of the same signification in Biblical

Hebrew, as e.g. the Ariel ITilD' in Prov. xiv, 18.

5 With »>-)•«-) literally “the son of the well,” comp, the Talmudic

xrrva ra (HuUin, m. io6«).

6 V>o] appears to be the same as ^o"| , 0 ! The rendering given above

probably represents the full meaning which the interjection is intended to convey

in this place.

1 i.e. to the priest who opened the Service.

8 The words “ 0 holy one of God” are probably only tlm beginning of the

response.

9 On the exact meaning of the term “ antiphon.” see Keale, op. ext., General

Introduction, pp. 364, 368. Here it relates to the verse or verses from the

Psalms, followed each time by “ 0 holy one of God,” etc.

10 Psalm xxix, 3.

11 jKi] = Hebr. E'jnn, LXX ifSpovTTfse, Peshitta So also in Pal.

St. John xii, 29 : where the Peshitta has ftnv a

.
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the Lord is upon many waters.” And all the priests and

the people^ respond 2 to him and sap, 0 holy one of God;
and furthermore he shall say the second Psalm 3

:
4 “The river

of God is filled with water; Thou hast prepared the food,5

for thus is Thine ordinance.” And the priests and the people

respond together : O holy one of God. And furthermore

this antiphon :
6 “Its ridges hast Thou watered, and increased

the fruit thereof
;
through the raindrops 7 is it rejoiced, and

quickened.” And all the priests respond : 0 holy one of

God. And he shall say the fourth antiphon :
8 “Thou blessest

the crown of the year of Thy goodness, and Thy plains

shall be filled with fatness of fatnesses. May the land of

Egypt prosper in it, and let the hills gird themselves with

joy. The rams of the flocks 9 shall become clothed, and

the valleys shall be overgrown with wheat
;

they shall

rejoice, yea, and they also shall sing.” And all the priests

and the people respond thus : 0 holy one of God. And
they shall say : Glory. 10 And all the priests and the people

3 For

numeral “ second ’

1 Note the plural form
)
.Venn

,
as if the singular did not already represent

the same idea.

2 The former response was by the priests only, whereas the second is by the

priests and the people combined.

in the sense of Psalm, see Schwally's “ Idiotieon ”
;

the

only indicates the fact of its being recited next to the

preceding verse from the Psalter.

4 Psalm 1xv, 10a. That the translation was made from the LSX, can be seen

at a glance.

s tio*o (Syr. Hex. and Pesh. ^OOlA^QD^So) = rijy Tpotprt

v

(Hebr.

D331 “their com”)
;
^»>oAx (Syr Hex. V

j

eroipacna

<xov (see Swete’s edition of the Septuagint).

6 Psalm lxv, 11 ;
the Palest. Syriac represents a somewhat free rendering of

the LXX. Comp, the Syro Hexaplar, and see also the Hebrew text.

7 With “raindrops” compare SM'in '3’3 (“through

the rain was I walking”), quoted in Levy’s “ Neuhebraisches uud Chaldaisches

Worterbuch,” vol. ii, p. 176. See also P.S. Thes., p. 1446.

8 Psalm lxv, 12-14. The translation is based on the LXX; but notice, e.g.,

“ fatness of fatnesses ” to represent the one word wiottjtoj, and especially the

reference to the land of Egypt suggested by the nature of the Service.

9 Taking 121*0? to he so written instead of 1AjuV*0> .

10 i.e. the doxology.
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respond: 0 holy one of God. And they shall say: From
eternity to the eternity of eternities. And all the priests

and the people respond: 0 holy one of God. Once more

they shall recite 1 the ichole call 2
[for prayer] from the

beginning to the end. One of the priests shall say : 0 Nile.

And all the priests and the people respond once : 0 Nile. And
the priest shall say twice 5

: 0 Nile. And all the priests and

people shall respond twice

:

0 Nile. And the priest shall say

three times : 0 Nile. And all the priests and people shall

respond three times: 0 Nile. And they furthermore recite 4

this troparion in the second 5 tone

:

Thou wast born in accordance with all that Thou

hast desired, and Thou hast appeared 6 in accordance

with all that Thou hast planned. Thou hast suffered

in the flesh, O our God. And from the dead hast

Thou risen, and hast trodden upon death. Thou
hast risen in the glory which filleth all, and hast

sent us Thy Holy Spirit, in order that we may sing

and offer praises to Thy Godhead.

And one reads the first
7 lesson

,

8 from Genesis :

—

Gen. ii, 4-19.9

v. 4. This is the book of the creation of heaven and earth,

when the day was on which the Lord God made heaven

and earth.

1 “ Be ye reciting" appears to be the literal rendering of the phrase.

* 1
1 is the fuller term used before.

5 Only the interjection “0" is repeated two or three times, as the case

requires, in the original.

4 Literally “pray.”
5 The second of the eight tones in the Byzantine Services is called v\iyLov o' :

see Neale, op. at., Gen. Introd., p. 830.

6 Or “ hast been seen,” or ‘‘hast been made manifest.”

7 Note the masculine form with the feminine subst. 12") .

8 The word IZIqcliJ (comp. Arabic ijJ) represents avdyvaxTis in its

liturgical use as applying properly to the lessons from the Old Testament.

This mav be taken as one of the many indications showing that the Service is

Malkite. The vowel letter }
after the O is merely the “ mater lectionis.”

9 These translations represent, as far as possible, the literal meaning of

the Palestinian Syriac. For full textual notes, see “More Fragments of the

Palestinian Striae Version of the Holy Scriptures,” by the same author.
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v. 5. And no green thing of the field was yet upon the

earth, and no herb of the earth had yet sprung up
; for

the Lord God had not caused rain to rain upon the face

of the earth, and there was no man that he may till the

earth.

v. 6. But a well was rising up from the earth, and was

watering the whole face of the earth.

v. 7. And the Lord God formed the man Adam of the

dust of the earth, and He blew into his nostrils the breath

of life, and the man Adam became a living soul.

v. 8. And the Lord God planted a paradise in Eden in

front on the east side, and He placed there the man Adam
whom He had formed.

v. 9. And the Lord God caused again to grow every tree

that is pleasing for sight and good for eating; and the

tree of life in the middle of paradise, and the tree of under-

standing the knowledge of good and evil.

v. 10. And a river was issuing from Eden that it may
water the paradise, and from thence it divided [itself], and

became into four heads.

v. 11. The name of one is Pison : this is it which encircles

the whole land of Olot, where there is gold.

v. 12. And the gold of that land is good, and there is the

carbuncle and the emerald.

v. 13. And the name of the second river is Gihon : this

is it which encircles the whole land of Cush.

v. 14. And the name of the third river is Hiddekel : this

is it which goes in the direction of the Syrians. And the

fourth river is the Euphrates.

v. 15. And the Lord God took the man Adam whom He
had formed, and He placed him into the paradise of Eden

that he should dress it and keep it.

v. 16. And the Lord God commanded Adam and said

unto him. Of all the trees that are in the paradise eating

mayest thou eat.

v. 17. But of the tree of ^understanding the knowledge

of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it
;
for on the day on

which thou eatest thereof dying shalt thou die.
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v. 18. And the Lord God said, that, behold it is not good

that the man Adam should he alone, but let us make him

a helper like unto him.

c. 19. And the Lord formed again from the earth every

beast of the field, and every fowl of heaven, and he brought

them to Adam that he might see what he would call them

;

and everything that Adam called them a living soul that

was its name. 1

The lesson that is read from the fourth book of Kings 2
:

—

2 Kings ii, 19-22.

r. 19. And the men of the city said to Elisha, Behold the

habitation of the city is good, as our lord seeth, but the

water is bad, and the land is barren.

v. 20. And Elisha said, Bring me one new pot, and throw

salt into it
;
and they brought [it] to him.

v. 21. And Elisha went out unto the springs of the water,

and he threw salt therein, and said, Thus saith the Lord,

I have healed these waters, and there shall no more be

thence that which is dead or is bereft. 3

v. 22. And these waters were healed unto this day, ac-

cording to the word of Elisha which he spake.

The third lesson is read from the prophet Amos:—
Amos ix, 5-14«.

r. 5. Thus saith the Lord God, the all-apprehending One,

He who toucheth the whole earth, and shaketh it,
4 and all

those that inhabit it, shall mourn
; and it shall rise up like

the river of Egypt which 5 buildeth its rising in heaven.

1 Tile above is the verbatim rendering of the latter part of the verse
the meaning no doubt is

—“and whatsoever Adam called every Irvins- creature
that was its name.’’

2 Literally “of Kingdoms” (LXX f}$<ri\tiur).
3 Or “ barren.”
4 Or “ and it shaketh.”
5 Oi “ He who buildeth.”
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v. 6. And established its 1 promises on -the earth
;
He

who calleth the waters of the sea, and poureth them out

upon the face of the earth, the Lord God, the all-

apprehending One, is His name.

v. 7. Are ye not like children of the Ethiopians, 0 ye

children of Israel? saith the Lord. Israel have I brought

up from the land of Egypt, and the Philistines from Cappa-

docia, 2 and the Syrians from the depth.

v. 8. Behold, the eyes of the Lord God are against the

kingdom of the sinners, and I will remove it from the face

of the earth ; only so as not to destroy completely will

I remove the house of Jacob, saith the Lord.

v. 9. For behold, I command, and I shall winnow among
all nations the house of Israel, as one winnoweth straw with

a winnowing-fork; there shall not [anything] fall upon

the earth in the pounding thereof.

v. 10. By the sword, then, shall die the sinners [of my
people] who say,3 These evils will not approach us, nor

come upon us.

v. 11. And on that day will I raise up the tabernacle

of David which had fallen down,4 and I will build up its

ruin, and raise up its destruction, and I will build it up
as in the days of old.

v. 12. In order that the rest of men, and all the nations

upon whom my name is called, may seek [it],5 saith the

Lord, who doeth 6 these things.

v. 13. Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, and the

threshing shall overtake the vintage, and the vintage the

seed[-time], and the grapes shall mix with the seed, and

the mountains shall drop sweetness, and all the hills shall

be planted.

1 Or “His.”
2 It may also be rendered “from the Cappadocians,” but “from Cappa-

docia ” is required by the Hebrew, LXX, and Peshitta.
s Or “ those who say.”
1 Or “ that which had fallen down.’’
5 i.e, the tabernacle spoken of in v. 11 ;

or “the Lord” with the Alexandrine
text of the LXX ?

6 Or “ He who doeth.”
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v. 14a. And I will bring again tbe captivity of my

people Israel.

Finished is the lesson from the Prophets.1 Then shall he

said a Psalm in the third 2 tone: 3 “The Lord is my light

and my redeemer ;
whom shall I fear ? ” Its response :

“ The Lord protects my life ;
of whom shall I be afraid ?

”

Then is recited that which is read from the Acts of the

Apostles :

—

Acts xvi, 16-34.

v. 16. In those same days, as the apostles were going

to the house of prayer, there met them a certain young

woman who had a spirit of divination,4 and she was bringing

her masters much gain by the divination which she was

divining.

v. 17. And she was following Paul and us, and she

was thus crying and saying, These men are the servants of

the Most High God, and they announce to you the way of

life.

v. 18. And thus was she doing many days
;
and Paul

became angry, and said to that spirit, I command thee in

the name of Jesus Christ that thou go out of her
;

and

in that same hour did the spirit depart.

v. 19. And when her masters saw that the hope of their

gain had gone out from her, they seized Paul and Silas, and

they dragged them and brought them to the market-place.

v. 20. And they brought them to the magistrates and

to the chief men of the city, and they said, that these men

trouble our city, because they are Jews.

= Tpofpnrfia.

1 The name of the third of the eight tones is & : see Neale, op. ait., Gen.

Introd., p. 830.

3 Ps. xivii, 1 ;
the rendering “ redeemer ” points to the LXX owrrip, but

is not a literal translation of {mepaffirurntt.

* literally “ of a diviner.”
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v. 21. And they teach customs which are not lawful for

us to receive, or to observe, because we are Romans.

v. 22. And a great assembly was assembled against them

;

then did the magistrates tear their clothes, and commanded
that they should scourge them.

v. 23. And when they had scourged them much, they cast

them into prison, and commanded the prison-keeper that he

should keep them carefully.
'

• v. 24. He, therefore, having received such a command,

brought [them in, and] bound them in the inner prison-

house, 1 and made their feet fast in the stocks.

v. 25. And in the middle of the night, Paul and Silas

were praying and praising God, and the prisoners heard

them.

v. 26. And suddenly there was a great earthquake, and

the foundations of the prison were shaken, and all the doors

were suddenly opened, and the bands of all of them were

loosed.

v. 27. And when the prison-keeper awoke, and saw that

the doors of the prison were open, he took a sword, and

wanted to kill himself, because he thought that the prisoners

had fled.

v. 28. And Paul called unto him with a loud voice, and

said unto him. Do thyself no harm, because we are all here.

v. 29. And he lighted himself a lamp, and sprang and
came in trembling, and fell at the feet of Paul and Silas.

v. 30. And he brought them out, and said to them, Sirs,

what befits me that I should do, so as to be saved.

v. 31. And they said to him, Believe in our Lord Jesus

Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy whole house.

v. 32. And they spake to 2 him the word of the Lord,

and to 2 all his household.

v. 33. And in the same hour, in the same night, he led

[them] and washed their stripes 3
; and in the same hour

was he baptized, and all his household.

1 Literally “ in the inner house of the prison-house.”
* Literally “with.”
• Literally “washed them of their stripes, or stripe?”

(
i.e . beating).
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v. 34. And he led [them] and brought them to his house,

and placed meat 1 before them; and he rejoiced, he and his

household, in the faith of God.

And for 2 the Alleluyah

:

3 “The river of God is filled with

water.” Another

:

“ Its ridges hast Thou watered, and

increased the fruit thereof.” And a lesson shall he readfrom

the Gospel of Matthew. Look for the ninth Sunday after

Pentecost 4
(
from Mattheic). And when the Gospel lesson is

finished, shall the deacon say a prayer. And the chief priest shall

say this prayer over the basin 5 of water : 0 cistern 6 of water!

(Ids face being turned to the east). 1 “ Praise be to God in

1 Literally “ a table.”

’ For in the sense of pro see P.S. Thes., col. 2887.

3 See above, p. 713.

1 See Miniscalchi Erizzo, “ Evangeliarium Hierosolymstanum,” p. 143. The

lesson comprises St. Matt xiv, 22-34, containing the account of Jesus walking

on the Sea of Galilee, and thus being as appropriate to the occasion as the three

lessons from the Old Testament and the one from the Acts of the Apostles. One
may, perhaps, conclude that the Gospel Lectionary w as the only one which was

widely in use. It may, however, be held that the reason for the other lessons

being given in full is to be sought in the fact (?) that the exact number of verses

were not used at any other Service.

5 See p. 711.

6 jt » = Lat. piscina, Gr. mttkIvti.

7 St. Luke, ii, 14. The final Cl of ClA..n >~i« / stands for ], as is often

the case in the MS. The reading . . tD »

^
at the end of the verse is remark-

able. The Palest. Gospel Lectionary has
j

so . The translation given

above assumes the same use of
j

sn . as jn the Lord’s Prayer (Pesh. also

jl 'n the Lord’s Prayer, but jo /
j
«om in St. Luke ii, 14). The

explanation of this remarkable reading must be sought in the rendering of

taSoxta by jt » Lo\ZJl» in the Philoxenian version (ed. White). The

Palest. Lectionary then omitted
,
and in the present text jsn -

was further altered into . .in This appears to show the dependence of

the Palest. Syr. upon the Philoxenian version.
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the heights, and upon earth peace, amongst men [he] Thy
will [done] ”

—

1 “ 0 Lord, my lips hast Thou opened, and

my mouth is telling forth Thy praise ”

—

2 “ My mouth has

been filled with praise, so that I may sing Thy praise, the

whole day the greatness of Thy beauty.”

—

A.nd the priest

shall say this prayer

:

0 Lord of all goodness, 0 Lord, the

all-apprehending One, God of all consolation, who hast

established the heavens with wisdom, and hast crowned

them with their orders of stars, and hast founded the earth

upon water, and hast beautified 3
it with flowers, and hast

planted the paradise in Eden, and hast created in it the

tree of life ;
Thou who hast made the expanse of the sea,

and hast hemmed it in with sand, and hast commanded that

out of one spring there should issue four rivers, and hast

caused 4 their names to be known in the inhabited world,

and hast caused 5 each one of them to flow,5 and [hast

appointed] the path which befits it : the first among them,

Pison, which encircles the land of Lot, 6 which is towards

the north, 7 and Hiddekel,8 and the Euphrates. And Thou

hast commanded them that they should become separated

in the middle of the earth. And this Nile hast Thou com-

manded that it should rush, and pour itself out, and flow

1 Ps. li, 17. The perfect A ,.Aoi appears to be free.

2 Ps. lxxi, 8. Translated from the LXX, the clause “Sums uiir\vaa ti)v

8o£av <rov” not being represented in the Mas. text.

3 If r*fO be here a mistake for the literal rendering would be “ and

hast painted it.”

* . .AVn ASQjlCD^O is by no means a Semitic construction.

One should, perhaps, emend the latter word into » »Atni
,
and the trans-

lation would then be “ and hast assigned [to them] their names which are known

in the inhabited world.”

6 For
]
l rs .n«

| in the sense of 6pu.riia.ra tSiv TroTapuiv, see Land, “ Anecd.

Syr.,” yoI. iv, 105, line 6. The present passage can hardly be translated

differently.

6 *-e. = EuetAar = b'ln.

7 Taking to stand for

6 The final 01 in OlX^»]o stands for ]. See p. 720, :note 7.
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upon gardens (?)
1 and lands 2 and the

borders of the Ethiopians, and that it should water the

whole land of Egypt, and that it should satiate it, so that

its seed should be enriched, 3 and its fruit abundantly 4

multiplied 5 for the support of those who dwell

in it, as we even now make an offering unto Thee of the

firstlings of its rising. We laud and sing with praises,

and we ask and beg of Thee, for Thou 6 art gracious and

merciful, that Thou mayest prepare its lifting up in peace,

and that it may mount up by Thy grace to the border of

its measure. The congregation says : Amen. The deacon

says :
7 [Let us bow] our heads [to the Lord]. The priest

sags: 8 Present thy blessing to the land, for Thou art good,

by means of the water of the Nile. Multiply the fruits

of the land of Egypt, on account of the needs of thy

people, for Thou art the source of goodness and the

sea 9 of blessing, as all good gifts are from Thee. We,
therefore, beg of Thee, O Creator of all things, that Thou
mayest bless the waters of the river Nile. By means of

this water which is put in 10 multiply the waters of the

1 If jZfnffll . be the right reading, it might be compared with -ffnj'i . :

, U C rri -JO m? z '4
see P.S. Thes., coll. 743, 755.

2 1j£uAlo? ^j&cd

j

can hardly be translated. Are “ the lands on both

sides of the Nile which are burnt up [i.e. parched) ” meant ?

3 f-ZlA* must apparently be taken to stand for p»Ai>Aji> : comp Uteoi,
p. 713.

4 Note the application of A ^ to a physical process, whereas its proper

signification
(
studiose

,
diJigenter

)
qualifies a mental act.

5 Untranslatable. » >~i*n would mean “and of the wells” ; something

appears to have dropped out. See p. 705, 1. 5.

6 Note the forms ]. ini.. / and ]
. In. - » _

2 Greek : ras KctpaActs rjjuwv[t$ Kvpicp K\lvu>fi€V~^.

8 On the root see Schwally, op. cit., p. 96.

evidently represents the Hebrew Dinfl, Aramaic NDliin,

|lDOOlZ. Compare Gen. ilix, 26 : Finn JIXTH Cinil rD"Q.
10 Part of the ceremony appears to have consisted in pouring some water,

previously taken from the Nile, into the river
;

this is the offering which is

spoken of before as “ the firstlings of its rising.” It is possible, however that
\r> .mACnv only refers to the pouring of the water into the basin.
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river Nile, so that the earth may bring forth her fruit.

For 1 we who are standing by these waters that are put in

as a type and a figure have made it a sign of the waters

of the rivers of the Nile. And we now beg of Thee, and

ask, and beseech Thee, 0 Lord, that Thou mayest send Thy
blessing upon the waters of the river Nile

;
and as the

water which one drinks 2 provides life and strength to the

bones, thus may it provide to the inner parts of the earth

supernal strength which by Thee is made full and perfect,

so that this seed which has sprung out of the earth may
grow. And on this account do we beg of Thee, 0 Lord,

who art very merciful and lovest man, that Thou mayest

lift up the waters of the river Nile to the perfect height

of the border of [its] waters, so that the river of God,

the waters of the Nile, may be filled, 0 God. Renew 3

from it food for Thy congregation according to [Thine]

ordinance. 4 Visit the earth with the water of the river

Nile, and satiate it. Multiply without number its waters

and its wells. Satiate all the valleys, and plains, and fields,

and its harbours.5 Multiply its fruit, so that the earth

may rejoice, overgrown with good fruit, and rejoicing with

beautiful and shiuing grapes and pure flowers, by means

of 6 the waters of the Nile. 7 Thou blessest the crown of

the year of Thy goodness, and Thy plains shall be filled

with fatness
;
and may the land of Egypt prosper in it

by means of the waters of the river Nile, and may the

hills gird themselves with joy, and may the valleys he

overgrown with wheat
;
may they rejoice, yea, may they

also sing, on account of the needs of Thy congregation.

1

^
- 1 must be taken to stand {or

^
. 1 . kn .m ..

2 Note the form .A«Vnj

.

3 Note the form which is evidently the imperative of an Af‘el of

4 Apparently an allusion to Ps. Ixv, 10 (last word) : see p. 713.

s IAjOSqL apparently = (from the Greek Ai/ifjr).

6 Note this signification of

1 Compare Ps. Izv, 12-14, as given on p. 713.
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And bless us furthermore, our Lord and our God, that we
may bring, and give, 1 and produce good spiritual fruit,

sweet, and pleasant, and acceptable 2 to Thee, one a hundred-

fold, and one sixtyfold, and one thirtyfold. And forgive

us our sin, and blot out our transgressions, on account of

Thy blessed name, and Thy lauded kingdom, and Thy
glorified majesty, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, now [and]

for ever and ever. Amen. Another prayer

:

Thou, 0 God,

who, in the fulness of the times, hast opened the womb
of her that was barren, and hast given [her son] 3 a name

that he may tell for all generations [the praises of her] 3

from whom Thy Godhead put on the form of humanity:

hear the voice of the prayer and supplication of Thy
congregation. On the same day on which we call upon

Thee send Thy promise 4 upon the earth, and may the

river Nile rise up, and be poured out, and water the whole

land of Egypt, [the Nile] which buildeth its rising in

heaven, [and] which stands in need of blessings.5 May
the face of the earth be covered, and may be lifted up
the river Nile, which is the joy 6 of the whole earth, and
may herb grow for all those who dwell in it

;
and mayest

Thou give fruit for seed and bread for eating, so that the

people may eat and be satisfied, and confess to the name
of Thy Godhead that there is no other God beside Thee.

1 %2GLiAjQ means literally “and that -we may be given.” One should

expect \CAo

.

2 Note the uncertainty in the usage of gender and number. To
^

as substantive belong the adjectival form .
]
A T i ..nl

jl
and Such irregularities are not rare in the MS.

3 This translation is conjectural, the text in its present form being very

enigmatical. In the translation it is assumed that the mother of John the

Baptist is spoken of first, and that John was destined to tell the praises of the

Virgin Mary. This rendering is, however, not without its difficulties.

‘ With
,

i comp. OlZ^l in Amos ix, 6.

6 Us; literally “ those that bestow blessings.”

e This appears to be the sense intended by
. One should expect

a copula or (Palest, for w»C10Aj)) to accompany the relative >

.
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1 [The heavens were sealed, and the earth did not yield her

fruit, and the inhabitants of the land were distressed in

the former generations, on account of the transgression

which was rising up from them.] But Thou, according

to the multitude of Thy mercies, hast effected a recon-

ciliation between the earth and the heavens, and hast made

peace between the two, at the time 2 when the assembly

of Thy holy angels stand in the morning at the rising of

the sun, [and] sing to Thee with them ,

3 saying :
4 “ Praise

be to Giod in the heights, and upon earth peace, and

amongst men [be] Thy will [done].” That peace give to

us and to all the people that stand before Thee 5

and open the treasures of Thy good blessings [that are]

in the river Nile, and pour them out upon the face of

the earth, and cause herb and fruit to grow for all that

dwell in it. May the trees rejoice, and may fruit multiply,

and may the people eat and be satisfied, and make acknow-

ledgment to Thy name, for Thou art their Father who is

in the heavens, and we are standing before Thee, and beg

for Thy mercies. Make us worthy that with simple minds

worthy of Thy Godhead, we may approach and kiss

6

one

another with a holy kiss, as has been delivered' to us by Thy
holy [and] blessed apostles, who have pleased Thee, and done

Thy will : by the intercession 8 of the holy and pure blessed

one, the mother of God, the pure 3 virgin, our Lady Mary,

1 The passage is manifestly corrupt, and the translation here proposed is

entirely conjectural.

2 On > in the sense of quo tempore
,

qtium, see P. S. Thes., col.

1984.

3 i.e. with the heavens and the earth ?

* St. Luke ii, 14 : see note on p. 720. Instead of . the simple

preposition *£2 is used on p. 704, 1. 7.

5 Two words of which the translation would be “ in it the holy one ” are here

in the original.

8 See Schwally, op. cit., p. 96.

7 See Rom. xvi, 16.

8 Note the form ‘j/ nfn'c. = Edes. Syr. lAmla.
8 ZjAo for KaGapdL
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and the prayer of St. John, the forerunner and baptist, and

of our lords, the Itoly apostles, and our righteous fathers,

and the chiefs of the blessed priests, and the glorified

martyrs. Stretch out Thy right hand, and bless Thy
servants with every spiritual

1

blessing in heaven and earth.

And to Thee do we cause to rise up glory, and honour, and

worship, and confession, even to the Father, and the Son,

and the Holy Ghost, now and for ever and ever. Amen.

And after this shall the priest take the cross, and they shall

repeat all [the portions of] Psalms tvhich were [said] at the

beginning of the prayer. i(Then shall the chiefs [of the priests']

repeat the Psalms ichich are at the beginning of the prayer, and

the people respond as it is [there] written ; and “ Glory”

3

and

“from eternity,” 3 and the people say thus.*) And after this

does the priest immerse the venerated cross three times, saying :

“ In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost, for ever and ever. Amen.” And the people

shall say

:

Amen. And all the people drink of the holy water.

And the archdeacon shall say :
“ Have mercy upon us, 0 God,

according to the multitude,” etc. And the priest adds 5
:

“ Because God is merciful.” The people say : Amen. The

deacon says

:

Sofia.

6

The people say :
7 “ Bless, 0 ye saints.”

The priest says :
“ The blessed One.” 8 The people say

:

1 The construction j ^2^0 is very strange.

1 The part enclosed thus
( )

is partly a repetition of the preceding

directions.

* Both these expressions refer to the doxology.

* It is not stated what they shall say.

* pz appears to mean here “he recites aloud”: see Cardahi, “Al-Lubab,”

vol. ii, p. 619 ;
comp, the Arabic Jj

.

6 The fuller form of this exhortation addressed to the people by the deacon is

2o<pia opSoi “wisdom, erect,” or 2o(fla, irpdsx“Me>' “’wisdom, let us attend.”

See Katharine Lady Lechmere’s “ Synopsis,” Introduction (by T. Gennadius),

pp. xiii, xiv.

= ivAoyeln

e Greek: jbv sv\oyr\T6v.

arytoi.
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“Amen; confirm it, 0 God.”

1

The priest concludes:
2 “ Because by Thee 3 and with Thee do we take refuge, and

by Thee are we sanctified, and to Thee do we offer confession

and praise, even to the Father, and the Son, and the Holy
Ghost, for ever and ever. Amen.”

Finis. Finished is the Order of the blessed Nile, by the

help of the living and mighty God. Amen. Amen. Amen.

1 Apparently crrepeov a> 0e6s,
“ confirm Thou, 0 God,” as a kind of translation

of “ Amen.”
2 For tlje usual meaning of j see Sehwally, op. cit., p. 51.

3 is very strange in this place, as can only mean

ltfrom Thee [we] flee.” There is probably some corruption in this passage.
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IY. Vocabulary of Unusual Words and Forms .

1

(—EueLXaT, nfnn), p. 699, 1. 4.

t>ol, p- 696, 1. 11, passim.

\rA, p. 699, 1. 8.

p. 704, 1. 2 from bottom.

a*4*l (= •jAj'}), p. 699, 1. 4 fr. bottom.

Q*4*1, p. 700, 1. 5 ;
a&*1, p. 702, 1. 13.

^ooiail (for ^oaiaol), p. 708, 1. 8.

012)1 for 01*2)1 (besides similar instances), p. 708, 1. 5.

i£| (=iAi) in ‘r*^lAj, p. 705, 1. 4.

IZouaa, p. 704, 1. 10 fr. bottom,

lintno , evayyeXiov, p. 69-5, 1. 7 ; p. 704, 1. 2.

^ym -̂o
, p. 702, 1. 7.

p. 695, 1. 6.

lr*—>r—1
j p. 696, 1. 9.

lZia!a^“ carbuncle,” p. 699, 1. 5.

lioSo^o “censer” (incense), p. 695, 1. 8. See Scbwally,

“Idiot.,” p. 19, and \ienna Oriental Journal, x, 2,

pp. 134, 135.

Ulomi^y p. 705, 1. 2.

IZIqsxu? , see Ulomi^.

1 Only the more important word- and form- are collected in this list It
will he -ecu that, besides some entirely new additions to the Palestinian Syriac
vocabulary, the Nile Service al.-o exhii.it- Irish examples nl words, forms and
shad.- ..! meanins. of which only a scant number ot instances were known
before. The Arabic wolds occurrmjj m the text tile not noted here.
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Lr** in p. 706, 1. 7.

^tu in ]jJ01j»2
, p. 705, 1. 8 ; p. 706, 1. 5.

)ia4, aypos, p. 698, 1. 13 fr. bottom; p. 699, 1. 5 fr. bottom.

“ raindrops,” p. 697, 1. 1.

(applied to a physical process), p. 705, 1. 5.

p. 696, 1. 6 ; p. 708, 1. 7 fr. bottom.

]2pj feus “ emerald,” p. 699, 1. 5.

5Ao in iAaSO “ crowned,” p. 695, 1. 3 fr. bottom.

lAxiiol (= Xt/nyv), p. 706, 1. 11.

1*1*50
, p. 695, last line; p. 701, 1. 12.

1&> in > Q.Vo\, in the sense of “because,” p. 709, 1. 5 fr.

bottom.

jilaruj, p . 698, 1. 6.

jzm (for »Q2u) in ^oaunaoSn, p. 700, 1. 5.

^OmJ in jlVOmlV) “ the comforter,” p. 695, 1. 7 fr. bottom,

paj in }Zop], p. 698, last line
; p. 699, 1. 13.

*jl5x>oju, p. 698, 1. 7 fr. bottom.

NOfP (for in p- 703, 1. 4 fr. bottom.

Il \oro5o “baptist,” p. 708, 1. 8 fr. bottom.

llgu.no, p. 704, 1. 5 ; p. 695, 1. 8.

IjOfiiC, p. 709, 1. 2 fr. bottom.

in p. 702? 1. 2 fr. bottom,

in U’ryftO, p- 701, 1. 10.

in Vi\g.Avn “astonished,” p. 695, 1. 5 fr. bottom.

See Schwally, “Idiot.,” pp. 74, 75.

IZnmh (=Edes. Syr. lAffllp)), p. 708, 1. 10 fr. bottom.

l^CU- (for U-*^CiO), p. 705, 1. 13.

.
(for 1jQ2)^), p. 704, 1. 2 fr. bottom.

flo2 TravTOKpciTcop, p. 700, L 9 fr. bottom
; p, 704, i. 12.
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(ln^o (for n>*an), p. 695, last line.

iOpD in “ forerunner,” p. 708, 1. 8.

«juSOO (with a feminine noun), p. 698, 1. 6.

U?QO “ feast,” p. 695, 11. 2, 5.

jJoiD (—‘teal), p. 701, 1. 5 fr. bottom, passim.

I^nnmn
(
=]SOO^O), p. 702, 11. 3, 4, 5.

p. 707, 1. 7.

p. 700, 1. 6 fr. bottom.

Hi (for Ui) in UV&>, P- 697, 1. 7.

p. 698, 1. 7 fr. bottom,

p. 705, 1. 8.

in A’l (=D1
J?'in), p. 696, 1. 6 fr. bottom,

in AjQ»1 “bast caused to flow,” p. 704, 1. 4 fr. bottom,

p. 701, L 12.

v»a» “ present,” p. 705, 1. 11.

p. 696, L 4 fr. bottom
;

p. 709, 1. 1.

..r (evidently an active participle, analogous to the

Samaritan form), p. 700, 1. 5 fr. bottom,

p. 707, 1. 3.

1A* in p. 705, last line,

p. 709, 1. 7.

p. 705, 1. 10 fr. bottom.

IboZ, p. 700, 1. 3.

'LooZ, ibid., 1. 8.

,-DZ in UauaZl, p. 695, 1. 2 ; p. 696, 1. 7 ; p. 704, 1. 14.

Greek Words and Phrases.

i^-aA/uo? (note the use of the nom. for the aca),

p. 701, 1. 4 from bottom.

dirriffim’oi, p. 696, 11. 12. and last
;

p. 697, .]. 3.
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(j *rli'
£0l , (TTparrf/oL, p. 702, 11. 4 and 9 fr. bottom.

1*^} 1A^qX.C.)
,
evXoyelre aytoi, p. 709, 11. 11, 12.

7rd-?r7ro9 “papa,” p. 696, 1. 4.

X^SOQCl* ^.1*3
,
TrevTTjKoaTij, p. 695, 1. 4.

TrpocfiTjTela, p. 701, 1. 4 fr. bottom.

vCdU^)]^) »£d)-4, rd? K£<pa\a ? fjpwv, p. 705, 1. 11.

x Q.^.^Ol\Z.\ tw euXoyryrov, p. 709, 1. 12.

Tpoirdptov, p. 696, 1. 1 ;
p. 697, last line,

p. 695, 1. 9.

LiAo for KaOapa, p. 708, 1. 9 fr. bottom.

tfi0o]2]L>l J3DOo]i]AcD, arepeov c!> deoi, p. 709, 1. 7 fr. bottom.

«m >JCin^£-
, 7Tpa^is, p. 701, last line.

1*2)0^, <To<f>ia, p. 709, 1. 9 from bottom.

ical yap, p. 697, 1. 8 ; p. 706, 1. 7 fr. bottom.

ol, to (for o'), p. 696, 1. 6.
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Art. XYI. — Al-Abrik
,

Tephrike, the Capital of the

Paulicians: a correction corrected. By Guy le Strange.

It is, I hope, never too late to acknowledge a mistake and

correct a blunder. Since the appearance of my note on the

Castle of Abrlk (see J.R.A.S. for October, 1895, p. 739),

Professor De Goeje has called my attention to a passage in

the “ Tanbih ”
of Mas'udi, which negatives the identification

of Abrlk with the modern Arabkir, and proves incontro-

vertibly that Tephrike, of which there can be little doubt

that Divrigi (or Divrik) is the present representative, must

be the place which various Arab geographers describe under

the name aforesaid of Abrlk or Abruk.

In the “ Decline and Fall,” chapter liv, Gibbon gives an

interesting account of the Paulicians (so called after one

Paul, their founder), a curious sect of Eastern Christians,

whose Manichaean beliefs caused them to be ruthlessly

persecuted by the orthodox emperors of Constantinople.

In the latter part of the ninth century a.d., Carbeas,

whose father had been impaled as a heretic by the Catholic

inquisitors, led the revolt of the Paulicians. He founded

and fortified the city of Tephrike, and, aided by the armies

of the Caliph, utterly routed the Emperor Michael under

the walls of Samosata. His successor, Chrysocheir, over-ran

and plundered the whole of Asia Minor, but was finally

defeated and slain by the troops sent against him by the

Emperor Basil. “ With Chrysocheir, the glory of the

Paulicians faded and withered
; on the second expedition

of the Emperor, the impregnable Tephrike was deserted by

the heretics, who sued for mercy and escaped to the

borders.” This is the account given by Gibbon on the

authority of the Byzantine Chroniclers, and, as will be seen.
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it agrees perfectly with the following passages from nearly

contemporary Arab authorities— Mas'udi, who wrote in

943 a.d., and Kudama, circa, 880 a.d.

I should begin by stating that the name of the Paulicians

occurs in the Arabic under the form of Baylakani, which

is the nearest available rendering of the Greek word

TlavXucidvob (the Arabs having no P), and that the plural

of Baylakani is Bayalaka, a form which less clearly recalls

the Greek original.

The heresy of Paul of Samosata is mentioned by

Shahrastani in his “ History of Sects and Philosophical

Schools” (see vol. i, pp. 262 and 266 of the translation by

T. Haarbriicker)
;

but there appears to be some confusion

here between the reputed founder of the Paulicians and

his namesake, the Patriarch of Antioch, a celebrated

Monarchian heresiarch, who troubled the Church in more
ways than one during the third century of the Christian

era. This confusion, however, is unimportant to the matter

now under discussion, which deals solely with the events

of the ninth century after Christ, when, as a matter of

historical geography, it becomes important to establish the

identity between the Arab “ Abrlk ” and the Greek
“ Tephrike ”

: and this identification is proved by the

following.

Mas'udi, in his “Tanbih” (p. 151), while enumerating
the various Christian sects, mentions that of the Baylakani,
which " is the sect instituted by Paulus of Shimshat [read
Sumaysat, or Samosata], who originally had been Patriarch

of Antioch.” Mas'udi, later on in the same work (p. 183),

when speaking of the various fortresses which, after having
once been in Moslem hands, had now come to be reconquered

by the Greeks, makes mention of Malatiyya, Shimshat,

Hisn-Mansur, “and the Castle of Abrlk, which was the

capital of the Baylakani, where lived many of their

Patriarchs [or Patricians], such as Karbiyas [Carbeas],
the Client of the family of Tahir-ibn-al-Husavn, also

Eharsakharis [Chrysocheir]
, and besides these two some

others.”
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The same author, in his “ Golden Meadows ” (viii, 74),

further relates that a certain Greek, who had by conversion

become a good Moslem, gave him (Mas'udi) a full account

of Constantinople, adding that there was in that city

a church where were kept ten statues representing persons

celebrated among the Christians for their valour and

wisdom : “ of these is Karbiyas the Baylakani, Lord of

the City of Abrlk, which at the present day belongs to

the Greeks, and he was Patrician [or Patriarch] of these

Baylakani, his death having taken place in the year 249

[a.d. 863]. There is also here the statue of Kharsakharis,

who was the sister [the MSS. here are corrupt; we should

perhaps read “ successor ”] of Karbiyas Now mention

has been made elsewhere of the sect of the Baylakani and

of their beliefs, and they are a sect part Christian, part

Magian, but at this present time [a.h. 332, a.d. 943] they

have migrated, and now live among the nation of the

Greeks.”

Another contemporary author who mentions the Pau-

licians is Kudarna, who, naming the Greek provinces

(“ Book on the Revenues,” p. 254) which lie over

against the territory of Malatiyya (Melitene), mentions

the districts of Kharshana and Khaldaya, that is the

Charsianian and the Chaldian Themes. It may be

noted in passing that there seems to be much confusion

as to the identification of the site of Kharshana. Ibn
Khurdadbih, in his “ Road Book ” (p. 108), writes : “ The
Kharsiyun District is near the Darb [pass or high-road]

of Malatiyya. In this district lies the fortress of Kharshana,

together with four others ”
;

and conformably with this,

in my paper on Ibn Serapion (p. 747), I have, on the

authority of Mr. Hogarth, identified Kharshana with the

present village of Alaja Khan lying on the upper waters of

the Kuru Tchay, the older Jarjariya. It appears, however,

from Professor Ramsay’s “ Historical Geography ” (p. 249
and elsewhere) that Charsianon Castron, the original of the

Arab Kharshana, is to be sought, not at the village of Alaja

Khan, but at Alaja, an important road-centre to the west
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of tlie upper Halys, and this Alaja was the ancient Karissa

or Garsi. From Alaja Khan to Alaja there is a distance,

as the crow flies, of over 150 miles, and they must not

therefore be confounded.

To return, however, to the Paulicians, Kudama (already

quoted) states in his “ Book on the Revenues ”
(p. 254) that

between Malatiyya, Kharshana, Khaldaya, and the Armenian

country is
“ the land which was settled by a people called

the Baylakani, who are of the Greeks, except for certain

differences that exist between the two in matters of faith.

These people used to give aid to the Moslems during their

raids [into the Greek country], and their aid was greatly

valued by the Moslems. All at once, however, they

migrated away from this land, in consequence of the evil

conduct of the governors of the [Moslem] frontier who had

dealings with them, and of the little honour that they

received at the hands of those appointed to look after their

affairs [by the Caliph]. Hence the Paulicians have come

to be dispersed abroad throughout the [Greek] lands, while

in their place, now, the Armenians have settled.”

In his French translation of this passage (“Bibl. Geog.

Arab.,” vi, p. 176), Professor De Goeje tentatively pro-

posed the reading “Naylakani” or “ Naykalani,” that is

Nicholceans, for Baylakani, Paulicians, the MSS. being here

corrupt, and the letters n and b in Arabic only differing by
the position of a diacritical point. I have Professor De
Goeje’s authority, however, for stating that Baylakani is

without doubt the true reading.

From the above it follows that Abrik, capital of the

Paulicians, as described by Arab geographers, is un-

doubtedly the place which the Byzantine authors call

Tephrike
;
and as this last is represented by the modern

Divrigi, or Divrik, on the Tchalta Irmak, the Arab Castle

of Abrik and the river of the same name must be respec-

tively Divrik and the Tchalta river, and not the fortress of

Arabkir, which stands on the Saritchitchek Su, many miles

to the south.

It of course follows that the tributary of the Abrik
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called the river Zamra (or Zimara, as our MS. of Ibn

Serapion also spells the name) cannot be either the Miram
Tchay or the Kistek Tchay, which joins the Saritchitchek

Su (see J.R.A.S. 1895, pp. 65 and 744). Zamra must

have been the name of one of the tributaries of the

Tchalta Irmak (Abrlk river), which joined that stream

below Divrigi, for Ibn Serapion writes that “it falls

into the river Abrik a little below the Castle of Abrlk ”

(
loc. tit., p. 63). This identification is certainly favoured

by the fact that at the present day a village called

Zimarra 1 still exists near here. Mr. Vincent W. Yorke,

who has recently returned from a journey through this

country of the upper waters of the Euphrates, informs

me that the present Zimarra Su is a tributary of the

Euphrates, and joins the great river a short way above

the mouth of the Tchalta Irmak. The Zimarra Su does not,

therefore, fit the case of the Zamra river, as described by

Ibn Serapion
;

which last must have been one of the

streams marked (but not named) in Kiepert’s Map, which

are left-bank tributaries of the Tchalta Irmak, flowing in

from the country near Zimarra village.

Coming to the river Luklya, which in note 4 to p. 57 of

my paper on Ibn Serapion was wrongly identified with the

Tchalta Irmak (the Tchalta being undoubtedly the Abrlk

river), this Luklya most probably is one of the two important

streams which join the right bank of the Euphrates a little

above the junction of the Tchalta. These streams are not

named in Kiepert’s Map, but Mr. Yorke writes that they

are both of considerable volume, being called respectively

the Armidan Tchay and the Kara Budak. One of them

must be the Luklya aforesaid, and on it lay the “ single

fortress” mentioned on p. 54 of my paper.

The next right-bank tributary of the Euphrates, the

Nahr Anja, I now believe to be identical with the river

called the Saritchitchek Su, 2 wrongly identified (loc. cit., p. 58)

1 Also Zimara is the name of a station mentioned in the Peutinger Tables,

the Antonine Itinerary, etc.
2 Still called Angu Tchay near its mouth, according to Mr. Yorke.
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•with the Abrik river. In the former list of identifications,

the river Anja could only come in as either the short stream

on which stands the village of Tchermuk
(
loc . cit., p. 58)

or its neighbour, the Soyut Tchay [idem, p. 744). Neither

of these, however, correspond with the description given

by Ibn Serapion of the course of the Anja, which “rises

in the mountain of Abrik, a little way above the crossing

the high-road from Malatiyya” [loc. cit., p. 54). The “high-

road ” here mentioned must mean the Great Road going

from Melitene westwards into the Greek Country (the

ancient High-road to Constantinople) ;
and the important

stream of the Anja—described as flowing down “ between

mountains,” exactly corresponds with the course of the

river now known as the Saritchitchek Su, which rises far

to the westward, and on whose banks stands the modern

capital of the district, Arabkir. It may be noted in passing

that Arabkir is apparently mentioned by none of the

mediaeval Arab geographers. It is called Nareen in the

old Turkish fiscal Archives, as is recorded by Taylor (see

J. R. Geogr. Society, xxxviii, page 311).

The only point against the identification of the Anja with

the Saritchitchek Su, is the statement made in Ibn Serapion

that the Anja joined the Euphrates “ at a distance five

leagues below the mouth of the river Arsanas ”
(p. 54). But

the Arabic MS. is here defective
;
“ Arsanas ” is written

“ Asnas,” and I now believe this may be a clerical error

for “ Abrik,” a word with which it might easily be con-

founded in the Arabic writing. In the loose way in which

Ibn Serapion counts distances, the Anja (Saritchitchek Su)

might well be described as flowing into the Euphrates “ five

leagues below the Nahr Abrik,” that is to say, a little

way above the junction of the Murad Tchay or Arsanas

river. If “ Abrik ” for “ Arsanas ” be deemed too bold an
emendation, the facts of the case will be equally suited by
changing the adverb “ below ” into “ above ” (and read fawk
in the Arabic text of Ibn Serapion, p. 11, line 5 from below
in place of afat), but the distance of “ five leagues above the
mouth of the Nahr Arsanas ” for the incoming of the Anja
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river is only approximately correct for describing the mouth
of the Saritchitchek Su.

In a tabular form the identifications now proposed for the

right-bank (western) tributaries of the Upper Euphrates are

as follows, beginning above and working down stream :

—

(I) Lukiya (river) is either the Kara
Budak or the Armi-
dan Tehay,

not the Tchalta Irmak
(p. 57, note 2).

(II) Abrik (river and town) is the Tchalta Irmak
and the town of

Divrik (Tephrike),

not the Saritchitchek

Su (p. 58, note 3),

and not Arablor

(P- 740).

(IIa) Zamra (river) is an affluent of the

Tchalta Irmak,
not the Miram Tehay

(p. 65, note 2), nor

the Kiztek Tehay
(p. 744).

(III) Anja (river) is the Saritchitchek Su, not the stream of the

Tchermuk village (p.

58, note 3), nor the

Soyut Tehay (p. 744).

As showing that Tephrike also among the Byzantines

bore a name very like Abrik, it is to be noticed that the

Greek MSS. of two of their Chronicles give, as a variant

for Tephrike, the name Aphrike (Te<ppi/crf, variant

My attention was first called to this passage by Mr. Yorke,

who has also pointed out to me that the name of the Zarnuk

river, a tributary of the Kubakib, which flows into the

Euphrates near Malatiyya (Melitene), is mentioned in the

Byzantine Chronicles under the forms Zapvovx and

'Ar^apvovK, which, seeing that n and b are unlikely to be

substituted for one another in the Greek letters, disposes

of the alternative form, given in the MS. of Ibn Serapion,

of “ ZarJuk ”
(
loc. cit., p. 743).

What, however, may be gleaned on this and kindred

subjects from the Byzantine Chronicles has recently been

ably discussed in the pages of the Classical Review (for

April, 1896), in a most interesting article entitled “ The
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Campaign of Basil I against the Paulicians in 872 a.b.,”

by Mr. J. G. C. Anderson, of the University of Aberdeen,

to whom (and Professor Ramsay) I am indebted for much
valuable information. In the course of his discussion of

the various Byzantine accounts of the campaign of Basil I

against the Paulicians, Mr. Anderson shows that the river

Karakis, described by Ibn Serapion, is also almost certainly

mentioned by the Byzantines. Readers of this Journal

who take an interest in the mediaeval geography of Asia

Minor, and the question of the frontier fortresses lying

between the Greeks and the Saracens, may be referred to

this paper, where a solution is offered of the thorny question

as to the true sites of Zibatra and Hadath.

There can be no doubt that Zibatra of the Moslems is

identical with the fortress called either Zapetra or Sozopetra

by the Byzantine Chroniclers, for the story of its capture

by the Emperor Theophilus, and its recapture by the Caliph

Mu'tasim during his celebrated expedition against Amorium,

is narrated alike by both the Greek and the Arab annalists

(compare Gibbon, “Decline and Pall,” vi, 413, with Weil,

“Geschichte der Chalifen,” ii, 309). The question remains

as to the situation of Zibatra, which neither the Greeks

nor the Arabs very accurately describe. What the latter

have recorded will be found in my notes to Ibn Serapion

(p. 66), while the Greek authorities have now been examined

by Mr. Anderson, and the results will be found in his paper

above referred to.

It may be mentioned, however, as supporting the view

that Zibatra must be sought at the present Viran-Shahr

on the Sultan Su (and this was my first identification,

which Mr. Anderson confirms by what is stated in the

Byzantine Chronicles) and not at Derendeh (as is one

of the suggestions offered by Mr. Hogarth : see Ibn

Serapion, p. 745), that Derendeh is itself mentioned,

under the form Tarandah, by the contemporary Arab

authorities. Baladhuri (p. 185, and he is copied by Ibn-

al-Athlr and Yakut) states that Tarandah, which lay three

marches distance from Malatiyya, deep in the Greek
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country, was garrisoned by the Moslems after a.h. 83

(702), but was subsequently abandoned by orders of the

Caliph Omar II in a.h. 100 (719). Zibatra, therefore,

cannot have been identical with Tarandah, which is another

place. Mr. Anderson, also, gives us references to the

Byzantine Chronicles proving that Taranta was a Paulician

stronghold, and there is no reason to doubt the identification

of Byzantine “ Taranta,” Arab “ Taranda,” and the modem
Derendeh, which lies high up on the Tokhma Su.

Further, in confirmation of the view adopted by Mr.

Anderson and Professor Ramsay that the site of Hadath

must be sought at or near the modern Inekli, on the Ak-Su,

may be mentioned the statement found in the Geographical

Dictionary of Bakri (p. 657). In the article on ‘Arbasiis

(Arabissos, Al-Bustan) the author describes this as a city of

the Greeks lying “ over against
”

or “ opposite ” Hadath,

thus leading us to infer that Hadath (a place doubtless

well known to him) was on the nearer and Moslem side of

Arabissos, and to the south of that city.

In conclusion, I venture to point out that the historical

geography of Asia Minor is likely to gain a yet firmer

basis, if the accounts of the Byzantine annalists be

systematically compared with, and a corrective applied from,

the works of the contemporary Arab geographers.
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Art. XYII .—Notes on Akbar’s Subahs, with reference to the

Ain-i Akbar'i. By John Beames, B.C.S. (ret.).

No. II.

ORISSA.

The ancient kingdom of Orissa (Odra-desa, whence Oresa),

strictly speaking, extended from the Kansbans river in the

north to the Rasakulia river near Ganjam in the south
;

and from the Bay of Bengal on the east far into the

tangled mass of low hills in the west, in which latter

direction its limits seem never to have been clearly defined.

But the kings of Orissa were not satisfied with these

boundaries. It is a common boast both in literature and

on monuments that their kingdom stretched from the great

to the little Ganges
;
that is to say, from the Bhagirathi

(called by Europeans the Hugli or “ Hooghly ”) to the

Godavari. At various times different kings made good

this boast by victorious campaigns, followed by temporary

occupation of territory both to the north and south.

The latest of these towards the north, starting from the

Subarnarekha, which had at that time been for a long

while the northern boundary, was led by the last in-

dependent monarch, Mukund Dev, called the Telinga, who,

about a.d. 1550, really touched the Bhagirathi, and built

at the sacred tirtha of Tribeni, near Satgaon, a stately

bathing-place, the ruins of which still remain. He was

attacked and defeated by the terrible Kala Pahar, general

of Sulaiman Kararani, really king, though nominally only

viceroy, of Bengal. After holding out for some time at the

strong fortress of Raibanian on the Subarnarekha, Mukund
retreated, fighting as he went, to Jajpur, where he was

j.r.a.s. 1896. 49
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either killed or driven into exile—for his fate is shrouded

in obscurity—and Orissa became a province of Bengal in

a.d. 1568. 1

It is so treated in the Ain. The arrangement, however,

proved unworkable, and Orissa was eventually made into

a separate Subah by the Emperor Shah Jahan. The

suppression of the Bengal military revolt of 1572 led to

the flight of Baud Khan, the rebel king of Bengal, into

Orissa. Raja Todar Mai accompanied the force under

Mun’im Khan, which pursued Daud and defeated him at

the battle of Tukaroi, near Jellasore, in 1574. Todar Mai

advanced as far as Cuttack, and it must have been at this

time that he obtained the materials for the financial arrange-

ments which are preserved to us in the Ain. But as after

the campaign Daud was left in possession of Orissa in little

more than nominal submission to the Emperor, Todar Mai’s

arrangements did not take effect, and his lists must be

regarded as little more than a sketch or project, and the

local tradition which ascribes to him the settlement of the

cultivated and civilized central tract known as the Moghul-

bandi rests on no historical foundation. The first actual

Moghul settlement was made by Raja Man Singh in

a.h. 999 (a.d. 1590), and even this did not come fully into

operation till the final suppression of the Afghans in the

reign of Jahangir, probably, judging from Grant’s

“ Analysis,” not before 1627.

Todar Mai’s lists, as will be seen from the following

remarks, are very imperfect, and cannot be taken as covering

the whole territory of Orissa. A very large number of

undoubtedly ancient and important estates are omitted,

and the revenue assigned to others bears no proportion to

their known extent. Stirling, indeed, who was intimately

acquainted with the province in the early days of British

rule, asserts that a measurement of the lands was made, and

that the accounts still preserved in the offices of the Sadr

Kanungos, or Keepers of the Revenue Accounts, are founded

1 For this date see the evidence in my article on “The History of Orissa,”

J.A.S.B., vol. Hi, p. 233, note f

.
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on that measurement, but he could find no evidence or

information as to the means by which the determination

of the rents and revenue was arrived at, and it is highly

probable that the measurement dragged on over many
years, and the assessment of revenue was not finally made
till long after Todar Mai’s time.

It will be noticed that in the A’in the word <uii kila’ah

‘ a fort ’ occurs very frequently. It must not, however,

be inferred from this that the whole of Orissa bristled with

strong castles or fortresses. The kila’ah was generally a

much humbler affair. It was for the most part merely the

house of a zamindar with the adjacent village surrounded

by an earthen rampart or breastwork, and occasionally a

rude moat, the whole girdled by a thick belt of bamboo

and rattan jungle, forming an impenetrable barrier to the

cavalry of which the Moghul armies chiefly consisted.

Several of these so-called forts are still in existence, as, for

instance, at Al
;
but the number of stone forts is not large,

and most of those which existed in the sixteenth century

have since disappeared. They can, however, often be traced

by the word Gar (fort) prefixed to the names of villages

which still stand on their ancient sites though no longer

fortified.

The materials for reconstructing this Subah are Grant’s

“Analysis,” the lists of parganahs in the appendices in

vol. ii of Hunter’s “Orissa,” Stirling’s account of Orissa

in the Asiatic Researches, .and the two I.O. MSS. mentioned

in my article on Bengal. The notes which I supplied to the

late Professor Blochmann in 1870 were unfortunately lost

with his other collections after his death, but I have some

notes in MS. still, and having been officially connected with

Orissa for nine years (1869—1878) and with Midnapore for

five (1880-1885), I have been able to supply some

suggestions from personal acquaintance with the localities.

In the following notes the names of the parganahs will

be given in the form adopted by Colonel Jarrett ; the correct

names, with the necessary remarks and explanations, being

given opposite each. The same abbreviations are used as
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in my article on Bengal. The Persian words are trans-

literated on the usual Jonesian system, with the exception

of such places as are well known under English corruptions,

e.g. Jellasore (Jalesar), Cuttack (Katak), Midnapore

(Mednipur), Balasore (Balesar).

Sark Ar Jalesar (Jellasore).

This very large Sarkar includes the whole of the Midna-

pore district, with the exception of a few scattered areas

on the eastern border attached to Sarkar Madaran in Subah

Bangalah. It also includes all northern Balasore as far

as the Kansbans river, together with an indefinite extent

of hill and jungle to the west.

Bansanda, commonly Haftchor. Should be “Banmundi,

alins the Seven Chaurs.” The MSS., which have

all evidently copied from the same original, blindly

repeat the mistake of writing s for m. Banmundi
is still a large village on the right bank of the

Subarnarekha, opposite Jellasore. The word chaur,

meaning a cleared space in a forest, is added to the

names of many parganahs in this part of the country.

There are fifteen of them at the present day, several of

which, however, are of modern origin. The original

seven are probably Bhelora, Napu, Kamardah, Darara,

Dantun, Kaurdah, and Kankara, Chaurs. They will

all be found in A. of I., sheets 114 and 115, lying

in a circle round Jellasore. Banmundi, wrongly spelt

Bandmundi in A. of I., sheet 115, is in Bhelora

Chaur.

The entry ‘castes’ means the caste of the Zamindars.

For J.’s Bliej read Bhanj, a very common caste title

in Orissa.

Bibli, read Pipli. Celebrated as the earliest English factory

in Bengal, established in 1640, at the mouth of the

Subarnarekha. It has now been completely washed
away, and the river flows over its site. Shah Jahan
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named it the “Royal Port,” Shah Bandar, and the

parganah now bears that name. 1 The zamindar

showed me, in 1872, the original farman of Shah

Jahan conferring on his ancestors the port dues

and fees, on condition of their supplying provisions

to the ships. In it the port is called Pipli

Shahbandar.

Balishahi. Now pronounced Balsahi. The latter part of

the word is the Oriya sahi ‘a village,’ mistaken by

the Imperial scribes for the more familiar shahi

‘royal.’ The word means ‘village in the sand,’ an

appropriate name, as it lies among the sand-hills

on the sea-shore.

Balkohsi. The name is written with many variants. Bloch-

mann gives koM and khosi. I.O. 6 has kothi, and

I.O. 1114 malko'i ! I have no doubt that the word

meant is Barah kost ‘ the twelve kos.’ This was the

name given to the much dreaded tract, twelve kos,

or twenty-four miles long, between the Subarnarekha

and Burhabalang. The old pilgrim road to the

shrine of Jagannath passed through this country

along the foot of densely wooded hills, and was

infested by robbers and wild beasts. Pilgrims used

to stop at Jellasore till a large crowd had assembled
;

then they subscribed and hired guides to take them

through the dangerous part. In later times the name

was extended as far south as the Kansbans, and it

is in this wider sense that it is used in the Ain.

Of the three forts, two can be identified—Sokrah as

the place now known as Sohroh, a town and police-

station half-way between Balasore and Bhadrakh ;

and B&nhastali as Bhainsbati, on the Kansbans, six

miles south-east of Sohroh. Dadhpur I cannot

identify.

1 He visited the place in 1621, when, as Prince Khurram, he rebelled ajainst

his father, the Emperor Jahangir (see my article on the “History of Northern

Orissa,” J.A.S.B., vol. lii, p. 237). His grant to the zemindars was probably

made in recognition of their support on that occasion.
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Parbada. This is an unlikely name for a place in Orissa.

I. O. 6 has Barpada, which is an extremely common
name of villages in that province. None of the

numerous Barpadas, however, possess the features

here noted. Seeing how commonly the markaz, or

sloping stroke of < i, is omitted in MSS. of the Ain,

I have no hesitation in concluding that the place

meant is Garpada. It is exactly as described

—

a strong fort, partly on a hill, partly in jungle;

though the fortifications have now almost ceased to

he traceable. In the Middle Ages this place, half-

way between Jellasore and Balasore, commanding the

pilgrim road, the only high road into Orissa, and

the residence of influential zamindars, was a position

of great importance. Here a battle was fought by

Kala Pahar, and one of his captains who fell in it

lies buried close by, and is worshipped as a martyr.

(See my article on the “ History of Northern Orissa,”

J. A.S.B., vol. lii, p. 231 ;
also my facsimile and

translation of a copper-plate grant in the possession

of the Bhuyans of Garpada in Indian Antiquary,

vol. i, p. 355, where I have erroneously spelt the

word Garh- instead of Gar-.)

Bhograi. A parganah at the mouth of the Subarnarekha,

on the north side, partly in Balasore, partly in

Midnapore. I have not been able to find any traces

of the “ fortress of great strength.” Possibly the

river has washed it away.

Bugdi, now pronounced Bogri. It is a parganah in North
Midnapore, lying on both sides of the Selai river.

The town of Garbeta is in it.

Bazar. Now Dhenkia bazar, on the Kasai river, a little

below Midnapore town.

Babbanbhum, a parganah in North Midnapore, now more
correctly pronounced Brahmanbhuin (not Brahman-
pur, as stated by J.).

Taliya, with town of Jalesar. The first word is evidently

incorrect; the MSS. offer every variety of reading.
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I.O. 6 gives aJJ, with no dots to the third letter.

I.O. 1114 has . Mr. Beveridge has kindly

examined for me six MSS. at the British Museum,

all of whieh have j or aJj . He suggests that

the word may be a«_Cj takiya ‘the hermitage of a

darwesh.’ I do not, however, know of any takiya

near Jellasore. On the other hand, Jellasore has from

ancient times been divided into two parts—the

commercial town and the official station. The former

has always been, and is' still, known as Patna Jalesar;

patna being, as is well known, a very common name

for mercantile towns throughout India. It seems

to me highly probable, indeed almost certain, that

we should read patnail bd katsbah— 1 the market town

and citadel of Jalesar.’ might easily be misread

as if the dots over the t got mixed with it by

running of the ink or a slip of the pen, and still

more so if the cerebral were indicated by a super-

scribed as is often done. As Blochmann notices

in the preface to his Persian text, the MSS. follow

one another so slavishly that a mistake in the

original one would be faithfully reproduced in all

the copies.

Tanbulak. Bead Tambulak, ^ before in Persian being

always pronounced m. The place meant is the famous

ancient emporium of Tararalipti, now Tamluk, still

a flourishing town on the Bupnarayan river in

North-east Midnapore.

Tarkol. Should be Tarkua. The MSS. have apparently

changed ' into J. It is in South Midnapore, about

ten miles north-east of Jellasore.

Dawar Shorbhum, commonly Barah. Bead Parah ;
it

means the tract of saliferous land otherwise known

as Shorparah. This expression is applied to the

extensive tract on the sea-coast of Midnapore, where

salt is, or till recently used to be, made, stretching

from the Subarnarekha to the Basulpur river. In

Shah Jahan’s settlement it is entered as Gwalpara
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(Grant, 532), and extended far inland. In Todar

Mai’s list, however, only the immediate neighbour-

hood of the coast is apparently intended, as the

parganahs lying further inland are separately

entered.

Ramna. An ancient and still flourishing town, the name

of which is now pronounced Remna or Remuna.

It lies some six or seven miles north-west of

Balasore town. From the mention of the Haveli

it would appear to have been the headquarters of

some sort of political or fiscal division under the

kings of Orissa, and under Shah Jahan it again

became the head of a Sarkar. There is some

difficulty about the five forts, caused by the

indistinctness of the MSS. In most MSS. of the

Ain the details of the Subahs are given in tabular

form, the page being divided by lines ruled in red

ink both vertically and horizontally, forming small

squares. These are often too small for the informa-

tion which has to be given. To get it all in, the

words are written very small and crowded together,

and the dots being sprinkled carelessly about, after

the manner of Persian scribes, it is often impossible

to determine whether any particular dot belongs

to the word above or below it. I have to thank

Mr. Beveridge for a valuable note on the result

of his careful inspection of the six MSS. at the

British Museum. The quotations from these MSS.
in the following remarks are taken from his note.

The first fort is clear enough. It is stated to be

in the Haveli, and must, therefore, have been at

Remna itself, where there are still traces of mounds
and ditches.

The second fort is Ramchandrapur, still a well-

known village, eight miles north-east of Remna.
The third fort is written j in Blochmann, with

no dots to the third letter. The B.M. MSS. have
which looks like i.e. Ramgaon, with
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the last two letters omitted. I.O. 6 has as

in Blochmann. I.O. 1114 has The local

Kamingo and other well-informed natives whom
I consulted all insisted upon it that the place meant

is Armala, a large village four miles south-west of

Remna (shown as Urmullah on the A. of I., sheet

115). This is not impossible, for the markaz of the

kaf is in these MSS. treated as capriciously as the

dots, being often inserted where it ought not to be,

and as often omitted where it ought to be. So also,

j and 1 in Persian MSS. are often indistinguishable.

Thus, might easily be written L«lj, and by

mistaking the J for uS and supplying it with a

markaz the word would become As there

is no Ramgaon anywhere in this neighbourhood, the

local tradition is at least worthy of consideration.

The fourth fort is written C->jJ in Blochmann,

and Dut in Jarrett. There is, however, no such

place, and the reading itself is open to serious

objection. One B.M. MS. has CUjJ, but the dots

seem to belong to the word in the line above

;

another has t—JjJ with no dots. But Blochmann has

omitted some important words which occur in several

of the B.M. as well as the I.O. MSS. Thus

—

B.M. 7652 Addl. has j! ,

or it may be read <A»;Lj jJ.

B.M. 6546 Addl. has the same
; here also AJuj is

not clear.

I.O. 6 jLjjA

I.O. 1114 \j *—1 . **~
j
but the two dots

over the t are quite at the right-hand comer of the

letter, not over the centre as usual, and the d and u

are joined together, so that they look like

The key to this mystery is, I think, supplied by the

reading of I.O. 1114. is apparently a mistake
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for
1 an image/ and the word has been still

further corrupted by the other copyists. In my
opinion the full text originally ran

—

^ j 1 «A r-A-r

i.e. the fourth Deul (has) two statues of stone.

The place meant is the ancient stone fort of

Deulgaon, some thirty miles north of Remna, on

the Balasore and Midnapore boundary. A de-

scription of this fort will be found in Indian

Antiquary, vol. i, p. 76. In the centre of the fort

are two colossal statues of men on horseback. These

represent the two horsemen celebrated in Orissa

legend. In a.d. 1490, as Baja Purushottam Dev
was marching to attack Kanjivaram, two beautiful

youths on horseback rode at the head of the army,

and, like Macaulay’s Great Twin Brethren, secured

victory to the Raja. They then vanished, after

revealing themselves as Krishna and Balaraina.

These must, I think, be the ‘ two statues of stone
’

alluded to in the text. In their efforts to get all

this long note into the small space in the tabular

form, the copyists have crushed it up into an

unrecognizable muddle.

The fifth fort is given by Blochmann as iALo, which

J. renders Saldah. This is, however, apparently

a mistake derived from the reading *aLj LyJ of

some MSS. Most of the B.M. MSS. have

‘the fifth is new.’ I.O. 6 has

where is a mistake for JoAs-. I.O.

1114 has <
—'h>- ^ith no dot to the last letter.

There is a town called Sildah, but it seems too far

off. It is eighty miles to the north of Remn&, in

the north-west corner of Midnapore. It is of course

possible that all the wild jungle country of "Western

Midnapore and Morbhanj may have been included

under Remna, but as the reading a-xU is so doubtful
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it is perhaps safer to take the reading JoAs-,

although this leaves us in ignorance of the locality

of the fifth fort. I presume, however, that the ‘ new
fort ’ was Chandrarekha Garh, about eight miles

north-west of Deulgaon
;

the parganah is called

Nayagram, which seems to be indicated by the Jo A>-

of the Ain.

Rayn. The situation of this place “ on the borders of

Orissa” leaves no doubt that the correct reading

is Raiban or more strictly It is now
called Raibanian. The MSS. are here again in-

correct. I.O. 6 has and I.O. 1114 The
“ three forts

”
mentioned in the text appeared to

me when I visited the place to be four. (See my
article on the “Jungle Forts of Northern Orissa,”

in Indian Antiquary, vol. i, p. 33, where there is

a description of Raibanian, with a map of the forts

and several sketches.) It was at Raibanian, which

is seven miles from Jellasore, on the opposite or

western side of the Subarnarekha, that Mukund Dev
the Telinga, the last independent sovereign of Orissa,

made a determined but ineffectual stand against the

Musulman invaders. The memory of this fact may
have caused the entry “on the borders of Orissa,”

for the Subarnarekha was practically the northern

boundary, though the power of Mukund had for

a time extended to the Bhagirathi.

Raepur, a large city with a strong fortress. The only place

of this name known to me is in South Bankurah,

some forty miles north-west of Midnapore. It is

now a small town, but it is said to have been much
larger in ancient times. I.O. 1114 has ,

probably to be read Udayapur, which is in Chutia

Nagpur, 200 miles away.

Sabang. A parganah in Central Midnapore, some twenty

miles south-east of the town.

Siyari. A parganah on the Subarnarekha, sixteen miles

south-east of Jellasore.
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Kasijora. A large parganali in East Midnapore.

Kharaksur. Sliould be Khargpur. The “ strong fort in

the wooded hills” seems to point to some other

place, as there is neither fort nor hill in Khargpur,

which is level country on the south of the Kasai

river opposite Midnapore town.

Kedarkhand. A parganah in Central Midnapore.

Karai. This reading is doubtful. Many MSS. have ,

I.O. 6 and 1114 both have • The place meant

is, I think, Kasiari, on the Subarnarekha, twenty

miles south-west of Midnapore, an ancient and

famous place.

Gagnapur. Probably the parganah now called Gagneswar.

I.O. 1114 has a word which may be read

Gagnasapur. I.O. 6 has Kalnapur, which is

evidently incorrect. Gagneswar adjoins Kasiari in

South-west Midnapore.

Karohi. Some MSS. have
, which should be read

Kuruli. This seems correct
;
parganah Kurul Chaur

in South Midnapore, fifteen miles from Jellasore,

is apparently the place intended.

Malchatta. Should be Maljbatta. This is the name given

to the tract on the sea-coast of Midnapore from the

mouth of the Rasulpur river to the Rupnarayan.
It included the well-known station of Hijli (vulgo

Hidgellee) : see Grant, 246, 527.

Mednipur. The large town and capital of a very extensive

district, which is better known by the European
corruption of Midnapore. Of the two forts, one is

still partially extant. It has been enlarged and built

upon to form the old district jail. This is probably
the newer of the two forts mentioned in the Ain,
The older one is also, I believe, still traceable, but
I have not seen it.

There is a sentence attached to this entry in
some MSS. which seems to have puzzled Blochmann,
and is pronounced unintelligible by Jarrett. It

varies considerably in different MSS., the copyists,
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according to their custom, having written carelessly

whatever they did not understand.

In Bloehmann’s text the passage runs

—

Ail aAj j

In a footnote he gives the variant

—

Neither of these readings is intelligible.

Mr. Beveridge has pointed out that the words

occur in the column headed “ Zamindar,” which

gives the caste of the landed proprietors. By
omitting this distinction, both Blochmann and

Jarrett have obscured the meaning of these entries

throughout the lists in the Ain.

Of the B.M. MSS. 7652 Addl. reads—

Ajl yl"A Ajjw* A^aLj
j j\

MS. 16872 Addl. reads the same, substituting

aLA~= for AxJj .

I.O. 6 has the same as the last but one, with this

difference, that it inserts a j after AaC. and omits

the markaz of the <—S’ in ca-jaa^a. I.O. 1114 has

aL2j
,
which is nonsense

!

The difficulty seems to have been mainly caused

by reading Joobt, as if it were the Persian word

mi-kunad ‘ he does/ and combining «j-> with the

following word into the Persian Ail^A ‘insane.’

As Mr. Beveridge now points out, and as I find

I suggested to Prof. Blochmann years ago, what we

have here is really the name of Mukund Dev, the

last king of Orissa. The final word in the sentence

is not Ajl, but Ail ‘ they are.’ The passage should

therefore run

—

Aj 1 A aA*» aa/j * ljaa j 1

i.e.
“ They (the Zamindars) are of the castes of
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Khandait and Telinga, kinsmen of Mukund Dev.”

Mukund Dev, as we know, was a Telinga, that is,

he came from the Telinga, or Telugu, country, the

land on the banks of the Godavari, which gave so

many kings to Orissa, and what more natural than

that he should entrust the important frontier fortress

of Midnapore to his own kinsmen, on whose fidelity

he could rely ? The Khandaits are not, strictly

speaking, a caste, in the Hindu sense of that term.

The word means ‘ swordsman ’ (from khandd, Skr.

kharfga ‘ a sword ’), and they were the fyrde,

landwehr, or militia of the kingdom, called out when
war arose, going back to their fields in time of

peace. In the present day large numbers of peasants

call themselves Khandaits, either because the title

is respectable or because some remote ancestor served

in the fyrde, and so the word has become a quasi-

caste title. Mukund Dev’s Telinga kinsmen appear

to be called Khandaits because of the military duties

they discharged in guarding the fort.

Mahakanghat, alias Kutbpur, a fortress of great strength.

The village is now called Manighati, and the

parganah Kutbpur. It lies about twenty-five miles

north-west of Midnapore.

Narayanpur, alias Khandar. Two separate parganahs a few
miles to the south of Midnapore. One is now known
as Narayangarh, the other as Khandar.

Sarkar Bhadrak.

This Sarkar, much smaller than Jalesar, comprises in

general the country between the Kansbans and Baitarni

rivers and a few tracts to the south of the latter river.

The tracts on the sea-coast are, however, included in Sarkar
Katak (Cuttack).

Barwa. Now called Birwa (spelt Beerooa in A. of I
sheet 115). It is a parganah lying between the
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Brahmint and Kharsua rivers in North Cuttack.

The two strong forts are given as Bank and Riskoi

;

for the latter, I.O. 6 has Riskuri, I.O. 6 with

no dots to the fourth letter. The places meant are

probably Banksahi on the Brahmini and Rispur

(
i.e

.

Rishipura) on the Kharsua.

Jaukajri. The proper name is Jogjuri. It is a large and

well-known village on the southern slope of the

Nilgiri hills in the tributary state of that name.

Haveli Bhadrak. A town on the river Salindi, head-

quarters of a subdivision. Dhamnagar is also an

important place twelve miles south of Bhadrak, or

Bhadrakh, as it should be written with final kh.

It is said to be from (Bala)bhadrakshetra, the field

or tract sacred to Balabhadra. Dhamnagar is

noticeable as containing a considerable settlement

of Muhammadans, rather a rare thing in Orissa, but

explained by the note in the Ain that it w'as the

residence of a—presumably Muhammadan—governor.

Sahansu.' Now called Sohso, an extensive parganah on

the west frontier of Balasofe, fifteen miles west of

Bhadrakh.

Kaiman. Now divided into three parganahs called Raima,

Kismat Raima, and Kila’a Raima (in A. of I.,

Kymah), lying on both sides of the Baitarni below

Jajpur. The name of the last retains a re-

membrance of a fort, though no traces of it now
remain.

Kadsu. A variant is Garsu. No place with any name at

all resembling either word is known to me. The
names given for this Sarkar in the Ain do not

cover the whole area, and there are probably many
omissions, as large tracts of country remain un-

accounted for. I am inclined to think that part

of the name has dropped out by negligence of

copyists, and that the place meant is Gar Sokindab,

a large tributary estate in North-west Cuttack.

In Oriya, Gar is used for a fort, not Garh.
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Independent ta’lukdars. Entered as Mazkurin
;
with three

forts.

1. Pachhim Donk. I.O. 6 reads I.O.

1114 something illegible, of which the first two

letters are ;
the others look like Jy* . I know

of no Donk, but Pachkimkot, a large village in

parganah Ragadi (Rugree in A. of I.) in North-

west Cuttack, near the Brahmini, is probably the

place meant.

2. Khandait. This is not the name of a place.

Khanditar on the Kharsua (not marked in A. of I.),

ten miles west of Jajpur, where the Orissa Trunk

Road crosses it, is probably the place meant.

3. Majori. Manjuri, as it is now called, is a

parganah on the north bank of the Baitarni, four

miles above Jajpur.

SarkAn Katak (Cuttack).

The spelling Cuttack, being more familiar to Europeans

than Katak, will be used in the following remarks. The

Sarkar includes the whole of the Cuttack and Puri

districts, with the exception of the tracts already mentioned

under Bhadrakh. But here also many important places,

which are known to have been in existence in Todar Mai’s

time, are omitted, proving that his lists must have been

incomplete. Nearly all the places mentioned are easily

recognizable.

Al (A. of I. Aul
;
the town is shown as Rajbari). A well-

known town and parganah on the Kharsua in North-

east Cuttack. The ancient fort and palace is the

residence of a Maharaja who is lineally descended

from the kings of Orissa.

Asakah. Aska, a town in the Ganjam district on the

Rasakulia river, the extreme southern boundary of

Orissa proper.

I
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Athgarh. One of the tributary estates, on the north bank
of the Mahanadi, about ten miles above Cuttack.

Purb Dikh. The latter word is evidently for Dig=‘ quarter,’

‘region,’ which is the reading of I.O. 1114. The

four forts on the eastern side of Orissa lying along

the sea-coast are Kanika, Kujang, Harishpur, and

Mirichpur. They lie in the above order from north

to south, and the territory attached to each is

extensive, as will he seen from the A. of I., sheet

115.

Pachchhim Dikh. ‘Western quarter.’ The list of forts on

the western frontier of the Cuttack district is not

given, but it must be meant to include the kila’as

of Darpan, Madhupur (A. of I., Mudpoor !),

Balrampur, and Chausathpara between the Brahmini

and Mahanadi, and probably also Dompara and

Patia, south of the latter river.

Bahar. There is no place of this name in Cuttack. B.M.

7652 Addl. has Bahaz, so has I.O. 6, but this

also is an unknown name. Mr. Beveridge points

out a passage in Grant 528 in which he includes

in the province of Orissa “ a mountainous, un-

productive region on the western frontier, making

part of the wilds of Jharkund, or jungly countrv,

towards the velayt of Behar.” The Muhammadans
seem to have thought in their ignorance of the

geography of these hitherto unconquered provinces

that Orissa stretched back through the hills and

jungles till it touched the southern frontier of Bihar;

and Grant repeats this mistake. Probably by the

entry Bahar, with its large revenue of fifty-one

lakhs, Todar Mai meant to designate all the extensive

tract of country now known as the Tributary Mahals,

administered by a number of semi-independent Rajas

who pay a small tribute to the British Government.

But their country does not reach as far west as

Bihar by a long way.

j.b.a.s. 1896. 50
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Basai Diwarmar. The copyists have got into great con-

fusion over this name. Blochmann gives the variants

bjjj and . The B.M. MSS. have

and
; I.O. 6 has

;
and 1.0.

1114 apparently though the letters are so

jumbled together that it is difficult to decide in which

order to take them. I conjecture that these variants

are an attempt to represent the name Basudebpur

Arang, i.e. the salterns of Basudebpur. This place

was for long, and is still, one of the chief seats of

the salt-making industry. The Oriya word for

a saltern, or place where salt is made, is Arang.

In crushing up the letters to get them into the

small space allowed for them in the table, some have

been omitted and others transposed. Basudebpur is

in the Balasore district, about fourteen miles north-

east of Bhadrakh, near the sea, in parganah Ankura.

Barang. No place of this Dame is known to me. But the

description of the “ nine forts in hill and jungle
”

corresponds precisely to the celebrated fortress of

Sarang Gar, which, with its nine (or even more)

subordinate forts, guards the entrance to Khurdha,

the mountain fastness where the kings of Orissa

sought refuge on the overthrow of their inde-

pendence, and where they maintained themselves

down to modern times. Sarang Gar lies some four

miles south-west of the city of Cuttack, across the

Katjori river. The Engineers of the Public Works
Department—with their usual good taste and reverence
for things ancient—have driven a road right through
it, and pounded the stones to metal the road. The
same enlightened officials sold me some exquisitely

carved images of Buddha and some of Krishna as

“stone ballast” at “one rupee the running foot”!
Sarang was too important a place to be omitted
from the Ain, but unless this is it, it nowhere occurs

It is not shown in the A. of I., but a number of
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villages with the prefix Gar (A. of I., Gurr)—Gar

Darutang, Gar Andharua, and others—represent the

nine forts of the Ain.

Bhijnagar. Should be Bhanjnagar, which is the reading

both of 1.0. 6 and 1.0. 1114, the old name of

Gumsur, the capital of a state the semi-independent

Rajas of which were of the Bhanj caste Gpendro

Bhanj, one of the Rajas of this place, is the most

celebrated of the poets of Orissa. 1 Gumsur is in the

Ganjam District, some twenty miles north of Aska.

Banju. 1.0. 1114 has This must, I think, be

meant for Banchas in Central Puri. There is no

other place, as far as I know, having any name
resembling this.

Parsottam. Should he Purushottam
; the full name of the

town of Puri, where the celebrated temple of

Jagannath is situated, is Purushottama Kshetra,

‘ the field or tract sacred to Yishnu, the Puru-

shottama or Highest Being.’ 2 The note attached

to this entry, which J. renders ‘detailed in each

Sarkar,’ means that the revenue recorded against

it is made up of lands lying in all parts of the

province. Even in the present day there is hardly

a single parganah, perhaps not even one, in which

there are not revenue-free lands belonging to the

great temple of Jagannath.*

Chaubiskot, now called Chaubiskud, a large parganah

lying between the town of Puri and the Chilkd

lake. The four forts of great strength are now no

longer traceable.

Jash, commonly called Tajpur. The last word is a mis-

print for Jajpur, which is distinctly the reading

both in Blochmann’s text and in all the MSS. The

ancient, celebrated, and sacred city of Jajpur on the

1 A long list of his poems will be found in Hunter’s “ Orissa,” vol. ii, p. 208.
He lived in the sixteenth century.

2 The word should therefore be written with short it and t
;
not Puri ‘city,’

as it is often erroneously written by Europeans.
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Baitarni has been a noted place of pilgrimage from

remote antiquity. I.O. 1114 reads Jashpur ’urf Jaj.

The form Jash should, I think, he read Jashn, and

appears to be an attempt to reproduce the word

Jajna, of the Sanskrit yajiiapura ‘city of

sacrifice,’ the original name of this city.

Dakhan Dikh. For dikh we should read dig. The four

forts of the southern region are Parikud, Malud,

Bajrakot, and Andhari, all of which lie between the

Chilka lake and the sea, and are shown in the

A. of I.

Siran. Should be Sirain, a parganah in Central Puri, on

the north-east shore of the Chilka lake.

Shergarh. A large parganah in the north-west corner

of the Cuttack district.

Kotdes. A large parganah in the northern and central

part of Puri. The entry against this parganah

regarding: the forts varies in the different MSS.

1.0. 6 has inserted (erroneously, I think) before

J-s' . 1.0. 1114 has The meaning

apparently is that the original fort is a kasbah or

town. The variant kusaibafi means a small

town. The hot or fort, from which the parganah

received its name of Kotdes, or the * countr}r of the

fort,’ was, in fact, a fortified town, and not, as most

of the Orissa forts were, merely a castle or fortified

house.

Katak Banaras. The city of Cuttack, capital of the ancient

kingdom and of the modern province. The name

Banaras, so persistently attached to it by Mu-
hammadan writers, has nothing to do with the famous

sacred city on the Ganges, but is a mispronunciation

of Biranasi (Bird= a kind of millet, and nasi— a,

headland), the name of a village a mile from the fort

on a point jutting out into the river Katjori. The
“ stone fort of great strength,” or so much of it as

the Public Works Department has not sold at “one
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rupee the running foot,” still stands to the north

of the city. When yet uninjured, it must have

been an imposing edifice, and covers a large area,

surrounded by a broad moat with strong stone walls.

Nothing but a huge mound remains of the palace

of Mukund Dev.

Khatra. I.O. 6 reads iyf ,
I.O. 1114 ,

but the most

probable reading is that given in a note by

Blochmann, . The real word is, I think,

Khetra, meaning the sacred area round the city of

Puri, the revenues of which were devoted to the

service of the temple of Jagannath.

Manikpatan. Manikpatan is at the point where the G'hilka

lake opens into the Bay of Bengal. There are still

numerous salt-making stations round about it.

Sarkar Ealing Danupat.

Sarkar RAjjiahindra.

These two names cover the whole tract of country from

the Rasakulia to the Godavari. Though occasionally for

short periods subject to the kings of Orissa, this country

never really formed part of their kingdom, and was never

at any time subject to the rule of Akbar or his successors.

No details are given concerning it, and the entries regarding

revenue and contingents of troops are purely imaginary.

This concludes the notice in the Ain concerning Orissa.

It is worthy of note, as showing the incompleteness of the

lists compiled by Todar Mai, that although many places

both on the eastern and western frontiers are mentioned,

hardly a single name of any of the wide and fertile

territories in the central plain of Cuttack occurs. This

plain, the heart of the Mughalbandi, in the delta of the

Mahanadi and Brahmini rivers, is the richest, most culti-

vated, and most populous part of the whole of Orissa.
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Yet Asureswar, Kalamatia, Painda, Tisania, Hariharpur,

Deogaon, Sailo, Saibif, and a dozen other large and

productive parganahs are omitted from the list, and there

is no one of the names in the list which can be stretched

so as to cover them. The same remark applies to the Puri

District, where Limbai, Kotrang, Antarud, and many other

populous and well-cultivated areas, are entirely omitted.

Kotdes, Chaubiskot, and Sirain can hardly have been so

much larger than they are at present as to include all this

territory.

It is true that under the head of Purb Dig or eastern

quarter a revenue of 22,881,580 dams (=Rs. 572,014) is

recorded, which is far more than can ever have been realized

from the four jungly tracts on the sea-coast—Kanika,

Kujang, and the two other kila’as. So also the territory

of the Maharajas of Al is known to have been more

extensive formerly than now, and the Dakhan Dig or

southern quarter is recorded as assessed at 22,065,770 dams

(=Rs. 526,644), which is much in excess of anything that

can possibly have been levied from the four poor little

kila’as between the Chilka and the sea. Put even after

making allowances for the area covered by these names

extending over a far larger tract than at present, there must

remain a great extent of country in the Cuttack and Puri

Districts unaccounted for. The truth seems to be that

Todar Mai’s inquiries into the land revenue of Orissa were

of a very superficial nature, and the province was not really

surveyed, divided into parganahs, and assessed till the reign

of Shah Jahan.

No. III. Subah Bihar.

As I have already published my reconstruction of this

Subah in J.A.S.B., vol. liv, p. 162, it will suffice to refer

to that article for the identification of the parganahs, all

but a very few of which are still extant under the same
names as those given in the Ain, and are shown, more or
less disguised by incorrect spelling, in the Atlas of India.
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It is not therefore necessary to collate and compare MSS.,

as in those Subahs (such as Bengal) where the old parganah

names have fallen out of use and memory. The corrections

necessary in Colonel Jarrett’s spelling may be ascertained

by reference to my article and the Atlas of India. It is

not, on the whole, difficult to restore the spelling, by which

that monumental work, the Atlas, is so often disfigured,

to a scientific system.

With regard to the note 1 to Pandag (read Pundag) at

p. 154 of J., my identification of the mysterious word

i as Cheroh, the name of the widespread and

powerful aboriginal tribe of Cheros, who for centuries held

all that large area of hill-country bounding Bihar on the

south, is supported by Blochmann’s article in J.A.S.B.,

vol. xl, p. Ill, which seems not to have been consulted

by J.

For Jai Chanpa, in the same Sarkar, should be read

Cbai Champa, now two separate parganahs. I.O. 6 reads

. As both Chdi and Champa are still in existence,

there can be no doubt as to the spelling.

Other corrections may be made from the article referred

to above, and the situation of all the parganahs will be

seen from the map accompanying it.

Erratum.—Page 757, line 3: for the second ‘I.O. 6’

substitute ‘I.O. 1114.’
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Art. XVIII .—An Apocryphal Inscription in Khorasan. By
Xey Elias, M.R.A.S.

While travelling in Khorasan, in 1874, Colonel (then

Captain) the Honourable G. Napier reported having passed

an inscription cut upon a rock near the village of Panj-

Mana, seven or eight miles north of Kardeh, on the road

leading from Meshed to Kelat-i-Nadiri. The rock was

described as a block of crystalline limestone fallen from an

overhanging cliff, while the writing it bore was said to be

the record of a victory gained by “ Muhammad Shaibani,

the Usbeg conqueror of Bokhara, over the unbelievers.”

The languages in which it was cut were Arabic and Persian,

and the date 916 of the Hijra, or 1510 a.d.

This was all that was known of the inscription, but

pointing, as it did, to an interesting historical period, it

seemed to merit further investigation. Being unable to

visit the spot myself last summer, an exact copy of the

writing on the stone was made, at my request, by an

accomplished calligraphist named Mirza Abdulla, of

Kandahar. The English translation that accompanies it

was kindly made for me by Khan Bahadur Maula Bakbsh,

the Indian Government Attache at the Meshed Consulate

General.

At first sight, this record of the Usbeg chief would

appear to contain nothing of greater interest than a memoir

of one of his many victories
;
for his career bad been one

of almost uniform success since about 1505. By the year

1509 he had conquered Transoxiana, a great part of

Turkistan, Ferghana, and Khiva, as well as some of the

districts of Khorasan. He had defeated some of the best

military leaders of the times among the Timuris, the
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Moghuls, and others
;
and if one more victory had been

added to his score, ho surprise would have been felt by

readers of the history of his life. The curiosity, however,

of this boastful inscription lies in the fact that the event

it perpetuates the memory of was not a victory, but a defeat

—the first of a series which, within a few months of its date,

brought Shaibani’s empire and life to an end. But as a

statement of this kind, which impugns the veracity of

a great historical character, may appear rather a bold one

to make, it is necessary to go briefly into the occurrences

of the times in order to show that no misconception has

taken place
;

and also that the inscription may just as

probably have been set up with Shaibani’s sanction, and

while he was present on the spot, as by any partisan or

successor.

In the first place, as to the lines themselves. Although

Shaibani Khan is known to have been a writer of verses

(his enemy Baber calls them tasteless verses), the com-

position is perhaps unlikely to have been dictated by him.

Most probably it is that of a courtier whose chief object

was to flatter the vanity of his master, for its obscure

and pompous style is that usually adopted by Oriental

panegyrists. The only historical information that it is

intended to convey is contained in the Persian sentences

forming the middle section, but even these are made the

vehicle for rhetorical extravagances, so that the writer has

been unable to descend to such commonplace detail as

always to call the towns he mentions by their right names,
or to give his hero’s movements in explicit language.

Plainly put, he tells us that, on a certain date, Shaibani

Khan marched from Marv-i-Sbahijan, 1 and that at a place

called Kindilik (Kinderlik), in the Ulugh Hills of the

Dasht-i-Qipchak, he gained a great victory over certain

infidels whose tribe, or nationality, it is not thought worth
while to name. Further, that the captives taken on the
occasion were sent off to the capital of Islam, and there

1 Nowadays frequently, though incorrectly, written “Marr-i-Shah-Jahan.”
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converted; while Shaibani himself on a certain subsequent

date arrived at a town styled “ the Memorial of the Khan,”

which he himself had built. For the erection of the

inscription no date is given.

If a complete history of Shaibani Khan were in existence,

it might be feasible to trace his operations during the period

in question, and to show what the writer of the inscription

really meant to set forth. But we have no complete account

of the IJsbeg leader’s life, though portions of it are noticed

in many Oriental histories— some original, some mere

abstracts of others. The only book which professes to

contain the story of his reign and deeds is the Turki epic

poem called the “ Shaibani Kama,” translated by Professor

Yambery into German under the title of “ Scheibaniade.”

This is a panegyric in the usual florid style—a few grains

of historical fact scattered among tons of fulsome adulation

—and it carries us down only to the year 911 of the

Hijra, or some four years previous to the events alluded

to on the stone at Panj-Mana, closing abruptly with the

account of Shaibani’s return from his conquest of Khiva.

More light is to be derived from Khwandamlr’s general

history known as the “ Hablb-us-Siyar ” (vol. iii),
1 where

the period including the events in question is summed up

as follows :

—

“After conquering the province of Jurjan (Gurgan)

and its dependencies, 2 Muhammad Khan Shaibani used to

pitch his summer camp at the Ulang of Radkan, and used

to pass the winter in Mavara-un-Nahr. Sometimes he led

expeditions to the Dasht-i-Qipchak for the purpose of

attacking the Kazaks
;
and at the end of the year 915 he

was defeated by Qasim Sultan, who was the most powerful

chief in Dasht-i-Qipchak at that time. During the battle

a large number of the leaders of the Khan’s troops were

killed. Muhammad Khan returned in distress to Khorasan

in the spring, and led an expedition against the Hazara

1 Dating about 927-35 Hijra, or 1521-9.
2 This was in 914 Hijra.
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and Nikudar, who were in the Kohistan of Zamindawar.

As the sun of his fortune was setting, he could accomplish

nothing in that expedition either.”

The only other original author I am able to consult here,

who gives an account of Shaibani’s transactions about this

time, is Mirza Haidar Dughlat, the historian of the

Moghuls. He was, in part, a contemporary of Shaibani

Khan, and, in his “ Tarikh-i-Rashldi,” relates at some

length several episodes of the TJsbeg campaigns ; thus, in

regard to the expedition against the Kazaks, to which our

inscription evidently refers, he writes as follows (p. 230 of

translation) :

—

“In the year 915, he [Shaibani] proceeded against the

Kazaks. At that time, although Baranduk was Khan, yet

all the business of government was conducted by Qasim

Khan. In spite of his great power, Shahi Beg 1 Khan

had not force enough to withstand Qasim Beg. At that

period the number of his army exceeded 20,000. In winter-

time everyone stayed in some place where there was fodder

for the cattle.2 In the middle of the winter Sbahi Beg

Khan was engaged in plundering on every side, but he

soon returned, his object being not to remain too far from

his own country. About the time above mentioned he made

his last expedition, but the strength of his horses and

soldiers was quite exhausted
;
he himself remained in the

district of Kuk Kashana, and having detached a force

whose horses had some strength left, sent them forward.

This party fell in with a few men whom they despoiled

and made prisoners.

“ One day they had halted for the sake of feeding their

horses, when news came that Qasim Khan was close at

hand. This news alarmed them. Buyun Pir Hasan, one

of Qasim Khan’s Amirs, having heard of the invasion of

the Shaiban, advanced against them with his own followers
;

1 So Mirza Haidar, and pome other -writers, always style Shaibani Khan •

while others, again, write of him as “ Shaibak Khan,’
-

’ or “ Shah-bakht.”
'

2 Meaning, probably, that they were scattered as the necessity for fodder
dictated.
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lie spread the report that Qasim Khan was approaching,

and that he had let himself be seen in the distance. Shahi

Beg Khan’s people, being fully persuaded that Qasim
Khan’s men were really upon them, abandoned all they

had seized—nay, even all they had brought with them

—

and retreated, in the utmost disorder and confusion, to

Shahi Beg Khan, bearing the news of Qasim Khan’s

approach. Shahi Beg Khan at once ordered them to sound

the drum of departure, without paying attention to anything

[but getting away]. Those who liked, stayed
; those who

wished to go, went. Broken and in disorder, they reached

Samarkand at the end of winter. Shahi Beg Khan himself

went on to Khorasan, where he spent the spring.

1

“ In the beginning of autumn [th3mah~\ he led an army
against the Hazara ”

Here, then, is the testimony of two altogether independent,

and nearly contemporary, authorities that the expedition

alluded to in the inscription was against the Kazaks, under

their chief Qasim Khan (or Qasim Sultan), and that the

result was not a victory, as there recorded, but a defeat

—

perhaps rather a rout—of the Usbeg troops.

But in order to verify, as far as possible, Shaibani’s

movements, and to trace him to the spot where the inscribed

rock stands, it is necessary to compare the brief and obscure

indications there vouchsafed by his memorialist with the

plainer accounts of the historians. The first four place-

names mentioned on the stone offer no difficulty. In the

Dasht-i-Qipchak, or the locality now known as the

“Kirghiz Steppe,” the Kazaks flourished in the sixteenth

century, as they do now, though they have acquired, among
the Russians, the name of “ Kirghiz.” The range of hills

called Ulugh Tagh (or “ great mountains ”) occupies a

position towards the centre of the steppe, while there are

two or more spots marked “Kinderlik” on our maps, to

1 The word may also mean “summer,” or “early summer,” according to
common usage.

3 Tir is the Persian month nearly corresponding to June.—H. B.
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the south-east of the hills, and between them and the lower

course of the river Chu. There may also be others in the

same region, for it is a common name in Central Asia.

Thus Shaibani would appear, from the inscription, to have

fought a battle a short distance to the south-east of the

TJlugh Tagh, and thence to have sent his prisoners to Khiva,

for this I take to be the place meant by D&r-ul-lslam or

“the capital of Islam.” It is possible that other cities

in or about Mavara-un-Nahr, and very likely Samarkand

itself, may also have been called, occasionally, by this title,

but Khiva was certainly honoured with it very generally

during the later Middle Ages
;
and no better evidence of this

is needed than the coinage of the Khans of Khiva during

the latter part of the thirteenth century .
1

After disposing of his prisoners, Shaibani himself is said

to have gone on to the suburbs of the town of Yadyar-i-

Khani. What town is intended to be represented by this

title, rather than name, it is not easy to determine. No
book accessible to me here shows that any place was so

styled during Shaibani’s or, indeed, any other period
;
and

I have met with no inhabitant of these regions, possessing

local knowledge (though I have questioned many), who has

been able to recognize the term. The place where the

inscription stands cannot be indicated, for it can never have

been a town with suburbs at any time so recent as the

sixteenth century, while I know of nothing to point to any

existing town in the near neighbourhood, such as Radkiin

for instance
,

2 ever having borne such a name, or of having

been built or rebuilt by Shaibani Khan.
According to the inscription, it would appear that

Shaibani’s “ arrival ” at Yadgar-i-Khani is intended to

be connected with his final “ return ” from the expedition,

mentioned in the succeeding sentence. If this be the case,

and the return is meant to be to the point whence he set

1 “Catalogue of Oriental Coins in British Museum,” Additions to vols v-riii
pp. 175-6.

' ’

2 Meshed is, for many reasons, out of the question.
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out, it would be in Harv that we should seek for an

identification of Yadgar-i-Khani. The city which has

borne the name of Mary for many centuries has several

times been destroyed, during the Musulman era, and each

time restored on a different site, while on each occasion

the new town has received a fresh name, by which it has

been known to the inhabitants of the region, if §ot to

strangers. Yet, in no account that I am acquainted with

does Yadgar-i-Khani occur as one of them
; nor, indeed,

has any name been handed down which would connect the

city of any period with Shaibani Khan. Mr. O’Donovan,

it is true, mentions 1 the existence of an ancient mound
called Marma Khan Tepe, some five miles to the north-east

of the present Marv (Konshid Khan Kala), where the local

Turkomans told him that “ a town of large dimensions ”

had once existed, but they gave, apparently, no indication

of a date. I cannot find (from Turkomans in Meshed) that

these remains are in any way connected with Muhammad
Shaibani, but the name Manna is said to be a Turkoman

corruption of Muhammad
;

so that there is just an odd

chance that it is after Muhammad Shaibani Khan that they

are called. This, however, is mere conjecture
;
but it may

be remarked that it would be considered good style, by the

writer of an inscription, to indicate a town named after

his hero by some pseudonym or flattering figure of speech

rather than by his personal name. Thus, Yadgar-i-

Khani, or “ Memorial of the Khan,” would be regarded

as more graceful than (in this instance) Muhammadabad,
or Qala-i-Muh^mmad Khan, etc.—its obscurity notwith-

standing.

Mirza Haidar is distinct in telling us that Sbaibani’s

force returned from the place where they were routed to

Samarkand, and I take the statement to mean that Shaibani

retired with them to the capital, and thence went on to

Khorasan. It is, however, just possible 'to read that he

himself went on to Khorasan, while his men fled to

1 “The Mery Oaaia,” yol. ii, p. 237.
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Samarkand. I prefer the former reading : and in that case

Yadgar-i-Khani should either he some local or temporary-

designation for Samarkand, or it might represent some

suburb of it, or some group of buildings -which Shaibani,

during his few years of power, had caused to be erected,

or had become identified with. 1 From here it is quite

probaWe that he may have gone on to the hills near Panj-

Mana. As against this view, all we have is the record

of the inscription that on returning from Ulugh Tagh,

its hero marched his captives to some capital which may
have been Khiva, and afterwards “ arrived at the suburbs

of Yadgar-i-Khani.” It is most unlikely that he should

have travelled first to Khiva and afterwards to Samarkand,

but it is quite permissible to read that he “ caused his

prisoners to be marched ” 2 to Dar-ul-Isliim, while he may

not have accompanied them. Still, as we know that, being

in full flight before his enemy, he could have had no

prisoners, and that the whole tenour of the story in the

inscription is misleading, it seems scarcely necessary to

give much heed to any particular statement it contains,

unless perhaps the mere movements and dates. The plain

story' of the Moghul author is, it seems to me, far more

likely to be correct.

Khwandamlr’s brief account affords no help in identifying

Yadgar-i-Khani. It points only to Shaibani having

returned, after his disastrous expedition against Qasim

Sultan, to some place in Khorasan. But Khorasan in those

days extended much farther eastward than its present

limits, and included Herat (which was tl*3 capital) and

Marv, besides the hill ranges among which Radkan and

Panj-Mana are situated. Nothing is said as to whether

he returned direct to Khorasan or not.

Neither does Mirza Haidar give any indication of the

particular locality in Khorasan to which Shaibani betook

himself after passing on from Samarkand. He is, however,

1 If this were so, the “ Shaibani Xuma” might be supposed to contain the
name, but it does not.

2 The verb used is kiicluuddan.
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somewhat more explicit in another way than the author

of the Habib-us-Siyar, for he records certain dates which

may be usefully compared with those in the inscription.

He tells us that when the IJsbegs went forward to invade

the Kazak territory, Shaibani himself remained at a spot

called Kuk Kashana, not far from which the rout of his

troops would seem to have occurred, but it is a place which,

unfortunately, I can find no means of identifying. The

name would mean, in Turki, “ Blue house ” or “ Blue

palace,” and it must, to judge from the context, have lain

somewhere between the southern extremity of the Ulugh

Tagh and Samarkand. He also relates, as we have seen,

that Shaibani passed on from the latter place to Khorasan,

where he spent the spring or summer. From this last

indication, and from Khwandamlr’s statement that the

Usbeg chief was in the habit of passing the spring in the

pastures near Badkan, it seems probable that he retired

after his defeat to the Ulang, or “ hill grazing ground,”

near the spot where the inscription was cut, and that its

date would then be the spring, or early summer, of

1510. The small town of Badkan is some forty miles

from the site of the inscription, but it is the nearest

place of any importance, while the grazing grounds for

many miles around might easily be alluded to by a

general historian, like Khwandamlr, under the name of

the nearest known town.

For the rest, we may infer from the dates that the

movements here ascribed to the Usbeg chief are possible

ones, and it may be imagined with reason that during his

leisure in his hill retreat he sought to obliterate the memory
of his defeat by erecting a monument which should hand

down the event to posterity in the light of a victory. The

dates in the inscription are the one thing contained in it

that have the appearance of accuracy, and they agree fairly

with Hirza Haidar’s indications of seasons. The day of

departure, 2 Shawwal 915, fell on the 12th January, 1510,

and the date of return, 22 Safar 916, occurred on the 30th

May, 1510 ; while the Mirza tells us that Shaibani started

j.r.a.s. 1896. 51
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for the Kazak country in the winter, that the retreat to

Samarkand took place at the end of the winter, and that

the chief himself then went on to Khorasan to spend the

spring (or summer) before setting out anew against the

Hazaras. As movements were carried out in those days,

there would have been ample time to execute those assumed

between the dates mentioned ;
and the late spring would

naturally be the season when an inhabitant of Central Asia

would seek the hills—both for his own sake and for that

of his cattle.

It is perhaps strange that no very definite tradition is

current among the inhabitants of Panj-Mana and the

neighbouring villages to account for the inscribed rock,

which must have been familiar to them and their ancestors

for generations past. Ho one round about seems to he

acquainted with the purport of the inscription, and the

only legend they are in the habit of attaching to it is

that an unknown king, on advancing to fight the “ infidels,”

while a certain star was facing him, sustained a defeat, and

returned to this spot, where he caused the inscription to

be cut as a warning to others not to start on any expedition

with this particular star in front.

P.S.—Since the above was in type Mr. Hey Elias has

sent a photograph of the hill-side where the inscription was

found, with the following note :

—

“It is taken by Dr. A. L. Duke. The stone itself is

too far off and too high up from the camera to show the

inscription properly, but it can be vaguely made out on

the face of the stone. The block, Duke tells me, is about

seven feet high, nearly as broad, and very thick
;
in fact,

quite immovable without appliances. It is in a deep glen

with sides so steep that the camera could only be set up
at the bottom.”
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Translation.

Persian,

j

/

Arabic. \

l

Persian. \

\

By divine favour and grace, and by providential

assistance, His Majesty, Lord of the happy con-

junction, and the Khaqan, the conqueror of

countries, the implorer of aid from the Helper

of helpers, Abul Fath Muhammad Shaibani

Khan, the learned of the Age, and Vicegerent

of the Merciful (may the days of his glory

be perpetuated, and may the skirts of the

exigencies of his generosity be prolonged !

—God has given precedence to warriors [in

the cause of religion who sacrifice] their riches

and lives, over people who go not to war),

on the second day of the month of Shawwal, in

the year nine hundred and fifteen (Hijra), turned

[his] glorious reins from Marv-i-Shahijan towards

Dasht-i-Qipchak, and at the station of Kindilik

.... 1 [in the district of TJlughtagh] defeated

a multitude of infidels and deviators [from] and

enemies of the faith [and] religion, and having

taken a large number of that community as

captives, marched them to Dar-ul-Islam
,

2 and

honoured them by leading them into the road

of paradise 8
; and on the twenty-second day of

the month of Safar, in the year nine hundred

and sixteen, [His Majesty] arrived in the suburbs

of the town of Yadgar-i-Khani
,

4 which has been

built by the architect of his Imperial magna-
nimity; and from the beginning of [his] departure

to the end of his return, which is a period of four

months and twenty days, [His Majesty] traversed

so many stages and marches, that the quick-

flying bird of conception and the swift-paced

steed of imagination are impotent and power-

less to conceive or imagine their being passed.

1 A word partially illegible, but probably mazafdt.
- Literally “ House of Islam.”
3 I)ar-n— Salim—literally “ Mansion of peace.”
1 Literally “ Memorial of the Khan.”
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Arabic. (

May God perpetuate the shadow of his Yiee-

gerency over the heads of true believers, and

, strengthen the standard of his victory by the

truth of Muhammad, upon whom be blessing

and peace.
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Art. XIX .—Note on the Panjmana Inscription sent by

Mr. Ney Elias. By H. Beveridge, M.R.A.S.

The inscription is an interesting one, and well deserves

publication in our Journal. It records a march by ShaibanI

to the Kirghiz Steppe, and a victory which he gained

over the inhabitants at Kindilik in the Ulugh Tagh

country. He began his march from Merv-Shahljan on

2 Shawwal, 915 (13 January, 1510), and returned after

four months and twenty days on 22 Safar, 916 (1 June,

1510). Mr. Elias considers that the inscription is false

and that the so-called victory was a defeat, and he quotes

in support of this view the Hablb-as-Siyar and the Tarlkh-i-

Bashldl. But surely a contemporary inscription is better

authority than two books—one by a compiler and the

other by an enemy—and, moreover, the latter are not,

I think, absolutely contradictory of the inscription.

ShaibanI was apparently at first successful over the people

of the Dasht-i-Kipchak, though he, or at least his son, was

eventually defeated by them, and I take the inscription

to refer to the initial victory. That some such victory did

occur, seems to be admitted by Haidar Mirza. At p. 230

(Ross’s translation) we read :
“ In the middle of the winter,

Shahi Beg Khan was engaged in plundering on every

side, hut he soon returned, his object being not to remain

too far from his own country.” I think this must be the

expedition commemorated in the inscription. That began

in the middle of winter (13 January, 1510), and was

characterized by wondrous rapidity of movement, as the

inscription tells us. It was thus soon over, as Haidar

tells us, and had the natural effect of knocking

up ShaibanI’s men and horses, and so leading to the
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subsequent crusting defeat. It must be remembered that

Haidar Mirza was an enemy of ShaibanI, who put bis father

to death and sent orders for the killing of Haidar, though

the latter was but a boy—

“

had only just passed the half

of my childhood ” (p. 210). It is natural, therefore, that

Haidar should represent all ShaibanI’s acts in the worst

light. Moreover, though Haidar was a contemporary, he

was far away from ShaibanI and Dasht-i-Kipchak at the

time, being with his cousin Babar in Kabul. Accounts

of ShaibanI may be read in Erskine’s “ Babar,” p. 238,

and KhafI Khan, “ Brit. Ind.,” ed. i, 39. In his “ History

of India,” i, 296, Erskine follows the Tarlkh-i-Rashid!

and gives the passage quoted by Mr. Elias. But the best

account that I have seen of ShaibanI is in Yambery’s

“ History of Bokhara.” He mentions the defeat described

in the Hablb-as-Siyar and Tarlkh-i-Rashidl, but he puts

it later than they do, making it contemporary with Shah

Ismail of Persia’s advance on Meshed. At p. 268 he says

:

“ ShaibanI was prevented from continuing his march south-

wards by the revolt of the Firozkuhi, a people haunting

the peaks of steep rocks, and was making vain efforts to

subdue them, when he received the intelligence that Shah

Ismail was actually advancing on Meshed with a large

army. To his great disgust and alarm news arrived at the

same time from Transoxiana that his son, Muhammad Timur,

had been surprised on his march against the Kirghiz on the

Yaxartes by Buyunsoz Hasan, and terribly defeated. Thus

the brave arm and searching eye of ShaibanI were needed

in three places at once. In addition to this, his own troops

were exhausted and worn out by long marches.” If this

be correct, the defeat of Sbaibanl’s troops by the Kirghiz

was in October or November, 1510, and so several months

after the expedition referred to in the Panjmana inscription
;

for Shah Ismail’s march upon Merv and his defeat of

ShaibanI occurred in Shaban and Ramzan, 916, or November-
December, 1510. This appears from the continuation of

the passage from the Hablb-as-Siyar quoted by Mr. Ney
Elias. After saying that ShaibanI could do nothing against
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the Hazaras, the Habib 1 goes on to say that Shaibani went

to Herat in the beginning of Shaban (about 4th November),

and was recruiting himself from his fatigues in the gardens

there when he heard of Shah Ismail’s approach. And at

p. 234 of Mr. Denison Ross’s translation of the Tarlkh-i-

Rashldl we learn that it was in the following month of

Ramzan that Shaibani marched out to encounter Shah

Ismail. The exact date of his defeat and death is not given

by Yambery, but he says the day was a Friday
;

being

in Ramzan, the month must have been December.2

It will be noticed that the Tarlkh-i-Rashldl does not

speak of Shaibani having been personally defeated by the

Kirghizes. This agrees with Yambery’s statement that it

was ShaibanI’s son, and not Shaibani himself, who was

defeated, and also differentiates the affair from the expedition

recorded in the Panjmana inscription. I submit, too, that

Yambery’s account agrees much better with probabilities

than do the two statements quoted by Mr. Elias. If

Shaibani were really defeated and routed by the Kirghizes

in the spring of 915, it is not likely that he would have

inclination or strength immediately to set about another

expedition, viz. that against the Hazaras or Firuzkuhis.

As regards the Yadgar KhanI mentioned in the in-

scription, it was perhaps some palace or pleasure-house

erected by Shaibani, rather than a town, though called

a shahr in the inscription. It may, as Mr. Elias suggests,

be a synonym for some such town as Mubammadabad,

which Shaibani may have founded. In Reclus’s Map of

Western Asia, “ Geog.,” vol. ix, we find a Mubammadabad
north of Radkan, but according to Colonel Napier (Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Geographical Society for 1876,

p. 166) the proper name of it is Muhammadbagh. This

title agrees better with the idea of a pleasure-house, and

1 The passage may be seen in two MSS. in the British Museum, Add. 17,925,

p. 4635, and Add. 16,679, p. 3665 ;
also in the Teheran lithograph of 1271 a.h.,

vol. iii, p. 316, near top, and in lithograph of Bauzat-as-Safa, vol. vii, p. 96.
2 Erskine gives 2 December as the date.—“ History,” i, 306. See also

Tarikh-i-Bashidx. p. 226.
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it is just possible that the word shahr may not refer to

Yadgar Khani, and that the preposition ba has slipped out

before the latter word. We might then read that ShaibanI

arrived at the environs of the city (Radkan f) at the

Yadgar Khani, which had been constructed by the genius

of his architect. It may thus be that Yadgar Khani is

a synonym for the Kuk Kashina of Haidar Mirza. This

does not appear to be a town, and Mr. Elias suggests that

it may mean Blue Palace (or Heavenly Palace). One

of the B.M. MSS. has Kuruk Kashana, and Mr. Erskine

has read it so, and translated it as “ winter-quarters
”

(vide B.M. MS. Add. 26,612, p. 208). This, no doubt,

may be one of the meanings of Kashana, but etymologically

it means, according to Yullers, a house furnished with

mirrors. That the place ShaibanI returned to from his

expedition was Radkan, or Ralkan, and not Merv, seems

suggested by the site of the inscription, and also by the

statement in the Hablb-as-Siyar that ShaibanI used to

make Radkan his summer-quarters. This is corroborated

by the Tarlkh-i-Rashldl, which states, p. 162, that in 914

(1509) ShaibanI was at Ulung-Radkan, i.e. the pasturage

grounds of Radkan. (Mr. Ross has written this name

as Ulung-Zadagan, in accordance, apparently, with B.M.

MS. Or. 157, p. 114; but in 24,090, p. 1005, it is clearly

Ulung-Radkan, and there can be little doubt this is the

correct reading. 1
)

It is, however, quite possible that the place meant is

Merv, as suggested by Mr. Elias, and certainly the epithet

Shahr, or city, is more appropriate to Merv than to a small

town like Radkan, which, moreover, is forty miles from

the site of the inscription. We know that there was a

Muhammadabad near Merv, for it was there that ShaibanI

was defeated and killed (Erskine’s History, i, 303). Another
possibility is that Yadgar Khani may be a synonym for

1 While on the subject of readings, I may note that the number of
Shaibani’s soldiers given at p. 230 of Ross’s translation as 20,000 is 200 000
in ail the >ISS., and has been so stated by Erskine. The expedition then
was on a very large scale.

1 ’
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Herat, or be some place in its neighbourhood. There was

a Yadgar Khan or Mirza, a great-grandson of Shahrukh,

who killed Abu Sa’Id, and used to live in great luxury at

the Bagh-i-Zaghan, or Raven’s Garden at Herat, and was

put to death there in August, 1470. Herat, or some place

in its neighbourhood, may have been styled Yadgar Khan!

in compliment to him. We know also from the Tarlkh-i-

Rashldi, p. 231, and the Hablb-as-Siyar, that it was to

Herat that ShaibanI retired after the Hazara expedition,

but was obliged to leave it soon afterwards on account of

the approach of Shah Ismail.

I think that we are all much indebted to Colonel Napier

for the discovery of this important inscription, and to Mr.

Ney Elias for his obtaining a copy of it and sending it to

us, and also for his valuable and interesting note. I do

not think, however, that we need take the extreme view

of supposing that ShaibanI was so false as to represent

a defeat as a victory. It is not likely that after his son

had been defeated by the Kirghizes he would be in the

mood for engraving inscriptions. My point is that there

were two campaigns in 915—6 against the Kirghizes

—

one in the winter or spring, and another at the end of

autumn. In the first ShaibanI was successful. He had

a large army of 200,000 men, and he marched with great

rapidity. In the second, his son was in command and was

defeated. Muhammad Haidar has, I think, to some extent

mixed up these two campaigns in his narration. Even his

own account shows that ShaibanI was at first victorious, and

that on the second occasion, too, there was some plunder

obtained and some prisoners taken. These may be the

prisoners referred to in the inscription.

The following extract from Curzon’s “ Persia ” will be

found interesting :
—

“

On the way we pass a mighty lump

of sheer rock, perched upon the top of a thousand-feet slope,

and known as the Kuh-i-Panjmana or Five-man (= about

321b.) Mountain, from a story about a facetious monarch

who invited one of his courtiers to weigh the airy trifle.

A little further, on the left hand, is an Arabic and Persian
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inscription upon the smoothed surface of a big limestone

block, some twenty feet above the path, which records

a victory of ShaibanI Mohammed Khan, the Usbeg

conqueror of Bokhara, over the Persian unbelievers in the

year of the Hejra 916. We then came to a little village,

the name of which was pronounced to me as Hark (or

(Whark), where I found an agreeable shade in an orchard

sloping down to the stream.” (Yol. i, 141.)

Curzon was then marching to Kardeh, on his way back

from Kelat-i-Nadiri to Meshed. The stone is on the way

from Yardeh to Kardeh, which two places are seven

farsakhs, or about twenty-six miles, apart. Curzon saw

the inscription on 20th October, 1889.
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Art. XX .—An Inscription of Maclanapaladeva of Kanauj.

By C. Bendall.

A copper-plate, closely similar to one existing at Calcutta,

and successively published by Dr. F. Hall (J.A.S.B., xxvii,

220) and Prof. Kielhorn (Ind. Ant., xviii, 9), has recently

come under my notice. It measures 1' 4" high by 1' 6"

broad, and has a hole for a ring at the top and the raised

rim described by Dr. Kielhorn, l.c. The plate is at present

at Messrs. Terry and Co.’s, of 29, Glasshouse Street,

London, W. It is for sale, and I understand from them

that it has previously been in the hands of a family in

the South of England for about a century.

The language of the grant follows closely that of the

above-mentioned grant. The date is thus expressed (1. 12)

:

Tri-sasty-adhikasataikaclasa-samratsare pause masi krsna-

pakse amavasyam somadine siiryagrahane.

This eclipse will not work out correctly, and Prof. Kielhorn,

to whom the difficulty was referred by Mr. Sewell (who had

received it from me), writes

—

“There can be no doubt whatever that 1163 is a mistake

for 1164, and the date regularly corresponds to Monday,

16 Dec., a.d. 1107, with a sol. eclipse, visible at Kanauj;

greatest phase 11 digits.”

The person who performed the ceremonial bathing was

the Maharajnl Sri Prithri-srika at Adikesava-ghatfa, Benares.

This is recorded in the words immediately following the

date given above : Vdranasydm deca-sri-Adikesava-ghatte

Mahdrdjm-Sri-Prithvisrikaya asmadlyasammatyd Sri- Gaiiga-

ydm sndtva
0

. The grantees are the purohita Sri Devavara,

and other Brahmans (Gotras specified)
;
the village granted

is Bahuvara in the Bhai'lavata-pattala (these places I cannot
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identify)
;
and the writer (as in the other plate) is Sahadeva.

For the curious a . . huhukantam yavac° of the Calcutta

plate (1. 15), our inscription reads simply acandrarrkam

yavac°. After the end of the imprecations the subscription,

likhitam karanika°, immediately follows. The grant is

therefore one of Hadanapala himself (presumably after

his father’s death), executed through his queen.
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Art. XXI.— On a system of Letter-numerals used in

South India. By Cecil Bendall.

I trust that English readers will have before them ere

long a full account of the very important “ Encyclopaedia

of Indian Research ” (Grundriss der Indo-Arischen Philo-

logie), at present in course of publication by K. Triibner

of Strassburg, under the editorship of Dr. Biihler. A copy

of the editor’s own extremely weighty contribution on
“ Indische Palaeographie ” has, together with its accom-

panying set of excellent plates, reached me by the author’s

kindness. At his request I now draw attention to an

omission in his chapter on the denotation of numerals

(VI. Zahlenbezeiohnung, pp. 73-83).

One of the systems for numeration in India is syllabic

(iaksarapalli), as contrasted with the ordinary decimal

system
(
ahkapalli). The main features of these systems

have been often explained
(
Ind. Ant., vi, pp. 42, 143

;

Burnell, “ South Indian Palaeography,” ed. ii, p. 65 ;
and

an article by the late Sir E. C. Bayley in our own Journal,

n s., vols. xiv, xv), but the origin of the syllabic notation

still remains obscure, as Dr. Biihler (who has changed his

views on the general subject) admits (op. cit., p. 78). He
traces it (p. 74) down to the sixteenth century only.

This being so, it is well worth pointing out that in

Malabar, a part of India already identified with curious

survivals of ancient usage, the syllabic system has been

used within the present century, and possibly is still known.

The silence of the writers of Malayalam grammars for

Europeans, from R. Drummond (1799) to L. J. Frohn-

meyer (1889), need not surprise us. They are mere

practical manuals, the last-named writer (pref., p. v)

expressly disclaiming any provision for the needs of
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“students of Comparative Philology.” "What is curious

is, that Burnell knew nothing of the system; for in his

great work already cited, after discussing the syllabic

system, he observes (p. 67) that he has not met with

any examples in South India later than the fifth century

a.d. In the “Grammar of the Malayalam Language,”

however, by H. Gundert (2nd ed., Mangalore, 1868), written

for native students in Malayalam, with section-headings

onlv in English,

PP- 41-2)

the following list is given (§ 148a,

1 no na 10 a nia 100 mn na.

2 mo nna 20 LQ tha (200, 300,

3 coj nya 30 £A j
etc., not in-

dicated.)

4 ^ skra 40 ^ pta

5 (rtrrp jhra 50 61QJ ha

6 aoo (an MS.) ha (ha) 60 (® tra

7 (tu) gra 70 @ (^ MS.) ru (tru)

8 (*-) pra 80 ars ca

9 6)0 dre (?) 90 mo na.

The British Museum (Add. 7,134) possesses a Sanskrit

MS. (of the drama Anargharaghava) written in Malayalam
character, and bearing leaf-numbering on the above system.

It is undated, but from its appearance it may well have
been written shortly before the year it was presented to

the Museum, 1829.

The forms for 1-3
(na, nna, nya

) are peculiar to this system.

They are not, however, borrowed from the ordinary

decimal figures.

4 is not ida, but skra. Compare Bhagavanlal in Lid. Ant.,

vi, p. 44, col 9, and p. 46 (ska). There is perhaps
an r-sign in Biihler’s Tafel ix, col. 9, Ko. 4.
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For 5—jhra, a curious combination, it is not so easy to find

a parallel, owing to the rarity of jha even as a simple *

letter. The resemblance, however, between some

of the Ksatrapa forms of 0 and the contemporary

forms of jha (Biihler, Tafel iii, line 14) is enough

to account for the confusion or misreading.

For Q—ha (Gundert) our MS. has simply ha. Both are

doubtless derived from a form pha, the characters

of these letters being very similar in Malayalam

(n_Q pha, aO ha).

7

—

gra\ agrees with the results given by Biihler, p. 75.

8—

pra. Here (a_j is doubtless a misreading for lira (or).

In many of the early alphabets the resemblance

between pa and ha is considerable.

9. I take this to be an old form of o, though at present

it looks like dre. I am not sure that some of the

Nepalese forms of 9 given in my Cambridge

Catalogue (“ Table of Letter-numerals ”) do not

show an analogous corruption.

10—ma is somewhat difficult to explain. Biihler explains

the earlier forms as =thu. The modern Mai. forms

of tint thu (q g) are not specially like ma <2 . Is it

possible that the ma arose from an identification

of the early forms OC, etc., with an m (£ X, etc.)

laid on its side ?

20 tha, 30 la, 40 pta present no difficulty.

50 —ba. I cannot suggest an explanation.

60 fra and 70 tru (MS. form) are also obscure. They

may rest on a misreading of some of the earlier

cursive signs (Biihler, Tafel ix, cols. 3-11).

Compare also some of the Ksatrapa symbols

(Bhagavanlal in Ind. Ant., l.c.), in which the

mutual relation of the two signs is much like that

of the two before us. Gundert’s (tSJ ru is doubtless

a secondary confusion from the form in the MS.

r.B.A.s. 1896. 52
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The signs for 80 (ca) and 90 (na) could probably be

explained if we knew how the pandits of Malabar

write Upadhmaniya (the labial sibilant disused in

literature, but often found in inscriptions). It will

be interesting to note whether any reader in the
“ Benighted

” Presidency takes enough interest in

the matter to obtain for us this information. It

may be noted that signs for ca, not only in Mai. (n&)>

but also in some of the earlier Grantha alphabets

(Burnell, “ South Indian Palaeography,” plates xiii,

xiv), bear some resemblance to the “ 80 ” of Biihler’s

Table, cols. 17, 18.

100—na. The character <jva> na somewhat resembles A.

I may note in conclusion that the ordinary leaf-numbering

of MSS. from Malabar is in accordance with a system also

unknown to Burnell as regards that country, but described

by him (“South Indian Palaeography,” p. 68) for Tamil

documents only. As he notes, the system is interesting as

forming a middle stage between the aksara-palli and the

ordinary decimal notation. Gundert (supra cit.) gives all

three systems. J. Peet, in his grammar written in 1860,

gives the two last, stating (p. 95) that the decimal system

was “introduced by Europeans”; but in the “Outlines

of Grammar,” published by F. Spring in 1839, only the

decimal system is given.

The Sinhalese, as my friend Vikramasimha reminds me,

have also an ctksara-system. This might, no doubt, be

easily worked out from the earlier Sinhalese epigraphy.

I note, in passing, the forms of 4, 7, and 30, which appear

to correspond to forms of hka, gra, and la respectively.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

1. “Shah Daular’s Rats.”

Rugby,

July 24, 1896.

Dear Sir,—“Shah Daulah’s Rats” are alluded to in

North Indian Notes ancl Queries, v, § 311. “ Shah Daulah

cures barrenness When he gives children, the first

is always a sort of dwarf, or mannikin, with a small head,

like a rat. Such children are called Shah Daulah’s Rats,

and are devoted to the shrine. These rats of Shah Daulah

now form a special class of beggars. Each of them is said

to have on his head the marks of the five fingers of the

saint who brought him into the world.” (Note by Pandit

Ram Grharib Chaube.)—The editor refers to Punjab Notes

and Queries, ii, 27 ;
iii, 27.

This note, if correct, explains the objection of Mr.

Muhammed Latif. The parents expect to get more than

one child; and the first is the saint’s due, as Samuel was

Jehovah’s.

It is not stated that they are idiots.—Yours faithfully,

W. H. D. Rouse.

2. “Antiquity of Eastern Falconry.”

Sir,—I should be much obliged to any member or

correspondent who can inform me of any Oriental authority

for the use of trained falcons in the East before the first

century a.i>. The modern falconers are apparently inclined
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to claim a great antiquity for that diversion
;
and certainly

the stage of civilization favourable to falconry is very

ancient
;

and there is no “ antecedent improbability ” in

the matter. But the positive evidence seems to be poor.

That most commonly quoted is a very doubtful note

of the late Sir Austen Layard’s, in “ Nineveh and Babylon
”

(p. 483, note, ed. 1853). It is not repeated in the

abridgment of 1882, and he does not seem to have attached

much importance to it, though an amateur of falconry

himself, and holding it .as “probably of the highest

antiquity”
(
Joe . cit.). He says, “A falconer bearing a hawk

on his wrist appeared to be represented in a bas-relief which

I saw at Khorsabad.” Bonomi (“ Nineveh and its Palaces,”

3rd edition, p. 202) has an equally doubtful identification

of a falcon on the wing, in a hunting scene from the same

place. But there seems to be no reference to falconry in

that region in any ancient writer, though one would expect

it, if practised, to have been mentioned by the Hebrews

of the Captivity, by Herodotus, Xenophon (himself a

sportsman), Aristotle, or some of the subsequent Greek

and Pioman writers—people whose nations knew more of

Mesopotamia than our grandfathers did of the Panjab

and Sind.

Aristotle, indeed, mentions wild hawks (or what he

supposed to be such) as assisting fowlers in Thrace

(“ History of Animals,” book ix, chap. xxiv). And this

story is borrowed from him in the first century a.d. by

Pliny (“ Nat. Hist.,” x, 8), and from one or both of them

by Aelian in the second (“ He Nat. Animal,” ii, 42), who
also mentions tame sacred hawks in a temple “of Apollo

in Egypt.” Neither speaks on his own authority. But,

after Pliny and before Aelian, Martial undoubtedly

mentions the use of a hawk, which had been caught wild,

in the 216th Epigram of the fourteenth book, which was

written—or, at least, published—in Spain, very early in the

second century a.d. He must have observed the practice

in Spain, for he travelled only to Italy, where it could

not have escaped Pliny and Aelian.
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The next notice is said to be in the writings of Julius

Firmicus (fourth century a.d.), which are not available

to me.

In the sixth verse of the fifth Sura of the Euran, “ The

Table,” there is a passage authorizing, as it is read by

Musalmans to-day, the use of prey taken by “ wild creatures

(‘jawarih’) 1 which ye have trained like dogs, teaching

them as God hath taught you.” A Musalman scholar

whom I have consulted assures me that the inclusion of

falconry in this permission is jiniversally admitted to be

based on a tradition of the Prophet himself, which brings

it back, in Arabia, to the early years of the Hijra (the

fifth Sura was revealed at Medina), and by implication

to the end of the sixth century, as the practice must have

been general and well known to require notice. 2

“ E. I). R.,” writing in the “ Encyclopaedia Britanniea
”

(1879), speaks of falconry as recorded by “ very ancient

Egyptian carvings and paintings,” as “known in China

some 2,000 years b.c.”
;
and in high favour in the days of

“Wen Wang, who reigned over a province of that country

in 689 b.c.” This writer is known as a past master in

modern falconry, but hardly as an authority on Egyptian

or Chinese archaeology, and I beg for a reference from any

of our members skilled in those branches of history. Search

in the Assyrian rooms at the British Museum has brought

nothing to light, though I was favoured by the courteous

assistance of Mr. Wallis Budge. I need only add that

positive evidence would be as welcome to me as negative.

1 Bodwell translates “ wild beasts”
;
Sale, and ray friend, “ animals of prey.”

My friend adds that chitas are also classed, on the same authority, under

the passage quoted, and that the Shah Naraa contains many references to

falconry. Firdusi, however, is not an admissible witness tor days much older

than his own, any more than Shakspere for firearms in Hamlet’s Denmark
and Macbeth’s Scotland.

2 Since the above was written, one of our own members has favoured me
with some references to mention of Falcon

’
'"'“ini (vi, s. 71),

and later Sanskrit authority
;

and a holar with a

quotation from Manu. The true date has been so

much disputed that I do not feel entitled to rely on it iu this case. But

I suppose one is pretty safe in taking Panini for older authority than Aristotle

;

if not than “Wen Wang’s” historian.
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I have not a thesis to prove, and there is no reason why
any race of men who had learnt to train the horse and

hound, and to use metals, should not have learnt falconry

next (the condition of modern savages seems to show that

these are earlier stages in civilization). Meanwhile, “Amicus

Fctko, macjis arnica ceritas.”

W. F. Sinclair.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.
(July, August, September, 1896.)

I. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Zeitschritt dee Deutsches Morgenlandischen Gesellschapt.

Band l, Heft 2.

Steinschneider (M.). Die arabischen Uebersetzungen aus

dem Griechischen.

Fischer (A.). Die alt- arabischen Narnen der sieben

"Wochentage.

Jacobi (H.). TJeber zwei altere Erwahnungen des

Schachspiels in der Sanskrit Litteratur.

Kaufmann (D.). Zu den marokkanischen Piutim.

Jensen (P.). Die philologische und die historische

Methode in der Assyriologie.

Baunaek (Th.). TJeber einige Wunderthaten der Asvin.

Fraenkel (S.). Zu den arabischen Felseninschriften bei

T5r.

Bondi (J. H.). Etymologisches.

Glaser (E.). Zur sabaischen Yertragsinschrift ‘Albans.

Meissner (B.). Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des Purim-

festes.

2. Yienna Oriental Journal. Yol. x, No. 2.

Perles (F.). Zur althebraischen Strophik.

Schuchardt (H.). Karthwelische Sprachwissenschaft,

Muller (Fr.). Nicht-rnesropische Schriftzeichen bei den

Armenierri.

Low (J.). Bemerkungen zu Schwally’s Idioticon.

Buhler (G.). The Sohgaura Copper-plate.

Mordtmann (J. H.). Sabaische Miscellen.
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3. Jotonal Asiatiqtte. Serie 9, Tome vii, No. 3.

Sauvaire (H.). Description de Damas (suite et fin).

Levi (S.). Notes sur diverses inscriptions de Piyadasi.

Drouin (E.). Notice sur les monnaies mongoles faisant

partie du Receueil de Documem de Vepoqiie mongole public

par le prince Roland Bonaparte.

Tome viii, No. 1.

Chabot (J. B.). L’E'cole de Nisibe, son histoire, ses statuts.

Deveria (G.). Notes d’epigraphie mongole-chinoise.

Lefevre-Pontalis (P.). Notes sur quelques populations

du nord de l’lndo-Chine.

Nau (F.)~ Notice sur quelques cartes syriaques.

II. Notes and News.

History of Mongolia.—Dr. Huth bas now published his

translation of the Tibetan text of Jigs-med-nam ’inka’s

work, the text of which be published in 1893. We hope

to review this in our next number.

The Abbe Dubois.—Mr. Henry K. Beauchamp, of Madras,

will see through the Press his complete translation of the

historical writings of the Abbe Dubois, whose condensed

works, though bristling with faults, have enjoyed a great

popularity among English students of Hinduism. Dubois

was a French missionary, who laboured for upwards of

thirty years in Southern India. On reaching India shortly

before the close of the last century, he was attached to the

Pondicherry Mission
;
and for the first few years he seems

to have laboured in Mysore, and in what are now the

southern districts of the Madras Presidency. He must
have quickly made for himself a name, for on the fall of

Seringapatam he was specially invited, on the recom-

mendation, it is said, of Colonel Wellesley, afterwards

Duke of Wellington, to come to the capital of Mysore to

reconvert and reorganize the Christian community, who had
been forcibly perverted to Mahomedanism by Tipu Sultan.

So enthusiastic was he in his work that he lived in close
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and familiar intercourse with persons of every caste and
condition of life. What they said he noted down, and

when he placed his writings in the hands of a representative

of the Government of Fort St. George it was pronounced

to be the most correct, comprehensive, and minute account

extant in any European language of the customs and

manners of the Hindus. Sixteen years later the Abbe
wrote a second edition of hi3 woi-k, but notwithstanding its

immeasurable superiority to the first it had lain among the

records in Fort St. George for three-quarters of a century,

until three years ago Mr. Beauchamp, when looking

through the French MSS, in the Madras Government

records, discovered it. According to Mr. Beauchamp,

when the first MS. was revised in 1815 the Abbe
put into it all the corrections and additions suggested

by additional study and investigation
;

and when he

returned the work to the Government of Madras it was,

practically speaking, a different work altogether. On
receipt of the revised MS., the Government of Madras

decided that the only course open to them was to send it

to the Court of Directors in England, as the original MS.
had been. Unfortunately, however, before the revised

MS. could reach England the original MS. had been

translated and published; and it is this edition which has

been sold ever since, and upon which the Abbe’s reputation

has rested. If the faulty edition has been so widely con-

sulted and so frequently extolled, how infinitely more

valuable, remarks Mr. Beauchamp, a correct edition would

be. And this desideratum he set himself to supply. As
a result of much patient labour, Mr. Beauchamp has it now
ready for publication.

Derivation of Sabbath .—In the April number of the Journal,

p. 353, Dr. Hirschfeld said that Professor Ed. Konig,

in the “Lehrgebiiude der Hebriiischen Sprache,” Bd. ii,

1895, p. 180 sq., derived the word flSL? from £17138?

iibbat-t. But Professor Ed. Konig draws our attention

to the fact that he, like Kimhi and Olshausen, has derived

the word fi3&? from sabbat-t.
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Buddhist Theory of the Nidanas.—M. Emile Senart lias

devoted an article in the “ Melanges Charles de Harlez,”

pp. 281-97, to the discussion of this question, wherein

he makes special reference to the article in our Journal

for 1894. The discussion is characterized by the author’s

well-known acumen, and arrives at the conclusions that

the theory of the Wheel of Life, though ancient, does

not belong, in its present form, to the original Buddhism

;

that throughout, in Buddhism, philosophy is only secondary

to ethics, and that this so-called chain of causes grew up

gradually, not as the outcome of well thought-out specula-

tion, but by the confused re-grouping of terms originally

ethical ;
that it is borrowed in part from other classifications,

now only to be traced in the Sankhya and Yoga systems

;

and that the phraseology in which we now have it has

also suffered confusion from the various dialects in which

the technical terms have been handed down. But it is

impossible, without quoting the whole article, to do justice

to the arguments by which these conclusions are reached.

Members interested in Dr. Waddell’s 1894 article should

consult this very suggestive brochure by our distinguished

Honorary Member.

Muhammadan Religion .—Under the title of “ The Preaching

of Islam,” Mr. T. W. Arnold will publish immediately a

work on the history of the spread of this religion by
missionary methods. The book is intended as a con-

tribution to this neglected department of Muhammadan
religious history, and ranges over the whole field of

Muhammadan history so far as the missionary activity of

Islam is concerned, in all the countries into which this

faith has penetrated.

Rosaries in Ceylon .—The Ceylon Observer of August It)

reprints Dr. Waddell’s article on this subject from our last

number, and adds the following note:

—

“The chronicler of Spilbergen’s visit to Ceylon in 1602,

in describing the town of Vintane (Bintenna or Alutnawara),

says :

—

“ * There are yet other pagodes, and also a monastery.
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wherein are monks clad in yellow cloths, who go along

the streets with great sombareros; some have slaves with

them who carry the sombareros and serve them. They are

clean-shaven in the manner of the monks in this country,

only that one sees no corona there. They also go with

paternosters in the hand muttering or reading.’

“ Baldaeus, in his work on Ceylon, has taken over

Spilbergen’s chronicler’s description
; and the English

translator of Baldaeus renders paternosters by * beads.’

The veracious Captain Robert Knox, writing some eighty

years later, says, in his ‘ Historical Relation ’ (p. 86), in

describing the religious practices of the Sinhalese :
—

‘ They

carry beads in their hands on strings, and say so many
prayers as they go, which custom in all probability they

borrowed of the Portuguese.’—D. F.” The inference is,

of course, erroneous, as shown by the statements in Dr.

"Waddell’s letter.

Professor Deussen, of Kiel, having published two years

ago the first volume of his “ Allgemeine Geschichte der

Philosophie” (containing the General Introduction and the

Philosophy of the Veda to the TJpanishads), will, in a

month or two, issue his “Translation of the TJpanishads,”

each chapter of which will be preceded by a short intro-

duction and accompanied by explanatory notes. The work

will contain all the IJpanishads of the three older Vedas,

and all those of the Atharva TJpanishads, which appear

regularly in the chief collections and lists of the TJpanishads,

and thus seem entitled to a certain canonical authority.

The volume will contain, in all, sixty TJpanishads. The

introductions aim, for the first time, at giving for each

TJpanishad, or part of it, a short critical analysis, showing

the tendency of the author, the growth of his ideas from

preceding, and their influence on succeeding, texts. Many
passages which hitherto seemed paradoxical, or even

unintelligible, appearing now in their natural light, become

quite clear, and show at once their connection with, and

their place in, the general development of Vedantic thought.
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On the other hand, these analyses raise a great number

of problems hitherto unnoticed and needing further dis-

cussion, so that a wide field of attractive and fruitful

labour will be open to those intorestel in the growth ot

the religious and philosophical ideas of India.

1’im.oi.oov Xori'.s for 1890.

.V. A* iii tit' LmujuajcK.

]!. African L'lii'jmiijt*.

C. O' /timt’ Lumjiunjeg.

A. Axiiitic.

I. “ Vedisclie Beitrage”: Journal of Akademie der Wis»en-

sehaften in Berlin. 189(», xiii. Prof. Albrecht Weber in

bis old age lias made this contribution to our knowledge

of the Veda, and dedicated it to his life friend, Dr. Reinhold

Rost, whose loss is deplored by us all. The treatise is

highly scientific, and lvyomi the understanding of the

ordinary reader, but to those, who study the Veda, it will

prove of great value.

II. On the ocM-ion of his assuming the office of Rector

of the University of L<-ip/ :

ir. Prof. Windiach delivered

a luminous oration on " The Importance of the Study of

Ancient India." He passed under review the results of the

study in late years of Indian Literature and Archaeology,

not only from the point of view of its own intrinsic value,

but also oi its influence on the culture of the Human Race.

It is a contribution of unsurpassed value.

III. A very full Vocabulary of the Colloquial Arabic,

as spoken in Egypt, from the pen of S. Spiro, has lately

appeared at Cairo : it comprises official and technical ex-

pressions, idioms, and common phrases of the lower classes.

IV. At Leipzig has appeared a seventh fascicule of the

valuable work of Prof. Radioff, of St. Petersburg, “ Versuch
eioea \Y orterbuches der Turki Dialeete."
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V. The Rev. A. J. Maclean, who has been for several

years employed in a Mission of the Anglican Church to

the members of the Eastern Syrian Church at Urumia, has

published a valuable Grammar of the modern Dialects of

Syriac, as spoken in Kurdestan, N.W. Persia, and in the

basin of the Euphrates at Mosul.

VI. The second volume has appeared of the “Grundriss

der Iranischen Philologic,” to which the two leading

scholars of that branch of Linguistic Science, Prof. Xoldcke

and Mr. West, have contributed : the former discusses the

Persian Shalmaniah, and the latter has written an essay

analyzing Pahlavi texts. Dr. Wei«ebacli, of Leipzig, con-

tributes a full list of old Persian Inscriptions, with notes,

and an account of their decipherment and interpretation.

VII. Mr. Rrowne, of the Asiatic Society, has published

a Gatalogue of the Persian MSS. in the Cambridge

University Library. In the course of his methodical

arrangement he has come on a commentary of the Koran,

of about the fifth century after the II ij rah, and other

papers of interest.

VIII. The Clarendon Press has issued vol. xxxviii of the

“Sacred Books of the East,” the concluding moiety of Dr.

Thibaut’s translation of the Vedanta-Sutra and Sankara’s

Commentary : the usefulness of this book is increased bv
careful indices prepared by Dr. Winfernitz.

IX. The Rev. Anton Tien has published a Grammar of

the Osmanli-Turki Language, commonly called Turkish.

In the appendix are Dialogues, and a list of professional

and technical terras.

X. The second volume of “ The Sources of Sanskrit

Lexicography ” consists of the Unadigana-sutra of Hema-
chandra, edited by Prof. Kirste. of Graz. There are nine

hundred words not included in the Sanskrit Dictionary of

St. Petersburg.

XL Dr. Hultzsch has published bis result of a search

for Sanskrit MSS. in the Nellore District of the Madras

Presidency: upwards of TOO MSS. are described. Six MSS.
are in the Grantha written character; the remainder in the

Telugu written character.
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XII. Mr. Sturdy has published a translation of the

Narada-sutra, a short treatise on the subject of Bhakti,

or Faith, with an original Commentary.

XIII. At length a third edition of the Arabic Grammar
by the late Professor W. Wright, of Cambridge, has

appeared. The first portion was edited by the lamented

Professor Robertson Smith, and the remainder by Professor

De Goeje, of Leiden, and Professor Bevan, of Cambridge.

The latest results obtained from recent study have been

incorporated. It is unnecessary to add a word to the high

praise to which this book is entitled.

XIV. A Jesuit Father, J. B. Belot, has published a “ Cours

pratique de langue Arabe he has noticed the peculiarities

of the Dialect spoken in Egypt, and has added a list of the

technical terms of native Grammarians.

B. African.

I. Mr. Crabtree, Missionary, has published an elementary

Vocabulary of the Soga Language, and a few verses of the

New Testament : hitherto we had no knowledge of this

Language, which is spoken by a Bantu population in the

Region North of the Victoria Nyanza in Eastern Equatorial

Africa.

II. Mr. Caldwell, the Secretary of the Zambesi Industrial

Mission, has published a simplified Grammar of the Nyanja
Language spoken in the Region South of the Nyasa Lake,
of the Bantu Family.

III. The French Missionary Jacotet has published

a volume of “ Contes Populaires des Ba-Suto ” in the Suto
Language of the Bantu Family in South Africa.

In the Zeitschrift fur Afrikanische und Oceanische

Sprachen, vol. ii. Nos. 1 and 2, we have several interesting

notices

:

IV. Beitrage zur Kentniss of the Kami Language in
German East Africa : by Seidel.

V. Legends of the Pokomo tribe : bv Bocklin^.

VI. The Language of Kilimani : by J. Torreud.
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YU, Ashanti-words : by J. G. Christaller.

VIII. Grammar of the Pokomo : by F. Wurtz.

IX. Words and Phrases of the People of the Nyasa Lake :

by A. Werner.

X. Collection of Tunis Songs, etc., in Arabic and

Kabaili : by H. Stumme.

XI. The importance of the Suto Language for the study

of the Bantu Family of Languages : by C. Heinhoff.

C. Oceanic.

In the Zeitschrift fur Afrikanische und Oceanische

Sprachen we find the following :

Communications on the Languages of the Solomon Islands

in Melanesia : by Sidney H. Ray.

June, 1896. R. X. Cust, 1Ion. Sec.

Oceania. A Comparison of the Languages of Ponape

and Hawaii. By the late Rev. E. T. Doane, with

additional notes and illustrations by Sidney H. Ray,

Esq. Read before the Royal Society of New South

Wales, September, 1894.

The deceased author was a Missionary of the American

Congregational Foreign Missions in the Caroline and

Marshall Islands. Ponape is an important island in

Mikronesia, one of the four sub-regions of Oceania
;

its

word-store is the fullest, and the grammar most developed,

of the sister-languages spoken in the different Islands.

Hawaii is the vernacular name of the Sandwich Islands.

A comparative study is most important. Mr. Sidney Ray
has added to its value by his notes.

New Translations of the Old Testament in Non-
European Languages, actually published or in the Press.

A. (6) Asia : Japan. The language of the Ainu, a tribe

in a low state of culture, the aborigines of the

Island of Yezo. Roman Character.
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China. The language spoken at Kien Ning, near

Fuh Chow. Roman Character.

The language spoken at Tai Chow. Roman
Character.

The language spoken in the Province of

Kashgar, in Chinese Tartary. Roman Character.

India. The language spoken by the Garhwali,

a non-Aryan tribe settled in the Dehra Dun,

near the River Jamna. Roman Character.

The language spoken by the Jaunsari, a non-

Aryan tribe settled in the slopes of the Himalaya,

near Dehra Dun. Roman Character.

B. (2) Oceania: Melanesia. The language spoken by the

Northern branch of the Essi tribe, in the New
Hebrides. Roman Character.

The language spoken by the Weasisi tribe,

in the Island of Tanna. Roman Character.

C. (6) Africa: West. The language spoken by the Natives

in Lower Ibo, on the River Niger. Roman
Character.

South. The language spoken by the Ronga branch

of the Gwamba tribe, near Delagoa Bay. Roman
Character.

The language spoken by the Kuanyama,

a tribe in South Africa. Roman Character.

East. The language spoken by the Wa-Sukuma, in

Speke Gulf, South of Victoria Nyanza. Roman
Character.

The language spoken by the Mochi branch

of the Wa-Chagga, Yesfwar<l °f Mombasa.

Roman Character.

The language spoken in the country of

IT-Nyamwezi, in the region betwixt Zanzibar and

Tanganyika Nyanza. Roman Character.

In all there are translations made on the spot, and tested

by immediate use, in fourteen previously unknown languages,

and the Roman Character is made use of, because the very
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conception of a written Character was previously unknown.

And this is but the average out-turn of a single year,

and the difference of Grammatical structure is so great,

that the idea of a common seedplot cannot he entertained;

and the fact that vast tribes have flourished for centuries

without any written Character, renders it necessary to

inquire very carefully how it happened that some tribes

acquired that art Centuries ago.

R. N. C.

III. Notices of Books.

Some Assamese Proverbs. Compiled and annotated by

Captain P. R. Gurdon, I.S.C., Deputy Commissioner,

Goalpara. (Published at Assam Secretariat Press

:

Shillong, 1896.)

The local Government of the Assam Province in British

India has this year published a very interesting little volume

with the above title, compiled by one of the district

officers of the Province, and collected from the lips of

a population in a low state of culture, but settled there

in a corner of the world for many centuries, and speaking

a Language of their own. The volume does not pretend

to be exhaustive of the whole Province, but contains only

a gleaning from the subdivisions of Sibsagar, Nowgong, and

Gaukati. In transliterating the words from the Nagari

alphabet to the Roman the compiler has been guided by

Sir W. Hunter’s “ Practical Guide to Transliteration.”

“The Proverbs have been classified according to objects,

not subjects, this being thought the best method after

consideration.”

The Government of Assam deserves our best thanks for

this publication, thus encouraging the literary industry of

its subordinates in out-of-the-way regions, and contributing

a valuable addition to knowledge of Language, Folklore,

and Religious Conceptions.

j.b.a.s. 1896. 53
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A Proverb picked up from the mouth of an old woman
in an out-of-the-way corner of Great Britain is not to be

despised. It is beyond the power of the clever fabricator

of conundrums to make a Proverb : Solomon is credited with

the honour of collecting Proverbs 1000 b.c. : it is not

suggested that he invented them, for they are not the

production of the learned : they existed long before the

earliest period of writing, and were transmitted orally.

Wit is said to be the thoughts of many, but the words

of one. A Proverb may be described as a condensed parable,

or wisdom boiled down into an essence, and presented to the

public in the form of a lozenge, so as to be carried about

in every pocket and laid on every tongue : no one can say

who was the original inventor. They have floated down on
the lips of men like literary waifs, clinging to rural

districts and isolated corners, while trodden down in the

busy town and frequented market-place. There is little

doubt that the idea of an ancient Proverb is put into a new
dress after its import in a distinct environment of customs :

the Proverbs of “ carrying coals to Newcastle” and “taking

the breeks off an Highlander ” are merely reinstating with

a new impression of old metal. Some Proverbs are dis-

gustingly coarse, and, as in all human affairs, there is

a current of evil running parallel to a current of evil.

Captain Gurdon divides his collection into six classes,

with full details of subclasses

:

(1) Relating to human failings, foibles, and vices.

(2) Relating to worldly wisdom and maxims, ex-

pediency and cunning, warnings and advice.

(3) Relating to peculiarities *and traits characteristic

of certain castes and classes.

(4) Relating to social and moral subjects, religious

customs, and popular superstitions.

(5) Agriculture and seasons.

(6) Cattle, animals, and insects.

There is great truth in some Proverbs taken at random,
showing that they are drawn from the common fount
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of human conception, and that in very deed all men are

brothers. I have only space for a few :

I. Love of false display.

(a) There are many rosaries, the beads of which are

not told in devotion.

(b) A turban on his head, and with nothing on the

lower parts of the body.

II. Ingratitude.

When in distress a man calls on his god.

III. The mother-in-law.

If the mother-in-law gets a chance, she comes three

times a day to her daughter’s house.

IV. The contrary wife.

If I ask for chutney, she gives me salt : who can stand

a wife who is so contrary ?

and so on.

The compilation is a very creditable one, and a positive

contribution to knowledge. I wish that other district

officers would follow the example.

E. If. Oust,

June 14, 1896. Son. Sec. to It.A.S.

The Indian Calendar, with Tables for. the conversion of

Hindu and Muhammadan into a.d. dates, and rice rers&.

By R. Sewell and S. B. DTkshit. With Tables of

eclipses visible in India, by Dr. R. Sch ram. (London :

Swan Sonnenschein and Co., Limited, 1896.)

Although during the last ten years several excellent

essays have been published on the subject, 1 the verification >

of Hindu dates is often still considered a task of great

intricacy, to be approached only by people who possess an

intimate knowledge of Indian astronomy. If those who

1 I allude to Prof. Jacobi’s “Methods and Tables for Verifying Hindu Dates,”

in Ind. Ant., vol. xvii, p. 145 S., and especially to the same scholar’s

“Computation of Hindu Dates in Inscriptions,” etc., in Ep. Ind., vol. i,

p. 403 ff., and vol. ii, p. 487 ff. Very good tables for the approximate

conversion of Hindu dates have been published by Dr. Schram in Ind. Ant.,

vol. xviii, p. 290 ff.
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'Bold such an opinion will devote a few hours’ study to the

work which we now owe to the painstaking industry of

Mr. Sewell and Mr. Dlkshit, they will see how greatly they

are mistaken, or will, at any rate, admit that the two

authors have removed whatever difficulty hitherto has> seemed

to surround the matter of which the work treats.

This new work naturally divides itself into two parts.

The first part gives a clear account of the Hindu and

Muhammadan calendars, and of the various eras and cycles

which have been, or are still, used in different parts of India,

interspersed with some valuable remarks on the astronomical

writings of the Hindus. The second, more extensive part

contains 136 pages of tables for the conversion of Hindu

and Muhammadan dates into the corresponding European

dates, and vice versa, and for the calculation of the mksatras,

yogas
,
and other items, sometimes quoted in Indian dates.

It also fully explains the construction of the tables, and

gives examples to show the working of them. In an

appendix the well-known astronomer, Dr. R. Schram, of

Vienna, besides, furnishes a list of the solar eclipses likely

to have been visible in India during the period to which the

work refers {i.e. from a.d. 300 to a.d. 1900), with tables by

which it is extremely easy to ascertain whether (the greatest

phase of) a solar eclipse was visible at a given place in

India, and at what time of the day it took place there.

The additions and corrections, among other things, contain

Mr. Dlkshit’s rules and tables for calculating Jupiter’s

apparent (or true) place, the necessity for which has probably

been suggested by a number of South Indian dates, lately

published.

That this work is the outcome of an immense amount of

patient labour, is self-evident
;
and, judging from the tests

which I have applied, it may well be trusted for the accuracy

of its statements. To convey to the reader some idea of

the great ease with which the object for which it is

designed is really attained by it, I shall show the practical

working of its rules and tables by using them for the

verification of two or three dates of Indian inscriptions.
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Bat to make my calculations generally intelligible, I must

premise some trite remarks on the Hindu calendar, and say

a few words about the tables of our authors.

The first month of the ordinary Hindu solar year

theoretically commences at the instant of the sun’s entrance

into the sign Aries, i.e. at the Mesa-samkranti, and each

succeeding samkranti (or entrance of the sun into a sign of

the zodiac) marks the theoretical beginning of a new solar

month. The civil beginning of a solar month, i.e. whether

in every-day life the month commences on the day of the

samkranti or on the following (or third) day, depends on

the exact time of the day when the samkranti takes place,

and is regulated by rules which differ in different parts of

India. The first month of the luni-solar year, on the

other hand, commonly commences at the new moon which

immediately precedes the commencement of the solar year,

and each succeeding new moon forms the commencement of

a new lunar month. The year ordinarily contains 12 such

months, but to keep the luni-solar year in accord with the solar

year another lunar month (homonymous with one of the 12

ordinary months) is added every third or, more rarely, every

second year
;
and sometimes we have two homonymous lunar

months in a year, while at the same time the name of

another month is expunged. Each lunar month has two

halves
(
paisa)—the bright half from new moon to full moon,

and the dark half from full moon to new moon. Either

paksa, again, contains 15 tithis which (since a tithi is the

variable time occupied by the moon in increasing her distance

from the sun by 12 'degrees) are of variable length, and

the calculation of the exact length of which is of the utmost

importance, because a civil day receives the number of the

tithi which ends in it or is wholly occupied by it. Thus,

“ the 1st of the bright half of Caitra”
(
Caitra-sudi 1) would

ordinarily denote that civil day on which ends the first tithi

of the bright half of Caitra (the first lunar month of the

luni-solar year)
;

and “ the 11th of the dark half of

Phalguna,” that civil day on which ends the 11th tithi of

the dark half (i.e., counting from new moon, the 26th tithi).
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of Phalguna. Ia general, 60 tithis (the collective number

of tithis of two lunar months) are approximately equivalent

to 59 civil days. Subject to the modification that a civil

day is reckoned from sunrise to sunrise, the weekdays of

the Hindus agree with our own
;
and the most ordinary

(though not always sufficient) way of testing the correctness

of the date of an Indian inscription, is to ascertain whether

the tithi of the date did really end on the weekday which

is joined with it in the original record, or whether a given

solar day really fell on the given weekday.

How our authors have furnished us with tables for both

the approximate and the accurate conversion of Hindu

solar and luni-solar dates. To the tables for the approximate

conversion of dates—they are two “ eye-tables,” constructed

on methods invented by two native scholars of Madras

—

they themselves apparently do not attach any very great

importance, and in my opinion these tables should never

be used for the verification of dates. 1 The tables for the

accurate conversion of Hindu dates are to a considerable

extent based on, and some of them are identical or nearly

identical with, the tables published by Prof. Jacobi in the

Indian Antiquary. But the principal Table I, which
comprises no less than one hundred pages, contains a great

amount of independent work, inasmuch as it furnishes

ready to hand, for each of the 1601 years from Kaliyuga

3102 current 2 to Kaliyuga 5002 current
(
i.e. a .d . 300 to

1 Regarding the approximate method, the authors, on p. 65, say: “Results
found by this method may be inaccurate by as milch as two days, but not more.
If the era and bases of calculation of the given Hindu date are clearly known,
and if the given date mentions a weekday, the day found by the tables mav
be altered to suit it.” But “the bases of calculation” of a given date can
never be known until a date has been accurately verified

;
and that one should

alter the day found by the tables so as to suit a given weekday, I consider
rather dangerous advice.

- Although the dates which employ the principal Hindu eras commonly give
expired years—dates of the Vikrama era do so nearly always, and for every
S'aka date with a current year we have about four S'aka dates with expired
years—the authors in their tables throughout have given current years. How
trom a practical point of view, they may justify this. I do not know

; but I am
the more surprised at their procedure because, judging from the notes on
pp. 40 and 42, they are inclined to look on the Vikrama years of the dates and
on the “so-called expired S'aka years” as current years [not the current "years
©i their tables .

-
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1900), a number of important data which a person engaged

in the examination of Hindu dates formerly in many cases

had to calculate for himself, often at no small expense of

time and labour. Thus, Table I gives us for each year not

merely the concurrent Jovian year according to both the

northern and southern systems, but also the added lunar

month (both mean 1 and true) and the suppressed month when
there is one, the moment of the Mesa-samkranti according

to the Arya- and Surya-siddhantas, and the European

equivalent of the first civil day of the luni-solar year, with

certain sets of figures from which the end of the first

tithi
(
Caitra-mdi 1) on that day may be ascertained, etc.

These data in Table I form the basis of all calculations
;
and

the conversion or verification of a date, as I shall now show,

consists in the simple addition to them of the interval in

time between the commencement of the year and the given

date, which is found by the help of one of the minor tables.

(1) In Ind. Ant., vol. xix, p. 25, Ho. 12, I have shown

that the date “ Tuesday, the 3rd of the bright half of Pausa

of Yikrama 1280 expired, at the Uttarayana-samkranti,”

correctly corresponds to Tuesday, the 26th December, a.d.

1223 (when, by Prof. Jacobi’s tables, the 3rd tithi of the

bright half ended approximately 14 h. 6m. after mean
sunrise), and that the Uttarayana-samkranti did take place

on that day. By the work under notice the calculation

would be made thus :

—

From Table I we see that Yikrama (1280 expired=)

1281 current corresponds to a.d. 1223-4, and that

Bhadrapada (the 6th month of the year) was repeated in

that year. Pausa, ordinarily the 10th month of the luni-

solar year (Table III), therefore, was here the 11th month,

and the number of tithis from (but exclusive of) the first

tithi of the year (the equivalent of which is given in

1 Oar authors on p. 27 say that the change from the mean to the true system

of intercalation took place about a.d. 1040. But my examination of dates has
shown to me that in practice the change had taken place already in the beginning
of the 10th century a.d.
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Table I) to the 3rd tithi of the bright half of Pausa was

30x10= 300+3=303—1 (for the first tithi of the year)=
302, approximately equivalent, according to what has been

said above, to 297 civil days. All we have to do now

is to take from columns 19, 20, and 23—25 of Table I

(p. lix) the figures given for the commencement of the

luni-solar year Yikrama 1281 current, and to add from

Table IV (p. cx) the increase for 297 civil days, thus

d-
1 w. a. h. c.

T. I. (63) 0 9916 549 221

+ T. IY. (297) 3 574 779 813

(360) 3 490 328 34

Equation for 328 hy T. YI. 264

„ „ 34 by T. VII. _47

£=80l

Now, one complete tithi (t) being equal to 333, the

result, £=801 (which is between 667 and 1000), shows

(Table VIII) that on the 360th day of a.d. 1223-4, which

by Table IX was the 26th December, a.d. 1223, and which

was 3= Tuesday, the 3rd tithi of the bright half was current

at mean sunrise; and the difference between 801 and 1000

(the end of the 3rd tithi) =199 by Table X shows further

that that 3rd tithi, ended approximately 14 h. 6m. after

mean sunrise, exactly as found by Prof. Jacobi’s tables.

Similarly, to find the exact moment of the Uttarayana- (or

Makara-) sariikranti, we only have to take from columns

13-17a of Table I (p. lix) the time of the Mesa-samkranti

for the year of the date, and to add from columns 6—9 of

Table III (p. cvii) the increase for the Makara-samkranti.

Proceeding thus, according to the Surya-siddhanta, we find

—

1 The number 63 under d denotes the 63rd day of a.d. 1223; the 0 under
tc denotes the weekday Saturday (Sunday being counted as 1, Monday as 2,
etc., and Saturday as 7 or 0). The figures under a, b, and c giye certain
quantities from which the condition of the tithi at sunrise is ascertained
a being corrected by the equations for b and c, taken from Tables YI and VII

!

In adding up the numbers under b and c, thousands are omitted
;

in adding
np those under a, ten-thousands.

°
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T. I. (84) 0 10 h. 37 m.

4 T. Ill, col. 9. (275) 2 15 h. 17 m.

(359) 2 25 h. 54 m.

— (360) 3 lh. 54 m.

which means that the Uttarayana-samkranti took place on

the same day which above we have found for the tithi of

the date, by the Surya-siddhanta lh. 54m. after mean

sunrise. The original date is therefore shown to be correct

in every particular.

(2) In Ind. Ant., vol. xxiii, p. 129, No. 99, I have stated

that the date “ Thursday, the 11th of the dark half of

Phalguna of Saka 1042 current, the year Vikarin,” regularly

corresponds to Thursday, the 26th February, a.d. 1120.

From Table I (p. lii) we see that Saka 1042 current

=

a.d. 1119-20 by the southern luni-solar cycle was the year

Vikarin, and that there was no added month in that year.

Phalguna, therefore (by Table III), was the 12th lunar

month, and the 11th tithi of the dark half being the 154
11 = 26th tithi of the month, we have 30 x 11—330
426=356—1= 355 tithis, approximately=349 civil days.

Accordingly we have

—

T. I (p. liii). (73) 6 30 340 251

+ T. Ill (p. cx). (349) 6 8183 666 955

(422) 5 8213 6 206 1

Equation for 6 by T. VI. 145

„ „ 206 by T. VII. 2

8360.

7'=: 8360, being between 8333 and 8667 (Table VIII),

the result is that the 11th tithi of the dark half was

current at mean sunrise 2 of 5 = Thursday, the day 422 of

1 These figures for a, 6, and c, again, are exactly the same as those found
by Prof. Jacobi’s tables for the 26th February, a.d. 1120.

2 The exact time of the end of the tithi, calculated according to the new
tables, was 19 h. 56 m. after mean sunrise, but for ordinary purposes it is

unnecessary to calculate this, because t= 8360 sufficiently shows that the 26th
February, a.d. 1120, under any circumstances was the 11th of the dark half.
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a.d. 1119-20, which by Table IX (p. cxvii) was the

26th February, a.d. 1120.

(3) In Ind. Ant., vol. xxiii, p. 132, No. 113, we have

a date which gives us “ Wednesday, the 3rd of the month

of Panguni of Saka 1347 expired, the year Yisvavasu.”

From Table II, Part II (p. cv), we see that Panguni is

the solar month of Mina, the commencement of which is

marked by the Mlna-samkranti. We therefore must find

the time of that samkranti for Saka 1347 expired= 1348

current, which by Table I (p. lxxii), according to the

southern luni-solar cycle, was the Jovian year Yisvavasu,

and which corresponds to a.d. 1425-6. Using the figures

for the Arya-siddhanta, we find from columns 13, 14, and

17 of

T. I (p. lxxiii). (85) 2 15 h. 22 m.

+ T. Ill (p. cvii). (334) 5' 22 h. 5 m.

(419) 7=0 37 h. 27 m.

=(420) 1 13 h. 27 m.

Accordingly, the Mlna-samkranti of the given year took

place 13 h. 27 m. after mean sunrise of l=Sunday of the

day 420 of a.d. 1425-6, which by Table IX (p. cxvii) was

the 24th February, a.d. 1426. And since the samkranti

took place here more than 12 hours after mean sunrise, the

month of Mina or Panguni commenced (p. 12) on the

following day, Monday the 25th February, and the 3rd of

Panguni was the 27th February, a.d. 1426, which teas

a Wednesday.

The great advantage of the addition of Dr. Schram’s

tables for solar eclipses I would exemplify by the date of

an inscription at Saundatti {Ind. Ant., vol. xxiii, p. 130,

No. 103), which mentions a total eclipse of the sun on

Monday, the new-moon tithi of Asadha of Saka 1151 current,

the year Sarvadharin. By the tables of Mr. Sewell and
Mr. Dlkshit the date is found to correspond regularly to

Monday, the 3rd July, a.d. 1228, and we know that on that
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day there was a solar eclipse. The question is whether

the eclipse was visible at Saundatti, and if so, whether for

that place it was a total eclipse.

The latitude, <j>, of Saundatti is 15° 46' N.= 16°, and its

longitude, \, is 75° 10' E.= 75°.

Dr. Schram’s Table A for a.d. 1228, VII, 3, gives

—

L=508 fi=269° a'—54S5
Saundatti has \= 75°

X+ /x=3f4°

With </>= 16° and \+ /
a=3440—

Table B, L=500 gives s’'— 1T5
and Table B, L=510 gives #"=1*17

therefore L=508 «"= 1-17

*'+*"= 56-02

Now Table C, with s'+&"=56-00 gives total, and with

#'+#"= 56 04 eleven digits; with £'+ #"=56-02; therefore,

the eclipse at Saundatti was one of 1P5 digits or an almost

total eclipse.

Proceeding in the same simple manner by Table D, we
further find that the moment of the greatest phase of the

eclipse at Saundatti was 11-7 ghatikas or 4h. 41m. after

true sunrise.

As I merely wish to indicate the way in which the new
tables are used, I have given here only dates which at once

work out quite satisfactorily. The cases we meet with are

not always so simple, and in practice we have to consider

various possibilities. A tithi sometimes may or must be

joined with the civil day on which it commences. A lunar

month, instead of commencing with the new moon, often

commences with the full moon. A luni-solar year, instead

of beginning with the month Caitra, may commence with

Karttika or other months, and a solar year, e.g., with the

Simha- instead of the Mesa-sariikranti. Besides, we rarely

know beforehand whether the year of a date is current
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or expired, and sometimes only regnal or Jovian years are

given to us. But the manner of calculation is the same

everywhere, and the work before us contains ample in-

formation as to how most of these difficulties should be

dealt with.

In a note on p. 109 Mr. Sewell informs us that in

a second edition he proposes to add a list of the lunar

eclipses visible in India. A list of lunar eclipses is indeed

necessary, but in my opinion the lists of both solar and

lunar eclipses should give all eclipses for the period of

which the work treats, because in the verification of dates

we also meet with eclipses that were not visible in India.

In a new edition a few paragraphs might also be added

about the calculation of the lagna, sometimes quoted in

dates, and of the ahargana for a given day
; and lists should

be given of the deities of the tithis, naksatras, etc., so as

to explain such expressions as “the tithi of Madana” and
“ the Maitra naksatra.” I would also suggest the addition

of a list of the words used to express numbers, and an

explanation of the so-called katapagadi method of denoting

numbers.

Our authors have acknowledged their indebtedness to Prof.

Jacobi, and, for the solution of some problems, have referred

us to that scholar’s Special Tables, published in Ep. Ind.,

vol. i, p. 450 If. Highly as I appreciate the new work of

Mr. Sewell and Mr. Dlkshit, I should be wanting in gratitude

if, on my part, I did not acknowledge here the great benefit

which I myself have derived from Prof. Jacobi’s unpre-

tending General Tables, ibid., pp. 443-445, the design of

which has always appeared to me a marvel of ingenuity.

Gottingen. F. Kielhorn.

The Babylonian Expedition or the University or

Pennsylvania.

Professor Hilprecht, of Pennsylvania, has fust given to

the world the second part of vol. i of the work he is
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issuing under the above title, and every student of the

ancient East will appreciate it as one of the most notable

additions to our knowledge. The work consists of 68 pages

of descriptive letterpress (including the list of contents)

and 50 lithographed plates, consisting of inscriptions,

mostly from Niffer, some votive tablets with incised designs

(in limestone), bas-reliefs, views of the excavations at

Niffer, etc.

Prof. Hilprecht brings further arguments that Sargani,

or Sargani-sar-ali, is identical with Sargon of Agade

—arguments almost amounting to absolute proof, and

especially gratifying to the writer of the present notice.

He publishes also (pi. xxii) an inscribed bas-relief of his

son, Naram-sin, from Diarbekir. The date of Sargani-

sarAli, it will be remembered, is given, upon the basis of

Nabonidos’ statement, as being 3800 b.c.
;
but Mr. Haynes’

excavations at Niffer prove that he was not by any means

the earliest ruler 1 in Babylonia, for both Dr. J. P. Peters

and Prof. Hilprecht estimate that the foundations of the

city go back to 6000 or 7000 b.c. Somewhere in this gap

Hilprecht puts (1)
’">f

-
>~^f> En-sagsag-ana,

“Lord of Kengi” (Babylonia)
; (2) ^ <MJ=f

Enne-umun, king of Kes; (3) Tft-f

Ur-Sulpauddu, 2 also king of Ives
; (4)

TT >
Bugal-zag-gi-si, king of Erech, son of

Ukus. Lugal-zag-gi-si was a great conqueror,

but, notwithstanding this, “ his very name had been for-

gotten by later generations.” Somewhat later than the

foregoing the author places (5)

Lugal-kigub-nidudu, and (6) *"£T. Lugal-

si-kisal, of the first dynasty of TJr, and he has been able

to give a number of historical details concerning these

rulers.

1 The existence of records of earlier rulers was to be expected from the

royal lists found at Nineveh.
* Prof. Hilprecht doubtless has some good reason for transcribing the name

thus. I have always regarded the second component part as being Dun-sig-e.
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Especially important are the tablets giving events of the

regnal years of Ine-Sin, Bur-Sin, and Gimil-Sin, which

were compiled on account of the system of dating contracts

in Babylonia. The discovery of other tablets in that

country may he looked forward to to place the early

chronology and history of the country on a really firm

basis.

T. G. P.

Asstrisches Handworterbuch. By Fr. Delitzsch.

(Leipzig : Hinrichs. London : Luzac.)

At last we have a complete Assyrian dictionary, that is,

complete as far as the material available to the author went

—and even that is a great boon. It is, naturally, a great

advance upon the dictionary of Norris, the last volume of

which was published in 1872 (letter N), and which the

learned and talented author did not live to finish. Delitzsch’s

work contains 730 pages, and has one disadvantage which

Norris’s does not possess, namely the absence of cuneiform

characters, except in the cases of certain ideographs quoted.

The work, nevertheless, is excellent, and, in fact, in-

dispensable to all Assyriologists. One sometimes wonders,

it is true, if certain roots are not split up too much, like

'133, I. “to do away with”; II. ?; III. “to cover with

pitch ”
;
but this is a defect which will doubtless be remedied

in a future edition. We miss, here and there, certain well-

known and many rare words, such as kinaatum (or kinaitum),

apparently meaning “dues” (Strassmaier, “ Inschr. von
Nabonidus,” No. 9, 1. 9 ;

Sir Henry Peek’s Tablets, No. 16,

1. 10), sakatu, in Puul (=11. 1), “to be silent” (tablet

82-3—23, 925, 1. 15), etc. Every scholar will, nevertheless,

appreciate the completion of this long-promised work, and

the industry of the scholar—now to be classed among the

veterans—who has produced it
;
and the Assyriological

world will doubtless look forward with great interest to

such supplements as the author of this first complete

Assyrian dictionary will doubtless from time to time
publish.

T. G. P.
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Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek. (Berlin : Beuther and

Beichard, 1896.)

This publication is still continued under the able editor-

ship of Professor Schrader, the last volume issued (the

fourth) being devoted to Juridical and Business documents,

translated by Dr. Peiser. It is very complete, the texts

given ranging from the time of the second dynasty

of Ur to the dynasty of the Arsacidae, a period of over

2000 years, and covering every class of document. Dr.

Peiser gives many corrections of tablets published before

his work appeared, but in some cases the old Babylonian

texts might have been improved by revision. In his tran-

scription of names Dr. Peiser gives rightly nunii instead

of Hi (e.g. Kisnunu for Kisili), du-gu-ul for du-gu-mi (?)

(in SmJ-dugul), etc. Improvements can be made here

and there, as in the case of p. 34, II, 15-17, where I read

“Year (when) Ammi-satana named Dur-Iskun-Marduk on

the bank of the river (or canal) Amzilaku.” (MU Ammi-

satana LUGAL-E MU Dur-Is-ku-un-Marduk GI TIG
IDA Am-zi-la-ku.) The work of Dr. Peiser is very good,

however, and well worthy of the attention of students.

Hine Cappadocian tablets are included in the number

translated.

T. G. P.

One or two articles in periodicals worthy of notice may
be here mentioned. The interest in the important in-

scription published by the Bev. P. Scheil will probably

continue for some time longer, there being considerable

difference of opinion as to who or what the words

K 4f<y ,
i-H-ba tuk-te-e, may be. As they

are followed by the phrase sar Umman-manda, “king of

the barbarians
”

or “ the Medes,” iriba-tukte seems to be

the name of the Median king, and Dr. Lehmann identifies

it with Arbaces. Others, however, maintain that iriba

1 Not Bel, as Strassmaier gives.
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tukte are two words, part of the remainder of the sentence.

It is noteworthy that, as Scheil now recognizes, the name

of Assyria is written with the characters HI Jpf,

Su-edinci (hi), a fact that throws new light on the geography

of that region.

A tablet containing a record of two transactions referring

to the same property, published by Dr. Peiser in his

“ Keilinschriftliche Aktenstiicke,” and again in his book

above referred to, p. 94, has attracted the attention of

Prof. Oppert, who gives a translation of it in the Melanges

Charles de Harlez, with a very interesting commentary in

which the words and measures are discussed, and remarks

made upon the deities Lagamal, Adad (Addu), and

Ramman(u) 1 (= Laomer, Hadad, and Rimmon). Prof.

Oppert places the city >—
Jjpf (generally read Dilbat)

on the western bank of the Euphrates. Whilst in

Babylonia, Mr. Hormuzd Rassam excavated at a site

called JaJ Dailem, which, from the dates of the contracts

found there, I at once identified with the of the

inscriptions. This city, Mr. Rassam tells me, lies on the

western bank of the Euphrates, as conjectured by Prof.

Oppert. With regard to the name, the late Geo. Bertin

told me many years ago that he had found the form Dilmu

(better read, perhaps, Delmu), which would agree with

the present Arabic name exactly. This is a geographical

identification which is worthy of notice, and the question

naturally arises whether Dilmu (or Delmu) has, after all,

anything to do with the name of the planet >— »~<

,

Dilbat (better Delebat) — Yenus, especially as the god of

the city, according to the inscriptions, seems to have been

HI. Um*-

T. G. P.

1 This form really does exist, however, and will he found in the British
iluseum, tablet K 2866, line 19 (S. A. Smith, Miscellaneous Texts, pi. xvii).
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Abhandlungen zue Arabischen Philologie, von Ignaz

Goldziher. Erster Theil. (Leiden, Brill, 1896.)

The three essays contained in this volume deal with the

origins of Arabic poetry, the development of taste among

the Mohammedan critics, and the uses of the loan-word

sakinah. Arabic scholars are accustomed to find in Dr.

Goldziher’s writings an acquaintance with Arabic literature

that is unsurpassed for width and depth, a rare talent for

combination, and an attractive style. The new volume falls

short of none of its predecessors in these qualities, and the

skill with which the author utilizes passages of no obvious

significance makes the book a discipline in careful reading.

Part of the first essay was communicated to the Congress

of Orientalists that met at Geneva in 1894. It traces the

idea which meets us in Mohammedan authors, that the poetic

afflatus is due to the inspiration of the Jinn, to a period

when that superstition referred not to the poet’s art, but

to the mystical powers he possessed; and according to the

author the Arabic words for poet and poetry, which literally

mean ‘knower’ and ‘knowledge,’ are to be compared with

words like ‘ wizard ’
;
in Hebrew yid’oni from yada’ * to

know,’ where the knowledge signified is also of a mysterious

nature. The poet’s supernatural gift was of use to his

tribe in many ways; but chiefly because he could abuse

the tribes with which his own was at war; and of this

war of words, which developed into the classical hija, or

satire, we have an early illustration in the oracles of Balaam,

an illustration which, it may be observed, had already been

noticed by M. Renan in his “ Histoire du peuple Israel.”

Dr. Goldziher collects notices of various superstitious

practices connected, with the hija, and ingeniously shows

that their abolition was the real object of several of the

enactments about dress introduced by Islam. The form

of the hija was originally, like that of other oracular

utterances, rhymed prose, and not the least valuable part

of the essay is the demonstration that the employment of

54r.B.A.s. 1896.
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this form of composition as the natural vehicle of oratory

was comparatively late, not having been generally adopted

till the time of the Buyids. From rhymed prose satire

was advanced to rejez, a sort of intermediate style between

prose and verse, and afterwards to the regular metres.

In the second essay the reaction from the taste of the

earliest critics, who would admire none but pre-Islamic

poetry, is traced historically, and acute suggestions are

made about its causes. European taste, with which no

Arabic poetry has ever found much favour, probably agrees

with that of native critics in assigning the palm to Muta-

nabbi, whose claim to have surpassed the poets of pagan

times would, it seems, have been regarded as outrageous

a century before his time, but has been justified by the

honour paid him in succeeding ages
;

of the two poets

who are ordinarily coupled with him, Abu Tammam and

Al-Buhturi, most readers will agree with Dr. Goldziher

in regarding the second as greatly overrated. When Dr.

Goldziher says (p. 145) that the great poets of the Abbasid

period “ burst the bonds in which tradition had bound

Arabic poetry,” is not this putting the matter rather too

strongly ? Mutanabbi does, indeed, ridicule the practice

of commencing every encomium with erotic verses, but how
often does he regard it as safe to abandon it? And how
many of his night journeys and other heroic exploits bear

any relation to facts ?

The third essay is an interesting and ingenious analysis

of the uses of the word snkinah, in which the author traces

three elements—one got from the Jews, a second from

the commentators on the Koran, and a third from Pagan
reminiscences.

There are some important excursuses appended to the

text, especially on fancies connected with the Jinn.

D. S. Margoliouth.
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The Influence of the Septuagint on the Peshitta

Psalter : Dissertation submitted in partial fulfilment

of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy in the University Faculty of Philosophy,

Columbia College. By J. Frederic Berg. (New

York, 1895.)

The subject chosen by Mr. Berg for his dissertation is

one of great interest, and it may be hoped that this, like

so many dissertations, may be the forerunner of a more

exhaustive treatise. In its present form the amount of

Mr. Berg’s work which is concerned with its ostensible

subject is very disproportionate to the whole ;
for while

the dissertation consists of 160 pages, we cannot find more

than six that deal with the influence of the LNX on the

Peshitto Psalter
;

the remainder being occupied with

general questions connected with both versions, with a

table of variants of MSS. and editions from the text of

Lee, and with a list of various interpretations collected

from the Greek, Syriac, and Chaldee versions of the

Psalms. In the first of these sections the statement that

“unlike the Peshitto the LXX is guilty of no errors

which may be ascribed to ignorance
” astounds us. The

purpose of these general discussions is to establish an

a priori probability that the Syriac translators would have

consulted the Greek version
;

but the grounds on which

Mr. Berg adopts the view that the Peshitto emanated from

Jewish Christians seem so very slight that the chain of

evidence would support no great weight. More important,

therefore, is the internal evidence of imitation obtained

from a study of the version itself
;
and we could wish that

Mr. Berg had collected this fully and arranged it under

heads, instead of restricting himself to occasional observa-

tions appended to this table of variants; which, it may
be observed, is far less useful than Nestle’s Psalterium

Tetraglotton. However, it must be confessed that the dis-

sertation gives evidence of many scholarly qualities, and
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since suet works should be judged rather by their promise

than their performance, this new collaborateur will be

welcomed by all those whose studies bring them into

contact with the Peshitto.

D. S. Margoliouth.

The Zand-i Javit-sheda-dad ;
or, Pahlavi Version of the

Avesta Vendidad. Edited by Darab Dastur Peshotan

SaxJANa. (Harrassowitz : Leipzig.)

This new edition of two-thirds of the Pahlavi Vendidad

(Fargards i-ix and xix) is specially intended for the use

of Pahlavi students in the University of Bombay, where

this portion of the text is prescribed for the Parsi B.A.

and M.A. examinations.

The Pahlavi version of the Vendidad, the Levitical

law of the Parsis, was first edited by Spiegel in 1853,

and two of the MSS. he used, which were written in

1323-4, are still the chief authorities for so much of the

text as they contain
; hut he had to rely upon much more

modern MSS. for nearly one-third of the text. The

present editor has trusted to Spiegel for the readings

of the Copenhagen MS. of 1324, and has used collations

of two copies of that MS. which were written three

centuries ago
;
he has also consulted a collation of the

London MS. of 1323, and has constantly referred to a MS.

in his father’s library, which was written in 1788, and

is a descendant of that London MS. These five MSS. are

the best authorities for the Vendidad text, when judiciously

used. The two old MSS. of 1323-4 were copied from the

same original, written in 1269
;
that was transcribed from

another written in 1205, and that from a third whose

writer’s name is recorded.

So far as yet ascertained, all Pahlavi Vendidads in India

belong to this family of MSS.
; but whether any such MSS.

of independent descent exist in Persia appears to be still

doubtful. Darab certainly states (p. xxxv) that “it has

now been ascertained that the Zoroastrians in Persia possess
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no older copies of the Pahlavi Vendidad,” but this is not

the whole of the question. We should no doubt be glad

to have collations of older MSS., but if these do not exist

we still want to know whence their more modern MSS.

are descended. If they are not of Indian descent, they

must form an independent family of MSS., branching off

somewhere from the Iranian ancestors of the Indian

family ; and a collation of any such MS. would be valuable.

The Parsi Punchayat in Bombay might do much to settle

this question, if they would obtain copies of the colophons

of several Pahlavi Yendidads in Persia which have not

been copied from Indian MSS., and then submit the

copies to some competent scholar for report.

The colophons of four old MSS. of 1323-4, two Yendidads

and two Yasnas, state that they were written by the same

copyist, Mihrban Kai-Khusro (a Parsi priest who had

recently come from Persia), as a good work done at the

expense of a Parsi layman of Cambay, named Chahil

Sangan, of whom no other record than such colophons

is known to survive. He must have been a wealthy man,

and his genealogy is given, for four or five generations

back. In two Sanskrit colophons both his name and that

of his father, Sangan, are preceded by an epithet which

has been read thava, but which Ervad Tehmuras proposes

to read vyava, as an abbreviation of vyavagata in the sense

of “ deceased.” If this be correct, as seems very likely,

it would imply that Chahil was already dead, and that the

good work of providing these MSS. was done on his behalf

by means of funds bequeathed by him for that purpose.

The editor of this edition is son of the high priest of the

Shahanshah! Parsis of Bombay, and is well acquainted with

Parsi tradition as well as with the views of European

scholarship. His collation of the MSS. has been carefully

made, and the various readings given in footnotes will be

very useful to scholars, as soon as they fully understand

the relative value of the MSS. in various parts of the text.

This can be ascertained from the detailed description of the

MSS. given in the introduction, from which it will be seen
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that nearly all of them have lost many of their original

folios, and the modern folios which often replace them are

of little critical value. Besides his account of the MSS.,

the editor has included in his introduction a short summary

of the contents of the twenty-one Nasks, or sacred books

of the Parsis, abridged from the Dinkard, with a full

translation of its analysis of the portion of the Vendidad

he has edited. And the Pahlavi text of the passages he

has translated from the Dinkard is given at the end of the

hook
;

the translations themselves being his revisions of

some of those contained in “ The Sacred Books of the East,”

vol. xxxvii.

If no independent MSS. of the Pahlavi Vendidad he

hereafter found in Persia, this edition may he considered

very nearly equivalent to a critical edition of the text

as it stood in the thirteenth century.

From the Academy E. W. West.

of August 15.

IV. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the Author.

Campbell (The Rev. W.). The Articles of Christian

Instruction in Favorlang- Formosan, Dutch, and

English, from Vertrecht’s MS. of 1650; with Psalma-

nazar’s Dialogue between a Japanese and a Formosan,

and Happart’s Favorlang Vocabulary.

4to. London, 1896.

D’Alviella (Mons. Le Comte G.). Au Vingt-troisieme

siecle avant notre ere. pamphlet. 8vo. Bruxelles, 1896.

Dutt (Kedar Nath). Bhagavadgita, with the Commentary

of Baladeva Vidyabushan in Sanskrit, followed by the

editor’s Commentary in Bengali. 8vo. Calcutta.

Egerton of Tatton (The Right Hon. Lord). A Description

of Indian and Oriental Armour. New Edition.

Roy. 8vo. London, 1896.
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De Castries (Mons. le Comte). LTslam, Impressions et

Etudes. 8vo. Paris, 1896.

Haidu (C. Tirumalayya). Cana Yidya Sanjivini. A
Treatise on Hindu Music. 8vo. Madras, 1896.

Taw Sein Ko. Some Remarks on the Kalyani Inscriptions.

8vo. Bombay, 1894.

Sell (The Rev. E.). The Faitli of Islam.

8vo. London, 1896.

Caland (Dr. TY.). Die Altindischen Todten- und
Bestattungs gebrauche, mit Beniitzung handschriftlicher

Quellen. Roy. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1896.

Tcheraz (M.). Homere et les Armeniens.

pamphlet. 4to. Leide.

Casartelli (The Rev. L. C.). A Fragment of the Dinkart.

pamphlet. 4to. Leide.

The Oriental Schools of Louvain.

8vo. Dublin, 1896.

Muller (F. W. K.). Ikkaku Sennin eine mittelalterliche

japanische Oper. Roy. 8vo. Berlin, 1896.

Hirth (Fr.). Die Insel Hainan nach Chao Ju-kua.

• pamphlet. Roy. 8vo. Berlin, 1896.

Sanjana (D. D. P.). The Karname I Artakhshir i Papakan,

being the oldest surviving records of the Zoroastrian

emperor Ardashir Babakan. 8vo. Bombay, 1896.

Zand I davit Sheda Dad, or the Pahlavi version

of the Avesta Vendidad. Roy. 8vo. Bombay, 1895.

Hughes (G.). Shanfara’s Lamiyyat ul ‘Arab. A pre-

Islamic Arabian Qasida translated into English Yerse.

8 vo. London, 1896.

Campbell (Rev. W.). Past and Future of Formosa, with

a new Map of the Island.

pamphlet. 8vo. Hong Kong, 1896.

Presented by the Society Finno-Ougrienne.

Schlegel (G.). Die Chinesische Inschrift auf dem Uigu-

rischen Denkmal in Kara Balgassun.

8vo. Helsingfors, 1896.
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Presented by the Madras Government Museum.

Thurston (E.). Anthropology of the Todas and Kotas

of the Nilgiri Hills and of the Brahmans, Kaminalans,

Pallis, and Pariahs of Madras City.

8vo. Madras, 1896.

Presented by the Bombay Government.

Peterson (P.). A Fifth Report of Operations in Search

of Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Circle, April 1892

—

March 1895. 8vo. Bombay, 1896.

Presented by the Publishers.

Schwarz (P.). Iran im Mittelalter nach den Arabischen

Geographen. Heft 1. 8vo. Leipzig, 1896.

Presented by the India Office.

Al-Hassan Ibn-Mohammed al-Wezaz al Fasi (Leo

Africanus). The History and Description of Africa

and of the notable things therein contained, done
into English in the year 1600 by John Pory, and
now edited with an Introduction and Notes by Dr.

Robert Brown. 3 yoIs. 8vo. London, 1896.
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INDEX FOR 1896.

A.

Abrik, identification with Arabkir

negatived, 733.

identified with Tephrike, the

modern Divrigi, 733 el seq.

Abrik, Tephrike, the capital of the

Paidicians, 733.

Aden, Mahuan’s acconnt of, 348.

Akbar’s Subaha, pt. i, 83 ;
pt. ii, 743.—— authorities on, 84 et seq.

‘All Padishah, Sultan, 260.

Anja river, 737.

an-Nasir, Sultan, 141.

Aoraos situated on Mahaban, 673.

Arabic inscriptions in Egypt, pt. ii,

137.

Aritthaka Stone, 199.

Army of Indian Moghuls, full account,

509.

B.

Badshah Dheri stupa, 658.

Bakhtiari dialect, 577.
Baybars, Sultan, 140.

Beames, J., notes on Akbar’s Subahs,

with reference to the ‘Ain-i Akbari

:

pt. i, 83
;

pt. ii, 743.

Bendall, Prof. C., an inscription of

Madauapaladeva of Kanauj, 787.

on a system of letter

-

numerals used in South India, 789.

note on al-Beruni’s Indica,

216.

Survaiataka, 215.

Beveridge, if., note on the Panjmana
inscription sent by Mr. JS'ey Elias,

781.

Bhadrak, Akbar’s sarkar, 756.

Bhima Devi figure not discovered, 672.
Bihar, Akbar’s Subah, 764.

Buddhism, Yidhura Jataka, 441.

Buddhist theory of the Nidanas, 800.

Buhlee, G., epigraphical discoveries

in Mathura, 578.

Bnrman-Tibetan linguistic palaeon-

tology, 23.

witchcraft, 39.

C.

Calient, Mahuan’s account of, 345.

Canton as mediaeval trade centre, 66.

Carrier-pigeons introduced to China
through Persia, 68.

Ceylon Buddhism, rosaries, 575.

Chakdara, stupa near, 657.

Chanal, ruins near Peshawar, 657.

Chang-chou in Amoy, proposed identi-

fication with Zaitun, 72.

Chao Ju-kua, 57.

scanty notice of life, 64.

family details, 76.

ethnography, 477.

Charsadda, the ancient Pushkalavati

and Penkelaotis, 667.

Chelas, in Indian Moghul Army, 517.

Chinese mediaeval trade, 64 et seq.

trade penalties, 70.

translation of Milinda Panho,l.

Milinda Panho, date of, 12.

Ch‘iian-chou, trading centre, 72.

Chu-fan-chih, 58, 477.

source of knowledge on

Oriental sea-trade, 60 et seq.

date, 62.

Chuha Shah Daula, 574.

Chu-lien = Orissa, Chinese account of,

489.

Cochin, Mahuan’s account of, 341.

Coptic Church, Nile festivals, 692.

Cost, R. N., Chuha Shah Daula, 574.

philology notes for 1896.

802 .
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D.

Dam, value of, 513.

Danto-loka, mountain, 673.

Deane, H. A., notes on TJdyana and

Gandhara, 655.

Dede Mohammad, darvish, 328.

Deussen, Prof., his “ Translation of

the Epanishads,” 801.

Dhammakitti, 200.

Dharma Sastras, 371.

Dragon Lake, 661.

Dubois, Abbe, 798.

E.

Elias, Net, an apocryphal inscription

in Khorasan, 767.

Epigraphical discoveries in Mathura,

578.

F.

Falconry, antiquity of Eastern, 793.

Feek, L ,
Aritthaka Stone, 199.

Firuz Shah, 251.

G.

Gandhara, 655.

Gaster, M., “The Sword of Moses,”

149.

Ghori clan, 663.

Graeco-Buddhist sculptures, 622.

Gujars, notes concerning, 662.

Guzerat, Chinese account of, 487.

H.

Hablb-us-Siyar, 249, 769, 785.

Hadath, site of, 740.

Hainan, description of island, 477.
Hirschfeld, H., remarks on the

etymology of Sabbath, 353.

Hirth, F., Chao Ju-kua, a new
source of mediaeval geography, 57.

Chao Ju-kua’s ethnography,

477.

Houghton, B., outlines of Tibeto-

Bunnan linguistic palaeontology, 23.

Hu-ch‘a-la = Guzerat, Chinese account

of, 487.

I.

Imran, ruins at, 673.
Indian chronology, 621.

Indian Moghul Army, 509.

ranks, 510.

pay, 518.

pay, deductions from,

524.

fines, 527-

awards and distinc-

tions, 532.

procedure on enter-

ing, 538.
branding of horses,

547.
classes of horses, 552.

branches of the

service, 556.— equipment, 560.

Inscription in Khorasan, 767.
—— in TJdyana, 663.

——-— of Madanapaladeva of

Kanauj, 787-

Irtine, W., the Army of Indian

Moghuls, 509.

J.

Jalesar (Jellasore), Akhar’s sarkar,

746.

Jandol Valley, 663.

Jins, 661.

K.

Kait-Bay, Sultan, 148.

Kalam junction of IJtrot and Laspur,

656.

Kala Pahar, 743.

KaliDg Dandpat, Akbar’s sarkar, 763.

Kanauj, inscriptions of Madanapala-
deva, 787.

Karakis river, 740.

Karshana identified with Alaja Khan,
735.

Kashmir Smats, cave, 668.

Katak (Cuttack), Akbar’s sarkar, 758.

Kattigara, the great mediaeval port of

China, 66.

Kay, H. C., Arabic inscriptions in

Egypt, pt. ii, 137.

obituary of H. Sauvaire,

617.

Khanka of Baybars, 137.

Khorasan, apocryphal inscription in,

767.

Khurak-i-dawabb, meaning of, 514.
King, Major J. S., Taj or red cap of

Shl'ahs, 571.

Kizilbask, 255.

Kuranda, 364, 573.

./
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L.

Lan-wu-li, account of, 480.

Latif, M., Chuha Shah Daula, 574.

Le Strange, Guy, al-Abrik, Tephrike,

the capital of the Paulicians, 733.

Letter-numerals, a system used in

South India, 789.

liturgy of the Nile, 677.
Lukiya riyer, 737.

M.

Madanapaladeva of Kanauj, inscription

of, 787.

Magic, ancient, 149.

Mahabharata, 372.

Mahavana Sangharama, 656.

Mahuan’s account of Bengal, note on,

203.
——— Cochin, Calicut, and

Aden, 341.

Malabar, Chinese account of, 482.——— identified with Nan-p'i, 75.— — survival of syllabic notation

in, 789.

Malkite Church services, 679.

Ma-lo-hua =Malwa, Chinese account

of, 488.

Malwa, Chinese account of, 488.
• Mamay, Amir, 148.

Manu, caste rules in, 371.

Makgoliocth, Bev. G., liturgy of

the Nile, 677.

Mathura, epigraphic discoveries, 578.

Matriarchate in ancient Burma, 47.

McDouall, W., Bakhtiari dialect,

577.

Milinda, 4.

Milinda Panho, Chinese translation, 1.

Minglaur, the ancient Mungali, 656.

Moghuls, Army of Indian, lull account,

509.

Morris MSS., catalogue, 212.

Muhammad Shaibani, victory of, 767.
781.

Muhammadan religion, Mr. Arnold’s

book on, 800.

Nile observances, 693.

book on, 800.

Mukund Dev, 743.
Mungali, or Mung Kie-li, old capital

of Swat, 655.

N.
Nagasena, 1.

Nan-p'i = Malabar, 75.

Chinese account of, 482.

Na-Sien, the Bhiksu, 5.

Nidanas, Buddhist theory, 800.

Notices of Books

—

Amalnerkar, T. B., priority of the

Vedanta Sutra over the Bhaga-
vadgita, 224.

Barlaam and Josaphat, 383.

Barnstein, H., the Targum of

Onkelos, 649.

Berg, F., influence of the Septua-
gint on the Peshitta Psalter, 825.

Blonay, G. de, Materiaux pour
servir a l’histoire de la deesse

bouddhique Tara, 241.

Browne, E. G., catalogue of Persian

MSS. in Cambridge University

Library, 404.

Budge, E. A. "W., life and exploits

of Alexander the Great, 647.

Budh Gaya Temple case, 225.

Chavannes, E., Memoire historique

de Semat'sien, 221.

Cordier, H., description d’un Atlas

Sino-Coreen, 639.
— fragments d’une histoire

des etudes chinoises au xviii' siecle,

236.

Davids, T. W. Bhys, Buddhism,
its history and literature, 641.

Delitzsch, Fr., Assjrisches Hand-
worterbuch, 820.

D’Oldenbourg, S., notes on Buddhist

bas-reliefs, 623.

Dvivedi, M., imitation of Sankara,

636.

Finot, L., Lapidaires Indiens, 637.

Glaser, E., Abessinier in Arabia und
Afrika, 226.

Goldziher, I., Ahhandlungen zur

Arabischen Philologie, 823.

Gray, J., Jinalankara, 385.

Green, Lieut.-Col. A. O., practical

Hindustani grammar, 224.

Grube, W., Sprache und Schrift

der Jucen, 630.

Gurdon, Capt. P. B.
,
some Assamese

proverbs, 807.

Guru-puja-kaumndi, 628.

Hewitt, J. F., ruling races of

prehistoric times, 228.

Hilprecht, Professor, Babylonian

expedition, 818.

Holden, E. S., Mogul emperors of

Hindustan, 230.

Hopkins, E. W., religions of India,

400.

Juvnboll, Th. W., le livre de

l’impot foncier de Yabya ibn

Adam, 646.

Eeilinschriitliche Bibliothek, 821.
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Notices of Books
(
continued)

—

Kuhnert, Fr., die Chinesische

Spraclie zu Nanking, 237.

die Philosophic des

Kong-Dsy auf Grand des ITrtextes,

238.

Mandukya ITpanishad, 636.

Mead, G. R. S., TJpanishads, 636.

Merx, A.
,
documens de paleographie

hebra'ique et Arabe, 640.

Neubauer, A., mediaeval Jewish

chronicles, 398.

Payne-Smith, R., Thesaurus Syria-

cus, 386.

Pope, Rev. G. TJ., first catechism of

Tamil grammar, 375.

Poussin, L. de la V., Paficakrama,

384.

Prakrit and Sanskrit inscriptions of

Kathywar, 391.

Saniana, D. D. P., Dina-i Mainu-i

Khrat, 234.
Zand-i Javit-

sheda-dad, 826.

Scheehter, S., and S. Singer, Tal-

mudical fragments in Bodleian

Library, 644.

Sefrell, R., Indian calendar, 809.

Straalen, S. v., catalogue of the

Hebrew books in British Museum,
382.

Theology of the TXpanishads, 636.

Thomsen, V., inscriptions de 1'Orkhon
dechriftrees, 632.

Windisch, E., Mara und Buddha,

377.

0 .

Obituary Notices

—

Ilovelaeque, A., 309.

Mitra, Trailokya Nath, 209.

Rost, R., 367.

Sauvaire, H., 617.

Tuuk, H. N. van der, 209.

Odigram, inscriptions near, 640.

Orissa in time of Akbar, 743.

boundaries, 743.

Chinese account of, 489.

P.

Palaeontology, Tibeto - Burman lin-

guistic, 23.

Pali and Sanskrit in Japan, 620.
Panjkora valley, 663.
Panj-Mana, 767.

inscription, note on, 781.

Parsee Punchayet, letter from, 572.

Paul of Samosata, 734.

Paulicians, 733.

Phiklips, G., Mahuan’s account of

Cochin, Calicut, and Aden, 341.

note on Mahuan’s account

of Bengal, 203.

Philology notes for 1896, 802.

Po-lu-sha-po-lo the modem Peshawar,

666 .

Pushkalavati the modem Charsadda,

667.

R.

Radkan, town, 775.

Rajmahindra, Akbar’s sarkar, 763.

Report for the year 1895, 583.

Rosaries in Ceylon Buddhism, 575.— note on Dr. Wad-
dell’s letter, 800.

Ross, E. D., early years of Shah
Isma'il, founder of the Safari

dynasty, 249.

Rouse, W. H. D., Kuranda, 573.

Shah Daula’s Rats,

793.

S.

Sabbath, remarks on the etvmology
of, 353.

derivation of, note by Prof.

Ed. Konig, 799.

Sado, ruins near, 659.

Sadr-ud-DIn, Shaik, 251.

Safl-ud-Dln Ishak, 251.

Saidgai lake, 661.
— haunted by Jins, 661.

Samyukta-ratna-pitaka sutra, 17.

Saritchitchek Su, river, 737.

Sarkars

—

Audambar, 92.

Bakla, 130.

Barbakabad, 115.

Bazuha, 127.

Bhadrak, 756.

Chatgaon, 134.

Fathabad, 128.

Ghoraghat, 124.

Jalesar (Jellasore), 746.
Ealing Dandpat, 763.

Katak (Cuttack), 758.
Khalllatabad, 121.

Lakhnauti, 110.

Madaran, 105.

Mahmudabad, 118.
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Sarkars
(
continued)

—

Panjra, 122.

Puraiah, 90.

Rajmahindra, 763.

Satgaon, 102.

Sharifabad, 96.

Silhat, 131.

Sonargaon, 132.

Sulaimanabad, 99.

Tajpur, 107.

Shah Daula’s Rats, 793.

Shah Isma‘51, founder of the Safari

dynasty, 249.

journeys into Gilan,283.

stay in Lahijan, 288.

Shaibani, 767, 781.

Shan-ni-lo-shi valley identified with

Adinzai valley, 657.

Shih-po, office of, 68 et seq.

Simpson, W., pillars of the Thu-
parama and Lankarama dagabas,

361.

Sinclair, W. F., antiquity of Eastern

falconry, 793.

Kuranda, 573.

St. John, R. F. St. A., Kuranda, 364.

Yidhura Jataka, 441.

Subah Bangala (Bengal), 87.

settlement under Todar
Mai, 87.

Sultan Shuja,

87.

Nawab Ja’far

Khan, 87.

Sulaiman Kararani, viceroy of Bengal,

743.

Suma stupa, 657.

Su-po-fa-sutu river, 656.

Suryas'ataka, 215.

Suwar, rank in Indian Moghul Army,
515.

Swat, inscriptions in, 212.

Sword of Moses, 149.

T.

Tablnan, rank in Indian Moghul Army,

515.

Tahmasp Mirza, Sultan, 250.

Tai or red cap of Shi‘ahs, 571.

Taj-i-Haidari, 255.

Takakl.su, J., Chinese translations of

the Milinda Panho, 1.

Tephrike,the modem Divrigi, identified

with al-Abrik, 733.

Thuparama and Lankarama dagabas,

pillars of, 361.

Tibeto-Burman linguistic palaeon-

tology, 23.

T‘ien-chu = part of India, Chinese
account of, 496.

Todar Mai, 744.

Revenue Administration, 88
et seq.

Trade, Chinesemediaeval, with Western
nations, 64 et seq.

Chinese, with Arabia, Malay
Peninsula, Java, Cochin, Borneo,
Philippines, Sumatra, 69.

Chinese trade penalties, 79.

Transliteration Report, after p. 835.

U.

I’clyana and Gandhara, 655.

C-to-kia-han-cah, probable identifi-

cation with Khunua, 673.

V.

Yelanai, ruins at, 660.

Yidhura Jataka, 441.

W.

Waddell, L. A., Rosaries in Ceylon
Buddhism, 577.

WlCKREMASINGHE, D. M. DE S., the

several authors known as Dhamma-
kitti, 200.

Y.

Yadgar-i-Khani = Samarkand, 774.
783.

Z.

Zaitun, identification, 72.

Zamra river, 737.

Zibatra, site of, 740.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTPORD.
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TRANSLITERATION

The subject of a uniform system of transliteration of

Oriental characters has for a long time occupied the

attention of the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society.

In May, 1890, a Committee was formed, on the motion

of Professor Sir M. Mon ier-Williams, K.C.I.E., to prepare

a scheme, in conjunction with other learned societies, to be

brought before the International Congress of Orientalists.

After long deliberation and careful consideration of the

scheme propounded by Professor the Right Hon. F. Max
Muller, and accepted by the Oxford University Press, of the

scheme adopted by the Government of India, on the recom-

mendation of Sir W. W. Hunter, K.C.S.I., of the papers

contributed by Sir M. Monier-Williams, K.C.I.E., to this

Society’s Journal in 1890, and to the proceedings of the

Berlin Congress, and of the schemes adopted by the

Societe Asiatique, the Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesell-

schaft, the Bengal Asiatic Society, and the Pali Text

Society, this Committee presented their Report to the

Council held on the 8th of May, 1894. That report was

adopted by the Council, and published in the Society’s

Journal for July, 1894.

In the autumn of that year the Tenth Oriental Congress

was held at Geneva; and, on the motion of Lord Reay

on behalf of the Society, a representative Commission was

appointed to consider the subject. The Report of this

Commission was presented to the Congress before it

separated, and was adopted by the Congress. The scheme

prepared by the Commission (containing two systems—one

for Sanskrit and the other for Arabic) was ordered to be

incorporated in the Proceedings of the Congress, and was

recommended for adoption by all Orientalists. A transla-

tion of this scheme was published, with the Report, in the

Society’s Journal for October, 1895.

J.B.A.8. 1896. 55
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This Report states that—"The Commission took as a

basis for its work the Report of the Royal Asiatic

Society’s Special Committee, and the systems of trans-

literation usually adopted in France, in Germany, . and

by the Bengal Asiatic Society. The Commission does not

pretend to have discovered a perfectly scientific system.”

The Council is of opinion that it is advisable to take

this opportunity of recommending the system thus placed

before the world. Much care and pains have been taken

over the subject, and there does not seem any probability

of further steps being taken, at all events for some years

to come. It has come to the decision, therefore, to

recommend those Oriental scholars over whom it has

influence to endeavour to adopt the system proposed by
the Oriental Congress at Geneva. It observes, however,

that there are some slight diversities between the scheme

for Sanskrit and that for Arabic, and a few emendations

have been suggested to bring them more fully into harmony.

The Council, therefore, now republishes, together with its

own resolution on the subject, the two systems suggested

by the Geneva Congress
; and adds a few suggestions

(chiefly by way of harmonizing them), together with
specimens of transliteration in various languages, so that

all Oriental scholars may clearly understand what is

recommended.

The following is the resolution that has consequently

been passed :
—“ Resolved that the Council of the Royal

Asiatic Society, having given the most careful consideration

to the Report on Transliteration prepared by the repre-

sentative Commission appointed by the Oriental Congress

at Geneva, while not entirely agreeing in all the details,

gives the entire scheme its general approval
;
and earnestly

recommends all connected with this country who are en-

gaged in Oriental studies to set aside their own individual

feelings and predilections, and, as far as possible, to employ
this method of transliteration, in order that the very great
benefit of a uniform system may he gradually adopted,
and Oriental studies may thereby be facilitated.”
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TABLE I.

TRANSLITERATION OF THE SANSKRIT AND
ALLIED ALPHABETS ADOPTED BY THE

GENEVA CONGRESS.

^ a

^(1 ^

T 4

t *

B u

U

w r

M f

^ i

^ I

n «

TJ ai

o

au

M k

kh

*

9

*

gh

^ h

^ c

<5 ch

* j

W jh

^ n

Z t

3 th

^ d

Z dh

W n

^ t

ST th

*

d

\| dh

«T n

K p

*5 ph

^ b

bh

m

y

T r

I
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IT

¥

f h

35 (in Pali i

—
(
Anusvara,

Niggahita) m
w

(
Anundsika

)
, . . m

: (
Visarga

)
. ... h

X
(
Jihvamullya

)
. . h

X (
TTpadhmaniya) . . h

$ (
Avagraha

)
. . . _L

Udatta i

Svarita a.

Anudatta
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TABLE IL

TRANSLITERATION OF. THE ARABIC ALPHABET
ADOPTED BY THE GENEVA CONGRESS.

[Notes in square brackets refer to pp. 6, 7.]

1 at beginning of word ^ g permissible gh V
omit : hamza elsewhere

-L. [' or °, Note 8]

<_> b

CL3 t

Cj t permissible th v
--"

/^permissible dj

XL h

^ h permissible kh

0 d

•2 d permissible dh

J r

J *

U*1 a

(ji s permissible sh
'

[jo s [see Note 1]

7

--t> d [rf^Note 2]

k Tor t [only t, Note 3]

;
-So zor *v

""

*-»/

J ?

lJ k

J '

I*
m

u «

j tc [or c, Note 5]

a A

s? y

vowels — a, — t, — w

lengthened V a, i_£, i,/ «

diphthongs u?'' ay andy aw

[at and aw. Note 4]

e and o may be used in place

of i and u

also e and 6 in Indian dialects,

it and o in Turkish

J of article Jl to be always l.
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ADDITIONAL IN PERSIAN, HINDI,

AND PAKSHTU.

—- c permissible ch

j z permissible zh ^
g

TURKISH LETTERS.

lLS when pronounced as y,

k is permitted.

i n

Also in India will be recognized s for Cj, z for 0
,
and z for ua.

The above scheme contains, it will be seen, two schemes

—

one for the transliteration of Sanskrit, Pali, and the allied

alphabets, and one for the transliteration of Arabic and

the allied alphabets. These two tables are inconsistent with

one another on several points. In applying the Congress

scheme, therefore, to the transliteration of Hindi (which

is written both with Sanskrit and Arabic letters) the same

word would have to be transliterated differently according

to the alphabet before the transliterator. These points

are as follows :

—

(1) The sound represented in English by sh is represented

in the first table by s, and in the second by s (sh being

permissible). On the other hand, the s is used in the

first table for the Sanskrit ^ (.?//) and in the second for

u° (
2)- The practical difficulties arising from this dis-

crepancy are, however, so small that the Council would
merely point out the discrepancy.

(2) The sign d is used in the Sanskrit table for ^ (the

cerebral d), and in the Arabic table for (dad). This
discrepancy could be avoided by selecting d for the dad.

HINDI AND PAKSHTU.

or t \/

j or $ d

PAKSHTU LETTERS.

£
ts

J g
-

ksh
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(3) The alternative transliteration t allowed for Is in the

second table clashes with the use of the same sign in

the first table. This alternative transliteration might be

dropped out of Table II.

(4) The diphthongs ai and au in the first table are

replaced by ay and aw in the second. It would be better

to adhere to the first table.

' (5) The transliteration w for the j in the Arabic table

clashes with that proposed for the W in the Sanskrit table.

Both v and w might be allowed for each of these letters.

(6) The sound represented by ch in the English ortho-

graphy is transliterated e in the Sanskrit table, and c (ch

being permissible) in the second table. It would be more

consistent to adopt c throughout.

There are also one or two other matters which are worthy

of notice.

(7) The signs z and z, and d and t are each of them

used in Table II as the transliteration of two different

letters.

(8) No sign has been suggested in the Arabic table for

the transliteration of the wasla. The comma above the

line 5 used in the table to represent the hamsa might be

used for the wasla, and either a stroke or a circle above

the line (' or °) might be used for the hamsa.

(9) No sign has been suggested in the Arabic table for the

silent t. The sign k might be used to represent this letter.

(10) A stroke beneath the line (thus h or in) might be

suggested to signify that a letter written in any alphabet

to be transliterated is not to be pronounced.
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Subject to the suggestions above made, wbicb will, tbe

Council hopes, meet with tbe approval of Continental

scholars, the following passages would illustrate the scheme

as adopted by the Congress.

SANSKRIT.

Eg Yeda : opening lines

—

d Tf? d^fd B

Agnim lie purohitam yajnasya devam rtvijam

hotaram ratnadhfitamam.

agnih pfirvebhir rshibir idyo niitanair uta

sa devam eha vaksati.

Nalopakhyana : opening lines

—

twt ’rra <IH«d$dt «rat i

hWi a

drfd^d; |qrrfdT *rar »

’drraqft: dd*rra; dddi i

Asid raja ISTalo nama Ylrasenasuto ball

upapanno gunair istair rupavan asvakovidah

atisthan manujendranam murdhni devapatir yatha

uparyupari sarvesam aditya iva tejasa.
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PALI.

Digha : opening words

—

00®©©tg$3° 025>°£3e)c3°?53Cni)3?P'3'>$3<»0<5)dc»C52'>

«fxS^3<^0^3(S,eS^o?pQ3^©o3cnO§b®'5^JD®C5O3<sB©t5)

«J3tSe3ge3o©©^£3§°O°0©@ &> t£>2S>Q}£3®«)ta

Evam me sutam. Ekam samayaih bhagava antara ca

Bajagaham antara ca Nalandam addhanamaggapatipanno

boti mahata btiikkhusariighena saddhim panca mattehi

bhikkhusatehl.

ARABIC.

Opening chapter of the Qur'an

—

cr'
fc5>^r^ l-r>j aJJi pAj

«i/iyj &pJ tlASi ^.lif
j*jg

lI-OU ^jjT

^ c^uj! ^ £pf

Ch. ix, V. 1.

y U C-O # f* J - f^7 S *»

• ur? ^ 5 4-^' i^r?

Ch. x, y. 14.

.^]dJ \}$ U j cyiiL^Ju

Bismi’llahi’I-rahmani’l-rahlmi. Al-hamdu lillahi rabbi-

’1-‘alamlna’l-rahmani’l-rahlmi maliki yaumi ’I-dini. Iyaka

na'budu wa Iyaka nasta'Inu. Ihdina ’l-sirata’l-mustaqima

sirata’lladlna an ‘amta ‘alaihim gairi ’1-magdubi ‘alaihim

wa la ’l-dalllna.

Ch. ix, y. 1. — Bara'atun mina’llahi wa rasulihi ila

’lladlna ‘ahadtum mina ’l-musriklna.
* <

Ch. x, v. 14.—Wa jaathum rusuluhum bi’l-baiyinati wa
ma kanu liyu'minu.
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Notes—
Hamza at the beginning of a word is omitted, as pre-

scribed on p. 5. Only the vowel is written. Ex. asad,

a lion
;
plur. usd. Insan, a human being.

Hamza elsewhere=a stroke
'

or circle °.

Wasla is represented by an apostrophe. See Note 8, p. 7.

The diphthongs have been written ai and au, not ay and

aw. See Note 4, p. 7.

PERSIAN.

Opening words of the Gulistan

—

j j3 {Ju - <*.lb

<*3j~* 3j* ^

j } ^ LZj\j y
• lsj^ J*

Minnat hudalra ‘azza wa jalla kih ta'atas mujib-i-

qurbatast. Wa bisukr andaras mazld-i-ni‘mat. Har nafasl

kih faru mlravad mumidd-i-hiyatast. Wa cun bar niayad

mufarriq-i-zat. Pas dar har nafasl du ni'mat maujudast.

Wa bar har ni'matl sukri wajib.
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The Council would take this opportunity of suggesting

the following scheme for the transliteration of Hebrew.

X ’ X §

1 t 0 t

a b n

l 9 V

a g to s

i § n *.

. a n t

n h T =° (or —

)

cl h (or hh)
~

&

^ v
~

e

T z \ *

PI h O

13 t !| u

’ y
~

«

5 * T •

3 k
~

*

^ I
~

. o

t3 HI
~

«

3 « - P

D s K §

V ‘ P

3 J S
=d

3 p Dagges forte=double letter

AGO
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HEBREW.

Genesis I, 1-5.

parti : pan nai nWn na nsrba ana n^ana

nsnnja nmSa nim mnn *33-by rj^'ni inai mh nirn

ami *. ma-nn ma-w DTiba naan : D'art '3s-by

rai man ra DTiba bnan aits -'a man-na DTiba
1

*• t I • v: " :
-- • t v *

'.I

-Tin nb'b an
(
p r^nbi nv mab D'riba anpn pern

:nna nv npa-vm any

B°re’sit bara’ ’elohim ’et hassamayim v°’et ha’ares.

V°ha’ares hay°tah tohu vabohu v°hosek ‘al p°nei t°hom.

v°ruab ’elohim m°rahefet ‘al p°nei hamunayim. Vayyo’mer

’elohim y°hi ’or vay°hi ’or. Yayyar’ ’eldhim ’et ha’6r ki

tob vayyabdel ’elohim bein ha’6r ubein habosek Vayyiqra’

’elohim la’or yom v°lahosek qara’ lay°lah. vay°hi ‘ereb

yay°hi boqer yom ’ehad.
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1896 *Tahi. Bam, Gungaram, Zemindar, Dera Ismail Khan,

Panjab.

440 1893 *Taw Sein Ko, 2, Latter Street, Rangoon.

1883 Tawney, C. H., The Librarian, India Office.

1894 *Tayxor, Arnold C., Uppingham, Rutland.

1880 *fTaylor, The Rev. Charles, D.D., Master of St. John's

College, Cambridge.

1892 *Tcheraz, Minas, Professor of Armenian, King's College,

London; 33, De Vere Gardens, S.W.

1879 §*Temple, Major B. C., C.I.E., Commissioner of the

Andamans.
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1881

fTHEOBAiD, W., Budleigh Satterton
,
Devon.

1880 *fTHOBBUBir, S. S., Bengal Civil Service, Panjab.

1881 §THOEJfTON, T. H., C.S.I., D.C.L., 23, Bramham

Gardens, South Kensington, S.W.

Hon. Teele, Professor, University, Leiden.

450 1859 *fTiEN, The Rev. Anton, Ph.D., 23, Pari Place,

Gravesend.

1892 *Tolman, Professor H. C., Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, Tennessee.

1895 |*Tkataitcore, H.H. Hama Yarma, G.C.S.I., Maharaja

of Travancore.

1879 *Tbotter, Coutts, Atheneeum Club; 17, Charlotte

Square, Edinburgh.

1884 *Trotter, Lieut.-Col. Henry, C.B., H.M. Consul-

General, Galatz, Roumania.

1884 fTuFnELi,, H., Esq., The Grove, Wimbledon Pari.

1891 *Tupper, C. L., Chief Secretary to the Punjab Govern-

ment, Lahore.

1882

*TJdAipur, His Highness Fateh Singhji Bahadur,

Maharana of, G.C.S.I.

1884 *Yalentise, The Her. Colin S., LL.D., Medical College,

Agra.

1884 *|Yasadey, Madhar Samarth, R. R., B.A., Balliol

College, Oxford.

460 Hon. 1892 Yassileef, Professor Y. P., The University, St.

Petersburg

.

1883

Yerney, F. W., 6, Onslow Gardens, &.~W.

1827 |Ytvtan, K. H. S., Lrewan, St. Colomb, Cornwall.

1884

'Wace, The Rev. H., D.H., Principal, King's College,

London.
r

1892 t*WADDEix, L. A., LL.D., Surgeon-Major, Darjeeling.

1873 §Waehouse, H. J., 28, Hamilton Terrace, H.W.
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1885 f*WARREisT
,
H. C., 12, Quincey Street, Cambridge,

Mass., U.S.

1883 "Watters, T., late China Consular Service; Cleveland

Mansions, Cleveland Road, Ealing.

Hon. Weber, Professor A., 56, Ritterstrasse, Berlin.

1885 West, E. W., 4, Craufurd Terrace, Maidenhead.

470 1892 §West, Sir Raymond, K.C.I.E., LL.D., Chesterfield,

College Road, Norwood.

1873 *Westmacott, E. Yesey, B.A., Commissioner of Excise,

„ Bengal Presidency, India.

1882 Whtnfield, E. H., St. Margaret's, Beulah Hill.

1893 *Whitehottse, F. Cope, 8, Cleveland Row, St. James'

.

1868 Williams, The Rev. Thomas, Rewari, Panjab.

1876 -(Wollaston, A. N., C.I.E., India Office; Glen Hill,

* Walmer.

1894 *Wright, H. Nelson, Collector, Behra Bun, N.W.P.
477 1894 WrLDE, C. H., S. Kensington Museum.
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Hottot’atig lumbers.

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, K.C.S.I., Aligarh.

1866 Professor T. Aufreeht, Heidelberg.

1894 Mons. A. Barth, Paris.

Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, C.I.E., Puna

,

Bombay.

5 1873 Professor Otto von Bohtlingk, St. Petersburg

.

1885 Professor J. G. Biihler, C.I.E., Vienna.

1893 Professor Henri Cordier, Paris.

1895 Professor 0. Donner, Helsingfors.

The Rev. J. Edkins, D.D., Shanghai.

10 1890 Professor Y. Fausboll, Copenhagen.

1866 Don Paseual de Gayangos, Madrid.

1885 Professor De Goeje, Leiden.

1893 Professor Ignaz Goldziher, Buda Pest.

1890 Conte Comm. Angelo De Gubernatis, Italy.

15 Professor H. Kern, Leiden.

1873 Professor Barbier de Meynard, Paris.

Professor P. Max Muller, Oxford.

1895 Professor Friedrich Muller, Vienna.

1895 Professor Ed. Navilie, Geneva.

20 1890 ’ Prof. T. Noldeke, Strassburg.

1866 Professor Jules Oppert, Paris.

Dr. Reinhold Rost, C.I.E., Ph.D., London.

Professor It. Roth, Tubingen.

Professor Eduard Sachau, Berlin.

25 1892 Professor Schrader, Berlin.

1892 M. Emile Senart, Paris.

1895 Professor Tiele, Leiden.

1892 .
Sumangala Maha Nayaka Unnanse, Colombo, Ceylon.

1892 Professor Yasilief, St. Petersbourg.

30 1866 Professor A. Weber, Berlin.

Note.—The number of Honorary Members is limited by Rule 9 to thirty.

Those in italics are deceased, and the vacancies thus occasioned will be reported

to the annual meeting in May.

(Hxfraonlinarg Dumber.

H.E. The Marquis Maha Yotha.
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LIST OF LIBRARIES AND SOCIETIES

SUBSCRIBING TO THE

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Astor Library, New York.

Atheneum Club, Pall Mall.

Benares, Queen’s College, India.

Berlin Royal Library.

Birmingham Central Free Library.

Brighton Public Library.

British & Foreign Bible Society, 46, Queen Victoria Street.

Cincinnati Public Library.

Columbia College Library, New York.

10 Constitutional Club, Northumberland Avenue.

Copenhagen University Library.

East India United Service Club, 16, St. James’s Square.

Florence. Biblioteca Nazionale.

Geneva. Bibliotheque Publique.

Geological Society of London.

Gottingen University Library.

Halle University Library.

Harvard College.

Jena University Library.

20 Johns Hopkins University.

Kief University Library.

Liverpool Free Public Library.

London Institution, Finsbury Circus, E.C.

London Library, 14, St. James’s Square.

Lucknow Museum.

Madrid. Biblioteca del Ateneo, Calle del Prado.

Manchester Free Reference Library, King St., Manchester
Marburg University Library.

Melbourne Public Library.

30 Montefiore College, Ramsgate.
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Munich University Library.

Naples University Library.

Newcastle-on-Tyne Free Public Library.

Newcastle-on-Tyne Literary and Philosophical Society.

Oxford. The Indian Institute.

Peabody Institute, U.S.A.

Pennsylvania Univebsity Library.

Philadelphia, Library Company.

Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A., Theological Seminary.

40 San Francisco Free Public Library.

Strasbubg University Library.

Sidney Free Library.

* Tubingen University Library.

United Service Club, 116, Pall Mall.

Washington Catholic Univebsity Library.

46 Zurich Stadt Bibliothek.

Note .—There are many other libraries which subscribe through the booksellers.

The Secretary would be much obliged by the Librarians of such libraries sending

him their names to be added to the above list.










